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PREFACE

Brahmaniröpaàa  (also called Âtmaniröpaàa) and

BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ are the two facets of VedÂntic teaching.

Brahmaniröpaàa unfolds and ascertains the true nature of Brahman

(identical with ÂtmÂ  –  the true ‘I’), the means to know Brahman and

the result thereof.  BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ  analytically establishes the

exact and authentic nature of Brahman, the means to gain

BrahmajáÂna  and the result of such knowledge. It is worth noting

that a mumukîu (a spiritual aspirant) with steadfast sÂdhanacatuîòaya-

saÙpatti (the requisite fourfold qualities) can gain BrahmajáÂna even

without taking to BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ.  However, the Brahmasötra, a

book dealing with BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ, is one of the three canonical

texts of   VedÂnta, as it satisfies the doubting and questioning human

mind.

In the entire gamut of English VedÂntic literature to date,

topics of vital importance such as the exact nature of aparokîa

ÂtmajáÂna / BrahmajáÂna, BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra, mokîa (liberation), the

source and the nature of the Veda as svataÉ-pramÂàam, the modus

operandi of VedÂnta pramÂàa , the defectless sÂmagrÍs (prerequisites)

necessary for the VedÂnta pramÂàa to function, an analysis of when

a pramÂàa fails to function, the role and the criterion of correctness

of VedÂntic prakriyÂs (modes of teaching) are rarely described

comprehensively with scriptural authenticity and corroboration. On

the contrary, several wrong notions about these are found freely

floating around based on mere hearsay. This lacuna prompted me to

write this commentary, which is an outcome of thorough research.

Moreover, I deem this to be an opportunity for me to sharpen my

own knowledge and resolve my doubts.  To paraphrase the VedÂntic

master SureïvarÂcÂrya,

………… mJeyeesOeheefjMegodOÙeLeË yeÇÿeefJeefVekeâ<eeçcemeg  ~

‘(This work has been composed by me) for the purpose of

purifying my knowledge by testing it on the touchstone of the knowers

of Brahman’ (Nai.Si. 1-6).



This English commentary on the Brahmasötra-CatussötrÍ

follows the gloss (tÍkÂ) RatnaprabhÂ,  with PöràÂnandÍyatÍkÂ very

closely.  At a few places, the NyÂyaniràaya and BhÂmatÍ glosses

have also been incorporated. The word Brahmasötra in the singular

is used for the text Brahmasötra as a whole except when referring to

a specific sötra.

The introduction provides a concise description of VedÂnta
and BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ  before the commentary commences with the

text of the Brahmasötra. The introduction gives a correct perspective

on the authorship and date of the Brahmasötra by pointing out fallacies

in the views of certain academics.  Other highlights of the introduction

include: the significance of prasthÂnatrayam, the importance of

CatussötrÍ, the gamut of VedÂnta with the role of Brahmasötra as

elaborated by ìrÍ Madhusödana SaraswatÍ in his VedÂnta-kalpalatikÂ,

the methods of reasoning employed in the Brahmasötra, and the

appropriateness of adhyÂsa-bhÂîya. The adhyÂsa-kramaÉ – the order

of superimposition – and the varying degrees of love due to the

different levels of adhyÂsa are added features in the portion on

adhyÂsa.  It is derived from SiddhÂntabindu composed by ìrÍ

Madhusödana SaraswatÍ.

The bhÂîya with its translation and commentary has been

classified under topicwise captions.  This enables the subject matter

to be grasped easily.  It is especially helpful in places where the

bhÂîya is too lengthy. By and large, books on the Brahmasötra in

various languages do not present the bhÂîya topicwise. I have

followed this method throughout in my teaching of the entire

Brahmasötra-bhÂîya  by incorporating about one thousand captions.

The detailed table of contents and an exhaustive multiple index

provide readers quick access to topics of their choice. Samskrit

passages quoted are listed either in the text itself or as foot-notes.

The actual nature of BrahmajáÂna is dealt with in

greater detail primarily in the context of the bhÂîya portions,

‘avagati-paryantam jáÂnam’ (sötra 1-1-1) and ‘anubhavÂvasÂnatvÂt

bhötavastu-viîayatvÂt ca BrahmajáÂnasya’ (sötra 1-1-2).  The
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epilogue (in the chapter ‘Summing-up’) highlights the

essential constituent of BrahmajáÂna.  This elaboration is based

extensively on the Upaniîads, MÂàdökya-kÂrikÂ, BhagavadgÍtÂ,

PrasthÂnatrayÍ-bhÂîya, YogavÂsiîòha, PaácapÂdikÂ of PadmapÂdÂcÂrya,

Vivaraàa-prameya-saßgraha of VidyÂraàya Muni and some other

standard VedÂntic prakaraàa-granthas.  It can clear up a number of

misconceptions about the exact nature of BrahmajáÂna, the

distinction between parokîajáÂna and aparokîajáÂna, the implication

of the anubhava-svaröpatva of ÂtmÂ  in the context of ÂtmajáÂna,

jáÂnaniîòhÂ, the varying degrees of intensity in jáÂnaniîòhÂ, jÍvanmukti

and its means, besides the relevance of sÂdhana-catuîòaya-saÙpatti

in general and vairÂgya in particular.  The nature of the VedÂnta

pramÂàa and prakriyÂ are also extensively discussed.  A correct

understanding of these is indispensable in the pursuit of gaining

mokîa. Critical views on this commentary, based on scripture that

can enhance its perspective, are welcome.

Unfortunately nowadays, there is a lot of confusion and lack

of clarity in VedÂntic teaching and more so on the nature of aparokîa

ÂtmajáÂna. Due to their ignorance, some people unknowingly advocate

a pörvapakîa (contrary view) having its basis in pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ as

the VedÂntic doctrine and profess that the actual doctrine is wrong.

As a result, we have two streams of thoughts in the modern VedÂntic

teaching. Some claim that the experience of ÂtmÂ is indispensable

in gaining self-knowledge without explaining its precise nature and

the role, whereas others refute it outright.

Now who can give a verdict? If we conclude something based

on the observations of our limited intellect, it is bound to be pouruîeya

– a product of human conjecture. The best way is to explore the

ïÂstra-pramÂàa and find out if this controversy is conclusively

discussed anywhere in VedÂntic lore. The PaácapÂdikÂ of

PadmapÂdÂcÂrya  and the Vivaraàa-prameya-saßgraha of VidyÂraàya

Muni have specially addressed this dispute with a clear verdict.

They point out that there is a clear-cut difference in the mode of

gaining (or imparting) knowledge in pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ (karmakÂàÅa) and

uttaramÍmÂÙsÂ (jáÂnakÂàÅa / VedÂnta) even though the same Veda
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is the pramÂàa for both. As a result, the nature of knowledge differs

drastically in the case of pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ and in the case of VedÂnta.

This commentary has discussed this topic at length. I would like to

quote in this context an exhortation by ìrÍ Appayya DÍkîita, a famous

VedÂntic Master and a great devotee. He says : De#ejeefCe hejer#Ùevleeced
Decyeje[cyejsCe efkeâced ~ “Please examine the contents of the writings.

What purpose can be served by a display of external pomp?”.

Repetition is a defect in literature. But not so in learning,

where it is indispensable. A Latin saying goes – Repetition is the

mother of study. Considering the subtle nature of VedÂnta, I have

resorted to repetition at a few places with a slightly different

presentation in each case – especially in connection with the nature

of ÂtmajáÂna / BrahmajáÂna.

A commentary in the English language, which does not have

a suitable vocabulary for expressing the thought-content and

technicalities of VedÂnta that has evolved in the Samskrit language,

has definite limitations.  To understand the advanced Samskrit

VedÂntic text of Brahmasötra  – highly analytical in nature – I seek

the co-operation of readers in certain respects to ensure that they

derive the maximum  benefit from this commentary.

As in medicine or engineering, VedÂnta has its own

terminology. Many Samskrit terms used in VedÂnta have no direct

equivalent in English.  Their meanings have been expounded

elaborately in this commentary.  This is not necessary for those who

are already exposed to VedÂnta and understand the full significance

of such terms. Such readers are more at home if the original Samskrit

terms are used in the commentary.  For these readers, the English

counterparts of these words – which are quite lengthy at times –

prevent a lucid evolution of the full import of the sentences.  However,

the use of only Samskrit VedÂntic terminology – even if fully explained

earlier – would become a major stumbling block for a beginner without

familiarity with Samskrit.

To balance these opposing requirements and to ensure that

no one is rendered incapable of vividly grasping the import of this
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text lucidly and without hindrance, a via media is resorted to.  At

most places the original Samskrit terms are used along with their

English equivalents or with explanations as in parentheses marked

off either by brackets or dashes.  This is done even at the risk of

repetition or at the risk of lengthening the sentence.  Where this

practice is not followed, it is because the original word or its

counterpart is used very often either in the immediately preceding

textual portion or in close proximity to that sentence.  The reader is

requested to get accustomed to this style.  Besides, familiarization

with the key to transliteration is also necessary for ease in reading

diacritical marks.  The keys and the section on the pronunciation of

Samskrit letters are provided separately after the abbreviations. A

revision of difficult adhyÂsa portion is desirable.

I bow down reverentially with immense gratitude to both my

Gurus – Pöjya ìrÍ Swami ChinmayÂnanda SaraswatÍ and

Pöjya ìrÍ Swami DayÂnanda SaraswatÍ – at whose feet I underwent

my studies of VedÂnta.  I also bow down with reverential gratitude to

all VedÂntic masters of the past and present through whose books I

have learnt VedÂnta indirectly.  Further, I offer my praàÂms to

BhagavÂn ìrÍ Sathya Sai Baba from whom I have received immense

inspiration and guidance.

Many of my students have devotedly rendered their services

in manifold ways to make the publication of this book in its final form

possible.  I pray to Êïvara  for their liberation in this life itself.

I conclude by offering this book reverentially to the ONE

from whom all knowledge ultimately originates and to whom it truly

belongs.

lJeoerÙeb Jemleg ieesefJevo legYÙecesJe mecehe&Ùes ~

‘Oh Lord ! I truly offer unto you, what is yours.’

Mumbai

MahÂïivarÂtrÍ, Swami ìuddhabodhÂnanda SaraswatÍ
24-2-2017
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Ut. Utpatti-prakaraàa

Ve.P.B. VedÂnta-paribhaîÂ

Ve.S. VedÂntasÂra

Yo.VÂ Yoga-vÂsiîòha
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Key to Transliteration & Pronunciation of Sanskrit Letters.

De a (but) š òa (start)*   tongue

Dee Â (master) " òha (anthill)*   on

F i (it) [ Åa (dart)*   upper

F& Í (beet) { Åha (godhead)*   palate

G u (put) Ce àa (under)*

T ö (pool)

$e+ ç (rhythm)* le ta (thirst)*

S e (play) Le tha (thumb)   tongue

Ss ai (high) o da (father)*   on

Dees o (toe) Oe dha (breathe here)*   teeth

Deew au (loud) ve na (numb)*

. Ù - AnusvÂra (nasalization he pa (spin)

of preceding vowel) written like Heâ pha (loophole)*

the dot above De in Debçe: ye ba (bin)

: É  - Visarga (aspiration of Ye bha (abhor)*

preceding vowel) written like ce ma (much)

the two dots after çe in Debçe: Ùe ya (young)

keâ ka (skate) j ra (drama)

Ke kha (blockhead)* } la (luck)

ie ga (gate) Je va (in-between wile and vile)

Ie gha (log hut)* çe ïa (shoe)

* ßa (sing) <e îa (bushel)

Ûe ca (chunk) me sa (so)

Ú cha (catch him)* n ha (hum)

pe ja (John) #e kîa

Pe jha (hedgehog)* %e jáa

_e áa (bunch)

* There are no exact English equivalents for the letters listed with an asterisk.
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yeÇÿemet$eMee¿jYee<Ùeced
(Ûeleg:met$eer)

INTRODUCTION

SALUTATIONS

Ô vecees yeÇÿeeefoYÙees yeÇÿeefJeÅeemecØeoeÙekeâle=&YÙees JebMe$e+ef<eYÙees
vecees ieg®YÙe: ~

Om, salutations to Hiraàyagarbha and other deities, to the

sages – the propounders of the tradition of BrahmavidyÂ, and to

the revered Gurus.

meoeefMeJemeceejcYeeb Me¿jeÛeeÙe&ceOÙeceeced ~
DemceoeÛeeÙe&heÙe&vleeb Jevos ieg®hejchejeced ~~

I salute the lineage of Gurus from Lord ìiva to

BhagavatpöjyapÂda Àdi ìaßkarÂcÂrya through to our preceptor.

veejeÙeCeb  he©eYegJeb   Jeefme‰b   Meefòebâ  Ûe lelheg$ehejeMejb Ûe
JÙeemeb Megkebâ ieew[heob cenevleb ieesefJevoÙeesieervõceLeemÙe efMe<Ùeced ~
ßeer Me¿jeÛeeÙe&ceLeemÙe he©eheeob Ûe nmleeceuekebâ Ûe  efMe<Ùeced
leb leesškebâ Jeeefle&keâkeâejcevÙeeved Demceûg¤ved mebleleceeveleesÓefmce ~~

Forever do I reverentially salute Lord NÂrÂyaàa, BrahmÂ,
the venerable sages – Vasiîòha, ìakti, his son ParÂïara, VyÂsa,
ìuka, GauÅapÂdÂcÂrya, GovindapÂdÂcÂrya and his disciple

ìri ìaßkarÂcÂrya and his disciples PadmapÂdÂcÂrya,

HastÂmalakÂcÂrya, ToòakÂcÂrya, SureïvarÂcÂrya (the author of the

VÂrtikas), and our Gurus.



Brahmasötra-CatussötrÍ

BRAHMAN

All Upaniîads unequivocally declare that everything is

Brahman. They also emphasize there is nothing other than Brahman.

This is in direct contradiction with the universal experience of the

world of multiplicity. The Vedas – the source of all the Upaniîads –

are the final pramÂàa (means of knowledge). The Vedas cannot be

wrong. Both common experience and the pluralistic view of the world

are therefore erroneous. This has to be set right. The Brahmasötras

provide the basis and means for rectifying the misapprehension

(bhrama) regarding our universal experience of multiplicity.

What is Brahman? The following verse succinctly describes

Brahman.

DeMegYeeefve efvejeÛe°s leveesefle MegYemevleefleced ~
mce=eflecee$esCe Ùelhegbmeeb yeÇÿe levcebieueb hejced ~~

Brahman is that, the direct knowledge of which frees us

totally from all sorrows. It reveals the eternal limitless happiness

(which is one’s nature). It is the supreme good  absolutely free from

the limitations of time, space and objects.

THE  ULTIMATE  GOAL  OF  LIFE

Brahman is the independent self-existent, self-revealing,

limitless happiness. It is free from all trace of sorrow. Without

exception, all living beings seek only  happiness (sukhaprÂpti) and

freedom from sorrows (duÉkhanivçtti) in life. Given this fact, the

direct cognition of Brahman becomes the  paramapuruîÂrtha – the

ultimate goal in life.

An ignorant person may not appreciate the necessity of

the pursuit of BrahmajáÂna (the direct cognition of Brahman) since

life offers a variety of avenues both to obtain enjoyment as well as

freedom from sorrows - however fleeting.  A mature person,

however,  realizes on closer scrutiny that there is neither permanent

joy (sukhaprÂpti) nor a total freedom  from sorrows (duÉkhanivçtti )
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through   the known methods of  sÂdhanasÂdhya – achievement

through action.

In the  Kaòhopaniîaò,  Naciketa (veefÛekesâle) declares an infallible

fact of life. Addressing Lord Yama, he states  that no amount of

worldly gain  can ever lead to satiation in human beings.1  While it

is true that the fulfilment of desires leads to immediate joy, the joy

soon turns  into sorrow because of factors such as the loss of the

thing acquired, an incapacity to enjoy sense objects,  the diminishing

returns of happiness from the same objects or beings, an

unfavourable mental disposition, and so on. The infallible law

governing associations, namely, ‘Any association or union is

inevitably subject to separation’, holds.

A discerning person can well appreciate that even  the best

and  most fascinating worldly accomplishments have an underbelly

of sorrow. The Damoclean sword of death that hangs over the

individual even in the midst of affluence and comfort inspires fear.

This is generally called saÙsÂra. SaÙsÂra comprises of  our limited

existence between the stages of birth and death, an existence beset

with problems, tensions, confusions and sorrows. The reason for

such  existence is  ignorance of our true nature (swaröpa) viz.

absolute bliss (paramÂnanda), and  pure awareness (caitanya), totally

free from all sorrows – meJe&ogŠKeefJeefveceg&keälewkeâÛewlevÙeelcekeâesÓnced~ (Br. Sö.

Bh. 4-1-2). Any accomplishment short of the direct knowledge of

Brahman is no solution to the problem of saÙsÂra. Directly knowing

Brahman, identical with our true nature, called aparokîajáÂna is

mokîa (liberation), where saÙsÂra gets totally terminated along with

its root cause. Synonyms for aparokîajáÂna are aparokîÂnubhöti,

ÂtmÂnubhava, BrahmÂnubhava, BrahmÂvagati, BrahmajáÂna,

BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra.

Kaivalyopaniîat advises mankind that absolute perfection,

also called liberation (mokîa),  can be gained only by giving up

attachment to the worldly objects that are so widely considered to

1. ve efJeòesve lehe&CeerÙees ceveg<Ùe:  ~ (Kò U. 1-1-27)
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provide  security.  Mokîa  cannot be attained by action,  progeny, or

wealth.2  As a matter of  fact, everyone clings to relatives like spouse

or children, wealth, learned persons, saviours, fields of different

experiences (called lokÂs), deities and other living beings not for

the sake of those beings or things but for one’s self alone. There

are no exceptions. Every desired object or being other than myself

becomes the means of my gratification. The love towards them is

only for ‘I’ (ÂtmÂ) – the locus of primary and limitless love.  The

locus of intense love is necessarily the repository of happiness in

abundance. The true ‘I’ (ÂtmÂ) which is the locus of limitless love is

therefore the limitless bliss.

The true ‘I’ (ÂtmÂ) is worthy of being known directly. The

means to do so are ïravaàa, manana and nididhyÂsana. ìravaàa
involves an inquiry into the nature of ÂtmÂ with the help of the

Upaniîads and a competent Guru. Next, doubts have to be resolved

through reasoning (manana). Finally incessant contemplation

(nididhyÂsana) needs to be practised to get the mind absorbed in

ÂtmÂ – in its true nature – free from all superimposed things

(adhyasta).   These means must be taken to concurrently.  This

was the advice given by Sage YÂjáavalkya to his wife MaitreyÍ.3

PRASTHÀNA-TRAYAM

PrasthÂna-trayam stands for the three basic texts, canons

(holy scriptures), or canonical texts.  It also provides the path,

procedure or a method for reaching the ultimate goal of human life

and the means to attain it. PrasthÂna-trayam has its basis directly

or indirectly in SanÂtana Dharma – the   prescribed course of conduct

that is eternal. It is revealed in the Vedas. SanÂtana Dharma is

universal in nature. According to it, things worthy of

accomplishments in life are twofold. The first are the pleasures

born of interaction with the sense objects, including heavenly

2. ve keâce&Cee ve heÇpeÙee Oevesve lÙeeiesvewkeâs Dece=lelJeceeveMeg:  ~ (Kai. U. 1-2)

3. ....... Deelcevemleg keâeceeÙe meJeË efheÇÙeb YeJeefle  ~ Deelcee Jee Dejs oÇ<šJÙe: ßeesleJÙe:
cevleJÙe: efveefoOÙeeefmeleJÙe:  ~ (Bç. U. 2-4-5)
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enjoyments. This is abhyudaya – the relative good. The second is

what is called niÉïreyasam (efve:ßesÙemeced) – the absolute or  highest

good called mokîa (liberation). NiÉïreyasam is the manifestation of

limitless happiness (niratiïaya-sukhÂvirbhÂvaÉ), to the total

exclusion of all sorrows  (niÉïeîÂnarthocchittiÉ). NiÉïreyasam
(liberation) is the subject matter of the Upaniîads. The Upaniîads

reveal the nature  of niÉïreyasam as well as the means to it. Two

more texts having their roots in the Upaniîads have evolved

subsequently. These also provide the basic foundation for self-

inquiry in accordance with the Upaniîads, thereby gaining their

distinct status. The trilogy is called PrasthÂna-trayam or

PrasthÂna-trayÍ – the triple canon – dealing with the subject of

liberation (mokîa).  The three PrasthÂnas of VedÂnta are the

Upaniîads (ïruti-prasthÂnam), ìrÍmad BhagavadgÍtÂ (smçti-prasthÂnam)

and Brahmasötra (nyÂya-prasthÂnam).

ìRUTIPRASTHÀNAM – UPANIëADS – VEDÀNTA

ìruti means the Vedas. The Vedas are four:  äk, Yajus,

SÂma and Atharva. Broadly speaking they can be classified into

three parts, depending on the topic dealt with, viz. karma (actions),

upÂsanÂ (meditation) ÂtmajáÂna (self-knowledge).  The SaÙhitÂ,

BrÂhmaàa and Àraàyaka  portions of the Vedas mainly unfold karma
and upÂsanÂ.  They are included in the karma and upÂsanÂ sections

(kÂàÅas). The Upaniîads deal primarily  with self-knowledge. They

thus form the JáÂnakÂàÅa (the section on self-knowledge). The

ìrutiprasthÂnam or Upaniîad-prasthÂnam is the first among the

prasthÂna-trayam.

The Upaniîads are considered the head of the Vedas.  The

ignoramus who studies the Vedas sans the Upaniîads can be

equated to a fool who having  chopped  off the head, renders

headless the trunk of the Veda.4

4. $e+Ûeeb cetOee&veb, Ùepeg<eecegòeceebieb, meecveeb efMej:, DeLeJe&Ceeb cegC[b], cegC[b veeOeerles, DeOeerles
Jesob, Deengmleb De%eb efMejefMÚlJee kegâ®les keâyevOeced  ~
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Self-inquiry (Âtma-vicÂra) is conducted in accordance with

the guidelines in the Upaniîads which are contained in the Vedas.

The word Upaniîad means BrahmavidyÂ – the knowledge of the

ultimate reality – Brahman. The term Upaniîad also stands for the

text that unfolds BrahmavidyÂ. The Upaniîads are also known as

VedÂnta. Anta can mean finale or the purport (tÂtparya), the final

ascertainment.  Thus the word VedÂnta signifies the final portion of

the Vedas. It is distinct from the earlier sections on karma and

upÂsanÂ. This final portion ascertains the purport of the Vedas
culminating in Brahman. In using the words VedÂnta, VedÂntaïÂstra

and ïÂstra, in his commentary on the Brahmasötra, the bhÂîyakÂra

Àdi ìaßkarÂcÂrya  refers them as  Upaniîads.

There are more than 108 Upaniîads known presently, of

which ten are studied extensively.  These are Êïa, Kaòha, Kena,

MuàÅaka, Praïna, MÂàÅökya, Aitareya, TaittirÍya, ChÂndogya  and

BçhadÂraàyaka. The Upaniîads are the original source of

BrahmavidyÂ.

SMäTIPRASTHÀNAM  –  ìRÊMAD  BHAGAVADGÊTÀ

Secondary texts based on the Vedas are called smçti-

grantha.  The MahÂbhÂrata which  contains the BhagavadgÍtÂ  falls

under the category of smçti.  The knowledge imparted by Lord Kçîàa
to Arjuna is enshrined in the  BhagavadgÍtÂ, the gist of all Vedic
knowledge.5

Figuratively, the Upaniîads are described as cows with Lord

Kçîàa as the milkman,  Arjuna  as the calf and  wise men as men

partaking of the nectarine milk of BhagavadgÍtÂ.

NYÀYAPRASTHÀNAM  – BRAHMASóTRA

NyÂya is the science of logic. The Brahmasötra gives a

logical structure to Upaniîadic teaching. It is a text of mÍmÂÙsÂ or

pöjita-vicÂraÉ – an adored inquiry or investigation.  It is not a book

5. mecemleJesoeLe&meejmebieÇnYetleced – ieerlee. Yee. GheesodIeele:  ~
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of advice but a text of analytical inquiry.

A sötra is a short rule or precept, an aphorism, a formula.

It is a short or concise technical sentence framed as a rule that can

be easily remembered. A sötra is brief in its composition, has a

clear and unambiguous meaning, contains the essence or main

points, and at times yields more than one meaning.  It is flawless

and  free of superfluous words.6  A work or manual containing such

aphoristic rules is also called sötra.

Literally, the word sötra means a string, or a thread.

Figuratively speaking, a Brahmasötra  strings the flowers of different

VedÂntic sentences or statements together into a garland

demonstrating their  harmonization  or applicability (samanvaya) in

ascertaining  Brahman.7

Upaniîads deal with a  variety of subjects from a variety of

perspectives. Unless thoroughly investigated  and ascertained,

these appear to have many contradictions. The Brahmasötras were

composed to resolve such seeming contradictions and highlight

the harmony (samanvaya) of all the Upaniîads focussed on the one,

non-dual Brahman.

The other names of the Brahmasötra are: VedÂnta-sötra,

ìÂrÍraka-sötra, Bhikîu-sötra, BÂdarÂyaàa-sötra, VaiyÂsika-sötra,

UttaramÍmÂÙsÂ-sötra, VedÂntamÍmÂÙsÂ-sötra, Brahma-mÍmÂÙsÂ.

The Brahmasötra deals with the following topics:

i) The nature of Brahman.

ii) The accomplishment of the ultimate goal of life by

gaining BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra (also called BrahmajáÂna),

the direct knowledge of Brahman identical with one’s

own true nature.

6. mJeuhee#ejb DemebefoiOeb meejJeod efJeÕeleescegKeb DemleesYeb DeveJeÅeb Ûe met$eb met$eefJeoes efJeog:~
7. JesoevleJeekeäÙekegâmegce«eLeveeLe&lJeeled met$eeCeeced (Br. Sö. Bh. 1-1-2)
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iii) How BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra alone, and not anything else,  is

the ultimate goal of life.

iv) The means to be pursued to gain BrahmajáÂna.

v) The result of BrahmajáÂna.

AUTHOR  AND  DATE  OF THE  BRAHMASóTRA

Traditionally, BÂdarÂyaàa, also known as VyÂsa of

DwÂparayuga is considered to be the author of the Brahmasötra.

Some academics or professional scholars challenge the authorship

of BÂdarÂyaàa (VyÂsa). According to them, the different systems of

philosophy refuted in TarkapÂda (Br.Sö.Ch 2, pÂda 2) belong to

relatively modern authors. They credit authorship to a number of

individuals such as Êïwarakçîàa, the author of SÂßkhya-kÂrikÂ (about

200 CE), Vasubandhu (4th to 5th century) belonging to the  Buddhistic

school of thought and other relatively  modern authors of the NyÂya,

Vaiïeîika, Bouddha, Jaina etc. systems of thought.  Based on the

authorship  of these philosophical systems of thought, they conclude

that the date of the Brahmasötra is no earlier than the fourth century.

However, nowhere do the Brahmasötras  mention the name of these

relatively  modern individuals. Instead,  references to ancient äîis

are found at places.

Professional scholars clearly overlook the fact that the

different schools of thought refuted in the tarkapÂda  of the

Brahmasötra were widespread even during the Upaniîadic period.

However, they were not so elaborate and did not have the same

names then as they do today. For example, the Brahmasötra (3-2-30)

refutes BhedavÂda  – caitanya as distinct from paramÂtmÂ. The

Àrya-samÂja (19th century) speaks of BhedavÂda. In view of this, it

would be absurd to say that the Brahmasötra refutes the stand  taken

by the Àrya-samÂja which was founded in April, 1875, and must

therefore have been written after the 19th century.

Many  modern schools of thought were certainly existent

in ancient times. For instance, consider the  Bouddha JÂtaka Tales

8
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– stories woven around  Buddha’s previous birth. Actually, these

stories were popular in ancient India and  were  only subsequently

interwoven into the Buddha’s biography.

It is true that some modern scholars have enriched  these

ancient schools of thought and elaborated on them; however, the

schools of thought refuted in the  Brahmasötra are not those of the

present day.

A PÂàinÍya sötra (4-3-110) on grammar proves the

authorship of the Brahmasötra beyond any trace of doubt.  While

defining the usage of the suffix ‘àini ’, PÂàini clearly refers to the

Bhikîusötra composed by PÂrÂïarya, the son of sage ParÂïara.

PÂrÂïarya is none other than VyÂsa.  Bhikîusötra is one of the names

of the  Brahmasötra.  PÂàini’s Guru was Upavarîa who lived in or

around 500 BCE.  Upavarîa has written a vçtti (gloss) on both the

Jaimini-sötra and the Brahmasötra. The bhÂîyakÂra  refers to

Upavarîa as vçttikÂra in the SötrabhÂîya  on 3-3-53.  It is well-known

that prior to PÂàini, the only PÂrÂïarya or VyÂsa of repute was the

celebrated author of the MahÂbhÂrata and the eighteen PurÂàas.

Interestingly there is a section of twelve chapters called

Brahmasötra-mÂhÂtmyam (the glory of the Brahmasötra) in

BrahmÂàÅa PurÂàa. This section states that the reading and study

of the Brahmasötra results in the annihilation of sins.8  This is further

proof that VyÂsa composed the Brahmasötra before writing the

eighteen PurÂàas.

BHÀëYA – COMMENTARIES  ON  BRAHMASóTRA

BhÂîyas  are commentaries that explain sötras (aphorisms)

word by word coupled with the author’s comments.9   The

Brahmasötra has as many as eleven commentaries.  Among them,

8. yeÇÿemet$eYee<Ùeced - GheesodIeele:, Pg. 21, published by keâecekeâesefškeâesMemLeeveced  ~
9. met$eeLeex JeCÙe&les Ùe$e JeekeäÙew: met$eevegmeeefjefYe:  ~ mJeheoeefve Ûe JeCÙe&vles Yee<Ùeb Yee<ÙeefJeoes

efJeog:  ~
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scholars from both the East and the West have awarded the

distinction of excellence  to the ìÂßkarabhÂîya. These commentaries

are as follows:

Author Name of commentary Name of Doctrine

1) Mebkeâj MeejerjkeâYee<Ùe DeÉwle
2) Yeemkeâj YeemkeâjYee<Ùe YesoeYeso
3) jeceevegpe ßeerYee<Ùe efJeefMe°eÉwle
4) ceOJe hetCe&Øe%eYee<Ùe Éwle
5) efvecyeeke&â Jesoevleheeefjpeele ÉwleeÉwle
6) ßeerkeâC" MewJeYee<Ùe MewJeefJeefMe°eÉwle
7) ßeerheefle ßeerkeâjYee<Ùe JeerjMewJeefJeefMe°eÉwle
8) Je¼Ye DeCegYee<Ùe MegæeÉwle
9) efJe%eeveefYe#eg efJe%eeveece=le DeefJeYeeieeÉwle
10) yeueosJe ieesefJevoYee<Ùe DeefÛevlÙeYesoeYeso
11) DeefYeveJeMegkeâeÛeeÙe&    - ßeerceÆeieJelecele

WELL-KNOWN   GLOSSES   ON  SóTRABHÀëYA  OF

ìAÚKARA

There are more than 150 glosses (vyÂkhyÂ) and umpteen

further expositions on the SötrabhÂîya of ìaßkara.  Many of them

have not been printed.  The following are some well-known glosses

with the names of their authors.

Name of gloss Author

1) heÃeheeefokeâe he©eheeoeÛeeÙe&:
2) Yeeceleer JeeÛemheefleefceße:
3) meb#esheMeejerjkeâced meJe&%eelcecegefve:
4) Yee<ÙeYeeJeØekeâeefMekeâe efÛelmegKeeÛeeÙe&:
5) vÙeeÙeefveCe&Ùe: Deevevoefieefj:
6) vÙeeÙej#eeceefCe: DehheÙÙeoeref#ele:

10
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7) jlveØeYee jeceevevo: (though he has attributed

its authorship to his Guru

GovindÂnanda)

8) yeÇÿeefJeÅeeYejCeced DeÉwleevevo:
9) Yee<ÙeJeeefle&keâced veejeÙeCemejmJeleer

VAIYÀSIKANYÀYAMÀLÀ

(A garland of topics composed by VyÂsa)

The Brahmasötra lays down various topics related to

Upaniîadic sentences. These sötras are divided into adhikaraàas

based on the subject-matter discussed in them. An adhikaraàa

means a topic, a section or a complete argument pertaining to a

topic. Each adhikaraàa is described in five steps:

i) Viîaya – The subject  matter of the Upaniîadic sentence to

be explained.

ii) Viïaya or SaÙïaya – The doubt / question with respect to the

Upaniîadic  sentence in question.

iii) Saßgati – The pertinence / relevance / connection between

the specific Upaniîadic  sentence under consideration, the

chapters and the pÂda (section) of the Brahmasötra.

iv) Pörvapakîa – The prima facie argument, or a contra view  /

contrary proposition on the topic.

v) Uttarapakîa or siddhÂnta – The answer or demonstrated

conclusion  on the topic.10

The contents of the adhikaraàas are extensive indeed . It is

difficult to grasp their purport. Considering this difficulty,

ìrÍ BhÂratÍtÍrtha Muni, the co-author of VedÂnta PaácadaïÍ wrote

the text VaiyÂsikanyÂyamÂlÂ – a garland (mÂlÂ) of ascertained

10. efJe<eÙe: mevosn: mebieefle: hetJe&he#e: efmeæevle: FlÙeskewâkeâceefOekeâjCeb heÃeeJeÙeJeb %esÙeced  ~~
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Upaniîadic topics (nyÂya) composed by VyÂsa. It gives a topicwise

summary of the entire Brahmasötra based on the ìÂßkarabhÂîya.

In the VaiyÂsikanyÂyamÂlÂ, each adhikaraàa (topic) is

summarised in two verses.  The first half of the first verse describes

the subject (viîaya) and the doubt (saÙïaya). The second half of

the first verse presents the contrary proposition (pörvapakîa).  The

second verse proves the doctrine (siddhÂnta). The connection or

the relevance (saßgati ) is not given in the VaiyÂsikanyÂyamÂlÂ as a

discerning person can grasp it easily. The two verses on each

adhikaraàa are followed by a simpler exposition in prose.

THE CONTENTS  OF  CHAPTERS  AND  SECTIONS  IN

BRAHMASóTRA

The Brahmasötra is a scriptural text. It is an inquiry into

Brahman – BrahmavicÂra. The Brahmasötra has four chapters

(adhyÂya). Each chapter has four sections (pÂda). Each section

analyses a specific topic.

Chapter One: SamanvayÂdhyÂya – the chapter on the harmonization

or reconciliation (samanvaya) of all Upaniîads.  Samanvaya is the

ascertainment of the purport (tÂtparyaniràaya) of the teachings of

the Upaniîads. This chapter establishes that the purport (tÂtparya)

of all  VedÂntic (Upaniîadic)  sentences is directly or indirectly the

non-dual Brahman – identical with ÂtmÂ.  Thus, all the  Upaniîads

directly or indirectly unfold nothing  but the non-dual Brahman which

itself is one with ÂtmÂ.

The first section (pÂda) of chapter one (ch. 1-1) inquires

into Upaniîadic sentences called spaîòabrahmalißgayukta-vÂkyas
which define a clear characteristic of Brahman.

The second section (ch. 1-2) analyses  Upaniîadic
sentences called aspaîòabrahmalißgayukta-vÂkyas which do not

define  a clear  characteristic of Brahman but refer to the meditation

(upÂsanÂ) of UpÂsyabrahma – the Brahman to be meditated upon.

12
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The third section (ch. 1-3) analyses Upaniîadic sentences

that do not define a clear characteristic of Brahman, but deal with

Jáeyabrahma – the Brahman that needs to be known.

The fourth section (ch. 1-4) inquires into non-specific terms

like ‘avyakta’, ‘ajÂ ’ etc. in the Upaniîads. It ascertains their exact

significance lest they are mistaken to mean  something else.

Chapter Two:  AvirodhÂdhyÂya – the chapter on consistency or

compatibility (avirodha) in Upaniîadic teaching. This chapter dispels

the contradictions raised by other schools of thought regarding the

harmonization (samanvaya) of Upaniîadic sentences that  imply

the non-dual Brahman.

The first section (ch. 2-1) of this chapter nullifies the

contradictions (virodha) and the basis of these  contradictions as

pointed out in smçtis like SÂßkhya, Yoga, KaàÂda  through the help

of  VedÂntic harmonization (VedÂntasamanvaya).

The second section (ch. 2-2) points out the defects in other

schools of thought like SÂßkhya etc.

The first part of section three (ch. 2-3) clears the seeming

mutual contradictions between Upaniîadic  sentences describing

the five great elements (paácamahÂbhötas). The second part of the

section clarifies the seeming contradictions between Upaniîadic

sentences that describe the JÍva – the individual entity.

Section four (ch. 2-4) resolves seeming contradictions

among Upaniîadic  portions describing the subtle body (lißgaïarÍra).

Chapter Three: SÂdhanÂdhyÂya – the chapter on SÂdhanÂ – the

means to inquire into the nature of Brahman.

The first section (ch. 3-1) discusses the jÍva’s travel to and

return from other lokas (fields of experiences). It also includes a

description of vairÂgya –  dispassion.

13
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The second section (ch. 3-2) ascertains the mahÂvÂkya

‘tat tvam asi ’ in two parts – the word ‘tvam’ in its first part and the

word ‘tat ’ in the second part.

The third section (ch. 3-3) deals with SaguàabrahmavidyÂ

and NirguàabrahmavidyÂ.  The SaguàabrahmavidyÂ (meditation on

Brahman with attributes) is the means to achieve cittaikÂgrya –

single-pointedness of mind. CittaikÂgrya  serves as the means to

gain the direct knowledge of Nirguàabrahman – the attributeless

Brahman – as revealed in the Upaniîads.

The fourth section (ch. 3-4) describes the direct

(antaraßgasÂdhanÂ) and indirect means (bahiraßgasÂdhanÂ) of

BrahmavidyÂ. Acts like sacrifice, charity, ascetic practices etc. are

indirect means. The direct means include ïama (mastery over the

mind), dama (sense-control), nididhyÂsana (contemplation) etc.

Chapter four : PhalÂdhyÂya – the chapter on the results of saguàa

and nirguàa  BrahmavidyÂ.

The first section (ch. 4-1) describes BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra (the

direct cognition of Brahman) and the state of JÍvanmukti (liberation

while living). It discusses the means consisting of repeated ïravaàa

(self-inquiry), manana (reflection) and nididhyÂsana (contemplation).

It describes the result of SaguàabrahmopÂsanÂ  as well.

The second section (ch. 4-2) discusses the mode of

departure of the prÂàa (the vital airs) of the jÍva who is on the verge

of death.

The third section (ch. 4-3) recommends the northern path

(uttarÂyaàamÂrga) for the SaguàabrahmopÂsaka after death.

The fourth section (ch. 4-4) describes the results. The

Nirguàabrahmavit (knower of attributeless Brahman) attains

Videhakaivalya (liberation totally free from the embodiment). The

SaguàabrahmopÂsaka  gains Brahmaloka.

14
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SAÚGATI   (RELEVANCE   OR  CONNECTION)  OF   SóTRAS

A student studying the Brahmasötra  text should be able to

understand  the relevance  of any VedÂntic sentence

(VedÂntavÂkya), under discussion and its connection with

BrahmavidyÂ as a whole, as also with the chapter, section and

adhikaraàa  in which the sentence appears.

The principal connections are as follows:

i) ìÂstrasaßgati – the connection between the VedÂntavÂkya,

chapter etc. and the Brahmasötra, where the  BrahmavicÂra

is conducted, as a whole.

ii) AdhyÂyasaßgati – the connection of the VedÂntavÂkya,

section, adhikaraàa etc. with the chapter having a given sötra.

iii) PÂdasaßgati – the connection of the VedÂntavÂkya, adhikaraàa

etc. with the section in which a given sötra appears.

There can be secondary (avÂntara) connections such as

Âkîepasaßgati (connection in relation to objection) or dçîòÂntasaßgati

(connection in relation to illustration), pratyudÂharaàasaßgati

(connection in relation to counter-illustration or counter-argument)

or prÂsaßgikasaßgati (incidental connection) (connection between

the sötra, section or chapter and their previous counterparts).

Let us take the topic Êkîatyadhikaraàam (Br.sö. 1-1-5 to

11) to understand the concept of saßgati. This topic inquires into

the Upaniîadic sentence ‘Tadaikîata’ (Ch.U. 6-2-3). The sentence

states ‘tat ’ (viz. sat Brahman) saw (i.e. considered, thought).  The

question arises: does this sentence refer to the inert PradhÂna of

SÂßkhya or to Brahman. Since this is an  inquiry that  pertains to

Brahman, there is a connection with the subject of the Brahmasötra

ïÂstra, which undertakes BrahmavicÂra as a whole. This is the

ïÂstrasaßgati of this Upaniîadic sentence. The purport (tÂtparya) or

15
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final ascertainment of the sentence is Brahman.  As the subject is

harmonization (samanvaya) in Brahman, it is entirely appropriate

that the sentence is discussed in the first chapter –

samanvayÂdhyÂya.  This is the adhyÂyasaßgati of the sentence

‘tadaikîata’. As Íkîaàa (seeing, thinking) is a unique characteristic

of Brahman which is caitanya (pure awareness principle),

this sentence has got a spaîòabrahmalißga (a clear characteristic

of Brahman). Like other Upaniîadic  sentences with a

spaîòabrahmalißga, ‘tadaikîata’ is also discussed in the first section

(pÂda) of the first chapter. This is its pÂdasaßgati.

The appreciation of such  connections clarifies the subject

in a cohesive manner, making it easy to grasp. The great YogÍ
SadÂïiva Brahmendra has described the connections very vividly in

his BrahmasötravçttiÉ – a brief gloss on Brahmasötras.

NUMBER  OF  SóTRAS  AND  ADHIKARAÛAS   IN

BRAHMASóTRA

As already seen, the text Brahmasötra has four chapters,

each having four sections for a total of sixteen sections.  According

to the ìÂßkarabhÂîya, there are 555 sötras and 191 topics

(adhikaraàas).  These numbers vary with different commentators.

The variation is due to the fact that authors either club or split sötras
and arrive at a list of topics based on their own individual

interpretation.

IMPORTANCE  OF  CATUSSóTRÊ   IN  BRAHMASóTRA
-BHÀëYA

The CatussötrÍ – the first four sötras and the commentary

on them – lays the foundation for the main subject matter  of the

Brahmasötra.

The basic propositions in the CatussötrÍ are as follows. The

introductory commentary demonstrates that ‘adhyÂsa’ – wrong

knowledge or superimposition – is the basis of all dealings

16
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(vyavahÂra) in the world. Coming to the first sötra, the commentary,

discussing the word ‘atha’ of the first sötra – AthÂtobrahmajijáÂsÂ –

describes the qualifications for success in the pursuit of VedÂnta.

The commentary draws a clear distinction between action (karma)

and ÂtmajáÂna (self-knowledge). It also points out that the

culmination of BrahmajáÂna is avagati – BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra.  The

commentary on the first sötra  concludes by showing Brahman to

be the independent self-existing, self-revealing entity.

The second sötra – JanmÂdyasya yataÉ – defines Brahman.

It shows, on the basis of ïruti, that Brahman is the undifferentiated

(abhinna), efficient (nimitta) and material (upÂdÂna) cause of

Creation (sçîòi ). The bhÂîya of this sötra shows that a direct

experience (aparokîÂnubhava) in conformity with the nature of

Brahman is the basic ingredient of aparokîa BrahmajáÂna. Such an

experience is free from tripuòÍ – the triple entity of experiencer,

experience and the experienced etc. This stands in contrast to

parokîa jáÂna which does not require such an experience.

The third sötra – ìÂstrayonitvÂt – proves that Brahman is

the cause of scriptures like the Veda, and that Brahman can be

known only through the Veda.

The fourth sötra – Tat tu samanvayÂt –  and its commentary

prove that VedÂntic sentences that unfold Brahman are not auxiliary

to scriptural injunctions on karma and upÂsanÂ. Topics such as

mokîa (liberation), jÍvanmukti (liberation while living in this world),

videhamukti (liberation totally free from the embodiment),

mahÂvÂkya, manana and  nididhyÂsana are also discussed.

The catussötrÍ  thoroughly  examines topics such as

Creation, Brahman, mokîa, the means to mokîa, the means of

knowledge and the nature of BrahmajáÂna. The rest of the

Brahmasötra elaborates on these very same topics. Where

necessary, it also includes ancillary topics. Thus the catussötrÍ takes

on great importance in the analysis of the subjects covered in the

Brahmasötra.

17
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THE  GAMUT  OF  VEDÀNTA

The role of the Brahmasötra in VedÂnta is best understood

by understanding the scope of VedÂnta. VedÂnta throws light on

the following questions:

i) What is mokîa (liberation)?

ii) What are the means to gain mokîa?

iii) What obstructs the means to mokîa?

iv) What are the remedial measures to remove these obstructions

(pratibandhas)?

v) Why the  Brahmasötra?

vi) For whom is the VedÂntic inquiry (VedÂntavicÂra)

recommended, why and how long?

vii) What is the complete order (krama) of VedÂntic pursuit

culminating in the BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra – the direct cognition of

Brahman?

viii) Why is VedÂntic inquiry essential if the Veda is the

ïabdapramÂàa – the valid means of knowledge in the form of

words?

ix) What is the role of the Brahmasötra in VedÂntic pursuit?

The answers to these questions form the gist or essence

of VedÂntic pursuit. For authentic answers to these questions, we

turn to ìrÍ Madhusödana SaraswatÍ.  ìrÍ Madhusödana SaraswatÍ is

a classical exponent of Advaita VedÂnta. He is famous for his

treatise Advaitasiddhi. Another of his texts, the VedÂnta-kalpalatikÂ

–  a brief exposition on the nature of liberation and its means

according to  Advaita VedÂnta – gives precise answers to the above

questions. To gain insight into these profound questions, the mind

should be attuned to and open to clear and unbiased  thinking to

enable a specific and unambiguous grasp of the meaning to the

individual’s complete satisfaction.
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i) THE   NATURE OF MOKëA – LIBERATION

The following is a concise definition of liberation.

Deewheefve<eoe:, leg YeieJelee veerueeÛeueveeÙekesâve veejeÙeCesveevegie=nerlee:,
efvejefleMeÙeevevoyeesOe¤he Deelcee, SJe, DeveeÅeefJeÅeeefveJe=òÙegheueef#elees cees#e:,
Fefle, DeeÛe#eles  ~ DeefJeÅeeÙee§e meJe&og:KeesheeoevelJeeled, leefVeJe=òÙee,
DeelÙeefvlekeâog:KeefveJe=efòejhÙegheheÅeles  ~

(Jesoevlekeâuheueeflekeâe – ßeer ceOegmetove mejmJeleer)

Tr. ‘The followers of Upaniîads blessed by Lord NÂrÂyaàa declare

mokîa as ÂtmÂ –  the   limitless happiness (Ânanda) being the

self-evident knowledge-principle – itself known directly without

a trace of self-ignorance (avidyÂ). The   beginningless   self-

ignorance (avidyÂ)   of one’s true nature is the root cause of

all the sorrows of saÙsÂra. Its termination therefore duly

results in the total cessation of all sorrows’.

Àdi ìaßkarÂcÂrya  has defined  mokîa as follows.

a) SvÂtmani avasthÂnam – abidance in one’s true nature

 (TaittirÍya,Kena.Bh.);

b) BrahmabhÂvaÉ mokîaÉ – Brahmasvaröpa is mokîa

(Br.Sö.Bh. 1-1-4);

c) Brahma eva muktyavasthÂ – Brahman itself is the state of

mukti (Br.Sö.Bh. 3-4-52).

VÂrtikakÂra ìrÍ SureïvarÂcÂrya, an eminent disciple of

Àdi ìaßkarÂcÂrya, describes mokîa as the state of perfect

absorption (sthÂnam) in the true nature of ÂtmÂ (Bç.U.

SaÙbandha-vÂrtika - 109).11

ii) MEANS (SÀDHANÀ) TO GAIN MOKëA

Here is a description of mokîasÂdhanÂ  and its status.

lemÙe Ûe mJe¤hes meeOeveevehes#elJesÓefhe JÙeÀekeâleÙee ceneJeekeäÙekeâjCekeâ:,
lelmJe¤hemee#eelkeâej:, SJe ØeefleyevOeÛeleg°Ùejefnle:, cees#emeeOeveced ,
FlÙegheÛeÙe&les  ~ (Jesoevlekeâuheueeflekeâe)
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Tr. ‘ÀtmÂ –  the true ‘I’ – is self-existent (svataÉsiddha) and self-

evident (svayamprakÂïa). It does not require any means to

manifest itself. But the ignorant person is unaware of his true

nature. He is in need of means that can reveal ÂtmÂ.  Such a

means of mokîa is  direct cognition of one’s true nature

(tatsvaröpa-sÂkîÂtkÂra), free from the four inhibitions or

hindrances (pratibandhas). The direct cognition of ÂtmÂ is

effected through the Upaniîadic sentences known as

mahÂvÂkyas  that reveal the identity of the  individual ÂtmÂ
and  Brahman. It must be understood that ÂtmÂ is ever-

liberated (nityamukta) in nature and does not need any means

(sÂdhanÂ) for mokîa. Even  so, given our present state of

ignorance, these  means (sÂdhanÂ) are  accepted secondarily

as  being useful’.

iii) OBSTRUCTIONS (PRATIBANDHAS) WHICH HINDER

THE DIRECT COGNITION OF ÀTMÀ

a) ‘ViîayabhogavÂsanÂ – The desires for the enjoyment of sense

objects or worldly pleasure’.

b) ‘PramÂàagatÂsaÙbhÂvanÂ – The notion that VedÂnta as the

means of knowledge is incapable of imparting ÂtmajáÂna ’.

c) ‘PrameyagatÂsaÙbhÂvanÂ – The notion that the nature of ÂtmÂ
is not the same  as that unfolded in the Upaniîads’.

d) ‘ViparÍtabhÂvanÂ – The thorough erroneous notion that either

the body, prÂàa or mind is me, the true ‘I’, and not the pure

awareness (caitanya)’.12

iv) REMEDIAL MEASURES TO REMOVE THE FOURFOLD

OBSTRUCTIONS

a) ‘ìama (mastery over the mind), dama (restraint of senses)

etc. also called sÂdhana-catuîòaya-saÙpatti eliminate

the hankering for sense objects. They are pre-requisites for

12. ØeefleyevOeÛeleg°Ùeb Ûe efJe<eÙeYeesieJeemevee, ØeceeCeieleemebYeeJevee, ØecesÙeieleemebYeeJevee,
efJehejerleYeeJevee Ûe,  Fefle - Jesoevlekeâuheueeflekeâe ~
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ïravaàa (self-inquiry)’.13

b) ‘ìravaàa (self-inquiry) dispels the pramÂàagatÂsaÙbhÂvanÂ ’.14

c) ‘Manana – reflection – eliminates the prameyagatÂsaÙbhÂvanÂ ’.15

d) ‘NididhyÂsana – constant and consistent contemplation on

one’s true nature – ends the viparÍtabhÂvanÂ ’.16

v) THE   PURPOSE OF THE BRAHMASóTRA

‘BhagavÂn BÂdarÂyaàa (VyÂsa) composed the  Brahmasötra
(ìÂrÍrakamÍmÂÙsÂ) comprising of four chapters for the

elimination of the fourfold obstructions like asaÙbhÂvanÂ etc.

through the means of ïravaàa, manana and nididhyÂsana’.17

vi) PERSONS ELIGIBLE  FOR  VEDÀNTAVICÀRA,   AND

THE  DURATION  OF  VEDÀNTAVICÀRA

‘A person having an intense yearning for mokîa is eligible to

take to VedÂntic inquiry as guided by VedÂnta.  The very first

Brahmasötra bears testimony to this. This sötra discusses

the qualifications recommended for such a mumukîu (seeker

of liberation) in the BçhadÂraàyakopaniîat. The related

passage is : ‘(The mumukîu) having  become ïÂntaÉ (one

who has withdrawn from sense-pursuits), dÂntaÉ (one who

ceases to hanker for the enjoyment of sense objects),

uparataÉ (one who has freed oneself from all desires), titikîuÉ
(one who endures the pairs of opposites without demur),

ïraddhÂvittaÉ / samÂhitaÉ (one for whom ïraddhÂ  is the wealth

/ means, or one who has single-pointedness of mind as a

result of withdrawal from the usual activities of the senses

and the mind) directly knows ÂtmÂ in this very embodiment

13. le$e efJe<eÙeemeòesâ: ßeJeCeeÁYetlee: MeceoceeoÙees efveJele&keâe: - Jesoevlekeâuheueeflekeâe ~
14. ØeceeCeieleemebYeeJeveeÙee: ßeJeCeb efveJele&keâced - Jesoevlekeâuheueeflekeâe ~
15. ØecesÙeieleemebYeeJeveeÙee: ceveveb efveJele&keâced - Jesoevlekeâuheueeflekeâe ~
16. efJehejerleYeeJeveeÙee§e efveefoOÙeemeveb efveJele&keâced - Jesoevlekeâuheueeflekeâe ~
17. Dele: ßeJeCeeefomebheeovesveemebYeeJeveeefoØeefleyevOeheefj#eÙeeÙe Ûelegue&#eCeer Meejerjkeâceerceebmee

meceejefcYe YeieJelee yeeojeÙeCesve - Jesoevlekeâuheueeflekeâe ~
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(Bç.U. 4-4-23).  The word ‘atha’ in the first sötra verily refers to

such a mumukîu  endowed with ïama, dama etc.’.18

The gist is as follows. The mumukîu endowed with

qualifications such as ïama, dama having duly approached a

competent Guru should repeatedly take to VedÂntic inquiry

with the help of the Brahmasötra (caturlakîaàa-mÍmÂÙsÂ) to

bring an end to the four pratibandhas like asaÙbhÂvanÂ  that

obstruct mokîasÂdhanÂ (the means to mokîa) viz.

BrahmÂtmaikya-sÂkîÂtkÂra – the direct cognition of self (ÂtmÂ)

identical  with  Brahman.  This inquiry needs to be continued

till all obstructions are eliminated’.19

vii) THE COMPLETE SEQUENCE (KRAMA)  OF  VEDÀNTIC

PURSUIT  CULMINATING  IN   BRAHMASÀKëÀTKÀRA

Here, the VedÂntic pursuit  and its entire modus operandi

are depicted in the form of a sequence that builds up to a

crescendo.

a) ‘The mental limitation (cittadoîa) that obstructs

nityÂnityaviveka – discrimination between the eternal and

the ephemeral – is removed  through the performance

(anuîòhÂna) of enjoined sacrifices etc. undertaken with the

intention of acquiring the knowledge of Brahman culminating

in mokîa’.20 (This is also referred to as Karmayoga in the

scripture.)

18. cees#ekeâece:, Ûe DemÙeeceefOekeâejer,
‘Meevlees oevle Ghejleefmleefle#eg: ßeæeefJeòees YetlJeelcevÙesJeelceeveb heMÙesled ~’ (ye=.G.keâeCJe
4-4-23, ceeOÙeefvove 4-2-28) FlÙeeefoßeglÙegòeâMeceeÅegheyeb=efnleefJeÛeejefJeefOecetuekesâ
‘DeLeelees yeÇÿeefpe%eemee’  (yeÇ.met. 1-1-1) Fefle met$es, DeLeMeyosve MeceeefoefJeefMe°mÙe
cegceg#eesjsJe met$eCeeled - Jesoevlekeâuheueeflekeâe ~

19. leoÙeb efveie&efueleeLe&: - Meceeefomeefnlesve cegceg#egCee ieg®cegheme=lÙe cees#emeeOeveyeÇÿeelcewkeäÙe-
mee#eelkeâejØeefleyevOeemebYeeJeveeefoefveJe=òeÙes Ûelegue&#eCeceerceebmeÙee JesoevleJeekeäÙeefJeÛeej:
ØeefleyevOeefveJe=efòeheÙe&vleb, DeeJele&veerÙe: Fefle - Jesoevlekeâuheueeflekeâe ~

20. HeâueheÙe&vleyeÇÿeefJeÅeesösMesve efJeefnleÙe%eeÅeveg‰eveeled, efvelÙeeefvelÙe-efJeJeskeâØeefleyevOekeâef§eòeoes<e:
ØeeflenvÙeles - Jesoevlekeâuheueeflekeâe ~
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b) ‘Next, nityÂnityaviveka dispels the mental limitation (viz.

hankering for sense objects) which obstructs viîaya-vaitçîàya

– indifference or freedom from desires for sense objects here

and hereafter’.21

c) ‘Thereupon, viîaya-vaitçîàya destroys the mental limitation

that hampers ïama, dama (mastery over the senses and the

mind) etc.’22

d) ‘Consequently, the mental limitation which prompts one  to

take to  activities opposed to the pursuit of gaining self-

knowledge gets destroyed by sÂdhanacatuîòaya-saÙpatti

comprising ïama, dama etc.’23

e) ‘Thereupon, reasoning in the form of ïravaàa (self-inquiry)

which ascertains the identity of Brahman and ÂtmÂ by

implication destroys the mental limitation  which questions

the status of VedÂnta as the valid means of knowledge

revealing the identity of non-dual Brahman and ÂtmÂ. Such a

mental limitation is conjectured by fallacious reasoning such

as “the Vedas  reveal only kriyÂ (action) and not knowledge”

etc.’24

f) ‘Moreover, the cittaikÂgryapratibandha –  the inability of the

mind to get absorbed in Brahman with single-pointedness  –

which is but the outcome of the wrong concept that VedÂnta

cannot be a pramÂàa is terminated by the reasoning

in the form of manana (reflection) which produces

21. lelees efvelÙeeefvelÙeefJeJeskesâve, Ssefnkeâecegef<cekeâ-Jewle=<CÙeØeefleyevOekeâef§eòeoes<eesÓhemeeÙe&les
- Jesoevlekeâuheueeflekeâe ~

22. lelees efJe<eÙeJewle=<Cesve MeceoceeefoØeefleyevOekeâef§eòeoes<e: (DehemeeÙe&les) ~ - Jes.keâ. ~
23. lele: MeceoceeefoefYeefJe&hejerleØeJe=efòenslegkeâef§eòeoes<e: (DehemeeÙe&les) ~ - Jes.keâuheueeflekeâe ~
24. leleesÓefÉleerÙeyeÇÿewkeäÙeefJe<eÙeJesoevleMeefòeâleelheÙe&efve§eÙeHeâuekesâve ßeJeCeeKÙelekexâCe

ef›eâÙeeLe&lJeeefoefYenxlJeeYeemewJee&, DeefÉleerÙeyeÇÿeelcewkeäÙes Jesoevleeveeb ØeeceeCÙeemebYeJe¤heef§eòeoes<e:
(DehemeeÙe&les) ~ - Jesoevlekeâuheueeflekeâe ~
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prameyasaÙbhÂvanÂ –  the proper perspective of Brahman to

be known’.25

g) ‘Thereafter, the mental limitation of the wrong notion that the

body is I, which is deep-rooted from beginningless time, is

eliminated by repeated nididhyÂsana involving efforts to

produce the jáÂnavçtti (also called akhaàÅÂkÂravçtti) – the

unique thought which conforms to the nature of Brahman

identical with ÂtmÂ – and which is totally free from all that is

falsely superimposed’.26

h) The finale of BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra  is:

leleesÓMes<eoes<eMetvÙes mJeYeeJemJeÛÚefÛeòeohe&Ces hetJe&JeosJe JesoevleJeekeäÙesve
peefvelee, DeKeC[JeekeäÙeeLe&efJe<eÙee Je=efòe: meJe&oes<ejefnlelJeeled , DeØeefleyeæeled
mJele:ØeeceeCÙeeosJe ke=âlmveced De%eevelelkeâeÙeË efveJele&Ùeefle, lele: hejb ve
Me¿e, ve Ûeesòejced  ~

- Jesoevlekeâuheueeflekeâe ~

Tr. ‘At this stage the mind is freed from all limitations (due to the

fourfold  obstructions) and regains its original clear nature

like a mirror, capable of reflecting BrahmÂtmaswaröpa, as a

replica. The akhaàÅÂkÂravçtti born in such a mind is

uninterrupted and is free from all limitations.  Such a vçtti

totally destroys self-ignorance (ajáÂna) and all its effects

(ajáÂnakÂrya). This is possible because that vçtti is itself the

correct knowledge (pramÂ) because of being valid by itself

(i.e. svataÉprÂmÂàyÂt ) without the need for any other means.

Thereafter there can be neither doubts nor the need  for any

answers’.

25. SJeb Jesoevleeveeb ØeeceeCÙeemebYeeJeveeØeÛeÙenslegYetleefÛeòewkeâe«ÙeØeefleyevOekeâef§eòeoes<e:
ØecesÙemebYeeJeveeHeâuekesâve ceveveeKÙesve lekexâCe (DehemeeÙe&les) ~ - Jesoevlekeâuheueeflekeâe ~

26. leleess sÓvÙeeveghejòeâyeÇÿeelcewkeäÙe-efJe<eÙemebmkeâejØeÛeÙesve nsleg%eeveJe==efòeHeâuekesâve ØeÙelvesve
efveefoOÙeemeveeKÙesve, DeveeefoØeJe=òeosnelce%eevepeefvelemebmkeâejØeÛeÙe: efÛeòeoes<eesÓhemeeÙe&les~

- Jesoevlekeâuheueeflekeâe ~
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viii) THE  NECESSITY  OF  VEDÀNTAVICÀRA  EVEN THOUGH

ìRUTI  IS  THE  VALID  MEANS  OF  KNOWLEDGE

Justifying  the rationale for the text, the role of the  inquiry

(vicÂra) seen so far is corroborated by ìrÍ SarvajáÂtmamuni
in his work SaÙkîepaïÂrÍrakam (1-14 to 16).

1-14. ‘Just as perception though born of the normally functioning

eyes does not result in the actual cognition that this person

is Mr. Bharcchu due to preconceived wrong notions, the

knowledge of ÂtmÂ, though born of ïruti (the Veda), is unable

to reveal the exact nature of the  ÂtmÂ that results in

liberation’.27

[A certain king was very fond of his minister named

Bharcchu (also called Bhartsu at places).  This was strongly

disliked by other courtiers.  They hatched a plot against

Bharcchu when he was sent by the king to a distant region

on an official mission.  They told the king that Bharcchu had

been killed and had become a ghost.  They also ensured

that he (Bharcchu) could not  return to the capital. Learning

about what had transpired, Bharcchu developed dispassion

and became a monk. He wandered around with his body

smeared with holy ashes.

One day the king caught sight of Bharcchu  in the garb of a

monk in a forest, but mistook him to be a ghost. Obviously,

the king could not recognise Bharcchu in spite of seeing him

with his own two eyes because of the preconceived wrong

notions ‘Bharcchu is no longer alive’ (an instance of

asaÙbhÂvanÂ – improbability), and ‘Bharcchu has become a

ghost’  ( a viparÍtabhÂvanÂ  – a wrong notion).

27. leogòeâced -
heg®<eehejeOeceefuevee efOe<eCee efvejJeÅeÛe#eg®oÙeeefhe ÙeLee  ~
ve HeâueeÙe Yelmeg&efJe<eÙee YeJeefle ßegeflemebYeJeeefhe leg leLeelceefve Oeer:  ~~
(meb.Meejerjkeâ 1.14) - Jesoevlekeâuheueeflekeâe ~
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So is the case with us. In spite of the ïruti  being the valid

means of knowledge, the seeker (pramÂtÂ)  is unable to know

BrahmÂtmÂ directly and gain mokîa on account of the fourfold

obstructions.]

1-15. ‘Further, once the individual’s limitations cease, (the

knowledge born of the very same ïruti ) becomes fruitful due

to the removal of obstructions, just as a column of smoke

emerges from fire when the jewel (maài) or charm  (mantra)

that obstructs  its burning ceases to exist’.28

1-16. ‘All inquiries (whether dharmamÍmÂÙsÂ or BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ)

come to fruition  when the limitations of the  individual (knower

– pramÂtÂ)  are overcome without rejecting the status of the

Veda as the self-proved or self-evident means of knowledge

(svataÉ-prÂmÂàyam) valid in and of itself having no need of

any other pramÂàa (to corroborate it); so say the experts in

the Veda. Therefore this text (SaÙkîepaïÂrÍraka, conducting

an inquiry into Brahman based on the Brahmasötra) bears

fruit’.29

ix) THE ROLE OF THE BRAHMASóTRA  IN  VEDÀNTIC

PURSUIT

‘In view of what is established  thus far, a sannyÂsÍ mumukîu

endowed with sÂdhanacatuîòaya-saÙpatti namely ïama, dama

etc. having resorted to the mentorship of a competent Guru,

should conduct the inquiry with the help of the

ïÂrÍrakamÍmÂÙsÂ (Brahmasötra)  consisting  of four  chapters

28. heg®<eehejeOeefJeieces leg hegve: ØeefleyevOekeâJÙegomeveelmeHeâuee  ~
ceefCecev$eÙeesjheieces leg ÙeLee meefle heeJekeâeÆJeefle Oetceuelee  ~~  (meb.Mee.1.15)

- Jesoevlekeâuheueeflekeâe ~
29. heg®<eehejeOeefveJe=efòeHeâue: mekeâuees efJeÛeej Fefle JesoefJeo:  ~

Devehes#eleeceveghe®OÙe efiej: HeâueJeÆJeslØekeâjCeb leole:  ~~ (meb.Mee.1.16)
- Jesoevlekeâuheueeflekeâe ~
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till  mokîa is gained ’.30

The discussion on the  nature of mokîa and the means to

gain it as  ascertained thus far is now being concluded:

leeflmeæced, DeelcewJe, DeefJeÅeeefveJe=òÙegheueef#elees cees#e:  ~ lelmeeOeveb Ûe
JesoevleJeekeäÙekeâjCekeâ:, DevÙeeveghejòeâ yeÇÿeelcewkeäÙemee#eelkeâej SJe
ßeJeCeeÅeheveerleØeefleyevOe: meved , Fefle meJeË meceÀemeced  ~

- Jesoevlekeâuheueeflekeâe ~

Tr. ‘Therefore it is proved that ÂtmÂ  itself, known directly

without avidyÂ (self-ignorance), is mokîa. The means

(sÂdhanÂ) to mokîa is sÂkîÂtkÂra – the direct cognition – of

the identity of Brahman and ÂtmÂ totally free from all anÂtmÂ

– superimposed  things (i.e. anyÂnuparakta). This direct

cognition is produced by the VedÂnta mahÂvÂkya.  The

obstruction to such sÂkîÂtkÂra  is eliminated by ïravaàa,

manana etc.’

MODES OF REASONINGS   EMPLOYED  IN  BRAHMASóTRA

Modes of reasoning (tarka) conducive (anuköla) to VedÂntic

pursuit have also  been used in the  Brahmasötra.  Four types of

reasoning are primarily employed, as well as others derived from

these.  They are all  based on the method of anvaya and vyatireka.

Anvaya stands for continuance (anuvçtti) or relation (saÙbandha),

while vyatireka  stands for  discontinuance or absence (abhÂva).

Both these are invaluable assets in the system of reasoning.  The

kÂrya-kÂraàa saÙbandha – the cause-effect relationship – can  be

established  on their basis. These modes of reasoning lead to the

ascertainment of the  sÂhacarya niyama called vyÂpti – invariable

concomitance or co-existence – which is indispensable for inference

(anumÂna).  The identity (aikya) or distinction (bheda) of two things

is verily known through them.

30. lemceeled, MeceeefomebheVesve heefj›eepekesâve cegceg#egCee ieg®cegheeefßelÙe Ûelegue&#eCeceerceebmeÙee
efJeÛeej SJeeveg‰sÙe: HeâueheÙe&vleced  ~

- Jesoevlekeâuheueeflekeâe ~
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The   following are the four kinds of  reasoning.31

i) DçgdçïyÂnvaya-vyatirekaÉ – The mode of reasoning where

there is anvaya (continuance, relation) of dçk, and vyatireka

(absence) of drïya.

Dçk is the cognitive principle, the knowledge-principle in

general.  Dçïya stands for all known things.  Dçk exists

independent of dçïya.  Dçk is the cognitive principle by its

very nature, but the dçïyas like pot, cloth etc., are by nature

made of five elements or their causes.  They are not dçïyas

by nature since they have no independent existence as dçïya

without being related to dçk.  They get the status of being

dçïya by virtue of their relation with dçk and not otherwise.

Therefore dçk exists at all times and has continuance (anvaya)

in dçïya, (or has relation with dçïya) whereas dçïya has

absence (vyatireka) because it is transient and is subject to

discontinuance. Dçïya does not have the status of being dçïya

all the time because its status is only in relation to dçk.  A

thing that appears to exist at certain  times and not at others

is false (mithyÂ) in nature.  Thus dçïya is false.  The same

logic applies to the other modes of anvaya-vyatireka.

ii) SÂkîisÂkîyÂnvaya-vyatirekaÉ – The mode of reasoning where

there is anvaya (continuance) of sÂkîÍ and vyatireka

(absence) of sÂkîya.

SÂkîÍ  is the  cognitive illuminating principle in each and

every one of us. It is the principle that makes things known in

particular.  SÂkîya is the illumined, the thing made known by

28

31. lemÙe Ûelege fJe&OeevJeÙeJÙeeflejskeâeefoleke&â¤helJeeled  ~  ÂiÂMÙeevJeÙeJÙeeflejskeâ:
meeef#emee#ÙeevJeÙeJÙeeflejskeâ:, DeeieceeheeefÙeleoJeOÙevJeÙeJÙeeflejskeâ:, og:efKehejceØesceemheoevJeÙe-
JÙee flejskeâ Fefle mecevJeÙeeOÙeeÙeee fJeje sOeeOÙeeÙemeeOeveeOÙeeÙeHeâueeOÙeeÙee:  ~
DevegJe=òeJÙeeJe=òeevJeÙeJÙeeflejskeâ:  heÃece:  ~  SleÛÛe meJex<eeb Jesoevleevegketâuelekeâe&Ceeb
Ûelegue&#eCeerceerceebmeeØeefleheeefoleeveecegheue#eCeefcelÙeefYeÙegòeâe:  ~

(efmeæevleefyevog – ßeer ceOegmetove mejmJeleer)
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sÂkîÍ. The status of sÂkîya is possible only in relation to sÂkîÍ.

SÂkîya is false (mithyÂ ) since it does not have the status of

being sÂkîya all the time.  But sÂkîÍ   is real because of always

being the very dçk – the cognitive principle.  It is invariably

related to sÂkîya.  Thus sÂkîi has anvaya whereas sÂkîya

has vytireka.

iii) ÀgamÂpÂyÍ-tadavadhyanvaya-vyatirekaÉ – The mode of

reasoning where there is the anvaya-vyatireka  connection

between the transitory (ÂgamÂpÂyÍ) thing having birth

(beginning) and destruction (end), and its outermost limit or

basis (tadavadhi ).

Take for instance the mud pot and mud.  The mud pot is

made of mud and is subject to destruction.  It is called

ÂgamÂpÂyÍ.  The mud is the outermost  limit (tadavadhi ) or

basis of the mud pot.  The mud pot is false (mithyÂ) because

it is transitory (ÂgamÂpÂyÍ) whereas its basis, mud,  always

exists in the relative sense.  This reasoning helps to ascertain

the false nature of inert Creation in contrast to the ever existing

nature of Brahman.

iv) DuÉkhi-paramapremÂspadÂnvaya-vyatirekaÉ – The mode of

reasoning where there is an anvaya-vyatireka connection

between duÉkhittvam – the state of being sorrowful – and

one’s true nature, the locus of limitless love.  Àtma  is limitless

happiness.  Therefore, it is the locus of limitless love.  This

nature of ÂtmÂ  continues even in the state of sorrow.

However, sorrow is totally absent in the direct cognition of

paramapremÂspada or paramÂnandaröpa  ÂtmÂ. Therefore the

state of sorrow is false.  If this were not so, sorrow would be

experienced even in the direct knowledge of ÂtmÂ,  in which

case mokîa would  be impossible.

The above four (and other similar) methods of reasoning

are based on anuvçtta-vyÂvçttÂnvaya-vyatirekaÉ – a mode
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of  reasoning where there is the anvaya  of anuvçtta

(uninterrupted presence) and vyatireka of vyÂvçtta (non-

existence in something).  Dçk continues to be in dçïya

whereas dçïya is absent in dçk.  SÂkîÍ  is present in sÂkîya,

but sÂkîya is not in sÂkîÍ.  The basis (tadavadhi) of a transitory

(ÂgamÂpÂyÍ) thing continues to be in that transitory thing

whereas the transitory thing ceases to be in its basis.  The

locus of limitless love (paramapremÂspada ÂtmÂ) is ever

present in the sorrowful person (duÉkhÍ), but the duÉkhÍ  is

not present in paramapremÂspada.

These modes of reasoning are in accordance with the truth

enunciated in the Upaniîads.  BÂdarÂyaàa (VyÂsa) employed them

while composing the Brahmasötra to ascertain the import of

Upaniîadic sentences.  We can verify for ourselves the usage of

these four modes of reasoning in the four chapters of the

Brahmasötra.

The non-dual Brahman is the purport (tÂtparya) of all

Upaniîadic sentences.  This is ascertained in the first chapter

(SamanvayÂdhyÂya) of the Brahmasötra mainly by taking recourse

to the dçgdçïyÂnvaya-vyatireka   method of reasoning. The  pradhÂna

(of SÂßkhya) is dçïya and therefore false (mithyÂ), according to this

mode of reasoning.  Hence, Upaniîadic statements do not conclude

that pradhÂna is the cause of the world.

Schools of thought professing duality are refuted in the

second chapter (AvirodhÂdhyÂya) based on the sÂkîisÂkîyÂnvaya-

vyatireka method of reasoning. Duality (bheda – division) is not

self-evident but needs to be made known by sÂkîÍ – the cognitive

principle. Thus duality becomes sÂkîya (the illumined ) and  therefore

false (mithyÂ).  Such a thing cannot be the ultimate reality.

The third chapter (SÂdhanÂdhyÂya) takes to inquiry into the

means (sÂdhanÂ) leading to mokîa on the basis of ÂgamÂpÂyÍ-

tadavadhyanvaya-vyatireka.  The means (sÂdhanÂ) whether primary
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(antaraßgasÂdhanÂ) or  indirect (bahiraßgasÂdhanÂ) become effective

only if there is steadfast vairÂgya (dispassion). VairÂgya becomes

steady by repeatedly discerning the fleeting nature of sense objects.

Prominent among these limitations is the false (mithyÂ) nature of

sense objects.  All sense objects – ïabda, sparïa, röpa, rasa and

gandha (sound, touch, form, taste and smell) – are ÂgamÂpÂyÍ –

are born and destructible.  The anvaya-vyatireka of transitory sense

objects and their final basis Brahman ascertains the false (mithyÂ)

nature of all sense objects.  Once the false nature of sense objects

is understood, the attachment and hankering for them wane. Means

(sÂdhana) such as ïravaàa (self-inquiry), manana (reflection) and

nididhyÂsana (contemplation) then become effective.

The fourth chapter (PhalÂdhyÂya) ascertains the result

mokîa where the sat-cit-Ânanda Brahma is directly known.  This is

possible only if the state of sorrow is false.  The reasoning

duÉkhi-paramapremÂspadÂnvaya-vyatireka ascertains duÉkhitva

(the state of being sorrowful) to be false.

In keeping with the observation of many learned

personages,  ìrÍ Madhusödana SaraswatÍ mentions in his

SiddhÂntabindu – a commentary on DaïaïlokÍ of Àdi ìaßkarÂcÂrya
–  that these four kinds of reasoning, along with others derived

from them, have been employed in the Brahmasötra.

INTRODUCTORY  COMMENTARY  (PRASTÀVANÀ  BHÀëYA)

ON  ADHYÀSA   (SUPERIMPOSITION)

To prove its utility and practicability, a scriptural text must

vindicate itself by demonstrating that it addresses four indispensable

subject-matter related aspects or factors, called anubandhacatuîòaya

described below.  Absent these factors, the text has no relevance

or meaning. The four aspects are:

i) AdhikÂrÍ  – the person eligible  to take to specified pursuit.
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ii) Viîaya – the valid subject to which the text  is dedicated in its

entirety.

iii) SaÙbandha – the  practical relation between the subject and

the text.

iv) Prayojanam – the utility of the text, in terms of the  worthwhile

result that can be achieved.

Though Upaniîadic statements speak in general about

persons eligible to take to ïravaàa (self-inquiry) etc., they do not

categorically define the characteristics of such individuals. There

is a need for a clear definition. To fulfil this requirement, Sage

BÂdarÂyaàa (VyÂsa) has composed the first sötra ‘AthÂto

BrahmajijáÂsÂ ’. This sötra shows that these four prerequisites are

in conformity with ïruti. It employs appropriate reasoning to prompt

the mumukîu to take to ïravaàa – self-inquiry.  This also establishes

the necessity of the remaining sötras.

Though not expressly stated, the following four topics are

implied in the first sötra :

a. The exact nature of bondage that  operates in the form of the

knower (pramÂtÂ), the doer (kartÂ) and  the  experiencer

(bhoktÂ) is adhyÂsa (superimposition) –  an error.

b. BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ – the analysis into the nature of Brahman
– is not the topic of dharmamÍmÂÙsÂ comprising of the

Jaiminisötra.  The latter analyses only the karmakÂàÅa portion

of the Vedas and not the Upaniîads.

c. The specific eligible person (adhikÂrÍ) who can take to this

inquiry.

d. The subject (viîaya), the result (prayojanam) etc.

Àdi ìaßkarÂcÂrya throws light on these four topics  in his

commentary.  The exact nature of bondage is thoroughly ascertained
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to begin with.  If bondage is real, liberation becomes impossible to

attain, and  such an inquiry would be futile.  There is a valid reason

for this antithetical predicament.

The first Brahmasötra implies that the knowledge of the

identity between Brahman and jÍva confers liberation by severing

bondage.  This presents a prima facie problem.  Brahman is limitless

and ever free (nityamukta).  The individual jÍva is bound and hence

cannot be identical with Brahman. If doership (kartçtva) and the

resultant bondage are real, they cannot be eliminated since no

knowledge can eliminate something real.  Fortunately, bondage is

not real. The BrahmajáÂna that destroys  bondage is the truth. This

truth is verified by the three cardinal tests of ïruti (Veda), yukti

(reasoning) and anubhava (the direct experience – i.e. without any

tripuòÍ – of ÂtmÂ  identical with Brahman).  It can never be vitiated.

Bondage (bandha) must necessarily be due to an error, a delusion

– an adhyÂsa (superimposition). If a rope (rajju) is mistaken for a

snake (sarpa), the knowledge that the rope is the basis of the false

snake  dispels fear and its consequences. Similarly, BrahmajáÂna

ends  bondage.

That  bondage is an adhyÂsa (error) is an  inevitable corollary

of the  first Brahmasötra. The  bhÂîyakÂra  establishes the nature of

adhyÂsa in his introductory commentary called AdhyÂsabhÂîya

(commentary on the fundamental error).  AdhyÂsa is proved by

showing its presence (astitva), definition (lakîaàa), possibility

(saÙbhÂvanÂ ) and the means of knowledge that proves its existence

(pramÂàa). It is necessary to understand first the context of

adhyÂsabhÂîya  in  greater detail, along with its relevance to the

first sötra.

APPROPRIATENESS   OF   ADHYÀSABHÀëYA

An understanding of the topic (adhikaraàam) of the first

sötra will bring out the appropriateness of adhyÂsabhÂîya clearly.
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The topic can be formulated as follows.

BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ (VedÂnta-mÍmÂÙsÂ) – the inquiry into the

nature of Brahman – has its basis in the Upaniîadic exhortation,

‘ÀtmÂ should be inquired into etc.’ (Bç.U.2-4-5).  Such an inquiry

can be meaningful provided it has a valid subject with a useful

result.  These are the two aspects that determine whether

BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ should be conducted.  However, there is  prima

facie evidence against both the subject of jÍvabrahmaikya – the

identity between jÍva and Brahman – and the accomplishment of

the  result – liberation (mokîa)  – through the means of knowledge

pronounced by VedÂnta. This leads to doubts regarding the inquiry.

The feeling of being a limited entity subject to saÙsÂra as

an individual (jÍva) is a universal experience. The everyday

experience of the jÍva is not one of the limitless or absolute bliss

that is Brahman. The nature of jÍva and Brahman too are opposite.

The individual is the doer (kartÂ), the experiencer of results of actions

(bhoktÂ) and the saÙsÂrÍ.  Brahman is the akartÂ (non-doer), the

abhoktÂ  (not an experiencer of results of actions) and an asaÙsÂrÍ.

These features are opposed to each other like light and darkness.

Hence the two cannot be identical.  On the basis of such direct

perception and inference, the identity between jÍva and Brahman

appears to be impossible.  Again, the claim that self-knowledge

destroys the bondage of limitedness and liberates the individual

saÙsÂrÍ is called into question. A charge is made against VedÂnta,

by way of contrary proposition (pörvapakîa) that real bondage cannot

be destroyed by knowledge. The pörvapakîin  concludes, therefore,

that BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ is futile in the absence of a valid subject and

a useful result.  Such a contrary proposition (pörvapakîa) is refuted

by VedÂntic doctrine (siddhÂnta) in the first Brahmasötra ‘AthÂto

BrahmajijáÂsÂ ’.  The sötra  proves the identity between the jÍva

and Brahman. It further shows that self-knowledge can certainly

destroy the bondage of saÙsÂra because saÙsÂra  is false. How

this is possible is established later.
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The first sötra is at par with the Upaniîadic statement ‘ÀtmÂ

should be inquired into’ (Bç.U. 2-4-5). The word kartavyÂ (should

be done or taken to) needs to be added to this sötra to complete the

sentence. The bhÂîyakÂra  does so accordingly.  The word jijáÂsÂ

meaning the ‘desire to know’ comprises of the verbal root ‘jáÂ ’ (to

know) and a desiderative suffix ‘san’ transformed into ‘sÂ ’.  Both

the verb and the suffix cannot have a syntactical connection with

the supplementary word ‘kartavyÂ ’ which can be accomplished

only through action.  To elaborate, the phrases such as ‘to know

should be done’ or ‘desire should be done’ are not correct. In this

context, the verb ‘jáÂ’ implies self-knowledge and the suffix ‘san’

signifies the inquiry accomplished through the desire to know atmÂ

/Brahman.  At par with the Upaniîadic statement referred to (Bç.U.

2-4-5), the first sötra means ‘the inquiry should be taken to for gaining

BrahmajáÂna’.

Usually knowledge becomes useful by being  the means

to  either gain happiness through acquisition of its means or to

avert sorrow.  BrahmajáÂna bears fruit through the total termination

of the calamitous bondage which is in the form of ÂtmÂ – identical

with Brahman – considered a doer, experiencer etc.  If bondage is

real, it can never be destroyed by  self-knowledge.  As stated  earlier,

it is an irrevocable fact that  BrahmajáÂna destroys bondage,

established on the basis of ïruti, yukti  and the anubhava of

BrahmajáÂnis.  This being the case, the only possible conclusion

is that the calamitous bondage is untrue – it is false.  It is an error

called adhyÂsa (superimposition).  The adhyasta (false, erroneous)

nature of bondage proves the validity of both the subject and the

result of the scripture – BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ. Hence the inquiry into

the nature of Brahman should be conducted, as it has both a useful

topic and a direct result, like eating food.

This scriptural inquiry is useful. It produces the knowledge

that terminates bondage. As the knowledge,  ‘this is a rope’ dispels

the erroneous concept of the  snake for which the rope is mistaken

and allays the  concomitant fear, BrahmajáÂna destroys the error
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of the false (i.e. adhyasta) bondage of saÙsÂra.  The adhyÂsa (error)

proves the utility of BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ.

By suggesting that the erroneous concept regarding jÍva

is destroyed, the first sötra refers to the identity of jÍva and Brahman

by implication. Otherwise, the knowledge of a given entity cannot

end the erroneous concept of anything but that entity. JÍva and

Brahman are not two distinct entities. Brahman is the basis

(adhiîòhÂna) of the erroneous concept – ‘I am jÍva’. Brahman

mistaken as saÙsÂrÍ  is jÍva. JÍva itself is the product of adhyÂsa –

error – which gets destroyed by the knowledge of Brahman. The

saÙsÂrÍ jÍva  is discovered to be asaÙsÂrÍ  Brahman – in reality –

on gaining Brahmajáana. Therefore the jÍva in reality is identical

with Brahman. All that is necessary is to dispel the delusion (bhrama

– adhyÂsa). The locus of any delusion (adhyÂsa) is necessarily the

thing by whose knowledge the delusion – error – vanishes. For

example, when a sea-shell is mistaken to be silver, the knowledge

‘this is a shell’ ends the error of mistaking it to be silver. In this

example the perception, ‘this is shell’ is knowledge whereas ‘this is

silver’ is an erroneous concept. But the locus ‘this’ – the existence

aspect – in the mistaken silver is actually that of the shell. There is

no silver in reality. In this instance, the locus of delusion and locus

of the real thing are identical.  All that is necessary is the elimination

of the erroneous perception of silver by directly knowing it to be a

shell. Similarly the erroneous (adhyasta) concept of jÍva is dispelled

by gaining the direct knowledge of Brahman. Its basis (adhiîòhÂna )

– Brahman – continues.  This shows the identity between jÍva and

Brahman. Thus the said adhyÂsa proves that BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ has

a valid subject with a worthwhile result. Therefore the

commencement of this inquiry yields results. Here it must be noted

that the contrary proposition (pörvapakîa) postulates that knowledge

cannot terminate bondage because the bondage is real and that

some means other than knowledge is required to gain liberation;

but the VedÂntic doctrine (siddhÂnta) asserts and proves that

knowledge alone can liberate the jÍva from saÙsÂra.
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The bhÂîyakÂra intending to comment on the Brahmasötra

takes into consideration these counter propositions and the doctrine

with respect to the first sötra – ‘AthÂto BrahmajijáÂsÂ ’.  The meaning

of the word ‘jijáÂsÂ ’, conforming to the Upaniîadic sentence, ‘ÂtmÂ

should be inquired into’ (Bç.U. 2-4-5) does not hold good unless

the subject and the result of inquiry are known.  These two are

implied in the first sötra in the form of an introduction (upodghÂta).

They can be proved only by adhyÂsa (error) wherein Brahman is

mistaken as saÙsÂrÍ jÍva. The bhÂîyakÂra accomplishes this in two

steps.  The first is ÂkîepabhÂîya  – a doubt regarding adhyÂsa or an

objection to the appropriateness of adhyÂsa.  The second is

samÂdhÂnabhÂîya – an answer to the objection by demonstrating

the possibility of adhyÂsa.  Since the adhyÂsa which proves the

subject and the result of BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ has been implied in the

very first sötra itself, the wrong notion some people have that the

adhyÂsa  portion is not a part of the sötrabhÂîya  is also dispelled.

Some opponents are of the view that the Brahmasötra-

bhÂîya begins without maßgalÂcaraàa  – an auspicious introduction

in the form of prayer. In writing the phrase ‘sutarÂm

itaretarabhÂvÂnupapattiÉ’ – the reciprocal superimposition of the

attributes of ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ is impossible by any means – the

bhÂîyakÂra has performed the maßgalÂcaraàa indirectly by

remembering the true nature of ÂtmÂ  free from all sorrows.
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DeOÙeemeYee<Ùeced – ADHYÀSABHÀëYAM

(AN EXPOSITION  ON  SUPERIMPOSITION)

OBJECTION (ÀKëEPABHÀëYAM) – ADHYÀSA  (SUPER-

IMPOSITION)  AS  A  PHENOMENON  WITH  REFERENCE  TO

ÀTMÀ   AND  ANÀTMÀ   IS UNACCEPTABLE

Let us first understand what adhyÂsa is. To understand

adhyÂsa, a distinction must be made between true knowledge and

erroneous knowledge. Take an object such as silver. True

knowledge of silver arises when a piece of silver is known as silver.

Now take an attribute of silver, such as shining. A sea-shell on a

beach shining in bright sunlight can be mistaken as silver and

therefore be taken to be silver. This phenomenon where a given

thing is mistaken for something else is erroneous knowledge or

superimposition – adhyÂsa. A person commits the error of mistaking

a sea-shell for silver because of an earlier impression that silver

shines. Such adhyÂsa is possible only due to the common attribute

of both silver and the sea-shell, namely shining. Taking a closer

look at the process, there are two aspects to the conclusion ‘this is

silver’, namely, ‘this’ and ‘silver’. ‘This’ (idam) is the existence aspect

which serves as the common basis of all perceived objects. When

a true piece of shining silver is perceived as ‘this is silver’, the

specific characteristic of ‘silver’, namely shining, is attributed to the

basis ‘this’ referring to silver. This is an instance of true knowledge.

In the case of the shining shell mistaken as silver, the ‘this’ (idam)

aspect actually belongs to the shell, and the shining, which is a

specific characteristic of silver, is attributed to the shell, the basis

of ‘this’. If the specific characteristic of ‘silver’ is attributed to the

‘this’ aspect of a sea-shell, the resultant perception ‘this is silver’ is

clearly erroneous knowledge. In actuality, the silver is nonexistent

in the shell. This erroneous knowledge is adhyÂsa (superimposition),

where silver is superimposed on the sea-shell.



As seen above, there is no actual identity between the object

itself and the object it is mistaken for through adhyÂsa – delusion.

AdhyÂsa presupposes a true knowledge of the superimposed entity.

The impression or memory of the prior true knowledge furnishes

the similarity between the thing superimposed and its actual basis.

In the case of silver and the shell, the true knowledge of the silver

furnishes the similarity, namely the common attribute of shining.

When this common attribute (shining) is perceived in a different

basis (sea-shell), the previous impression (or true knowledge of

silver) leads to the mistaken identity (of sea-shell as silver).

Similarly, a consideration of the mutual adhyÂsa between

the ÂtmÂ (self) and anÂtmÂ (not self) such as ahaßkÂra (‘I’ notion)

etc. presupposes a point of similarity or identity between the two. A

true knowledge of ÂtmÂ is imperative to appreciate this similarity.

However, there is no point of similarity or identity between ÂtmÂ

and anÂtmÂ. They are opposed in nature like light and darkness.

This is referred to as the opposition (virodha) between the two. The

bhÂîyakÂra emphasizes the opposition between ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ

at this point to demonstrate that due to the lack of any similarity or

identity whatsoever between the two, the adhyÂsa of one on the

other is impossible. This opposition is pointed out from the

standpoint of their nature (vastusvabhÂva), their cognition (pratÍti),

and their expression (vyavahÂra).

Yee. Ùeg<ceomcelØelÙeÙeieesÛejÙees: efJe<eÙeefJe<eefÙeCees: lece:ØekeâeMeJeled
efJe®æmJeYeeJeÙees: FlejslejYeeJeevegheheòeew efmeæeÙeeb leæcee&Ceeb Deefhe
meglejeb FlejslejYeeJeevegheheefòe: ~  Fefle Dele: DemcelØelÙeÙeieesÛejs
efJe<eefÙeefCe efÛeoelcekesâ Ùeg<celØelÙeÙeieesÛejmÙe efJe<eÙemÙe leæcee&Ceeb
Ûe DeOÙeeme: leefÉheÙe&ÙesCe efJe<eefÙeCe: leæcee&Ceeb Ûe efJe<eÙes DeOÙeeme:
efceLÙee Fefle YeefJelegb Ùegòeâced ~

Bh.Tr. When it is established that there cannot be any identity

(in the sense of one becoming the other) between the

subject (ÂtmÂ) and the object (anÂtmÂ) – having natures
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that are contrary like light and darkness – and which

are fit to be cognised as we (in the sense of I – ÂtmÂ)

and you (in the sense of ‘this’ – anÂtmÂ) respectively, it

follows that a mutual relationship between their

attributes is not possible either. In the absence of any

cause for superimposition such as identity or similarity,

it is fitting that the superimposition of the object

cognised as you (i.e. as this – anÂtmÂ ) and its attributes

on the subject of the nature of pure awareness  (cit) and

cognised as ‘I’, is false (i.e. not real), as also the

converse, namely, the superimposition of the subject

(‘I’) and its attributes on the object (anÂtmÂ, is equally

not real).

The word ‘asmad ’ connotes ÂtmÂ and refers to myself. The

word ‘yuîmad ’ refers to all others, i.e. not me / myself. Myself is

usually referred to as ‘I’, individually, and ‘we’ collectively. When

the true nature of that which is presently considered to be ‘I’ is

ascertained, it resolves into the ÂtmÂ which is cit (the pure

awareness principle). The bhÂîyakÂra points out later that the

cidÂtmÂ is not beyond the reach of words. The word gocara is used

in the sense of ‘suitable’. Asmat pratyaya-gocara means the ÂtmÂ

that is available, for cognition through the word ‘I’. Though ahaßkÂra

(the erroneous I notion), buddhi (intellect) and others appear to be

‘I’, they are inert in actuality and belong to the category of yuîmad

– you – in the sense of ‘this’.  This shows that the nature of ahaßkÂra,

buddhi etc. is totally different from that of ÂtmÂ. The words yuîmad

and asmad are used here in the plural.  While the anÂtmÂ consisting

of ahaßkÂra, body (deha), senses (indriyas), and intellect (buddhi)

etc. is obviously plural in number, the pure awareness principle

ÂtmÂ, is singular but manifests as many in different individuals with

varied embodiments. This is similar to space which is one but

appears to be manifold within the pot, the room, etc.

Some are of the opinion that the correct phrase in the bhÂîya

should have been asmad-yuîmad  in place of yuîmad-asmad, with
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asmad  mentioned first since it stands for the ÂtmÂ whose nature is

auspicious.  Though such usage is in keeping with the rules of

grammar in specific cases, the use of yuîmad-asmad  is

grammatically more correct in the present context because both

constituent words are in the plural.  The gloss nyÂyaniràaya provides

another reason for using the word yuîmad  first.  The anÂtmÂ aspect

in you (yuîmad) has to be eliminated first to gain the direct cognition

of citswaröpa-ÂtmÂ through the method of adhyÂropÂpavÂda –

superimposition of Creation and its termination. Yuîmad  precedes

asmad  to signify that the elimination comes first.

The phrase yuîmad-asmad (you and we) is deliberately

used to show that ÂtmÂ is totally different from anÂtmÂ.  Actually,

the language – both spoken and Vedic – does not permit the use

together of pronouns such as yuîmad-asmad (‘you’ and ‘I’) belonging

to the first (I) and second persons (you). The words used should

have been idam-asmad (this and we/I) since the language does

permit the co-ordinated use of pronouns of the first (I) and third

persons (this), such as idam-asmad (‘this’ and ‘I’), as seen in phrases

such as ‘these are we who are sitting’, ‘this is me, (name), speaking’.

In the Vedas too, we find statements like ‘This is the Kingdom of

Videha at your disposal and this is me offered to you as a

servant’ made by King Janaka to sage YÂjáavalkya in the

BçhadÂraàyakopaniîat.  However the combination idam-asmad was

not used in the bhÂîya and yuîmad-asmad was deliberately used to

highlight the  contrast between ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ.

Now we proceed to examine the differences between ÂtmÂ

and anÂtmÂ. A contrast can be drawn between two things by

highlighting those of their attributes that are opposed to each other.

A contrast can also be drawn by describing them through the use

of contrasting words.  Citswaröpa-ÂtmÂ  viz. the pure awareness

principle is termed viîayÍ – the knowing subject or the illuminator

of the intellect etc. – whereas the intellect, senses, inert body, sense

objects etc. are termed as viîaya – the object. ÀtmÂ is pratyak

(proximate – sarvÂntara) in contrast to anÂtmÂ that is parÂk (external).
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Their very nature reveals the contrast between the two.

Viîaya (object) called anÂtmÂ comprising of the body,

senses, mind and intellect etc. is described as yuîmatpratyayagocara

– the thing available for cognition as you (yuîmad in the sense of

‘this’, distinct from ‘I’).  By contrast, the viîayÍ (the pure awareness

principle ÂtmÂ – ‘I’ described as ‘we’) is said to be

asmatpratyayagocara  – the thing available for cognition as asmad

(‘I’ – ÂtmÂ) which is the very knowledge-principle (cognitive

principle).  The contrast between viîaya and viîayÍ (i.e. anÂtmÂ

and ÂtmÂ) is clearly brought out through the constituent words in

the first phrase viz. yuîmad-asmat, pratyaya  and gocara.

To sum up there is a threefold difference between ÂtmÂ

and anÂtmÂ  in terms of their nature, cognition and interaction:

i) The word yuîmad signifying anÂtmÂ is parÂk  – external –

whereas asmad ‘I’ which itself is ÂtmÂ is pratyak  –  the

innermost (sarvÂntara).  Thus both are divergent principles

in their very nature.

ii) The word pratyaya describes the difference between the

two in terms of cognition.  The anÂtmÂ such as ahaßkÂra,

body etc. is perceived (pratÍyate) as inert dçïya (known

things).  In contrast to this ÂtmÂ itself is pratÍti – the

self-luminous (svayam-prakÂïa) knowledge-principle.

iii) The word gocara as yogyatÂ (suitability) shows their

distinction by way of expression. Yuîmad (anÂtmÂ) conceals

the true nature of ÂtmÂ from our vision and makes it

appear as kartÂ (doer), bhoktÂ (experiencer) etc.  By

negating all that is anÂtmÂ, ÂtmÂ  reveals itself in its true

nature – ‘I am Brahman’.

This threefold  difference between ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ   rules

out any identity between them.  Now even if there can be no identity

between ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ, the question arises: why can’t there be
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a combination or unity of the two just as a pot painted white is

considered to be a white pot? The answer is implied in the next

phrase, viîayaviîayiàoÉ – of inert viîaya (object) and viîayÍ (the

subject) pure awareness (cit).  AnÂtmÂ is the object (viîaya) because

it is inert (jaÅa) whereas ÂtmÂ is the subject (viîayÍ) because it is

itself the pure awareness principle.  The pure awareness principle

(cit) and inert objects have a subject-object relationship akin to a

lamp (as the illuminator subject) that illuminates objects. Hence

unity between them is impossible.

The word  pratyaya (cognition) and gocara (i.e. that which

is fit to be) in  the earlier phrase provide the rationale for the

contrasting nature of ÂtmÂ (asmad) and anÂtmÂ (yuîmad). ÀtmÂ

(asmad) is pratyak (the innermost – proximate) because it is cit

(caitanya) in nature. AnÂtmÂ (yuîmad) happens to be parÂk (the

external) because its nature is acit (jaÅa). It is a matter of universal

experience that ‘I’ is sentient in nature in contrast to inert entities.

This accounts for the difference between ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ.

             Now the phrase viîayaviîayiàoÉ points out why ÂtmÂ is

sentient (cit) and anÂtmÂ  inert (acit).  AnÂtmÂ (viîaya)  is the known

(grÂhya); so it is inert.  ÀtmÂ  (viîayÍ) is the principle of sentience

(cittva), the very basis of the sentient grÂhaka (the knower).

Sentience is seen to be the cause of being pratyak (the inner –

proximate). It gains the status of knower (grÂhaka). It is well-known

that sentience (cittva) is clearly displayed by the knower (grÂhaka).

In contrast, inertness (acittva) is the cause of being external (parÂk),

and since it is an object, gains the status of inertness (acittva).

Further investigation in the case of ÂtmÂ  shows that each

of the three, pratyaktva (innerness), cittva (sentience), and viîayitva

(the status of knower), is the cause of the other two, because each

is invariably accompanied by the others. Similarly, in the case of

anÂtmÂ, each of the three factors, parÂktva (being external), acittva

(inertness) or viîayatva (the status of an object), individually is the

cause of the other two.
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The illustration tamaÉprakÂïavat – like light and darkness

– is supplied to emphasize the contrary nature of ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ

in order to rule out any identity or similarity between the two.

A doubt may arise at this juncture. Even if we accept that

ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ  cannot be identical, why should the attributes of

ÂtmÂ such as sentience, happiness and everlastingness not be

united with anÂtmÂ and the attributes of anÂtmÂ such as the

inertness, sorrow, transience etc. be imposed on ÂtmÂ ?

The bhÂîyakÂra says this is not possible.  Attributes of an

entity can be associated with another entity if there is a union

between the two.  A crystal takes on the colour of a red flower only

when both are in contact with each other.  The heat of the fire gets

transmitted to a spherical iron ball and the fire assumes the form of

the ball only when there is mutual contact between the two. In the

absence of any contact between the two entities, there cannot be

any mutual transmission of their attributes. ÀtmÂ  and anÂtmÂ are

contrary in nature, like light and darkness. There cannot be mutual

contact between them. As a result, neither a mutual identity between

ÂtmÂ  and anÂtmÂ  nor a reciprocal exchange of attributes is possible.

Therefore there cannot be any impressions (saÙskÂras) of identity

or similarity between the two either, which are required to produce

adhyÂsa (superimposition) between the two. The ÂkîepabhÂîya

therefore concludes with the observation: adhyÂsaÉ mithyÂ iti

bhavitum yuktam – it is fitting that superimposition does not take

place.  The word mithyÂ has two meanings, viz., i) apahnava –

negation, is not; ii) anirvacanÍya – inexplicable.  The meaning ‘it

does not exist’ in the sense of negation is applicable here.

The rest of the ÂkîepabhÂîya from ‘asmatpratyayagocare’

to ‘adhyÂsaÉ mithyÂ iti bhavitum yuktam’ refutes the mutual

superimposition of anÂtmÂ and its attributes on ÂtmÂ and of ÂtmÂ

and its attributes on anÂtmÂ.  ÀtmÂ is specified here as

asmatpratyayagocara – that which is fit to be known through the

cognition ‘I’. The intellect (buddhi), ‘I notion’ (ahaßkÂra) etc. are
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also commonly experienced as ‘I’.  Therefore to distinguish ÂtmÂ

from intellect, ahaßkÂra etc., the word viîayÍ (the sÂkîÍ of buddhi

etc.) is used. The  following  word cidÂtmakaÉ – the nature of pure

awareness which is evident as ‘I’ – shows why ÂtmÂ is the direct

illuminator of intellect etc.  The superimposition of anÂtmÂ and their

attributes on cidÂtmaka ÂtmÂ is not possible.  The anÂtmÂ is

described as yuîmatpratyayagocara – that which is comprehended

as ‘you’ (tvam) in the sense of ‘this’ (idam).  The question of how

the ‘I notion’ (ahaßkÂra), intellect (buddhi) etc., experienced as ‘I’,

can be cognized as an object or ‘this’, is resolved by terming anÂtmÂ

as viîaya.  AhaßkÂra, intellect etc. are directly illumined (made

known) by sÂkîÍ (caitanya – pure awareness).  Though the intellect

and similar entities are not perceived through the sense-organs,

like objects such as a pot, they are in fact the ‘object’ (viîaya) directly

known by sÂkîÍ.

Etymologically, viîaya means that which binds (viîinoti,

badhnÂti). Because objects like the intellect, senses etc. appear to

mould ÂtmÂ  to their form, along with their limitations, the word viîaya

suggests that anÂtmÂ is something that deserves to be discarded.

While the superimposition (adhyÂsa) of anÂtmÂ and its

attributes on ÂtmÂ is not possible, why should the superimposition

of ÂtmÂ and its attributes on anÂtmÂ not take place?  Experiences

such as ‘I know’, ‘I am happy’ certainly substantiate this claim.  The

possibility of such superimposition is refuted.  The superimposition

of viîayÍ (ÂtmÂ) which is caitanya (pure awareness principle) and

its attributes on viîaya (anÂtmÂ) is not possible since the basic

prerequisites (sÂmagrÍs) for adhyÂsa are absent.

In order for there to be mutual adhyÂsa between ÂtmÂ and

anÂtmÂ, the indispensable requirements are impressions accruing

from prior knowledge of either identity between the two (ÂtmÂ and

anÂtmÂ) or similarity between the two or ignorance of either of the

two. The limitless or partless (niravayava), attributeless (nirguàa)

and self-evident (svaprakÂïa) ÂtmÂ cannot have any similarity of
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components (avayavas) or attributes (guàas) or any relation with

ignorance.  If ÂtmÂ is attributeless, some may question why the

bhÂîyakÂra himself has refuted the superimposition of attributes

such as sat, cit Ânanda belonging to ÂtmÂ on anÂtmÂ in his bhÂîya

by using the word taddharmÂàÂm (of attributes belonging to ÂtmÂ).

In this context, one has to understand that the three aspects referred

to as existence (sat), knowledge (cit) and happiness (Ânanda) are

the very nature of ÂtmÂ. They appear to be distinct features of ÂtmÂ

because each word depicts a specific aspect of ÂtmÂ and generates

distinct corresponding antaÉkaraàavçttis (thought patterns) in the mind.

Here is a contrary proposition. ÀtmÂ is identical to the

attributeless (nirguàa) and actionless (niîkriya) Brahman. Therefore

the adhyÂsa of anÂtmÂ  on ÂtmÂ is impossible. In such event,

experiences or – cognitions such as ‘I do’, ‘I enjoy’, ‘I suffer’ and

the objects experienced in them cannot be adhyasta (superimposed)

things. They should necessarily be real in nature and not false

because they do not belong to the category of superimposed things.

As a result, experiences such as ‘I am the doer, experiencer,

sufferer’, must also be real. This means that bondage is real. The

knowledge of ÂtmÂ can destroy only its ignorance but not real

bondage. Therefore BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ (the inquiry into Brahman)

cannot have as its subject the identity between the truly bound jÍva

and ever liberated Brahman, both being contrary in nature.  This

being the case, this scriptural inquiry becomes unproductive. Such

is the conclusion of those who espouse the inappropriateness of

ÂtmÂnÂtmÂdhyÂsa (the adhyÂsa of ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ).

ADHYÀSA  DOES  EXIST  EVEN  THOUGH  IT  SEEMS

INAPPROPRIATE  TO  ACCEPT  ITS  EXISTENCE

The view that it is inappropriate to posit the existence of

adhyÂsa with reference to ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ requires further scrutiny.

Some questions emerge. Is there any reason why adhyÂsa should

not exist? Is it because to consider its existence is inappropriate?

Is it not experienced at all as a phenomenon? Is there no cause for
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it to come into being? In answer, it can be said that while it is clearly

inappropriate to consider the adhyÂsa of the anÂtmÂ on the

self-evident ÂtmÂ and even highly desirable to consider the non-

existence of such adhyÂsa, such a superimposition does in fact

take place as it is a phenomenon that is universally experienced.

There does exist a valid cause for it to arise, viz., the inexplicable

ignorance of ÂtmÂ.  The following parihÂrabhÂîya – the commentary

in reply to the objection – justifies the existence of mutual adhyÂsa.

Yee. leLeeefhe DevÙeesvÙeefmceved DevÙeesvÙeelcekeâleeb DevÙeesvÙeOecee&ved Ûe DeOÙemÙe
FlejslejeefJeJeskesâve DelÙevleefJeefJeòeâÙees: Oece&Oeefce&Cees: efceLÙee%eeveefveefceòe:
melÙeeve=les efceLegveerke=âlÙe Denb Fob cece Fob Fefle vewmeefie&keâ: DeÙeb
ueeskeâJÙeJenej: ~

Bh.Tr. (Though the superimposition between ÂtmÂ and

anÂtmÂ is seemingly unacceptable) even so, having

mutually superimposed the two entities and their

attributes on each other due to a lack of awareness of

the distinction between the ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ and their

attributes, which are totally different, (and thus) having

united the real (ÂtmÂ) and the false (anÂtmÂ) through

inexplicable ignorance, people have natural

misconceptions such as ‘I am this body’ and ‘this is

mine’.

The phrase ‘even so’ (tathÂpi) in the bhÂîya indicates the

bhÂîyakÂra’s agreement with the assertion that the

ÂtmÂnÂtmÂdhyÂsa  described so far is seemingly unacceptable.

Therefore in order to arrive at the full meaning of the present

statement by the bhÂîyakÂra, the word ‘although’ (yadyapi) needs

to be added before the phrase ‘yuîmadasmatpratyayagocarayoÉ’ at

the very beginning of the adhyÂsabhÂîya.

It is universally observed that the word ayam (this) is used

naturally by people in the context of one’s body, such as ‘I am this

body and this is mine’ (aham idam mama idam iti naisargikaÉ ayam
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lokavyavahÂraÉ). This aptly proves that adhyÂsa is experienced by

everyone. Spontaneous and direct experiences such as ‘I am a

man’, ‘I am ignorant’, ‘I am the doer’ negate the contention that the

adhyÂsa of ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ is not experienced.  Such a direct

experience of ÂtmÂ as the doer (kartÂ), experiencer (bhoktÂ) etc.

cannot be the knowledge (pramÂ) of ÂtmÂ. The ïruti is the highest

pramÂàa (the means of knowledge). It is flawless.

The purport of the ïruti is also to point out that akartÂ

(non-doer), abhoktÂ (non-experiencer) ÂtmÂ is identical with

Brahman. This is established through reasoning in the form of the

six valid proofs (lißgas) such as upakramopasaÙhÂra (beginning

and the conclusion of the topic), abhyÂsa (repetition) etc. Based on

the ïruti, the notion of ÂtmÂ as doer etc. is clearly erroneous

knowledge. Even though pratyakîa – direct perception – as a means

of knowledge serves as the basis for all other means of knowledge,

it cannot negate the knowledge imparted by the ïruti.  Direct

perception is not flawless, as evidenced by the perceptual

knowledge of silver seen in the sea-shell, which is a delusion. The

ïruti asserts that ÂtmÂ does not have a body (athÂyamaïarÍraÉ), in

direct contradiction to the common perception ‘I am a man’.

However, the ever changing, destructible body is inert in itself and

can never be the changeless indestructible pure awareness principle

ÂtmÂ.  Therefore direct perception cannot refute the nature of ÂtmÂ

as revealed by the ultimate pramÂàa, the ïruti.

The word ‘lokavyavahÂraÉ ’ illustrates adhyÂsa in two ways.

Loka is that which is experienced or perceived. Here it refers to the

false notion, ‘I am a human being’ – man or woman etc. This is

arthÂdhyÂsa whereby a given entity (artha) is mistaken in its entirety

to be some other entity. This type of adhyÂsa is effected by a

superimposed misconception called vyavahÂra.  It is a mistaken

thought (antaÉkaraàavçtti) ‘I am a human being’ – in the place of

the correct knowledge – ‘I am ÂtmÂ ’.  The superimposition of such

a wrong notion on correct knowledge is called jáÂnÂdhyÂsa where

the word jáÂna refers to erroneous knowledge and not correct

knowledge.
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The characteristics of arthÂdhyÂsa and jáÂnÂdhyÂsa are

described in the phrase – atyantaviviktayoÉ dharmadharmiàoÉ

itaretarÂvivekena anyonyasmin anyonyÂtmakatÂm anyonyadharmÂn

ca adhyasya.  The two dharmis (entities having specific attributes)

referred to are ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ. The former is the self-existent

knowledge-principle. The latter comprises of ahaßkÂra (I notion),

the body and all entities in Creation.  Sentience, bliss and ever-

existence etc. are considered to be the dharmas (attributes) of ÂtmÂ.

On the other hand, inertness, change, sorrow, destructibility etc.

are the dharmas of anÂtmÂ.  ÀtmÂ and anÂtmÂ and their attributes

are completely different  (atyanta-vivikta) from each other. In reality

ÂtmÂ can never be identical with anÂtmÂ or vice versa. The mutual

intermingling of their attributes is also impossible. Nevertheless

the distinction between their nature and their attributes is not clearly

appreciated (itaretarÂviveka). This results in the superimposition of

the two entities ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ and their attributes on each other,

giving rise to lokavyavahÂra – the universal misconception that ‘I

am a human being’.

The bhÂîya specifies that the attributes (dharmas) and

entities (dharmis) pertaining to adhyÂsa (superimposition) are

completely (atyanta) distinct (vivikta). The identity between two

apparently distinct entities that are not totally contrary in nature

cannot be called error or superimposition (adhyÂsa). Thus for

example phrases such as ‘This is that Mr. Devadatta’ shows that

the apparent distinction between Mr. Devadatta at one location and

time and Mr. Devadatta at another location and time is not real

since the entity  (Mr. Devadatta in this case) is one and the same,

and the difference is not complete but relative to time and space.

This cannot  be a case of superimposition.

Besides the superimposition of the two dharmis viz. ÂtmÂ

and anÂtmÂ (in anyonyÂtmakatÂm adhyasya), the bhÂîya also speaks

of a separate superimposition of the mutual attributes of these two

dharmis (in anyonya dharmÂn ca adhyasya). It would be incorrect to

consider this separate reference to these two adhyÂsas superfluous.
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Though the common assumption is that superimposition of the

bases – the entities (dharmis) – automatically leads to a

superimposition of their attributes (dharmas), such is not always

the case. At times, attributes may be superimposed without a

superimposition of their bases. For instance, an adhyÂsa such as ‘I

am the eye’ does not take place, yet we do find the attributes of

blindness of the eye superimposed on ÂtmÂ in the statement ‘I am

blind’. A crystal in the vicinity of a red flower does not resemble the

flower but the red colour of the flower certainly gets superimposed

on the crystal. To bring out this point, the bhÂîya makes a distinction

between the superimposition of the attributes of two entities and

the superimposition of the two respective entities themselves.

In a superimposition (adhyÂsa), only the superimposed

(adhyasta) entity which invariably turns out to be false (mithyÂ) in

nature, is perceived, not its basis (adhiîòhÂna – the entity on which

it is superimposed). Now since  ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ are both verily

known at the same time, there must be a reciprocal adhyÂsa between

them i.e. each one concurrently becoming the adhiîòhÂna and the

adhyasta of each other.  In that case the ÂtmÂ which is superimposed

on the anÂtmÂ must necessarily be false, since it is something

superimposed (adhyasta).  This leads to ïönyavÂda – the doctrine

of the non-existence of everything – which is highly unacceptable.

To refute this claim, the bhÂîya uses the words satyÂnçte

mithunÍkçtya – having united satya (the ever-existent principle) and

ançta (the false).  Satya, the ever-existent entity is caitanya the pure

awareness principle ÂtmÂ which always manifests as ‘I’ but never

as ‘this’ or as false. The reality of satya refutes ïönyavÂda.  ‘ÀtmÂ’

being asaßga (unattached) by nature, its adhyÂsa on anÂtmÂ  cannot

be direct. It can only be through a relation (saÙsarga) or proximity

in terms of cidÂbhÂsa – the reflection of cit (pure awareness) in the

antaÉkaraàa. Ançta is anÂtmÂ (called yuîmad) which is false in nature.

On the other hand, the superimposition of anÂtmÂ on ÂtmÂ is direct.

AnÂtmÂ gets superimposed on ÂtmÂ by its very nature as it is.  This

mithunÍkaraàa – the uniting of ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ – is superimposition.

To sum up, the doctrine  of non-existence has no basis, since ÂtmÂ
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does not get superimposed directly on anÂtmÂ due to which ÂtmÂ

can be false. An erroneous union between satya ÂtmÂ and false

anÂtmÂ cannot lead to ïönyavÂda.

The three phrases employed in the bhÂîya viz., ‘adhyasya

– having superimposed’, ‘mithunÍkçtya  – having united’, and

‘lokavyavahÂra   –  the misconception that I am a human being’, are

actually synonymous. All the three mean one and the same adhyÂsa.

The question arises, why are past participles indicating past action

such as ‘having superimposed’ and ‘having united’ used in these

phrases?  The syntactic use of the past tense  in the phrases  ‘having

superimposed’, and ‘having united’, indicates that each adhyÂsa  is

preceded by another similar adhyÂsa  which happens to be the cause

of the subsequent adhyÂsa  through its impressions (saÙskÂras).

Thus we get a series or a flow of prior adhyÂsas in succession with

respect to a specific adhyÂsa. This is expressed through the use of

the adjective naisargikaÉ – natural, innate (inborn) – which qualifies

the word lokavyavahÂraÉ. NaisargikaÉ in this context  means the

flow – unbroken succession – of adhyÂsa of anÂtmÂ on ÂtmÂ is

beginningless (anÂdi) in terms of hetu-hetumadbhÂva – the relation

between cause and effect. Now, a flow is an abstraction – not

something concrete – whereas an adhyÂsa is born and thus has a

beginning (Âdi). How then can the adhyÂsa between ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ

be natural (naisargikaÉ) in the sense of being beginningless (anÂdi)?

The answer lies in the beginninglessness (anÂditva) of time (kÂla).

It is an accepted fact that time is beginningless. In Creation, time is

something that is superimposed on ÂtmÂ.  If time – the product of

adhyÂsa – is beginningless, its cause, adhyÂsa, must also necessarily

be so.  Thus the word naisargikaÉ (natural) asserts that there is a

cause for adhyÂsa in the form of the saÙskÂras of the sequence of

prior adhyÂsas.  This refutes the contrary proposition that for want

of a cause, it is inappropriate to say that adhyÂsa exists.

The phrase mithyÂjáÂna-nimittaÉ  denotes the material and

instrumental cause of adhyÂsa.  The phrase defines the inexplicable

(anirvacanÍya / mithyÂ – false) ignorance (ajáÂna) as both the
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material and instrumental cause (nimitta) of adhyÂsa.  A cause

(kÂraàa) that is inseparable from its effect (kÂrya) is its material

(upÂdÂna) cause.  AjáÂna is said to be inexplicable because it cannot

be defined either as existent, since it gets negated by knowledge,

or non-existent because it is clearly experienced in the form of its

effects.  Thus mithyÂ (inexplicable) also means false in nature.

To indicate that ajáÂna (ignorance) is also the instrumental

cause of adhyÂsa, the bhÂîya uses the phrase mithyÂjáÂna-nimittaÉ

instead of mithyÂjáÂnopÂdÂnaÉ (having ignorance as the material

cause)  to describe adhyÂsa. While ajáÂna is the material cause of

adhyÂsa, it is also the instrumental cause for the following three

reasons:

i) AjáÂna veils theself-luminous ÂtmÂ and is therefore

detrimental in its effect. This veiling functions as the   cause

that denies the knowledge of ÂtmÂ, resulting in the dreaded

saÙsÂra.

ii) AjáÂna serves as the upÂdhi (adjunct) of Êïvara (the Creator)

in bringing about the adhyÂsa of ahaßkÂra (I notion) on ÂtmÂ.

iii) AjáÂna is endowed with secondary causes of saÙsÂra like

saÙskÂras (impressions), kÂla (time factor), karma (actions

with their results etc.).

ÀtmÂ is self-evident (svaprakÂïa) and unattached (asaßga).

In the absence of any essential elements (sÂmagrÍs) – saÙskÂras

(impressions) etc. – it should not have any association (saßga) with

ignorance.  In spite of this, the ignorance of ÂtmÂ is verily

experienced.  The universal experience – I am ignorant – is proof

of this fact.  It is like the darkness experienced by an owl during the

day even in the presence of a blazing sun. The word mithyÂ

(inexplicable) suggests the false and dubious nature of ignorance

(ajáÂna). As a rule, a false entity cannot affect its basis in which it

appears to exist.  Ignorance too cannot negate its basis ÂtmÂ, the

ever-existent knowledge-principle.
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There is a second reason why ajáÂna is described as

mithyÂ. The word mithyÂ (inexplicable – false) rules out the

possibility of ajáÂna being taken to be the absence of knowledge

(jáÂna).  AjáÂna is false in nature. It gets destroyed by jáÂna

(knowledge).  This particular characteristic of ignorance is also

indicated by the word mithyÂ.

The statements ‘aham idam iti ’ (I am this i.e. a human

being etc.), and ‘mama idam iti ’ (this is my body etc.) corroborate

the existence of adhyÂsa.  The word ‘idam’ (this) in ‘aham idam ’

refers to ahaßkÂra (I notion), body, mind, senses etc.  The other

word ‘iti ’ (i.e. and of this nature) in ‘aham idam iti ’, suggests the

acquisition and rejection of things favourable or unfavourable to

one’s body etc. after their perception through the appropriate

pramÂàa  – the means of knowledge.  ‘Mama’ (my) signifies factors

such as old age, death, progeny, wealth, ownership etc.  The word

‘iti ’ in the case of ‘mama idam iti ’ refers to activity / inactivity in

connection with things that belong to oneself.

The first of the superimpositions of the anÂtmÂ at the body

level is ‘I’ (aham) with respect to the body. Now, even though it

appears that there can be no superimposition in the case of such ‘I’

as there is no basis (adhiîòhÂna) and something else that can be

superimposed (Âropya) to produce adhyÂsa, such is not the case.

The ‘I’ thought consists of both cit and acit.  In the statement ‘I

experience’ there are two aspects, cit (sentiency principle called

dçk) and acit (inert thought called dçïya) aspects.  It is like the

superimposition between iron and fire in the statement ‘iron burns’.

Actually it is fire in contact with iron that burns.  ‘I am this’ (aham

idam) reveals tÂdÂtmyÂdhyÂsa – the superimposition of identity

between I and this as ‘I am a human being’. The word ‘this’ (idam)

in this context means the body and senses etc. which are the

experienced (bhogya).  ‘This is my body’ (mama idam ïarÍram) is

an instance of saÙsargÂdhyÂsa – the superimposition of this and

mine in terms of relation.  Though the identity (tÂdÂtmya) of body

and ÂtmÂ is itself a relation (saÙsarga), there is a subtle distinction
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between tÂdÂtmyÂdhyÂsa and saÙsargÂdhyÂsa.  Two distinct entities

having a mistaken identity of their co-existence is an instance of

tÂdÂtmyÂdhyÂsa.  In tÂdÂtmyÂdhyÂsa, the cognition of identity

(aikyÂmïa) takes place, as in the statement ‘I am a man’. On the

other hand, saÙsargÂdhyÂsa is characterized by the cognition of

distinction – bhedÂÙïa, the aspect of distinction – as in the case of

‘this is mine’. Here, I take myself to be different from what belongs

to me.

The above arguments show that there is a reciprocal

superimposition (adhyÂsa) of ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ because the essential

prerequisites of adhyÂsa are present. Such a superimposition is

certainly experienced.  We can infer that bondage is false since it

is brought about by the false adhyÂsa.  ÀtmajáÂna destroys self-

ignorance and its resultant false bondage by revealing the identity

between the true nature of jÍva and Brahman. Since there is no

incongruity in such identity, this scripture – BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ – has

a valid subject and result, viz. the liberation (mokîa). The study of

BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ proves to be highly fruitful.

Having expounded on the subject and the result of this text

implied in the first sötra, the bhÂîyakÂra now proceeds to establish

the definition or characteristic (lakîaàa) of adhyÂsa, its tenability

(saÙbhÂvanÂ) and the pramÂàa  – the means of knowledge – of

adhyÂsa.

DEFINITION  (LAKëAÛA)  OF  ADHYÀSA

Since BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ is an analytical text to ascertain

the ultimate truth, the subject matter is presented in the form of a

healthy discussion. Supporters of contrary propositions (pörvapakîas)

regarding adhyÂsa demand an accurate definition of adhyÂsa.

Yee. Deen – keâ: DeÙeb DeOÙeeme: veece Fefle ~

Bh.Tr. Question:  What is this phenomenon that goes by the

name superimposition?
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Yee. GÛÙeles – mce=efle¤he: hej$e hetJe&Â°eJeYeeme: ~

Bh.Tr. Reply:  Superimposition is the mistaken appearance

of an entity on a basis (adhiîòhÂna) that is different

(bhinna) from its own.  It is experienced as a result of

such an earlier perception and is similar to the (actual)

entity when remembered.

The main part of the definition of adhyÂsa is ‘paratra

avabhÂsaÉ ’, meaning the mistaken appearance of an entity on a

basis different from its own.  Take for instance ïuktirajata – the

silver (rajata) seen (mistaken) instead of the actual (shining) sea-

shell.  The locus of the mistakenly seen silver is the shell whose

basis is different from that of silver. The remaining two words viz.

smçtiröpaÉ and pörvadçîòaÉ, round out the definition. SmçtiÉ

(memory) here signifies the remembrance of the actual entity, which

leads to its role in the present superimposition. The actual object

was perceived earlier and is remembered now.  Thus smçtiröpaÉ

means ‘similar to the (actual) object remembered’.  In the case of

‘shell mistaken for silver’, the form of the mistaken silver is similar

to the form seen earlier which is now remembered.  The impressions

(saÙskÂras) of the earlier perception – as implied by pörvadçîòaÉ

(seen earlier) – give rise to the mistaken appearance of the entity

or adhyÂsa (superimposition). Both the memory (smçti) of the

remembered object and the superimposed entity (Âropya) are

products of past impressions.  This justifies the use of the word

smçtiröpaÉ in the definition of adhyÂsa.  The word avabhÂsaÉ  from

the above definition of adhyÂsa means the falsely seen thing

(avabhÂsyate iti avabhÂsaÉ) if it is arthÂdhyÂsa. As for jáÂnÂdhyÂsa

the word avabhÂsaÉ signifies the actual appearance (avabhÂsanam).

The above definition of adhyÂsa is based on the doctrine of

VedÂnta.  The definitions of adhyÂsa propounded by other schools

of thought vary in certain respects.  BhÂîya  enumerates five

definitions, including the one in VedÂnta.  Though the views of these

proponents differ as regards the nature of the two – the adhiîòhÂna

(basis) and Âropya (the entity being superimposed) – there is
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unanimity regarding the basic definition of adhyÂsa.  All agree that

adhyÂsa is ‘paratra parÂvabhÂsaÉ’ – the mistaken appearance of an

entity on a basis different from its own. In the present context, the

bhÂîyakÂra emphasizes the conformance of these definitions with

the VedÂntic definition already presented, and does not deem it

necessary to point out the shortcomings in the other definitions.

The bhÂîya elaborates five views on adhyÂsa. They are:

i) AnyathÂkhyÂti

ii) ÀtmakhyÂti

iii) AkhyÂti

iv) AsatkhyÂti

v) AnirvacanÍyakhyÂti

Collectively they are known as   paácakhyÂti. KhyÂti  means

cognition  (pratÍti), knowledge (jáÂna), or erroneous cognition

(bhramajáÂna), depending on the context.

AnirvacanÍyakhyÂti has been described earlier in the

definition ‘smçtiröpaÉ paratra pörvadçîòÂvabhÂsaÉ ’.  This definition

is based on VedÂnta – advaitasiddhÂnta (the doctrine of non-duality).

Bhrama (delusion) or adhyÂsa cannot be defined as sat (ever-existent

principle) because it gets negated later.  It is not asat (totally

non-existent) either since it is experiential. Being distinct from both

sat and asat, it defies definition.  Therefore it is called

anirvacanÍyakhyÂti – an inexplicable, erroneous cognition.

Next anyathÂkhyÂti and ÂtmakhyÂti are jointly described

below:

Yee. leb kesâefÛeled DevÙe$e DevÙeOecee&OÙeeme: Fefle Jeoefvle ~

Br.Tr. Some define adhyÂsa as the superimposition of the

attributes of one entity on another entity.

This is the definition of adhyÂsa according to both

anyathÂkhyÂti and ÂtmakhyÂti.  The first three definitions can be
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easily understood through the illustration of ïukti-rajat (sea-shell

and silver).

AnyathÂkhyÂti is propounded by NaiyÂyika and Vaiïeîika

(also called TÂrkika) schools of thought.  The word anyathÂ here

means ‘in a form different from one’s own’ or ‘in a different way’.

According to them an entity cannot be superimposed on another

entity (anyatra), but an attribute of an entity (anyadharma) can be

superimposed on another entity. For example, they say that silver

cannot be superimposed on a sea-shell, but an attribute of silver

can be superimposed on the shell.

ÀtmakhyÂti  belongs to a Buddhistic school of thought called

VijáÂnavÂdi  or YogÂcÂra. According to ÂtmakhyÂti, the anyadharma

– the attribute of another entity such as silver – that is superimposed

on the entity indicated by the word anyatra (elsewhere), for example

on the shell located externally, is not the superimposition of an

attribute of the actual silver or a similar entity in the external world

but is in fact the attribute of the internal buddhi (intellect), called

ÂtmÂ in this  khyÂti, with the appearance of silver. It should be noted

that the word ÂtmÂ in ÂtmakhyÂti does not refer to caitanya (the

pure awareness principle) but to buddhi (the intellect).

The next definition is akhyÂti  given by Gurumata also known

as PrÂbhÂkarÂÉ  belonging to pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ.  AkhyÂti literally

means ignorance (ajáÂna).

Yee. kesâefÛeled leg Ùe$e ÙeoOÙeeme: leefÉJeskeâe«enefveyevOeve: Yeüce: Fefle ~

Bh.Tr. Some, on the other hand, say that the superimposition

of one entity on another is a delusion (bhramaÉ)

produced due to a lack of awareness of the distinction

between the nature of the entities and the knowledge

thereof.

Ignorance of the difference between the nature and

knowledge of shell and silver gives rise to the misconception that
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‘this is silver’ instead of a shell. PörvamÍmÂÙsÂ   accepts this as a

case of delusion where one entity is mistaken for another.

The last definition of adhyÂsa given by the bhÂîyakÂra in

this series is asatkhyÂti.  This definition belongs to the mÂdhyamika

or ïönyatÂvÂdÍ Buddhistic school of thought – nihilists.

Yee. DevÙes leg Ùe$e ÙeoOÙeeme: lemÙewJe efJehejerleOece&lJekeâuheveeb DeeÛe#eles
Fefle ~

Bh.Tr. And others declare that the superimposition of one

entity on another is the cognition of a totally

inconsistent or non-existent attribute on the adhiîòhÂna

– the basis of the superimposed entity.

MÂdhyamikas hold that the cognition of silver in place of

the shell is neither an experience nor a memory. It is something

which does not exist in reality.

Though these definitions differ in certain aspects, they agree

unanimously on ‘paratra parÂvabhÂsaÉ ’ – the mistaken appearance

of an entity on a basis (adhiîòhÂna) other than itself.

Yee. meJe&Lee Deefhe leg DevÙemÙe DevÙeOecee&JeYeemeleeb ve JÙeefYeÛejefle ~

Bh.Tr. All definitions agree on the false appearance of an entity

having the attributes of another.

The false nature of an adhyasta (superimposed) entity can

be verified easily.  For example, the silver directly perceived instead

of the shell cannot be perceived either in some other thing or be

present internally within the perceiver’s intellect (buddhi). If it were

totally non-existent its perception would be impossible.  On the

other hand, if the superimposed silver is actually present in the

shell, it would not get negated upon closer examination and would

continue to exist. This does not happen. Therefore the only possible

conclusion is that the silver perceived in place of the shell is false
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(mithyÂ) in nature.  As a matter of fact, reasoning is not required to

establish the falsity of superimposed entities.  The very experience

proves this fact.

Yee. leLee Ûe ueeskesâ DevegYeJe: – Megefòeâkeâe efn jpeleJeled DeJeYeemeles,
Skeâ: Ûevõ: meefÉleerÙeJeled Fefle ~

Bh.Tr. Similar is our experience in the world.  It is well-known

that the sea-shell appears to be silver, one moon

appears to be two.

To appreciate that the shell with the appearance of silver

is merely an experience, one must discover that what one saw as

silver is nothing but the shell. Till such discovery, the erroneous

perception of silver hinders the knowledge that it is a shell and not

silver. The suffix vat (like) in the word rajatavat (like silver) is used

to point out that direct perception negates the superimposed silver

and reveals its false nature.  The ahaßkÂra (I notion) and the

antaÉkaraàa (the mind, intellect etc.) are superimposed on ÂtmÂ

just as silver is superimposed on the shell. This adhyÂsa, which is

caused by avidyÂ – ignorance – produces the identity between ÂtmÂ

and anÂtmÂ. Since avidyÂ  brings about in this case the identity

between adhiîòhÂna (ÂtmÂ) and adhyasta (ahaßkÂra etc.) without

creating any division between them, this adhyÂsa is called

nirupÂdhika  adhyÂsa – a superimposition without upÂdhi (adjunct).

An upÂdhi (adjunct) is generally defined as a thing which

imparts (as it were) its attributes to a proximate thing.  It also means

a peculiar thing that leads to ‘the semblance of a reason

(hetvÂbhÂsa)’, or what is called the fallacious middle term in logic.

Some masters consider any cause of separation or division as

upÂdhi.  Under this definition, the avidyÂ  which produces the identity

between ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ in the form of ahaßkÂra is only the cause

of the erroneous oneness and not an upÂdhi.

The same avidyÂ also produces an apparent division

between Brahman and the jÍva (the individual) and causes them to
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appear as two distinct entities.  This is an instance of sopÂdhika

adhyÂsa (adhyÂsa with an upÂdhi) with avidyÂ as the upÂdhi.  The

example of ‘silver on the shell’ illustrated the nirupÂdhika adhyÂsa

of ahaßkÂra. The bhÂîya now cites the example of one moon

appearing as two to illustrate the sopÂdhika adhyÂsa of avÂntarabheda

(secondary division) between Brahman and the jÍva.

If a finger is held erect in front of your eyes as you gaze at

the moon, two moons seem to appear.  The gaze should be directed

at the finger, with the moon in the background.  Any object can be

used to experience this phenomenon.

The last word ‘iti ’ in the bhÂîya indicates that the discussion

on the definition (lakîaàa) of adhyÂsa concludes here.

THE  TENABILITY  OF  ÀTMÀNÀTMÀDHYÀSA

(SUPERIMPOSITION   BETWEEN   ÀTMÀ    AND  ANÀTMÀ)

A contrary proposition refuting the tenability of

ÂtmÂnÂtmÂdhyÂsa is now presented. The contrary proposition

suggests that superimposition is possible on the shell etc. because

the basis (adhiîòhÂna) of superimposition is directly perceptible.

Perhaps a rule can be enunciated that the basis of the

superimposition should be perceptible by the sense-organs and

must be an object (viîaya) of cognition.  These two requirements

are not met in the case of ÂtmÂ.  This contrary proposition

(pörvapakîa) is now presented.

Yee. keâLeb hegve: ØelÙeieelceefve DeefJe<eÙes DeOÙeeme: efJe<eÙeleæcee&Ceeced ~
meJe&: efn hegj: DeJeefmLeles efJe<eÙes efJe<eÙeevlejb DeOÙemÙeefle,
Ùeg<celØelÙeÙeeheslemÙe Ûe ØelÙeieelceve: DeefJe<eÙelJeb yeÇJeeref<e ~

Bh.Tr. But how can the adhyÂsa of anÂtmÂ (i.e. viîaya) and its

attributes take place on the innermost ÂtmÂ which is

not an object (viîaya) of cognition because all people

superimpose an object on another object that is
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available for perception and you (the VedÂntist) say

that the ÂtmÂ which is devoid of anÂtmÂ  is not an object

(viîaya).

ÀtmÂ is innermost (pratyak) in the sense that it is the most

proximate, subtle, durable, pervasive and independent.  It is aviîaya

because a knower (pramÂtÂ) cannot know it as an object (viîaya)

that can be specified by ‘this’.  According to the rule envisaged in

the contrary proposition, the basis of superimposition must

necessarily be an object perceived by the sense-organs on which

another object can be superimposed.  ÀtmÂ does not fulfil this

condition.  It is totally free from anÂtmÂ.  VedÂnta also declares that

ÂtmÂ whose nature is cit (pure awareness principle) is itself aviîaya

– not an object. If ÂtmÂ were to be an object (viîaya) of cognition, it

would necessarily have to have a subject (viîayÍ) to objectify it.  In

turn, that subject would have to be the pure awareness principle

(cit) ÂtmÂ and the previous ÂtmÂ would become its object (viîaya)

and thus belong to anÂtmÂ (yuîmad) category.  This subsequent

ÂtmÂ would also be an object (viîaya) based on the present

assumption and would need yet another subject (visayÍ).  This line

of reasoning would lead to anavasthÂ-doîa – the defect of regress

ad infinitum or absence of any finality.  This would mean that ÂtmÂ

(I) is non-existent, which is absurd.  Therefore, it has to be accepted

that ÂtmÂ is aviîaya (not an object). However, this leads to the

conclusion that for want of a perceptible basis (adhiîòhÂna),

superimposition on ÂtmÂ is not tenable.

The above objection is now refuted.  A superimposition on

ÂtmÂ  is possible because there is no rule that requires the basis

(adhiîòhÂna) of superimposition to necessarily be perceived by the

sense-organs.  A general knowledge of the existence of the basis

can serve as a suitable prerequisite for a superimposition on that

basis. What is necessary for adhyÂsa to take place is the identity

between the adhiîòhÂna (basis) and the Âropya (the entity

superimposed) in a single cognition.
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Yee. GÛÙeles - ve leeJeled DeÙeb Skeâevlesve DeefJe<eÙe:, DemcelØelÙeÙeefJe<eÙelJeeled,
Dehejes#elJeeled Ûe ØelÙeieelceØeefmeæs: ~ ve Ûe DeÙeb Deefmle efveÙece:
hegj: DeJeefmLeles SJe efJe<eÙes efJe<eÙeevlejb DeOÙeefmeleJÙeb Fefle ~
DeØelÙe#es Deefhe efn DeekeâeMes yeeuee: leueceefueveleeÅeOÙemÙeefvle~
SJeb DeefJe®æ: ØelÙeieelceefve Deefhe DeveelceeOÙeeme: ~

Bh.Tr. We VedÂntists, submit – ÀtmÂ indeed is not completely

unknown (aviîayaÉ – not an object), because it is the

object of ‘I cognition’, self-evident (aparokîa) in nature

and universally experienced as ‘I’.  There is no rule that

an object can get superimposed only on another object

directly perceived by the sense-organs.  Ignorant

people superimpose surface, impurity etc. on the

imperceptible space as well.  It is therefore proper to

speak of the superimposition of anÂtmÂ on ÂtmÂ.

In general ÂtmÂ is not totally unknown to even ignorant

people though they do not have the correct knowledge of its true

nature.  It is true that since the ÂtmÂ is the very principle of

knowledge, it is not an object (viîaya) that can be known as ‘this’.

In reality, ÂtmÂ is indivisible, a non-doer (akartÂ), a non-experiencer

(abhoktÂ), not an object (aviîayaÉ) and aparicchinnaÉ (free from all

limitations).  Yet it is conditioned by the upÂdhis of the gross and

subtle bodies projected by the inexplicable avidyÂ (ignorance).  As

a result, ÂtmÂ appears to be limited, divisible, a doer (kartÂ), an

experiencer (bhoktÂ) and an object (viîaya) of ‘I notion’.

Asmad means ÂtmÂ – pure awareness (cit) principle.

Asmatpratyaya is the superimposed ‘I notion’ in which ÂtmÂ is

cognised. That in which the asmad is cognized as a reflection is

asmatpratyaya viz. ahaßkÂra  (I notion). Thus it is in the form of

ahaßkÂra that ÂtmÂ  is experienced as an object.  Here, it is not a

case of interdependence where ÂtmÂ is known only if there is an

adhyÂsa of ahaßkÂra and there can be an adhyÂsa only if ÂtmÂ is

known as an object. AdhyÂsa has been already described as
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naisargikaÉ (natural) and so anÂdi (the beginningless).  Every

adhyÂsa has for its adhiîòhÂna (basis) a similar prior adhyÂsa.

ÀtmÂ is aparokîaÉ which also means it is svaprakÂïaÉ –

self-luminous or self-evident.  The self-evident nature of ÂtmÂ is

shown by the word pratyagÂtmaprasiddheÉ – because of being

universally experienced as ‘I’.  ÀtmÂ is spontaneously experienced

as ‘I’ by one and all – lay or learned. The self-evident ÂtmÂ serves

as the basis (adhiîòhÂna) for superimposition (adhyÂsa).

The contrary proposition had earlier suggested strongly that

the locus of superimposition should necessarily be perceived by

the sense-organs. This standpoint is refuted in the sentence ‘na

cÂyam.......’  by pointing out that no such rigid rule exits for adhyÂsa.

For example, ignorant folks superimpose attributes such as surface,

blue colour, canopy, cauldron, impurities of yellow colour etc. on

imperceptible space (ÂkÂïa).  It is well-known that space cannot be

perceived as an object but serves as a basis for superimposition

nonetheless.  There is no similarity between space and the blueness

seen in the sky.  Yet the colour blue is superimposed on space

(ÂkÂïa).  This refutes the argument rejecting the superimposition

between ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ simply because there is no similarity

between the two. The reasons given so far, prove that the adhyÂsa

of anÂtmÂ on pratyagÂtmÂ is proper (aviruddha).

It was shown earlier that the first Brahmasötra recommends

BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ – the inquiry into the nature of Brahman – to gain

BrahmajáÂna by destroying avidyÂ (self-ignorance).  The question

now arises: Why has the discussion of avidyÂ been put aside and

adhyÂsa described so elaborately?   Here is the clarification:

Yee. leb Sleb SJeb ue#eCeb DeOÙeemeb heefC[lee: DeefJeÅee Fefle cevÙevles ~
leefÉJeskesâve Ûe JemlegmJe¤heeJeOeejCeb efJeÅeeb Deeng: ~ le$e SJeb meefle
Ùe$e ÙeoOÙeeme: lelke=âlesve oes<esCe iegCesve Jee DeCegcee$esCe Deefhe me:
ve mebyeOÙeles ~
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Bh.Tr. Learned men consider the adhyÂsa which was

described and defined above to be avidyÂ  (ignorance).

Knowledge (vidyÂ) means ascertaining the true nature

of the basis (adhiîòhÂna) by distinguishing it from its

superimposed entity (Âropya).  When adhyÂsa is proved

to be the product of avidyÂ, the basis (adhiîòhÂna) – on

which some other entity is superimposed – is not

associated in the least with the positive and negative

attributes of the superimposed entity.

The ÂkîepabhÂîya started out by stating that to consider

adhyÂsa between ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ was inappropriate in the absence

of factors that are essential for adhyÂsa. But the appropriateness of

adhyÂsa was subsequently  established  based on universal

experience and the existence of the cause.  Next, having defined

adhyÂsa, it was pointed out that all schools of thought agree

unanimously on the basic nature of adhyÂsa.  The tenability of

adhyÂsa between ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ was also proved.  The same

adhyÂsa is called avidyÂ by learned masters since adhyÂsa is the

effect (kÂrya) of avidyÂ.  The ascertainment of its basis (adhiîòhÂna)

viz. Âtmasvaröpa (the true nature of ÂtmÂ), in which the whole of the

superimposed anÂtmÂ gets negated, is called vidyÂ (self-

knowledge). VidyÂ reveals that superimposed things do not really

exist at any point in time. This is another reason why adhyÂsa is

called avidyÂ (ignorance).

One may wonder why so much significance is attached to

a description of adhyÂsa and not to the root cause of adhyÂsa, avidyÂ

or ignorance, when adhyÂsa is only an avidyÂkÂrya (a product of

avidyÂ). In response it can be said that though avidyÂ is the root

cause of disastrous saÙsÂra, its harmful effects in terms of sorrow

etc. are manifest only when adhyÂsa operates in full strength in the

waking and the dream states. We do not experience any sorrow in

sleep.  Thus it is adhyÂsa that brings out the calamitous effects of

avidyÂ, serving as an impetus for us to destroy avidyÂ by any means

whatsoever.
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When it is proved that adhyÂsa is the product of ignorance

and ignorance is false, the effect, or adhyÂsa, must be equally unreal.

A false entity can never have a true association with a real entity.

The basis (adhiîòhÂna) is untouched by what is superimposed on it.

A mirage of flowing water in a desert, no matter how extensive,

cannot make the desert wet.  The positive and negative attributes

of superimposed entities do not interact with the basis. The attributes

of anÂtmÂ, such as the defects of the antaÉkaraàa, birth, death,

hunger, thirst etc. cannot afflict their basis (adhiîòhÂna) ÂtmÂ.

PRAMÀÛA  (THE  MEANS  OF  KNOWLEDGE) OF ADHYÀSA

Thus far, adhyÂsa has been defined and its tenability with

reference to ÂtmÂ has been established.  In fact, all actions and

dealings (vyavahÂra), be it worldly (loukika) or scriptural (vaidika),

and their means of knowledge have their basis in adhyÂsa alone.

Now the pramÂàa, the means of knowledge that proves the

occurrence of adhyÂsa, is being described.

Yee. leb Sleb DeefJeÅeeKÙeb Deelceeveelcevees: FlejslejeOÙeemeb hegjmke=âlÙe meJex
ØeceeCeØecesÙeJÙeJeneje: ueewefkeâkeâe: Jewefokeâe: Ûe ØeJe=òee: ~  meJee&efCe
Ûe MeeŒeeefCe efJeefOeØeefle<esOecees#ehejeefCe ~

Bh.Tr. All actions based on the valid means of knowledge and

their objects of knowledge, worldly (loukika) or Vedic

(vaidika) originate due to the mutual superimposition

(adhyÂsa) between ÂtmÂ and the anÂtmÂ, (also) called

avidyÂ (ignorance), which has been described earlier.

The scriptures dealing with injunctions (vidhi),
prohibitions (pratiîedha) and liberation (mokîa) are also

based on adhyÂsa.

The word tam (that) refers to the mutual adhyÂsa   between

ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ while etam (this) refers to the very same adhyÂsa

defined as sÂkîipratyakîa – that which is perceived directly without

the agency of the sense-organs.  The phrase pramÂàa-prameya-

vyavahÂra will be used frequently in the following discussion, and
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needs to be understood thoroughly.  PramÂàa is jáÂna-sÂdhanam –

the means of knowledge.  Prameya is the thing to be known.  It

includes all sense objects (viîayas).  The word vyavahÂraÉ here

refers to all actions based on the operation of pramÂàas.  The

pramÂàas are operated by the pramÂtÂ – the knower – without

exception. The word pramÂtÂ also implies the doer (kartÂ), the

experiencer (bhoktÂ), the seer (draîòÂ), the hearer (ïrotÂ), the inferer

(anumÂtÂ) etc. – in short, the individual responsible for action

(vyavahÂra) such as knowing, doing and experiencing.  Action is of

three types: loukika (worldly), karmaïÂstrÍya (pertaining to the

ritualistic portion of the Vedas), and mokîaïÂstrÍya (pertaining to

VedÂnta dealing with the topic of liberation). The karma-ïÂstra or

karmakÂàÅa portions of the Veda describe the do’s and don’ts

(vidhipratiîedha) while the mokîa-ïÂstra sections of the Veda or

VedÂnta (Upaniîads), are dedicated to Brahman free from

vidhiniîedha (do’s and don’ts). Depending on the context, the words

pramÂàa and prameya also imply the pramÂtÂ in the form of kartÂ,

bhoktÂ, draîòÂ, ïrotÂ, anumÂtÂ, mantÂ (thinker) etc. as the case may

be. ÀtmÂ is actionless (niîkriya) since it is totally free from all upÂdhis

(the embodiment). The anÂtmÂ is inert in nature and hence cannot

act.  Therefore, it is the mutual adhyÂsa between ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ

alone that enables all action (vyavahÂra), without any exception, to

be performed.

Now adhyÂsa (superimposition), the basis of all action, is

sÂkîipratyakîa – directly experienced by all without the agency of

the sense-organs.  In spite of this, opponents claim that adhyÂsa

cannot be the basis of all action and additional pramÂàas are required

to prove its existence. Simultaneously, they also indirectly question

the validity of all pramÂàas (means of knowledge), claiming that

since the knower (pramÂtÂ) is a product of erroneous adhyÂsa, the

pramÂtÂ cannot be tenable and therefore pramÂàas operated by an

erroneous entity are equally invalid.

Yee. keâLeb hegve: DeefJeÅeeJeefÉ<eÙeeefCe ØelÙe#eeoerefve ØeceeCeeefve MeeŒeeefCe
Ûe Fefle ~
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Bh.Tr. i) Through which pramÂàa (means of knowledge) can

it be ascertained that pramÂàas such as direct

perception (pratyakîa) etc. and the scriptures are

based on avidyÂvÂn – the pramÂtÂ (knower), namely

ÂtmÂ endowed with adhyÂsa?

OR

ii) How can pramÂàas such as direct perception etc.

and the scriptures, which are based on ÂtmÂ

endowed with adhyÂsa (referred to as the pramÂtÂ)

be valid?

The above statements makes a distinction between the

scriptural pramÂàa and pramÂàas such as direct perception

(pratyakîa etc.). This is because the scriptures (ïastras) are

apouruîeya, of divine origin, not produced by human authorship,

and distinct from worldly pramaàas such as direct perception

(pratyakîa).

The etymology of the adjective avidyÂvadviîayÂài needs

to be examined. The word avidyÂ  (ignorance) is synonymous with

the word adhyÂsa (superimposition) because the latter is the effect

of avidyÂ and gets destroyed by vidyÂ (the knowledge).  Accordingly

avidyÂvÂn means adhyÂsavÂn called pramÂtÂ – the ÂtmÂ with the

erroneous ‘I’ notion superimposed on it.  The word viîaya in the

phrase avidyÂvadviîayÂài stands for the receptacle. The nouns that

the adjective avidyÂvadviîayÂài qualifies are pramÂàÂni and ïastrÂài.

The said adjective shows the pramÂtÂ as the subject who operates

all pramÂàas. AvidyÂvadviîayÂài thus signifies that the knower (the

pramÂtÂ – ÂtmÂ endowed with adhyÂsa) is the basis of all means of

knowledge, including the scriptures.

All action (vyavahÂra), whether loukika (worldly), or

karmaïÂstrÍya (pertaining to the ritualistic portion of the Vedas), or

mokîaïÂstrÍya (pertaining to VedÂnta – the Upaniîadic portion of

the Vedas) is based on knowledge (pramÂ) of the action.  The

knowledge (pramÂ) is contained in the knower (pramÂtÂ), who also

plays the role of doer (kartÂ), experiencer (bhoktÂ) etc.  Neither
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ÂtmÂ which is inactive and without embodiment, nor the anÂtmÂ

which is inert, can take to vyavahÂra (action) on their own.  Therefore

the authors of these three types of action viz. the knower (pramÂtÂ),

doer (kartÂ), experiencer (bhoktÂ) etc. are born of mutual

superimposition or identification between ÂtmÂ and the anÂtmÂ along

with their attributes. Thus adhyÂsa is evidently experienced through

its effect manifesting as pramÂtÂ etc., which serves as a receptacle

for all pramÂàas.  In spite of this, the existence of adhyÂsa – the

basis of all pramÂàas – is again questioned in the sentence

‘katham......’ (what is the pramÂàa) inquiring about the means of

knowledge to establish adhyÂsa. Alternatively, the question can also

be viewed as an objection to the very validity of all pramÂàas claiming

that they are rooted in adhyÂsa, which itself is false.

In reply to the first question, inference, presumption and

the Vedas are presented as the pramÂàas that prove the occurrence

of adhyÂsa. In reply to the objection regarding the validity of all

pramÂàas, it is shown that the validity of the various means of

knowledge cannot be negated even though their basis is pramÂtÂ

born of adhyÂsa and thus false in nature.

Yee. GÛÙeles - osnsefvõÙeeefo<eg DenbceceeefYeceevejefnlemÙe Øeceele=lJeevegheheòeew
ØeceeCeØeJe=òÙevegheheòes: ~

Bh.Tr. When ÂtmÂ cannot have the status of pramÂtÂ  (knower)

in the absence of the notion of ‘I’ and ‘mine’ with respect

to the body, senses etc. (as in the sleep or swoon), no

pramÂàa can operate either.

An inference – which is one of the pramÂàas – involves a

vyÂpti – a postulate.  It is defined as sÂhacarya-niyamaÉ – the

invariable concomitance of two entities.  Take for example a mud-

pot. A mud-pot shows how inference is a means of knowledge for

proving the occurrence of adhyÂsa. The mud-pot exists in the

presence (anvaya) of mud; it does not exist in the absence (vyatireka)

of mud.  There is an invariable concomitance of mud and the mud-

pot.  This invariable concomitance furnishes the reason (hetu) for
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the inference “the mud is the cause of mud-pot”.  In general, any

specific entity to which the rule of presence/absence (anvaya-

vyatireka) is applicable with reference to another entity – as seen

in the case of mud and the mud-pot – is the cause of that entity.

This rule is now applied to adhyÂsa and action (vyavahÂra)

by an individual. The cause of all action by an individual is

identification with the body, senses etc. expressed as ‘I’ and ‘mine’,

which is born of adhyÂsa.  No one can act without such identification.

Action by an individual takes place in the presence (anvaya) of

adhyÂsa.  Action ceases in the absence (vyatireka) of adhyÂsa, such

as in sleep. Therefore, adhyÂsa is the cause of all action (vyavahÂra).

The bhÂîyakÂra has not explicitly invoked the rule of the

presence (anvaya-vyÂpti) of adhyÂsa during the waking and dream

states in his commentary. This is because the invariable presence

of the pramÂtÂ and its action in both the waking and dream states is

very evident, and this presupposes the presence of their cause –

adhyÂsa.  Instead, he straightaway invokes the rule of the absence

(vyatireka-vyÂpti) of adhyÂsa in conditions such as sleep or swoon.

AdhyÂsa is thus inferred by dint of the invariable concomitance

between it and the action (vyavahÂra) of the pramÂàas.

Another pramÂàa, arthÂpatti (presumption), also proves the

existence of adhyÂsa.  ArthÂpatti is the ‘assumption’ of something

not directly perceived but necessarily implied by the presence of

something else which is seen, heard or proved.  It is an inference

used in specific cases to account for an apparent inconsistency.

As in the familiar example, ‘Fat Mr. Devadatta does not eat during

the day’, the apparent inconsistency between ‘fatness’ (or not losing

weight) and ‘does not eat by day’ is accounted for by the presumption

that he ‘eats by night’. Both ÂtmÂ and the embodiment, the anÂtmÂ,

cannot act on  their own, as has already been noted.  Yet, all types

of action are observed.  This apparent inconsistency can be resolved

by necessarily presuming the existence of adhyÂsa between ÂtmÂ

and the anÂtmÂ.  The effect (kÂrya), namely action (vyavahÂra), is

impossible in the absence of its cause (kÂraàa), adhyÂsa.
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AdhyÂsa effects vyavahÂra (action) in a sequence of steps,

which is now being presented.  It has already been established that

adhyÂsa, in terms of the notions ‘I’ and ‘mine’ in the body, senses

etc., is a prerequisite for the pramÂtÂ (the knower), kartÂ (the doer)

etc. to undertake action. Here, an objection is raised. While

identification with the body in general as a species viz. ‘I am a

man’, ‘I am a woman’ etc. is accepted as necessary for action,

some argue that the notion of ‘mineness’ in the  sense-organs,

organs of action etc. is redundant. In reply, it is stated:

Yee. ve efn FefvõÙeeefCe DevegheeoeÙe ØelÙe#eeefoJÙeJenej: mebYeJeefle ~

Bh.Tr. Action (vyavahÂra) involving direct perception etc. is

not possible without employing the senses etc.

(indriyÂdi ).

The word Âdi (etc.) in pratyakîÂdi (direct perception etc.)

includes other pramÂàas such as inference (anumÂna), presumption

(arthÂpatti) etc. Correspondingly, the word indriyÂài (senses)

includes other relevant essential factors (karaàas) – types of

knowledge – required for these means of knowledge to operate.

These comprise the knowledge of invariable concomitance

(vyÂptijáÂna), the knowledge of similarity (sÂdçïyajáÂna) etc. The

different roles that ÂtmÂ  assumes, as evinced in statements such

as ‘I am the seer (draîòÂ)’, ‘hearer (ïrotÂ)’, ‘inferer (anumÂtÂ)’ etc.

and the action during these roles due to the operation of means of

knowledge such as direct perception (pratyakîa), inference

(anumÂna) etc. are not possible without employing the sense-organs

and other such means.  For instance, a blind or deaf person who

has no notion of “mineness” in the eyes or ears for want of those

faculties cannot make statements such as ‘I am a seer’ or ‘I am a

hearer’ and assume the role of seer or hearer. The notion of

‘mineness’ in the sense-organs etc. is a prerequisite for undertaking

any action associated with a particular sense-organ.

Others are of the view that the superimposition (adhyÂsa)

of the senses (indriyas) on ÂtmÂ and vice versa alone can account
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for all action and there is no need to postulate the superimposition

of the body on ÂtmÂ and vice versa, or in other words, the notion of

‘I ness’ in the body. In reply, it is stated:

Yee. ve Ûe DeefOe‰eveb DevlejsCe FefvõÙeeCeeb JÙeJenej: mebYeJeefle ~

Bh.Tr. The senses cannot function in the absence of a

receptacle, namely, the body.

AdhiîòhÂnam in this context stands for receptacle (Âïraya).

The senses abide in the body.  It is well-known that the senses

cannot function independently of the body.

Still others consider that a superimposition resulting in the

notion of ‘I ness’ in the body does not need to be postulated since

it is the connection between the body and ÂtmÂ that can serve as

the required receptacle for the senses.  This is incorrect for the

following reason.

Yee. ve Ûe DeveOÙemleelceYeeJesve osnsve keâef§eled JÙeeefØeÙeles ~

Bh.Tr. No bodily action is possible without the notion of ‘I

ness’ superimposed on the body.

Limited things having parts (sÂvayava) alone can be

interrelated.  ÀtmÂ  is niravayava (devoid of any parts) and free

from the limitations of space, time and objects.  The Upaniîads

also declare that ÂtmÂ is totally unattached (asaßga).  Therefore the

relationship  between the body and ÂtmÂ can come about only due

to adhyÂsa  and not otherwise.

Thus far, it has been shown that ÂtmÂ can operate pramÂàas

in its role as the pramÂtÂ only in the presence of superimposition or

identification between ÂtmÂ and the body, senses etc.  Some claim

that ÂtmÂ can become a pramÂtÂ   even without adhyÂsa because it

is caitanya (pure awareness), the knowledge-principle.  In that case,

ÂtmÂ must necessarily be a pramÂtÂ even in deep sleep, which is
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clearly not a matter of observation or experience. In reply, they argue

that ÂtmÂ ceases to be the pramÂtÂ in sleep because the senses

cease to function during sleep. The fallacy of this argument is now

pointed out.

Yee. ve Ûe Sleefmceved meJe&efmceved Demeefle DemebiemÙe Deelceve: Øeceele=lJeb
GheheÅeles ~

Bh.Tr. ÀtmÂ cannot become a pramÂtÂ in the absence of all

these (superimpositions) since it is detached (asaßga)

in nature .

What is pramÂ? PramÂ is the knowledge true to the nature

of a thing (yathÂrthajáÂnam). And what is a pramÂtÂ? A pramÂtÂ

(knower) is a receptacle (Âïraya) for pramÂ. Without adhyÂsa, there

would be no receptacle for pramÂ. Without adhyÂsa, only if the ever-

existent non-dual cit (the knowledge-principle) were itself pramÂ

then it would not depend on a pramÂtÂ for pramÂ.  The senses

would also be redundant in that case. On the other hand, in the

absence of adhyÂsa, if the antaÉkaraàavçtti (the thought conforming

to a specific object) were the pramÂ (correct knowledge), the specific

knowledge of various names and forms would never be possible

since thoughts are inert and cannot reveal themselves on their own.

As a result, there would be complete non-cognition of the world of

names and forms. The true position therefore is that pramÂ is pure

awareness (caitanya) manifest (i.e. reflected) in the

viîayÂkÂrÂntaÉkaraàavçtti – the thought conforming to a specific

object.  The receptacle of such pramÂ, viz. the pramÂtÂ, cannot

come into existence without the mutual superimposition between

asaßga ÂtmÂ and the body along with their attributes, giving rise to

the notion of identity such as ‘I’ ness in the body.  ‘All these’ (etasmin

sarvasmin) in the bhÂîya refers to the different aspects of

superimposition. Thus far, it has been proved that these different

aspects of superimposition are indispensable for the manifestation

of the pramÂtÂ (the knower) etc. and for action involving the

pramÂàas.
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Why then, if adhyÂsa is indispensable, should ÂtmÂ become

a pramÂtÂ at all? Let not ÂtmÂ become a pramÂtÂ. Here is a reply to

those who question the need for ÂtmÂ to operate as the pramÂtÂ.

Yee. ve Ûe Øeceele=lJeb DevlejsCe ØeceeCeØeJe=efòe: Deefmle ~

Bh.Tr. There can be no operation of the means of knowledge

without a knower (pramÂtÂ ).

Neither ÂtmÂ nor the inert embodiment can independently

be the pramÂtÂ. PramÂàa-vyavahÂra (action involving the pramÂàas)

cannot take place without a pramÂtÂ.  And, if pramÂàa-vyavahÂra

does take place, adhyÂsa has to exist.

AdhyÂsa is sÂkîipratyakîa – directly experienced.

Nevertheless, a further pramÂàa was sought to prove its existence.

The justification of adhyÂsa based on inference and presumption is

now being concluded.

Yee. lemceeled DeefJeÅeeJeefÉ<eÙeeefCe SJe ØelÙe#eeoerefve ØeceeCeeefve MeeŒeeefCe
Ûe Fefle ~

Bh.Tr. i) Therefore, means of knowledge such as direct

perception (pratyakîa) etc. and the scriptures have

their basis in ÂtmÂ endowed with adhyÂsa alone i.e.

in the pramÂtÂ – the knower.

OR

ii) Therefore, means of knowledge such as direct

perception etc. and the scriptures stand validated

even though their basis is ÂtmÂ endowed with

adhyÂsa.

As stated earlier, when the pramÂàa to prove adhyÂsa as

the basis of all pramÂàa-vyavahÂra was sought, there was also an

implied objection to the validity of pramÂàas like pratyakîa and the

scriptures (ïÂstrÂài ).  The reply in the bhÂîya at this point addresses

both the question and the objection. Coming to the principal
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objection, the word ‘tasmÂt ’ (therefore) in the bhÂîya refers to

inference and presumption as the means of knowledge to prove

the occurrence of adhyÂsa. The occurrence of adhyÂsa was inferred

by observing the invariable concomitance between it and the action

of the pramÂàas.  It was also pointed out that this action is seen in

spite of the fact that independent action on the part of ÂtmÂ or the

inert embodiment is impossible. This apparent inconsistency

necessarily leads to the presumption that adhyÂsa between ÂtmÂ

and   anÂtmÂ does in fact exist. Now all action depends on the

existence of the pramÂtÂ (knower) which also signifies the seer

(draîòÂ), hearer (ïrotÂ), inferer (anumÂtÂ), doer (kartÂ) etc. The status

of being the pramÂtÂ etc. can be attributed to ÂtmÂ  only if the notions

of ‘I’ and ‘mine’ are born with reference to the body, senses etc. as

an effect of adhyÂsa. In short, the pramÂtÂ who takes to action

(vyavahÂra) is an invariable effect of adhyÂsa. Therefore adhyÂsa is

a prerequisite for the existence of the pramÂtÂ (knower). Thus the

foregoing bhÂîya furnishes a complete answer to the question

regarding the means of knowledge to prove the existence of adhyÂsa.

Now to address the objection to the validity of pramÂàas

like pratyakîa and the scriptures (ïÂstrÂài ), the word ‘tasmÂt ’

(therefore) in the bhÂîya brings out through reasoning that there is

no defect in postulating the pramÂtÂ (the knower). It should be clear

from the arguments adduced thus far that adhyÂsa, in the form of, ‘I’

notion with respect to the body etc., is the intrinsic or inherent nature

of the pramÂtÂ. The inherent nature of any given entity cannot be

considered a defect since the entity cannot exist in the absence of

the so-called defect. Though born of erroneous adhyÂsa, the pramÂtÂ

is without defect because that is its nature. The bhÂîya has also

proved that the pramÂtÂ, the receptacle of pramÂ, is indispensable

for the operation of all pramÂàas.  An innate feature without which

the pramÂtÂ cannot exist is not a defect and therefore the validity of

pramÂàas dependent on a (so-called defective) pramÂtÂ remains

empirically unopposed.
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Any unfavourable factor that gets added to the original

pramÂtÂ  (the knower) after the pramÂtÂ  comes into existence would

be considered a defect.  For instance, cataract is a defect that gets

added to the seer, as a result of which the seer’s sight gets impaired.

Thus adhyÂsa is not a defect insofar as the functioning of the  pramÂtÂ

as a knower is concerned. We can therefore conclude that the

means of knowledge such as pratyakîa etc. and the scriptures are

not invalid in the empirical realm.

That adhyÂsa is the cause of all the action (vyavahÂra) has

been proved thus far on the basis of the invariable concomitance

between adhyÂsa and action. Now a cursory observation is cited in

an attempt to refute the same. It  is contended that a person of

knowledge  (jáÂnÍ ) is seen to perform action even in the absence

of adhyÂsa.  What is the cause of such action? Does it not imply

that adhyÂsa is not the cause of all action? The answer depends on

the nature of the knowledge (Âtma-jáÂna) in such person of

knowledge:

a) Is that knowledge (Âtma-jáÂna) direct cognition (Âtma-

sÂkîÂtkÂra) in the form of ‘I am Brahman’?

Or

b) Is it indirect knowledge (parokîa-jáÂna) of the distinction

between ÂtmÂ and the anÂtmÂ gained through reasoning

(youktika)?

In the first instance, the action of the jáÂnÍ  who has the

direct cognition of Brahman is due to adhyÂsa that is now nullified.

This will be discussed in the bhÂîya of sötra ‘Tat tu samanvayÂt ’

(1-1-4). As far as action by the parokîa jáÂnÍ having indirect

knowledge (parokîajáÂna) is concerned, it is clearly based on

adhyÂsa. This is now described through an illustration.

Yee. heMeg DeeefoefYe: Ûe DeefJeMes<eeled ~

Bh.Tr. And (the action of a person having the indirect

knowledge of ÂtmÂ) is similar to that of cattle etc.
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Cattle, animals, birds and all living creatures act on account

of adhyÂsa.  Indirect knowledge (parokîa-jáÂna) cannot eliminate

the directly experienced misconception about oneself

(parokîajáÂnasya aparokîa-bhrÂntyanivartakatvÂt).  Therefore

persons having indirect knowledge are subject to adhyÂsa and their

action is similar to that of cattle and other creatures.  The illustration

of how animals act provides grounds for the following inference:

persons with indirect knowledge are endowed with adhyÂsa because

they take to action just as animals etc. who act on account of

adhyÂsa.  This brief statement in the bhÂîya is now elaborated by

drawing parallels between the illustration (dçîòÂnta), namely animals,

and the illustrated (dÂrîòÂnta), namely persons of indirect knowledge,

to justify the averment that the action of persons of indirect

knowledge too is the product of adhyÂsa.

Yee. ÙeLee efn heÕeeoÙe: MeyoeefoefYe: ßees$eeoerveeb mebyevOes meefle MeyoeefoefJe%eeves
Øeefleketâues peeles lele: efveJele&vles Devegketâues Ûe ØeJele&vles ~  ÙeLee
oC[esÅelekeâjb heg®<eb DeefYecegKeb GheueYÙe ceeb nvlegb DeÙeb FÛÚefle
Fefle heueeefÙelegb DeejYevles, nefjlele=CehetCe&heeefCeb  GheueYÙe leb Øeefle
DeefYecegKeer YeJeefvle ~  SJeb heg®<ee: Deefhe JÙeglheVeefÛeòee: ›etâjÂ°erved
Dee›eâesMele: Ke[dieesÅelekeâjeved yeueJele: GheueYÙe lele: efveJele&vles,
leefÉhejerleeved Øeefle ØeJele&vles, Dele: meceeve: heÕeeefoefYe: heg®<eeCeeb
ØeceeCeØecesÙeJÙeJenej: ~  heÕeeoerveeb Ûe Øeefmeæ: DeefJeJeskeâhegj:mej:
ØelÙe#eeefo JÙeJenej: ~  lelmeeceevÙeoMe&veeled JÙeglheefòeceleeb Deefhe
heg®<eeCeeb ØelÙe#eeefo JÙeJenej:  lelkeâeue: meceeve: Fefle efve§eerÙeles~

Bh.Tr. Just as cattle etc. move away at the sight or sound of

factors that are hostile, and move towards factors that

are agreeable, just as cattle move away from a man

who approaches them with a raised stick, thinking ‘this

person wants to beat me’, but approach a person

holding a handful of green grass; similarly, men of

indirect knowledge (parokîajáÂnÍs) retreat when they

see fierce-looking strong men brandishing swords, and
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approach men who are favourably disposed.  Therefore,

all human action based on means of knowledge and

objects of knowledge (puruîÂàÂm pramÂàaprameya-

vyavahÂraÉ) is similar to that of cattle etc.  It is also

well-known that action (vyavahÂra) such as direct

perception etc. by animals and other living creatures

is caused by aviveka  – a failure to distinguish between

ÂtmÂ and the anÂtmÂ.  Based on this similarity to

animals, it is established that the vyavahÂra of direct

perception etc. of persons of indirect knowledge

(parokîajáÂnÍs) undertaken in the presence of adhyÂsa

is similar to that of animals etc. (both being effects of

adhyÂsa).

The original, brief statement (païu ÂdibhiÉ ca aviïeîÂt) has

thus been elaborated to draw parallels between the conduct of

animals and parokîajáÂnÍs – persons of indirect knowledge. Objects

perceived are considered favourable if they show promise of fulfilling

desired objectives and hostile if they threaten to damage a person’s

interests.  On seeing a raised stick, a cow immediately concludes it

is undesirable because of its similarity to the one used to beat it in

the past.  So it moves away. By contrast, the cow approaches a

person beckoning it with a fistful of green tender grass, confident of

the favourableness of the situation based on its earlier memory of

eating grass.  The conduct of persons of indirect knowledge is no

different from that of animals.  Persons of indirect knowledge turn

away from harmful factors and turn towards favourable factors.

Based on such observations, it can be deduced that the action

(pramÂàa-prameya-vyavahÂra) of persons of indirect knowledge is

similar to that of animals, birds etc. because action is caused by

adhyÂsa in both cases.

Here a doubt may arise:  since animals are mute, they

cannot give voice and say that their action is due to adhyÂsa. Nor is

their action directly perceived to be due to adhyÂsa. Can their action

then be in fact due to adhyÂsa? In reply, it is clear that aviveka or
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the absence of discrimination between ÂtmÂ and the anÂtmÂ is an

essential prerequisite for adhyÂsa. This aviveka is found in animals

as well. It is well-known that animals lack discrimination (viveka)

between ÂtmÂ and the anÂtmÂ. The understanding of animals is

limited to ‘me’ and ‘mine’. This is due to their lack of both the type

of intelligence required for gaining discriminative knowledge as well

as the means to gain discriminative knowledge.  In the absence of

such knowledge, adhyÂsa and the consequent identification with

the embodiment is inevitable in animals as well.

To recapitulate, the action of persons of indirect knowledge

(parokîajáÂnÍs) is like that of animals. Based on  the invariable

concomitance between action and adhyÂsa, it was proved earlier

that all the action is born of adhyÂsa. The bhÂîyakÂra reminds us of

this by qualifying the word action (vyavahÂraÉ) by the word tatkÂlaÉ,

indicating action undertaken in the presence of adhyÂsa.  Thus action

such as direct perception etc. undertaken by persons of indirect

knowledge (parokîajáÂnÍs) proves that persons of indirect

knowledge too have the adhyÂsa of the ‘I and mine’ notion just like

animals.

Another pertinent doubt arises at this juncture. It is

understandable that adhyÂsa is a prerequisite for worldly action

which leads to the attainment of desired objectives and the

prevention of undesired outcomes in this very body. But the present

body perishes at the time of death and cannot enjoy the heavens

etc., which are the results of Vedic action (vyavahÂra) such as the

performance of rituals and sacrifices performed in this body. Is

therefore adhyÂsa also a prerequisite for Vedic vyavahÂra? Such

action is necessarily performed with the knowledge that the

performer is distinct from the body.  The entity that gains heaven is

distinct from the body presently taken to be ‘I’.  Can Vedic action

then be born of adhyÂsa?  There is some validity to this argument.

What must be noted is that the knowledge with which Vedic action

is undertaken is restricted to the understanding ‘I’, the individual

entity (jÍva) who survives death, am different from the gross body’.
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Neither does such knowledge of distinction extend to showing the

absence in each birth of the adhyÂsa that produces the ‘I’ notion

with respect to the body. The knowledge of me as an individual jÍva

distinct from the physical body does not destroy the adhyÂsa that is

a prerequisite for the performance of Vedic action. It is self-

knowledge (ÂtmajáÂna) alone that can negate adhyÂsa. The objection

to the necessity of adhyÂsa for scriptural action is now met by citing

this requirement of adhyÂsa.

Yee. MeeŒeerÙes leg JÙeJenejs ÙeÅeefhe yegefæhetJe&keâejer ve DeefJeefolJee Deelceve:
hejueeskeâmebyevOeb DeefOeef›eâÙeles leLeeefhe ve JesoevleJesÅeb   DeMeveeÙeeÅeleerleb
DehesleyeÇÿe#e$eeefoYesob Demebmeejer DeelceleòJeb DeefOekeâejs Dehes#Ùeles,
DevegheÙeesieeled DeefOekeâejefJejesOeeled Ûe ~ Øeekedâ Ûe leLeeYetleelceefJe%eeveeled
ØeJele&ceeveb MeeŒeb DeefJeÅeeJeefÉ<eÙelJeb ve DeefleJele&les ~

Bh.Tr. Where the performance (anuîòhÂna) of scriptural action

(vyavahÂra) is concerned, although awareness of the

relationship between oneself (as distinct from the

physical body) and the life hereafter is required before

a farsighted individual can become eligible (for

scriptural action), the  Âtmatattva (i.e. the knowledge

of  ÂtmÂ in its true nature) which can be known through

VedÂnta and is devoid of hunger, thirst etc., free from

distinctions such as Brahmin, Kîatriya etc., and totally

free from saÙsÂra, being useless, is not in any manner

a prerequisite for such eligibility and is in fact opposed

to it.  Moreover, the scripture (the Veda) that finds

applicability before the direct cognition (sÂkîÂtkÂra)

of ÂtmÂ – described already – is aimed at the ignorant

person (in the form of a receptacle, namely ÂtmÂ

endowed with adhyÂsa or in other words, ÂtmÂ

operating as pramÂtÂ, kartÂ, bhoktÂ etc.) and not any

further.

As seen earlier, ÂtmÂ endowed with adhyÂsa and operating

as the knower (pramÂtÂ), doer (kartÂ) etc. is the author of all action,
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worldly or scriptural.  The knowledge ‘I am an entity different from

the physical body and a saÙsÂrÍ subject to transmigration’  suffices

for the performance of scriptural vyavahara (action). The direct

knowledge of ÂtmÂ is not only not essential for scriptural vyavahara

but is also opposed to it since the unembodied action-less ÂtmÂ

cannot undertake any action unless it dons the statuses of pramÂtÂ,

kartÂ, bhoktÂ  etc. that are born of adhyÂsa. Therefore adhyÂsa is a

prerequisite for scriptural action as well.

The scriptures – the Vedas – be it karmakÂàda or VedÂnta

– operate and have validity as a means of knowledge only before

the direct cognition (sÂkîatkÂra) of ÂtmÂ by an individual. The

applicability of the Vedas depends for its function on the pramÂtÂ

and the dualistic world. The latter are the product of avidya-adhyÂsa.

As a means of knowledge, the scripture too ceases to be a pramÂàa

upon gaining ÂtmasÂkîÂtkÂra (the direct cognition of ÂtmÂ). The

pramÂtÂ that operates the pramÂàa of the scriptures ceases to exist

once its basis avidyÂ, the cause of adhyÂsa, ceases to exist. The

bhÂîyakÂra points this out in the BhagavadgÍtÂbhÂîya where he says:

ve efn DeelcemJe¤heeefOeieces meefle hegve: ØeceeCeØecesÙeJÙeJenej: mecYeJeefle ~
Øeceele=lJeb efn Deelceve: efveJele&Ùeefle DevlÙeb ØeceeCeced  ~ efveJele&ÙeosJe Ûe
DeØeceeCeerYeJeefle mJehe>keâeueØeceeCeb FJe ØeyeesOes (YeieJeûerleeYee<Ùeced 2-69)~

Tr. After ÂtmÂ has been directly cognized, pramÂàa-prameya-

vyavahÂra is not possible. VedÂnta, the highest pramÂàa,

terminates the status of ÂtmÂ as a pramÂtÂ and itself ceases

to be a pramÂàa, just as the pramÂàas during the state of

dream cease to be pramÂàas upon waking (B.G.Bh.Ch.2-69).

Thus the operation of adhyÂsa has been proved by means

of direct perception, inference and presumption. Now it is shown

that the Vedas as a means of knowledge also substantiate the

phenomenon of adhyÂsa.

Yee. leLee efn – ‘yeÇeÿeCe: Ùepesle’ FlÙeeoerefve MeeŒeeefCe Deelceefve

JeCee&ßeceJeÙeesÓJemLeeefoefJeMes<eeOÙeemeb DeeefßelÙe ØeJele&vles ~
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Bh.Tr. As for instance scriptural injunctions such as ‘A

Brahmin should perform sacrifice’ and so on operate

by taking recourse to the specific superimposition of

caste (varàa), stage of life (Âïrama), period of life

(avasthÂ), or other factors on ÂtmÂ.

To establish the eligibility for the performance of specific

scriptural action, a few Vedic injunctions affirm the superimposition

of caste etc. on ÂtmÂ. The precept ‘A Brahmin should perform a

sacrifice’ superimposes caste (varàa) on ÂtmÂ.  The injunction

‘Having entered the householder’s order after a ceremonial

concluding bath, a brahmacÂrÍ (Vedic student) should not ask for

alms (bhikîÂ)’ superimposes a stage of life (Âïrama) on ÂtmÂ.  The

sacred command, ‘The eight year old Brahmin boy should undergo

the sacred-thread ceremony’ is an instance of the superimposition

of age on ÂtmÂ.  The scriptural injunction, ‘After the birth of a son,

the sacred fires should be consecrated until old age’ superimposes

avasthÂ, a specific period of life, on ÂtmÂ.  Thus the Veda affirms

the superimposition of caste etc. on ÂtmÂ when it specifies the

eligibility of persons using terms such as Brahmin and so on. These

are all instances of adhyÂsa, and thus the Veda corroborates the

phenomenon of adhyÂsa.

In this manner, adhyÂsa has been established by means of

valid pramÂàas. Nonetheless, in reply to the question ‘what is

superimposed where?’, the bhÂîyakÂra reminds us of the definition

of adhyÂsa already furnished. For the sake of clarity, he provides

further illustrations at different layers within an individual.

Yee. DeOÙeeme: veece Deleefmceved leôgefæ:  Fefle DeJeesÛeece ~  leÅeLee
heg$eYeeÙee&efo<eg efJekeâues<eg mekeâues<eg Jee Denb SJe efJekeâue:
mekeâue: Jee Fefle yee¢eOecee&ved Deelceefve DeOÙemÙeefle leLee
osnOecee&ved mLetue: Denb , ke=âMe: Denb, ieewj: Denb , efle‰eefce,
ieÛÚeefce, ue‹Ùeeefce Ûe Fefle ~  leLee FefvõÙeOecee&ved cetkeâ: keâeCe:
keäueerye:, yeefOej:, DevOe: Denb Fefle ~ leLee Devle:keâjCeOecee&ved
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keâecemebkeâuheefJeefÛeefkeâlmeeOÙeJemeeÙeeoerved ~SJeb DenbØelÙeefÙeveb
DeMes<emJeØeÛeejmeeef#eefCe ØelÙeieelceefve DeOÙemÙe leb Ûe ØelÙeieelceeveb
meJe&meeef#eCeb leefÉheÙe&ÙesCe Devle:keâjCeeefo<eg DeOÙemÙeefle ~  SJeb
DeÙeb Deveeefo: Devevle: vewmeefie&keâ: DeOÙeeme:  efceLÙeeØelÙeÙe¤he:
keâle=&lJeYeesòe=âlJeØeJele&keâ: meJe&ueeskeâØelÙe#e: ~

Bh.Tr. We have already stated that adhyÂsa is the mistaken

cognition of a thing on a basis other than its own.  (Its

nature is made clear by the following illustrations).

People (lokaÉ) superimpose external attributes on the

embodied self (dehaviïiîòÂtmani) in statements such

as ‘I am deficient (vikalaÉ)’, or ‘I am perfect (sakalaÉ)’

when it is the son, wife and other near and dear ones

who are deficient or perfect; so also the attributes of

the physical body in ‘I am fat’, ‘I am lean’, ‘I am fair’, ‘I

stand’, ‘I walk’ and ‘I leap’; likewise the features of the

senses (indriyas) ‘I am dumb’, ‘I am one-eyed’, ‘I am a

eunuch’, ‘I am deaf’, ‘I am blind’; and again, attributes

of the antaÉkaraàa (inner instrument) such as desire

(kÂma), thinking (saßkalpa), doubt (vicikitsÂ), decision

(adhyavasÂya) (in ‘I desire’, ‘I think’, ‘I doubt’, ‘I decide’).

In the same way, having superimposed the inner

instrument (antaÉkaraàa) endowed with the ‘I notion’

(ahaßkÂra) on pure awareness – ‘I’ – (pratyagÂtmÂ),

the illuminator (sÂkîÍ) of all thoughts (antaÉkaraàavçttis),

conversely (viparyayeàa) everyone superimposes the

pratyagÂtmÂ on antaÉkaraàa etc. Thus this mutual

superimposition which is beginningless, endless,

natural, of the nature of mistaken cognition, and the

producer of doership (kartçtva) and experiencership

(bhoktçtva) in ÂtmÂ, is directly experienced by one

and all.

Children, wife, husband and other near and dear ones are

considered to be external (bÂhya) since they are directly perceived
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to be different from one’s own body.  They can never be identical

with oneself, however dear they may be. Yet their superimposition

is seen to occur. We feel happy and at ease when our kith and kin

are happy, accomplished and complete. On the contrary, failure,

disease and incompleteness associated with them disturb and

distress us. Even though the actual attributes of near and dear ones

can never be superimposed on oneself, superimposition is in fact

seen to occur through the attribution of corresponding features. It

must be noted that the superimposition on oneself of such external

attributes of near and dear ones takes place after the ‘I’ notion has

already been superimposed and the notion of oneself as a distinct

entity is firmly established in the body.

The attributes of the physical body and the senses are

superimposed on ÂtmÂ after the superimposition of the antaÉkaraàa

plus ahaßkÂra (I notion) has already taken place. Here, the

superimposition is one involving actual attributes since the

identification with the body and the senses as ‘I and mine’ is already

in place.

Similarly the attributes and functions of the antaÉkaraàa

are superimposed on ÂtmÂ after the superimposition of the

antaÉkaraàa has already taken place.  The antaÉkaraàa is described

in the bhÂîya as ahaÙpratyayÍ – that which is possessed of the ‘I

notion’ (ahaßkÂra – ahaÙ pratyaya). SvapracÂra – the manifestation

(pracÂra) of antaÉkaraàa (referred to as sva) – stands for all

antaÉkaraàavçttis (thoughts in the mind).

Having described the superimposition of the body, the

antaÉkaraàa and other entities that make up the anÂtmÂ (not self)

along with their attributes on ÂtmÂ, the reciprocal or inverse

superimposition of ÂtmÂ on the anÂtmÂ  is now described.  This

adhyÂsa is through co-existence or intimate relation (saÙsarga),

however, and not direct. It is through cidÂbhÂsa – the reflection of

ÂtmÂ in the antaÉkaraàa. The anÂtmÂ  in the form of an embodiment

with an antaÉkaraàa is intimately associated with the cidÂbhÂsa at
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different levels. It is because of this saÙsarga-adhyÂsa that the inert

embodiment is experienced as sentient.

PratyagÂtmÂ (the pure awareness – I) is the illuminator

(sÂkîÍ), the one who makes known all antaÉkaraàavçttis, which are

of themselves inert.  In the superimposed (adhyasta) ‘I notion’

(ahaßkÂra) there is an inert thought (antaÉkaraàavçtti) of ‘I’ ness

associated with the cognitive aspect of ÂtmÂ whose nature is cit –

pure awareness.  Otherwise there would be no cognition of an inert

thought of ‘I’ ness because ÂtmÂ is the only knowledge-principle in

the entire Creation.  In any superimposition, the rule is that the

entity not superimposed (viz. the entity or basis on which something

else is superimposed) is not perceived in the superimposition.  For

example, when silver is seen instead of the shell expressed as

‘this is silver’, the ‘this (idam)’ aspect belongs to the shell which is

actually existent but unperceived, and not to the superimposed

silver. However we do cognize the presence of ÂtmÂ in and through

anÂtmÂ beginning from body onwards up to the ‘I’notion, ahaßkÂra.

Going by the basic rule of superimposition, the superimposition of

ÂtmÂ on the anÂtmÂ must therefore also be postulated. Now anything

that is superimposed is necessarily false. The ever-existent ÂtmÂ

can never be false or unreal.  The superimposition of ÂtmÂ on the

anÂtmÂ is a must since the cognitive faculty of ÂtmÂ would not be

available in the anÂtmÂ without such superimposition. The only

possibility therefore is that ÂtmÂ gets indirectly superimposed on

the anÂtmÂ by saÙsarga – co-existence or the intimate relationship

between the two.  This relationship is in terms of cidÂbhÂsa (reflected

caitanya – pure awareness). An association with the unattached

(asaßga) ÂtmÂ is not possible in any other manner.

It is ÂtmÂ alone – without any other upÂdhis (adjuncts) –

that gets superimposed on ignorance (of ÂtmÂ). The superimposition

of ÂtmÂ on other layers of the anÂtmÂ is accompanied by intermediate

upÂdhis. There are varying and distinct degrees of superimposition

at different layers of the anÂtmÂ.  The superimposition of ÂtmÂ (as
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cidÂbhÂsa) on the mind (i.e. antaÉkaraàa) is through the adjunct

(upÂdhi ) of ignorance.  In other words, what gets superimposed on

the antaÉkaraàa is the ÂtmÂ that has already been superimposed

on ignorance.  ÀtmÂ with the adjuncts (upÂdhis) of ignorance and

the antaÉkaraàa get further superimposed on the physical body and

the senses.

AdhyÂsa results in ÂtmÂ appearing as the doer (kartÂ),

experiencer (bhoktÂ) etc. due to the superimposition on itself (i.e.

on ÂtmÂ) of the antaÉkaraàa and other aspect of the anÂtmÂ.  The

antaÉkaraàa, body etc. in turn acquire sentiency through the adhyÂsa

of ÂtmÂ on them.

AdhyÂsa is now summarized. The beginningless (anÂdi)

ignorance (avidyÂ) is the cause and its effect, adhyÂsa, is equally

anÂdi. This beginningless adhyÂsa produces impressions

(saÙskÂras) which in turn produce adhyÂsa.  Such an uninterrupted

natural flow of adhyÂsa is described by the adjective naisargikaÉ.

Ignorance (avidyÂ) is both the material and instrumental cause of

adhyÂsa as pointed out earlier in the context of mithyÂjáÂna-nimittaÉ.

AdhyÂsa is endless (ananta) in the sense it is not destroyed until

self-knowledge is gained.  This is also explained by Lord Kçîna in

the BhagavadgÍtÂ :  The form of the tree of saÙsÂra is not available

for perception as described (in the preceding two verses).  It has

neither end, nor beginning, nor continuance (B.G.15-3).The

adjective mithyÂpratyayaröpaÉ describes the nature of adhyÂsa in

the form of the entire Creation with its experience (pratyaya)

projected by the unreal mÂyÂ (Creative power) called mithyÂ.

AdhyÂsa is verily the producer of doership (kartçtva) and

experiencership (bhoktçtva).

Having described adhyÂsa in detail, the topic of its pramÂàa

(the means of knowledge) is concluded with the word sarvaloka-

pratyakîaÉ.  Without exception, all experience adhyÂsa directly

without the agency of the senses (indriyas).  It is also called
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sÂkîipratyakîa. SÂkîipratyakîa is the principal means of knowledge

for knowing the nature of adhyÂsa. Inference and presumption only

point to the possibility of its occurrence.

THE  ORDER  OF  SUPERIMPOSITION  (ADHYÀSAKRAMAÈ)

The order of superimposition throws further light on the

phenomenon of adhyÂsa.  ìrÍ Madhusödana SaraswatÍ brings this

out in his composition SiddhÂntabindu, describing the varying

degrees of love corresponding to the various levels of adhyÂsa.

i) Self-ignorance (ajáÂna) which is unreal in nature is itself

the cause of the superimposition of itself  (ignorance) and

its effects such as antaÉkaraàa, ahaßkÂra and so on32, on

the pure awareness principle (caitanyaröpa-ÂtmÂ).

ii) The ‘I notion’ (ahaßkÂra), along with the antaÉkaraàa as a

whole, is superimposed on caitanya (ÂtmÂ) endowed with

the adhyÂsa of ajáÂna.  As a result, one experiences ‘I am

ignorant’  (aham ajáaÉ). This experience is based on

mutual superimposition (anyonyÂdhyÂsa).  The effect (kÂrya)

of ignorance, viz. ahaßkÂra and the antaÉkaraàa,

is superimposed on caitanya endowed with the

superimposition of ajáÂna. Caitanya in turn endowed with

the superimposition of ajáÂna is superimposed on ahaßkÂra.

It is like the erroneous cognition, ‘this is silver’.  The silver

is superimposed on the sea-shell, and the ‘this’ aspect of

the actual shell is in turn superimposed on the mistaken

silver.33

32. De%eeveb SJe (Deelceefve) mJehejeOÙeemes keâejCeced – efmeæevleefyevog: - ØeLeceëueeskeâ: ~
33. De%eeveeOÙeemeefJeefçe°ÛewlevÙes (i.e. De%eeveØeefleefyeefcyelelJeefJeefçe°s ÛewlevÙes) DenbkeâejeOÙeeme:~

(e.g. Denb De%e: wherein DevÙeesvÙeeOÙeeme is there, viz. De%eeveeOÙeemeefJeefçe°s
ÛewlevÙes De%eeveheefjCeeceYetlemÙe DenbkeâejmÙe DeOÙeeme:  ~ leefmceved DeOÙemles Denbkeâejs
De%eeveeOÙeemeefJeefçe°ÛewlevÙemÙe DeOÙeeme:~ ) – efmeæevleefyevog: - ØeLeceëueeskeâ: ~
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iii) Attributes of the antaÉkaraàa such as desires, thought,

decision and features of the senses such as blindness,

deafness etc. are superimposed on caitanya with ajáÂna

along with the ahaßkÂra plus antaÉkaraàa already

superimposed. Experiences like ‘I desire’, ‘I think’, ‘I am

blind’ are  possible only when ahaßkÂra is superimposed

on ÂtmÂ (caitanya) endowed with the superimposition of

ignorance.  Caitanya (ÂtmÂ) cannot be the basis (adhiîòhÂna)

for the superimposition of the attributes of the antaÉkaraàa

and the senses without the superimposition of ahaßkÂra

on caitanya first.34

It must be noted that the senses do not themselves

get superimposed on ÂtmÂ  endowed with ahaßkÂrÂdhyÂsa,

either in general, as ‘I am senses’ (indriyÂài aham) or in

particular, as for example ‘I am eye’ (cakîuÉ aham). The

senses get superimposed on ÂtmÂ endowed with

ahaßkÂrÂdhyÂsa through relation (saÙsarga).  This is

observed in statements such as ‘I have senses’ (indriyavÂn

aham) or ‘I have eyes’ (cakîuîmÂn aham) etc. However,

the  senses do get superimposed directly on caitanya   on

which ignorance but not ahaßkÂra has been superimposed.

In fact, the entire Creation is superimposed on caitanya

endowed with the adhyÂsa  of ajáÂna which is its adhiîòhÂna.

iv) The gross body now gets superimposed on caitanya

endowed with the superimposition of ajáÂna onwards upto

the attributes of the antaÉkaraàa and the senses. This

superimposition is only in terms of the attributes of the

gross body as in ‘I am a man’ or ‘I am a woman’ etc.  The

physical body itself is not directly superimposed on

caitanya as in ‘I am the body’ (aham dehaÉ).  Such a

34. leefÉefMe°s Ûe (i.e. De%eeveenbkeâejeOÙeemeefJeefMe°s ÛewlevÙes Ûe) keâecemebkeâuheeoerveeb
DenbkeâejOecee&Ceeb, FefvõÙeOecee&Ceeb Ûe (viz. keâeCelJeyeefOejlJeeoerveeb) DeOÙeeme: –

efmeæevleefyevog: -ØeLeceëueeskeâ:~
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superimposition is not observed.  The body however gets

indirectly superimposed on caitanya through relationship,

as in ‘I have a body’ (ahaÙ dehÍ).35

v) Attributes of the physical body such as fatness or height

are superimposed on caitanya with the earlier

superimpositions already in place. This superimposition is

characterised by statements such as ‘I am tall’. The

acceptance of  adhyÂsa must be based on experience and

appropriateness.36

vi) Attributes such as perfection or imperfection belonging to

progeny, wife, husband and other near and dear ones

external to oneself  (with reference to the physical body)

are superimposed on caitanya (ÂtmÂ) endowed with the

superimposition of the earlier factors up to and including

bodily attributes.37

vii) The manner in which the adhyÂsa  of the different layers of

the anÂtmÂ takes place in succession – from ajáÂna,

ahaßkÂra through to the gross body with its attributes and

the attributes of near and dear ones – on caitanya, has

been discussed. In turn, caitanya gets superimposed

indirectly on ahaßkÂra through to the physical body through

intimate association (saÙsarga) by way of cidÂbhÂsa

(reflected caitanya).38

35. leefÉefMe°s Ûe (i.e. De%eeveenbkeâejeOÙeemeenbkeâejOecee&Ceeb FefvõÙeOecee&Ceeb Ûe DeOÙeemeefJeefMe°s
ÛewlevÙes Ûe) mLetueosneOÙeeme: Oece&hegjmkeâejsCe SJe Denb ceveg<Ùe: FlÙeekeâej:~ ve Ûe
mJe¤hele: ‘‘Denb osn:’’ FlÙeOÙeeme:  ~ leLee ØeleerlÙeYeeJeeled – efmeæevleefyevog:-
ØeLeceëueeskeâ: ~

36. leefÉefMe°s Ûe (i.e. ceveg<ÙeeefoefJeMes<emJe¤hesCe osneOÙeemeefJeefMe°s ÛewlevÙes Ûe) mLeewuÙeeoerveeb
osnOecee&Ceeb DeOÙeeme: (DeOÙeeme: efn ØeleerlÙeevegjesOesve ÙeesiÙeyeueeled Ûe mJeerkeâeÙe&: ~) –
efmeæevleefyevog: - ØeLeceëueeskeâ: ~

37. leefÉefMe°s (i.e. mLeewuÙeeefo osnOecee&OÙeemeefJeefMe°s ÛewlevÙes) Ûe yee¢eeveeb heg$eYeeÙee&oerveeb
meekeâuÙeJewkeâuÙeeefoOecee&OÙeeme: – efmeæevleefyevog: - ØeLeceëueeskeâ: ~

38. SJeb ÛewlevÙemÙe Deefhe Denbkeâejeefo<eg osnheÙe&vles<eg DeOÙeeme: mebmeie&le: – efme.efyeb.Øe.ëuees.~
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VARYING  DEGREES  OF  LOVE  DUE  TO  DIFFERENTIAL

ADHYÀSA

viii) ‘I’ the caitanyaröpa ÂtmÂ is universally the most  dear.

Therefore all that is superimposed on ÂtmÂ and hence

mistaken as ‘I’ must be as dear as ÂtmÂ.  But it is seen that

varying degrees of love (prema-tÂratamya) towards the

anÂtmÂ are superimposed on ÂtmÂ.  This is due to the

differential nature of adhyÂsa, or in other words the different

degrees of separation of superimposed entities (i.e. the

anÂtmÂ) from ÂtmÂ.  The great VedÂntic master

SureïwarÂcÂrya outlines the varying degrees of love in his

BçhadÂraàyaka VÂrtika :

‘The son is dearer than wealth.  One’s physical body is

dearer than the son.  The senses are dearer than any general part

of the physical body.  The antaÉkaraàa (mind) is still dearer than

the senses.  ÀtmÂ is the dearest of all’ (Bç.U.VÂrtika, 1-4-8-1031).39

The word prÂàaÉ in the VÂrtika quoted stands for antaÉkaraàam –

the mind.

In general, it is seen that parents are ready to spend any

amount of money to protect their progeny (though there may be

rare exceptions).  Again, faced with no option, the senses are

protected at the cost of other parts of the physical body. Though

not expressly stated in the above description of the varying degrees

of love, the superimposition of the ownership of wealth on caitanya

on which the possession of the son has been superimposed is taken

for granted.

39 DeOÙeemeJÙeJeOeeveleejlecÙeeÛÛe ØesceleejlecÙeced  ~ leogòebâ Jeeefle&keâece=les –
efJeòeelheg$e: efØeÙe: heg$eeeflheC[: efheC[eòeLesefvõÙeced  ~
FefvõÙesYÙe: efØeÙe: ØeeCe: ØeeCeeoelcee hej: efØeÙe:  ~~

(ye=.G. Jeeefle&keâ. 1-4-8-1031) – efme.efyeb.Øe.ëuees.~
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THE  PURPOSE  OF THIS TEXT – ìÀRÊRAKA-MÊMÀÖSÀ
(BRAHMASóTRA)

Thus far, superimposition (adhyÂsa) has been described in

complete detail. Both the jÍva (individual) and its bondage are equally

unreal, being the outcome of unreal superimposition. This

substantiates the identity of jÍva and Brahman (jÍvabrahmaikya) as

well as liberation.  The two form the subject and the result of

self-knowledge respectively. Now the role and usefulness of VedÂnta

are highlighted to prove the purpose of BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ.

Yee. DemÙe DeveLe&nslees: ØeneCeeÙe DeelcewkeâlJeefJeÅeeØeefleheòeÙes meJex Jesoevlee:

DeejYÙevles ~  ÙeLee Ûe DeÙeb DeLe&: meJex<eeb Jesoevleeveeb leLee JeÙeb

DemÙeeb MeejerjkeâceerceebmeeÙeeb ØeoMe&efÙe<Ùeece: ~

Bh.Tr. The study of all VedÂntic (i.e. Upaniîadic) sentences

or statements along with an inquiry into these

statements is (now) commenced in order to gain

knowledge of the identity between jÍva and Brahman

so that adhyÂsa can be given up along with its root,

ajáÂna – the cause of calamitous saÙsÂra. In this text

called ìÂrÍraka-mÍmÂÙsÂ, we shall show how all

Upaniîadic sentences reveal the identity of  the jÍva
(individual) and Brahman.

As noted earlier, adhyÂsa brings about the sorrowful state

called saÙsÂra through its effects, doership and experiencership.

Liberation is the complete termination of adhyÂsa with its root cause,

self-ignorance.  This is accomplished through ÂtmaikatvavidyÂ –

the direct cognition of ÂtmÂ which is identical with Brahman.  ìravaàa,

manana and nididhyÂsana are means which when adopted with a

prepared frame of mind  reveal ÂtmÂ by removing the obstructions

that hinder the direct cognition of ÂtmÂ.  The role of VedÂnta

(Upaniîadic sentences) is to ascertain the knowledge of the identity

of ÂtmÂ and Brahman.  The study of VedÂnta is therefore in the
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form of a thorough inquiry.  The question arises, how can the

Upaniîads be said to propound jÍvabrahmaikya (the identity of jÍva
and Brahman) when they also describe the upÂsanÂ on

Hiraàyagarbha  and other upÂsanÂs that clearly involve duality? The

bhÂîyakÂra avers that he will now demonstrate that all Upaniîads

invariably propound jÍvabrahmaikya.  This is the purpose of the

present inquiry called ìÂrÍraka-mÍmÂÙsÂ (a synonym for

Brahmasötra).  The physical body is called ïarÍra since it is subject

to decay.  Its despicable and dirty nature is emphasized by adding

the suffix ‘ka’ (keâ) to ïarÍra, converting the word into ïarÍraka. The

jÍva (the individual entity) residing within the ïarÍraka  is called the

ïÂrÍrakaÉ.  The inquiry and ascertainment which reveal that the

true nature of jÍva is Brahman is termed ïÂrÍraka-mÍmÂÙsÂ.

UpÂsanÂs are the means to accomplish cittaikÂgrya (single

pointedness of mind), which is indispensable for gaining this

knowledge.  That is why upÂsanÂs are also described and

recommended in the Upaniîads.
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INQUIRY   INTO  WHAT  IS  BRAHMAN

IS  A  MUST

(efpe%eemeeefOekeâjCeced )
BRAHMASóTRA 1-1-1

THE  SUMMARY  OF  JIJÜÀSÀDHÊKARAÛAM –

THE  TOPIC  OF  THE  FIRST  SóTRA

The VaiyÂsika-nyÂyamÂlÂ, which summarises every

adhikaraàa (topic) in the Brahmasötra, presents the first topic as

follows:

Subject: The text (ïÂstra) that deals with BrahmavicÂra – an inquiry

into the nature of Brahman.

Doubt: Is it worth commencing with this text on BrahmavicÂra?

Contrary Proposition (Pörvapakîa):

There cannot be any mutual adhyÂsa between an inert body

and sentient ÂtmÂ, which are as opposed to each other as

light is to darkness. The ‘I’ – called ÂtmÂ – is itself Brahman.

No one ever doubts oneself or doubts one’s own existence

by asking ‘do I exist?’.  Everyone is certain about one’s

own existence – the existence of ‘I’.  No result in the form of

liberation (mukti ) is observed.  In the absence of any doubt

regarding the existence of the self and with no question of

any result, this text need not be commenced with.

Doctrine (SiddhÂnta):

The Upaniîads contain statements such as ‘ÀtmÂ  is

unattached (asaßgaÉ)’, ‘This ÂtmÂ is Brahman’, declaring

that Brahman is totally unconnected to anything and is itself

ÂtmÂ, the ‘I’.  But the ‘I notion’ is universally experienced



with respect to the body, prÂàa, mind etc.  Therefore the

question arises, is it the asaßga Brahman that is ÂtmÂ, or is

it the body-mind complex. Besides these Upaniîadic

statements, the direct experience of ÂtmajáÂnÍs (men of

self-knowledge) also bears testimony to the existence of

mukti (liberation).  Thus both the fact that there is room for

doubt and that the result (viz. liberation) is seen in the form

of the direct experience of ÂtmajáÂnÍs call for an inquiry

into Upaniîadic  statements that directly reveal ÂtmÂ which

is identical to Brahman.

INTRODUCTION  TO  THE  FIRST  SóTRA

Some people interpret the entire Vedas as consisting of

vidhis – injunctions made up of various do’s and don’ts.  The vidhi

aspect is thoroughly discussed and established in the

pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ, whose first sötra is ‘athÂto dharmajijáasÂ ’.  Based

on the above, opponents conclude that there is no scope for

BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ.

If injunctions (vidhis) alone were the sum and substance

of the Vedas, the omniscient sage BÂdarÂyaàa (VyÂsa) would not

have embarked on BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ (inquiry into the nature of

Brahman). The very fact that an investigation into Brahman is

undertaken with great thoroughness by the sötrakÂra, VyÂsa, shows

that Brahman can be known through VedÂnta alone and not any

other scripture. The Vedas, including VedÂnta, are the sole means

of knowledge for all that the human intellect cannot comprehend

on its own.   This proves the indispensability of such an inquiry to

ascertain without ambiguity the true nature of Brahman as  set forth

methodically in VedÂnta.  The first sötra is therefore now being

introduced.

Yee. JesoevleceerceebmeeMeeŒemÙe JÙeeefÛeKÙeeefmelemÙe Fob Deeefoceb met$eced ~

Bh.Tr. This first sötra of the scripture called VedÂntamÍmÂÙsÂ
(Brahmasötra) will now be explained.
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DeLeelees yeÇÿeefpe%eemee ~~1~~

[ heoÛÚso:  – DeLe (thereafter), Dele: (therefore), yeÇÿeCe: efpe%eemee
(inquiry into the nature of Brahman) (cees#ekeâecesve keâle&JÙee – should

be undertaken by a mumukîu).

heoeLeexefòeâ: – DeLe – meeOeveÛeleg°ÙemecheòÙevevlejced , Dele: – keâce&HeâuemÙe
DeefvelÙelJeeled %eeveHeâuemÙe cees#emÙe Ûe efvelÙelJeeled cees#ekeâecesve yeÇÿe%eeveeÙe
JesoevleJeekeäÙeeveeb efJeÛeej: (leelheÙe&efve§eÙe: keâle&JÙe:~ ) ]

Tr. In order to gain BrahmajáÂna, a mumukîu (a person

desirous of liberation) must inquire into the Upaniîadic

(VedÂntic) sentences and ascertain their purport after

acquiring the fourfold qualifications such as viveka,

vairÂgya etc., because the results of actions (karma)

are impermanent whereas liberation, the end  result of

knowledge (BrahmajáÂna), is eternal.

ATHA   HERE  MEANS  ‘THEREAFTER’  AND   NOT

‘COMMENCEMENT’

Yee. le$e DeLe Meyo: DeevevleÙee&Le&: heefjie=¢eles ve DeefOekeâejeLe&:,
yeÇÿeefpe%eemeeÙee: DeveefOekeâeÙe&lJeeled ~

Bh.Tr. The word atha in this sötra is taken to mean ‘thereafter’

(Ânantaryam) and not ‘commencement’ because the

desire to know Brahman cannot be begun (by anyone).

The word ‘atha’ can mean auspiciousness (maßgalam),

thereafter (Ânantaryam), commencement (adhikÂra or Ârambha),

different view or proposition (pakîÂntara or vikalpa), question

(praïna), entirety (kÂrtsnyam), doubt (saÙïaya) and synthesis

(samuccaya), depending on the context. However, the meanings

most commonly used are the first four.  In the context of this sötra,

the meaning ‘thereafter’ (Ânantaryam) is the most appropriate
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because it indicates that a person eligible to take to BrahmavicÂra

should commence with this inquiry. The three other commonly used

meanings of ‘atha’ are now thoroughly refuted one by one.

The meaning ‘commencement’ as used in the PÂtaájala

Yogasötra, ‘atha yogÂnuïasanam’ (now begins the teaching of Yoga)

is not  appropriate in this context.  The word jijáÂsÂ  can mean

either the desire to gain knowledge (jáanecchÂ), or inquiry (vicÂra).

In the first case, the sötra yields the meaning ‘the desire to gain

BrahmajáÂna is being commenced’. This is incongruous with

reason, since no desire can be initiated through deliberate efforts.

Desires surface spontaneously when contact with something

perceived to be beneficial takes place.  The general expectation is

that the accomplishment of a desire leads to the result sought.  In

the second case, the word ‘kartavyÂ ’ (should be taken to) must be

added to the sötra  before the word jijáÂsÂ  can be taken to mean

inquiry (vicÂra). However, the addition of this word ‘kartavyÂ ’

automatically implies ‘the beginning of an inquiry’. In that case,

the use of atha  to indicate the commencement of BrahmajijáÂsÂ

would be rendered  superfluous in this sötra.

‘ATHA’  AS   AUSPICIOUSNESS   IS  UNTENABLE

Yee. cebieuemÙe Ûe JeekeäÙeeLex mecevJeÙeeYeeJeeled ~  DeLee&vlejØeÙegòeâ: SJe
efn DeLeMeyo: ßeglÙee ceÁueØeÙeespeve: YeJeefle ~

Bh.Tr. From the point of  view of syntax too, ‘auspiciousness’

(as the meaning of atha) does not convey the purport

of the sötra.  Even if used in another sense (viz.

‘thereafter’ – Ânantaryam), the word ‘atha’ surely serves

to communicate auspiciousness merely through its

utterance.

The purport of the entire first sötra is that an inquiry should

be conducted into the nature of Brahman. Auspiciousness

(maßgalam), either in the context of something to be undertaken or
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in any other context, cannot be of relevance to the meaning of this

sötra.  If one insists that the purpose of the sage VyÂsa, the author

of these sötras, in using the word atha when commencing the sacred

text, was to invoke auspiciousness, while this is true, the word fails

to connote auspiciousness here.  ‘Atha’ can confer auspiciousness

through its mere utterance or when it simultaneously indicates

‘thereafter’ (Ânantaryam).  The sound of the word atha is akin to

the sound of a conch or vÍàÂ – (Indian) lute – the symbol of

auspiciousness.  It is declared in the smçti :  The Creator BrahmÂ

uttered the words Om and atha at the beginning of Creation. Both

words, therefore, imply auspiciousness (even when they convey

their direct meaning in a given context).

‘ATHA’  AS  ‘DIFFERENT PROPOSITION’  IS  IDENTICAL   TO

‘THEREAFTER’

Yee. hetJe&Øeke=âleehes#eeÙee§e Heâuele: DeevevleÙee&JÙeeflejskeâeled ~

Bh.Tr. Any connection between an effect (phala viz.

BrahmavicÂra) and its cause, in the form of a previous

submission, can also be described as atha  in the sense

of ‘thereafter’ (Ânantaryam).

‘Atha’ can also be used to present a different viewpoint or

proposition in two scenarios: in the sense of ‘but’ or ‘on the other

hand’, or in the presence of a cause-effect relationship. For example,

let us assume the topic “the world is false” is under active

consideration.  To show that it is unacceptable to consider the world

real, a different view may be proposed using the word atha, where

it signifies ‘even if the world were considered to be real ...’. Then,

why can the word atha in this sötra not be interpreted as a different

proposition called pakîÂntara (a different concept) or arthÂntara

(different entity) or something distinct from the purvaprakçta

(previous submission)? Because there is no sötra prior to this first

sötra whose topic is BrahmajijáÂsÂ, leaving no scope for a different

proposition. The presentation of a different proposition would be

irrelevant and an exercise in futility.
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The other instance in which ‘atha’ can be used to present

an alternate viewpoint or proposition is in the presence of a cause-

effect relationship. If BrahmavicÂra, implied by the word

BrahmajijáÂsÂ, is considered an effect (phala) of something which

is its cause or the means to it, the latter must be described first

(pörva-prakçta). Then the effect (phala) can take the place of or

supersede the cause described earlier. Here a different proposition

can indeed be introduced by the word ‘atha’. Even so, the

assumption must be made that the ‘different proposition’

represented by atha suggests a cause-effect relationship. Since

the effect follows its cause, this is better conveyed by interpreting

‘atha’ as ‘thereafter’. It must be noted that a different concept

(pakîÂntara) does not by itself establish a cause-effect relationship.

WHAT  IS THE PREREQUISITE REQUIRED BY THE WORD

‘THEREAFTER’?

Yee. meefle Ûe DeevevleÙee&Le&lJes ÙeLee Oece&efpe%eemee hetJe&Je=òeb JesoeOÙeÙeveb
efveÙecesve Dehes#eles SJeb yeÇÿeefpe%eemee Deefhe ÙelhetJe&Je=òeb efveÙecesve Dehes#eles,
leÉòeâJÙeced ~

Bh.Tr. Once ‘thereafter’ (Ânantaryam), is established as the

meaning of the word ‘atha’, the indispensable

prerequisite for BrahmajijáÂsÂ (the inquiry into the

nature of Brahman) must be specified, just as the

indispensable prerequisite for dharmajijáÂsÂ (the

inquiry into the nature of karma) is the prior study of

the Vedas as an invariable precondition.

The word ‘thereafter’ implies something that must

necessarily precede.  In the present context, the word suggests

the means required to undertake BrahmavicÂra.  To show that this

basic requirement and no other is indeed the prerequisite, other

alternatives that the word ‘thereafter’ (Ânantaryam) may connote

and conditions that are unnecessary will be described and then

ruled out.
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BrahmajijáÂsÂ or BrahmavicÂra is the subject matter of this

text.  A thorough explanation of this subject matter is found in the

bhÂîya.  Since the word dharmajijáÂsÂ, also termed dharmamÍmÂÙsÂ

or pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ, is used frequently in the bhÂîya, a greater

understanding of dharmamÍmÂÙsÂ is desirable. The word jijáÂsÂ in

dharmajijáÂsÂ , as in BrahmajijáÂsÂ, implies an inquiry into the nature

of dharma – karma as enjoined by the do’s and don’ts in the Vedas.

Dharma in this context stands for the transitory good indicated by

the first three puruîÂrthas (worthwhile accomplishments). These

three puruîÂrthas are dharma (puàya), artha (wealth and assets)

and kÂma (the fulfilment of righteous desires).  The fourth and

ultimate puruîÂrtha is mokîa (liberation), the means to which is

BrahmajijáÂsÂ. In Jaiminisötra (1-1-2), dharma  is defined as

codanÂlakîaàaÉ arthaÉ 
40 – that which confers the relative good

revealed by codanÂ, where the word codanÂ as used in

pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ stands for the injunctions in the Vedas that prompt

an individual to take to specific actions that lead to well-being or to

desist from prohibited actions which result in harm in the long run.

STUDY   OF   THE   VEDA   AND  KNOWLEDGE   OF   KARMA

NOT  NECESSARY  FOR  BRAHMAVICÀRA

Yee. mJeeOÙeeÙeevevleÙeË leg meceeveced ~  veveg Fn keâcee&JeyeesOeevevleÙeË& efJeMes<e:~
ve,  Oece&efpe%eemeeÙee: Øeekeâd Deefhe DeOeerleJesoevlemÙe yeÇÿeefpe%eemeesheheòes:~

Bh.Tr. (Contrary proposition –  pörvapakîa): The study of

one’s own branch of the Vedas cannot be considered

the specific prerequisite for BrahmavicÂra (because)

the study of the Vedas is a prerequisite common to

both (dharmajijáÂsÂ  and BrahmajijáÂsÂ).  Where

BrahmajijáÂsÂ  is concerned, the knowledge of  karma

gained through dharmajijáÂsa  is a specific means (to

BrahmajijáÂsÂ).

40. Ûeesoveeue#eCe: DeLe&: Oece&: (pew. met. 1-1-2)
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Doctrine (siddhÂnta):  No, a person who has studied VedÂnta

can undertake BrahmajijáÂsÂ  even before the

knowledge of karma is gained through dharmajijáÂsÂ.

The contrary  view states that the study of the Vedas is a

means common to both dharmavicÂra (dharmajijáÂsÂ) and

BrahmavicÂra (BrahmajijáÂsÂ) and not therefore specific to

BrahmajijáÂsÂ. However, it should be noted that VedÂnta does not

accept Vedic studies to be even a means to BrahmajijáÂsÂ, let

alone a specific one.

The contrary proposition further states that the knowledge

of karma gained through dharmajijáÂsÂ is the specific (viïeîaÉ)

means to BrahmajijáÂsÂ.  This conclusion is based on an improper

understanding of an Upaniîadic statement.  Subscribers to this view

quote the BçhadÂraàyakopaniîat, which states, “Brahmins (i.e.

mumukîus) aspire to know the Brahman described in the Upaniîads

through the study of the Vedas, the performance of sacrifices and

charities, and ascetic practices that do not destroy the body”

(Bç.U. 4-4-22)41. They also justify their stand on the following grounds:

i) A rule in the dharmajijáÂsÂ states that one particular

sacrificial offering (dravya) is associated (saÙyoga) with

two types of rituals (karma) in order to gain two different

(pçthak) sets of results (Jai.Sö. 4-3-5)42. Taking recourse to

this rule from dharmajijáÂsÂ, they opine that likewise, the

same set of sacrifices, ascetic practices etc. are means to

gain both the heavens and BrahmajáÂna.

ii) The bhÂîyakÂra points out in SarvÂpekîÂdhikaraàa (Br.Sö.

3-4-26 and 27) that the above statement in the

BçhadÂraàyakopaniîat (4-4-22) shows that sacrifices etc.

are the means to BrahmavidyÂ.

41. lecesleb JesoevegJeÛevesve yeÇeÿeCee: efJeefJeefo<eefvle Ùe%esve oevesve lehemee DeveeMekesâve  ~
(Bç.U. 4-4-22)

42. SkeâmÙe leg GYeÙeeLex mebÙeesiehe=LekedâlJeced  ~ (pew. met. 4-3-5)
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The import of the Upaniîadic statement quoted above will

be established later; but the claim that the knowledge of karma

obtained through dharmajijáÂsÂ is an indispensable means for

undertaking BrahmajijáÂsÂ  is rejected outright by the bhÂîya.  The

bhÂîya cites individuals who, upon studying VedÂnta, take to

BrahmajijáÂsÂ effectively without prior dharmajijáÂsÂ.  It should be

clearly understood that the large number of rules contained in the

dharmajijáÂsÂ  (Jaiminisötras) are not indispensable means to gain

BrahmajáÂna or to take to an inquiry into BrahmajáÂna.  The rules

of dharmajijáÂsÂ are meant to establish the nature of karmas alone.

The knowledge of karma obtained through dharmajijáÂsÂ  is

specifically intended for the performance of karmas and not to gain

BrahmajáÂna.  Unlike the rule of invariable concomitance between

smoke and fire, no such rule exists between Brahman and dharma

based on which BrahmajáÂna can be produced by dharmajáÂna.

Then why does the Upaniîad (Bç.U. 4-4-22) describe

sacrifices, ascetic practices and others as means to gain

BrahmajáÂna, which is also confirmed by the bhÂîyakÂra  in

SarvÂpekîÂdhikaraàa (Br.Sö. 3-4-26 and 27)? The answer: it is a

basic tenet of VedÂnta.  Though enjoined actions (karmas) cannot

be a direct means to gain BrahmajáÂna, they do serve as indirect

means by bringing about duritakîaya (the destruction of past sins)

and conferring purity of mind (cittaïuddhi ), discrimination (viveka),

dispassion (vairÂgya) etc.  Such karmas need not necessarily be

performed in the present life to gain eligibility for BrahmajijáÂsÂ.

Karmas of past lives can also confer the required disposition without

being performed in this birth. The word ‘thereafter’ (Ânantaryam)

necessarily connotes a specific, easily identifiable feature as a

qualification to pursue BrahmajijáÂsÂ .  BrahmajijáÂsÂ  therefore is

not a pursuit to be undertaken only after dharmajijáÂsÂ. The

ascertainment of karmas and their knowledge cannot be the sum

and substance of ‘thereafter’.  It is worth noting that prayers,

navavidhÂ bhakti  (the nine modes of devotion), nÂmajapa (repetition

of the name of Êïvara, the Creator principle), worship of Êïvara in
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any desired form, service of the needy and other means of this

nature can be a substitute for Vedic rituals and sacrifices in acquiring

a suitable frame of mind in the present Kaliyuga, since they are

easier to practice.

ATHA   AS  ‘THEREAFTER’  CANNOT  MEAN  A  SEQUENCE

(KRAMA) TO DHARMAJIJÜÀSÀ

If a cause-effect relationship cannot exist between

dharmajijáÂsÂ and BrahmajijáÂsÂ, as has been shown, why should

a sequential order between them be ruled out? The answer, after

considering three different possibilities, is: such a sequence (krama)

is, quite simply, not possible.

Yee. ÙeLee Ûe ùoÙeeÅeJeoeveeveeb DeevevleÙe&efveÙece:, ›eâcemÙe efJeJeef#elelJeeled
ve leLee Fn ›eâce: efJeJeef#ele: Mes<eMesef<elJes DeefOeke=âleeefOekeâejs Jee
ØeceeCeeYeeJeeled Oece&yeÇÿeefpe%eemeÙees: Heâueefpe%eemÙeYesoeled Ûe ~

Bh.Tr. The rule of direct sequence (ÂnantaryaniyamaÉ) for

avadÂna (sacrificial items for oblations) such as the

heart and other things is intended to specify the order

in which these items are offered.  However no such

sequence (krama) is implied between dharmajijáÂsÂ
and BrahmajijáÂsÂ, since there exists no means of

knowledge to indicate that the two have a relation of

either ïeîaïeîitva (i.e. relation of principal versus

subsidiary) or adhikçtÂdhikÂra (i.e. eligibility to perform

karma conferred by the performance of  some other

karma).  Another reason why such a sequence (krama)

cannot exist is that the results (phala) of the two and

the subject matter to be known (jijáÂsya) through the

two are different.

The word avadÂna stands for the sacrificial object used in an

oblation.  Some also take the word to connote ‘cutting’ or ‘taking up’.
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The word ‘atha’ in the mantra of the ‘agniîomÍya yÂga’, which

involves an animal sacrifice, indicates the order in which different

limbs are to be cut.  A sequence of steps needs to be specified if

one and the same individual (ekakartÂ) is supposed to do several

things as part of any ritual or sacrifice etc.  Such a context arises in

the following cases:

(i) Karmas in which one or more subsidiaries (ïeîa) are

connected to a principal (ïeîÍ).  This relation is termed

ïeîaïeîitva.

(ii) The performance of one karma confers on the doer (kartÂ)

the eligibility to perform another.  This is technically called

adhikçtÂdhikÂraÉ.

Now there is no Vedic statement – pramÂàa – that

recommends such an order between BrahmajijáÂsÂ  and

dharmajijáÂsÂ.

The purport of the Vedas is not to exhort people to take to

animal sacrifices (païuyÂgas).  The Vedas clearly condemn hiÙsÂ

– killing or harming anyone.  A small number of animal sacrifices

described at places in the Vedas are meant to cater to immature

individuals under the grip of certain desires. It is akin to a mother

temporarily consenting to the unworthy demands of an unruly child.

In the ultimate analysis, the ïruti dismisses the pursuit of the

heavens as petty and paltry in the face of BrahmajáÂna, which

confers liberation.  Animal sacrifices also symbolize the sacrifice

of animal tendencies in one’s bosom.

Some contest the contention that no order (krama) can be

established between dharma-brahmajijáÂsÂ  for want of pramÂàas.

They say that the ïruti and smçti  state that only those who have

pursued dharmajijáÂsÂ are qualified to take to BrahmajijáÂsÂ.  They

base their arguments on the following scriptural passages.
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a) One should become a householder after living life as a

BrahmacÂri. And sannyÂsa (renunciation) should be taken

up after becoming a ‘vÂnaprastha’ – anchorite – which

pertains to the third stage of religious life (JÂbÂlopaniîat-4).

b) According to scriptural injunctions, the first stage should

be the study of the Vedas. This should be followed by

procreation based on right conduct and the  performance

of sacrifices based on one’s capacity.  Thereafter, the mind

should be focussed on gaining liberation (mokîa).  In the

above scriptural passages, the stage of sannyÂsa implies

BrahmajijáÂsÂ  while the stages of householder and

vÂnaprastha imply dharmajijáÂsÂ.

These statements  are directed  only at individuals

who do not have a pure mind (ïuddhacitta).  They do not

constitute a general rule, which the following injunctions of

the ïruti and smçti very clearly bring out.

(i) One should take to sannyÂsa  from the stage of brahmacarya.

(JÂbÂlopaniîat-4).

(ii) A person of pure mind (ïuddhÂtmÂ) acquires liberation in

the first stage of life itself, i.e. in brahmacarya.

The above statements clearly  indicate that in order to attain

liberation, BrahmajijáÂsÂ  can be undertaken directly in the stage

of brahmacarya  without taking to dharmajijáÂsÂ.

The gist of JÂbÂlopaniîat-4 is given below to establish the

‘when’ of sannyÂsa with reference to BrahmajijáÂsÂ :

‘After gaining purity of mind through the performance of

karmas in past lives, a mumukîu should initiate the inquiry into

Brahman at the brahmacarya stage itself, after due renunciation.

Purity of mind can be ascertained from the intensity of dispassion
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(vairÂgya), the absence of hankering after sense objects.  If the

yearning for sense-pleasures lingers, an individual should live the

life of a householder (gçhastha).  If the mind continues to be impure

and meanders constantly among sense-pleasures in this second

stage of life, the third stage of vÂnaprastha should be adopted.  The

person should continue in this third stage if the mind remains impure

in spite of living the life of a vÂnaprastha. It is only after the mind

becomes pure in the vÂnaprastha  stage that such seekers should

enter the order of sannyÂsa, which signifies BrahmajijáÂsÂ.’  This

passage clearly demonstrates that BrahmajijáÂsÂ  can be

undertaken without taking to dharmajijáÂsÂ.

Some acknowledge that there cannot be a sequence

between the two jijáÂsÂs as there is no relation like ïeîaïeîitva

(principal and subsidiary) or adhikçtÂdhikÂra (performance of one

thing conferring the eligibility to perform some other) between  the

two.  However, they contend that the result of both mÍmaÙsÂs

(sacred inquiries) undertaken jointly is one and the same, liberation.

Therefore the same  aspirant has to undertake  both jijáÂsÂs. This

necessitates a sequence in which an individual performs two

different actions to achieve a common goal.  They are  called the

samuccayavÂdÍ, those who advocate the combined practice of karma

and jáÂna (self-knowledge) to gain liberation.  According to them,

liberation is possible only by combining knowledge and karma

because either cannot lead to liberation on its own. They conclude

that the knowledge to be gained through both mÍmÂÙsÂs is one

and the same VedÂrtha (the import of the Vedas) – by an aspirant

who undertakes both. This requires a sequence (krama) between

the two mÍmÂÙsÂs.  This is not true, however, since the result of

dharmajijáÂsÂ is completely different from that of BrahmajijáÂsÂ,

as is the knowledge to be gained through the two. In addition, the

modes of imparting knowledge by the two pramÂàas also differ.

The bhÂîya  brings out these fine distinctions one after another,

proving that no sequence (krama) can be assumed between the

two jijáÂsÂs.
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PHALABHEDA – THE DIFFERENCE IN THE RESULTS OF

DHARMAJIJÜÀSÀ  AND  BRAHMAJIJÜÀSÀ

Yee. DeYÙegoÙeHeâueb Oece&%eeveb leled Ûe Deveg‰eveehes#eb ~  efve:ßesÙemeHeâueb leg
yeÇÿeefJe%eeveb ve Ûe Deveg‰eveeblejehes#eced ~

Bh.Tr. Sense-pleasures and heavenly pleasures are the result

of dharmajijáÂsÂ and depend on karmÂnuîòhÂna –  the

performance of karmas.  By contrast, liberation is the

result of BrahmajijáÂsÂ  and is independent of

karmÂnuîòhÂna.

Pleasures born of sense objects are termed abhyudaya –

that which is achieved through dharmajijáÂsÂ.  They include

heavenly pleasures.  The results of dharmajijáÂsÂ and BrahmajijáÂsÂ

differ not only in their nature  but also in their means of production.

The result of dharmajijáÂsÂ  depends invariably on

karmÂnuîòhÂna – the performance of requisite rituals, sacrifices and

the like. By contrast, the result of BrahmajijáÂsÂ is liberation (mokîa),

called niÉïreyasam.  This result is everlasting (nityam), completely

independent of everything (i.e. nirapekîam) and the highest good

in life (ïreyas).  BrahmajáÂna and its result – liberation –  are

independent of karmÂnuîòhÂna.  Given such a complete difference

between the results and the means to gain the results, the

samuccaya (joint practice) of the two is not possible.

JIJÜÀSYABHEDA – THE  DIFFERENCE  BETWEEN  WHAT

IS TO  BE  KNOWN THROUGH DHARMAJIJÜÀSÀ AND

THROUGH BRAHMAJIJÜÀSÀ

Yee. YeJÙe: Ûe Oece&: efpe%eemÙe: ve %eevekeâeues Deefmle, heg®<eJÙeeheej-
lev$elJeeled~  Fn leg Yetleb yeÇÿe efpe%eemÙeb efvelÙelJeeled ve
hegg®<eJÙeeheejlev$eced ~

Bh.Tr. The relative good (dharma) to be known through
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dharmajijáÂsÂ is something produced by karma.  It does

not exist at the time its knowledge is being gained, since

dharma depends on the performance of karmas by an

individual.  In the case of BrahmajijáÂsÂ (inquiry into

Brahman), Brahman exists when BrahmajijáÂsÂ is

being undertaken, since Brahman is ever-existent.  It

does not depend on the performance of any actions by

the individual.

BhavyaÉ (YeJÙe:) signifies kçtisÂdhyaÉ (ke=âeflemeeOÙe:) – something

produced by actions. Dharma (the relative good) is not manifest

when its knowledge is being gained. This does not mean it is totally

non-existent in nature.  It comes into being only through appropriate

and adequate actions.  Unlike dharma, however, Brahman is an

ever-existent, indestructible principle.  Hence there is no question

of producing it through action. The above discussion shows that in

addition to the means to their accomplishment, there is a difference

in the nature of dharma and Brahman.

PRAMÀÛABHEDA  –  THE  DIFFERENCE  IN  THE

PRAMÀÛAS  EMPLOYED IN THE PURSUIT  OF  THE  TWO

JIJÜÀSÀS

Yee. ÛeesoveeØeJe=efòeYesoeled Ûe ~  Ùee efn Ûeesovee Oece&mÙe ue#eCeb mee
mJeefJe<eÙes efveÙegÀeevee SJe heg®<eb DeJeyeesOeÙeefle ~ yeÇÿeÛeesovee leg
heg®<eb DeJeyeesOeÙeefle SJe kesâJeueb,DeJeyeesOemÙe ÛeesoveeÓpevÙelJeeled ve
heg®<e: DeJeyeesOes efveÙegpÙeles ~ ÙeLee De#eeLe&mebefvekeâ<exCe DeLee&JeyeesOes
leÉled ~

Bh.Tr. There is a difference between what is to be known (i.e.

jijáÂsya) (through dharmajijáÂsÂ and BrahmajijáÂsÂ ),

because  there is also a clear difference in the mode of

imparting the knowledge through their respective

pramÂàas – means of knowledge.  (This abridged

sentence is now being explained.) The codanÂ
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(scriptural injunction), or the pramÂàa (the means of

knowledge) of dharma, instructs a person, urging him

to take up the actions enjoined by it (to accomplish

that dharma).  By contrast, BrahmacodanÂ (the means

of knowledge that reveals Brahman) merely imparts

knowledge (without urging a person to undertake any

action) because BrahmajáÂna is born immediately

through its pramÂàa.  BrahmacodanÂ does not urge a

person to do something to gain the knowledge of

Brahman, just as one is not asked to do something to

gain perceptual knowledge once contact between

sense-organs and sense objects is established.

The difference in the mode of operation of the pramÂàas of

the two jijáÂsÂs is now  described to highlight the distinction between

that which is sought to be known through them. According to

VedÂnta, codanÂ in this context stands for a sentence that imparts

the knowledge of an unknown thing.  According to pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ,

the word codanÂ means a scriptural injunction that prompts a person

to undertake certain actions (kriyÂ) or desist from prohibited actions.

Take, for instance, the injunction, ‘A person desirous of gaining

heaven must perform the sacrifice’.  This statement provides

information on the means to gain heaven and at the same time

urges the aspirant to perform a specific sacrifice.  By contrast,

statements such as ‘This ÂtmÂ  is Brahman’  that reveal what

Brahman is merely  impart the direct knowledge that ‘I’ am in reality

Brahman, totally free from Creation.  They do not urge a person to

do something, simply because there is nothing required to be done.

It would be incorrect to say that something needs to be done to

gain knowledge after the operation of the pramÂàa, because once

set into motion, the means of knowledge imparts the knowledge on

its own.  It is like gaining perceptual knowledge through the

sense-organs.  The contact of sense-organs with their respective

sense objects directly gives rise to perception.  Such sense-contacts

do not induce the perceiver to do something additional to gain

perceptual knowledge.  In short, dharma is to be known through a
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pramÂàa that urges the performance of actions required to achieve

desired results, whereas Brahman is to be known by a non-active

pramÂàa which merely imparts the knowledge that directly confers

liberation without involving any action.  This is jijáÂsyabheda (the

difference between what is to be known through dharmajijáÂsÂ  and

BrahmajijáÂsÂ), as a result of which the word ‘atha’ in this sötra

meaning ‘thereafter’ (Ânantaryam) cannot be taken to mean a

sequence (krama) linking the two jijáÂsÂs.  After refuting one by

one each alternative proposed meaning of atha (in the sense of

Ânantaryam [thereafter]) by demonstrating its inapplicability, the

precise meaning of atha is now being established.

‘ATHA’, HERE MEANS AFTER THE ACQUISITION OF

SÀDHANA CATUëñAYA-SAÖPATTI  (THE FOURFOLD

QUALIFICATIONS)

Yee. lemceeled efkeâceefhe JeòeâJÙeb Ùeovevlejb yeÇÿeefpe%eemee GheefoMÙeles Fefle~
GÛÙeles – efvelÙeeefvelÙeJemlegefJeJeskeâ:, Fneceg$eeLe&YeesieefJejeie:,
MeceoceeefomeeOevemebheled cegceg#eglJeb Ûe ~  les<eg efn melmeg Øeeieefhe
Oece&efpe%eemeeÙee: TOJeb Ûe MekeäÙeles yeÇÿe efpe%eeefmelegb %eelegb Ûe ve
efJeheÙe&Ùes ~  lemceeled DeLe Meyosve ÙeLeesòeâmeeOevemebheòÙeevevleÙeË
GheefoMÙeles ~

Bh.Tr. Therefore something, after the accomplishment of

which alone BrahmajijáÂsÂ  (the inquiry into the nature

of Brahman) is recommended (by the author of

Brahmasötra), is required to be stated. This is now

being enumerated: Discrimination (viveka) between the

eternal (nitya) and the ephemeral (anitya), indifference

(virÂga) to sense-pleasures here and heavenly

pleasures hereafter, accomplishment of means like

ïama, dama etc., and mumukîutvam – the intense

yearning for liberation. Only when these qualifications

have been acquired – irrespective of whether before

or after taking to dharmajijáÂsÂ  – can Brahman be
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inquired into and known, and not otherwise.  The word

atha therefore recommends inquiry directly after

(Ânantaryam) the accomplishment of the aforesaid

means.

The fourfold qualifications (sÂdhana-catuîòaya-saÙpatti ) are

indispensable for an inquiry into the nature of Brahman. This is

strictly in accordance with the Upaniîads. Statements in the

Upaniîads enunciate these qualifications, and since the Upaniîads

are valid means of knowledge, the authenticity of these qualifications

is established. The fourfold qualifications that make up the sÂdhana-

catuîòaya-saÙpatti are described in detail below:

VivekaÉ (Discrimination):  All that is produced by action

(karma) is transitory.  The ChÂndogyopaniîat  declares,

‘Just as sense-pleasures produced by actions invariably

come to an end, so too do heavenly pleasures earned

through puàya and enjoyed hereafter get destroyed’ (Ch.U.

8-1-6).  This is the lot of all that is anÂtmÂ.  By contrast,

ïruti passages such as, ‘ÀtmÂ  is neither born nor

dies because it is the ever-existent independent

knowledge-principle’ (Kò.U. 1-2-18), and ‘ÀtmÂ called

bhömÂ is immortal and all that is distinct from it is

perishable’ (Ch.U. 7-24-1 and Bç.U. 3-4-2), ascertain the

everlasting nature of ÂtmÂ. Thus discrimination is the ability

to distinguish and determine that ÂtmÂ  is eternal and all

that is anÂtmÂ (not ‘I’) is ephemeral.

VirÂgaÉ (Indifference or Dispassion):  The ïruti contains

declarations such as ‘A mumukîu develops dispassion

after discovering through thorough investigation that

enjoyments obtained through actions are impermanent and

liberation cannot therefore be produced by karma’ (Mu.U.

1-2-12). They induce disinterestedness in actions and their

results.  BçhadÂraàyakopaniîat elaborates at length the

statement ‘everything is dear to oneself for the sake of
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oneself’.  This and similar statements in the Upaniîads

inculcate in mature people a dispassion towards the

physical body and the senses, as well as towards worldly

objects, beings and events. This dispassion extends to

heavenly  pleasures which are adjudged to be a source of

happiness till dispassion is born. Such a person is no longer

under the sway of desires.

VedÂnta is falsely charged with creating a guilt

complex by emphasizing virÂga  or vairÂgya as a

pre-requisite for liberation. In prescribing durita-kîaya –

means to nullify the results of past bad actions – VedÂnta

does acknowledge the existence of the adverse

unconscious (mind) in a mumukîu – an aspirant for

ÂtmajáÂna.  Prohibited actions in the past – either in this or

in previous lives – result in sorrowful and unpleasant

experiences. These in turn  build-up the adverse

unconscious mind. VedÂnta suggests preparatory

measures such as a life given to dharma, karma-yoga,

prayers and upÂsanÂs, as these aim to wipe out the

build-up in the unconscious mind, instead of raking up the

grave of unpleasant past experiences. Such measures

counteract the build-up of the unconscious mind in past

and present lives. In their self-styled scientific orthodoxy,

psychologists and psychiatrists do not accept rebirth, the

build-up (impressions) of past lives in the unconscious

mind, the law of karma, Êïvara and other associated aspects.

Non-acceptance of such phenomena by those who hold

that what meets the eye constitutes the only means to

knowledge cannot stand as evidence to invalidate the truth.

VedÂnta recommends vairÂgya as the correct

perspective towards the world. It is the outlook towards life

and living, and  the resultant conduct, of a healthy and

mature mind. It is not recourse taken to by a frustrated,

weak and sickly psyche.  Notwithstanding this, if a person
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experiences guilt, the only conclusion that can be drawn is

that an immature person has been forced to observe

vairÂgya without adequate preparation through suitable

guidance. Such an individual has to be educated to discover

the limitations of desired entities (objects, beings or

otherwise) even if these are considered highly covetable

from the individual’s worldly standpoint. One must bear in

mind that the Upaniîads urge only mumukîus to take up

virÂgaÉ and not bubhukîus – persons steeped in

sense-enjoyment taking sense-enjoyments as the only goal

of life.  For a bubhukîu, the Vedas furnish a long shopping

list of desirable worldly and heavenly objects along with

the means to their procurement as regulated by dharma.

That is why the Vedas clearly enjoin two distinct

paths, namely the path of pravçtti dharma consisting of ‘act

and achieve’ and the path of nivçtti dharma – ‘renounce

and discover the ultimate truth’. The path of pravçtti dharma
is designed in such a way that followers develop maturity

of mind over course of time whilst fulfilling their immediate

desires at the same time. Pravçtti dharma indirectly leads

to nivçtti dharma. To ask those imbued with ‘a large number

of desires’ to follow the nivçtti path is like putting the cart

before the horse. On the other hand, to profess that

vairÂgya, or the nivçtti path, is unnecessary in order to gain

ÂtmajáÂna / BrahmajáÂna is to expect the cart to run without

the horse. Such a notion is born of a misunderstanding of

the actual nature of ÂtmajáÂna. The fact is: ‘if an individual

gains tattvajáÂna (ÂtmajáÂna), then itself his desires cease.

TattvajáÂna and desires cannot co-exist like light and

darkness’
43

 (YogavÂsiîòha, nirvÂàa uttara, 37-30).

ìama-damÂdi-sÂdhanasaÙpat (Accomplishment of the six

43. %elee Ûesogefolee pevleesmleefoÛÚemÙeesheçeecÙeefle ~
vewleÙees: efmLeeflejskeâ$e ØekeâeçelecemeesefjJe ~~30~~ (Ùees.Jee.efve.G.37-30)
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means ïama, dama etc.) :  The necessity of cultivating the

six means, namely, ïama, dama and the rest can be traced

to the following exhortation  in the BçhadÂraàyaka.  ‘One

must directly know ÂtmÂ in one’s own antaÉkaraàa having

become ïanta, dÂnta, uparata, titikîu, samÂhitaÉ, ïraddhÂvÂn
(Bç.U. 4-4-23, mÂdhyandina recension). The six

requirements mentioned in this BçahadÂraàyaka statement

correspond to the six required  means, namely, ïama, dama,

uparati, titikîÂ, samÂdhÂna and ïraddhÂ  in that order.

ìama  is the withdrawal of the mind from mundane activities.

Dama is abstention from the activities of the senses.

Uparati or uparama is the renunciation of enjoined daily

(nitya) and occasional (naimittika) karmas (actions) to

enable a life of complete dedication to the pursuit of

self-knowledge.  This is another name for sannyÂsa.

However, in a preliminary text of VedÂnta called

Tattvabodha, uparama is described as the discharge of

one’s duties.

TitikîÂ  is forbearance in the face of the unavoidable pairs

of opposites in life such as  heat and cold, joy and sorrow,

honour and dishonour, calumny and praise etc., without

rancour or remorse.

SamÂdhÂna  is a state of mind free from sleep, laziness

and inadvertency.  It is also single-pointedness of the mind

during which the normal outward activities of the senses

and mind are kept in check.

ìraddhÂ  is faith or an attitude of trust in the scriptures, the

teaching of the preceptor, and Parameïvara the Creator.

The accomplishment of these six means is ïamÂdi-sÂdhana-
saÙpat.
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Mumukîutvam (intense yearning for liberation):  Mokîa

(liberation) is the direct knowledge of one’s nature as the

independent, ever-existent, self-evident knowledge-

principle and is itself limitless happiness totally free from

ignorance (avidyÂ).  Upaniîadic statements that describe

the everlasting (nitya) nature of liberation seek to induce

mumukîÂ (intense desire to gain mokîa).  Some of these

are: ‘The jáÂnÍ  who is liberated is no more reborn’ (KalÂgni

Rudropaniîat). ‘The jáÂnÍ attains that abode from which

he is not born again’ (Kò.U. 1-3-8). ‘Having known

Brahman, the person gets liberated and  gains immortality’

(Kò.U. 2-3-8).

These fourfold qualifications are linked by a cause and

effect relationship.  The prior qualification serves as the cause for

the subsequent.  For example, dispassion for sense objects, the

means to sense-pleasures, cannot be cultivated in the absence of

the discrimination that ÂtmÂ is eternal and that sense-pleasures

here or hereafter are ephemeral.  For a person who lacks dispassion,

it is impossible to withdraw the mind and senses from sense objects,

as a result of which ïama and dama cannot be acquired. There can

be no intense yearning for liberation in the absence of ïama and

dama.

Discrimination (viveka) and the rest are indispensable for

an inquiry into the nature of Brahman and for gaining its knowledge.

This can be substantiated through the rule of “presence (anvaya)

and absence (vyatireka)” applied to these fourfold qualifications.  It

is possible to undertake BrahmajijáÂsÂ either before or after

dharmajijáÂsÂ and gain BrahmajáÂna provided an individual has

these fourfold qualifications, but not otherwise.  Even if the inquiry

into the nature of Brahman is conducted out of curiosity without

having acquired these fourfold qualifications, it is not possible to

gain the BrahmajáÂna that liberates. The fact that an inquiry into

the nature of Brahman conducted out of curiosity without acquiring

these four qualifications will not lead to the BrahmajáÂna that
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liberates will become clear later when the nature of BrahmajáÂna is

described in detail. The ascertainment of the meaning of the word

‘atha’ is now being concluded.  It recommends the inquiry into the

nature of Brahman only after the fourfold qualifications have been

acquired.  Only then does the inquiry become fruitful.

THE   MEANING   OF   THE   WORD   ‘ATAÈ ’

Some contend that viveka and vairÂgya are of no relevance.

According to them, it is incorrect to say that everything except ÂtmÂ

is impermanent or that heavenly pleasures too are at best transitory.

To buttress their claim, they cite Vedic statements such as ‘the

puàya  earned by those who perform the cÂturmÂsya sacrifice is

indestructible (akîayyam).’  This, they say, shows that one can

stay in heaven permanently, and that no one need develop

dispassion for heavenly pleasures. Another contention is that

liberation in the form of identity between jÍva and Brahman is

impossible due to the clear distinction between the two. Some are

also of the opinion that any worthwhile accomplishment must

concern an entity that can be either  acquired or given up.  The

ever-existent Brahman does not fulfil these conditions.  So they

believe that mumukîÂ too is not possible.  All such doubts and

objections are invalidated through the use of the word ‘ataÉ’

(therefore) in this sötra by justifying the fourfold qualifications as

the indispensable pre-requisite for undertaking BrahmajijáÂsÂ.

Yee. Dele: Meyo: nslJeLe&: ~  Ùemceeled Jeso: SJe Deefie>nes$eeoerveeb
ßesÙe:meeOeveeveeb DeefvelÙeHeâueleeb oMe&Ùeefle – ‘leod ÙeLee Fn keâce&efÛele:
ueeskeâ: #eerÙeles SJeb SJe Deceg$e hegCÙeefÛele: ueeskeâ: #eerÙeles’ (Úevoes.
8-1-6) FlÙeeefo: ~  leLee yeÇÿeefJe%eeveeled Deefhe hejb heg®<eeLeË
oMe&Ùeefle – ‘yeÇÿeefJeled Deehe>esefle hejced’ (lewefòe. 2-1) FlÙeeefo: ~
lemceeled ÙeLeesòeâmeeOevemebhelÙevevlejb yeÇÿeefpe%eemee keâle&JÙee ~

Bh.Tr. The word ‘therefore’ (ataÉ) here stands for reason.  The

reason the inquiry into Brahman should be undertaken
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after acquiring the aforesaid qualifications is because

the Veda points out the impermanence of results of

agnihotra and the other (karmas) which are the means

to ïreyaÉ (the relative good) through passages such

as ‘Just as sense-pleasures produced by actions

invariably perish, so too do heavenly pleasures

hereafter earned through puàya invariably suffer

destruction’ (Ch.U. 8-1-6), and also because it (the

Veda), via statements such as ‘The knower of Brahman

attains the highest’  (Tai.U. 2-1), reveals the highest

accomplishment (i.e. liberation) obtained through the

direct knowledge of Brahman.

The word ‘loka’ in the ïruti passage (Ch.U. 8-1-6) quoted

in the bhÂîya stands for the sense-pleasures which depend on the

external world of objects, beings and events.  Amongst all the Vedic

rituals and sacrifices, agnihotra is a fundamental/primary ritual while

aïvamedha-yÂga is the most exalted.  Two rules are implied by the

above passage from ChÂndogyopaniîat, viz. ‘Anything that is limited

is destructible’ and as a corollary, ‘Everything that is created is

short-lived’.  These rules refute the earlier statement that the puàya

produced by cÂturmÂsya  sacrifice is indestructible (akîayyam).

What that statement signifies is only relative indestructibility.

Lord Kçîàa too has stated in the BhagavadgÍtÂ that those who go to

heaven, including Brahmaloka, return (B.G. 8-16). The ChÂndogya

and BçhadÂraàyaka Upaniîats state very clearly that ÂtmÂ, termed

BhömÂ in these passages is immortal and imperishable (Ch.U. 7-

24-1 and Bç.U. 3-4-2). In light of the above, vairÂgya is possible.

In addition to pointing out the impermanence of karmaphala

(the results of action), the Veda describes the liberation attained

through BrahmajáÂna as the highest gain and immortal in nature.  It

is the direct cognition of our true nature as the self-existent

knowledge-principle which is limitless happiness totally free from

any iota of sorrow. The status of jÍva is apparent because it is a

superimposition (adhyÂsa) on Brahman.  This proves that the identity
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between jÍva and Brahman is possible, and can be realized. Knowing

this, a mature person endowed with viveka and vairÂgya can indeed

develop mumukîÂ – an intense yearning for liberation.  This justifies

the mandate of the sötra laying down the indispensability of the

fourfold qualifications as a pre-requisite for undertaking

BrahmajijáÂsÂ.

BRAHMAJIJÜÀSÀ  IS  A   GENITIVE  DETERMINATIVE

COMPOUND (ëAëñHÊ-TATPURUëA SAMÀSA) WITH THE

GENITIVE  CASE  IN THE  SENSE  OF  THE ACCUSATIVE

(KARMAÛÊ  ëAëñHÊ )

Sötras are brief in their composition, like short phrases. At

times, some word or words, called adhyÂhÂra, need to be added to

the sötra to form a complete sentence. In the first sötra, the word

that needs to be added is ‘kartavyÂ ’ (should be done). The

bhÂîyakÂra begins by elaborating on the compound (samÂsa) that

constitutes the word BrahmajijáÂsÂ. An explanation of the compound

(samÂsa) helps to establish the meaning of the two components,

namely Brahman and jijáÂsÂ. It also aids in determining the

relationship between the word added – ‘kartavyÂ ’ – and the rest of

the sentence and helps to clarify that the implied meaning of the

word jijáÂsÂ is inquiry (vicÂra).

Yee. yeÇÿeCe: efpe%eemee yeÇÿeefpe%eemee ~  yeÇÿe Ûe Je#ÙeceeCeue#eCeb
‘pevceeÅemÙe Ùele:’ Fefle ~  Dele: SJe ve yeÇÿeMeyomÙe peelÙeeefo
DeLee&vlejb DeeMeef¿leJÙeced ~  yeÇÿeCe: Fefle keâce&efCe <e‰er, ve Mes<es,
efpe%eemÙeehes#elJeeled efpe%eemeeÙee: efpe%eemÙeevlejeefveoxMeeled Ûe ~

Bh.Tr. BrahmajijáÂsÂ is the jijáÂsÂ of Brahman. Brahman will

be defined in the (next) sötra as ‘That from which the

birth, sustenance and destruction of this universe take

place’.  For this very reason, the word Brahman should

not be taken to mean caste, etc. The genitive (i.e. sixth)

case in the phrase ‘of Brahman (BrahmaàaÉ)’ is used
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in the accusative sense and indicates a (grammatical)

object and not a general relation (sambandha), because

jijáÂsÂ (the desire to know) depends on the jijáÂsya

(the thing to be known) and also because no specific

mention has been made of anything other (than

Brahman) that is to be known.

Some question why BrahmajijáÂsÂ  cannot be taken to be

a dative determinative compound, viz. Brahmaàe jijáÂsÂ (jijáÂsÂ

for Brahman), like the interpretation of dharmajijáÂsÂ as dharmÂya

jijáÂsÂ (jijáÂsÂ for dharma) by some expounder of pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ.

The answer is clear  when the requirements of the word jijáÂsÂ (the

desire to know) in conveying its complete sense are considered.

The word jijáÂsÂ is derived from the desiderative (sannanta) form of

the verbal root jáÂ (to know).  The desiderative conveys the meaning

that a person wishes or desires to perform the action denoted by

the root or desiderative base.  The transitive verb ‘to desire’

generally needs its (grammatical) object to be declined in the

accusative, or what is termed as object, case.  The result of the

desire is mentioned after the grammatical object. Therefore the

component word jijáÂsÂ  decides the word BrahmajijáÂsÂ  as a

genitive compound to determine the object of desire.  As a matter

of fact, when an object of desire is specified, the result of the

fulfilment of the desire is the same as the object of desire.  For

instance, in the statement, ‘the desire to gain heaven’, the result of

obtaining the desire is heaven itself.  For this reason, the ìÂbara

bhÂîya (the commentary on Jaiminisötras by ìabaraswÂmÍ)

describes dharmajijáÂsÂ as the ‘desire to know dharma’ by

interpreting it as a genitive determinative compound.  However,

when the implied meaning of the word jijáÂsÂ, viz. ‘inquiry’  is

considered, the dative determinative compound, ‘jijáÂsÂ  for dharma’

(dharmÂya jijáÂsÂ) can be accepted only in the sense of inducing a

desire for results such as the heavens.  It is easier to first inculcate

a desire for the tantalizing result, since otherwise an inquiry into
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dharma to ascertain its means is painful by its very nature.  Likewise,

some commentators on the Brahmasötras prior to the bhÂîyakÂra

may have interpreted BrahmajijáÂsÂ as a dative compound viz.,

‘jijáÂsÂ for Brahman’ in order to attract the seeker by pointing to

the result first.  It should be clear that in the case of BrahmajijáÂsÂ,

Brahman itself is the result of gaining BrahmajáÂna.

The bhÂîya  then refers to the second sötra, which defines

Brahman thoroughly. Both according to the Veda and in common

parlance, the word ‘Brahma’ in general can refer to the Brahmin

caste, or the individual jÍva,  or the Veda, or one of the Trinity called

BrahmÂ (yeÇÿee).  These meanings are inapplicable to the word

‘Brahma’ used in this first sötra  since they are absolutely unrelated

to the concepts communicated in the second sötra.

In the phrase BrahmaàaÉ (of Brahman) in BrahmaàaÉ

jijáÂsÂ (yeÇÿeCe: efpe%eemee), the genitive case (sixth case) should be

taken in the sense of the accusative (i.e. the object) case (called

karmaài îaîòhÍ) which means ‘the desire to know the nature of

Brahman (i.e. yeÇÿeCe: efpe%eemee or yeÇÿemJe¤hemÙe efpe%eemee)’. Brahman

becomes the karma (the grammatical object) of jijáÂsÂ  – the desire

to know.  The genitive case (the sixth case) can also be taken as

ïeîa (i.e. something related in general), and if the genitive case in

BrahmaàaÉ  is taken as ïeîa, the phrase BrahmaàaÉ jijáÂsÂ  will

come to mean ‘the desire to know something related to Brahman

(i.e. Brahma-sambandhinÍ jijáÂsÂ )’.  This is not correct because a

desire to know depends on the jijáÂsya – the thing to be known as

its object – and not on something related to the thing to be known.

JijáÂsÂ  (the desire to know) is a desiderative form of the verb jáÂ –

to know.  The object of desire in the word jijáÂsÂ  is knowledge and

that knowledge has Brahman as its object.  The full implication  of

a transitive verb cannot be grasped without knowing something

about its object.  Therefore what is required first in a meaningful

sentence with the transitive verb ‘desire to know’ is the object of

knowledge, or in other words the thing to be known, and not
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something related to it.  This necessarily implies that the genitive

case referred to above specifies the object (karma  – the thing to be

known) and not ïeîa – something related to it.

Some argue that the object (karma) of  jijáÂsÂ  should be

things such as the definition of Brahman, its pramÂàa, auxiliary

means to know Brahman, reasoning in support of its existence etc.

and that Brahman should be considered subsequently in relation to

them as their principal. This is not correct because there is no

specific mention in the sötra of anything other than Brahman as

that which is to be known. To consider that things unstated in the

sötra  are the object of the verb ‘desire to know’ and to overlook

Brahman  which is directly indicated by the sötra is simply uncalled

for. It is tantamount to licking one’s palm after throwing away a

fistful of food.

The opponent takes recourse to a rule in the PÂàinÍya

grammar (PÂ.Sö. 2-3-50), which specifies the use of the genitive in

the sense of general relation, and presents his view:

Yee. veveg  Mes<e<e‰erheefj«ens Deefhe yeÇÿeCe: efpe%eemeekeâce&lJeb ve efJe®OÙeles,
mebyevOemeeceevÙemÙe efJeMes<eefve‰lJeeled ~

Bh.Tr. Contrary proposition: There is no bar to taking

Brahman as the (grammatical) object of jijáÂsÂ  (the

desire to know) even when the genitive case is

accepted in the sense of general relation because any

relation depends on its specific principal.

Entities always associated with a specific principal can be

ascertained on knowing the principal.  But the contender has a

point which will be revealed in the next paragraph of the bhÂîya.

The VedÂntist answers the contention at this time without addressing

this  point  and  discusses it later to bring out its invalidity.
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Yee. SJeb Deefhe ØelÙe#eb yeÇÿeCe: keâce&lJeb Glme=pÙe meeceevÙeÉejsCe hejes#eb
keâce&lJeb keâuheÙele: JÙeLe&: ØeÙeeme: mÙeeled ~ ve JÙeLe&:,
yeÇÿeeefßeleeMes<eefJeÛeejØeefle%eeveeLe&lJeeled Fefle Ûesled ve, ØeOeeveheefj«ens
leohesef#eleeveeb DeLee&ef#ehlelJeeled ~  yeÇÿe efn %eevesve Deehlebg F°lecelJeeled
ØeOeeveced ~  leefmceved ØeOeeves efpe%eemeekeâce&efCe heefjie=nerles Ùew:efpe%eeefmelew:
efJevee yeÇÿe efpe%eeefmeleb ve YeJeefle leeefve DeLee&ef#ehleeefve SJe Fefle ve
he=Lekedâ met$eefÙeleJÙeeefve ~  ÙeLee jepee Demeew ieÛÚefle Fefle Gòesâ
meheefjJeejmÙe je%e: ieceveb Gòebâ YeJeefle leÉled ~

Bh.Tr. VedÂntic Doctrine:  Even if it is so (i.e. even if Brahman

as the object of jijáÂsÂ  can be deduced through its

related entities), it would be futile to make the effort to

indirectly imagine the status of object through

general relation to Brahman and abandon its direct

ascertainment.  If it is argued that such an effort is not

in vain because it upholds an inquiry into all other

factors subsidiary to Brahman, the argument does not

hold water since dependent entities are included by

implication when the principal is comprehended.

Brahman is the principal object of inquiry because it

is the accomplishment of Brahman that is specifically

sought through its knowledge.  When the principal

object of inquiry is grasped, factors without which an

inquiry into Brahman is not possible are included by

implication.  They need not be mentioned separately in

the sötra.  It is like making the statement, ‘There goes

the king’, a statement that clearly implies that the king

is accompanied by his retinue.

Even if the genitive in this case is taken in the sense of a

general relation, it is possible to indirectly deduce that Brahman is

the object of inquiry. But according to another rule of grammar in

the PÂàinÍya sötra (2-3-65), the genitive in Samskrit is both the subject

and the object when used in conjunction with a word derived from a

verb. ‘JijáÂsÂ’  is such a word. The genitive suffix in the word
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BrahmaàaÉ (of Brahman) can therefore convey the object case

directly in accordance with this rule. When the object case can be

directly conveyed, it is not worth postulating it indirectly.

In his defence, the opponent argues that BrahmajáÂna

necessarily depends on related principles such as its definition

(lakîaàa), means of knowledge (pramÂàa), reasoning (yukti ),

knowledge (jáÂna), means (sÂdhanÂ) and result (phala).  An inquiry

into these is associated with BrahmavicÂra in order to gain

BrahmajáÂna. If the genitive is accepted in the sense of the object

case, the inquiry gets restricted to Brahman alone, and thereby the

contender justifies that his efforts are not futile.

The VedÂntic doctrine refutes this stand. The comprehension

of the main object of inquiry necessarily presupposes the association

of other required entities by implication.  There is therefore no need

to mention these separately in the sötra by accepting the genitive in

the sense of general relation.  The illustration: ‘There goes the king’

makes this point clear.

The genitive in the object case is also justified because it

is in accordance with Upaniîadic statements.

Yee. ßeglÙevegieceeled Ûe ~  ‘Ùele: Jew Fceeefve Yetleeefve peeÙevles’ (lewefòe.
3-1) FlÙeeÅee: ßegleÙe:, ‘leefÉefpe%eememJe leôÇÿe’ Fefle ØelÙe#eb
SJe yeÇÿeCe: efpe%eemeekeâce&lJeb oMe&Ùeefvle ~  leled Ûe keâce&efCe <e‰er
heefj«ens met$esCe Devegieleb YeJeefle ~  lemceeled yeÇÿeCe: Fefle keâce&efCe
<e‰er ~

Bh.Tr. And (the genitive in the sense of the object case is

also justified) because it is in conformity with the

(relevant) Vedic passages.  ìruti  statements such as

‘that from which these beings are born’ (Tai.U. 3-1) etc.

explicitly indicate Brahman as the object of the desire

to know through the phrases ‘that is Brahman, desire

to know it directly’ (Tai.U. 3-1).  The same (viz. Brahman
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as the object of desire to know) is in keeping with this

sötra provided the (aforesaid) genitive is accepted in

the sense of the object case.  Therefore the genitive in

the word BrahmaàaÉ (of Brahman) is in the sense of

the object case.

The ïruti passage (Tai.U. 3-1) quoted in the bhÂîya

exhorting the mumukîu to take to BrahmajijáÂsÂ  has the same

object of inquiry viz. Brahman as this first sötra provided the genitive

case is taken in the sense of the accusative.  This concludes the

findings on the use of the genitive in the context of the first sötra.

The genitive in this sötra indicates Brahman as the object of inquiry,

and not something related to Brahman.

BRAHMÀVAGATIÈ  (DIRECT  COGNITION)  OF  BRAHMAN

The components of the word jijáÂsÂ are the verb ‘jáÂ’ (to

know) and the desiderative suffix ‘san’ .  Their meaning is now being

defined.

Yee. %eelebg FÛÚe efpe%eemee ~  DeJeieefleheÙe&vleb %eeveb mevJeeÛÙeeÙee: FÛÚeÙee:
keâce&, HeâueefJe<eÙelJeeled FÛÚeÙee: ~  %eevesve efn ØeceeCesve DeJeievlebg
F°b yeÇÿe ~

Bh.Tr. JijáÂsÂ is the desire to know.  The grammatical object

of the desire expressed by the desiderative (san) is the

knowledge (jáÂnam) culminating in the direct cognition

of Brahman called avagati, because the subject-matter

of any desire is its very result.  Brahman is accepted to

be revealed by the pramÂàa of jáÂna – the antaÉkaraàa-

vçtti conforming to Brahman which confers its direct

cognition. (vide pg. 127, fn. 46)

JijáÂsÂ  means the desire to know.  Any desire presupposes

a knowledge of the object of the desire. It is not possible to entertain

a desire for an unknown object.  In the case of BrahmajijáÂsÂ  (the
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desire to know Brahman), the object of the desire is BrahmajáÂna,

the knowledge of Brahman. Again, BrahmajáÂna is the result of this

desire. This throws up the question: how can one and the same

BrahmajáÂna be both the cause and the result of the desire indicated

by the desiderative suffix (san) in the word  jijáÂsÂ? The answer in

a nutshell is that there is a difference between the actual knowledge

that prompts the mumukîu to take to BrahmajijáÂsÂ and the

knowledge of Brahman accomplished as a result of BrahmajijáÂsÂ.

The bhÂîya first describes the second, namely, the exact nature of

the BrahmajáÂna that is gained as the result.  Thereafter, some

light is thrown on the first, namely, the meagre knowledge regarding

Brahman that prompts the mumukîu to take to BrahmajijáÂsÂ.

Avagati is BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra (the direct cognition of

Brahman) wherein caitanya (pure awareness) – totally free from

self-ignorance, the veiling (Âvaraàa) born of ignorance and its effects

– becomes manifest or, in other words, directly known.  It is the

culmination of the pramÂàa (means of knowledge) in the form of

jáÂna – the antaÉkaraàa-vçtti  conforming to the true nature of Brahman

called akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti *. This vçtti confers BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra (the

direct cognition of Brahman).  In the avagati of Brahman, the

ignorance of Brahman along with its veiling (Âvaraàa) and the entire

gamut of its effects get totally terminated in addition to the

akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti and the cidÂbhÂsa (reflection of caitanya) in it.

Generally, the object of an action differs from its result

(phala).  For instance a destination – a place –  is the object of

travel while reaching the destination is the result.  Hence a doubt is

raised: how can one and the same BrahmajáÂna or avagati of

Brahman be both the object and the result of the desire in the case

of jijáÂsÂ?  The bhÂîya resolves this by pointing out that the object

of desire of any desire (icchÂ) is itself the intended result of that

desire. It is true that there is a distinction between objects and

results, in case of other actions, but the same does not hold true in

the case of desire.  *(Anubhöti-PrakÂïa, Ch. XIII - 214 to 216)
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Another doubt arises based on the fact that both jáÂna and

avagati actually mean knowledge.  Being synonyms, avagati cannot

be a final result having jáÂnam as its means.  Therefore it is improper

to draw a distinction between the two by describing avagati as the

culmination of  jáÂna.  The answer becomes clear if the exact nature

of the word jáÂnam – as used here – is considered. According to

VedÂnta, the knowledge (jáÂnam) of any given thing is the cidÂbhÂsa

obtained in the antaÉkaraàa-vçtti  when the antaÉkaraàa conforms

to the thing.  For practical purposes, this vçtti  itself is taken as the

jáÂnam (knowledge) of the thing*.  It is for this reason that the

bhÂîyakÂra refers to the akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti – the antaÉkaraàa-vçtti

conforming to the true nature of Brahman – as jáÂnam in the

phrase jáÂna-pramÂàa. This vçtti endowed with cidÂbhÂsa

destroys the ignorance of Brahman and serves as the means to

achieve the culmination of BrahmajáÂna called BrahmÂvagati  or

BrahmasakîÂtkÂra (the direct cognition of Brahman). This is why

the bhÂîya  affirms that Brahman is required to be revealed by a

pramÂàa, namely, the jáÂna that confers the direct cognition of

Brahman.  In fact, Brahman is always manifest in its true nature

without a trace of ignorance or  its effects. It is our vision that is

veiled  by ignorance.  When the akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti  called jáÂna-

pramÂàa eliminates ignorance along with its effects, we say Brahman

is manifested or revealed.  It is like saying ‘the sun shines now’

when the wind has driven away the covering clouds.  The sun always

shines. It is only the obstruction that hindered our vision of the sun

that was eliminated, enabling us to see the shining sun.

It is imperative that the mumukîu first understands clearly

what is the BrahmajáÂna-svaröpa  – the nature of BrahmajáÂna – or

what is called BrahmÂvagati.  To do so, it is advisable to investigate

the modality of gaining BrahmajáÂna in greater detail. The nature

of general experience (anubhava) and knowledge and the relation

between  the two need to be understood properly. In this respect,

the modality of gaining perceptual knowledge (pratyakîa-jáÂna) can

be of assistance. ( * vide pg. 127, fn. 46)
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Life is a continuous series of experiences. To experience is

to be aware of something – to be conscious of something. Not a

single moment passes without specific experience during the waking

or dream states. And there is experience during the deep sleep

state as well. During deep sleep, there is no specific cognition,

including cognition of oneself as ‘I’. Yet, the recollection

(pratyabhijáÂ)  – ‘I slept well, I did not know anything’ – on waking

reveals the experience  of the non-cognizance of the world during

sleep, including the individual notion of ‘I’. The recollection shows

that the object of experience during sleep was awareness of a

homogeneous nothing. This is equally applicable to the states of

swoon and anaesthesia. The basis of all vyavahÂra – action in the

world – is experience. No person can exist without an experience

at every moment. The specific experiences during both the waking

and dream states are produced by sthöla-vçttis (gross thoughts) in

the antaÉkaraàa. Experience during deep sleep is produced by

sökîma-avidyÂ vçttis (the subtle vçttis of ignorance).

All vçttis are inert.  They are illumined – brought to the

level of consciousness / cognition of the individual  as knowledge

– by caitanya-svaröpa ÂtmÂ. ÀtmÂ – pure awareness  – is the

self-evident cognitive principle. It is anubhava-svaröpa –

self-experiencing in nature. It is also jáapti-svaröpa – the

self-knowing principle. It is svaprakÂïa – self-revealing – as well.

ÀtmÂ  enables all varieties of experience and knowledge.

DEFINITION OF ANUBHAVA (EXPERIENCE)

The word anubhava (experience – as ‘to be aware of’) is

derived from the verbal root bhö – to be; to become; to be born; to

happen; to exist etc. The verb bhö takes the prefix anu in the sense

of ‘corresponding  to’, ‘similar to’,  or ‘like’. Further, a suffix ap (Dehed)

is added to anubhö to form the abstract noun anubhavaÉ. An abstract

noun is a noun that denotes a quality, condition or something

intangible rather than a concrete object. Derived as above,

the word anubhava (experience) signifies a state of conforming
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with or becoming  (or being, existence) similar to that of a given

thing (that is experienced). Anubhöti  is a synonym of anubhava.  It

is defined as vçttipratibimbita caitanya – pure awareness principle

reflected in a vçtti (a thought)44. Anubhava is mÂyÂvçttyÂröÅha-

cidÂbhÂsaÉ – the cidÂbhÂsa (reflected caitanya) obtained in mÂyÂvçtti
(mÂyÂ  modified as a thought)45.

DEFINITION OF JÜÀNAM  (KNOWLEDGE)

The word jáÂnam (a state of cognizing or being aware of

with decisiveness) on the other hand is an abstract noun derived

from the verbal root jáa  – to know; to ascertain; to comprehend; to

experience; to recognise etc.  The suffix lyut (uÙegšd ) is added to jáa

to derive the noun jáÂnam. It means knowledge; knowing;

understanding; proficiency; conscience; the means of knowing; the

intellect (buddhi); caitanya; BrahmÂtmaikya-jáÂnam. JáÂnam as

knowledge means cognition true to the nature of the thing to be

known when it is used in the case of BrahmajáÂna or direct perception

(pratyakîa).

PRAMÀ (THE CORRECT KNOWLEDGE)

In the normal course, both anubhava and jáÂnam (in the

case of direct knowledge) signify experience or knowledge which

is yathÂrtha – true to the nature of the entity involved. At times, both

can be ayathÂrtha – at variance with the entity involved – due to

some defect or limitation in the means of experience or knowledge.

Thus an experience or knowledge can be correct or incorrect. Correct

experience is conclusive in nature.  There is no rule that an experience

is invariably inconclusive.  Incorrect knowledge is called bhrama –

erroneous knowledge. A sea-shell perceived as a piece of silver is

44. ßeer Jeeefme‰cenejeceeÙeCeleelheÙe&ØekeâeçekeâJÙeeKÙee by hejcenbme-ßeerceoevevoyeesOesvõmejmJeleer
on ÙeesieJeeefme‰:  6-3-6  (hetJee&Oe&) ~

45. ßeer Jeeefme‰cenejeceeÙeCeleelheÙe&ØekeâeçekeâJÙeeKÙee by hejcenbme-ßeerceoevevoyeesOesvõmejmJeleer
on ÙeesieJeeefme‰:  6-3-7  (hetJee&Oe&) ~
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an example of erroneous perceptual knowledge. In VedÂntic

terminology, pramÂ is correct knowledge (yathÂrtha jáÂnam). Correct

perceptual knowledge is defined as caitanya (pure awareness) itself.46

Here, what is meant by caitanya is not ïuddha-caitanya (the pure

awareness  principle free from all antaÉkaraàa-vçttis), but caitanya

reflected or manifest in a specific vçtti (thought) conforming to the

nature of the thing to be known. Such a vçtti is called

viîayÂkÂçÂntaÉkaraàa-vçtti, or tattadÂkÂra-antaÉkaraàa-vçtti in general.

For practical purposes, the viîayÂkÂçÂntaÉkaraàa-vçtti is called jáÂnam

(knowledge). It is called so secondarily  because it qualifies the

caitanya, enabling the knower to cognize the characteristic features

of the entity to be known. ìuddha caitanya by itself cannot ever be

pramÂ since it cannot terminate the ignorance of a given thing. A

vçtti is always directly (aparokîatayÂ) cognized. If a vçtti were indirect

(parokîa), it could not  end ignorance or erroneous notion (bhrama),

which is directly experienced.46 It is noteworthy that according to

VedÂnta, both jáÂnam and anubhava are basically cidÂbhÂsa produced

in the related vçttis. The vçttis impart the features of the entity known

or experienced to the cidÂbhÂsa contained in them.

SIX TYPES OF KNOWLEDGE

Valid knowledge can be classified into six types depending

on the six different pramÂàÂs – means of knowledge –  employed.

They are:

i) Knowledge through direct perception.

ii) Knowledge by inference.

46. ØelÙe#eØecee Ûe De$e µ ÛewlevÙecesJe  ~ Ùelmee#eeohejes#eeod yeÇÿe Fefle ßegles:  ~ (Jes.he.Yee.)
(µÛewlevÙecesJe · Je=efòeØeefleefyeefcyeleÛewlevÙeb Je=òÙeefYeJÙeòeâÛewlevÙeb Jee Øecee  ~ ve leg
çegæÛewlevÙeb, lemÙe De%eeveeefveJele&keâlJesve ØeceelJeeÙeesieeled  ~) (compare DevegYeJe:
ceeÙeeJe=òÙee¤{efÛeoeYeeme:, DevegYetefle: Je=efòeØeefleefyebefyeleÛewlevÙeced  ~ pg. 126)
%eeveeJeÛÚsokeâlJeeled Ûe Je=òeew %eevelJeesheÛeej: ~ leogòebâ efJeJejCes-Devle:keâjCeJe=leew
%eevelJeesheÛeejeled  (Jes.he.Yee.)  ~ leÛÛe  %eeveb  (Je=efòe:)  Dehejes#e¤heced  ~  hejes#elJes
Dehejes#eYeüceefveJele&keâlJeevegheheòes: (Jes.he.Yee.)  ~
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iii) Knowledge based on similarity.

iv) Knowledge gained by the word or Âgama (the Vedas).

v) Knowledge based on presumption.

vi) Knowledge of the absence of a thing.

Not all of the above six types of knowledge involve a direct

experience of the entity concerned. In perceptual knowledge, for

example, the direct experience of a perceptible object is possible

through the contact of the senses with sense objects. The ‘I’ –

aparokîa ÂtmÂ  –, whose knowledge is gained through means of

the Vedas, is always experienced directly without the intervention

of the senses. This is possible because it is anubhava-svaröpa –

self-experiencing in its nature. An experience conforming to the

thing to be known forms the basic constituent or prerequisite of

both direct perceptual knowledge (pratyakîam) and direct self-

knowledge (aparokîa-jáÂna). More on this will be seen later.

MODALITY OF GAINING DIRECT PERCEPTUAL

KNOWLEDGE (PRATYAKëAM)

Let us go into how exactly perceptual knowledge takes

place.  Water in a lake assumes the shape of a field when it flows

out through an opening such as a canal and enters a field. Similarly

the antaÉkaraàa made up of sattvaguàa capable of acquiring

knowledge assumes the form of a sense object such as a pot when

it emerges through sense-organs such as the eyes and envelops

the sense object, thereby assuming the form of the pot. This state

of the antaÉkaraàa is called viîayÂkÂra-vçtti – a thought conforming

to the object to be known (Ve.P.B.)47.  This mode whereby the

viîayÂkÂrÂntaÉkaraàa-vçtti  endowed with cidÂbhÂsa objectifies the

thing (viîaya) to be known by assuming its form is called vçtti-vyÂpti.

47. ...... ÙeLee le[eieesokebâ efÚõeefVeie&lÙe kegâuÙeelcevee kesâoejeved ØeefJeçÙe leÉosJe Ûeleg<keâesCeeÅeekeâejb
YeJeefle, leLee lewpemeb Devle:keâjCeceefhe Ûe#egjeefoÉeje efveie&lÙe IešeefoefJe<eÙeosçeb ielJee
IešeefoefJe<eÙeekeâejsCe heefjCeceles  ~ me SJe heefjCeecees Je=efòe: FlÙegÛÙeles  ~ (Jes.he.Yee.)

‘‘DeÙeb Ieš:’’ Fefle IešekeâejekeâeefjleefÛeòeJe=efòe: De%eeleb Iešb efJe<eÙeerke=âlÙe leûle
De%eeveefvejmevehegj:mejb mJeieleefÛeoeYeemesve pe[b Iešceefhe YeemeÙeefle  ~ (Jesoevlemeej)
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The term  vçtti-vyÂpti means vçtti-viîayatvam48 or vçtti-karmatvam

– viîayÂkÂrÂntaÉkaraàa-vçtti permeated by cidÂbhÂsa  which

assumes the form of the thing to be known.  This vçtti-vyÂpti

removes the ignorance of the thing to be known. The cidÂbhÂsa

(the reflection of caitanya) in the viîayÂkÂrÂntaÉkaraàa-vçtti is called

phala. The phala illumines the inert object to be known. This modus

operandi  is called phala-vyÂpti, wherein the phala objectifies the

thing to be known in order to reveal it.49

The correct knowledge of a thing directly perceived

necessarily corresponds to an experience true to the nature of that

thing; but it is not so in the case of erroneous knowledge. The

same rule applies to the knowledge of ÂtmÂ  which is always

aparokîa – the most direct, revealing as the very ‘I’.  The aparokîa

jáÂna of anubhava-svaröpa ÂtmÂ  necessarily requires its yathÂrtha

anubhava  – true to the nature of ÂtmÂ  – free from all the anÂtmÂ

that is superimposed on it.  The knowledge that ÂtmÂ is identical to

Brahman is of the nature of direct (aparokîa ) cognition.  If it is indirect

(parokîa) knowledge, it cannot remove the erroneous notion

regarding oneself (ÂtmÂ) which is always directly (aparokîatayÂ)

experienced.50  The knowledge of a thing that is directly perceived

or of aparokîa ÂtmÂ is as true as the thing to be known. Therefore

the rule is that correct knowledge unconditionally requires yathÂrtha-

anubhava – an experience true to the thing to be known, whether it

is a directly perceptible thing (pratyakîa-vastu)  or aparokîa ÂtmÂ.

This is so because the entities to be known  in both cases are

directly available for experience, unlike things to be known indirectly

(parokîataÉ).

In his PaácapÂdikÂ, ìrÍ PadmapÂdÂcÂrya establishes a rule:

%eeveb leg hejes#es DevegYeJeevee¤{esÓefhe mebYeJeefle~ (hebÛeheeefokeâe)
48. Je=efòeJÙeeefhle: – Je=efòeefJe<eÙelJeced (meJe&lev$eefmeæevleheoeLe&ue#eCe meb«en: By efYe#egg ieewjerçe¿j:)
49. HeâueJÙeeefhle: – mJeekeâejJe=efòeØeefleefyeefcyeleÛewlevÙeefJe<eÙelJeced (meJe&lev$eefmeæevleheoeLe&ue#eCe

meb«en: By efYe#egg ieewjerçe¿j:)
50. leÛÛe %eeveb Dehejes#e¤heced  ~ hejes#elJes Dehejes#eYeüceefveJele&keâlJeevegheheòes:  ~ (Jes.he.Yee.)
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Tr. ParokîajáÂna – indirect knowledge – is possible even

without an experience true to the nature of the thing to be

known.

MODALITY OF GAINING BRAHMAJÜÀNA

While the modality of gaining BrahmajáÂna is somewhat

similar to that of gaining perceptual knowledge, there are certain

differences.  The following passages from ‘VedÂntasÂra’, an

introductory VedÂntic text by SadÂnanda SaraswatÍ that is traditionally

accepted, describes vividly how BrahmajáÂna takes place.

DeLe DeOegvee ‘‘Denb yeÇÿe Deefmce’’ Fefle DevegYeJeJeekeäÙeeLe&:
JeCÙe&les ~ SJeb DeeÛeeÙexCe DeOÙeejesheeheJeeohegj:mejb leòJeb heoeLeez
çeesOeefÙelJee JeekeäÙesve DeKeC[eLex DeJeyeesefOeles DeefOekeâeefjCe: Denb
efvelÙe-çegæ-yegæ-cegòeâ-melÙemJeYeeJe-hejceevevoevevleeÉÙeb yeÇÿeemceerefle
DeKeC[ekeâejekeâeefjlee efÛeòeJe=efòe®osefle  ~ (Jes.meej)

Tr. ‘After the ascertainment of the Tat twam asi (You are that

Brahman) mahÂvÂkya, the meaning of the sentence AhaÙ

BrahmÂsmi (I am Brahman) which reveals the experience

of I (ÂtmÂ) as Brahmasvaröpa is now  being described. When

a teacher reveals the identity between the words ‘tat’

(Brahman) and twam (you the ÂtmÂ) in accordance with

the earlier teaching by the sentence tat twaÙ asi, after

ascertaining the nirupÂdhika nature of tat and twam (nature

free from upÂdhis) by the method of superimposition

(adhyÂropa) and its negation (apavÂda), there arises in the

mind of a competent mumukîu a specific thought termed

akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti.  This thought is of the nature “I am

Brahman”. It conforms to the nature of Brahman, the

ever-existent principle, free from ignorance and its effect,

the very knowledge-principle, free from all upÂdhis,

indestructible in nature, limitless happiness, free from all

limitations, and nothing but non-dual caitanya.’
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mee leg efÛelØeefleefyecyemeefnlee meleer ØelÙeieefYeVeb De%eeleb hejb yeÇÿe
efJe<eÙeerke=âlÙe leûlee%eevecesJe yeeOeles  ~ leoe heškeâejCelevlegoens hešoenJeled
DeefKeuekeâejCes De%eeves yeeefOeles meefle lelkeâeÙe&mÙe DeefKeuemÙe yeeefOelelJeeled
leovleYet&leeKeC[ekeâejekeâeefjlee efÛeòeJe=efòejefhe yeeefOelee YeJeefle  ~ (Jes.meej)

Tr. ‘That specific vçtti  is endowed with citpratibimba – the

reflection of caitanya  called cidÂbhÂsa.  It objectifies the

hitherto unknown Brahman that is identical to ÂtmÂ. The

akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti  (endowed with cidÂbhÂsa) destroys the

ignorance pertaining to Brahman.  Just as a cloth is burnt

when its constituent threads are burnt, so also do all the

effects (kÂrya) of self-ignorance – the entire Creation – get

totally destroyed (terminated) when ignorance, their cause,

is terminated. The akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti, which too is part of

Creation, also gets verily dissolved.’

le$e Øeefleefyeefcyeleb ÛewlevÙeceefhe ÙeLee oerheØeYeeefolÙeØeYeeJeYeemeveemeceLee&
meleer leÙee DeefYeYetlee YeJeefle leLee mJeÙebØekeâeçeceeveØelÙeieefYeVe-
hejyeÇÿeeJeYeemeveeven&leÙee lesve DeefYeYetleb meled mJeesheeefOeYetleeKeC[efÛeòeJe=òes:
yeee fOelelJeele d ohe&CeeYeeJe s cegKeØee flee fyecyemÙe cegKecee$elJeJeled
ØelÙeieefYeVehejyeÇÿecee$eb YeJeefle  ~ (Jes.meej)

Tr. ‘Just as the light of a lamp overpowered by sunlight is

unable to illumine the sun, so too the caitanya reflected in

the akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti – overpowered by the same

(Brahman) – is rendered incapable of illumining the self-

evident Brahman identical to ÂtmÂ.  Due to the destruction

of its upÂdhi viz. the akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti, that reflected

caitanya becomes Brahman that is non-different from ÂtmÂ.

It is similar to the reflection of a face in a mirror remaining

as the face itself when the mirror is broken’.

The akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti  conforms to the true nature of

Brahman (identical to ÂtmÂ). It is indispensable for destroying
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self-ignorance and gaining BrahmajáÂna. Its function is similar to

that of the viîayÂkÂrÂntaÉkaraàa-vçtti required for the direct

perceptual knowledge of sense objects. According to VedÂnta,

vçtti-vyÂpti – the objectification of the thing to be known by the

antaÉkaraàa-vçtti – is common to both the perceptual knowledge of

sense objects and to BrahmajáÂna.  Here, objectification stands for

the assumption by the antaÉkaraàa-vçtti of the form of the thing to

be known.

A pertinent doubt can arise at this juncture. Brahman / ÂtmÂ

is the self-luminous (svaprakÂïa) knowledge-principle (caitanya). It

should not need any other knower-principle since it itself is of the

nature of the self-luminous knowledge-principle. How then can it

be the object of an akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti   as specified in vçtti-vyÂpti ?

It is true that Brahman and ÂtmÂ are identical and the self-luminous

(svaprakÂïa) knowledge-principle. However, this knowledge is

covered by self-ignorance (avidyÂ). Therefore to dispel the

ignorance, a vçtti conforming in content to the true nature of Brahman
such as ‘I am Brahman’ is indispensable. This vçtti-vyÂpti  removes

the ignorance. Thereafter, the cidÂbhÂsa in the akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti

called phala,  though present in it, is not necessary to make the

self-luminous Brahman known. The phala is ineffective in illumining

Brahman. It is redundant. This is in contrast to the mode of gaining

perceptual knowledge, where phala  is indispensable for revealing

an inert object.

ìrÍ VidyÂraàya Muni highlights this  point in his text

PaácadaïÍ. ‘Vçtti-vyÂpti is necessary to destroy the ignorance of

Brahman; but Brahman being the self-luminous knowledge-principle,

the cidÂbhÂsa (phala)  is not useful’. (P. 7-92).51  This is also the

import of two paradoxical Upaniîadic statements.  They are:

‘Brahman should be known by the well-prepared mind only’ (manasÂ

eva anudraîòavyam – Bç.U. 4-4-19). This shows the necessity of

51. yeÇÿeCÙe%eeveveeçeeÙe Je=efòeJÙeeefhlejhesef#elee  ~
mJeÙebmHegâjCe¤helJeeVeeYeeme GheÙegpÙeles  ~~ (heÃeoçeer 7-92)
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vçtti-vyÂpti.   ‘ Brahman cannot be known by the mind’  (yanmanasÂ

na manute – Ke.U. 1-6). This shows the futility of  phala-vyÂpti.

In the culmination of BrahmajáÂna called BrahmÂvagati,

ignorance with all its effects, including akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti  and the

cidÂbhÂsa  in it, stand terminated. In principle, the akhaàÅÂkÂra-

vçtti is necessary to terminate the ignorance of Brahman but not to

make us know the self-evident Brahman.  This direct cognition of

self-revealing  Brahman is called BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra.  It is sakîÂt

(direct) because it is not mediated but is immediate as the self-

revealing principle. In this cognition, there are no intervening factors

such as the knower (pramÂtÂ), or the antaÉkaraàa-vçtti conforming

to Brahman, or the pramÂàavyÂpÂra – the functioning of pramÂàa.

All these have already played their roles and have disappeared.

What is left is only  Brahman – caitanya and caitanya alone. It

manifests totally free of the veiling (Âvaraàa) born of ignorance.

This is BrahmÂvagati, the culmination of jáÂna.  This is how Brahman

gets revealed by the pramÂàa  of jáÂna as stated in the bhÂîya (viz.

%eevesve efn ØeceeCesve DeJeievlegb F°b yeÇÿe ~).

THE REASON BRAHMASÀKëÀTKÀRA IS A UNIQUE

EXPERIENCE

The VedÂntic definitions of jáÂnam and anubhava  along

with the role of the associated tattadÂkÂra-vçttis, the description of

the akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti, and the fact that ÂtmÂ  is anubhavasvaröpa

should make it very clear that gaining BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra is itself a

distinct direct experience (aparokîÂnubhava).  To recapitulate:

i) The akhaàÅÂkÂra / ÂtmÂkÂra / BrahmÂkÂra-vçtti, conforming

to BrahmÂtmasvaröpa endowed with cidÂbhÂsa, is

indispensable for terminating the ignorance regarding ÂtmÂ.

The bhÂîyakÂra describes this vçtti as the jáÂna-pramÂàa

(vide pg. 124, 127 - fn. 46). It has to be nirviïeîa (free from

attributes), free from all the adhyasta-upÂdhis except its own

form.  It has to be a replica of nirviïeîa  ÂtmÂ.
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ii) Such a vçtti terminates the ignorance of ÂtmÂ / Brahman.

Subsequently, the akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti  itself gets dissolved

along with the cidÂbhÂsa in it.

iii) What remains then is the self-evident Brahman in its true

nature identical to ÂtmÂ totally free from all adhyasta-

upÂdhis, including self-ignorance and the tripuòÍs.  This is

the culmination of BrahmajáÂna called BrahmÂvagati or

BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra.  It has to be a unique experience –

aparokîa BrahmÂnubhava / ÂtmÂnubhava – by virtue of the

nature of Brahman alone, and not on account of the means

employed.  Brahman / ÂtmÂ  is ever free by nature.  But

after the dissolution of the akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti, it is free from

ignorance (avidyÂ) and its effects (avidyÂ-kÂrya) from the

stand-point of what was hitherto the jiva.  This is mokîa –

svÂtmani avasthÂnam – as defined by the bhÂîyakÂra.  ìrÍ

Madhusödana SaraswatÍ defines mokîa as ÂtmÂ itself known

directly without a trace of avidyÂ  or its effects.

THE NATURE OF BRAHMASÀKëÀTKÀRA

The cognition of the perceptible Creation superimposed on

Brahman (i.e. adhyasta dçïya prapaáca) is absent in

BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra. It is  nirvikalpa (non-dual), free from tripuòÍ

viz. the tr iple form of the knower, the known and the

knowledge-vçtti, or the experiencer, the experienced and the

experience-vçtti or the doer, the done and the act of doing.  All that

remains is yathÂrthÂnubhava, a single homogeneous experience in

conformity with Brahman.  It is cinmÂtra – nothing but caitanya.  Even

the pramÂtÂ (the knower) or the anubhavitÂ (the experiencer) who

casts the tripuòÍ  is absent because the status of ÂtmÂ as knower or

experiencer arises only on account of ignorance and the consequent

adhyÂsa of the anÂtmÂ on ÂtmÂ. Such BrahmÂnubhava or

ÂtmÂnubhava is possible without an experiencer (anubhavitÂ) or

knower (pramÂtÂ) because Brahman / ÂtmÂ is anubhavasvaröpa –
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the self-experiencing  principle itself –  without the need for any

means. In the state of ignorance, the experiences of the dçïya world

with its specific features, pramÂtÂ and of ignorance are possible

only because of their basis –  anubhavasvaröpa ÂtmÂ / Brahman.  In

the wake of knowledge, the adhyasta dçïya – prapaáca resolves into

its basis. The specific experiences of the three states of

consciousness cease as a result, but not the self-revealing ever-

existent ÂtmÂ / Brahman, the fundamental experience principle.

Without such direct (aparokîa) experience, the knowledge of

Brahman is indirect (parokîa) at best.

ÀtmÂnubhava / BrahmÂnubhava is not available for fanciful

imagination. It is precisely defined by the akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti. This

vçtti is a replica of ÂtmÂ as long as it continues. As seen earlier,

even this vçtti drops off finally. What remains then is ÂtmÂ as

described in the Upaniîads. BrahmÂnubhava / ÂtmÂnubhava or mokîa

in its final stage is Brahman / ÂtmÂ itself, but totally free from avidyÂ

and avidyÂ-kÂrya. This is pramÂ (the correct knowledge) of ÂtmÂ /

Brahman without any room for doubt or interpretation. It is an

anubhava (experience) without a subject – the anubhavitÂ

(experiencer) or pramÂtÂ (knower) or ahaÙkÂra. A subject (ahaÙkÂra)

is necessary for the experiences of the waking and dream states,

which are not possible without this subject. In deep sleep, though

ahaÙkÂra is absent, avidyÂ is present. But in ÂtmÂnubhava, both

the subject (ahaÙkÂra) and avidyÂ are absent. AhaÙkÂra is an

anthaÉkaraàa-vçtti. It is dçïya and therefore inert (jaÅa) in nature.

AhaÙkÂra (the subject) cannot know dçk-svaröpa ÂtmÂ. There is

not even a trace of ahaÙkÂra in the final stage of ÂtmÂnubhava. It

ends in ÂtmÂnubhava. AhaÙkÂra is not an intrinsic feature (guàa) of

ÂtmÂ.52 ÀtmÂnubhava is nirviïeîa (attributeless) without any trace

of avidyÂ. Actually it is indescribable because ÂtmÂ is so. ÀtmÂ is

beyond the range of words. Words can describe only jÂti (species),

52. GheueYÙecenbkeâjCeb ve YeJeslheg¤<emÙe iegCe: ~ (verse 22 - ßegeflemeejmecegæjCeced by

leesškeâeÛeeÙe&)
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guàa (attribute), kriyÂ (action) and saÙbandha (relation). ÀtmÂ /

Brahman is free from all these. Even so, the Upaniîads define or

describe ÂtmÂ / Brahman from the practical stand-point of a

mumukîu.

A doubt can arise at this point: how can an impermanent

(anitya) experience produced by a transient akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti be

that of Brahman, which is nityÂnanda (absolute happiness) and

nityajáapti (the absolute knowledge-principle)?  The answer

becomes clear when we consider the factor that establishes the

permanence or impermanence of a thing.  It is not the fleeting

duration of an experience that is a criterion for establishing the

impermanent nature of a thing experienced.  It is the nature of the

thing  experienced that determines whether it is everlasting or not.

The objects, beings or events of the empirical world experienced

are necessarily transitory because the nature of the world is so.

They are born; they perish.  The world is  not transitory because its

experience is limited by time. ÀtmÂ / Brahman is the ever-existent

principle totally free from Creation. It cannot become transient

because the BrahmÂnubhava / ÂtmÂnubhava is transient. The

impermanence of such an experience is due to the specific condition

of the antaÉkaraàa, which is by nature constantly changing. The

Kaòhopaniîat  (2-3-11) cautions against the unsteadiness of this

state.53

 As seen earlier, at the final stage of ÂtmÂnubhava/

BrahmÂnubhava, the transitory tripuòÍ  also gets dissolved and what

remains is only the experience (anubhava) of nitya (ever-existent)

ÂtmÂ identical to Brahman. The Kaòhopaniîat (2-3-5) exhorts us to

strive for this direct cognition of ÂtmÂ in this human embodiment,

as the Âtmadarïana (ÂtmÂnubhava) in a very pure and steady human

intellect (antaÉkaraàa) is as distinct as seeing one’s face in a mirror.54

53. ....... Ùeesiees efn ØeYeJeehÙeÙeew  ~~ keâ" – 2-3-11
54. ÙeLee Deeoçex leLee Deelceefve (mJeyegæew Deeoçe&Jeled efvece&ueerYetleeÙeeb efJeefJeòeâb Deelceve:

oçe&veb YeJeefle FlÙeLe&:) ~ keâ"esheefve<eled / Yee. 2-3-5
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THE PRAMÀÛA OF AKHAÛÄÀKÀRA-VäTTI

The terms akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti, BrahmÂkÂra-vçtti,

Brahmavçtti and ÂtmÂkÂra-vçtti are synonyms. A description of this

vçtti found in the text VedÂntasÂra conforms to its description in the

MaàdalabrÂhmaàopaniîat (2-3)55 (ìuklayajurveda), the

Tejobindöpaniîat (1-37)56 (Kçîàayajurveda) and the Muktikopaniîat

(2-53)57 (ìuklayajurveda). The akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti corresponds to the

prajáÂ  of a sthitaprajáa described in Ch-2 of the BhagavadgÍtÂ.

This can be verified from the description of prajáÂ in the

AdhyÂtmopaniîat (42-44)58 (ìuklayajurveda).  In fact, the

Tejobindöpaniîat (1-43 to 46)59 exhorts mumukîus to develop the

akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti. It also terms skilful talk of Brahman without proper

vairÂgya and a steady BrahmÂkÂra-vçtti  as sheer verbosity.  These

mantras are quoted by the bhÂîyakÂra in another one of his texts –

AparokîÂnubhöti  (verses 130 to 133) as well.

55. meceeOeew ce=efoleleceesefJekeâejmÙe leoekeâejekeâeefjleeKeC[ekeâejJe=òÙeelcekeâmeeef#eÛewlevÙes ØehebÛeueÙe:
mecheÅeles ØehebÛemÙe ceve:keâefuhelelJeeled (ceC[ueyeÇeÿeCeesheefve<eled 2-3)

56. efveefJe&keâejleÙee Je=òÙee yeÇÿeekeâejleÙee hegve:  ~
Je=efòeefJemcejCeb mecÙekeâd meceeefOejefYeOeerÙeles  ~~ (lespeesefyevotheefve<eled , 1-37)

57. yeÇÿeekeâejceveesJe=efòeØeJeenesÓnbke=âefleb efJevee  ~
mebØe%eelemeceeefOe: mÙeeled OÙeeveeYÙeemeØekeâ<e&le:  ~~ (cegefòeâkeâesheefve<eled , 2-53)

58. efmLeleØe%ees ÙeeflejÙeb Ùe: meoevevoceëe>gles  ~~ 42~~
yeÇÿeCÙesJe efJeueerveelcee efveefJe&keâejes efJeefveef<›eâÙe:  ~
yeÇÿeelcevees: çeesefOeleÙeesjskeâYeeJeeJeieeefnveer  ~~43~~
efveefJe&keâuhee Ûe efÛevcee$ee Je=efòe: Øe%esefle keâLÙeles  ~ (DeOÙeelceesheefve<eled , 42-44)

59. Ùes efn Je=efòeb efJeneÙewveeb yeÇÿeeKÙeeb heeJeveeR hejeced  ~
Je=LewJe les peerJeefvle heçegefYe§e mecee veje:  ~~43~~

Ùes leg  Je=efòeb efJepeeveefvle %eelJee Jew JeOe&Ùeefvle Ùes  ~
les Jew melheg®<ee OevÙee JevÅeemles YegJeve$eÙes  ~~44~~

Ùes<eeb Je=efòe: mecee Je=æe heefjhekeäJee Ûe mee hegve:  ~
les Jew meod yeÇÿeleeb Øeehlee veslejs MeyoJeeefove:  ~~45~~

kegâMeuee yeÇÿeJeelee&Ùeeb Je=efòenervee: megjeefieCe:  ~
lesÓhÙe%eeveleÙee vetveb hegvejeÙeeefvle Ùeeefvle Ûe  ~~46~~ (lespeesefyevotheefve<eled 1-43 to 46)
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According to the Muktikopaniîat, there are 1180 Upaniîads
in all.  The ïÂkhÂs, the traditional recensions of all the four Vedas,

are 1180 in number and each of these 1180 ïÂkhÂs contains one

Upaniîad.  The principal among these Upaniîads number 108.  They

are enumerated in the Muktikopaniîat. This Upaniîad also lists the

Veda to which each belongs and its ìÂnti-mantra.  Unfortunately,

many ïÂkhÂs of the Vedas are lost and so too are the Upaniîads
contained in them. The principal 108 Upaniîads are available, as

are a few others.

Repeated reference to the term akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti   is found

in the sixth aÙïa of ìrÍ ìivarahasyam – popularly known as Ribhu
GÍtÂ. The teaching of the Ribhu-GÍtÂ has originated from none other

than Lord ìiva himself.

INDISPENSABILITY OF BRAHMÀKÀRA-VäTTI

Some scholars are of the view that a specific BrahmÂkÂra-

vçtti is not required to know Brahman.  If a vçtti  is required to

know Brahman just as it is required to know objects (viîayas),

Brahman will become just another external object distinct from ‘I’
(ÂtmÂ), and will also be inert like other objects.

If the knowledge of Brahman that these scholars allude to

signifies actual BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra, the BrahmÂkÂra-vçtti is

certainly not required any more, since we have already seen, the

BrahmÂkÂra-vçtti or akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti itself gets extinguished once

it has accomplished its function of destroying ignorance resulting

in BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra. However, if it is insisted that this vçtti is not

necessary for destroying ignorance, contenders have to clarify

how ignorance gets terminated.  Caitanya is the adhiîòhÂna (basis)

of superimposed ignorance and hence cannot end it. Again no

pramÂàa can produce pratyakîa (directly perceptible) or aparokîa
knowledge without the specific tattadÂkÂra-vçtti – the vçtti
conforming  to  the pratyakîa or aparokîa entity – which destroys

ignorance. This vçttivyÂpti is indispensable for terminating

ignorance.
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The nature of any antaÉkaraàa-vçtti is to take the form of

the entity it comes across (i.e. to become tattadÂkÂra).  It does so

without actually objectifying the entity as distinct from itself.  It is

the pramÂtÂ who objectifies the entities as distinct from oneself.

Brahman is the true nature of the pramÂtÂ, and in fact his very

nature. The pramÂtÂ ceases to exist in BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra where

Brahman and Brahman alone exists after the removal of ignorance

and a  second entity is absent. Therefore, in the absence of the

pramÂtÂ in BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra, the occasion for Brahman to become

an external object does not arise at all.

As shown earlier with reference to inert objects (viîayas),

inert objects are characterized by the fact that they become known

through phalavyÂpti – the cidÂbhÂsa reflected in the viîayÂkÂra-

vçtti.  Though the cidÂbhÂsa is present in the BrahmÂkÂra-vçtti, it is

incapable of illumining its very source, the self-evident knowledge-

principle that is Brahman.  This shows that the cidÂbhÂsa or

phalavyÂpti is superfluous in knowing  Brahman. In other words,

vçttivyÂpti by itself can destroy the ignorance of Brahman. Since

phalavyÂpti does not play a role in gaining the knowledge of

Brahman, Brahman does not become inert merely because of the

BrahmÂkÂra-vçtti.

BRAHMÀKÀRA-VäTTI  IS POSSIBLE

The role, relevance and possibility of a vçtti conforming to

Brahman or ÂtmÂ will become clearer from the following excerpts

from the BhagavadgÍtÂ-bhÂîya (Ch. 18-50).60

60. Ye.ieerlee 18-50 efmeefæb Øeehlees ÙeLee yeÇÿe leLeeÓÓhe>esefle efveyeesOe ces ~
meceemesvewJe keâewvlesÙe efve‰e %eevemÙe Ùee heje  ~~50~~

Yee<Ùe – efmeefæb Øeehle: · mJekeâce&Cee F&Õejb meceYÙeÛÙe& lelØemeeopeeb keâeÙesefvõÙeeCeeb
%eeveefve‰eÙeesiÙeleeue#eCeeb efmeefæb Øeehle: ; ÙeLee Ùesve ØekeâejsCe yeÇÿe hejceelceeveb
Deehe>esefle leLee leb Øekeâejb %eeveefve‰eØeeefhle›eâceb ces efveyeesOe  ~ Devesve Ùee yeÇÿeØeeefhle:
Øeefle%eelee leeb FobleÙee oçe&efÙelegb Deen efve‰e %eevemÙe Ùee heje Fefle  ~
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Yee. efve‰e heÙe&Jemeeveb heefjmeceeefhleefjlÙesleled ~

keâmÙe?
yeÇÿe%eevemÙe Ùee heje  ~

keâerÂçeer mee?
ÙeeÂçeb Deelce%eeveced  ~
keâerÂkeâd leled?
ÙeeÂçe: Deelcee  ~

keâerÂçe: Demeew?
ÙeeÂçe: YeieJelee Gòeâ: Gheefve<eÉekeäÙew: vÙeeÙele§e  ~

Yee. hetJe&he#e: – veveg efJe<eÙeekeâejb %eeveced  ~ ve efJe<eÙe:, veeefhe DeekeâejJeeved
Deelcee F<Ùeles keäJeefÛeled  ~ lemceeled Deelceekeâejb %eeveb Fefle DevegheheVeced~
keâLeb leefn& Deelceve: %eeveced? meJeË efn ÙeefÉ<eÙeb %eeveb leled leled Deekeâejb
YeJeefle  ~ efvejekeâej§e Deelcee Fefle Gòeâced  ~ %eeveelcevees§e GYeÙees:
efvejekeâejlJes keâLeb leÆeJeveeefve‰e?

Yee. efmeæevle: – ve, DelÙevle efvece&uelJe-mJeÛÚlJe-met#celJeesheheòes: Deelceve:,
yegæs§e Deelcemecevewce&uÙeeÅegheheòes: DeelceÛewlevÙeekeâejeYeemelJeesheheefòe:  ~

...... meJe&$e efn yegæŸeeefo osnevles DeelceÛewlevÙeeYeemelee DeelceYeüeefvlekeâejCeb,
FlÙele: ....... veece¤heeÅeveelceeOÙeejesheCeefveJe=efòejsJe keâeÙee&  ~ .......
lemceeled DeefJeÅeeOÙeejesheCeefvejekeâjCecee$eb yeÇÿeefCe keâle&JÙeb  ~ .......
yee¢eekeâejYesoyegefæefveJe=efòe: SJe DeelcemJe¤heeuecyeves keâejCeced  ~

Tr. In order to directly demonstrate BrahmaprÂpti (the gaining

of Brahman), Lord Kçîàa describes it as jáÂnasya parÂ niîòhÂ

– the most exalted final state of knowledge or steadfastness

in mokîa – in BhagavadgÍtÂ (Ch 18-50).  ParÂ jáÂnaniîòhÂ

is explained by the bhÂîyakÂra in the following discussion.

Question (Q):  What is meant by niîòhÂ ?

Answer (Ans.):  NiîòhÂ is culmination, steadfastness. It signifies
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both the final point (paryavasÂnam, parisamÂptiÉ). as well

as the firmness, stability or sthairyam (of the mind in ÂtmÂ-

svaröpa).
61

Q : Culmination of what ?

Ans : The acme (final point) or most exalted final state of

BrahmajáÂna.

Q : What is the nature of this culmination (niîòhÂ) ?

Ans : This niîòhÂ is in conformance with ÂtmajáÂna  – the

knowledge of ÂtmÂ.

Q : What is the nature of ÂtmajáÂna ?

Ans : ÀtmajáÂna is a replica of ÂtmÂ (i.e. in the form of an

antaÉkaraàa-vçtti  corresponding to or conforming to the

nature of ÂtmÂ, and referred to secondarily as jáÂna).

Q : What is the nature of ÂtmÂ ?

Ans : The nature of ÂtmÂ is as described by Lord Kçîàa,

Upaniîadic  sentences and reasoning.

Q : But knowledge (jáÂnam) is always in conformance with the

form (ÂkÂra) of an object (viîaya).  Nowhere is ÂtmÂ

accepted either as being an object or having a form. It is

therefore improper to say that ÂtmajáÂna has the form of

ÂtmÂ.  Since knowledge of any object (in the form of vçttis)

conforms to that object, and ÂtmÂ is not an object, how is

ÂtmajáÂna possible at all? ÀtmÂ is described as formless.

If both ÂtmÂ and its knowledge are formless, how is it ever

possible to gain steadfastness (niîòhÂ) in contemplation

(bhavanÂ) on ÂtmajáÂna?

Ans : It is not so. ÀtmÂ is completely nirmala (pure – free from all

that is adhyasta / superimposed), svaccha (clear – completely

unconnected to the virtues and vices of all the dçïyas

61. %esÙeefve‰lJeb %esÙes mLewÙe&ced - ÙeesieJeeefme‰ efve.het. 74-27 leelheÙe&ØekeâeçeJÙeeKÙee ~
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illumined by it) and sökîma (subtle – nirguàa – free from the

guàas).  It is possible for the buddhi (i.e. antaÉkaraàa) to

assume a form that is exactly like Âtmacaitanya because it

is capable of conforming to the nature of the absolute purity,

clarity and subtlety of ÂtmÂ. ….. The cause of the erroneous

‘I’ notion in the buddhi down to the gross body is due to

their semblance to Âtmacaitanya. …… Hence to gain the

knowledge of ÂtmÂ, what has to be accomplished is simply

the withdrawal (nivçtti) from all the superimposed

anÂtmÂ  characterised by name and form. .…  All that is

required for BrahmajáÂna, therefore is the nirÂkaraàam

of avidyÂdhyÂropaàa, namely, termination of the ignorance

and its effect. The means to abide in the true nature of ÂtmÂ

is verily the withdrawal (nivçtti) of the mind from the distinct

pluralistic cognitions alien to ÂtmÂ (B.G.Bh. 18-50). In short

the knowing of ÂtmÂ is to end the superimposed ignorance

with its effects (Bç.U.Bh. 1-4-10)’.

This state of mind described above, free from the

superimposed nÂmaröpÂtmaka dçïya, is described as yoga in the

Kaòhopaniîat (2-3-9 to 11). In his bhÂîya, the bhÂîyakÂra also affirms

that ÂtmÂ abiding in its true nature – free from the superimposition of

entities effected by ignorance – can be directly known only in that

state.62

62 ve mebÂçes efle‰efle ¤hecemÙe ve Ûe#eg<ee heçÙeefle keâ§evewveced  ~
ùoe ceveer<ee cevemeeÓefYekeäèhle:µ Ùe SleefÉogjce=leemles YeJeefvle  ~~ keâ" – 2-3-9
µDeelcee %eelegb çekeäÙeles Fefle JeekeäÙeçes<e:  ~ (Yee<Ùe)

Ùeoe hebÛeeJeefle‰vles %eeveeefve cevemee men  ~
yegefæ§e ve efJeÛes°efle leeceeng: hejceeb ieefleced   ~~ keâ" – 2-3-10

leeb Ùeesieefceefle# cevÙevles efmLejeefceefvõÙeOeejCeeced  ~
DeØeceòemleoe YeJeefle Ùeesiees efn ØeYeJeehÙeÙeew  ~~ keâ" – 2-3-11

# is for Ùeesieb. SlemÙeeb efn DeJemLeeÙeeb DeefJeÅeeOÙeejesheCeJeefpe&lemJe¤heØeefle‰: Deelcee
(%eelegb çekeäÙeles is DeOÙeenej: from Yee<Ùe 2-3-9)
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In his Vivaraàa-prameya-saßgraha, ìrÍ VidyÂraàya Muni
quotes certain verses from a PurÂàa to describe BrahmavijáÂna  –
the direct cognition of Brahman.  The quotation confirms that the

preponderance of the akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti, termed jáÂna in the

sötrabhÂîya, is the means (pramÂàa ) to gain BrahmÂvagati –

BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra. The quoted PurÂàic verses are as follows.

‘A pure antaÉkaraàa-vçtti (free from the cognition of all dçïya),
is born in the mind of a  mumukîu who practises sÂdhana-caòuîtya-
saÙpatti and pursues the means of the MahÂvÂkya.  This provides

access to the knowledge of the identity between jÍva and Brahman.
The ìÂßkarÍ cit –  the manifestation (or reflection) of the self-existent

cit (pure awareness)  which is Brahmasvaröpa reflected in that vçtti
– is itself BrahmajáÂna.  That alone destroys the ignorance of ÂtmÂ
(and reveals jÍva-brahmaikya)’.63

The BhÂmatÍ gloss provides the meaning of avagati as

sÂkîÂtkÂra, which as seen earlier, is revealed through the final

steadfastness of the akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti.

ONLY BRAHMÀNUBHAVA ENDS ADHYÀSA

In his PaácapÂdikÂ, ìrÍ PadmapÂdÂcÂrya defines avagati
as sÂkîÂt anubhavaÉ – the direct experience of Brahman / ÂtmÂ. In

this work, ìrÍ PadmapÂdÂcÂrya  concludes his comments on the

adhyÂsabhÂîya  by stating that the elimination of adhyÂsa – the cause

of calamitous saÙsÂra – is possible  only by gaining

self-knowledge (jáÂnam) culminating in BrahmÂnubhava.64

63. From efJeJejCeØecesÙemeb«en by efJeÅeejCÙe
lele: meJeeËieefve‰mÙe ØelÙeiyeÇÿewkeâieesÛeje  ~
Ùee Je=efòecee&vemeer çegæe peeÙeles JesoJeekeäÙele:  ~~8~~

lemÙeeb Ùee efÛeoefYeJÙeefòeâ: mJele: efmeæe Ûe çeebkeâjer  ~
leosJe yeÇÿeefJe%eeveb leosJeeÓ%eeveveeçeveced  ~~9~~

64. ...... SJeb Denbkeâle&=lJeØecegKe: ef›eâÙeekeâejkeâHeâueelcekeâ: ueeskeâJÙeJenej: DeOÙemle:
efvelÙeMegæyegæcegòeâmJeYeeJes Deelceefve  ~ Dele: leeÂkeâd yeÇÿeelceevegYeJeheÙe&vleeled %eeveeled
DeveLe&nslees: DeOÙeememÙe efveJe=efòe®heheÅeles Fefle leoLe&efJe<eÙeJesoevleceerceebmeejcYe:
GheheÅeles  ~ (hebÛeheeefokeâe)
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WHY  ÀTMÀNUBHAVA  IS  THE  CULMINATION  OF

ÀTMAJÜÀNA

The following reflections throw more light on the

sÂkîÂdanubhava (or direct experience) of ÂtmÂ.65

Q : What does the word sÂkîÂt (direct) in the phrase

sÂkîÂdanubhava  of ÂtmÂ mean?

Ans : SÂkîÂt means avyavahitam (i.e. not separated by anything

intervening – Bç.U. 3-4-1 bhÂîya), immediate, or not

mediated,  by virtue of the fact that it takes place without

the operation / presence of  any intermediaries such as the

sense-organs, mind, intellect, antaÉkaraàa-vçtti, knower

(pramÂtÂ), or even the pramÂàa (means of knowledge).

Q : In that case, how is a direct experience of ÂtmÂ ever possible,

since all experiences take place through the instrumentality

of some of the above mentioned intermediaries?

Ans : ÀtmÂ is anubhavasvaröpa  –  anubhava (experience) is the

very nature of ÂtmÂ.  It is a self-experiencing principle.

Q : Is the experience in the so called ÂtmÂnubhava (free from

dçïya) that of Âtmacaitanya or of something else? If it is the

experience of something else (other than Âtmacaitanya),

that something else has to be dçïya, inert (jaÅa) and a

65. Based on ßee rJeee fme‰cenejeceeÙeCeleelheÙe &ØekeâeMeJÙeeKÙee by hejcenbme
ßeerceoevevoyeesOesvõmejmJeleer on ÙeesieJeeefme‰:, JewjeiÙeØekeâjCeb meie&: 3, ëueeskeâ: 6.
ÂçÙeb veemleerefle yeesOesve cevemees ÂçÙeceepe&veced  ~
mebheVeb ÛesòeoglheVee heje efveJee&CeefveJe=&efle:  ~~6~~ Ùees. Jee. Jew. Øe. 3-6

JÙeeKÙee – DevegYetÙeles Fefle Gòeâ: (stated in earlier verse peieod YeüceesÓÙeb ÂçÙeesÓefhe
veemlÙesJeslÙevegYetÙeles) DevegYeJe: efkebâ DeelceÛewlevÙeb SJe Gle DevÙe:  ~ ve leeJeovÙe:~
efÛeodJÙeefleefjòeâmÙe pe[leÙee efJe<eÙeleÙee Ûe DevegYeJelJeeÙeesieeled  ~ Deelcee SJe Ûesled me:
hetJe&ced SJe Demleerefle efkebâ çeeŒesCe Fefle DeeçebkeäÙeen — ÂçÙeefceefle  ~ melÙeb, DeelcewJeevegYeJe:,
leLeehÙemeew ÂçÙemenke=âle: ve leovegYeJe: efkeâvleg cevemees Je=efòe¤hesCe DeelceleòJemee#eelkeâejyeesOesve
DeefJeÅeeveeçeeled leogheeoevekeâÂçÙeceepe&veb ÂçÙeb keâeue$eÙesÓefhe veeefmle SJeb¤heb mebheVeb Ûesled
efvelÙeefmeæelce¤heeefhe heje efveJee&CeefveJe=&efle: lemceeled leòJe%eeveeled GlheVee FJe YeJeefle Fefle
kesâJeue: leodÉeje mJe¤heYetle: Deefhe DevegYeJe: çeeŒeHeâueb FlÙeLe&:  ~
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sense object (or viîaya, binding in nature), since everything

apart from cit (caitanya) is dçïya. Now to talk about a distinct

experience of dçïya is meaningless. Dçïya does not need a

separate experience, since we experience the dçïya-jagat

incessantly. We do not need the ïÂstra (VedÂnta) for its

knowledge. On the other hand, if it is the anubhava

(experience) of ÂtmÂ alone that is sought, the experience is

already available since ÂtmÂ itself is anubhava-svaröpa, the

self-experiencing principle. We experience ÂtmÂ in and

through and concurrent with each experience of every object.

Where then is the need for a separate ÂtmÂnubhava? Is a

distinct ÂtmÂnubhava even possible? Why do we need the

ïÂstra (VedÂnta) for ÂtmÂnubhava when ÂtmÂ itself is

anubhavasvaröpa?

Ans : Yes, it is true; ÂtmÂ  is experience itself (i.e. anubhava-

svaröpaÉ) – the self-experiencing principle.  Yet, what is

experienced in the state of ignorance is ÂtmÂ  intermixed

with the adhyasta (superimposed) dçïya-jagat.  This

experience is sopÂdhika, and not the correct (yathÂrtha)

experience of nirupÂdhika ÂtmÂ in its true nature.

Q : What then is the correct (yathÂrtha ) experience of ÂtmÂ ?

Ans : Firstly, avidyÂ (ignorance) has to be destroyed by jáÂna-

pramÂàa (vide pg. 122, 127-fn.46). The true nature of ÂtmÂ

gets directly revealed thereby, namely, Âtmatattva-

sÂkîÂtkÂra-bodha is gained. It is gained by means of the

ÂtmÂkÂra-vçtti (i.e. manasaÉ vçttiröpeàa).  As a result of this

vçtti, all effects of ignorance in terms of the adhyasta

(superimposition) on ÂtmÂ / Brahman, or dçïya-prapaáca,

disappear from the range of experience. Even though ÂtmÂ

exists forever in its true nature and never changes, it is

only when the ÂtmÂkÂra-vçtti is gained that the experience

of ÂtmÂ in its limitless Ânandasvaröpa appears as if born

through the knowledge of ÂtmÂ.  The experience involving
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the Âtmatattva-sÂkîÂtkÂra  of ÂtmÂ is free from all that is

adhyasta or dçïya, in contrast to the state of ignorance, where

the experience is intermixed with the adhyasta.  Thus despite

being one’s true nature, the experience of ÂtmÂ  appears to

be born as a result (phala) of the ïÂstra (VedÂnta) through

the knowledge in the form of Âtmatattva-sÂkîÂtkÂra (the direct

cognition of ÂtmÂ) gained through the ÂtmÂkÂra-vçtti, also

known as akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti, occurring  in a pure (ïuddha)

and steady (niïcala) mind (antaÉkaraàa).

Q : Why is it necessary to completely stop the adhyasta or

dçïyaprapaáca  from one’s range of experience, when the

ïÂstra (VedÂnta), the ultimate pramÂàa, throughout declares

that everything is Brahman and the entire adhyasta anÂtmÂ

is mithyÂ (false) in nature?

Ans : Yes, everything  – the entire mithyÂ adhyasta  anÂtmÂ – is

Brahman. Such statements are ornamental after gaining

BrahmajáÂna. But to simply quote these in the state of

ignorance to refute the means that is indispensable is

untimely, premature and disastrous (YogavÂsiîòha, Utpatti

67-60 and 61). Everything is indeed  Brahman, to the extent

that the superimposed prapaáca has no independent

existence without its adhiîòhÂna (basis) – Brahman. It is an

equation of bÂdha-sÂmÂnÂdhikaraàyam (juxtaposition with

inherent negation), as seen in the illustration of the

sthÂàurayam puruîaÉ – “the post is a man”, a post in the

darkness being mistaken for a thief.  In this case, the basis

– post – has to be known directly devoid of the superimposed

entity – the thief. The bhÂîyakÂra  says that the

sÂmÂnÂdhikaraàyam – viz. everything  is Brahman (sarvam

Brahma) – is intended for the dissolution (pravilÂpanÂrtham)

of Creation (prapaáca, – SötrabhÂîya 1-3-1).66  The ïruti

statement – sarvam Brahma – does not intend to confer the

status of nirvikÂrÍ (changeless)  Brahman to the vikÂrÍ (ever

changing) mithyÂ jagat.

66. meJeË yeÇÿe Fefle leg meeceeveeefOekeâjCÙeb ØehebÛeØeefJeueeheveeLe&ced ~
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Therefore aparokîa BrahmajáÂna  should be free

from all the adhyasta. The bhÂîyakÂra  highlights this aspect

when he says : The means to abide in the true nature of

ÂtmÂ is verily the withdrawal (nivçtti ) of the mind from the

distinct pluralistic cognitions alien to ÂtmÂ (B.G.Bh. 18-50).

Dvaita jagat and advaita Brahman cannot be known

simultaneously.  ‘The BrahmajáÂnÍ absorbed in Brahman

does not perceive the jagat, whereas the individual engrossed

in the jagat does not know Brahman,  just as a sleeper does

not know dream, and a dreamer knows not sleep’67.

Sage VÂsiîòha, in considering the nature of

aparokîa BrahmajáÂna, provides the rationale for this

prerequisite. He states: ‘This too is the unique nature of

tattvajáÂna (ÂtmajáÂna), namely the ahaÙkÂra which is false

(erroneous), having known its true nature, merges in ÂtmÂ.

The complete extinction of seer (draîòÂ) and seen (dçïya) is

the highest nirvÂàa (mokîa)’. ‘Dçïya with its accompanying

tripuòÍ is absent in nirvÂàa (mokîa). Mokîa is (also) not

present in dçïya and tripuòÍ. Mokîa and dçïya / tripuòÍ

cannot co-exist, like light and darkness’68. Sage AîòÂvakra

warns : O son ! You may learn or even teach different

ïÂstras many a time. Nevertheless, your mind will not get

absorbed in ÂtmÂ unless you withdraw from all dçïyas 
#.

SureïvarÂcÂrya highlights the above fact: a jáÂnÍ

whose mind is absorbed steadfastly in ÂtmÂ does not

perceive the dçïya-jagat 69.

67. yeÇÿeelcee Jesefòe vees meieËË  meiee&lcee  yeÇÿe Jesefòe vees ~
meg<eghleess Jesefòe vees mJehe>b mJehe>mLees ve meg<eghlekeâced ~~ (Ùees.Jee.efve.G. 40-9)

68. S<e SJe mJeYeeJees Ùeod õ°=ÂçÙe#eÙeesÓefKeue: ~
%eelJeeÓmelÙee efJeefveJee&Cecenbleelceefve ieÛÚefle ~~8~~
efveJee&Ces veeefmle öçÙeeefo öçÙeeoew veeefmle efveJe&=efle: ~
efceLeesÓveÙeesjvegYeJees ve ÛÚeÙeeleheÙeesefjJe ~~9~~ (Ùees.Jee.efve.G.meie& 37)

#. DeeÛe#Je ße=Ceg Jee leele veeveeçeem$eCÙeveskeâçe: ~
leLeeefhe ve leJe mJeemLÙeb meJe&efJemcejCeeÂles ~~ (De°eJekeÇâieerlee 16-1)

69. DeelcevÙesJee¤{YeeJees peieosleVe Jeer#eles ~~56~~ (hebÛeerkeâjCeJeeefle&keâced)
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From the stand-point of the paramÂrtha svaröpa (true

nature) of jagat free from the adhyasta upÂdhis of names

and forms, the statement “Everything is Brahman” is de

jure (a legitimate statement). But given that the attributes of

jagat are vivid, the statement is not de facto (not founded in

fact). The PratÍkÂdhikaraàa (Br.Sö. 4-1-4) implies this truth

when it says that pratÍkÂs (symbols) such as the sun, mind,

space, name etc. with their upÂdhis of names and forms

cannot be Brahman by themselves, but are  Brahman

paramÂrthataÉ (in their true nature) free from adhyasta upÂdhis.

What holds good for a pratÍka is true of the entire jagat. The

jagat with its names and forms as it presently obtains is not

Brahman in and of itself. It is so only in its true nature free

from upÂdhis. A mere repetition of the statement “Everything

is Brahman” without BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra cannot do away with

the need for prapaáca-pravilÂpana as a means.

Direct knowledge is true to the thing to be known.

An antÉakaraàa-vçtti not true to the nature of ÂtmÂ – not

free from adhyasta prapaáca – cannot remove its ignorance.

It should be a replica of ÂtmÂ / Brahman, i.e. ÂtmÂkÂra /

BrahmÂkÂra – free from the experienced mithyÂ prapaáca.

A mere verbal denial of adhyasta claiming it to be mithyÂ

(apparent) is only a consolation. Such verbal denial is not

capable of dissolving the adhyasta saÙsÂra, which is

anubhavasiddha – established by direct experience.  The

termination of the vivid experience of saÙsÂra should also

be anubhavasiddha. Problem and solution have to have the

same degree of reality. The absence of perception of the

adhyasta dçïya in deep sleep does not bring the experience

of saÙsÂra to an end. The root cause of saÙsÂra, viz. the

adhyÂsa of ignorance, is present in deep sleep. It is not a

state entirely free from adhyÂsa. Aparokîa  BrahmajáÂna is

not possible without the direct cognition of ÂtmÂ / Brahman
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in its true nature free from the adhyasta dçïya prapaáca. That

is why the bhÂîyakÂra, in concluding the adhyÂsabhÂîya,

emphasizes the need to abandon (prahÂàa) the calamitous

adhyÂsa with its root cause (vide pg. 90).

To explain it differently, when a rope is mistaken

for a snake in the dark, the absence of a snake can be

ascertained only upon direct perception of the rope, and

the consequent non-presence of the snake under light. The

snake or rather the erroneous impression of a snake

concealed the rope. The rope cannot be known if the snake

continues to be perceived without catching the sight of the

actual rope at least once. The same is true with ÂtmÂ. ÀtmÂ

/ Brahman apparently concealed by the features of the

adhyasta (superimposed) embodiment and by perception

is not available for direct cognition as ‘I’ in its true nature.70

If ÂtmÂ free from the adhyasta dçïya is not directly

appreciated, the superimposed (adhyasta) delusion ‘I am

a saÙsÂrÍ ’ will persist as a direct experience. In that case,

‘I am Brahman’ will become a matter of ïraddhÂ (faith)

similar to the existence of the heavens and VedÂnta will be

reduced to a non-verifiable pramÂàa similar to dharmajijáÂsÂ.

This is not the case.

The yathÂrthÂnubhava (experience true to the

nature) of whatever is experienced is the basic constituent

– cardinal essence – of both direct perception (pratyakîa-

jáÂna) and direct self-knowledge (aparokîa-jáÂna of ÂtmÂ).

There cannot be aparokîa-jáÂna (direct self-knowledge)

without ÂtmÂnubhava/BrahmÂnubhava (experience

conforming to the true nature of ÂtmÂ/Brahman), which is

the unconditional requirement. Statements such as ‘I am

70. S<e meJex<eg Yetles<eg (yeÇÿeeefomlebyeheÙe&vles<eg) iet{: (mebJe=le: oçe&veßeJeCeeefokeâcee&
DeefJeÅeeceeÙeeÛÚVe: Dele: SJe) Deelcee ve Øekeâeçeles (DeelcelJesve keâmÙeefÛeled) ~
(Kò.U./Bh. 1-3-12)
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Brahman’ drawn from the VedÂnta-pramÂàa  but simply

mouthed without gaining the yathÂrthÂnubhava of ÂtmÂ/

Brahman as paramÂnanda-svaröpa, although supported by

a level of reasoning, at best represent parokîa-jáÂna

(indirect knowledge) which cannot destroy the aparokîa

bhrama (directly experienced delusion), ‘I am a

saÙsÂrÍ ’.

The notion ‘I am a saÙsÂrÍ ’ is a saÙvit (caitanya

conditioned by an antaÉkaraàa-vçtti). This saÙvit is

subjective knowledge (prÂtibhÂsika) during the period of

the ignorance of ÂtmÂ, just like the knowledge ‘this is

silver’ in the example of a sea-shell mistaken for silver.

The existence of the notion ‘I am a saÙsÂrÍ ’ cannot be

negated without a direct experience in the form of ‘I am

free from sorrowful saÙsÂra’. It is similar to the mistaken

impression of the existence of silver coming to an end

through the experience that what exists is in fact a shell.

Sage Vasiîòha vividly brings out the principle underlying

this phenomenon. Some contenders object that

experience alone cannot be the basis for the knowledge of

the existence of an entity, as seen in the case of silver

which, though experienced in the sea-shell, is found to be

non-existent. In reply, the principle is enunciated: ‘any

entity whatsoever known internally (subjectively –

prÂtibhÂsikatayÂ) by a saÙvit (by way of an antaÉkaraàa-

vçtti) is experienced by it (saÙvit) exactly as known,

irrespective of the fact that the knowledge of the entity is

true or false. In short, what is known thus (subjectively),

whether true or false, is established by experience’

(YogavÂsiîòha, NirvÂàa uttara, 79-31)71. The outcome of

this implies that any deeply rooted erroneous knowledge

of an entity, which is subjectively experienced (e.g. the

71. ÙeevleJexefòe ÙeLee mebefJelmee leLeevegYeJelÙeueced ~
Demleg melÙecemelÙeb Jee efmeæefcelÙevegYeteflele: ~~ Ùees.Jee.efve.G. 79-31
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notion that ‘I am a saÙsÂrÍ ’) cannot be terminated without

the correct experience of that entity.

The distinction between the direct (aparokîa) and

indirect (parokîa) knowledge of ÂtmÂ is based on the

presence or absence of ÂtmÂnubhava/BrahmÂnubhava –

the unique experience conforming to the true nature of ÂtmÂ

/ Brahman.

THE BHÀëYAKÀRA EMPHASIZES TERMINATION OF

ÀTMÀNÀTMÀDHYÀSA

It is noteworthy that in the following passages (GÍtÂ Bh.

18-50), the bhÂîyakÂra repeatedly emphasizes the need to eliminate

(nivçttiÉ or nirÂkaraàam) of ÂtmÂnÂtmÂdhyÂsa.

i) veece¤heeÅeveelceeOÙeejesheCeefveJe=efòe: SJe keâeÙee& ~ (To gain the

knowledge of ÂtmÂ, what needs to be accomplished is only

the termination or withdrawal (nivçtti) of all the

superimposed anÂtmÂ characterised by name and form).

ii) DeefJeÅeeOÙeejesheefvejekeâjCecee$eb yeÇÿeefCe keâle&JÙeced ~ (With respect to

BrahmajáÂna, all that is required is the nirÂkaraàam of

avidyadhyÂropaàa – shutting out of cognition all

superimposed entities effected by ignorance).

iii) yee¢eekeâejYesoyegefæefveJe=efòe: SJe DeelcemJe¤heeuecyeves keâejCeced ~ (The

means to abide in the true nature of ÂtmÂ  is verily the

withdrawal of the mind from the distinct pluralistic cognitions

alien to ÂtmÂ).

TERMINATION OF ÀTMÀNÀTMÀDHYÀSA  IS POSSIBLE

AdhyÂsa is sarvaloka-pratyakîa – directly experienced

by one and all. It is anubhavasiddha – established by experience.

The entire adhyasta-dçïya-prapaáca including ajáÂna which

encompasses all antaÉkaraàvçttis or the three states of
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consciousness, is anubhavasiddha. Its total absence – never to return

– should also necessarily be anubhavasiddha. There is no rule to

the effect that anubhava (experience) is possible only in the presence

of the adhyasta ahaÙkÂra as pramÂtÂ, anubhavitÂ (experiencer) or

jáÂta (knower). Nirvikalpa-samÂdhi, in which the tripuòÍ is absent,

proves that the absence of the entire adhyasta-prapaáca is

experiential. SamÂdhi  by itself is not ÂtmajáÂna. It is one of the

means to prepare the mind to gain BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra /

aparokîajáÂna. Lord Kçîàa declares that the mind cleansed by

samÂdhi is an indispensable means to gain self-knowledge when

he says:

Deelcevee (meceeefOeheefjçegæsve Devle:keâjCesve) Deelceeveb (hejb ÛewlevÙeb)
heçÙeved (GheueYeceeve:)...... (B.G./Bh. 6-20).

Tr. Directly knowing ÂtmÂ through the mind cleansed (purified)

by means of samÂdhi……

In fact, all experiences are possible due to anubhavasvaröpa

ÂtmÂ. Even when the ÂtmÂnÂtmÂdhyÂsa ends as in the case of a

jÍvanmukta, anubhavasvaröpa ÂtmÂ continues in terms of

svaröpÂnubhava, ÂtmÂnubhava, BrahmÂnubhava. This vindicates the

following definitions of mokîa.

i) ÀtmÂ itself free from avidyÂ and its kÂrya (effect) is mokîa

(VedÂntakalpalatikÂ).

ii) SvÂtmani avasthÂnam (the abidance in ÂtmÂ) is mokîa

(Tai.U.Bh. 1-12; Ke.U. Pada Bh. 2-4).

It cannot be contended that adhyÂsanivçtti (the termination

of dçïya ÂtmÂnÂtmÂdhyÂsa) is not possible to achieve. It is certainly

possible. The different means such as sÂdhanacatuîòaya-saÙpatti,

amÂnitvÂdi (B.G. 13-7 to 11), ïravaàa, manana, nididhyÂsana,

aîòaßgayoga or what is termed as ïraddhÂ-bhakti-dhyÂnayoga

(Kai.U. 1-2) or adhyÂtmayogÂdhigamaÉ (Kò.U. 1-2-12) culminate

directly or indirectly in adhyÂsanivçtti. Take for instance

adhyÂtmayogÂdhigamaÉ.
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It is defined as –

efJe<eÙesYÙe: ØeeflemebùlÙe Ûesleme: Deelceefve meceeOeeveb DeOÙeelceÙeesie:,
lemÙe DeefOeiece: (Øeeefhle:, Kò.U. Bh. 1-2-12) ~

Tr. The accomplishment (adhigamaÉ) of the absorption of the

mind (samÂdhÂnam / samÂdhiÉ) in ÂtmÂ through a total

withdrawal of the mind from sense objects (viîayas) is

adhyÂtmayogÂdhigamaÉ.

ìrÍ VidyÂraàya Muni describes adhyÂtmayogÂdhigamaÉ as

pratyagÂtma-samÂdhi-prÂptiÉ – the achievement of the state of total

absorption of the mind in ÂtmÂ (JÍvanmuktiviveka, Ch.-2).

Sage VÂlmÍki, describing jÍvanmukti to his disciple

BharadvÂja based on his own direct experience, comments on the

need to end the cognition of dçïya-jagat or adhyasta-prapaáca. ‘O

good man, to forget the delusion of this jagat – experienced just like

the (non-existing) blueness of the sky – such that it is not remembered

again is what I consider an exalted accomplishment. It cannot be

experienced without the knowledge that in reality there is no dçïya

at all. Even though dçïya is perceived, it is certainly possible to

experience its total absence. The unsurpassed happiness of mokîa

(parÂ nirvÂàanirvrtiÉ) is born when the mind is cleansed of dçïya by

the knowledge (i.e. by the jáÂna-pramÂàa, ÂtmÂkÂravçtti directly

revealing ÂtmÂ) that it (dçïya) does not exist (in the three periods of

time)’72, (Yo.VÂ, Vai, 3-2 to 6).

72 YeücemÙe peeielemÙeemÙe peelemÙeekeâeçeJeCe&Jeled ~
Dehegve:mcejCeb cevÙes meeOees efJemcejCeb Jejced ~~
ÂçÙeelÙevleeYeeJeyeesOeb efJevee leVeevegYetÙeles ~~
peieodYeüceesÓÙeb ÂçÙeesÓefhe veemlÙesJeslÙevegYetÙeles ~~
ÂçÙeb veemleerefle yeesOesve cevemees ÂçÙeceepe&veced ~
mebheVeb ÛesòeoglheVee heje efveJee&CeefveJe=&efòe: ~~ (ÙeesieJeeefme‰:, JewjeiÙeØekeâjCeced ,
Ch. 3-2 to 6) vide page 144, footnote 65 also.
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DEFINITION OF ÀTMÀNUBHAVA

In his commentary on the next sötra, the bhÂîyakÂra

specifies ÂtmÂnubhava/BrahmÂnubhava as the culmination of

BrahmajáÂna and draws a distinction between the modes of

operation of the pramÂàas in the case of BrahmajijáÂsÂ and in the

case of dharmajijáÂsÂ.  The nature of ÂtmÂnubhava  is defined clearly

as ‘I am pure non-dual awareness free from all sorrows’ (Br.Sö.Bh.

4-1-2 ...... meJe&ogŠKeefJeefveceg&òewâkeâÛewlevÙeelcekeâesÓnb Fefle S<e: DeelceevegYeJe:). I (ÂtmÂ),

being self-evident (svaprakÂïa; svayamjyoti), whatever is signified

by the term ‘I’ – whether in the state of ignorance or of knowledge,

whether in conjunction with adhyasta objects or not – is necessarily

self-evident.  So the experience of ‘I’ persists invariably at all times,

whether true to its nature or otherwise. Total freedom from all

sorrows is possible only when the experiential adhyasta anÂtmÂ,

including ignorance, is completely eliminated (nirÂkçta, nivçtta) from

one’s cognition.

THE  RESULT  (PHALA) OF  BRAHMÀVAGATIÈ

The  end result of BrahmÂvagati  is now described:

Yee. yeÇÿeeJeieefle: efn heg®<eeLe&:, efve:Mes<emebmeejyeerpeeefJeÅeeÅeveLe&efveyen&Ceeled~
lemceeled yeÇÿe e fJeefpe%eeefmeleJÙeced ~

Bh.Tr. The direct cognition of Brahman called BrahmÂvagati

is the highest human accomplishment because it

destroys the entire saÙsÂra and everything that is

disastrous in nature, along with its root cause, avidyÂ.

Therefore Brahman should be inquired into.

Human accomplishments (puruîÂrthas) that are deemed

worthwhile are grouped into four categories :

i) Dharma : Accomplishment of the relative good in terms of

sense-pleasures here and heavenly pleasures hereafter

through the means of scriptural injunctions – scriptural do’s

and don’ts.
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ii) Artha :  Acquisition of assets such as wealth, possessions

etc.

iii) KÂma :  Fulfilment of desires not proscribed (niîiddha) by

the scriptures.

iv) Mokîa – Liberation :  Abidance in one’s true nature, which

is forever free from all limitations and sorrows and is itself

limitless happiness.

The puruîartha referred to here as mokîa is the result of

BrahmÂvagati, in the face of which all other accomplishments lose

their significance. The PaácapÂdikÂ describes BrahmÂvagati  as

BrahmaröpatÂ-sÂkîÂtkaraàam – the direct cognition of Brahman in

its true nature.   Having expounded on the meaning of the words in

the sötra, the import of the sötra is now pronounced in a tone of

command exhorting one to undertake BrahmavicÂra – the inquiry

into the nature of Brahman.  The eligibility of an individual to take to

inquiry having been established by the words ‘atha’ and ‘ataÉ ’ of

this sötra, BrahmavicÂra  is quite tenable.

BRAHMAN IS LIMITLESS (ANANTA) HAPPINESS (ÀNANDA)

BrahmÂvagati is described as the highest human

accomplishment. But does it not lack happiness, and is not the

seeking of happiness the fundamental urge of all living beings? This

doubt is born of ignorance of Brahman. The nature of Brahman is

simultaneous ever-existence (sat), knowledge (cit) and happiness

(Ânanda) which is limitless (ananta). Brahman does not lose its intrinsic

nature of sat, cit and Ânanda (happiness) only because it is ananta

(SarvasÂropaniîat). The Ânanda (happiness) that is universally

experienced by the jÍva in deep sleep or in sense-pleasure originates

from the only primary source of happiness, viz. ÂtmÂ / Brahman /

BhömÂ (Kai.U. 15, MÂ.U. 5, Bç.U. 4-3-32, Ch.U. 7-23-1). Scriptures

use different synonyms for the word happiness (Ânanda) to describe

the nature of happiness of Brahman. Some of these are:
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Ânandam (Bç.U. 3-9-28, 4-3-32/33; Tai.U. 2-4, 2-7, 3-6), sukham (Ch.U.

7-23-1, Kò.U. 5-12, ìv.U. 6-12, B.G. 6-21/27), kam (Ch.U. 4-10-4/5),

rasaÉ (Tai.U. 2-7), priyam (S.R.U. 58/59). Generally, words such as

Ânanda and sukham indicate viîayÂnanda, the limited sense-pleasure

born of contact with sense objects. But when used to describe

Brahman, these limitations are eliminated by qualifying Ânanda etc.

with words which specify limitlessness, eternity and exaltedness.

Such words are: BhömÂ (infinite), Brahman, anantam (limitless),

ïÂïvatam (eternal), Âtyantikam (endless), parama (primary, best),

uttamam (exalted) etc. Thus unlike viîayÂnanda, the words Ânanda,

sukham etc. used to specify Brahman indicate the unborn, self-evident

(svaprakÂïa), limitless happiness, the svaröpa of Brahman free from

tripuòÍ (Bç.U.Bh. 3-9-28, 4-3-32).

The Taittiriya (2-8/Bh.) and BçhadÂraàyaka (4-3-33/Bh.)

Upaniîads contain an inquiry into the measure of Ânanda (happiness

– not ananta) enjoyed by beings in different species of embodiments.

The inquiry starts with the happiness enjoyed by an ideal emperor

as the basic unit, with a hundredfold increase in each successively

higher embodiment upto the highest embodiment, Hiraàyagarbha.

The counting stops here. The Ânanda (happiness) enjoyed in all these

embodiments is akin to a drop in the ocean of happiness that is

Brahman (Bç.U. 4-3-32). Thus BrahmÂnanda is limitless happiness

and non-dual in nature which is self-evident in BrahmÂvagati.

BrahmÂvagati is therefore the highest human accomplishment.

BRAHMAVICÀRA  IS  VALID

BrahmavicÂra  and its result were elaborated in the context

of the adhyÂsa of the jagat on Brahman. Nevertheless a doubt

remains, viz., whether Brahman is already known or unknown by

anyone at any time. This topic is broached to show that Brahman is

neither totally unknown nor completely known, indicating the

necessity of BrahmavicÂra.
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Yee. lelhegve: yeÇÿe Øeefmeæb DeØeefmeæb  Jee mÙeeled ~  Ùeefo Øeefmeæb ve
efpe%eeefmeleJÙeced ~  DeLe DeØeefmeæb ve SJe MekeäÙeb efpe%eeefmelebg Fefle~

Bh.Tr. Furthermore, the question arises, is Brahman known

or unknown.  If already known, an inquiry into it is  not

needed. If totally unknown, it is simply not possible to

undertake an inquiry into it.

It is always an unknown entity whose knowledge is sought

in order to end ignorance of that entity. Any attempt to know an

entity already known is meaningless. Therefore, the question of

undertaking an inquiry into a Brahman that is already known does

not arise.  On the other hand, if it is totally unknowable at all times,

none can  inquire into it as it transcends the realm of the human

intellect.  Either way, says the contender, an inquiry into the nature

of Brahman is not feasible. The bhÂîya points out that inquiry into

Brahman is certainly possible because Brahman is known only

vaguely in general and not fully in its true nature.

Yee. GÛÙeles - Deefmle leeJeled yeÇÿe efvelÙeMegæyegæcegòeâmJeYeeJeb, meJe&%eb,
meJe&MeefòeâmeceefvJeleced ~  yeÇÿeMeyomÙe efn JÙeglheeÅeceevemÙe
efvelÙeMegælJeeoÙe: DeLee&: ØeleerÙevles, ye=nles: Oeelees: DeLee&vegieceeled~

Bh.Tr. Brahman, by nature ever-existent (nitya), pure (ïuddha),

sentience (buddha), ever-free from limitations (mukta),

omniscient (sarvajáa) and endowed with omnipotence

(sarvaïaktimattva), is indeed known; an etymological

interpretation of the word Brahman shows that the

meanings of the above words ever-existent, pure etc.

are consistent with the meaning of its verbal root Bçh.

The word asti (i.e. is) is used in the bhÂîya in the sense of

prasiddhi – being known – and not existence because the topic

under discussion is whether Brahman is known and not whether it

exists. Now the question arises: what are the means of knowledge

through which Brahman can be known?  If it is accepted that
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Brahman is known through ïruti passages such as ‘satyam jáÂnam

anantam Brahma’, it can be argued that this does not make much

sense since these are words. It is well-known that words are

substantiated by forms and an object, being or event in the world,

whereas, Brahman  is not associated with any form in the world.

Hence, Brahman cannot be described through any words such as

‘Brahman’.

The above doubt is addressed by showing that Brahman,

with or without attributes, is certainly known.  This is proved through

the etymological derivation of the word Brahman.  The very use of

the word Brahman in the Upaniîads and the sötra implies that the

word has a meaning since meaningless words are never employed

in sentences that serve as a pramÂàa – means of knowledge.  The

word  Brahman means ‘bigness’ (mahatva).  This is in accordance

with PÂàinÍ’s system of grammar, which defines ‘Bçh’ as a verbal

root implying growth.  The ‘bigness’ conveyed by the word Brahman

is one of limitless nature since nothing can limit Brahman.  This can

be verified from the Upaniîads, where the word Brahman is

juxtaposed with the word ananta (limitless) to indicate that bigness

is a common feature of both words.  Limitless bigness is not possible

if a thing has limitations or lacks attributes such as omniscience

and omnipotence. Limited, valueless, defective things in the world

are considered insignificant. The etymological derivation ‘that which

is limitlessly big is Brahman’ (BçmhaàÂt Brahma)  thus establishes

that Brahman is ‘nityam (ever-existent), free from all limitations of

time, space and objects.  It is ïuddham’ (pure) because it is free

from ignorance and its ramifications. Brahman is ‘buddham’

(sentience) since it is devoid of inertness.  It is also ‘muktam’ as it is

truly free from bondage, even in the presence of apparent bondage.

Thus there is something called nirguàa Brahma (the attributeless

Brahman) which is flawless and perfect in all aspects, that is certainly

known.  Similarly, Brahman as the Creator principle endowed with

omniscience and omnipotence is also known.  The lack of knowledge

or power to create anything is tantamount to limitation, which is
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absent in the limitless Brahman.  This also determines that Brahman

is omniscient and omnipotent.  Yet, this is only a general knowledge

of Brahman and not complete by itself capable of fully destroying its

ignorance about itself.  That is the reason why inquiry into Brahman

needs to be undertaken.

Yee. meJe&mÙe DeelcelJeeled Ûe yeÇÿeeefmlelJeØeefmeefæ: ~  meJe&: efn DeelceeefmlelJeb
ØelÙese fle, ve ‘ve Denb Deefmce’   Fefle ~  Ùeefo efn ve
DeelceeefmlelJeØeefmeefæ: mÙeeled meJe&: ueeskeâ: ve Denb Deefmce Fefle
ØeleerÙeeled ~  Deelcee Ûe yeÇÿe ~

Bh.Tr. The existence of Brahman is also known since it is the

very ÂtmÂ (‘I’) of all. Everyone does experience their

own existence as ‘I am’; never does one experience ‘I

am not’.  If the existence of oneself (ÂtmÂ) were not

known, everyone would experience ‘I am not’.

(Moreover) ÂtmÂ (‘I’) itself is Brahman.

‘I am’ is a universal, self-evident experience.  It proves

the existence of oneself (ÂtmÂ).  But the question is, what does the

fact ‘I exist’ have to do with Brahman?  Here is the answer.  The

Vedas declare that this very same ‘I’ (ÂtmÂ) is Brahman.

If Brahman is already known as ÂtmÂ, we are again

confronted with the question of why it needs to be inquired into at

all. The doubt is presented and addressed.

Yee. Ùeefo leefn& ueeskesâ yeÿe DeelcelJesve Øeefmeæb Deefmle lele: %eeleb SJe
Fefle Deefpe%eemÙelJeb hegve: DeeheVeced ~

Bh.Tr. If Brahman is known in the world as oneself (ÂtmÂ ),

that it is already known shows once again that it need

not be inquired into.

To know an entity is to get rid of the ignorance of that entity.

The beneficial results of its knowledge are gained either directly or

indirectly as the case may be. Indirectly usually refers to making
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use of the means gained from any specific knowledge. If ÂtmÂ is

already known, there is no scope for any inquiry to gain its

knowledge, since neither does ignorance about it have to be ended

nor can any result be obtained anew. Yes, that is true; even so, the

present knowledge of ÂtmÂ  is entirely different from its true nature.

Hence it should be inquired into. Otherwise, it is like the knowledge

‘this is silver’ where the object is in actuality a sea-shell. The

knowledge is true only to the extent that there does in fact exist

something termed as ‘this’, which does not however correspond to

the reality of the sea-shell. It is erroneous knowledge.  Similarly,

ÂtmÂ / Brahman is known in general as existing and as caitanya (the

sentience principle)  expressed and experienced  as ‘I am’, but not

known  fully in its true nature of limitless happiness.  The ïruti

declares that Brahman, identical to ÂtmÂ,  is vijáÂnam (the pure

knowledge-principle) and of the nature of unsurpassed  happiness

(Ânanda) totally free from sorrow (Bç.U. 3-9-28). By contrast, we

commonly experience ourselves to be limited, miserable, saÙsÂrÍ.

This common experience proves that our knowledge of the nature of

ÂtmÂ is only vague and general about its sentience and existence;

even then its specific nature remains unknown. If we had a correct

knowledge of the nature of ÂtmÂ without  BrahmavicÂra, there would

be no controversy or divergent views about its nature. If a sea-shell

is known to be a sea-shell, different views about it, such as it is

silver, dye etc., cannot arise. The very fact that there is widespread

dispute about the nature of ÂtmÂ  proves that its specific nature is

completely unknown though it is known vaguely in general. This is

pointed out in the following passage of the bhÂîya, where conflicting

views are cited.  It should be understood that the notions of general

and specific features attributed to ÂtmÂ are only imaginary. They are

due to the distinct and literal meanings of the words such as sat, cit

and Ânanda which signify ÂtmÂ.

Yee. ve, leefÉMes<eb Øeefle efJeØeefleheòes: ~ osncee$eb ÛewlevÙeefJeefMe°b Deelcee
Fefle Øeeke=âlee: pevee: ueeskeâeÙeeflekeâe: Ûe ØeefleheVee: ~  FefvõÙeeefCe
SJe Ûesleveeefve Deelcee Fefle Dehejs ~  ceve: Fefle DevÙes ~  efJe%eevecee$eb
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#eefCekeâb Fefle Skesâ ~  MetvÙeb Fefle Dehejs ~  Deefmle osneefoJÙeefleefjòeâ:
mebmeejer, keâlee&, Yeesòeâe Fefle Dehejs ~  Yeesòeâe SJe kesâJeueb ve keâlee&
Fefle Skesâ ~  Deefmle leodJÙeefleefjòeâ: F&Õej: meJe&%e: meJe&Meefòeâ:
Fefle kesâefÛeled ~  Deelcee me: Yeessòegâ: Fefle Dehejs~  SJeb yenJe:
efJeØeefleheVee: ÙegefòeâJeekeäÙeleoeYeememeceeßeÙee: mevle: ~

Bh.Tr. No.  (It is not correct to say that Brahman need not be

inquired into) because there is a dispute about its

specific nature.  Lay people (completely unexposed to

scriptural knowledge) and materialists, followers of the

cÂrvÂka (school of thought), consider the sentient

physical body itself to be ÂtmÂ.  Other materialists

understand the sentient senses alone to be ÂtmÂ.  Still

others take the mind to be ÂtmÂ.  The followers of (a

certain school of Buddhistic thought called) Kîaàika-

vijáÂnavÂdÍ take ÂtmÂ to be flickers of momentary

consciousness. The nihilists (belonging to a Buddhistic

school) consider ÂtmÂ to be non-existent.  (TÂrkikas
and some)  others say that ÂtmÂ is saÙsÂrÍ, the doer

(kartÂ) and experiencer (bhoktÂ) distinct from the

physical body.  The followers of the SÂßkhya school of

thought are of the view that ÂtmÂ is only the experiencer

(bhoktÂ) but not the doer (kartÂ).  The followers of the

Yoga school of thought consider that there is an Êïvara
(the Creator) who is omniscient and omnipotent but

distinct from the individual saÙsÂrÍ jÍva (ÂtmÂ).  The

VedÂntist asserts that Êïvara is the true nature of the

bhoktÂ jÍva (which in reality is the non-doer [akartÂ ]

sÂkîÍ, the all-illuminating knowledge-principle).  Thus,

taking recourse to reasoning and ïruti  texts as well as

their semblances, different schools of thought differ in

their concept of ÂtmÂ.

Some claim that in spite of differences in the understanding

of the nature of BrahmÂtmÂ, all can attain the highest goal of life
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regardless of the doctrine they place their faith in.  This renders

BrahmavicÂra   superfluous.  This viewpoint is now disputed.

Yee. le$e DeefJeÛeeÙe& ÙeeflkebâefÛeled ØeefleheÅeceeve: efve:ßesÙemeeled ØeeflenvÙesle
DeveLeË Ûe F&Ùeeled ~  lemceeled yeÇÿeefpe%eemeeshevÙeemecegKesve
JesoevleJeekeäÙeceerceebmee leoefJejesefOelekeâexhekeâjCee efve:ßesÙemeØeÙeespevee
ØemletÙeles ~~1~~

Bh.Tr. One who accepts any of the conflicting views without

a thorough inquiry will be deprived of mokîa (liberation)

and will be subjected to sorrows.  Therefore by

introducing BrahmajijáÂsÂ (the desire to know

Brahman), the sacred inquiry is commenced into

the Upaniîadic (VedÂntic) sentences supported by

reasoning unopposed to VedÂnta.  This is the means

to gain mokîa.

The direct knowledge of identity between Brahman and

ÂtmÂ alone can confer liberation.  Liberation is not possible through

other doctrines, which are incapable of conferring BrahmajáÂna.  A

person ignorant of his true nature can degrade to any despicable

depth in sorrowful saÙsÂra.  The bhÂîyakÂra  concludes his

exposition on the meaning of the sötra by exhorting mumukîus to

take to BrahmavicÂra.

To summarize, this sötra  elaborates the following four  topics:

i) The knowledge jÍvabrahmaikya is tenable because the

bondage of the jÍva is the outcome of adhyÂsa born of avidyÂ

– self-ignorance.

ii) The subject of BrahmajijáÂsÂ (BrahmavicÂra) is different

from that of dharmajijáÂsÂ.  Thus inquiry into the nature of

Brahman is relevant and is neither a repetition nor

superfluous or redundant.
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iii) The words ‘atha’ and ‘ataÉ’ of the sötra  establish the adhikÂrÍ

– the eligible person – who is competent to undertake inquiry

into the nature of Brahman.

iv) The nature of Brahman is not totally unknown and yet not

completely known. An incomplete, vague and general

knowledge of Brahman  /  ÂtmÂ cannot give liberation.

BrahmavicÂra  is therefore justified as the appropriate

means to gain BrahmajáÂna. It alone makes us discover

our true nature – ÂtmÂ   identical to Brahman – which is

limitless happiness  totally free from the least trace of

sorrow. Thus BrahmajáÂna  averts saÙsÂra.
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DEFINITION OF BRAHMAN

(pevceeÅeefOekeâjCeced )

BRAHMASóTRA  1-1-2

SUMMARY  OF  JANMÀDYADHIKARAÛAM   –  THE  TOPIC

OF  THE  SECOND  SóTRA

The VaiyÂsika-nyÂyamÂlÂ presents a summary of the

second sötra.

Subject: Brahmalakîaàam – the definition of Brahman.

Doubt: Can Brahman be defined?

Contrary Proposition (Pörvapakîa): The words origin (janma),

sustenance (sthiti) and destruction (bhaßgam) used in the

statement ‘yato vÂ imÂni bhötÂni jÂyante ….’

(Tai.U. 3-1-1) refer to this world. How can they bear any

relation to (the attributeless) Brahman?  Again each of

the words satyam, jáÂnam and anantam found in the ïruti

passage ‘satyam jáÂnam anantam Brahma’ (Tai.U. 2-1-1)

connotes a distinct meaning from the point of view of

linguistics.  How can they jointly establish the one,

non-dual Brahman?  Therefore it is not possible to define

Brahman either through a taòastha-lakîaàa (a feature which

defines an entity via an adventitious relationship with that

entity) or through a svaröpa-lakîaàa (the intrinsic

characteristic of an entity).

Doctrine (SiddhÂnta) : Even though origin, sustenance and

destruction are attributes of the world, their cause is

Brahman. The taòastha-lakîaàa  of Brahman can be

established through the method of juxtaposition with

negation (bÂdhasÂmÂnÂdhikaraàyam), akin to discerning
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a (mistaken) snake from its basis – the garland. Though

satyam, jáÂnam and anantam have different meanings in

the context of the world, they can in fact indicate one and

the same Brahman just as the word son, grandson, brother,

son-in-law, husband etc. can refer to the same individual

based on the relationship between the person using the

word and the individual referred to.  This proves that these

three words can jointly serve as the svaröpalakîaàa of

Brahman. The explanation also establishes that the same

Brahman is both the efficient and material cause of this

Creation.

THE  SECOND  SóTRA  IS  INTRODUCED

The first sötra established the indispensability of

BrahmavicÂra.  The import of the first sötra is now restated to bring

out the link between the earlier topic and this topic (adhikaraàa).

Yee. yeÇÿeefpe%eeefmeleJÙeb Fefle Gòeâced ~

Bh.Tr. It was stated (in the first sötra) that BrahmavicÂra
(inquiry into Brahman) should be undertaken (by a

mumukîu in order to gain BrahmajáÂna).

In order to undertake an inquiry into Brahman, a specific

examination of aspects that are pertinent, such as BrahmapramÂàas

(the means of knowledge to know Brahman), Brahmalakîaàa (the

definition of Brahman), Brahmayukti (supporting reasoning to

confirm the validity of that which is to be known, identify the

valid means of knowledge, and discard  invalid means) etc. is

indispensable. These aspects cannot be examined without a precise

knowledge of what exactly is meant by Brahman.  Thus a definition

(lakîaàa) of Brahman is an inevitable prerequisite. However, the

opponent objects with the contrary proposition that it is not possible

to define it. The bhÂîyakÂra introduces the second sötra to address

this objection, and starts by paying homage to the author of the

sötras.
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Yee. efEfkebâ ue#eCeb hegve: leod yeÇÿe Fefle Dele: Deen YeieJeeved met$ekeâej: –

Bh.Tr. The question that (now) arises is – ‘What is the

definition of Brahman?’  Therefore the revered author

of the sötras answers (in the following sötra –

JanmÂdyasya yataÉ).

The word kim is used here in the bhÂîya in the sense of an

objection (Âkîepa) implying that  Brahman cannot be defined. The

present adhikaraàa (topic) addresses this objection (Âkîepa) or

doubt, with the Âkîepa providing an Âkîepa-saßgati (link in the form

of an objection) with the previous jijáÂsÂdhikaraàa.

pevceeÅemÙe Ùele: ~~2~~

[ heoÛÚso: — pevceeefo (the origin, sustenance and destruction), DemÙe
(of this Creation), Ùele: (take place from which) (leod yeÇÿe –  that is

Brahman)

heoeLeexefòeâ: – DemÙe–peiele:,  pevceeefo–pevceefmLeefleYebieced , Ùele:–Ùemceeled ,
(leod yeÇÿe ) ~

Tr. (Brahman is) that from which the origin, sustenance

and destruction of this Creation (take place).]

Though Brahman is defined in this sötra as the (upÂdÂna

– material) cause of the origin, sustenance and destruction of

Creation, it is also its efficient cause (nimitta kÂraàa).  This fact is

taken for granted here. It is corroborated by Prakçtyadhikaraàa

(Br.Sö. 1-4-23 to 27) in which Brahman is established as both the

material as well as the efficient cause of Creation.  The statement

– Brahman is the cause of Creation – can be questioned because

the attributeless (nirguàa) and changeless (avikÂrÍ) Brahman  is

incapable of being the cause of anything.  In response, it must be

understood that attributing the cause of Creation to Brahman is

akin to seeing the (mistaken) silver in the sea-shell. The status of
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Brahman as the cause is only in the sense that the superimposed

(adhyasta) Creation has no existence without or apart from

Brahman.

THE  MEANINGS  OF  THE  WORDS  ‘JANMÀDYASYA

YATAÈ ’

Yee. pevce Glheefòe: Deeefo: DemÙe Fefle leûgCemebefJe%eeve: yeng›eerefn: ~
pevceefmLeefleYeÁb meceemeeLe&: ~  pevceve: Ûe DeeefolJeb ßegefleefveoxMeehes#eb
JemlegJe=òeehes#eb Ûe ~  ßegefleefveoxMe: leeJeled ‘Ùele: Jew Fceeefve Yetleeefve
peeÙevles’  (lewefòe. 3-1) Fefle Deefmceved JeekeäÙes pevceefmLeefleØeueÙeeveeb
›eâceoMe&veeled ~  JemlegJe=òeb Deefhe, pevcevee ueyOemeòeekeâmÙe Oeefce&Ce:
efmLeefleØeueÙemebYeJeeled ~ DemÙe Fefle ØelÙe#eeefomebefveOeeefhelemÙe Oeefce&Ce:
Focee efveoxMe: ~  <e‰er pevceeefoOece&mebyevOeeLee& ~  Ùele: Fefle
keâejCeefveoxMe: ~

Bh.Tr. Janma stands for birth (origin). ‘Janma ’ is the first

member of the compound ‘janmÂdi ’, which is an

attributive (bahuvrÍhi) compound called

tadguàasaÙvijáÂna in which the sense of the attributive

member is also present.  The compound ‘janmÂdi ’

connotes origin, sustenance and destruction.  The

word janma (origin) is mentioned first. This is in

accordance with the Upaniîadic declaration ‘yato vÂ

ÍmÂni bhötÂni jayante’ (Tai.U. 3-1) and (universally

observed) fact. The sequence specified in the

Upaniîadic declaration is origin, followed by

sustenance and then destruction. It is an acknowledged

fact that for any given entity, sustenance (sthiti) and

destruction are possible only after the entity comes

into existence through birth.  The word idam (this) is

the uninflected form of asya (of this), and stands for

jagat (Creation), the existence of which is established

through direct perception, inference and the other
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means of knowledge. The genitive case (the sixth case)

in the word asya (of this) indicates the relation between

the attributes (dharmas) origin etc. and their locus, the

entity (dharmÍ ) viz. jagat (Creation) to which they

pertain. The word yataÉ (from which) specifies the

cause.

An attributive compound (bahuvrÍhi samÂsaÉ) is a type of

compound that qualifies an entity that is not itself part of the

compound by specifying a certain characteristic or quality the entity

possesses. It is therefore adjectival in nature and assumes the

gender of the substantive (noun) it qualifies.  An example of a

bahuvrÍhi samÂsaÉ is  PÍtambaraÉ (HariÉ) – ‘the one whose garment

is yellow’. It means Lord Viîàu. In the English language, examples

of such compounds are good-natured or narrow-minded with

reference to specific individuals.  Janma (origin) is the adjective of

the compound janmÂdi  formed by the conjunction of the words –

origin, sustenance and destruction (janmasthitibhaßga) having the

neuter gender and in the singular number.

A tadguàasaÙvijáÂna bahuvrÍhi compound is a compound

that refers to a group which includes the element denoted by the

first member of the compound. This type of bahuvrÍhi compound

indicates that a given element denoted by the first member of the

compound is the first of the ordered group. JanmÂdi  is a

tadguàasaÙvijáÂna bahuvrÍhi because in arriving at the meaning of

the compound, the sense of the adjective janma (origin) comes across

as an integral part of the compound.

It is not correct to confine the interpretation of the sötra to

‘Brahman is that from which Creation is born’.  For that would imply

that the causes of sustenance and destruction are distinct from that

of origin. Such an interpretation could not be a definition of Brahman,

since Brahman is non-dual in nature. The definition of Brahman

must point to a single cause of all three, origin (janma), sustenance

(sthiti) and destruction (bhaßga). To meet this requirement, the
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compound janmÂdi in the sötra jointly denotes janmasthitibhaßga.

Some may question how the janma of the jagat can be first

in the sequence of janmasthitibhaßga when saÙsÂra is considered

to be beginningless in nature. The bhÂîya clarifies that the order is

based on the declaration of the ïruti (Upaniîad) and also happens

to correspond to reality.  The Upaniîadic  sentence states:  Know

Brahman to be that from which all these living beings are born, by

which they live having been born, and into which they merge after

destruction (Tai.U. 3-1).  This shows that the order is origin,

sustenance and destruction.  The word bhötÂni in the Upaniîadic

sentence stands for ‘living beings’ and not for the five great elements

because the verb jÍvanti  (live) is used subsequently in the same

sentence. However, in the present sötra the word bhötÂni refers to

both living beings and the five great elements – space, air, fire,

water and earth.  This is in keeping with the context of this sötra,

since it defines the cause of the entire Creation.  It is also in

conformity with other Upaniîadic sentences referred to in the

Prakçtyadhikaraàa (Br.Sö. 1-4-23 to 27) that deal with and define

the cause of Creation.

The word idam (this) generally refers to only those

proximate things that are directly available for perception. Lest one

make that mistake, it is clarified that the word idam , the uninflected

form of asya (of this), includes the entire Creation illumined by direct

perception as well as other means of knowledge such as inference

etc.  It connotes all that is different from ‘I’ (aham).

Vaiïeîikas contend that space and the other elements are

nitya (eternal) in nature, and cannot have birth, sustenance and

destruction.  To counter this contention, it is pointed out that the

genitive case in the word asya (of this) specifies the relationship of

attributes janma etc. with jagat (the entire Creation), which includes

space and the other elements.  The relationship of birth, sustenance

and destruction with space and other elements is brought out later

in the Viyadadhikaraàa (Br.Sö. 2-3-1 to 7).
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A doubt may arise at this point: the origin, sustenance and

destruction of Creation cannot define Brahman because neither

Creation nor its attributes such as origin etc. have any relation with

Brahman.  In answer, the word used is yataÉ (from which). YataÉ –

through its ablative case – defines Brahman as the cause of janma-

sthiti-bhaßga of Creation. This definition of Brahman therefore holds

good.  In the original Upaniîadic sentence, the relative pronoun yat

(i.e. which) which is the root of the inflected word yataÉ refers to

Brahman which is satyam (the ever-existent principle), jáÂnam (the

knowledge-principle) and anantam (limitless in nature). It is further

ascertained to be Ânandam (the principle of limitless happiness).

This also suggests the svaröpa-lakîaàa (intrinsic characteristic) of

Brahman along with satyam, jáÂnam and anantam.

THE   MEANING   OF   THE   SóTRA  –  JANMÀDYASYA
YATAÈ

Thus far, the meanings of the words that make up the sötra

have been discussed. Based on this sötra’s link with the word

Brahman in the previous sötra, by now adding the word tat (that) to

complete the sentence, the meaning of the entire sötra is being

explained.

Yee. DemÙe peiele: veece¤heeYÙeeb JÙeeke=âlemÙe Deveskeâkeâle&=Yeesòe=âmebÙegòeâmÙe
ØeefleefveÙeleosMekeâeueefveefceòeef›eâÙeeHeâueeßeÙemÙe cevemee Deefhe
DeefÛevlÙejÛevee¤hemÙe pevceefmLeefleYeÁb Ùele: meJe&%eeled meJe&Meòesâ:
keâejCeeled YeJeefle leod yeÇÿe Fefle JeekeäÙeMes<e: ~

Bh.Tr. That omniscient and omnipotent cause is Brahman

from which take place the origin, sustenance and

destruction (janma-sthiti-bhaßgam) of this Creation

(jagat) – manifested (vyÂkçta) as names (nÂma) and

forms (röpa); consisting of innumerable doers (kartç)
and experiencers (bhoktç); (which is) the basis (Âïraya)

of actions (kriyÂ) and their results (phala) having a fixed
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(pratiniyata) place, time and specific cause; and the very

nature of whose genesis (racanÂ) is inconceivable to

the mind.  The words ‘that is Brahman’ round out the

sötra and make it a complete sentence.

The four adjectival phrases qualifying the jagat in the bhÂîya
above establish that the cause of the jagat is sentient, omniscient

and omnipotent in nature; as also that it is not an entity or being in

the realm of Creation itself.  The implication of each of these

adjectival phrases is discussed below:

(i) ‘Manifest in terms of names and forms’:

A pot-maker first conceives of the object called pot, assigns

it a definite form and then proceeds to make it accordingly.

It can be inferred that similarly, the supreme cause conceives

of the Creation consisting of names and forms and proceeds

to manifest it. Though the word nÂmaröpÂbhyÂm (by names

and forms) is in the instrumental case, it is used to

communicate the actual nature of the jagat  consisting of

nothing but names and forms. The above illustration

indicates that the jagat is born as an effect (kÂrya) of a

sentient principle. It is born neither from the inert pradhÂna
as propounded by the SÂßkhya school of thought nor from

ïönya (non-existence) as advocated by the Nihilists.

(ii) ‘Consisting of innumerable and diverse (aneka) doers

(kartç) and experiencers (bhoktç)’ :

This refutes the notion that Creation is born of

Hiraàyagarbha or other such deities which are themselves

jÍvas (created entities) with bodies in this jagat. Many

Upaniîadic statements corroborate this fact. For instance,

‘That supreme principle first created Hiraàyagarbha’ (ìv.U.
6-18 – yo BrahmÂàam vidadhÂti pörvam) and ‘all these

beings are born from ÂtmÂ ’ (sarve ete ÂtmanaÉ vyuccaranti).
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Though a doer (kartÂ) of an action is in general himself or

herself the experiencer (bhoktÂ), there are certain

exceptions to this rule. In a ïrÂddha-karma (the rite

performed for dead relatives), the son is the performer

whereas the deceased father is the recipient of the result

of the rites; by contrast, in the VaiïvÂnareîòi  rite, the father

performs the karma but the son reaps the fruits thereof.

That is why the adjective aneka, meaning innumerable and

diverse, is used for kartç-bhoktç.

(iii) ‘The basis (Âïraya) of actions and their results having a

fixed place, time and specific cause’:

This adjectival phrase establishes the omniscience of the

Creator principle. It is a matter of common observation that

the rewarder of any action needs to have complete

knowledge of that action, as also to whom, when and where

the reward is to be conferred.  Similarly, the Creator principle

which  creates the world comprising of innumerable, varied

actions undertaken at different places and times, arising

out of a variety of causes and yielding unique results must

necessarily know everything about both the actions as well

as their results.

(iv) ‘The nature of whose genesis (racanÂ) is inconceivable

(acintya) to the mind’:

The Creator of the jagat, the very design of which is

universally incomprehensible, must necessarily be

omnipotent in nature.

Some contend that if the compound janmÂdi is taken to

stand for janma (origin), sthiti (sustenance) and bhaßga (destruction)

alone, its meaning would be incomplete since several other factors

representing change, such as growth (vçddhi), deterioration (i.e.

vipariàÂma) and decay (apakîaya) would be excluded.  Why these
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are not taken into account in the interpretation of the compound

janmÂdi is explained as follows:

Yee. DevÙes<eeb Deefhe YeeJeefJekeâejeCeeb ef$e<eg SJe DevleYee&Je: Fefle
pevceefmLeefleveeMeeveeb Fn «enCeced ~

Bh.Tr. Origin, sustenance and destruction alone are

enumerated here (in the sötra) because the other

modifications that entities undergo inhere in these

three.

Vçddhi (growth) and vipariàÂma (deterioration) come under

the umbrella of janma (origin) while apakîaya (decay) is included in

bhaßga (destruction).

A statement by the sage YÂska, the etymologist, elaborates

that ‘the body is born; it exists, grows, deteriorates, decays and

gets destroyed’.  The question arises : why is this sentence not

taken as the basis of the present sötra?  The answer is:

Yee. Ùeemkeâheefjheef"leeveeb leg ‘peeÙeles Deefmle’ FlÙeeoerveeb «enCes
les<eeb peiele: efmLeeflekeâeues mebYeeJÙeceevelJeeled cetuekeâejCeeled
GlheefòeefmLeefleveeMee: peiele: ve ie=nerlee: mÙeg: Fefle Deeçe¿Ÿesle leled
cee çe¿erefle Ùee Glheefòe: yeÇÿeCe: le$e SJe efmLeefle: ØeueÙe: Ûe les
SJe ie=¢evles ~

Bh.Tr. Since the six modifications ‘is, born, exists and the

rest’ enumerated by sage YÂska are possible (only)

during the period of continuance of the jagat, accepting

these (as the basis of this sötra) may give rise to the

wrong notion that this sötra does not address the

origin, sustenance and destruction of the jagat with

respect to its primary (root) cause; to rule out such

wrong notions, sustenance and destruction are
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asserted in Brahman from which the jagat  is born (in

accordance with the ïruti). (Therefore) it is these (origin,

sustenance and destruction) attributes alone that are

referred to (here in janmÂdi ).

It must be noted that sage YÂska’s etymological

interpretation is based on the direct observation of living beings

during the period of continuance of the five great elements after

they (the elements) are created. If these modifications are taken as

the basis of the janmÂdi sötra, the only meaning that could be drawn

is that YÂska has not defined Brahman but has merely brought out

the nature of the five great elements. To avoid such a misconception,

the origin (and the rest) of the jagat from Brahman as asserted in

the ïruti alone is accepted as the source of this sötra.  The argument

that the above etymological interpretation in YÂska’s statement is

based on the ïruti and there should therefore be no objection to the

statement is unacceptable, since the statement is unnecessary

when the direct ïrutipramÂàa is available.

BRAHMAN   ALONE   IS   THE   CAUSE   OF   THE   JAGAT

The present sötra  cannot be considered an independent

sötra that is not a sequel to the first sötra, for in that case, it could

refer to something other than Brahman as the cause of the jagat.

To prevent such an interpretation, the argument is implied in this

sötra, with its link to the previous sötra, that the birth etc. of the jagat

are not possible without Brahman because no other cause is available.

This argument will be elaborated in detail in the TarkapÂda (Br.Sö.

2-2).  Only a passing reference is made at this point.

Yee. ve ÙeLeesòeâefJeMes<eCemÙe peiele: ÙeLeesòeâefJeçes<eCeb F&Õejb cegòeäJee
DevÙele: ØeOeeveeled DeÛesleveeled DeCegYÙe: DeYeeJeeled mebmeeefjCe: Jee
GlheòÙeee fo me bYeeJee fÙele g b MekeäÙece d ~ ve Ûe mJeYeeJele:
efJeefMe°osMekeâeueefveefceòeeveeb Fn Gheeoeveeled ~  Sleled SJe Devegceeveb
mebmeeefjJÙeefleefjòesâÕejeefmlelJeeefomeeOeveb cevÙevles  F&ÕejkeâejefCeve: ~
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Bh.Tr. Except for a Creator (Êïvara) characterized by the above

adjectival phrase, the origin etc. of the world endowed

with the above attributes cannot conceivably be

ascribed to other entities such as the inert PradhÂna
or atoms, to non-existence, to a transmigratory being

(viz. Hiraàyagarbha), or even to its own nature

(svabhÂva) because of the fact that a specific time, place

and cause are made use of in this world (by those who

seek their desired results).  Those (viz. NaiyÂyikas) who

assume Êïvara (the Creator) to be the cause of the jagat
consider this very same inference (as specified above

and not the ïruti) to be the means to establish the

existence etc. (viz. omniscience) of Êïvara distinct from

the jÍva (the individual entity).

In explaining the meaning of the second sötra in its totality,

the jagat was described as having four attributes beginning with

‘nÂmaröpabhyÂm vyÂkçtasya’.  It was argued that the inert PradhÂna

of the SÂßkhya system, the non-existence of the Nihilists or

Hiraàyagarbha, himself a saÙsÂrÍ, are incapable of creating the jagat.

The atoms or paramÂàus propounded by the NaiyÂyikas and

Vaiïeîikas are inert in nature and in no better position either.  The

existence of an omniscient Êïvara who could perhaps create the

jagat with the help of these atoms is also ruled out because

according to NaiyÂyikas and Vaiïeîikas, anything other than the

jÍva is devoid of intelligence.  The materialists called CÂrvÂkas  argue

that it is the very nature (svabhÂva) of jagat to be born, to continue

and to be destroyed.  Even in this case, this so-called nature cannot

be its own cause since this would entail ÂtmÂïrayadoîa  –  the defect

of self-dependence.  Nature is something independent of any cause.

If it were the cause of jagat, those who want to accomplish their

desired ends would not employ a specific place, time and

instruments to fulfil their goals.  For example, farmers select right

type of field, sow the seeds at a conducive time such as monsoon

and ensure that they choose the best possible seeds in order to

meet their objective of reaping their harvest.
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It was explained in the bhÂîya that the origin, sustenance

and destruction of the jagat cannot be from anything except the

omniscient and omnipotent Êïvara.  This means there can be no

Creation without a Creator.  This also implies that all that is created

must necessarily have a Creator.  Misguided logicians (tÂrkikas)

obstinately believe that inference itself is sufficient to prove an

omniscient Êïvara as the cause of Creation. According to them, the

evidence of the ïruti  is not necessary. This argument  undoubtedly

holds good for created entities where both cause and effect are

available for perception.  Brahman – the cause of Creation – is

imperceptible to the senses. Inference is therefore not applicable

in ascertaining the cause of the jagat.  VedÂnta accepts inference

as a means which corroborates the ïruti. It does not accept it as an

independent means to establish the cause of Creation.

INFERENCE   IS  NOT  THE  BASIS  OF THE  SóTRA
JANMÀDYASYA  YATAÈ

Followers of the Vaiïeîika school of thought do not accept

the ïruti as an independent means of knowledge – pramÂàa.  They

consider pratyakîa (direct perception) and anumÂna (inference) to

be the only two valid pramÂàas.  According to them, the ïruti can

reveal meaning only through anumÂna.   This view is now refuted.

Yee. veve g Fn Deefhe leosJe GhevÙemleb pevceee fo met$e s ~ ve ~
JesoevleJeekeäÙekegâmegce«eLeveeLe&lJeeled met$eeCeeced ~  JesoevleJeekeäÙeeefve
efn met$ew: GoeùlÙe efJeÛeeÙe&vles ~  JeekeäÙeeLe&efJeÛeejCeeOÙeJemeeveefveJe&=òee
efn yeÇÿeeJeieefle: ve DevegceeveeefoØeceeCeevlejefveJe&=òee ~

Bh.Tr. Contrary proposition:  Here in the janmÂdi sötra that

(inference) alone is enunciated.

Ans:    No; the sötras aim to string together the flowers of

Upaniîadic sentences; they refer to and inquire into

these sentences. BrahmÂvagati (the direct cognition
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of Brahman) is attained by ascertaining the purport

(tÂtparya) of Upaniîadic sentences through an inquiry

into their meaning and not by other pramÂàas such as

inference etc.

The purpose of BrahmavicÂra is to gain liberation through

BrahmÂvagati – the direct cognition of Brahman.  To accomplish

this, two things need to be inquired into:

(a)  The purport of Upaniîadic   statements.

(b)  Brahman, an indestructible principle whose knowledge

is to be gained.

Inference and similar means of knowledge which operate

only in the objective field cannot confer BrahmÂvagati since Brahman

is not available to the senses and the intellect as an object.

REASONING   IN  ACCORDANCE  WITH  THE  ìRUTI   IS

NECESSARY

Does this mean that inference has no role at all to play as

a means to gain BrahmajáÂna?  Certainly not. How inference in

conformity with the ïruti can indeed be useful is now shown.

Yee. melmeg le g JesoevleJeekeäÙe s<e g peiele: pevceee fokeâejCeJeee fo<eg
leoLe&«enCeoe{Ÿee&Ùe Devegceeveb Deefhe JesoevleJeekeäÙeeefJejesefOe ØeceeCeb
YeJeled ve efveJeeÙe&les, ßeglÙee SJe Ûe meneÙelJesve leke&âmÙe DeYÙegheslelJeeled~
leLeeefn – ‘ßeesleJÙe: cevleJÙe:’ (ye=n. 2-4-5) Fefle ßegefle:
‘heefC[le: cesOeeJeer ievOeejeved SJe GhemebheÅesle’ ‘SJeb SJe Fn
DeeÛeeÙe&Jeeved heg®<e: Jeso’ (Úevoes. 6-14-2) Fefle Ûe
heg®<eyegefæmeeneÙÙeb Deelceve: oMe&Ùeefle ~

Bh.Tr. But to corroborate the meaning of VedÂntic

(Upaniîadic) passages that expound the cause of the
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origin, sustenance and destruction of jagat, reasoning

unopposed to VedÂntic statements is not ruled out as

a pramÂàa because the ïruti (the Veda) itself accepts

reasoning as a helpful means.  For example, the (two)

ïruti  passages viz., ‘(ÀtmÂ) has to be inquired into

and reflected upon’ (Bç.U. 2-4-5) and ‘just as a person

to whom the directions (to GandhÂra) are provided,

who is capable of ascertaining the directions does in

fact reach GandhÂra, here in this saÙsÂra (also), the

mumukîu who is capable of reasoning and assimilates

the teachings of a competent master (ÂcÂrya) does

attain the knowledge of ÂtmÂ ’ (Ch.U. 6-14-2), indicate

reasoning’s role – in the form of the intelligence of the

seeker – as an accessary to (ïruti ) itself.

DÂrÅhya (corroboration) of the ïruti is a process whereby

doubts and erroneous notions are removed.  For example, consider

the following two inferences that corroborate the declarations of

the ïruti on the origin etc. of  jagat.

(i) The efficient (nimitta) and material (upÂdÂna) causes

(kÂraàa) of Creation are identical (abhinna)  because

Creation is like the cobweb produced by a spider, an effect

(kÂrya).

(ii) Creation has its origin in a sentient principle; because it is

an effect, like joy and sorrow.

The word mantavyaÉ (Bç.U. 2-4-5) means that ïruti

declarations should be reflected upon with the help of reasoning

(tarka) to verify their possibility and suitability. The ChÂndogyopaniîat

illustrates the necessity of reflection.  A person from a place called

GandhÂra is waylaid by robbers and left blindfolded in a dense forest.

A compassionate passer-by takes off the blindfolds and provides

him the directions to GandhÂra.  The person can now reach his

destination  provided  he has a good understanding of the directions
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and correctly deciphers instructions at every step of the way. It

certainly takes intelligence and reasoning to decode the instructions

and take  correct decisions along the way.

The ïruti  too expects the mumukîu to make use of his

intelligence and utilize reasoning to ascertain the purport of its

statements. The condition of a jÍva is similar to that of the person

waylaid.  Self-ignorance, desires and the results of actions have

robbed him of his own nature, which is limitless happiness, and

thrown him into the forest of saÙsÂra. When taught by a

compassionate ÂcÂrya (teacher) “you are not a saÙsÂrÍ but verily

Brahman” (Ch.U. 6-8-7), an individual capable of ascertaining the

purport of this statement can directly know his own true nature

through due reasoning alone, and not in any other manner.

DIRECT  EXPERIENCE  (ANUBHAVA)  IS  INDISPENSABLE

FOR  GAINING  BRAHMAJÜÀNA, BUT NOT FOR THE

KNOWLEDGE  OF  DHARMA

PörvamÍmÂÙsÂ /dharmajijáÂsÂ (inquiry into the nature of the

karmakÂàÅa portion of the Veda) employs means of knowledge such

as ïruti, lißgam, vÂkyam, prakaraàam, sthÂnam, samÂkhyÂ alone.

Some who have a bias in favour of pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ contend that the

above means of knowledge alone are sufficient for gaining

BrahmajáÂna, because Brahman, like dharma (karma / relative

good), has been propounded in the Veda. They argue that it is

inappropriate to talk of any other practices such as manana

(reflection) and its accompanying reasoning, nididhyÂsana

(intense contemplation), or the direct cognition of Brahman

(BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra) termed as the experience of Brahman

(BrahmÂnubhava), for the acquisition of BrahmajáÂna. This is

incorrect. The modes of gaining (or imparting) knowledge in

dharmajijáÂsÂ and BrahmajijáÂsÂ differ even though the Veda-pramÂàa

is common. This is now taken up for clarification.
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Here it is advisable to have a clear understanding of what

dharma – the relative good – is in the context of the present

discussion.  The performance of good actions (karma) enjoined in

the Vedas and the smçtis yields an adçîòa (unseen) result  called

puàya or dharma. There are two schools of thought in

pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ, viz. those of BhÂtta and PrÂbhÂkara. According to

the BhÂtta school, sacrifices, acts of charity and other good works

are called dharma in the primary sense while their result puàya is

considered dharma in the secondary or implied  sense.  According

to PrÂbhÂkara, the reverse holds true, where puàya is dharma in the

primary sense while sacrifices and the rest are dharma in the implied

sense.  VedÂnta accepts BhÂtta’s version in matters of karmakÂàÅa.

The bhaîyakÂra therefore considers sacrifices etc. to be dharma.

Yee. ve Oece&efpe%eemeeÙeeb FJe ßeglÙeeoÙe: SJe ØeceeCeb yeÇÿeefpe%eemeeÙeeced ~
efkebâleg ßeglÙeeoÙe: DevegYeJeeoÙe: Ûe ÙeLeemebYeJeb Fn ØeceeCeb,
DevegYeJeeJemeevelJeeled YetleJemlegefJe<eÙelJeeled Ûe yeÇÿe%eevemÙe ~

Bh.Tr. For the inquiry into Brahman, ïruti and the rest are

not the only means of knowledge, unlike in the case of

dharmajijáÂsÂ. In addition to ïruti (with lißgam etc.),

direct experience, (reflection and contemplation in

accordance with ïruti ) are (also) the pramÂàas as

appropriate (to the context required) because the

knowledge of Brahman culminates in (direct)

experience and concerns an already existent entity.

In general, ïruti, lißgam, vÂkyam, prakaraàam, sthÂnam and

samÂkhyÂ are means of knowledge  considered to be pramÂàas for

the knowledge of both dharma and Brahman.  In this context, the

word ïruti does not stand for the Vedas, but for Vedic passages

independent of lißga, vÂkyam, prakaraàam, sthÂnam and samÂkhyÂ.

Lißga is the capacity to reveal the meaning of a word.  VÂkyam

(sentence) represents the syntactical connections between a word

and other appropriate words.  The dependence of the principal
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sentence on its subsidiary sentences is called prakaraàam.  The

mapping between a list of entities enumerated in a given sequence

and a corresponding list of related entities that are also enumerated

is sthÂnam. For example, ten sacrifices such as Indreîòi, AgnÍîòi

and so on are found in the Vedas ordered in a definite sequence.

Ten  mantras are also listed alongside these ten sacrifices. In such

instances, the first mantra is to be employed for the first sacrifice,

and so on.  SamÂkhyÂ stands for a similarity of names.  For example,

mantras called Âdhvaryava are to be employed for karmas called

Âdhvaryava.

The bhÂîya states that anubhavÂdayaÉ (experience etc.)

are additional means of knowledge for gaining BrahmajáÂna.  The

word Âdi (etc.) in anubhavÂdayaÉ signifies manana (reflection) and

nididhyÂsana (contemplation).  Manana includes anumÂna

(inference).

Anubhava (experience) is BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra or the

BrahmÂvagati referred to earlier in the bhÂîya on the first sötra.  It is

also termed as BrahmÂnubhava of jÍvanmuktas – liberated here

and now even while living. It is the direct (sÂkîÂt) experience or

cognition of ÂtmÂ / Brahman, where the knower (pramÂtÂ) or

experiencer (anubhavitÂ) ceases to exist as an entity along with

the pramÂàa which has already served its purpose (B.G.Bh. 2-69)73.

This is neither the experience of an object / being / event in the

transient Creation nor any experience during the waking, dream

or deep sleep states.  In it is absent the tripuòÍ – in the form of

separate entities – the experiencer, experienced and experience

or the knower, known and knowledge*.  It is the experience of

Âtmasvaröpa / Brahmasvaröpa in its true nature – totally free from

and independent of all entities superimposed on it which were

hitherto experienced as intrinsic features of ÂtmÂ / Brahman.

BrahmÂnubhava is unlike the experience of any adhyasta
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(superimposed) entity during the state of self-ignorance.  Unlike in

the state of ignorance, there is no cognition of superimposed

entities whatsoever.

The experience of ÂtmÂ / Brahman in its true nature is

timeless, wherein the notions of permanence (nityatva) and

transience (anityatva) found in the relative world have lost their

relevance. Even though Brahman is the unborn, indestructible, ever-

existent principle whose nature is self-evident experience itself,

the lasting nature of this experience during the term of the prÂrabdha

of a jÍvanmukta depends on his degree of jáÂnaniîòhÂ (steadfastness

in knowledge). This seeming limitation in the period of experience

of oneself as Brahman is due to the lingering embodiment, which

continues till the prÂrabdha karma comes to an end.  Such a sense

of limitation can cease fully only in videhamukti – liberation free

from embodiment.

To believe that no experience of ÂtmÂ / Brahman in its true

nature  – totally free from superimposed  entities – is possible

because it is already our svaröpa (true nature) is to defy the

svayamjyoti (self-luminous principle) ïruti (Bç.U. 4-3-9 and 14) and

deny the very nature of ÂtmÂ as being ever anubhava-svaröpa

synonymous with jáapti-svaröpa – the self-evident principle of

experience identical with the  knowledge-principle.  Such a

misconception can lead to the wrong conclusion that the nature of

ÂtmÂ  as anubhava-svaröpa (self-evident experience) is relative to

the superimposed (adhyasta) avidyÂkÂrya (the effects of ignorance)

including avidyÂ (self-ignorance) and it ceases to be of the very

nature of experience when they are  absent.

Two reasons are advanced in the bhÂîya for the need for

such an anubhava etc. in accordance with ïruti as pramÂàa in

BrahmajijáÂsÂ .

i) BrahmajáÂnasya anubhavÂvasÂnatvÂt  : BrahmajáÂna

culminates in experience. BrahmajáÂna is only indirect
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knowledge (parokîa-jáÂna) and not direct (aparokîa)

knowledge until it culminates in BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra – the

direct experience or cognition of Brahman.

ii) BrahmajáÂnasya bhötavastu-viîayatvÂt ca : Brahman is the

ever-existent principle and not an entity yet to come into

existence, and hence always available for experience unlike

entities that are yet to come into existence (e.g. results of

karma) or those which are parokîa – not available for direct

experience.

To gain liberation, the parokîajáÂna born of ïruti pramÂàa

has to culminate in sÂkîÂtkÂra (direct experience) because Brahman

– the object of BrahmajáÂna – is verily the ever-existent self-evident

‘I’ (ÂtmÂ) and its sÂkîÂtkÂra is possible.  Manana and nididhyÂsana

are indispensable means to BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra.

On the other hand, dharma is something yet to be performed

and produced in the form of a future result (i.e. sÂdhya) that is yet to

come into existence. What is required for the anuîòhÂna

(performance) of dharma in the sense of scriptural karma (action)

is only an ascertainment of the method of anuîòhÂna in accordance

with the ïruti. Its experience (anubhava) is not required at the time

knowledge of its method of performance is gained because it is not

possible since the result of the karma has not yet come into existence.

It would be fallacious to draw an inference that the

knowledge of Brahman does not call for reflection, contemplation

and experience merely because just like dharma, it is VedÂrtha

(propounded by the Vedas).  The reason (hetu) proposed, viz.

‘because Brahman is propounded by the Veda’ is not applicable.

Dharma does not require to be  experienced, because it is yet to be

produced (sÂdhya) and is therefore unavailable for experience, and

not because the Veda is its pramÂàa. In tarka (logic), a special cause

for a general effect such as ‘dharma is unsuited for experience  at

the time its mode of anuîòhÂna (performance) is determined’ is called
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upÂdhi. This definition of upÂdhi by logicians is different from the

word upÂdhi used in VedÂnta. UpÂdhi in this context is either a special

cause for a general effect or a particular thing which leads to

hetvÂbhÂsa – the semblance of reason or what is called a fallacious

middle term.  In logic, upÂdhi is that (e.g. ‘contact of fire with wet

fuel’) which invariably accompanies sÂdhya (the thing to be proved,

e.g. smoke) whereas it does not do so with respect to sÂdhanam

(the hetu or the middle term, e.g. fire).74

To clarify, let us consider a specific mode of an inference:

There is smoke on the mountain because there is fire on it.  In this

inference, ‘contact with the wet fuel’ is the upÂdhi.  The smoke is

due to the contact of fire with wet fuel and not because of the fire

itself.  There is no rule that smoke invariably accompanies fire.  For

instance, no smoke is produced through the burning of iron.  The

upÂdhi ‘contact with wet fuel’ leads to the fallacious middle term

(hetu) ‘because there is fire on the mountain’ while proving the

presence of smoke on the mountain.  Such a wrong inference is

untenable.

The upÂdhi involving dharma does not apply to

BrahmajáÂna.  Brahman is the self-evident ever-existing principle

and so is available for experience both in the state of ignorance

with all that is adhyasta (superimposed) on it as well as on gaining

its direct knowledge minus the adhyasta.

In his gloss PaácapÂdikÂ on the Brahmasötra bhÂîya, ìrÍ
PadmapÂdÂcÂrya, a direct disciple of the bhÂîyakÂra, cites the

following general rule while commenting on this portion.

efmeæs Jemlegefve mecYeJeefle DevegYeJe:, leoJemeevee Deekeâeb#eeefveJe=efòe: Ùele:~
-hebÛeheeefokeâe

Tr. ‘Experience is possible in the case of an already existing
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entity, because of which the desire to know it ends with its

experience’.

This rule draws the contrast between  the modes of gaining

knowledge in both BrahmajijáÂsÂ  and dharmajijáÂsÂ  even though

their pramÂàa (the means of knowledge) is one and the same, the

Veda. Experience is not possible in dharmajijáÂsÂ  whereas it is

inevitable in BrahmajijáÂsÂ. Further, the PaácapÂdikÂ lays down a

contrary proposition as an introduction to the bhÂîya passage that

follows now:

Contrary proposition :  ‘Complete knowledge to the point

of result arises in dharmajijáÂsÂ  by simply taking to the pramÂàa of

the ïruti without experience.  It does not require even an iota of

reasoning.  The same should be applicable to BrahmajijáÂsÂ too

because VedÂntic passages are also similarly the pramÂàa for

BrahmajijáÂsÂ.  Lest one thinks so, the bhÂîya draws the distinction

between the two’.75

Yee. keâle&JÙes efn efJe<eÙes ve DevegYeJeehes#ee Deefmle Fefle ßeglÙeeoerveeb SJe
ØeeceeCÙeb mÙeeled heg®<eeOeerveelceueeYelJeeled Ûe  keâle&JÙemÙe ~  keâlegbË
DekeâlegbË  DevÙeLee Jee keâlegbË MekeäÙeb ueewefkeâkebâ Jewefokebâ Ûe keâce&, ÙeLee
DeÕesve ieÛÚefle, heÆdŸeeced DevÙeLee Jee, ve Jee ieÛÚefle Fefle ~
leLee ‘Deefleje$es <ees[efMeveb ie=ndCeeefle ve Deeffleje$es <ees[efMeveb ie=ndCeeefle’
‘Gefoles pegnesefle Deveggefoles pegnesefle’ Fefle efJeefOeØeefle<esOee: Ûe De$e
DeLe&Jevle: mÙeg:, efJekeâuheeslmeiee&heJeeoe: Ûe ~  ve leg Jemleg SJeb, ve
SJeb, Deefmle, ve Deefmle Fefle Jee efJekeâuhÙeles ~  efJekeâuhevee: leg
heg®<eyegæŸehes#ee: ~  ve JemlegÙeeLeelcÙe%eeveb heg®<eyegæŸehes#eced ~
efkebâ leefn& Jemleglev$eb SJe leled ~  ve efn mLeeCeew Skeâefmceved mLeeCeg:
Jee heg®<e: DevÙe: Jee Fefle leòJe%eeveb YeJeefle ~  le$e heg®<e:DevÙe:
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Jee Fefle efceLÙee%eeveced ~  mLeeCeg: SJe Fefle leòJe%eeveb, Jemleglev$elJeeled~
SJeb YetleJemlegefJe<eÙeeCeeb ØeeceeCÙeb Jemleglev$eced ~  le$e SJeb meefle
yeÇÿe%eeveb Deefhe Jemleglev$eb SJe, YetleJemlegefJe<eÙelJeeled ~

Bh.Tr. Experience is not required in the matter of the vaidika

karma (actions) to be performed (or whose results are

yet to come into existence) because ïruti, lißga and

others alone serve as the means of knowledge; (after

knowledge of their mode of performance) actual

implementation depends on the effort (or will) of the

individual.  (For instance) it is possible to perform

worldly or Vedic action, refrain from doing so, or to

perform them in another manner. As for example, a

person may take a horse, proceed by foot, or not travel

(at all).  So also ‘takes the sixteenth cup called îoÅaîÍ

in the atirÂtra  sacrifice’, or ‘does not take the îoÅaîÍ in

the atirÂtra  sacrifice’, ‘performs the sacrifice after

sunrise,’ ‘performs the sacrifice before sunrise’.  Thus

injunction (vidhi), prohibition (pratiîedha), alternative

(vikalpa), general rule (utsarga), and exception

(apavÂda) are applicable in the case of dharma (the

karma to be performed).  But an existent entity is not

subject to options such as, ‘it is of such kind’, ‘it is not

of such kind’, or ‘it is’, ‘it is not’, because such an array

of possibilities depends on the notion (or will) of the

individual.  The knowledge of the true nature of a thing

does not depend on the vagaries of the human intellect

but depends on the thing itself.  In a lone post, (the

variegated notions that) it is a post, a man or something

else cannot be its true knowledge.  In the same (post,

the notion) ‘it is a man or anything else’ is a

misapprehension; ‘it is verily a post’ is its true

knowledge because it is in accordance with the entity.

Thus the correctness of the knowledge of an existent

entity depends on that entity.  This being the case, the
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knowledge of Brahman also depends on the entity (viz.

Brahman) because it pertains to an existent entity (viz.

Brahman).

The ïruti with its auxiliaries alone is sufficient as a pramÂàa

to know dharma or kartavya (the things to be done); experience is

not required.  The accomplishment of dharma depends on the efforts

of the individual.  Therefore, ïruti, lißga  and others alone are the

means of knowledge.  If Brahman is considered similar to dharma

in its nature, all things applicable to dharma such as ‘a thing produced

by actions (kçtisÂdhya), injunction (vidhi), prohibition (niîedha),

option (vikalpa), general rule (utsarga) and exception (apavÂda)’

will be equally applicable to Brahman. The bhÂîya proves that this

cannot hold good.  To begin with, the optional nature of dharma is

brought out in the passages from yathÂ aïvena gacchati (‘as one

rides a horse’) to the everyday illustration of reaching one’s

destination by employing different means of transport.  Thereafter,

the mode of performance of dharma with options and alternatives

as laid down in the Veda is explained in the phrases tathÂ atirÂtre

(‘so also in the atirÂtra  sacrifice’) etc. Vidhi  is a scriptural injunction

to do something, for example, ‘one should perform sacrifice’.

Niîedha is a prohibition exhorting an individual to desist from

harmful, undesirable things; as for instance ‘do not drink liquor’.

There are different kinds of vikalpa (option) declared in the scripture.

‘Grains of either rice (vrÍhi) or barley (yava) can be offered’ is an

instance of an alternate means.  ‘Taking or not taking the îoÅaîÍ  in

atirÂtra  sacrifice’ is an instance of alternate means depending on

the will of the individual, a volitional option.  ‘Performance of sacrifice

before or after sunrise’ is an option based on time of performance.

‘Offer the oblation in the ÂhavanÍya fire’ is utsarga – a general rule.

‘Offer the oblation at every foot of the horse’ is apavÂda – an

exception to a general rule.

The applicability of all these to Brahman is refuted in the

bhÂîya starting with ‘na tu vastu evam’ (‘but an existing thing is not

subject to options’) up to bhötavastu-viîayatvÂt (‘because Brahman
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pertains to an existing thing’).  ‘Is this thing of such-and-such kind

or not of such-and-such kind?’ ‘Is it a pot or is it cloth?’ These are

doubts about its nature.  ‘Does it exist or not’ is a doubt regarding

its very existence.  Some may argue that different schools of thought

entertain various notions about the nature of ÂtmÂ and express

doubts about its existence or non-existence. In answer, it is stated

that all vikalpanÂÉ  (the variety of possibilities, notions and

alternatives) are born of the human intellect giving rise to doubts

and erroneous concepts at the mental level.  These (vikalpanÂÉ)

are not valid knowledge.

Dharma, on the other hand, can be practised as laid down

in the scriptures to the extent of one’s knowledge thereof.  Therefore,

all alternatives and possibilities based on the scripture that depend

on the human intellect are indeed valid knowledge in their own

context.  The same norm cannot be applied to Brahman, because

knowledge of an existent entity is not governed by the human

intellect.  It depends on the entity itself and is determined by the

entity.  If birth of the knowledge of an existent entity were to depend

on the human intellect just as it does for actions to be accomplished,

all doubts and alternatives about the existent entity would become

available in reality, since such knowledge would correspond to the

entity to be known, which is not the case. But the knowledge of an

existent entity is not dependent on the human intellect; on the

contrary, it is imparted by valid means of knowledge in accordance

with the nature of the entity to be known. The nature of a given

entity always remains the same. Therefore, only the knowledge of

a given entity conforming to its nature alone is valid knowledge,

while all remaining alternatives not in conformity with the true nature

of the entity are clearly erroneous. This is explained by the illustration

of a post.  Once ascertained to be a post, all other notions about it

get falsified.

Knowledge in conformity with an entity is its correct

knowledge whilst all else conjectured by the human intellect at

variance from its true nature is false knowledge.  The validity of the
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knowledge of an existent entity depends on its conformity with the

entity.  This is a rule applicable to the knowledge of all existing

entities.  Brahman cannot be an exception.  BrahmajáÂna is about

an existing entity, like knowledge of a post.  Therefore knowledge

in conformity with Brahman alone is correct knowledge and does

not depend on notions conjured up by the human intellect.  Options

and alternatives regarding things to be produced (sÂdhya) depend

on notions of the human intellect while it is not so in the case of an

existing entity.  In view of such a distinction, the mode of gaining

the knowledge of Brahman and dharma cannot be similar. This

proves the necessity of manana, nididhyÂsana and sÂkîÂt

BrahmÂnubhava  for gaining BrahmajáÂna.

Thus there is an essential difference between

BrahmajijáÂsÂ and dharmajijáÂsÂ. In the case of dharmajijáÂsÂ, the

ïruti is the sole pramÂàa (means of knowledge) and lays down the

vidhis, pratiîedhas etc. for obtaining specific results. These results

are something yet to come into existence and do not exist at the

time of anuîòhÂna – the performance of karmas. Therefore, no other

means is available to verify the truth of these statements except

ïraddhÂ (attitude of trust) in ïruti. But VedÂnta ïruti unfolds Brahman,

an already existing entity which does not depend on human will or

endeavour. Therefore there are roles for other means in gaining

BrahmajáÂna besides ïraddhÂ. It is for this reason that there is room

for means such as manana with its concomitant anumÂna,

nididhyÂsana and BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra in BrahmajijáÂsÂ.

Two important texts, viz. PaácapÂdikÂ and Vivaraàa-

prameya-saßgraha, further corroborate the need for experience and

reasoning in gaining BrahmajáÂna.

In the following paragraphs, it is important to keep in mind

that though the Veda is the common pramÂàa for the knowledge of

both Brahman and dharma, there is a distinction in their avabodhana-

prakÂra – their modes of gaining (or imparting) knowledge.
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ANUBHAVA (EXPERIENCE) AND REASONING ARE

INDISPENSABLE IN GAINING BRAHMAJÜÀNA  –

PAÜCAPÀDIKÀ

In commenting on this bhÂîya portion, ìrÍ PadmapÂdÂcÂrya
justifies the indispensability of experience and reasoning for gaining

BrahmajáÂna.

keâLeced ? keâle&JÙeb efn keâle&JÙelJeeled SJe DeefmeæmJeYeeJeb ve DevegYeefJelegb
MekeäÙeb Fefle ve leoekeâeb#ee, Fn leg efmeæmÙe mee#eeõthesCe efJeheÙee&meie=nerlemÙe
mecÙei%eevesve mee#eelkeâjCecevlejsCe ve efceLÙee%eeveesoÙeefveJe=efòe:; efÉÛevõeefo<eg
leLee oMe&veeled  ~ ve efn keâle&JÙeefmeæeLe&efve‰Ùees: ØeceeCelJemeecÙeeled
DeJeyeesOeveØekeâejsÓefhe meecÙeced  ~ Ùeefo mÙeeled heg®<esÛÚeJeMeefve<heeÅelJeceefhe
mÙeeled  ~ lelees efJeefOe-Øeefle<esOe-efJekeâuhe-mecegÛÛeÙeeslmeiee&heJeeo-
yeeOeeYÙegÛÛeÙe-JÙeJeefmLeleefJekeâuheeoÙeesÓefhe ØemepÙesjved  ~ ve Jemlegefve
Ùegòeâcesleled ; efve:mJeYeeJelJeØemebieeled  ~ leLee Ûe Skeâefmceved Jemlegefve
mLeeCeg heg®<ees Jee Fefle efJekeâuhe:, ve JewkeâefuhekeâõJÙelÙeeieJeled mecÙei%eeveb
YeJeefle mLeeCegjsJe Fefle efveef§elewkeâeLe&lee hejceeLex  ~ Ùele: JemlegmJeYeeJehejlev$eb
efmeæJemleg%eeveb, ve %eevehejlev$eb Jemleg  ~ Ùeefo mÙeeled Megefòeâjpeleceefhe
leLee mÙeeled  ~ keâle&JÙe%eeveb hegve: JewhejerlÙesÓefhe mecÙeiesJe “Ùees<ee JeeJe
ieewlece Deefie>efjlÙeeefo<eg oMe&veeled  ~
le$ewJeb meefle yeÇÿe%eeveceefhe Jemleglev$ecesJe YetleJemlegefJe<eÙelJeeled  ~ Dele:
Ùegòeâ: Ùegòesâ: DevegØeJesMe:, DevegYeJeehes#ee Ûe ve Flej$e ~ - hebÛeheeefokeâe ~

Tr.‘Q: How (is it that an enjoined karma – Vedic action – to be

performed and a result to be obtained as a result of action,

i.e. kartavya / sÂdhya, do not require experience)?

Ans: The karma to be performed and the result to be accomplished

are non-existent at the time of gaining knowledge of the

mode of performance of the action, since the action or result

is either yet to be performed or accomplished.  Therefore

no experience is required simply because it is not possible;

however, in the case of BrahmajáÂna, Brahman is ever-

existent and available for experience.
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(Q : Brahman may be ever-existent and available for experience.

Nonetheless, why is its experience required, especially if

its nature itself is experience – anubhava?)

Ans: Brahman is experienced erroneously (as a saÙsÂrÍ, which

it is not).  Right knowledge (understanding/grasp) obtained

through the ïruti alone cannot end the delusion without

BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra – the direct experience of Brahman (which

alone eliminates the obstruction of ignorance).  The delusion

of one moon mistakenly appearing as two (when one’s sight

is obstructed by a finger held before the eyes) vanishes

only when the obstruction is eliminated.

In comparing the modes of gaining knowledge of

(a) the means of producing something (viz. dharma) and

(b) something pre-existing (viz. Brahman), it cannot be said

that there is similarity between the two merely because the

means of gaining knowledge, the pramÂàa, is the same in

both cases. (Dharma is something produced in accordance

with notions of individual human will, based on one’s

choices.) If the mode of gaining knowledge were similar in

both cases, the ever-existing entity (viz., Brahman) would

also be reduced to something produced in accordance with

the notions of the individual human will. Furthermore, the

various alternatives based on injunction (vidhi), prohibition

(niîedha), alternative (vikalpa), synthesis (samuccaya),

general rule (utsarga), exception (apavÂda), contradiction

(bÂdha), addition (abhyuccaya) etc. would become

applicable to the pre-existing entity as well.  This would be

incorrect in the case of a pre-existing entity, since the

contingency could arise that the entity becomes featureless

(i.e. not possessing any specific feature) (because the

features of the entity would be shaped by the notions

ascribed to it by any given individual).

(Thus in determining the nature of an entity, for

example, the post cited in the bhÂîya), the various options

considered, namely whether it is a post, a man or something
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else, do not constitute correct knowledge, whereas the

various options regarding the oblations made in a sacrifice

do constitute correct knowledge in spite of the variety of

options. The correct ascertainment of an object which

corresponds to the true nature of the object (for example,

the post is a post) is correct knowledge because knowledge

of an existing entity depends on the nature of the entity,

whereas the true nature of an entity does not depend on its

knowledge.

If the true nature of an entity were to depend on

the knowledge of the entity, a sea-shell mistaken to be silver

would turn into actual silver.

On the other hand, the knowledge of an action to

be performed (as stated in the ïruti) can be correct

knowledge even if there is contrariety in the statement of

ïruti. This can be seen in statements such as ‘O Gautama,

woman is verily fire’ (i.e. look upon woman as fire in the

upÂsanÂ called PaácÂgni vidyÂ  Ch.U. 5-8-1 and Bç.U. 6-2-13).

This being so (i.e. since knowledge depends on

the nature of an entity, but the nature of an entity does not

depend on its knowledge), the knowledge of Brahman also

depends on the entity (viz. Brahman) alone because it is

about an entity that is pre-existing. Therefore, the

corroboration provided by reasoning (yukti) and the

requirement of experience (anubhava) are proved (by way

of this passage) as pramÂàa in the case of BrahmajáÂna,

but not in the other (case of dharma  – kartavya / sÂdhya)’.

ANUBHAVA   AND   REASONING   ARE   INDISPENSABLE

FOR  GAINING  BRAHMAJÜÀNA – VIVARAÛA-PRAMEYA -
SAÚGRAHA

Commenting on the same portion of the bhÂîya in his

Vivaraàa-prameya-saßgraha, ìrÍ VidyÂraàya Muni also asserts the

necessity of anubhava and reasoning in order to gain BrahmajáÂna.

He also defines BrahmÂnubhava.
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ÙegòeäÙevegYeJeÙeesjefhe yeÇÿeefpe%eemeeÙeeb Dehesef#elelJeeled  ~ ÙegòeäÙehes#ee hetJe&cesJe
ØemeeefOelee  ~ DevegYeJe: veece yeÇÿemee#eelkeâejHeâuekeâ: Deble:keâjCeJe=efòeYeso:~
ve Ûe lecevlejsCe %eeveekeâeb#ee efveJele&les  ~ ve Ûe yeÇÿemJe¤heb DevegYeefJelegb
DeÙeesiÙeb Fefle MebkeâveerÙeb, IešeefoJeled efmeæJemleglJeeled  ~

(hetJe& he#e) - efJeceleb yeÇÿeJeekeäÙeb (i.e. yeÇÿeleelheÙe&keâJesoevleJeekeäÙeb)
DevegYeJeefvejhes#eHeâueheÙe&vle%eevepevekebâ ØeceeCeYetleJesoJeekeäÙelJeeled ,
Oece&JeekeäÙeJeled Fefle Ûesled ,

(efmeæevle) – ve, DevegYeJeeÙeesiÙeefJe<eÙelJeesheeefOenlelJeeled , ve efn
Deveg‰evemeeOÙe: Oece&: Deveg‰eveeled hetJeË JeekeäÙeyeesOeeJemejs DevegYeefJelegb
ÙeesiÙe:  ~ Deveg‰eveb leg efJeveeefhe DevegYeJeb Meeyo%eevecee$eeled SJe
efmeæŸeefle Fefle Devehesef#ele: SJe Oecee&vegYeJe:  ~ ...... Dele: Oecee&led
DelÙevleb efJeue#eCemÙe efmeæmÙe yeÇÿeCe: Ùegòeâe ÙegòeäÙevegYeJeehes#ee  ~

-efJeJejCeØecesÙemeb«en:

Tr. ‘Reasoning (yukti ) and experience are also required to

know Brahman.  The need for reasoning was proved in the

earlier portion (of the Vivaraàa-prameya-saßgraha).  A

specific type of antaÉkaraàavçtti (viz. BrahmÂkÂravçtti or

akhaàÅÂkÂravçtti that is in conformity with Brahman), which

produces BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra – the direct experience or

cognition of Brahman, is called anubhava.  The desire to

gain BrahmajáÂna cannot come to an end without

BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra. It is not correct to suppose that the true

nature of Brahman (devoid of the superimposed nÂma-

röpÂtmaka jagat) is something unsuited to experience,

because Brahman is a pre-existing entity like a pot, available

for experience.

It may be argued that since disputed VedÂntic

sentences which ascertain Brahman are Vedic sentences

having the status of a pramÂàa, they are similar to Vedic

sentences that reveal dharma and therefore produce
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knowledge culminating in the result (viz. liberation)

independent of experience (BrahmÂnubhava).

The reply:  This inference is not correct.  This inference is

defective due to the upÂdhi – “dharma as something unfit

to experience”.  (An upÂdhi, as seen earlier, is something

that leads to a fallacious hetu, or middle term).  Dharma –

being something to be accomplished by the performance

(anuîòhÂna) of actions (karma) – is not available for

experience before the actual anuîòhÂna, that is to say, at

the time the meaning of the ïruti sentence that imparts

knowledge of the anuîòhÂna is understood. And Vedic karma

can  be performed without experience by understanding

the meaning of ïruti sentences. Therefore the experience

of dharma is not necessary.   ………   The foregoing proves

that the ever-existent Brahman, totally distinct from dharma,

requires reasoning and experience to gain its knowledge’.

In short, an experience conforming to the true nature of

Brahman / ÂtmÂ is indispensable for gaining BrahmajáÂna.  The

experience of ÂtmÂ in its true nature – not one mixed with adhyasta

entities as in the state of ignorance – is the basic constituent

(avibhÂjya-ghaòaka) of aparokîajáÂna (direct self-knowledge).

Otherwise, knowledge is parokîa – indirect.  The experience of

dharma is not possible at the time of gaining knowledge of its

anuîòhÂna or at the time of the actual anuîòhÂna because dharma is

yet to be born. Things already existent are available for experience.

The knowledge of directly perceptible entities (i.e.pratyakîa) and

aparokîa vastu necessarily requires yathÂrthÂnubhava – an

experience true to the nature of the entity.  The desire to know an

existing entity can come to an end only when yathÂrthÂnubhava is

gained. The knowledge of Brahman, the only ever-existing entity,

is no exception to this rule.  Direct knowledge (aparokîajáÂna)

necessarily requires such experience, whereas indirect knowledge

(parokîajáÂna) does not.  Though the Veda is the common pramÂàa

for the knowledge of both Brahman and dharma, there is a distinction
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in their avabodhana-prakÂra, their modes of imparting knowledge.

Being in conformity with the entity, knowledge depends on the entity

and not on human notions; but a given entity does not depend on

either knowledge or the pramÂàa.  The sÂdhana-catuîòaya-saÙpatti

suggested by the word ‘atha’ in the first Brahmasötra becomes highly

relevant in the context of BrahmÂnubhava. An individual lacking in

sÂdhana-catuîòaya-saÙpatti, cittaïuddhi (purity of mind) and

cittanaiïcalya (steadiness of mind) cannot hope to get BrahmÂnubhava

in spite of being exposed to ïravaàa. All that parokîajáÂna  needs  is

ïraddhÂ in the ïruti and an average intelligence.

By worldly standards, stray pieces of information can easily

pass off as knowledge.  Lest one thinks so, the bhÂîyakÂra defines

BrahmajáÂna as that which culminates in anubhava.  BrahmajáÂna

is not rambling semantics.  It is imperative that mumukîus first

understand the svaröpa (exact nature) of ÂtmajáÂna / BrahmajáÂna.

ABIDANCE  IN  THE  APAROKëA-JÜÀNA  (DIRECT

COGNITION)  OF  ÀTMÀ  IS  A  STATE  OF  NIRVIKALPA
(NON-DUAL) EXPERIENCE

The direct cognition of ÂtmÂ is a distinct experience.  It is

free from the experience of the perceptible Creation (dçïya-prapaáca)

superimposed (adhyasta) on Brahman. There are no tripuòÍs in that

state.  It is the nirvikalpa (non-dual) homogeneous experience of

cit and cit alone. This was seen in the context of the akhaàÅÂkÂra-

vçtti.  One should bear in mind that the knowledge of ÂtmÂ  qualified

by the experience of adhyasta upÂdhis or viîayas is by no means

the cognition of aparokîa ÂtmÂ in its true nature.  Obviously it is not

direct ÂtmajáÂna.

This can be further verified by comparing the nature of

knowledge in the case of pratyakîa (direct perception) and in the

case of aparokîa ÂtmÂ.  A perceptible object (indriya-pratyakîa)

and ÂtmÂ are both directly available for knowing.  Their knowledge

is as true as the thing to be known. In both cases, the pramÂàajanya-

vçtti  must conform exactly to the thing to be known.  Theoretically,
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according to VedÂnta, knowledge (jáÂnam) is caitanya in the sense

of the cidÂbhÂsa in the tattadÂkÂra-vçtti – the thought corresponding

to either the perceptible object to be known or ÂtmÂ.  But for practical

purposes, it is the tattadÂkara-vçtti itself that is taken as knowledge.

ÀtmÂ is nirvikalpa (non-dual), nirviîaya / nirupÂdhika (free from all

superimposed dçïyas), prapaácopaïama (free from Creation).  In

short, it is free from self-ignorance and the resultant adhyasta entities.

The ÂtmÂkÂra-vçtti must therefore also be a replica of ÂtmÂ. The

make-up of antaÉkaraàa is such that it can conform to the nature of

ÂtmÂ in the form of an ÂtmÂkÂra-vçtti (B.G.Bh. 18-50)
76

.  Such an

ÂtmÂkÂra-vçtti true to the nature of ÂtmÂ  alone can end the ignorance

of ÂtmÂ.  The ignorance of ÂtmÂ cannot end in any other way. This

vçtti reveals the ïodhita (nirupÂdhika) tvam pada (you the jÍva in

reality).  Due to the anubhava-svaröpatva  of ÂtmÂ it is necessarily a

direct experience of the tvam pada  in its true nature free from

upÂdhis. The cognition of the ïodhita tvam pada cannot communicate

by itself that it is Brahmasvaröpa. It is the pramÂàa, the mahÂvÂkya

that has to point out that it (the tvam pada) is Brahman.  However,

the mahÂvÂkya pramÂàa ‘tat tvamasi ’ (you are Brahman) will not

operate unless the ïodhita (nirupÂdhika)  tvam is directly cognised.

Without this cognition, the mahÂvÂkya will be akin to introducing a

person to a schizophrenic whose basic perception of the person

being introduced is already distorted.  The equation of the

mahÂvÂkya points out that tat and tvam are identical.  This will hold

good only if tvam is cognized in its true nature.  The tvam (you) as

it obtains now, namely a saÙsÂrÍ  identified with its upÂdhis, cannot

by itself be tat pada – Brahman.

The ïodhita (nirupÂdhika) tvam revealed by the ÂtmÂkÂra-

vçtti is an exact replica of ÂtmÂ which is nirvikalpa (non-dual – free

from the tripuòÍ of jáÂtÂ, jáÂna* and jáeya). ÀtmÂ is the only

self-revealing or self-experiencing (anubhava-svaröpa) principle,

whether the individual is an ajáÂnÍ or a jáÂnÍ. During the state of
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ignorance, all adhyasta entities are experienced in the presence of

anubhava-svaröpa ÂtmÂ. The ever-existing anubhava-svaröpa ÂtmÂ

continues even when the entire adhyasta prapaáca is ended from

cognition.  What remains is the experience of ÂtmÂ unqualified by

all that is adhyasta, including the pramÂtÂ and ahaÙkÂra. It is from

this point that the bhÂîyakÂra emphasises the need to end the entire

adhyasta in order to gain ÂtmajáÂna (B.G.Bh. 18-50)
77

. The ever-

existent aparokîa (self-revealing), ÂtmÂ is always available for direct

cognition / experience in its true nature provided the obstructions

that deny ÂtmÂnubhava – namely, adhyasta entities along with their

cause – are eliminated. The ÂtmÂkÂra-vçtti (also an adhyasta) too

gets terminated in  jáÂna-niîòhÂ.  What remains then is anubhava-

svaröpa ÂtmÂ / Brahman alone.  This also explains why VedÂnta

insists on the development of a ïuddha (nirviîaya – pure) and niïcala

(steady) antaÉkaraàa through means such as sÂdhana-catuîòaya

saÙpatti, karmayoga and upÂsanÂ.

THE MEANS PROVE THAT BRAHMAJÜÀNA IS A

NIRVIKALPA   STATE

The Upaniîads and the BhagavadgÍtÂ define means to gain

ÂtmajáÂna /BrahmajáÂna, and these means make it amply clear

that ÂtmÂnubhava-BrahmÂnubhava is nirvikalpa in nature. These

and such other means including sÂdhana-catuîòaya saÙpatti would

be requisites totally uncalled for if a mere understanding of VedÂnta

itself were aparokîa BrahmajáÂna. Let us look at some excerpts

from the Upaniîads and the BhagavadgÍtÂ.

i) ‘Some yogÍs directly cognise ÂtmÂ in their highly purified

intellect (antaÉkaraàa) by means of dhyÂna’ (B.G. 13-24).

To accomplish dhyÂna (meditation – Âtmacintana), the senses

need to be totally withdrawn from their sense-pursuits.

They are made to abide in the mind.  The mind is withdrawn
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from all its (usual) functions and made absorbed in ÂtmÂ by

single pointed cintanam (thinking).  DhyÂna (here) stands

for the uninterrupted flow of the ÂtmÂkÂra-vçtti  like the flow

of oil (when poured from one vessel to another) – (B.G.Bh.

13-24).

ii) The description of yoga (dhyÂna  or the absorption of mind

in ÂtmÂ) in the sixth chapter of the BhagavadgÍtÂ brings out

facets of the state of mind of the yogÍ  above.

a) A person who succeeds in accomplishing yoga (i.e.

yogÂröÅhaÉ) is sarvasaßkalpa-sannyÂsÍ – one who has

relinquished all desires for things here and hereafter

along with their means (B.G. 6-4).

b) The mind of an accomplished yogÍ  which is absorbed

in ÂtmÂ resembles the steady flame of a lamp in a

windless place (B.G. 6-19).  It has no cognition other

than that of ÂtmÂ, and therefore no other vçttis.

c) The mind of a yogÍ is niruddham – free from all its

functions (sarvataÉ nivÂrita-pracÂram, B.G. Bh. 6-20),

i.e. it is free from vçttis (B.G. 6-20).

The person in that state of yoga delights in ÂtmÂ by

directly knowing it through the means termed ÂtmanÂ

– through the mind highly purified by samÂdhi

(samÂdhi-pariïuddhena antaÉkaraàena – B.G. 6-20;

B.G.Bh. 6-20).

d) The BrahmabhötaÉ (one who has gained Brahman i.e.

a jÍvanmukta) knows me (BhagavÂn) precisely by

knowing ‘how great’ (yÂvÂn) and ‘who’ (yaÉ)  I am in

reality (tatvataÉ) through bhakti (characterised by

ÂtmajáÂna), (B.G. 18-55).  Here, yÂvÂn stands for

saguàa Brahman with the entire expanse of upÂdhis
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(i.e. upÂdhikçta-vistarabhedaÉ), while yaÉ refers to

nirguàa Brahman free from all that is superimposed

(i.e. vidhvasta-sarva-upÂdhibhedaÉ – B.G. Bh. 18-55).

This shows that the direct knowledge of Brahman free

from all upÂdhis, which has to be nirvikalpa, is

indispensable.  That alone can be the knowledge of

the transcendent (nirupÂdhika) Brahman in its true

nature. ìruti declarations such as ‘sarvam Brahma’ only

reveal the immanent (sarvavyÂpÍ) nature of Brahman

as the basis (adhiîòhÂna) of the entire adhyasta jagat.
The jagat has no independent existence apart from

Brahman.  Such ïruti statements do not intend to confer

the status of nirvikÂrÍ (changeless) Brahman on the

vikÂrÍ (ever-changing) jagat. The sÂmÂnÂdhikaraàyam
viz. everything is Brahman (sarvam Brahma) is used

only for the sake of dissolving Creation – prapaáca-
pravilÂpanÂrtham (Br.Sö. Bh. 1-3-1).  This was already

seen in the context of BrahmÂvagati. The principle is:

though the jagat is non-different (ananya) from Brahman

on account of the cause-effect relation between the

two, the true nature of jagat is Brahman but the true

nature of Brahman is not jagat (Br.Sö. Bh. 2-1-9)
78

.

BrahmajáÂna must necessarily be true to the nature of

nirguàa Brahman – totally free from the adhyasta
prapaáca (i.e. vidhavastha-sarva-upÂdhibheda).

e) The Kaòhopaniîat (1-2-12) states that the accomplishment

of adhyÂtmayoga is the means to know ÂtmÂ directly.

This is defined as making the mind absorbed in ÂtmÂ
after withdrawing it from viîayas – sense objects

(Kò.U.Bh. 1-2-12).  In his JÍvanmuktiviveka, VidyÂraàya

Muni describes adhyÂtmayoga as pratyagÂtma-
samÂdhiÉ.

f) A vivekÍ (prÂjáaÉ) has to withdraw the senses from
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their objects and absorb them into the mind.  The mind

has to be withdrawn from its function and absorbed

into the intellect (buddhi ).  The buddhi has to be

absorbed into Hiraàyagarbha (wielder of the

macrocosmic buddhi).  That is to say, the individual

buddhi should be made as pure as Hiraàyagarbha’s.

Finally, such a prepared buddhi has to be absorbed in

ïÂnta ÂtmÂ – ÂtmÂ free from all specific cognitions

(sarva-viïeîa prastamitaröpe, Kò.U. 1-3-13, and its

bhÂîya).

g) ÀtmÂ is known through the means of hçt-manÍò (Kò.U.

2-3-9).  Hçt-manÍò is avikalpayitrÍ buddhi (nirvikalpÂ

buddhi), the buddhi that ceases to indulge in vikalpa

(duality) (Kò.U. Bh. 2-3-9).

That hçt-manÍò is gained when all the senses remain

withdrawn from their sense objects, the mind no longer

indulges in its function, and the intellect does not take

to its function (Kò.U. 2-3-10).

The above state of the senses, mind and intellect is

termed yoga (Kò.U. 2-3-11).  ÀtmÂ free from all adhyasta

entities, namely self-ignorance along with its effects

(i.e. avidyÂdhyÂropaàa-varjitaÉ), abiding in its true

nature (svaröpa-pratiîòhaÉ) is directly known in that state

(Kò.U.Bh. 2-3-11) 79.

The above passages clearly demonstrate that

BrahmÂnubhava or BrahmajáÂna is nirvikalpa.  It is a state of the

antaÉkaraàa. ÀtmajáÂna is a manodharma – a disposition of mind

(antaÉkaraàa – Ribhu-GÍtÂ).80 ÀtmÂ does not assume any states

whatsoever.  It is non-dual and changeless.  It is the same all the
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time.  The perception of a rope mistaken for a snake is not a correct

perception of the rope in its true nature. However, whether known

correctly or mistakenly, the rope remains unchanged, it is the

perception that changes.  It is the deluded perceiver who exhibits

states of ignorance and knowledge, and not the rope.  Identified

with the gross, subtle and causal bodies, the jÍva has to begin the

pursuit of gaining self-knowledge from its present sopÂdhika state.

Buddhi is the means to gain this knowledge.  As seen earlier,

steadfastness of the ÂtmÂkÂra-vçtti /  BrahmÂkÂra-vçtti is

indispensable. Obviously, it is a state of antaÉkaraàa. The

Kaòhopanisat (2-3-11) calls it yoga.  Lord Kçîàa describes it as

both BrÂhmÍ sthitiÉ (the state of abidance in Brahman – B.G. 2-

72) and yoga (B.G. Ch. 6). This is BrahmÂvagatiÉ, Brahma-

sÂkîÂtkÂra or BrahmÂnubhava.  Anything short of this sÂkîÂtkÂra is

not the aparokîajáÂna of Brahman.  At best it can be parokîajáÂna

or  youktika-jáÂna (knowledge gained through reasoning).  Direct

self-knowledge (aparokîa BrahmajáÂna) is not verbosity or a play

of words.

The indispensability of gaining BrahmÂnubhava /

ÂtmÂnubhava is evident from the following ïruti  passages:

‘Where is there delusion and grief for one whose mind is

engaged in his own true nature to the point of experience

(anubhava-paryantÂ buddhiÉ) (and) who sees the identity

of his own self and Brahman in accordance with the ïÂstra-

scriptures?’ (VarÂhopaniîat  4-4-3).

‘In vain does the ignorant fool rejoice in Brahman without

its experience, akin to enjoying fruits on a branch that is

reflected (in a lake)’ (Maitreyopaniîat  2-23).

THE  NATURE  OF  VEDÀNTA   PRAMÀÛA

Sentiments, biased views and rambling semantics have

no role in gaining knowledge. This is all the more so in the acquisition

of BrahmajáÂna. Wise counsel states: A rational statement uttered

even by a child is worthy of acceptance, an irrational statement by
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even BrahmÂ – one of the Trinity – should be discarded like a blade

of grass. (YogavÂsiîòha 2-18-3).81

Earlier, we had taken a look at the contention that since

VedÂnta is a Vedic pramÂàa similar to the pramÂàa which reveals

dharma, the experience is not necessary for BrahmajáÂna, and had

seen the fallacy in this contention. The contention was also refuted

by the PaácapÂdikÂ and the Vivaraàa-prameya-saàgraha.  Lest such

doubts recur, let us understand the nature of the VedÂnta pramÂàa

fully, especially with respect to the nature of self-knowledge, whether

experiential or non-experiential.

Knowledge is defined as -

%eeveb leg ØeceeCepevÙeb ÙeLeeYetleefJe<eÙeb Ûe (yeÇÿemet$e Yee<Ùe 3-2-21) ~

Tr. Direct knowledge of an entity is born of pramÂàa and has as

its object the true nature of the entity (known, yathÂbhöta-

viîayam, Br.Sö.Bh. 3-2-21).

Knowledge is said to be both vastutantram (vastvadhÍnam)

– dependent on the entity to be known – and pramÂàatantram

(dependent on its pramÂàa).  That knowledge of an entity is

vastutantram is evident from the tattadÂkÂra-vçtti (a thought

conforming to the true nature of an entity) required to gain direct

knowledge of an entity.  Therefore, the nature of such knowledge is

governed by the actual nature of an entity.  Hence direct knowledge

must be true to the nature of an entity. Accordingly, whether such

knowledge is experiential or not is determined by the entity to be

known and not by its pramÂàa.

In the case of entities that are pratyakîa and aparokîa it is

the role of pramÂàa to produce knowledge true to the nature of the

entity. Therefore, knowledge is said to be pramÂàatantram (dependent

on the pramÂàa). But the  pramÂàa does not determine

the nature of knowledge.  On the contrary, the type of pramÂàa
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employed depends on the nature of the entity. The bhÂîyakÂra points

this out in the Kaòha-bhÂîya, when he states, ‘senses (indriyas)

are made by sense objects to reveal themselves’ (Kò.U.Bh. 1-3-10).

The pramÂàa reveals the prameya (the entity to be known)

exactly as it is (ØeceeCeb Ûe ÙeLeeYetleJemlegefJe<eÙeced  ~ Br.Sö. Bh. 1-1-4).

The pramÂàa is not influenced by erroneous projections or by the

will of the pramÂtÂ (knower).

The Veda is svataÉ-prÂmÂàa – A self-proved or self-evident

pramÂàa.  This means that the pramÂ (knowledge) produced by it is

not required to be validated by any other pramÂàa. The pramÂ born

of the Veda is valid in and of itself.  Even this fact does not signify

that all knowledge produced by the Veda is non-experiential.  As

shown earlier, it is the entity that determines the nature of knowledge

– namely, whether knowledge is experiential or not.  An

understanding of the origins of svataÉ-prÂmÂàyam (status of being

a self-proved pramÂàa) of the Veda can provide more clarity in this

respect.

The source of the concept of svatah-prÂmÂàyam can be

traced to the autpattika-sötra (Deewwwlheefòekeâmet$e – Jai.sö. 1-1-5). The context

is as follows. The first Jaiminisötra exhorts those who have completed

the study of the Vedas to inquire into the nature of dharma (also

adharma – Jai.sö.1-1-1).  The question arises: what  is dharma?  This

is answered in the second sötra. Dharma is that which procures all

that is good in life in keeping with vidhis (codanÂ) – Vedic injunctions

that prompt one to take to karma (Jai.sö. 1-1-2).  The third sötra

examines the pramÂàa (means of knowledge) of dharma characterised

by vidhi (codanÂ) – (Jai.sö. 1-1-3).  The fourth sötra  rules out the

possibility of direct perception (pratyakîa) as a pramÂàa for dharma

because pratyakîa  operates only with respect to existing objects

which come in contact with the indriyas (senses) whereas dharma

is imperceptible (Jai.sö. 1-1-4).

A doubt arises at this juncture: is it possible that dharma is

non-existent because it is imperceptible? No, it is not. The fifth sötra

defines the pramÂàa for dharma and how it operates.  It states: ‘The
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relation of a word (ïabda) to its meaning is autpattika – natural

(svÂbhÂvika) or everlasting (nityaÉ).  UpadeïaÉ – the teaching of

codanÂ (vidhi – Vedic injunction) – is the pramÂàa for dharma.  CodanÂ

is foolproof.  Therefore codanÂ is the pramÂàa for things that are

adçîòa – yet to be produced or imperceptible.  According to ÀcÂrya

BÂdarÂyaàa (too), it does not need any other (pramÂàa) – it is self-

proved’ (Jai.sö. 1-1-5).

Incidentally, reference is made to ÀcÂrya BÂdarÂyaàa (sage

VyÂsa) in the sötra not to refute the mÍmÂÙsa doctrine but from a

sense of adoration.  According to the first interpretation of Brahmasötra

(1-1-3) ‘ïÂstrayonitvÂt ’, Brahman – as the cause of the Vedas – is

proved to be omniscient (sarvajáa).  Therefore there cannot be any

error whatsoever in the Vedas.

The meaning of the Vedic word (ïabda) is natural (svÂbhÂvika)

or everlasting (nitya), namely the said meaning need not be validated

by any other pramÂàa. Brahmasötra (1-3-28) mentions that Creation

(jagat) consisting of presiding deities etc.(devatÂdi) is born of Vedic

words in the sense that the jagat is revealed by them in the form of

word-meanings.  Though the individual entities specified by the words

are born, their species (Âkçti or jÂti) are nitya.  The deities Indra,

Rudra and others are also nitya in terms of species. Therefore the

word and its meaning are natural and everlasting. The unique features

of these deities are revealed by portions of the Vedas such as mantra

and arthavÂda.  The words Indra, Rudra etc. also stand for the offices

or posts that these deities occupy.  It is in this sense too that the

word and its meaning are natural and everlasting.  The statement

“the Creation is born of words” does not mean that words constitute

the material cause of jagat, as Brahman is.  It means the vyavahÂra

(dealings) of words and their clearly perceptible meaning is possible

provided words are always connected to their meanings as species

(Br.Sö.Bh. 1-3-28).

The autpattika sötra describes the pramÂàa of dharma which
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is imperceptible, yet to be produced, and non-verifiable at the time

of gaining its knowledge.  In contrast to dharma, Brahman is ever-

existing and aparokîa – indeed the constant experience of ‘I’. The

VedÂnta prÂmÂàa is verifiable, unlike the prÂmÂàa of dharma as

means to heaven. The autpattika sötra does not postulate a rule

that all knowledge born of Vedic pramÂàa is non-experiential.  As

seen already, the nature of knowledge – whether experiential or

non-experiential – is governed by the nature of the thing to be known

and  not  by  the pramÂàa. ÀtmÂnubhava /BrahmÂnubhava is the

very nature of direct self-knowledge (aparokîa-ÂtmajáÂna).  It is

pramÂàa-phala – the result produced by the pramÂàa.  It is not some

extraneous factor employed to authenticate ÂtmajáÂna. SvataÉ-

prÂmÂàyam of VedÂnta affirms the validity of such knowledge.

According to VedÂnta, all six pramÂàas accepted by it have

svataÉ-prÂmÂàyam, including ïabda (Âgama – the Veda) .  What is

indispensable are defect-free sÂmagrÍs – the essential factors that

are required for the pramÂàa to operate.  The pramÂ resulting from

the use of any of these accepted pramÂàas is necessarily valid

provided the sÂmagrÍs are defect-free, otherwise the pramÂàa  fails

to function.  For example, the direct perception of the form of an

object is authentic if the eyes are healthy, the light is sufficient, the

mind backs the eyes and the object is within the range of sight.

VedÂnta-paribhÂîÂ – the standard book on the categories of   VedÂnta

– describes the svataÉ-prÂmÂàyam of all six pramÂàas after concluding

its discussion on anupalabdhi pramÂàa.

SvataÉ-prÂmÂàyam – the status of being a self-proved

or self-evident pramÂàa – is not a criterion that dictates that

knowledge imparted by the pramÂàa is non-experiential.  If it were

so, pratyakîa-jáÂna (direct perception) – which is gained by the

pratyakîa svataÉ-prÂmÂàa would be non-experiential.  That is contrary

to universal experience.  Direct perception is experiential.

To say that svataÉ-prÂmÂàyam signifies total independence

of the pramÂàas is not correct. First of all, pramÂàas depend on
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appropriate, defect-free sÂmagrÍs.  Moreover, anumÂna, arthÂpatti,

upamÂ, anupalabdhi and ïabda (the Veda) depend on pratyakîa, which

is termed the jyeîòha pramÂàa – the first or the chief pramÂàa.

The nature of the VedÂnta pramÂàa is such that on

producing direct self-knowledge, it ends the pramÂtÂ and itself

ceases to exist as a pramÂàa.  It is like a pramÂàa in dream losing

its status as a pramÂàa on waking up (B.G.Bh. 2-69)
82

. ÀtmÂ /

Brahman is the svaröpa (true nature) of the impostor pramÂtÂ – the

knower (jÍva).  Operated to the point of fruition, the VedÂnta pramÂàa

reduces the pramÂtÂ to its nirupÂdhika-svaröpa viz. ÂtmÂ. As a result,

ÂtmÂ / Brahman can never become the prameya that can be known

as an object by the pramÂtÂ even if VedÂnta has the status of a

valid pramÂàa to know ÂtmÂ – Brahman. This distinguishes the

VedÂnta pramÂàa from others.  That is why ÂtmÂ / Brahman is called

aprameya – a thing that cannot be known by the pramÂtÂ as an

object distinct from itself.

Cittaïuddhi or cittaprasÂda is indispensable for the VedÂnta

pramÂàa to produce BrahmajáÂna.  It is defined as the purity of the

antaÉkaraàa, which can display Brahman in its true nirupÂdhika state

as a faithful replica (cittasya BrahmÂkÂra-prathanÂnukölÂ svacchatÂ).

As shown already, the tat tvam asi mahÂvÂkya will fail to function

unless there is a direct appreciation of the ïodhita tvam pada – the

nirupÂdhika ‘I’.

In his teaching to Lord RÂma, sage Vasiîòha emphasizes

the indispensability of citta-ïuddhi, for which means such as

sÂdhana-catuîòaya are imperative.  The sage says – ‘Approaching

a guru and exposing oneself to his teaching is only a formality in

terms of observing the norms of the scriptures. The primary means

of gaining BrahmajáÂna is prajáÂ (the akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti) born in
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the pure antaÉkaraàa (ïuddha citta) of the disciple.’ (Gheosçe›eâcees jece
JÙeJemLeecee$eheeueveced ~ %ehlesmleg keâejCeb çegæe efçe<ÙeØe%ewJe jeIeJe ~~ YogavÂsiîòha,

NirvÂàa-Pörva, 83-13).  This shows that an unprepared mind cannot

gain direct BrahmajáÂna in spite of exposure to the VedÂnta pramÂàa-

ïravaàa. Let us bear in mind that the VedÂnta pramÂàa fails to operate

for sure unless the mumukîu has the indispensable defect-free

sÂmagrÍs such as a ïuddha citta with citta-naiïcalya, capable of

bearing in itself the replica of nirviïeîa ÂtmÂ as revealed by the

akhaàÅÂkÂra / ÂtmÂkÂra vçtti. Otherwise it would be akin to seeing

with defective eyes, giving rise to a vision that is distorted.

Having understood the nature of the VedÂnta pramÂàa, it

should be very clear that the role of ÂtmÂnubhava / BrahmÂnubhava

is not to validate or corroborate this pramÂàa. Rather, it is the

inevitable final pramÂàa-phala (result produced by pramÂàa). The

lack of ÂtmÂnubhava in spite of efforts indicates that the pramÂàa

has failed for want of defectless sÂmagrÍs. The distinction between

the Veda-pramÂàa with respect to the karmakÂàÅa and with respect

to VedÂnta should be clearly understood. The former does not need

experience (anubhava) while gaining knowledge because experience

is just not possible. That is not the case in ÂtmajáÂna. Mere youktika-

jáÂna (knowledge born of reasoning) or some information about ÂtmÂ

gleaned from the ïÂstra can at best be parokîajáÂna. It is not

aparokîa. ParokîajáÂnÍs are still under the spell of adhyÂsa like animals

etc. This was seen in the païvÂdibhiïca  aviïeîÂt portion of the

adhyÂsabhÂîya.

ROLE   OF   KARMAYOGA   AND   BHAGAVAD-BHAKTI

(INTENSE  LOVE  FOR  ÊìVARA)

VedÂntic teaching can lead to BrahmajáÂna only if

the mumukîu has cittaïuddhi and cittanaiïcalya,  which are

indispensable for the pramÂàa  of VedÂnta to operate.

DharmÂnuîòhÂna, a life of adherence to the do’s and don’ts enjoined

in the Vedas, has the effect of duritakîaya (annulling of past pÂpas).

Thereupon dawns viveka, leading to sÂdhanacatuîòaya-saÙpatti.
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Karmayoga and Bhagavadbhakti serve as means to gain ïuddhi

(purity) and naiïcalya (steadiness) of citta (mind).

If BrahmajáÂna is not gained in spite of exposure to proper

VedÂntic teaching, the only possible diagnosis is that these

preparatory means are lacking. Sage VÂlmÍkÍ, finding that his

disciple BharadvÂja did not gain BrahmajáÂna even after being

taught the YogavÂsiîòha, exhorts him to take to saguàeïvaropÂsanÂ

– devotional worship of saguàa Brahma. VÂlmÍkÍ advises:

Yepe mecYeefjleeYeesieb hejcesMeb peieod ieg®ced ~ (Yo.VÂ.Ni.Pö. 127-33)

Tr. ‘Invoke the Supreme Lord (Parameïa), the universal

preceptor, who wields different embodiments (to guide and

protect his devotees).’

Bhagavadbhakti or devotion is intense love towards

Parameïvara. In Vedic parlance, bhakti falls under the category of

karma and is not a separate concept. Lord Kçîàa declares that he

has prescribed two distinct modes  of living, with firm adherence

(niîòhÂ) to jáÂna and karma (B.G. 3-3) respectively. Karma is an

indirect means to ÂtmajáÂna. Karma cannot destroy self-ignorance

and produce jáÂna because it is itself a product of self-ignorance.

On the other hand, bhakti, despite being a karma, is a distinct

sÂdhanÂ (means) for preparing the mind to gain ÂtmajáÂna. In

Kaliyuga, bhakti has the further advantage that it is a very practical

means.

Karmayoga is the discharge of one’s duties with an attitude

that allows one to gain the disposition conducive to the attainment

of self-knowledge. The natural tendency is to perform karmas

(actions) prompted by desire for their results. This afflicts the

individual with worry, anxiety, excitement and restlessness, which

in turn rob him of the calm and unruffled disposition necessary for

jáÂnam. An attitude of karmayoga based on steadfast devotion to

Êïvara prevents such an undesirable state of mind. Karmayoga
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transforms karma into a worshipful offering to Êïvara. Lord Kçîàa

describes this principle:

Ùele: ØeJe=efòeYet&leeveeb Ùesve meJe&efceob leleced ~
mJekeâce&Cee leceYÙeÛÙe& efmeefæb efJevoefle ceeveJe: ~ (B.G. 18-46)

Tr. By worshipping through one’s karma the Êïvara from whom

all elements and beings are born (or because of whom all

beings function), and by whom the entire Creation is

pervaded, the eligible person (mÂnavaÉ) gains the capability

(siddhi) that enables steadfastness in ÂtmajáÂna.

The teaching on how to effect this change in attitude during

the performance of karma is enunciated in the following verse:

keâce&CÙesJeeefOekeâejmles cee Heâues<eg keâoeÛeve ~
cee keâce&HeâuenslegYet&: cee les mebieesÓmlJekeâce&efCe ~~ (B.G. 2-47)

Tr. (O Arjuna), your business is to be concerned with action

(karma) alone and never with its results. Do not be the

author of the results of action (which is a recipe for

transmigration). Let not your inclination be to inaction either

(merely because you do not desire results).

Lord Kçîàa asks us to engage ourselves in karma without

preoccupation with its results. A karmayogÍ should rise above

concepts such as ‘This karma is mine’, ‘Its results are due to my

efforts’, ‘I am the person entitled to the results of action’, ‘I did’, ‘I

deserve’, ‘I shall enjoy the results’. These strengthen the erroneous

‘I notion’ (ahaßkÂra) in the embodiment, and breed anxiety, worry

and restlessness. A mind engrossed in such factors cannot take to

ïravaàa, manana, nididhyÂsana and gain ÂtmajáÂna. What is

recommended by Lord Kçîàa is a samabuddhi (an equanimous mind,

unaffected by results) rather than saßgabuddhi (a mind totally

attached to the results of actions).

Lord Kçîàa does not say that the doer does not have a

right to the results of his actions. ‘The performer of action is the
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reaper of its results unless he is a jáÂnÍ.’ (B.G. 18-12). Grammatically

speaking, the particle mÂ is mainly used in the sense of prohibition

(forbidding). In rare cases mÂ may mean negation (na – no). To quote

BhagavÂn ìrÍ Sathya Sai Baba ‘mÂ phaleîu’ means ‘refuse the fruit’

or ‘do ..... and deny the consequence.’83 Certainly the doer can, out

of his own free will and determination, refuse to be affected by results,

favourable or unfavourable. The question arises: If desire should not

be entertained for the results of action, who will look after us? Such

doubts do not disturb a karmayogÍ. For him, liberation from the circle

of birth and death is more important than fleeting comfort and

happiness in life. A karmayogÍ has firm ïraddhÂ (attitude of total

trust) in BhagavÂn who has made an assurance, ‘Yogakîemam

vahÂmyaham’ (I take care of all the needs of my earnest devotee)

(B.G. 9-22), and has full confidence that BhagavÂn will certainly

look after him (karmayogÍ). This shows that Bhagavadbhakti is an

integral part of karmayoga.

MOKëA IS ANUBHAVÀRóÄHA (ABSORPTION/

STEADFASTNESS IN BRAHMÀNUBHAVA)

In principle, aparokîa ÂtmajáÂna / BrahmajáÂna confers

mokîa (liberation). But it is not by means of some adçîòa (puàya)

born of karma or upÂsanÂ. For practical purposes, BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra

/ aparokîa BrahmajáÂna itself is mokîa wherein avidyÂ (self-

ignorance) along with its effects is terminated. As seen earlier,

mokîa is ÂtmÂ  itself, known directly without a trace of avidyÂ

(VedÂnta KalpalatikÂ). In other words, mokîa is svÂtmani avasthÂnam

(abidance in ÂtmÂ – TaittirÍya / Kena Bh.). ÀtmÂ being anubhavasvaröpa

and now free from avidyÂ and its effects (for the jÍva who has got

ÂtmajáÂna), mokîa is nothing but the self-evident experience of

ÂtmÂ-svaröpa without the tripuòÍ – pramÂtÂ, prameya (as distinct

from pramÂtÂ), and pramÂàa. Thus BrahmajáÂna itself is mokîa,

provided there is jáÂnaniîòhÂ  / pre-requisite for jÍvanmukti.

This shows that ÂtmajáÂna / BrahmajáÂna is also a unique

experience.
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The following passages from the sötrabhaîya corroborate

the above.

(i) heÇlÙe#eHeâuelJeeled Ûe %eevemÙe HeâueefJejnçebkeâevegheheefòe: ~ keâce&Heâues mJeiee&oew
DevegYeJeevee¤{s (DeØeehleevegYeJes) mÙeeled Deeçebkeâe, YeJesled Jee ve Jee Fefle ~
DevegYeJee¤{b (ØeehleevegYeJeb) leg %eeveHeâueb ‘Ùeled mee#eeled Dehejes#eeled
(i.e. Dehejes#eb) yeÇÿe’ (Bç.U. 3-4-1) Fefle ßegles:, ‘leled lJeb Deefme’ (Ch.U.

6-8-7 etc.) Fefle Ûe efmeæJeled Gheosçeeled ~ (Br.Sö.Bh. 3-3-32)

Tr. Mokîa, the result of jáÂna, is immediate/direct. Therefore

no doubt can be entertained about its absence or failure.

Heaven etc. are the results of karma. Their result is not

available for experience (at the time karma is performed).

Therefore there is room for doubt regarding the

achievement of results, namely, whether the results

will be obtained or not. By contrast, mokîa, the

result of BrahmajáÂna, is absorption/steadfastness in

BrahmÂnubhava / ÂtmÂnubhava (then and there). It is

corroborated by the ïruti statement, ‘Brahman is immediate,

the most intimate self-evident ‘I’ (Bç.U. 3-4-1)’. In its

teaching ‘You are Brahman ’  (Ch.U.  6-8-7 etc.),

the ChÂndogyopaniîat also presents Brahman as

ever-accomplished (Br.Sö.Bh. 3-3-32).

(ii) DevegYeJee¤{b SJe Ûe efJeÅeeHeâueb, ve ef›eâÙeeJeled keâeueevlejYeeJeer Fefle
Demeke=âled DeJeesÛeece ~ (Br.Sö.Bh. 3-4-15).

Tr. We have often stated that mokîa – the result of

BrahmajáÂna – is absorption in BrahmÂnubhava alone.

Unlike karma, it is not something that comes into existence

after a period of time. (Br.Sö.Bh. 3-4-15).

BRAHMAN  IS  NOT  A  SENSE OBJECT

The bhÂîya now proceeds to answer the following doubt

entertained by some in this context.  The doubt is first presented,

then clarified.
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Doubt: If Brahman is an existent entity and not something

required to be produced, like dharma, it too should be an object of

pramÂàas such as direct perception (pratyakîa), inference (anumÂna)

etc., as are objects such as the existing pot. Accordingly, since it is

anumÂna (inference) and not the ïruti that is the pramÂàa for an

existent entity, one should investigate the inference in the janmÂdi-

sötra that ascertains the cause of Creation. As far as the ïruti is

concerned, it at best restates what is known through the other

pramÂàas. The ïruti is not a pramÂàa for existent entities, so any

inquiry into the ïruti  to know Brahman is futile.  Therefore, it is

incorrect to say that the Brahmasötras serve essentially to string

VedÂntic  sentences  together.

Yee. veveg YetleJemleglJes yeÇÿeCe: ØeceeCeevlejefJe<eÙelJeb SJe Fefle
JesoevleJeekeäÙeefJeÛeejCee DeveefLe&keâe SJe   Øeehlee ~ ve~
FefvõÙeeefJe<eÙelJesve mebyevOee«enCeeled ~  mJeYeeJele: efJe<eÙeefJe<eÙeeefCe
FefvõÙeeefCe, ve yeÇÿeefJe<eÙeeefCe ~meefle efn FefvõÙeefJe<eÙelJes yeÇÿeCe:,

Fob yeÇÿeCee mebyeæb keâeÙeËb Fefle ie=¢esle ~ keâeÙe&cee$eb SJe leg ie=¢eceeCeb
efkebâ yeÇÿeCee mebyeæb efkeâb DevÙesve kesâveefÛeled Jee mebyeæb Fefle ve MekeäÙeb
efve§eslegced ~  lemceeled pevceeefomet$eb ve DevegceeveeshevÙeemeeLeË, efkebâ leefn&
JesoevleJeekeäÙeØeoMe&veeLe&ced ~

Bh.Tr. Contrary proposition:  If Brahman is an (already)

existing entity, it should be the object of other means

of knowledge.  Any discussion on the Upaniîadic  text

would therefore be useless.

Ans: It is not so; because Brahman is not a sense object

(viîaya).  Therefore, its connection with Creation (as

the cause) cannot be grasped through any other means

of knowledge (either).  By their very nature, the senses

have external entities as their objects, and not

Brahman.  If  Brahman were an object of the senses, it

could have been known (through other means of

knowledge) that this Creation is connected to Brahman

(i.e. created by Brahman) as its effect.  But when the
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effect, viz., Creation, alone is perceived, it is not possible

to determine whether it was created by Brahman (as its

effect) or by something else.  Therefore the janmÂdi-
sötra is not meant to suggest inference (as the means

to know Brahman) but serves to explain the Upaniîadic
sentence.

THE  UPANIëADIC  SENTENCE  WHICH  IS  THE  BASIS OF

JANMÀDI-SóTRA

If Brahman were the object of a pramÂàa other than the

ïruti, an inquiry would be needed into such a pramÂàa.  Inquiry into

Upaniîadic (VedÂntic) sentences to ascertain Brahman would then

become futile.  Here the contender should be asked which of the

following two rules establishes Brahman as the cause of Creation:

i) Any effect whatsoever that exists is born of Brahman.

ii) Anything that is an effect has a cause.

The first rule is inapplicable.  Such a vyÂpti (invariable

concomitance) cannot be proved by perception, inference or other

means of knowledge (except the ïruti) because Brahman is

imperceptible to the senses.  Therefore it is not possible to postulate

such a vyÂpti. In other words, Brahman cannot be the object of

other pramÂàas. The senses are extrovert by their very nature

because the Creator (Parameïvara) created them so.  (Kò.U. 2-1-2).

On the other hand, Brahman is imperceptible to the senses because

it is devoid of sound, touch, form, taste and smell.  That means it is

not possible to use other pramÂàas to verify the rule that this jagat

is born of Brahman.

As for the second rule, it can prove only that there is a

cause of Creation, but it is impossible to conclude without the help

of the ïruti that the cause is Brahman. To ascertain that the cause

of the jagat is nothing but Brahman, it is the ïruti alone that must be
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resorted to. The role of inference is secondary and serves to reason

out the possibility that Brahman can be both the material and efficient

cause of the jagat in addition to being omniscient and omnipotent

etc. as declared in the ïruti.  That the material and efficient cause

of the jagat is one and the same Brahman is illustrated by drawing

parallels with instances such as mud and the pot made of mud, or

the spider and the web created by it. This justifies that the janmÂdi-

sötra is based on the ïruti – an Upaniîadic sentence. The actual

Upaniîadic sentence involved will be revealed in the next passage

of the bhÂîya.

Yee. efEfkebâ hegve: leled  JesoevleJeekeäÙeb Ùeled met$esCe Fn efueue#eefÙeef<eleced ~
‘Ye=ieg: Jew Jee®efCe: ~ Je®Ceb efhelejb Ghememeej ~ DeOeerefn YeieJe:
yeÇÿe Fefle’ Ghe›eâcÙe Deen – ‘Ùele: Jew Fceeefve Yetleeefve peeÙevles ~
Ùesve peeleeefve peerJeefvle ~ Ùeled ØeÙeefvle DeefYemebefJeMeefvle  leled
efJeefpe%eememJe~ leled yeÇÿe Fefle’ (lewefòe. 3-1) ~ lemÙe Ûe
efveCe&ÙeJeekeäÙeced – ‘Deevevoeled efn SJe Keueg  Fceeefve Yetleeefve peeÙevles~
Deevevosve peeleeefve peerJeefvle ~ Deevevob ØeÙeefvle DeefYemebefJeMeefvle
Fefle’ (lewefòe. 3-6) ~ DevÙeeefve Deefhe SJeb peeleerÙekeâeefve
JeekeäÙeeefve efvelÙeMegæyegæcegòeâmJeYeeJemeJe&%emJe¤hekeâejCeefJe<eÙeeefCe
Goenle&JÙeeefve ~~2~~

Bh.Tr. Q: Which VedÂntic sentence does the sötra  (to define

Brahman) allude to here (iha) in that case?

Ans: The TaittirÍyopaniîat begins with, ‘Renowned

Bhçgu, son of Varuàa, (who sought to know

Brahman) approached his father (and requested);

O revered father! Please teach me about Brahman’,

and continues with (the father’s reply) – ‘Please

know Brahman to be that from which all these living

beings are born, having been born by which they

live and into which they merge back after

destruction’  (Tai.U. 3-1).  The affirming sentence

(niràaya-vÂkyam, where Bhçgu keys down this
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teaching) is ‘Verily from Ânanda (the limitless

independent happiness which is Brahman) alone

are all these living beings born, having been born

they live by Ânanda and into Ânanda they merge

after destruction’ (Tai.U.3-6).  Other Upaniîadic

sentences of a similar nature which reveal the

cause (Brahman) to be nitya (the ever-existent

principle, free from time), ïuddha (free from

Creation), buddha (the very knowledge-principle),

mukta-svabhÂva (ever liberated) and sarvajáa-

svaröpa (omniscient in nature) should also be cited.

The word iha (here i.e. in this case) in the question refers

to the Brahman that is desired to be known, and is now being defined.

The question seeks to know which specific sentence provides a

definition of Brahman and should be inquired into.

The sentence ‘yato vÂ imÂni ’ was quoted earlier in the

bhÂîya  of this sötra when indicating the sequence of origin (janma),

sthiti (sustenance) and bhaßga (destruction) of Creation.  It was

explained there that the word bhötÂni in that context stood for

‘living beings’. In the present context, the same term must be taken

to include both living beings and the five great elements

(paáca-mahÂbhötÂni).

The first Brahmasötra exhorted the mumukîu to inquire into

and obtain the knowledge of Brahman. The second sötra provided

the definition of Brahman for those desirous of knowing it. In a similar

vein, the ïruti also teaches about Brahman to a mumukîu who is a

BrahmajijáÂsu – one desirous of knowing Brahman – by taking

recourse to the distinctive features of Creation.  In order to show

that this sötra is in keeping with the import of the ïruti, the initial

portion of the sentence where the son who is a BrahmajijáÂsu

approaches his father who is a BrahmajáÂnÍ  seeking BrahmajáÂna

is also quoted.  AdhÍhi  means call to mind in the sense of

upadiïa – please teach. The word yena (in yena jÂtÂni ) is in the
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singular because any statement referring to multiple causes cannot

define Brahman. To illustrate, ‘whatever is the cause of Creation is

one’ remains an incomplete definition because it does not specify

an explicit cause, whereas ‘whatever is the single cause of Creation

is Brahman’ or ‘whatever is the cause of Creation is the non-dual

Brahman’ makes the definition complete.

The definition given in ‘yato vÂ ÍmÂni ’ is a taòastha-lakîaàa

(i.e. a feature which defines an entity through an adventitious relation

with it). What then is the svaröpa-lakîaàa (the intrinsic characteristic)

of Brahman?  The answer is indicated by the word yataÉ (that from

which).  It is also suggested by the niràÂyaka-vÂkyam (affirming

sentence) of this teaching that reveals Brahman, beginning with

‘ÂnandÂd hyeva’ as satyam (the ever-existent principle), jáÂnam

(the knowledge-principle) and Ânanda (limitless independent

happiness).  This affirmation by Bhçgu is also in accordance with

the svaröpa-lakîaàa of Brahman already specified in the earlier

chapter of the same Upaniîad – in the phrase ‘satyam jáÂnam

anantam Brahma’.

The definition of Brahman quoted here is not the only one.

There are many others in different Upaniîads in all four Vedas. The

Prakçtyadhikaraàa (Br.Sö. 1-4-23 to 1-4-27), where the theme of

this sötra is elaborated in detail, refers to other Upaniîadic sentences

conveying a similar meaning.  Thus all these definitions from

different Upaniîads, be it in the form of a taòastha-lakîaàa or a

svaröpa-lakîaàa, have their samanvaya (ascertained purport) in the

Brahman to be known. Mokîa (liberation) is gained by aparokîa-

BrahmajáÂna.
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THE OMNISCIENCE  OF  BRAHMAN.

THE  VEDA  IS  THE  SOLE  PRAMÀÛA
TO  KNOW  BRAHMAN

(MeeŒeÙeesefvelJeeefOekeâjCeced )

BRAHMASóTRA    1-1-3

SUMMARY  OF  ìÀSTRAYONITVÀDHIKARAÛA   – TOPIC

OF THE THIRD   SóTRA

The VaiyÂsika-nyÂyamÂlÂ presents a summary of the third

sötra as follows.

There are two interpretations (varàakas) of the sötra –

ïÂstrayonitvÂt.

The first interpretation:

Subject  : The omniscience of Brahman.

Doubt    :  Has Brahman authored the Vedas?

Contrary proposition :  In the ïruti-mantra, ‘vÂcÂ Viröpa nityÂ stutim

preraya’ (‘O Viröpa, eulogize with the eternal words’)

the Veda called  nityÂ vÂk (the eternal words) is described

as eternal. Thus being without a beginning, the Veda

cannot have an author. (The word Viröpa in the mantra is

an address to a deity).

Doctrine : The Veda comprising äk, Yajus, SÂma and Atharva is

described as the exhalation  (i.e. something effortlessly

produced) of Brahman (Bç.U. 2-4-10). Therefore Brahman

is the author of the Veda. Its description as eternal (nitya)
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in the aforesaid ïruti is to show that the same is revealed

just like the Veda in the previous kalpa – Creation.

Brahman is omniscient because it is the author of

the all-revealing Veda.

The second interpretation:

Subject  : The Veda alone is the pramÂàa to know Brahman.

Doubt    : Can Brahman be known only by the Veda or by other

means of knowledge as well?

Contrary proposition:  Brahman being a thing much like a pot and

other objects, it can also be known by direct perception,

inference  and other similar means of knowledge.

Doctrine: Brahman is free from the attributes of sound, touch, form,

taste and smell. Therefore it cannot be an object of

sense-perception. It is also devoid of any distinguishing

mark, feature or similarity with anything else, and so on.

As a result, means of knowledge such as inference,

illustration and others are incapable of making it known.

ìrutis such as ‘I am asking you about that Puruîa  (i.e.

Brahman) unfolded in the Upaniîad’ (Bç.U. 3-9-26)  point

out the Veda alone as the means  of knowledge to know

Brahman.

THE  THIRD  SóTRA  IS  INTRODUCED

Having recapitulated the topic of the earlier sötra, the

bhÂîyakÂra introduces the third one by showing the connection

between the two with respect to the first interpretation.

Yee. peielkeâejCelJeheÇoMe&vesve  meJe&%eb yeÇÿe Fefle Gheef#ehleb  leosJe õ{Ùeved
Deen  –
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Bh.Tr. It was indicated that Brahman is omniscient by showing

it to be the cause of Creation.  Confirming the same

topic, the author of the sötra says ‘ìÂstrayonitvÂt.’

By stating that the sentient Brahman is the cause of jagat,
the SötrakÂra has in fact asserted its omniscient nature because

any Creation is preceded by a sentient producer having knowledge

thereof.  So it establishes that Brahman is omniscient because it is

the cause of the entire Creation. It is well-known that a creator has

knowledge about his creation before starting, as seen in the case

of a pot-maker. The omniscience of Brahman is corroborated by

proving that it is the author of the Vedas. Thereby it is refuted that

the inert PradhÂna (of the SÂßkhya school of thought) and others

are the cause of jagat respectively. Brahman as the cause of both

Creation and the Vedas proves its omniscience. Therefore this

adhikaraàa   has the secondary connection with the previous one,

both dealing with the same theme (ekaviîayatva) viz. the

omniscience of Brahman.

Or this adhikaraàa proves Brahman to be the author of the

Vedas by refuting the objection (Âkîepa) that Brahman cannot be

the Creator of everything because the Vedas are eternal, according

to some ïruti, and thus the Veda cannot have any author.  In this

case, the present sötra gets related to the previous one by the

secondary connection in the form of an objection, since the said

objection is refuted herein.

MeeŒeÙeesefvelJeeled   ~~3~~

heoeLees&efòeâ :- [ i) MeeŒeb Øeefle keâejCelJeeled  (meJe&%eb yeÇÿe)  ~
ii) MeeŒeiecÙelJeeled (yeÇÿe ØeceeCeevlejJesÅeb ve) ~ ]

Tr. i) First interpretation:   (Brahman is omniscient)

because it is the cause of  the scriptures consisting

of the äk, Yajur, SÂma and Atharva Vedas.
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ii) Second interpretation:   (Brahman cannot be known

through any other means of knowledge) because

it can be known only by means of the scriptures

viz. the Vedas.

THE   FIRST   INTERPRETATION   OF   THE   THIRD   SóTRA

Brahman, besides being the cause of the entire Creation,

is also the cause of the Vedas called ïÂstra  (the scripture). Therefore

it is omniscient.  Based on this fact, the words of the sötra are now

being commented upon by taking into account the two connections

with the previous sötra viz. the sameness of the topic (ekaviîayatva)

and the objection (Âkîepa) to it.

Yee.  cenle: $e+iJesoeos: MeeŒemÙe DeveskeâefJeÅeemLeeveesheye=befnlemÙe ØeoerheJeled
meJee&Lee&JeÅeesefleve: meJe&%ekeâuhemÙe Ùeesefve: keâejCebb yeÇÿe ~ veefn
F&ÂMemÙe MeeŒemÙe $e+iJesoeefoue#eCemÙe meJe&%eiegCeeefvJelemÙe  meJe&%eeled
DevÙele: mebYeJe: Deefmle ~ Ùeled Ùeled efJemlejeLeË  MeeŒeb Ùemceeled
heg®<eefJeMes<eeled mebYeJeefle,  ÙeLee JÙeekeâjCeeefo heeefCevÙeeos:
%esÙewkeâosMeeLeË Deefhe  me:  lele: Deefhe DeefOekeâlejefJe%eeve: Fefle
Øeefmeæb  ueeskesâ ~  efkeâceg JeòeâJÙeb DeveskeâMeeKeeYesoefYeVemÙe
osJeefleÙe&*dceveg<ÙeJeCee&ßeceeefoØeefJeYeeienslees: $e+iJesoeÅeeKÙemÙe
meJe&%eeveekeâjmÙe DeØeÙelvesve SJe  ueerueevÙeeÙesve  heg®<eefve:MJeemeJeled
Ùemceeled cenle:  Yetleeled Ùeesves: mebYeJe:, ‘DemÙe cenle: YetlemÙe
efve:MJeefmeleb Sleled Ùeled $e+iJeso:’  (ye=n. 2-4-10)  FlÙeeefoßegles:
lemÙe cenle: YetlemÙe efvejefleMeÙeb meJe&%elJeb meJe&MeefòeâceòJeb Ûe Fefle~

Bh.Tr. Brahman is the yoni  – the cause – of the great scripture

consisting of ägveda and the rest, which is

supplemented by many branches of knowledge, which

reveals things (worthy of being known) like a lamp,

and which is almost omniscient. Because a scripture

of this kind in the form of ägveda etc., having the quality

of omniscience, cannot originate from any cause other

than one that is itself omniscient.  It is well-known in
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the world that while any voluminous treatise such as

grammar etc. composed by a specific person – PÂàini

or others  – pertains to a portion of the subject matter,

the knowledge of the author extends beyond his work.

(If this holds true for worldly matters like grammar),

how much more so for the unsurpassed omniscience

and omnipotence of that limitless being, from which

the birth of the mine of all knowledge called ägveda

etc. consisting of manifold branches, the cause of the

distinction of all the different deities, animals, human

beings, varàas (the caste system), Âïramas (the stages

of life) and others takes place in the form of sport as it

were like the exhalation of a person. This is evident

from ïruti  statements such as ‘All that is ägveda,

Yajurveda, SÂmaveda and AtharvÂngirasa is the

exhalation of this limitless being’.  (Bç.U. 2-4-10).

Many adjectives like mahÂn (great) and others are

employed to describe the ïÂstra (scripture) consisting of äk, Yajus,

SÂma and Atharva to establish the omniscience of its cause.  MahÂn
means that which is great in terms of both magnitude and content.

ìÂstra is that which instructs (ïÂsanÂt) about all that is beneficial

(hita). To show that the word ïÂstra indicates by implication all means

of knowledge in the form of words, the same is qualified as that

which is supplemented by many branches of knowledge.

These are PurÂàa, nyÂya (reasoning), mÍmÂÙsÂ  (sacred inquiry),

dharmaïÂstra (code of laws), ïikîÂ (phonetics),  kalpa (hand book

of rituals), nirukta (etymology), vyÂkaraàa (grammar), chandas
(prosody) and jyotiîa (astronomy). These ten branches of

knowledge suggest that celebrated personages like Manu accepted

the Veda as valid means of knowledge. The Veda is compared to

an all illuminating lamp (pradÍpa). It shows the Veda as valid because

it reveals all things worthy of being known and sought in life. Yet,

the Veda is called sarvajáakalpa (almost omniscient) and not

sarvajáa (omniscient) because it is inert in nature. The word yoni
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(cause) refers to both the material (upÂdÂna) and efficient (nimitta)

causes.

It may be asked how Brahman, the cause of the ïÂstra (the

Veda), can be omniscient if the Veda is so? This is so because the

presence of omniscience in the effect, the Veda, is not possible

without its presence in the cause  –  Brahman. The rule is that the

power in an effect is identical to that in its cause.

Another reason given to establish the omniscience of

Brahman is that the knowledge of an author of a treatise is far vaster

than the knowledge contained in the work. It can be inferred as

follows. The Veda is born of a being whose knowledge is vaster

than the knowledge propounded in the Veda; because it is the means

of knowledge in the form of sentences such as are found in grammar,

RÂmÂyaàa and other compositions. The invariable rule applicable

here is derived in the bhÂîya sentence beginning with the phrase

yadyadvistarÂrtham (i.e. whatever voluminous treatise etc.). If a text

containing limited knowledge is born of a person who is more

knowledgeable, then the inevitable corollary is that the Veda with

its vast range of knowledge beyond human imagination should

necessarily originate from an omniscient being. Its omniscience

and omnipotence cannot be questioned. This is also corroborated

by the ïruti ‘asya mahato bhötasya niïvasitam etad  ägvedaÉ’ (Bç.U.

2-4-10). This Upaniîadic statement also serves as the basis of the

present sötra that sets out to prove the omniscience of Brahman.

To show that the Veda is apouruîeya (not born of human efforts),

the Upaniîad uses the word niïvasitam, like effortless exhalation.

The effortlessness or spontaneity here refers to Creation of (the

Veda) in a trice without dependence on any other means of

knowledge and without any effort put in to know its meaning.

The inference drawn here is only to corroborate the

omniscience of Brahman as declared in ‘the one who is omniscient’

(Mu.U. 1-1-10) by showing the unsurpassed knowledge of the
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Creator of the Veda. It does not mean that the Veda is created by

the knowledge of the things contained therein. Such a  notion will

contradict the ïruti  statement ‘niïvasitam’ indicating the

effortlessness  and independence of  Brahman – as Êïvara – in

creating the Veda. Êïvara, remembering the series of the self-created

Veda in the past kalpa (Creation), reveals the same to Hiraàyagarbha
and others at the beginning of the present kalpa. Êïvara knows it

invariably since His knowledge is not veiled by any ignorance.

Therefore Brahman who plays the role of Êïvara is omniscient.

THE  SECOND  INTERPRETATION  OF  THE  THIRD  SóTRA

So far, Brahman has been defined. Next, the means of

knowledge to know Brahman needs to be known. Both the definition

and the means of knowledge are inevitable for Brahma-niràaya –

to ascertain Brahman. Therefore the second interpretation (varàaka)

of this ïötra has the connection of ‘having the same result (viz.

Brahma-niràaya)’ with the previous sötra or the adhikaraàa (topic).

The basis of this varàaka is the Upaniîadic sentence, ‘I am asking

you about that Puruîa (i.e. Brahman) unfolded in the Upaniîad’

(Bç.U. 3-9-26). The doubt is whether this ïruti ascertains that the

Veda alone is the pramÂàa to know  Brahman. Some opine that the

single Creator, the omniscient Brahman, can also be inferred from

the evidence of the effect in the form of Creation, whose formation

is inconceivable to the human mind. Therefore the Veda alone is

not the pramÂàa to know Brahman. To dispel any such doubt, the

sötra  ïÂstrayonitvÂt  establishes that Brahman  can be known only

through the pramÂàa   of the Veda and not by  any  other means  of

knowledge. In the case of the second interpretation the word yoni
(as the cause) from the sötra means pramÂàa. The BhÂîya
establishes this doctrine.

Yee. DeLeJee ÙeLee Gòeâb $e+iJesoeefoMeeŒeb Ùeesefve: keâejCeb ØeceeCeb DemÙe
yeÇÿeCe:  ÙeLeeJeled   mJe¤heeefOeieces ~  MeeŒeeled SJe  ØeceeCeeled
peiele: pevceeefokeâejCeb yeÇÿe DeefOeiecÙeles Fefle DeefYeØeeÙe:~  MeeŒeb
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Goeùleb  hetJe&met$es – ‘Ùelees Jee Fceeefve Yetleeefve peeÙevles’  FlÙeeefo~
efkeâb DeLeË leefn& Fob met$eb, ÙeeJelee hetJe&met$es SJe SJeb peeleerÙekebâ MeeŒeb
Goenjlee  MeeŒeÙeesefvelJeb yeÇÿeCe: oefMe&leced ~  GÛÙeles - le$e
hetJe&met$ee#ejsCe mhe„b MeeŒemÙe Devegheeoeveeled pevceeefo kesâJeueb Devegceeveb
GhevÙemleb Fefle DeeMe¿Ÿesle leeb DeeMe¿be efveJele&efÙelegb Fob met$eb ØeJeJe=les,
MeeŒeÙeesefvelJeeled Fefle ~~3~~

Bh.Tr. Or the scripture consisting of ägveda and others as

described previously is yoni, the cause, in the sense

of the pramÂàa  (means of knowledge) for knowing

this Brahman in its true nature. The import of the sötra

is that Brahman which is the cause of the origin (janma)

and other facets of Creation is known only through the

pramÂàa of scriptures (the Vedas). The relevant

scriptural passage ‘that from which all these living

beings are born’ (Tai.U. 3-1) was quoted in the context

of the previous sötra (Br.Sö. 1-1-2). Then what is the

purpose of this present sötra when the SötrakÂra (the

sage VyÂsa) has (already) shown the scripture – (the

Veda) – to be the pramÂàa to know Brahman by citing

such ïruti  texts in the previous sötra? The answer

follows. The words in the previous sötra did not

mention the scripture – (the Veda as the pramÂàa)

clearly. A doubt may arise that only the inference

indicated by janmÂdi (the origin of the jagat etc.) is

suggested there. To obviate this doubt this sötra

‘ïÂstrayonitvÂt ’ was formulated.

As explained in the bhÂîya, this sötra with its second

interpretation is meant to clarify that the earlier sötra  does not speak

of an independent inference indicated by janmÂdi  to know Brahman.

Thus the Veda alone is the pramÂàa for knowing Brahman.
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THE  APPLICABILITY (SAMANVAYA) OF

VEDÀNTA (THE UPANIëADS) IN BRAHMAN

(mecevJeÙeeefOekeâjCeced )

BRAHMASóTRA 1-1-4

SUMMARY OF SAMANVAYÀDHIKARAÛAM – THE TOPIC

OF THE   FOURTH   SóTRA

The VaiyÂsika-nyÂyamÂlÂ summarises the topic of the

fourth sötra – Tat tu samanvayÂt – as follows.  This sötra has been

interpreted in two ways (varàakÂs). The first interpretation is based

on the second interpretation of the third sötra ‘ïÂstrayonitvÂt ’.It is

connected by Âkîepa-saßgati (connection by objection). The second

interpretation of this sötra has an incidental connection with the

topic of the third sötra.

The first interpretation:

Subject : VedÂntic statements (the Upaniîads) prove and reveal

Brahman and are not centred on the performer (kartÂ) of

rituals, deities (devatÂs) and other factors connected to

the rituals, or Vedic sacrifices.

Doubt  : Are VedÂntic sentences (statements)  auxiliaries of Vedic

karmas that establish the doer, deities etc. associated

with karmas, or do they reveal Brahman independently?

Contrary proposition: VedÂnta serves to establish the performer of

sacrifices, deities etc. It does not reveal Brahman.

Doctrine : VedÂnta is not part of the karmakÂàÅa (portion on karma)

of the Vedas. It belongs to an entirely different and

independent portion called jáÂnakÂàÅa (portion on

knowledge). Six criteria, upakrama-upasaÙhÂra and the
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rest, are employed to ascertain the purport of Vedic

statements. On the basis of these six criteria, it is proved

that VedÂnta directly establishes Brahman alone. The

unfoldment of Brahman cannot be said to be of no utility.

The knowledge of Brahman destroys sorrowful saÙsÂra.

It enables one to directly discover one’s own self as

limitless happiness. There is no basis for coming to the

conclusion that VedÂnta is an auxiliary of karmas aimed

at establishing the doer, deities and other factors involved

in sacrifices.

The second interpretation:

Subject : The purport of VedÂntic statements is Brahman. They

do not enjoin upÂsanÂ (meditation).

Doubt : Do VedÂntic statements (such as ‘ÂtmÂ  has to be  known

directly’ – Bç.U. 2-4-5) enjoin upÂsanÂ  or is Brahman

their purport ?

Contrary proposition:   A scripture (ïÂstram) is that which enjoins or

exhorts (ïÂsanÂt).  VedÂnta cannot be an exception.

Injunctions such as ‘ÂtmÂ should be inquired into

(ïrotavyaÉ)’, (Bç.U. 2-4-5) and ‘should be reflected upon

(mantavyaÉ)’ etc. prove that the goal of VedÂnta is to

enjoin upÂsanÂ.

Doctrine : That which is not dependent (ÂdhÍna) on the doer (kartÂ)

cannot be the object of an injunction. A scripture (ïÂstram)

can also unfold and reveal the true nature of an existent

entity (siddhavastuïaÙsanÂt). Manana (reflection) etc. are

enjoined as steps to facilitate the pursuit of gaining the

direct knowledge of Brahman. Therefore the purport of

VedÂnta is Brahman.
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INTRODUCING  THE  FOURTH  SóTRA

The pörvapakîa (contrary proposition) that VedÂntic

statements are connected to karmas is now presented.

Yee. keâLeb hegve: yeÇÿeCe: MeeŒeØeceeCekeâlJeb GÛÙeles, ÙeeJelee ‘Deece>eÙemÙe
ef›eâÙeeLe&lJeeled DeeveLe&keäÙeb DeleoLee&veeced’ (pew.met. 1-2-1) Fefle
ef›eâÙeehejlJeb MeeŒemÙe ØeoefMe&leced ~  Dele: Jesoevleeveeb DeeveLe&keäÙeb,
Deef›eâÙeeLe&lJeeled ~ keâle=& osJeleeefoØekeâeMeveeLe&lJesve Jee ef›eâÙeeefJeefOeMes<elJeb,
Gheemeveeefoef›eâÙeevlejefJeOeeveeLe&lJeb Jee ~ veefn heefjefveef‰leJemlegØeefleheeoveb
mebYeJeefle, ØelÙe#eeefoefJe<eÙelJeeled heefjefveef‰leJemlegve: ~  lelØeefleheeoves
Ûe nsÙeesheeosÙejefnles heg®<eeLee&YeeJeeled ~  Dele: SJe ‘me: Dejesoerled’
Fefle SJeb Deeoerveeb DeeveLe&keäÙeb ceeYetled Fefle ‘efJeefOevee leg SkeâJeekeäÙelJeeled
mleglÙeLe&sve efJeOeerveeb mÙeg:’ (pew.met. 1-2-7) Fefle mleeJekeâlJesve
DeLe&JeòJeb Gòeâced ~ cev$eeCeeb Ûe ‘F<es lJee’ FlÙeeoerveeb
ef›eâÙeelelmeeOeveeefYeOeeefÙelJesve keâce&meceJeeefÙelJeb Gòeâced ~  ve keäJeefÛeled
Deefhe JesoJeekeäÙeeveeb efJeefOemebmheMeË DevlejsCe DeLe&Jeòee Â°e GheheVee
Jee ~ ve Ûe heefjefveef‰les JemlegmJe¤hes efJeefOe: mebYeJeefle, ef›eâÙeeefJe<eÙelJeeled
efJeOes: ~ lemceeled keâcee&hesef#elekeâle=&mJe¤heosJeleeefoØekeâeMevesve
ef›eâÙeeefJeefOeMes<elJeb Jesoevleeveeced ~ DeLe ØekeâjCeevlejYeÙeeled ve Sleledd
DeYÙegheiecÙeles, leLee Deefhe, mJeJeekeäÙeieleesheemeveeefokeâce&hejlJeced~
lemceeled ve yeÇÿeCe: MeeŒeÙeesefvelJeb Fefle Øeehles  GÛÙeles  –

Bh.Tr. But how can it be said that the scripture (VedÂnta) is

the means of knowledge to know Brahman? The

Jaiminisötra of the PörvamÍmÂÙsÂ shows that the total

focus of the Veda is karma (action) – ‘Since the Veda

is meant for actions (such as sacrifices), statements

in the Veda that do not deal with the same (viz. actions)

have no utility’ (Jai.Sö. 1-2-1). Therefore, either VedÂntic

statements are futile because they do not serve the

purpose of action, or else they are subsidiary

constituents (ïeîa) of the injunctions of karma (action),
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useful in revealing the doer (kartÂ), deities and other

factors (connected to karma), or are meant to enjoin

other types of actions such as upÂsanÂ (meditation)

and the rest (ïravaàa – inquiry, manana – reflection

etc.).

An already existent entity is the object of other

pramÂàas such as direct perception etc., and therefore

there is no scope for (the Veda) to establish it. Besides,

there is no worthwhile accomplishment (i.e.

puruîÂrtha) in establishing something that can neither

be acquired nor given up. It is in order to prevent the

misconception that statements such as ‘He (viz. Lord

Agni) cried’ are futile that Jaimini talks of their

usefulness in his sötra – ‘Due to their consonance with

vidhis (scriptural injunctions), such statements

become pramÂàas, in praise of those injunctions’

(Jai.sö. 1-2-7).

Mantras such as ‘O branch, (I cut) thee’ are

inseparably connected to karmas (actions) because

they describe karma and its means. Nowhere (in Vedic

passages) are Vedic statements seen to be  purposeful

if not connected with vidhi – scriptural injunctions, nor

is this possible. A vidhi  invariably pertains to an action.

A vidhi cannot therefore apply to the nature of an

existing entity. Therefore VedÂntic statements have the

status of being subsidiary constituents (ïeîa) of vidhi

(injunctions) which reveal the nature of the kartÂ (doer),

deities and other factors required in the performance

of karma.

Even if it is contended that VedÂnta belongs to

a division other than that of karma and the above

arguments do not hold water, what does hold good is

that VedÂntic statements are meant (to reveal) other
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types of karma such as upÂsanÂ (meditation) etc.

contained in those statements (svavÂkyagata).

Therefore the scripture (i.e. VedÂnta) cannot be the

pramÂàa for Brahman. In reply to this contrary

proposition, the doctrine is presented (in this next sötra

– Tat tu samanvayÂt).

According to the pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ, Vedic statements have a

purpose and serve as means of knowledge provided they directly

enjoin the performance of karma that is beneficial, or prohibit actions

that are harmful. In addition, they can be indirectly valid as pramÂàa

through their subsidiary connection, either by way of praise or

condemnation, with statements of injunction (vidhi ) or prohibition

(niîedha), or by revealing essential aspects of vidhi, as the case

may be. In the contrary proposition, these factors are cited to deny

VedÂntic statements the status of being an independent pramÂàa

unless they are connected to karma or upÂsanÂs either directly or

indirectly. An overview of the backdrop against which this contrary

view arose is useful.

The first Jaimini-sötra (1-1-1) ‘athÂto dharmajijáÂsÂ ’ in

pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ, exhorts the seeker seeking the relative good here

and hereafter to inquire into the nature of dharma after a study of

the Vedas. The reason for this recommendation of inquiry upon

completion of the study of the Vedas is that the dharma affirmed in

the Vedas teaches of things that bear fruit. The ascertainment of

the nature of dharma is essential. The word atha in this Jaimini

sötra stands for ‘after the study of the Vedas’. The study of the

Vedas indicated by the word atha has its sanction in the Vedic

mandate svÂdhyÂyaÉ adhyetavyaÉ – ‘One must   study one’s own

branch of the Veda’. This emphasizes that the study of the Veda is

highly beneficial.

The next Jaimini sötra – codanÂ (Ûeesovee) lakîaàaÉ arthaÉ

dharmaÉ (1-1-2) – defines dharma. ‘Dharma is that which procures

relative good here and hereafter as laid down by a codanÂ – the
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scriptural injunction called vidhi (which prompts one to take to

karma).’ This sötra   reveals that vidhi (called codanÂ)   is the pramÂàa

for dharma which is a sÂdhya – something to be accomplished.

Proponents of the contrary view hold that the sötra (Jai.sö.1-1-2)

also suggests a rule that Veda-prÂmÂàya – the authenticity of the

Vedas as pramÂàa – invariably has the inherent feature of

kÂryaparatva, i.e. all Vedic statements deal wholly with karma such

as sacrifices etc. Thus they are of the view that Veda-prÂmÂàya is

invariably linked to kÂryaparatva.

But the Vedas contain many statements of arthavÂda i.e.

praise or condemnation.  For example, ‘The renowned deity VÂyu

is very swift’. The question arises: do such statements have Veda-

prÂmÂàya? On the basis of the imagined rule suggested above,

Veda-prÂmÂàya is invariably accompanied by kriyÂrthatva or

kÂryaparatva – engaged in the performance of karma. But karma is

absent in statements of arthavÂda. Accordingly, the view that Vedic

statements not dealing with karma become incidental and of no

utility and are not significant enough to gain the status of pramÂàa

is presented in Jaimini sötra (1-2-1), ‘ÂmnÂyasya .....’ as cited in the

contrary proposition in the bhÂîya above. In this sötra, the word

ÂmnÂya stands for the mantra and BrÂhmaàa portions of the Veda.

Actually the sötra (Jai.Sö 1-2-1) is an interim pörvapakîa

(contrary view) in pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ. It is expounded in the context of

ascertaining the status of arthavÂda  statements. It does not intend

to establish a final position or doctrine regarding arthavÂda

statements. At the concluding stage of the argument, the preliminary

observation that arthavÂda statements have no prÂmÂàyam is

dismissed in Jaimini sötra 1-2-7 by pointing out that these statements

are in fact useful as pramÂàa: ‘However, since they are in

consonance with vidhi, such statements do become pramÂàas. They

serve as praise for these injunctions (vidhis)’. For example, the

Vedic statement ‘The deity VÂyu is swift’ is an arthavÂda. It is a

statement of praise indicating that karmas dedicated to Lord VÂyu

produce quick results.
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Based on this reasoning, the contender argues that

VedÂntic statements are not meaningful because they neither lay

down any karma nor have any relation with any vidhi, as seen with

statements of arthavÂda. The contender is aware, however, that

VedÂnta is a part of the Vedas. Study of the Veda based on the

injunction ‘svÂdhyÂyaÉ adhyetavyaÉ’ includes the study of VedÂnta.

Therefore, as a result of this injunction, VedÂnta must necessarily

be held to be useful and not of no worth. The Veda will not enjoin

the study of something which is of no utility. The contender therefore

changes his earlier stand on VedÂnta. He says that VedÂnta consists

of statements which throw light on the kartÂ (doer), the deity, the

results and other factors related to karma. Thereupon he presents

VedÂnta as a pramÂàa of the ïeîa (subsidiary constituent) of karma.

This position too does not hold water because VedÂnta

belongs to an exclusive division of the Veda where no karmas are

mentioned. Hence it cannot be determined that VedÂntic statements

are a secondary constituent of karma.

To counter this objection, the contender modifies his stand

yet again. He states that VedÂnta is meant to enjoin other types of

karma such as upÂsanÂ (meditation), ïravaàa (inquiry) and manana

(reflection) etc.

But then the question arises, why dwell on these

deliberations which are not found in the Veda? Why dismiss

Brahman which has been explicitly propounded by VedÂnta – an

independent portion of the Veda – itself?

In response, in an attempt to justify his view, the contender

argues that an already existing entity (pariniîòhita-vastu)

independent of action cannot be a subject the Veda is   required to

prove. The scope of the Veda is to establish entities unknown by

other means of knowledge, whereas an existing entity can be known

anyway by pramÂàas other than the Veda. If  the Veda speaks of an

entity that is in the same category as entities known by other means
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of knowledge, it can only be by way of corroboration. For example

consider the Vedic statement, ‘Fire is the remedy for cold’.

Statements in the Veda that are not in consonance with what is

known differently through other pramÂàas are meant not for teaching

what these statements obviously mean, but for some other purpose

such as upÂsanÂ  (meditation), e.g. ‘the Sun is the sacrificial post’.

Therefore, an existing entity like a pot known by other pramÂàas

cannot be the topic of the Veda. Besides, no useful purpose can be

served by such means of knowledge for an existing entity that can

neither be acquired nor abandoned. For, worthwhile results are

always in terms of the acquisition of happiness or freedom from

sorrow. Such results can be achieved either by doing that which is

beneficial or desisting from doing that which is harmful. This is

possible only through the knowledge of the pursuits that lead to the

acquisition of desirable things and the abandonment of undesirable

things. They cannot be accomplished by the knowledge of an

existing entity unrelated to action.

Consolidating his arguments, the contender shows how

Vedic statements revealing existing entities can nevertheless indeed

have a purpose. The import of the statement ‘ÂmnÂyasya....’ (Jai.Sö.

1-2-1) is brought out by quoting another sötra (Jai.Sö. 1-2-7), which

establishes the pörva-mÍmÂÙsÂ doctrine. Such Vedic statements

become useful as praise or condemnation in relation to a vidhi

(injunction) with which they are in consonance. For example, the

Vedic statement ‘Imprisoned by the deities, Lord Agni cried’,

prohibits the performer of a sacrifice from giving silver as a sacrificial

gift. Silver is forbidden since it was born from the tears of Lord

Agni, according to a Vedic legend.  Thus the contrary proposition

arrives at a conclusion that VedÂntic statements are subsidiary

constituents similar to statements of arthavÂda.

When asked why VedÂntic statements cannot be

independent like mantras and not secondary to vidhi, like statements

of arthavÂda, the contender argues that mantras, by revealing the
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actual karma or its means, are always related to karma. For example,

the mantra ‘iîe tvÂ’ with the supplementary verb chinadmi (I cut)

speaks of cutting a branch meant for a sacrifice. Other mantras like

agnirmördhÂ (fire is the head) refer to deities connected to the karma.

Even if we accept this in the case of statements in the

karmakÂàÅa, the contender has to explain why VedÂnta cannot be

the pramÂàa for unfolding the existent Brahman. The contender

argues that VedÂnta can have purpose only if it is in consonance

with vidhi statements because it (i.e. VedÂnta) imparts the

knowledge of an existent entity in the same way as sentences of

mantra and arthavÂda. In the opponent’s view, the purposefulness

of Vedic statements is nowhere evident without their connection to

vidhi. If asked why VedÂnta cannot have a purpose without being

linked to vidhi, he repeats that it is not possible because no result

accrues from an existent entity, as he has pointed out earlier.

The argument continues. An observer suggests: let there

be a vidhi with respect to the existent Brahman itself, instead  of

connecting VedÂnta to some other vidhi. The contender refutes its

possibility with respect to an existing entity because kriyÂ (action)

is the field of vidhi. A vidhi (injunction) always urges a person to

undertake some specific action. It may be true that in Vedic

statements such as ‘dadhnÂ juhoti – performs sacrifice with curds’,

a vidhi is possible with respect to the existing curds, but this is so

because the curds constitute a means of sacrifice. But the Brahman

which is inactive (niîkriya in nature) (not connected to karma in

any way) cannot under any circumstances be considered suitable

for a vidhi.

Based on these arguments, the conclusion of the

pörvapakîa (contrary proposition) is that VedÂntic statements have

the status of being a subsidiary constituent (ïeîa) of vidhi which

reveal the nature of kartÂ  (doer), devatÂ (deity) and other essential

factors of karma. However, the pörvapakîa recognizes that this
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conclusion can be rejected outright since VedÂnta belongs to an

entirely different division independent of karmakÂàÅa and hence

has no connection whatsoever with karma. To prevent the possibility

of such rejection, the contrary proposition is amended to present

VedÂnta as that portion of the Veda that is dedicated to other types

of karma such as  upÂsanÂ,  ïravaàa, manana etc.  As a result, the

final conclusion of this contrary proposition is that Brahman cannot

have the ïÂstra (VedÂnta) as its yonÍ – means of knowledge.

The next Brahmasötra addresses this objection.

leled leg mecevJeÙeeled  ~~4~~

heoÛÚso: – leled leg mecevJeÙeeled   ~

[heoeLees&efòeâ: –  efkebâleg leled yeÇÿe Jesoevleeled mJeelev$ÙesCe SJe  DeJeiecÙeles ~
keâLeced ? mecevJeÙeeled  ~ ]

Tr. But, that Brahman is known directly through

the means of VedÂnta alone. How? Because

indisputably all VedÂntic statements have their

applicability or ascertained purport (samanvaya) in

establishing  Brahman.

THE  FIRST  INTERPRETATION  OF  THE  FOURTH  SóTRA

Yee. leg Meyo: hetJe&he#eJÙeeJe=òÙeLe&: ~  leled yeÇÿe meJe&%eb
meJe&Meefòeâ peieoglheefòeefmLeefleueÙekeâejCeb JesoevleMeeŒeeled SJe
DeJeiecÙeles ~ keâLeb, mecevJeÙeeled ~ meJe&s<eg efn Jesoevles<eg JeekeäÙeeefve
leelheÙe&sCe SlemÙe DeLe&mÙe ØeefleheeokeâlJesve mecevegieleeefve ~ ‘meosJe
meescÙesoce«e Deemeerled’~ ‘SkeâcesJeeefÉleerÙeced’ (Úevoes. 6-2-1)

‘Deelcee Jee Foceskeâ SJee«e Deemeerled’ (Ssle.1-1-1) ‘leled  Sleled
yeÇÿeehetJe&cevehejcevevlejceyee¢eced’ ‘DeÙeceelcee yeÇÿe meJee&vegYet:’ (ye=n.
2-5-19) ‘yeÇÿewJesocece=leb hegjmleeled’ (cegC[. 2-2-11)
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FlÙeeoerefve ~ veÛe leûleeveeb heoeveeb yeÇÿemJe¤heefJe<eÙes efveef§eles mecevJeÙes
DeJeiecÙeceeves DeLee&vlejkeâuhevee Ùegòeâe, ßeglenevÙeßeglekeâuheveeØemeÁeled~
veÛe les<eeb keâle&=mJe¤heØeefleheeovehejlee DeJemeerÙeles ~ ‘lelkesâve kebâ
heMÙesled’(ye=n.2-4-13)FlÙeeefo ef›eâÙeekeâejkeâHeâueefvejekeâjCeßegles:~
ve Ûe heefjefveef‰leJemlegmJe¤helJesÓefhe ØelÙe#eeefoefJe<eÙelJeb yeÇÿeCe:,
‘leòJeceefme’  (Úevoes. 6-8-7)  Fefle yeÇÿeelceYeeJemÙe MeeŒecevlejsCe
DeveJeiecÙeceevelJeeled ~ Ùeled leg nsÙeesheeosÙejefnlelJeeogheosMeeveLe&keäÙeefceefle,
ve w<e oe s<e:, nsÙee sheeosÙeMe tvÙeye ÇÿeelceleeJeieceeosJe meJe &-
keäue sMeØeneCeelhe g®<eeLe &e fmeæs:, osJeleee foØee fleheeovemÙe le g
mJeJeekeäÙeieleesheemeveeLe&lJesÓefhe ve keâef§eefÉjesOe: ~ veleg  leLee yeÇÿeCe:
GheemeveeefJeefOeMes<elJeb mebYeJeefle, SkeâlJes nsÙeesheeosÙeMetvÙeleÙee
ef›eâÙeekeâejkeâeefoÉwleefJe%eeveesheceoexheheòes:~ ves¢eskeâlJeefJe%eevesveesvceefLelemÙe
ÉwleefJe%eevemÙe hegve: mebYeJeesÓefmle ÙesveesheemeveeefJeefOeMes<elJeb yeÇÿeCe:
ØeefleheÅesle ~  ÙeÅehÙevÙe$e JesoJeekeäÙeeveeb efJeefOemebmheMe&cevlejsCe ØeceeCelJeb
ve Â°b, leLeehÙeelceefJe%eevemÙe HeâueheÙe&vlelJeeVe leefÉ<eÙemÙe
MeeŒemÙe ØeeceeCÙeb MekeäÙeb ØelÙeeKÙeelegced ~  ve Ûe DevegceeveiecÙeb
MeeŒeØeeceeCÙeb, ÙesveevÙe$e Â°b efveoMe&vecehes#esle~  lemceeeflmeæb yeÇÿeCe:
MeeŒeØeceeCekeâlJeced ~

Bh.Tr. The word tu (but) is used in the sötra to refute

the pörvapakîa – the contrary proposition.  That

Brahman, which is omniscient and omnipotent in

addition to being the cause of the origin, sustenance

and destruction of Creation (sçîòi), is known only

through VedÂnta – the scripture.

Q: How (is Brahman known through the pramÂàa of

VedÂnta alone)?

Ans: Because (Brahman is) the ascertained purport (of all

Upaniîadic statements).
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All Upaniîads (termed VedÂnta in the bhÂîya)

contain statements whose purport (tÂtparya) is to

unanimously establish one and one entity alone viz.

Brahman. These include statements such as – ‘Dear

son, only sat (the indestructible Brahman totally free

from name and form) existed before Creation. That sat

(Brahman) is non-dual in nature, without differences

(bhedas) such as svagata (differences within oneself),

sajÂtÍya (differences between members of the same

species) and vijÂtÍya (differences with members of

other species) Ch.U. 6-2-1; ‘Before Creation there was

only the non-dual ÂtmÂ’. Ai.U. 1-1-1; ‘That (tat)

Brahman (which appears manifold due to the Creative

power mÂyÂ) which itself is this (etat – self-evident – ‘I’

ÂtmÂ), is apörvam (causeless), anaparam (free from

any effects), anantaram (homogeneous – with nothing

other than itself), abÂhyam (non-dual in nature)’; ‘this

ÂtmÂ is Brahman which experiences everything (i.e. it

is cinmÂtra – the pure awareness principle or

knowledge-principle alone)’ Bç.U. 2-5-19; ‘all that is in

front (i.e. all that is perceived everywhere) is Brahman

alone’ (Mu.U. 2-2-11).

It would be inappropriate to postulate other

meanings when an inquiry into the words in VedÂntic

statements reveals the nature of Brahman, and it is

also clear that their ascertained purport (samanvaya)

(is Brahman). It would be tantamount to discarding that

which is established by the Veda and dabbling in

imaginary notions about  things not stated in the Veda.

It cannot be said that the purport of VedÂntic

statements is to establish the nature of kartÂ (doer)

etc., because Upaniîadic passages such as ‘In the state

of knowledge, who sees what and using what means’

(Bç.U. 2-4-13) deny the very presence of action or
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elements of action (the kartÂ, the object of action and

means of action in the state of BrahmajáÂna).

Even if Brahman is an existent entity, it is not

an object of other means of knowledge such as direct

perception etc. because the identity of Brahman and

ÂtmÂ cannot be known by any means of knowledge

other than the proclamation of VedÂnta, ‘You are that

Brahman’ (Ch.U. 6-8-7). The contender had alleged that

the teaching of Brahman is futile since Brahman is

something other than that which can be acquired or

given up (to produce a result). This does not apply in

the case of Brahman since the highest accomplishment,

liberation, is gained through the destruction of all

sorrows (of saÙsÂra) by the direct knowledge of ÂtmÂ,

identical with Brahman which can neither be acquired

nor given up.

There is no contradiction whatsoever when a

statement that describes a deity (its greatness, the

result) etc. becomes an auxiliary (aßga) of the upÂsanÂ

(meditation) contained in the Upaniîad itself. Brahman

however, cannot be a subsidiary constituent of any

vidhi (injunction) enjoining upÂsanÂ. Brahman is not

something to be either acquired or given up. It is indeed

appropriate that on gaining the knowledge of oneness

with Brahman, dualistic knowledge in the form of

action, the agent of action, (the means) etc. stands

nullified. Once eliminated through the direct cognition

of the non-dual Brahman, the knowledge of duality

cannot reappear, and Brahman cannot therefore

become a subsidiary constituent (i.e. ïeîa) of vidhi

enjoining upÂsanÂ.

Elsewhere (viz. in the karmakÂàÅa), the

authenticity of Vedic statements (such as arthavÂda
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etc.)  is not accepted without their connection to vidhi,

but this is not true of VedÂnta (ïÂstra). VedÂnta is the

means to gain ÂtmavijáÂna (the direct knowledge of

ÂtmÂ). It cannot be refuted, because ÂtmavijáÂna

results in mokîa. The authenticity of VedÂnta (ïÂstra)

is not a thing to be inferred, and does not therefore

require an illustration seen elsewhere. Therefore it is

established that the only means of knowledge for

Brahman is VedÂnta-ïÂstra.

The first sötra exhorts us to gain the direct knowledge of

Brahman. The adjectival phrases used for Brahman in the bhÂîya

above viz. omniscient, omnipotent, the cause of the origin (janma),

sustenance (sthiti) and destruction (bhaßga) of Creation, serve to

remind us of the Brahman that was defined in the second sötra.

The third sötra declares that Brahman can be known only through

the pramÂàa of VedÂnta. This leads to the question, how can this

be so? How can VedÂnta alone be the pramÂàa to know Brahman?

The fourth sötra provides the answer.

The reason is furnished. The samanvaya – the ascertained

purport (tÂtparya-niràaya) – of all VedÂntic statements is Brahman

alone. Anvaya stands for intended meaning. The prefix sam in the

sötra signifies akhaàÅÂrtha i.e. correctness and completeness of

the meaning of the word anvaya. A sentence having a meaning that

is akhaàÅa also conveys a meaning that is asaÙsçîòa – free from

syntactic components or connections with factors of action called

kÂraka (declensional cases). Grammatically, kÂraka is the relation

between a noun and a verb or between a noun and other words

governing it. KÂrakas are six in number: nominative, accusative,

instrumental, dative, ablative and locative (but not genitive).

Generally a sentence reveals its meaning through the

interconnection of its components as indicated by the cases

(kÂrakas) used. Such connections are inoperative when the meaning

is asaÙsçîòa and gives rise to akhaàÅÂrtha. AkhaàÅam means that
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which is complete, whole or unbroken. The akhaàÅÂrtha of a

sentence is therefore a meaning that specifies an indivisible entity

alone which has no components in the form of either kÂrakas or a

relation to something else indicated by the genitive. Such usage is

not uncommon. Definitions such as ‘The  bright  and the brilliant

one in the sky (at night)’ indicate the moon by implication. It cannot

be refuted that all words in a sentence can imply a specific thing or

meaning. This is accepted for words in sentences of arthavÂda too,

which are meant to be specific praise by implication.

An inference can also be furnished as follows to establish

that the non-dual Brahman is the subject matter of the knowledge

born of VedÂnta as ascertained through samanvaya. ‘The non-dual

Brahman is the subject matter of the knowledge born of VedÂnta,

because it is the purport of VedÂnta. The purport of a given sentence

is the thing to be known by it, just as the thing to be known by

sentences of the karmakÂàÅa, namely dharma, forms their purport’.

The statement that the non-dual Brahman is the subject matter of

the knowledge born of VedÂnta cannot be refuted because

Upaniîadic words such as satyam (indestructible), jáÂnam

(knowledge-principle) and anantam (limitless one) certainly reveal

the non-dual Brahman.

Further, there are six (îaò) criteria (lißgas) or characteristics

used to establish the tÂtparya (purport) of VedÂntic statements. That

Brahman is the purport of VedÂntic statements can also be

established through these criteria. The îaò-lißgas are:

1) UpakramopasaÙhÂra (beginning and end),

2) AbhyÂsa (repetition),

3) ApörvatÂ (uniqueness – not being the object of any other

pramÂàa),

4) Phala (result – mokîa),

5) ArthavÂda (praise of non-dual Brahman and condemnation

of duality),

6) Upapatti (reasoning).
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The following illustrations show how the six lißgÂs can be

used to corroborate that the purport (tÂtparya) of VedÂnta –

Upaniîadic statements – is to reveal non-dual Brahman.

1) UpakramopasaÙhÂra

In ChÂndogyopaniîat (6-2-1), sage UddÂlaka

teaches his beloved son ìvetaketu  that this entire Creation,

before it came into existence, was nothing but the one

indestructible Brahman, Sat. The word eva (only) in the

phrase sadeva refutes the existence of a world independent

of Brahman. That Brahman is described as ekam eva

advitÍyam to deny any sajÂtÍya, vijÂtÍya and svagata

differences in sat – Brahman. This is the upakrama

(beginning) of the topic regarding Brahman. The topic is

concluded in ‘This entire Creation has sat (Brahman)

as its ÂtmÂ – its very nature’ (Ch.U. 6-8-7). These

statements together constitute one tÂtparya-lißga, namely

upakramopasaÙhÂra.

2) AbhyÂsa

The repetition of the teaching, ‘You are that

Brahman’ (Ch.U. Ch. 6-sections 8 to 16) nine times is

abhyÂsa.

3) ApörvatÂ

The non-dual Brahman which is devoid of sound,

touch, form, taste and smell cannot be the object of any

other means of knowledge. This is made clear in the

statement ‘Dear son (just as salt dissolved in water, though

present, cannot be seen), Brahman, (though) verily present

in this embodiment cannot be perceived through the

senses’ (Ch.U. 6-13-2). This is the apörvatÂ of the

statement.

4) Phala

Consider the statement: ‘For a person who has a

preceptor (ÂcÂrya), and whose   ignorance of his own self
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is destroyed, the delay in gaining videhamukti (bodiless

liberation) extends only until the present embodiment

comes to an end. Thereafter, the jáÂnÍ  attains

videhamukti’(Ch.U. 6-14-2). This shows that mokîa

(liberation) is the phala (result) of BrahmajáÂna.

5) ArthavÂda

‘That sat (Brahman – called devatÂ) considered;

let me enter into these three deities viz. fire, water and

earth, in the form of jÍva and create names and forms.’

(Ch.U. 6-3-2) is an example of arthavÂda because an entry

into something is not possible for an all-pervasive entity.

6) Upapatti

The illustrations of mud etc. (Ch.U. 6-1-4 to 6)

provide the yukti (reasoning) that an effect is

non-separate from its material cause.

Such six lißgas are found throughout the Upaniîads, either

individually or collectively. To illustrate this, the bhÂîya quotes a

statement of upakrama (beginning) from the Aitareyopaniîat, viz.

‘Before Creation, there was only the non-dual ÂtmÂ.’ (Ai.U. 1-1-1).

The concluding statement (upasaÙhÂra-vÂkya) from madhukÂàÅa

of the BçhadÂraàyakopaniîat –  ‘That (tat) Brahman  which itself is

this (etat) is apörvam……’ (Bç.U. 2-5-19) – establishes the

attributeless (nirviïeîa) nature of ÂtmÂ. The first three quotations in

the bhÂîya Ch.U. 6-2-1, Ait.U. 1-1-1 and Bç.U. 2-5-19 are from the

SÂma, äk and Yajurveda. The fourth Mu.U. 2-2-11 is from the

Atharvaveda. This demonstrates that the purport of the Upaniîads

in all four Vedas is Brahman alone. The word purastÂt in the sentence

from the MuàÅakopaniîat (2-2-11) quoted in the bhÂîya can mean

‘in front’ or ‘to the east’. It refers to all that is everywhere in all

directions, as seen in the continuation of that mantra. The statement

implies that everything that ignorant people perceive as not Brahman

is in reality nothing but Brahman. The word ityÂdi (etc.) from the

bhÂîya refers to statements such as ‘satyam jáÂnam anantam
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Brahma’ (Tai.U. 2-1-1)  and  other statements of a similar nature.

The opponent’s contention is: Let Brahman be the purport

(tÂtparya); but why should it not be karma (action) alone that is

propounded by VedÂntic statements?  The answer: it is not correct

to discard the ascertained purport of all Upaniîadic statements,

viz. Brahman, and imagine that it is karma when karma is not

conveyed by them at all. For the  rule is – ‘the meaning   of a word

is its tÂtparya (the purport)’.

Karma invariably presupposes superimposed duality

consisting of the doer (kartÂ), the means of action, the deity to be

invoked and so on. Upaniîadic passages on the other hand explicitly

deny the presence of even the least trace of duality in Brahman.

Therefore to imagine that VedÂntic statements reveal the doer, deity

and other factors related to karma or that they praise vidhi is

inappropriate. Statements can be of the nature of praise when they

have no results of their own. But since VedÂnta has mokîa as its

result, this norm which is meant for statements of arthavÂda is

inapplicable.

The contrary view was that the self-existent Brahman

cannot be the purport of the Veda because an existent thing can be

known by other means of knowledge. This is not true in the case of

Brahman. Though self-existent, Brahman is not available to be

known through any pramÂàa other than VedÂnta because it is totally

devoid  of attributes. The nature of a thing to be known determines

the pramÂàa to be employed to know it. There is no rule that an

existing entity can be known only through pramÂàas other than the

Veda. Such baseless reasoning could also be used to refute the

Veda as the pramÂàa for dharma. Consider the following inference.

‘Dharma is not the purport of the Veda; because it is sÂdhya (a

thing to be accomplished) like cooking, which is known by a pramÂàa

other than the Veda’.  Now if it is argued that dharma cannot be

known by any other pramÂàa than the Veda, the same holds good

for Brahman also.
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The claim that the teaching of Brahman is futile because

Brahman is distinct from things that can be acquired or given up is

a misplaced argument. The Upaniîads unequivocally declare that

BrahmajáÂna ensures total freedom from the sorrows of saÙsÂra –

called liberation (mokîa), the highest goal of life.

The contrary proposition had also stated earlier that

VedÂntic (Upaniîadic) statements are dedicated to upÂsanÂ

(meditation). Does this refer only to those VedÂntic statements which

are related to the upÂsanÂs of prÂàa, paácÂgni etc. or to all VedÂntic

statements? The first viewpoint is accepted. There are certain

upÂsanÂs recommended in the Upaniîads to acquire steadiness of

mind (i.e. cittanaiïcalya). Therefore there is no contradiction if

statements which reveal the deity, its exaltedness, the result etc.,

happen to be auxiliaries (ïeîa) of upÂsanÂs contained in the

Upaniîads. But the second view is rejected outright. VedÂntic

statements such as satyam, jáÂnam, anantam Brahma (Tai.U. 2-1-

1) are totally free of vidhi (injunctions) and have their purpose in

defining Brahman, whose knowledge confers mokîa. To suggest

that such statements convey upÂsanÂs is quite improper. Thus

Brahman cannot be the auxiliary (ïeîa) of any upÂsanÂ.  Further, if

Brahman were an auxiliary of upÂsanÂ, would it be an auxiliary before

or after gaining the knowledge of Brahman? In the former case,

Brahman endowed with superimposed attributes could be the

auxiliary of upÂsanÂ. But after gaining BrahmajáÂna, ‘I am Brahman’,

upÂsanÂ itself is impossible because the notion of duality stands

negated. The Brahman that is discovered to be oneself as a result

of BrahmajáÂna can be neither acquired nor given up. The basis

and means of upÂsanÂ are the notion of duality which is itself based

on the notion of meditated (upÂsya) and the meditator (upÂsaka).

Since duality is destroyed by BrahmajáÂna, there is no question of

Brahman being the auxiliary (ïeîa) of some upÂsanÂ-vidhi.

Some may think that even if the knowledge of identity

with Brahman eliminates the notion of duality, the duality can

reappear, necessitating upÂsanÂs. This is not possible because
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BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra – the direct cognition of non-dual Brahman – does

away with the notion of duality once and for all. Thus Brahman can

never be an auxiliary (ïeîa) of any vidhi.

It is true that Veda-prÂmÂàya (the authenticity of the Veda

as a pramÂàa) invariably holds good in the karmakÂàÅa with respect

to statements of the nature of arthavÂda when these are connected

to vidhi enjoining a karma. Therefore, the rule – ‘wherever there is

Veda-prÂmÂàya, there is kriyÂrthatva (the status of being meant for

karma)’ – is valid for karmakÂàÅa.  But to draw a similar inference

in the case of jáÂnakÂàÅa, namely that VedÂntic statements by

themselves cannot be pramÂàa because they lack any connection

to karma, is wrong. For instance, take the following inference, where

the flawed nature of the inference above becomes clear. ‘VedÂntic

statements are not a prÂmÂàa on their own because they are not

meant for karma (i.e. akriyÂrthatvÂt)’. As an illustration, statements

of arthavÂda such as ‘He cried (sorodit)’, which are worthless on

their own, can be cited.

This inference is defective, because the worthlessness of

such statements of arthavÂda on their own is ‘upÂdhi ’ – the thing

that leads to hetvÂbhÂsa or the fallacious middle term. Even

statements of arthavÂda in the karmakÂàÅa are not pramÂàa in and

of themselves because they are worthless unless connected to

some vidhi. Their kriyÂrthatvam – connection to karma – renders

them fruitful (phalavat). It is the fruitfulness of Vedic statements

that gives them the status of pramÂàa and not necessarily

kriyÂrthatva (being meant for karma), though in the case of

karmakÂàÅa it appears to be cursorily so. VedÂntic statements impart

the knowledge of Brahman independently. This knowledge yields

liberation (mokîa), the highest  accomplishment in life. Being fruitful

on their own, they (VedÂntic / Upaniîadic statements) therefore

independently have Veda-prÂmÂàya in revealing Brahman.  They

need not have any connection to karma to become a pramÂàa. Thus

the Veda-prÂmÂàya of VedÂnta cannot be refuted simply because

they are not connected to karma.
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Here is another contrary proposition.  The status of VedÂnta

as a pramÂàa is something that cannot be directly perceived.

Therefore it has to be known through inference. An inference

requires certain components like hetu (reason, or middle term).

Since VedÂnta forms a substantial portion of the Veda, it is

appropriate that kriyÂrthatvam (the status of being meant for karma)

is the hetu, because this very hetu invariably accompanies

statements of karmakÂàÅa either directly or indirectly. But such a

hetu is not available in VedÂnta because VedÂnta itself refutes the

connection of kriya (action) with its jáÂnakÂàÅa section, continues

the contender. Inferential knowledge cannot be established in the

absence of a hetu. As a result, the contrary proposition concludes

that VedÂnta cannot be the pramÂàa to know Brahman. The bhÂîya

resolves this doubt by establishing that the authenticity of VedÂnta

(ïÂstra) is not a thing to be inferred and as a result, does not require

an illustration seen elsewhere. The validity of a pramÂàa depends

on its capacity to impart knowledge and not on other pramÂàas.   It

does not need any corroboration by inference.  For example, the

eye as the means of knowledge to see forms is a valid means in

and of itself.

Any doubt about the validity of a pramÂàa has to be resolved

by ascertaining whether the thing being made known by it is fruitful

(phalavat), unknown (anadhigata) and  unrefuted (abÂdhita) by any

other means of knowledge.  KriyÂrthatvam cannot be the criterion

for ascertaining a pramÂàa. If ‘being meant for action’

(kriyÂrthatvam) is the norm in determining the prÂmÂàya, it is

countered in sentences such as ‘köpe patet’ – ‘should jump into

the well’. It cannot be a valid pramÂàa (means of knowledge), though

the statement deals with an action, that of jumping in a well.  Else

there would be a flurry of people lining up to jump into the well,

which is patently absurd. This should also make it clear that

statements of vidhi in the karmakÂàÅa have prÂmÂàya because

they reveal something fruitful, unknown and unrefuted. Their

prÂmÂàya is not on account of being dedicated to any karma (action).
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The first interpretation of the sötra ‘tat tu samanvayÂt’ is

now concluded. That the VedÂnta-ïÂstra is the only means of

knowledge for Brahman is proved because of the harmonization

(samanvaya) of all VedÂntic statements in Brahman. Thus the

bhÂîyakÂra has presented all possible objections of followers of

the pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ (viz. the pörvamÍmÂÙsakas) and answered them

in the bhÂîya on this fourth sötra. PörvamÍmÂÙsakas consider the

Vedas, including VedÂnta, to be totally dedicated to karma. According

to them, VedÂntic statements become fruitful only as auxiliaries to

the main injunctions, vidhi and niîedha. They club Upaniîadic

statements with those of arthavÂda and try to prove their utility

through outcomes such as revealing the deity involved, the doer

(kartÂ), the nature of the result, some virtues and events etc. If this

were not so, they claim that a large portion of the Veda would be

useless. In refutation, the bhÂîyakÂra has clearly established the

VedÂntic doctrine,  namely, Upaniîadic (VedÂntic) statements are

not auxiliaries of any vidhi (injunction) or niîedha (prohibition). They

are not meant for karma. VedÂntic statements alone reveal Brahman

independently and are fruitful in and of themselves. Thus ends the

first interpretation of the fourth sötra.

THE  SECOND  INTERPRETATION  OF  THE  FOURTH  SóTRA

(CONTRARY   PROPOSITION)

Two glosses (vçtti) have been written on the Brahmasötras

before this bhÂîya by commentators BodhÂyana and Upavarîa.

Reference to either or both as vçttikÂra(s) are found at places in the

sötrabhÂîya. These vçttikÂras do not accept that Brahman can be

known independently through the pramÂàa of VedÂnta. According

to them, VedÂntic statements essentially enjoin upÂsanÂs and

describe Brahman as an auxiliary to the vidhi (injunction) of upÂsanÂ,

not to be known independent of the vidhi. The bhÂîyakÂra first

presents the vçttikÂra’s contrary proposition and then establishes

the VedÂntic doctrine by exposing the fallacies in their proposition

point by point.
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Yee. De$e Dehejs ØelÙeJeefle‰vles ~ Ùeefo Deefhe MeeŒeØeceeCekebâ
yeÇÿe leLeeefhe ØeefleheefòeefJeefOeefJe<eÙeleÙee SJe MeeŒesCe yeÇÿe mecehÙe&les~
ÙeLee ÙetheenJeveerÙeeoerefve Deueewefkeâkeâeefve Deefhe efJeefOeMes<eleÙee çeeŒesCe
mecehÙe&vles leÉled ~  kegâle: Sleled ~ ØeJe=efòeefveJe=efòeØeÙeespevelJeeled
MeeŒemÙe ~  leLeeefn MeeŒeleelheÙe&efJeo: Deeng:  – ‘Â°: efn lemÙe
DeLe&: keâcee&JeyeesOeveced’ Fefle ~  ‘Ûeesovee Fefle ef›eâÙeeÙee: ØeJele&kebâ
JeÛeveced’~  ‘lemÙe %eeveb GheosMe:’ (pew.met. 1-1-5) ‘leodYetleeveeb
ef›eâÙeeLexve meceece>eÙe: –’ (pew.met. 1-1-25)  ‘Deece>eÙemÙe
ef›eâÙeeLe&lJeeled DeeveLe&keäÙeb DeleoLee&veeced –’ (pew.met. 1-2-1)

Fefle  Ûe ~ Dele: heg®<eb keäJeefÛeled efJe<eÙeefJeMes<es ØeJele&Ùeled kegâleef§eled
efJe<eÙeefJeMes<eeled efveJele&Ùeled Ûe DeLe&Jeled MeeŒeced ~ leÛÚs<eleÙee Ûe
DevÙeled GheÙegòeâced ~  lelmeeceevÙeeled Jesoevleeveeb Deefhe leLee SJe
DeLe&JeòJeb mÙeeled ~  meefle Ûe efJeefOehejlJes ÙeLee mJeiee&efokeâecemÙe
Deefie>nes$eeefo meeOeveb efJeOeerÙeles SJeb Dece=lelJekeâecemÙe yeÇÿe%eeveb efJeOeerÙeles
Fefle Ùegòeâced ~

Bh.Tr. When it was stated that Brahman can be known

only through VedÂnta, others (i.e. other than the

followers of pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ viz. vçttikÂrÂÉ) take a

contrary view (which is as follows).  Although Brahman

is known through the pramÂàa of VedÂnta-ïÂstra, it is

as the object of upÂsanÂ (pratipatti), which is itself the

object of a vidhi (injunction), that VedÂnta makes it

(i.e. Brahman) known. Just as things such as ‘yöpa’,

‘ÂhavanÍya’ etc., not commonly found in the world, are

made known by the Veda as an auxiliary to vidhi, so

too (is Brahman revealed by VedÂnta as an auxiliary

to vidhi).

Q: Why is this so?

Ans: This is because the purpose of the ïÂstra (the Veda) is

to prompt an individual to take to pravçtti  (undertake
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certain activity) or nivçtti (desist from certain activity).

For experts who know  the purport of the Veda have

declared – ‘It is seen that the purpose of the Veda is to

impart the knowledge of karma.’ (ìÂbarabhÂîya on

Jai. Sö. 1-1-1);  ‘The statement that urges one to take

to karma is called codanÂ ’(which stands for dharma.
ìÂbarabhÂîya on Jai. Sö.1-1-2); ‘The means of

knowledge of dharma (i.e. karma) is the teaching’ (of

the Veda, Jai. Sö. 1-1-5); ‘Words describing existing

entities found in the Vedas have to be read with those

(words) which express karma (action)’, – Jai.Sö. 1-1-

25); and also ‘Since the Veda is  meant to reveal karma
(like sacrifices etc.), statements not prescribing karma
are not useful’ – (Jai. Sö.1-2-1). Therefore the purpose

of the Vedas is to encourage the individual to do certain

things and abstain from certain others. Other

statements meant for arthavÂda, etc. are useful as a

subsidiary of karma. VedÂntic statements should be

similarly useful due to (their) similarity with karmakÂàÅa.

If VedÂntic statements are meant for scriptural

injunctions (vidhi paratve), it stands to reason that just

as means like agnihotra etc. are enjoined for one who

desires heaven and the like, so too is the knowledge

of Brahman enjoined for one who desires immortality.

According to this contrary proposition, mokîa (liberation)

is gained by upÂsanÂ (meditation), whereas the VedÂntic doctrine

states and establishes that it is gained by tattvajáÂna – direct

cognition of the ultimate reality, viz. Brahman.

As envisaged by the opponent, the object of vidhi

(injunction) in VedÂntic statements is upÂsanÂ.  The question arises,

what is the object of upÂsanÂ ?  (According to the opponent)  VedÂnta

reveals that Brahman is the object of upÂsanÂ. This means VedÂnta

is an auxiliary to vidhi. The illustrations of yöpa, ÂhavanÍya etc. are
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cited to explain how the Brahman described in the passages such

as satyam, jáÂnam, anatam Brahma becomes the ïeîa (subsidiary)

in sentences of vidhi enjoining upÂsanÂs. There are vidhis

(injunctions) like ‘Ties the sacrificial animal to the yöpa’; ‘Offers

oblations in the ÂhavanÍya fire’; ‘The oblation should be offered to

Indra’. These statements do not describe what a yöpa etc. are.

However, there are other Vedic sentences which describe these

constituents of vidhi.  ‘Yöpa is an octagonal sacrificial wooden post

prepared by cutting and paring wood.’  ‘ÀhavanÍya is one of the

sacred fires.’  ‘Indra is a deity who wields the thunderbolt’. These

statements are subsidiary to the statements of their corresponding

vidhis in that they describe essential factors involved in the vidhis.

In the same way, VedÂntic statements are subsidiary to vidhis

enjoining upÂsanÂ by describing what is the upÂsya – the thing to be

meditated upon.

VedÂntist (questions): But the îaÅlißgas – six criteria,

upakramopasaÙhÂra and the rest, prove that Brahman is the tÂtparya

(purport) of VedÂnta. How can Brahman be a subsidiary of vidhi?

Contrary proposition (clarifies): The purport of the scripture (the

Veda) is ascertained in accordance with the conduct of vçddhas –

saintly or trustworthy persons – who speak the truth. Through the

speech of such reliable persons, people are inspired to take to either

pravçtti or nivçtti – that is, do certain things or desist from doing

certain things. Therefore the purpose of the Veda is pravçtti and

nivçtti. Both these, pravçtti and nivçtti, are born from the knowledge

of karma (action). Therefore, the Veda is meant for action and its

utility lies in pravçtti or nivçtti alone. The Brahman described in the

Veda can be useful only when it serves as an auxiliary to action.

The bhÂîyakÂra cites the quotations given by the pörvapakîa from

the ìÂbarabhÂîya, which states that venerable persons approve

this view. The passages quoted show ìabaraswÂmÍ’s endorsement

of the view that the Vedas are dedicated to karma  alone. A few
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Jaimini sötras from pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ are also then quoted for the

same purpose. Since venerable persons say so, it can be concluded

that the Veda comprises primarily of statements of vidhi (injunction)

and niîedha (prohibition). Statements of arthavÂda, whether praise

or censure, merge into those of vidhi. Therefore the purpose of

VedÂntic statements is karma alone.

VedÂntist (questions): How can VedÂntic statements impart the

knowledge of karma when they do not refer either to the person

enjoined (i.e. niyojya) or the thing enjoined (i.e. vidheya)?

Contrary proposition (clarifies): When the view of saintly persons

is that all Vedic statements are directed at performing vidhis, it is

correct to say that even BrahmajáÂna is enjoined for those who

aspire to gain immortality, just as agnihotra etc. are enjoined for

those who yearn for the heavens.

VedÂntist (objects): The works of Jaimini and VyÂsa, the authors

of dharmajijáÂsÂ and BrahmajijáÂsÂ respectively, make clear the

difference between the karmakÂàÅa and the jáÂnakÂàÅa portion of

the Veda. If both dealt with the same subject, two distinct divisions

would not be possible. When there is a clear difference in the subject

matter to be known (i.e. jijáÂsya) in these two portions, it necessarily

follows that their results (phalas) too should differ. If the knowledge

of Brahman is enjoined in order to obtain a karmaphala (result of

action) called liberation, there would be no difference between the

results of action and a liberation that is born of action. There cannot

be a distinction between things to be known through the karmakÂàÅa

and the jáÂnakÂàÅa if the results of action and liberation are of a

similar nature.

Therefore, the ever existent liberation is distinct from the

results of action, which have a beginning because they are

produced.  It is improper to say that a vidhi which is karma-based

enjoins knowledge that manifests liberation. The bhÂîya portion

below presents this objection raised by the VedÂntist.
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Yee. veveg Fn efpe%eemÙeJewue#eCÙeb  Gòeâced – keâce&keâeC[s YeJÙe:
Oece&: efpe%eemÙe: Fn leg Yetleb efvelÙeefveJe=&òeb yeÇÿe efpe%eemÙeb Fefle ~ le$e
Oece&%eeveHeâueeled Deveg‰eveehes#eeled efJeue#eCeb yeÇÿe%eeveHeâueb YeefJelegb
Den&efle ~

Bh.Tr. (Objection by VedÂntist): But a distinction is

made between the things to be known (i.e. jijáÂsya) in

the two divisions of the Veda. The thing to be known

through the karmakÂàÅa is the dharma to be

accomplished, whereas the thing to be known through

VedÂnta (i.e. jáÂnakÂàÅa) is the existent Brahman

which is ever-accomplished. In these two (divisions),

the result of   BrahmajáÂna has to be distinct from the

result of the knowledge of dharma which requires the

performance (anuîòhÂna) of karma.

The contender responds by stating his view that liberation

is not the result of an action cannot be proved. Therefore, it is quite

proper to enjoin BrahmajáÂna (as a vidhi) to gain liberation. When

it is pointed out that the distinction between BrahmajáÂna and

karmakÂàÅa cannot survive if the results of action alone are to be

known through VedÂnta, the contender affirms that this is desirable.

According to him, there is no such distinction between the two. The

contender then can be questioned further: if the subject matter of

both divisions is the same, was there any need to formulate a

separate sötra that exhorts one to take to inquiry into Brahman? He

responds by saying that Brahman is established by the author of

the Brahmasötra as an auxiliary to jáÂnavidhi – a Vedic sentence

that enjoins the knowledge of Brahman. The bhÂîya now presents

this contention.

Yee. ve Den&efle SJeced YeefJelegced ~ keâeÙe&efJeefOeØeÙegòeâmÙe SJe yeÇÿeCe:
ØeefleheeÅeceevelJeeled ~ ‘Deelcee Jee Dejs õ°JÙe:’ (ye=n. 2-4-5)

Fefle ~  ‘Ùe: Deelcee Dehenleheehcee – me: DevJes°JÙe: me:
efJeefpe%eeefmeleJÙe:’ (Úevoes.8-7-1)  ‘Deelcee Fefle SJe Gheemeerle’
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(ye=n. 1-4-7)  ‘Deelceeveced SJe ueeskebâ Gheemeerle’  (ye=.1-4-
15)  ‘yeÇÿe Jeso yeÇÿe SJe YeJeefle’ (cegC[. 3-2-9)~
FlÙeeefoefJeOeeves<eg melmeg keâ: Demeew Deelcee efkebâ leled yeÇÿe Fefle
Deekeâe*d#eeÙeeb lelmJe¤hemecehe&Cesve meJex Jesoevlee: GheÙegòeâe: –

efvelÙe: meJe&%e: meJe&iele: efvelÙele=hle: efvelÙeMegæyegæcegòeâmJeYeeJe:
efJe%eeveb Deevevob yeÇÿe Fefle SJeb DeeoÙe: ~  leogheemeveeled Ûe MeeŒeÂ°:
DeÂ°: cees#e: Heâueb YeefJe<Ùeefle    Fefle ~ keâle&JÙeefJeOÙevevegØeJesMes
Jemlegcee$ekeâLeves neveesheeoeveemebYeJeeled , mehleÉerhee Jemegceleer, jepee
Demeew ieÛÚefle FlÙeeefo JeekeäÙeJeled JesoevleJeekeäÙeeveeb DeeveLe&keäÙeb
SJe mÙeeled ~

Bh.Tr. (Contender replies): It cannot be so; because

Brahman that is established in BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ  verily

serves (as a ïeîa – auxiliary) to a kÂryavidhi (an

injunction connected to things to be produced in

future). There are sacred injunctions  (in VedÂnta) such

as: ‘O (Maitreyi) ÂtmÂ  should be known directly’ (Bç.U.

2-4-5);  ‘The ÂtmÂ that is free from sins should be

inquired into; it should be known directly’(Ch.U.8-7-

1); ‘There is ÂtmÂ, thus upÂsanÂ  should be performed’

(Bç.U.1-4-7),  ‘ÀtmÂ, referred to as loka, alone should

be meditated upon’ (Bç.U. 1-4-15); ‘The knower of

Brahman verily becomes Brahman.’ (Mu.U. 3-2-9). In

the context of these sacred injunctions, when there is

a desire to know ‘What is this ÂtmÂ ?’, ‘What is that

Brahman?’, VedÂntic passages such as ‘nitya (ever-

existent principle), omniscient, all-pervasive, ever-

contented, having the nature of eternally being the pure

knowledge-principle that is ever-liberated, the pure

awareness principle, Brahman that is limitless

happiness’ become useful by revealing what Brahman

– ÂtmÂ is. Its upÂsanÂ will produce the result, mokîa

(liberation), which is described by the Veda but is
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generally unknown (like the heavens). If it is merely

the existing Brahman that is described without

connecting it to vidhi (as an auxiliary), because it (i.e.

Brahman) is not available either to be acquired or given

up, VedÂntic statements like the statements ‘The earth

has seven continents’,  ‘There goes the king’ will

become futile.

The contender claims that the Upaniîadic statements

quoted contain an injunction (vidhi) of upÂsanÂ though in reality

they exhort the mumukîu to gain BrahmÂtmajáÂna.  So the

comments on these Upaniîadic quotations given in this proposition

are in conformance with the contrary proposition. It is not based on

the correct purport laid down in VedÂnta.

The contention in the contrary proposition that the

knowledge of the existing Brahman cannot produce any result is

now being refuted by the VedÂntist.

Yee. veveg Jemlegcee$ekeâLeves Deefhe jppeg: FÙeb, ve DeÙeb mehe&:
FlÙeeoew YeüeefvlepeefveleYeerefleefveJele& vesve DeLe&JeòJeb Â°b leLee Fn Deefhe
DemebmeeÙee&lceJemlegkeâLevesve mebmeeefjlJeYeüeefvleefveJele&vesve DeLe&JeòJeb mÙeeled~

Bh.Tr.  (VedÂntist objects):   But even the description

of real things can have purpose, as seen in the removal

of the fear born of wrong notions, as in statements

such as ‘This is a rope and not a snake’. Likewise,

passages in VedÂnta that talk of the true nature of ÂtmÂ

as free from saÙsÂra can also have purpose in that

they terminate the erroneous notion that the entity

denoted by ‘me’ is a saÙsÂrÍ – one subject to

transmigration.

The contender refutes the above objection by claiming that

the illustration is inapplicable.
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Yee. mÙeeled Sleled SJeb, Ùeefo jppegmJe¤heßeJeCes FJe mehe&Yeüeefvle:,
mebmeeefjlJeYeüeefvle: yeÇÿemJe¤heßeJeCecee$esCe efveJeles&le ~  ve leg efveJele&les,
ßegleyeÇÿeCe: Deefhe ÙeLeehetJeË megKeog:Keeefo mebmeeefjOece&oMe&veeled ,
‘ßeesleJÙe: cevleJÙe: efveefoOÙeeefmeleJÙe:’ (ye=n. 2-4-5) Fefle Ûe
ßeJeCeesòejkeâeueÙees: ceveveefveefoOÙeemeveÙees: efJeefOeoMe&veeled ~ lemceeled
ØeefleheefòeefJeefOeefJe<eÙeleÙee SJe MeeœeØeceeCekebâ yeÇÿe DeYÙegheievleJÙeb
Fefle ~

Bh.Tr. (Contender refutes): This can be so,  provided

the erroneous notion of oneself being a saÙsÂrÍ (a

transmigratory entity)   terminates merely by hearing

of the nature of Brahman, just as the wrong notion of

snake ceases on hearing of its true nature as a rope.

But the delusion (of being a saÙsÂrÍ ) does not cease,

because even a person who has heard of the nature of

Brahman is seen to be endowed with attributes of

saÙsÂra like joy, sorrow etc. Moreover, in the Upaniîadic

statement , ‘ÂtmÂ  should be listened to, reflected upon

and contemplated upon’  (Bç.U. 2-4-5),  a vidhi

(injunction) stating that manana  (reflection) and

nidhidhyÂsana  (contemplation) should follow ïravaàa

(listening) is seen. Therefore it has to be accepted that

Brahman is known through the means of VedÂnta as

an object of upÂsanÂ alone enjoined by a vidhi

(injunction).

In short, the contrary proposition in the second interpretation

of this sötra concludes that VedÂnta is meant for vidhi on account

of the following reasons:

i) Words have power when they are endowed with kriyÂ

(action).

ii) The Veda can have purpose only in terms of pravçtti and

nivçtti or vidhi and niîedha.

iii) An existent thing cannot bring about a result.
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iv) The vidhis  of manana  and nididhyÂsana have to be taken

to after ïravaàa.

Therefore according to the contender, Brahman is known

through the pramÂàa of VedÂnta as an object of upÂsanÂ  alone

enjoined by a vidhi.

THE  SECOND  INTERPRETATION  OF  THE  FOURTH  SóTRA

(VEDÀNTIC  DOCTRINE)

The bhÂîyakÂra now establishes the VedÂntic doctrine by

refuting the contrary proposition point by point. This is summarised

in the following inference substantiated by two reasons: VedÂntic

statements are not meant for vidhi because (a) they are fruitful on

their own (unlike arthavÂda) and (b) because they do not have a

niyojya – a person to whom a vidhi can be enjoined. They are

fruitful on their own by ending the delusion about one’s true nature

as in statements such as ‘This is not a snake, but a rope’. The

inference furnishes two reasons to highlight the dissimilarity between

VedÂntic statements and those of arthavÂda or those which involve

an individual for whom a vidhi is enjoined. An illustration of the first

reason is the statement ‘sorodÍt’ (He cried), which has no result of

its own. In order to be fruitful, it has to be related to vidhi. On the

other hand, VedÂntic statements are fruitful on their own since they

confer mokîa. They do not need to be associated with  any vidhi  in

order to become purposeful. An illustration of the second reason is

the vidhi ‘svargakÂmo yajeta’ (i.e. a person desirous of heaven

should perform sacrifices) which is enjoined for an individual who

wants to gain the heavens, presently unavailable to him. On the

other hand, VedÂnta does not specify a niyojya (an individual for

whom karma-based vidhi is enjoined). A mumukîu (one who wishes

to get liberated) cannot be the niyojya of a vidhi because he does

not hanker for a thing that is presently non-existent to him such as

the heavens. All that he requires to gain liberation is to get rid of the

ignorance of his true nature – the ever existing Brahman, as seen

in the example of the rope mistaken for a snake.
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The argument that BrahmajáÂna is the object of an upÂsanÂ
enjoined by a vidhi on the mumukîu who is considered a niyojya is

refuted by distinguishing the result of BrahmajáÂna from that of

karma.

THE  RESULT  OF  BRAHMAJÜÀNA  IS  DISTINCT  FROM

THAT  OF  KARMA

Yee. De$e DeefYeOeerÙeles – ve, keâce&yeÇÿeefJeÅeeHeâueÙees: Jewue#eCÙeeled~
Meejerjb JeeefÛekebâ ceevemeb Ûe keâce& ßegeflemce=efleefmeæb Oecee&KÙeb, ÙeefÉ<eÙee
efpe%eemee ‘DeLeelees Oece&efpe%eemee’ (pew.met. 1-1-1) Fefle metef$elee;
DeOece&: Deefhe efnbmeeefo: Øeefle<esOeÛeesoveeue#eCelJeeled efpe%eemÙe:
heefjnejeÙe ~ leÙees: Ûeesoveeue#eCeÙees: DeLee&veLe&Ùees: Oecee&Oece&Ùees:
Heâues ØelÙe#es megKeog:Kes MejerjJee*dceveesefYe: SJe GheYegpÙeceeves
efJe<eÙesefvõÙemebÙeesiepevÙes yeÇÿeeefo<eg mLeeJejevles<eg Øeefmeæs ~ ceveg<ÙelJeeled
DeejYÙe yeÇÿeevles<eg osnJelmeg megKeleejlecÙeb DevegßetÙeles ~ lele:
Ûe leæslees: Oece&mÙe leejlecÙeb iecÙeles ~ Oece&leejlecÙeeled
DeefOekeâeefjleejlecÙeced ~ Øeefmeæb Ûe DeefLe&lJemeeceLÙee&efoke=âleb
DeefOekeâeefjleejlecÙeced ~ leLee Ûe ÙeeieeÅeveg‰eefÙeveeb SJe
efJeÅeemeceeefOeefJeMes<eeled GòejsCe heLee ieceveb, kesâJeuew: F°ehetle&oòemeeOevew:
Oetceeefo›eâcesCe oef#eCesve heLee ieceveb, le$e Deefhe megKeleejlecÙeb
lelmeeOeveleejlecÙeb Ûe MeeŒeeled ‘ÙeeJeled mebheeleb Gef<elJee’ (Úevoes.
5-10-5) Fefle Demceeled iecÙeles ~ leLee ceveg<Ùeeefo<eg
veejkeâmLeeJejevles<eg megKeueJe: Ûeesoveeue#eCeOece&meeOÙe: SJe
Fefle iecÙeles leejlecÙesve Jele&ceeve: ~ leLee TOJe&ieles<eg DeOeesieles<eg
Ûe osnJelme g og:KeleejlecÙeoMe &veele d leæslee s: DeOece &mÙe
Øeefle<esOeÛeesoveeue#eCemÙe leoveg‰eefÙeveeb Ûe leejlecÙeb iecÙeles ~ SJeb
DeefJeÅeeefo oes<eJeleeb Oecee&Oece&leejlecÙeefveefceòeb MejerjesheeoevehetJe&kebâ
megKeog:KeleejlecÙeb DeefvelÙeb mebmeej¤heb ßegeflemce=eflevÙeeÙeØeefmeæced ~
leLee Ûe ßegefle: – ‘ve n Jew meMejerjmÙe mele: efØeÙeeefØeÙeÙees:
Dehenefle: Deefmle’ Fefle ÙeLeeJeefCe&leb mebmeej¤heb  DevegJeoefle ~
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‘DeMejerjb JeeJe mevleb ve efØeÙeeefØeÙes mhe=Mele:’ (Úevoes. 8-12-1)

Fefle efØeÙeeefØeÙemheMe&veØeefle<esOeeled Ûeesoveeue#eCeOece&keâeÙe&lJeb cees#eeKÙemÙe
DeMejerlJemÙe Øeefleef<eOÙeles Fefle iecÙeles ~  Oece&keâeÙe&lJes efn
efØeÙeeefØeÙemheMe&veØeefle<esOe: ve GheheÅeles~  DeMejerjlJeb SJe Oece&keâeÙeË
Fefle Ûesled ve, lemÙe mJeeYeeefJekeâlJeeled ~  ‘DeMejerjb Mejerjs<eg
DeveJemLes<eg DeJeefmLeleced ~  cenevleb efJeYegb Deelceeveb celJee Oeerj: ve
MeesÛeefle’ (keâe". 1-2-22) ‘DeØeeCe: efn Decevee: MegYeü:’
(cegC[. 2-1-2) ‘DemeÁ: efn DeÙeb heg®<e:’ (ye=n. 4-3-15)

FlÙeeefoßegefleYÙe: ~ Dele: SJe Deveg‰sÙekeâce&HeâueefJeue#eCeb cees#eeKÙeb
DeMejerjlJeb efvelÙeb  Fefle efmeæced~

Bh.Tr. The VedÂntic doctrine in response to this

contrary proposition is as follows: It is not correct (to

say that BrahmajáÂna is the auxiliary of an upÂsanÂ-

vidhi) because there is a clear distinction between the

results of karma and the result of BrahmavidyÂ (viz.

mokîa – liberation).

The physical (ïÂrÍram), verbal (vÂcikam) and

mental (mÂnasam) karma (actions) described in the

Veda and the smçtis are termed as dharma.  An inquiry

to know the exact nature of dharma is initiated in the

sötra, ‘AthÂto dharmajijáÂsÂ (i.e. an inquiry into the

nature of dharma should be undertaken after learning

the Vedas because dharma teaches of things that bear

fruit – Jai.Sö. 1-1-1). Joys and sorrows are born of the

contact of senses with sense objects and are directly

experienced through means of the body, the speech

and the mind alone. They are the results of desirable

dharma and undesirable adharma. Dharma and

adharma are defined by Vedic  injunctions that enjoin

or prohibit respectively. These (joys and sorrows) are

well-known to all living beings – from Hiraàyagarbha

down to an unmoving tree, for instance. The Upaniîads

describe the varying degree of happiness in embodied
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beings from humans to Hiraàyagarbha (Tai.U. 2-8;

Bç.U. 4-3-33). This shows that varying degrees of

dharma are the cause of happiness. The gradation of

adhikÂrÍ (eligible persons) is seen from the varying

degree of dharma. It is well-known that adhikÂrÍs can

be graded by the type of desires they entertain and

their worldly capacity to perform karma in terms of

progeny, wealth and other factors (viz. scholarliness

and the absence of disqualifications as per Vedic

norms; Jai.Sö. 6-1-25 to 42). In a similar manner, (it is

also known that) only those who perform sacrifices

etc. take the northern path on account of specific

upÂsanÂ performed by them (whereas) those who take

to means of iîòa, pörta and datta only take the southern

path through the stages of dhöma  etc.  Even there (in

the heaven), there exists a gradation of pleasures and

their means. This can be seen from the Upaniîadic

passage, ‘Having stayed there until the result of actions

get exhausted, they return thereafter’. (Ch.U. 5-10-5).

So also it is seen that the little joy that is available to

embodied beings in varying degrees, from humans and

beings in hell to beings of the immovable variety, is

verily accomplished by dharma characterised by

codanÂ – sacred injunction.

In the same manner, varying degrees of sorrow

are seen in the various types of embodied beings,

namely, those superior to humans, humans, and those

inferior to humans. It is seen from the foregoing that

there are varying degrees of its cause viz. adharma,

which is made known through Vedic precepts (codanÂ)

that are prohibitive in nature. It is (also) seen that (there

exists) a gradation among those who perform acts of

adharma.

Thus it is well-known through the Vedas, smçtis

and the process of reasoning that those afflicted with
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the defect of self-ignorance etc. assume the transient

existence called saÙsÂra in the form of varying degrees

of joys and sorrows produced as a result of varying

degrees of both dharmÂdharma (earned earlier)

accompanied by the acquisition of the body. Thus the

ïruti says – ‘There is no cessation of joys and sorrows

for an individual who has identified himself with his

body’ (Ch.U. 8-12-1). This ïruti passage corroborates

the nature of saÙsÂra described thus far.

It is clear that in its statement, ‘Joys and

sorrows (born of the contact of the senses with sense

objects) do not affect one who has directly discovered

ÂtmÂ (oneself) in its true nature, totally devoid of the

embodiment’ (Ch.U. 8-12-1), the ïruti, by refuting any

contact of joys and sorrows with ÂtmÂ, refutes the claim

that disembodied (aïarÍra) ÂtmÂ, called mokîa
(liberation), is the result of dharma born of pravçtti. If
mokîa were produced by dharma, its contact with joys

and sorrows could not be denied.  The argument that

the state of the disembodied ÂtmÂ (i.e. aïarÍratva) is

itself the result of dharma is not correct because the

ïruti itself states that it (aïarÍratvam) is the true nature,

indeed the very nature of oneself. This can be verified

from the following Upaniîadic passages: ‘The jáÂnÍ
does not experience the sorrows of saÙsÂra, having

directly known his true nature as ÂtmÂ  which is without

a body, and abides unchangingly in a variety of bodies

that are impermanent. That ÂtmÂ is distinguished

(mahÂn) and all-pervasive (vibhu) in nature’ (Kò.U. 1-

2-22); ‘(ÀtmÂ called puruîa) is pure (ïubhraÉ) and

devoid of prÂna (vital airs) and the mind,’ (Mu.U. 2-1-

2); ‘This puruîa (i.e. ÂtmÂ) is totally unconnected (to

any embodiment and all that is experienced in the three

states of consciousness, including the statuses of

kartÂ and bhoktÂ ’ – Bç.U. 4-3-15), and other passages.
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Therefore it is proved that the ever-existent state of

disembodied (aïarÍra) ÂtmÂ called mokîa is distinct

from the result of actions that are required to be

performed.

The argument that mokîa (liberation) is not born of

karmaphala (the result of action) can be proved through the following

inference. ‘Mokîa is not born of actions enjoined by vidhi because

it is distinct from the result of actions (karmas), just as the existent

ÂtmÂ is not a result of actions’. To clarify the reason in this inference,

viz. ‘mokîa is distinct from the result of actions’, the bhÂîya

describes karma and its result in the passage beginning with ‘ïÂrÍram

vÂacikam mÂnasam ca karma ……. ‘through to’ yathÂvaràitam

saÙsÂram anuvadati ’ (i.e. from ‘Physical, verbal and mental karma

……… corroborates the nature of saÙsÂra  described thus’). The

sötra ‘athÂto dharmajijáÂsÂ ’which initiates the inquiry into dharma

in order to know its exact nature so as to enable its performance

also covers the inquiry into adharma to enable it to be avoided.

CodanÂ (Ûeesovee) is an instruction that encourages the

performance of karma that fructifies in good results. It is a vidhi. By

implication, codanÂ is also an instruction that forbids bad karma

and therefore describes a prohibition (niîedha). Dharma and

adharma are therefore known through codanÂ in terms of vidhi and

niîedha.

Mokîa is imperceptible to the senses. It is totally free of

sorrow. It is not something to be enjoyed as an object by the body,

speech or mind. Mokîa is not born of sense objects and it is

unknown to ignorant persons. The bhÂîyakÂra describes sukha (joy)

and duÉkha (sorrow) in several ways to draw the contrast between

mokîa and joys/sorrows, which are the result of dharma and

adharma. Joys and sorrows are directly perceived. The body, speech

and mind are instruments in their experience. They are born of

contact between senses and the sense objects. Joys and sorrows

are well-known to all living beings, from Hiraàyagarbha down to an

insignificant creature.
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The bhÂîya first describes karmaphala (the result of action)

in general. Next it elaborates on puàya, the result of dharma. Different

living beings with different types of embodiments experience varying

degrees of happiness. This is an indication that dharma – the cause

of happiness – is found in varying degrees in living beings. By

contrast, mokîa   is invariable in nature. It is the same limitless

happiness. Its means is also invariable: BrahmavidyÂ, the direct

knowledge of Brahman – the ultimate reality. An individual eligible

to gain BrahmavidyÂ and thereby mokîa is one who is endowed

with sÂdhanacatuîòaya-saÙpatti – the fourfold qualifications. As for

dharma, it can be inferred from the varying degrees of dharma that

there is a gradation in the eligibility of persons who earn dharma.

Those who have performed sacrifices etc. coupled with upÂsanÂs

are eligible for the higher heavens through the northern path for

relatively longer durations. Others who undertake the karmas of

iîòa, pörta and datta go to the lower heavens by the southern path.

Iîòa karmas are vedic karmas such as the performance of agnihotra,

performing one’s daily karmas according to one’s varàa and Âïrama

or undertaking ascetic practices, speaking the truth, study of the

Vedas and teaching them to others, extending hospitality to guests

and offering vaiïvadeva oblations. Pörta karmas are philanthropic

activities such as establishing facilities to provide water, constructing

and maintaining temples, or providing food and temporary rest-

houses for the needy. Dattam karmas include protecting those who

seek refuge, not harming others, and performing acts of charity

(other than sacrificial gifts). Even in the heavens, there are

gradations of happiness and means to attain heavens. Stay in the

heavens comes to an end upon exhaustion of the puàya earned.

In the same way, sorrow is seen in varying degrees in all

living beings, namely, those superior to humans, those inferior to

humans and human beings. This shows that there is a gradation

both in the adharma which is the cause of sorrow as well as in

beings that perform adharma. Such an existence with varying

degrees of joys and sorrows is called saÙsÂra. It is transient and is

experienced by all who are ignorant and know not their true nature.
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This saÙsÂra is well described in the Vedas and the smçtis. The

BhagavadgÍtÂ points out that those who have earned the heavens

enjoy the same for a long period. Thereafter they return to this

world as mortals once the puàya granting them the heaven gets

exhausted (B.G. 9-21). The nature of saÙsÂra is also established

by general reasoning. It is well-known that flames increase if firewood

is added. Similarly, the gradation in the means of our varying

experiences can be inferred from the varying degree of the results

– joys and sorrows. ChÂndogya ïruti informs us that saÙsÂra

continues as long as the identification with one’s embodiment

persists.

Thereafter, mokîa is described in contrast to the saÙsÂra

which is the result of karmaphala. The nature of mokîa is opposed

to karmaphala. It is not the result of any action. Mokîa is atÍndriya

(beyond the purview of the senses) and ïokarahita (totally free

from sorrows). It cannot be enjoyed by the body, mind etc. as can

the heavens. This fact is corroborated in the passage from

ChÂndogyopaniîat. It declares that saÙsÂra   characterised by joys

and sorrows cannot touch a person who has directly known that

his true nature is ÂtmÂ devoid of embodiment.  Mokîa is abidance

in ÂtmÂ that is one’s true nature (svÂtmani avasthÂnam mokîaÉ,

Tai.U. Bh. 1-12;  Ke.U. padabhÂîya 2-4).  The abidance of the mind

in ÂtmÂ, which is identical to Brahman, is called   ÂtmasÂkîÂtkÂra  or

BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra. Thus mokîa is nothing but BrahmÂtmÂ free from

self-ignorance and its effects. In its true nature, ÂtmÂ is totally free

from all the superimposed dçïya, including the embodiment. There

is therefore no experience of the embodiment, of its concomitant

joys and sorrows, or of the rest of the world in ÂtmasÂkîÂtkÂra – the

direct cognition of ÂtmÂ. There is no identification with the body in

ÂtmajáÂna.

The false notion that mokîa is produced by karmaphala is

refuted by the ïruti, which states clearly that ÂtmÂ has no contact

with joys and sorrows. Some point out that  karmas have the capacity

to yield different types of results. Joy (priya) is a pleasure born of

sense objects. They are of the opinion that mokîa can be yet another
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type of result born of dharma (karma), even though ChÂndogya ïruti
denies the contact of joy (priya) with ÂtmÂ. This is not correct

because ÂtmÂ  is the ever-existing principle that is beginningless

and uncaused. It is by its very nature totally unconnected to the

embodiment, and the joys and sorrows produced by karmaphala.

The same is corroborated by Upaniîadic statements which describe

its svaröpa (true nature).

The word  aïarÍra in the Kaòha ïruti (1- 2- 22) highlights the

absence of the gross body in ÂtmÂ. Being changeless, ÂtmÂ  is the

same all the time, though it abides in all kinds of impermanent

bodies, higher and lower. A second word, vibhu (all-pervasive), is

added to mahÂn (great or distinguished) in Kaòhopaniîat (1-2-22) to

dispel the notion that ÂtmÂ  may be something that is relatively

great. A person who has gained the knowledge of ÂtmÂ that is aïarÍra,

mahÂn and vibhu does not experience the saÙsÂra characterised

by sorrow. The MuàÅaka ìruti (2-1-2) shows the absence of the

subtle body in ÂtmÂ by describing it as free of prÂàa (vital airs) and

the mind. This also implies the absence of the organs of action and

sense-organs because prÂàa and mind signify the power of action

and the power of knowledge respectively. ìubhraÉ (pure) connotes

the absence of the causal body. The word asaßgaÉ (unconnected)

in BçahadÂraàyakopaniîat (4-3-15) describes ÂtmÂ  as being free

from both the gross and subtle bodies. Ever-existent ÂtmÂ, totally

free from self-ignorance, the embodiment and all the dçïya
superimposed on it, is itself liberation. Therefore it is proved that

mokîa is totally distinct from the results of karmas.

THE  TEACHING REGARDING BRAHMAN CANNOT BE

AUXILIARY  TO   A VIDHI

A further point is raised. Though liberation appears to be

eternal, it may be changing in nature despite being eternal, and

may therefore be the result of dharma (karma). To refute this wrong

notion, a contrast is drawn between two categories of eternal entities,

the relatively eternal and the truly eternal. Next, it is established
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that mokîa, which is identical to Brahman, cannot have any

connection whatsoever with karma in the form of upÂsanÂ or vidhi

because these have no access (approach) to the ever-existing

Brahman.

Yee. le$e efkebâefÛeled  heefjCeeefceefvelÙeb Ùeefmceved efJeef›eâÙeceeCes
Deefhe leosJe Fob Fefle yegefæ: ve efJenvÙeles ~ ÙeLee he=efLeJÙee-
efopeieefVelÙelJeJeeefoveeced ~  ÙeLee Ûe meebKÙeeveeb iegCee: ~  Fob leg
heejceeefLe&kebâ, ketâšmLeefvelÙeb, JÙeesceJeled meJe&JÙeeefhe, meJe&efJeef›eâÙeejefnleb,
efvelÙele=hleb, efvejJeÙeJeb, mJeÙebpÙeesefle:mJeYeeJeced~  Ùe$e Oecee&Oeceez
men keâeÙexCe keâeue$eÙeb Ûe ve GheeJelexles ~  leled Sleled DeMejerjlJeb
cees#eeKÙeced ~  ‘DevÙe$e Oecee&led DevÙe$e DeOecee&led DevÙe$e Demceeled
ke=âleeke=âleeled ~  DevÙe$e Yetleeled Ûe YeJÙeeled Ûe’ (keâ".2-14)

FlÙeeefo ßegefleYÙe: ~  Dele: leled yeÇÿe ÙemÙe FÙeb efpe%eemee Øemleglee,
leled Ùeefo keâle&JÙeMes<elJesve GheefoMÙesle, lesve Ûe keâle&JÙesve meeOÙe:
Ûesled cees#e: DeYÙegheiecÙesle, DeefvelÙe: SJe mÙeeled~  le$e SJeb meefle
ÙeLeesòeâkeâce&Heâues<eg SJe leejlecÙeeJeefmLeles<eg DeefvelÙes<eg keâef§eled DeefleMeÙe:
cees#e: Fefle ØemepÙesle ~  efvelÙe: Ûe cees#e: meJez: cees#eJeeefoefYe:
DeYÙegheiecÙeles, Dele: ve  keâle&JÙeMes<elJesve yeÇÿeesheosMe: Ùegòeâ: ~

Bh.Tr. Among eternal entities, some are eternal

although they change (i.e. pariàÂminityam). Even if

they change, the idea of their sameness in the form of

‘that alone is this’ does not get negated. For instance,

according to those who profess that the world is eternal

but changing, earth and the other elements are of this

nature. Similarly, the guàÂs or properties of all created

entities described in the SÂßkhya school of thought

are pariàÂminityam.

By contrast, this Brahman (or mokîa, called

aïarÍratvam here) is absolutely eternal in the sense it

is  ever-existent and never undergoes any change (i.e.
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köòasthanityam). It is all-pervasive like space, devoid

of any modification whatsoever, ever-contented,

without limbs (or parts) and intrinsically the self-evident

knowledge principle in its nature. Neither dharma nor

adharma with their results, joys and sorrows, nor the

three periods of time have access to it (Brahman). That

changeless (köòastham) and eternal (nityam) Brahman

which is this aïarÍratvam (ÂtmÂ devoid of embodiment)

is called mokîa. This fact (namely, that Brahman/ÂtmÂ

is totally unconnected to dharmÂdharma and the three

periods of time) is in consonance with ïruti passages

such as ‘(Please impart to me the knowledge of ÂtmÂ

which you know directly and which is) different

(anyatra) from dharma and adharma, different from

effect (kçta) and cause (akçta), different from the three

periods past (bhöta), future (bhavya) and present.’

(Kò.U. 2-14) etc. Therefore that mokîa (liberation called

aïarÍratvam) is verily Brahman, whose inquiry is begun.

If that Brahman is taught as an auxiliary (ïeîa)

to upÂsanÂ  (termed kartavya here) and if it is accepted

that mokîa is accomplished through upÂsanÂ  (by

means of the puàya produced by it), then liberation is

bound to be transient in nature. If liberation is

accomplished through upÂsanÂ,  it would become just

another excellent result from among the transient phala

of karma (and upÂsanÂs), which has already been

described as being of varying degrees. But mokîa is

accepted as everlasting by all schools of thought that

expound on it. Therefore, it is inappropriate to conclude

that the teaching (upadeîa) of Brahman describes

Brahman as an auxiliary (ïeîa) to upÂsanÂ (termed

kartavya here).

PariàÂminityam is that which is both pariàÂmÍ (subject to

change) and nityam (eternal). Such a thing is eternal relatively and
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not in the absolute sense. By contrast, liberation, which is identical

with ÂtmÂ that is Brahman, is köòasthanityam – ever-changeless

and eternal. It cannot be attained through karma or upÂsanÂ. The

perception that a relatively eternal entity is of an ever-lasting nature

is due to the cognition of prolonged continuance despite changes

in it. Such prolonged continuance is false in nature because anything

that changes is invariably subject to destruction. By contrast, the

ever-lastingness of a changeless (köòastha) entity (viz. Brahman or

liberation) is absolute since nothing can destroy it.

Adjectives like pÂramÂrthikam (absolute) etc. employed in

the bhÂîya prove that liberation, which is synonymous with Brahman

or ÂtmÂ, is changeless (köòastha) and eternal, with no possibility

whatsoever of any change. In addition to all-pervasiveness, the

phrase ‘Like space (vyomavat)’ also signifies actionlessness. The

phrase ‘Devoid of all modifications (sarvakriyÂ-rahitam)’ speaks of

the absence of any form of modification. The phrase ‘Ever-contented

(nityatçptam)’ points to the redundancy of actions to gain results

because it does not require any karmaphala. Contentment (tçpti -
le=efhle) is the state of desirelessness or happiness that is free from

sorrow. Liberation or Brahman is actionless because it is niravayava
– without limbs. Action is not at all necessary to know Brahman

because Brahman is the self-evident knowledge-principle

(svayamjyotisvabhÂva). Mokîa is not something to be accomplished

through karma or upÂsanÂ because dharma and adharma and their

resultant joys and sorrows are totally unrelated to it. The three

periods of time have no access to Brahman. This is another reason

why mokîa  cannot be a product of an action, since action is possible

only in the realm of time. ìruti passages confirm that liberation or

ÂtmÂ is totally unconnected to dharmÂdharma and the three periods

of time.

Here is another point raised by the contender. Let the ïruti
quoted here and others cited earlier describe Brahman as

changeless (köòastha) and unattached (asaßga), says the contender;

why should mokîa not be the result of an upÂsanÂ, though, and
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different from Brahman? The answer is that this is not possible

because liberation is identical to Brahman (which itself is ÂtmÂ).

Brahman is changeless and unconnected to dharmÂdharma or time.

Therefore liberation, being nothing but Brahman, cannot be a product

of karma and upÂsanÂ either. In this way, liberation (called

aïarÍratvam) is Brahman. That is why the inquiry into Brahman is

begun. This is one of the three meanings of the bhÂîya phrase –

‘ataÉ tadbrahma yasya iyam jijáÂsÂ prastutÂ ’.

The second meaning of this bhÂîya phrase is as follows:

Since Brahman is totally unconnected to dharmÂdharma or time, it

cannot be a topic of dharmajijáÂsÂ. That is why BrahmajijáÂsÂ (an

inquiry into Brahman), distinct from dharmajijáÂsÂ, is begun.  A

separate treatise on BrahmajijáÂsÂ would not be possible if Brahman

were connected to vidhi. Were that the case, there would not remain

for inquiry any topics unrelated to upÂsanÂ-vidhi or karma.  Duality

is an overt factor in the vidhi of upÂsanÂ, which is expressed in

terms of upÂsaka and upÂsya. Duality cannot reveal the identity of

non-dual ÂtmÂ and Brahman. A vidhi does not require a real identity

between two entities. It can also be valid in the case of an imagined

identity enjoined by the Veda, as seen in the ïruti, ‘O Gautama (in

PaácÂgni-vidyÂ – an upÂsanÂ), woman is verily the fire’ (Ch.U. 5-8-

1; Bç.U. 6-2-13).

Or the bhÂîya phrase under discussion can mean that a

separate inquiry into Brahman is begun since liberation cannot be

accomplished through vidhi. The Brahman that is desired to be

known is revealed by VedÂnta independent of karma or upÂsanÂ

because all VedÂntic statements have their tÂtparya (ascertained

purport) in Brahman alone.

If it were accepted that the teaching describes Brahman as

an auxiliary (ïeîa) of upÂsanÂvidhi, liberation would be something

produced by the puàya (apörva) earned through upÂsanÂ. Liberation

would be transient in that case. The transient liberation produced

by upÂsanÂ would have to be the foremost of results from among

the varied transient results of karma (and upÂsanÂ) described earlier.
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This cannot hold water because liberation is accepted   to be nitya
(eternal) in nature by all schools of thought that expound on it. A

liberation that is nitya (ever-existent) cannot be produced by an

apörva (puàya) that is limited and generated through the

performance of upÂsanÂ, being itself limited in time. Hence there is

no eligible   person (niyojya) for whom upÂsanÂ-vidhi can be enjoined

as a means to liberation. In other words, such a vidhi without a

niyojya to whom it has to be addressed is impossible. Therefore it

is inappropriate to say that VedÂnta teaches of Brahman as being

an auxiliary (ïeîa) to upÂsanÂ-vidhi.

NOTHING  REMAINS  TO  BE  DONE  AFTER  GAINING

BRAHMAJÜÀNA

BrahmajáÂna ends the veil of ignorance about oneself and

instantaneously reveals one’s true nature, ever free from saÙsÂra.

That is mokîa. There is nothing to be done to accomplish liberation

once BrahmajáÂna is gained. The result of BrahmajáÂna is gained

directly without the intermediation of puàya (adçîòa), leading to

liberation in due course. It is just like light dispelling darkness with

no action involved either in dispelling the darkness or in illumining.

It is being proved further that mokîa is not accomplished

through any upÂsanÂ.

Yee. Deefhe Ûe ‘yeÇÿe Jeso yeÇÿe SJe YeJeefle’ (cegC[. 3-2-9)

‘#eerÙevles Ûe DemÙe keâcee&efCe leefmceved Â°s hejeJejs’ (cegC[. 2-2-
8)~ ‘Deevevob yeÇÿeCe: efJeÉeved ~ ve efyeYesefle kegâle§eve’ (lewefòe. 2-
9)  ‘DeYeÙeb Jew pevekeâ Øeehle: Deefme’ (ye=n. 4-2-4)  ‘leled
Deelceeveb SJe DeJesled Denb yeÇÿe Deefmce Fefle lemceeled leled meJeË
DeYeJeled’ (ye=n. 1-4-10)  ‘le$e keâ: ceesn: keâ: Meeskeâ:
SkeâlJeb DevegheMÙele:’ (F&Mee. 7) ~ Fefle SJeb DeeÅee: ßegleÙe:
yeÇÿeefJeÅeevevlejb cees#eb oMe&ÙevlÙe: ceOÙes keâeÙee&vlejb JeejÙeefvle~  leLee
‘leled n Sleled heMÙeved $e+ef<e: JeeceosJe: Øeeflehesos Denb  ceveg: DeYeJeb
metÙe&: Ûe’  (ye=n. 1-4-10)  Fefle yeÇÿeoMe&vemeJee&lceYeeJeÙees:
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ceOÙes keâle&JÙeevlejJeejCeeÙe  GoeneÙe&ced~  ÙeLee efle‰ved ieeÙeefle
Fefle efle‰efleieeÙelÙees: ceOÙes lelkeâle&=kebâ keâeÙee&vlejb ve Deefmle Fefle
iecÙeles ~

Bh.Tr. Moreover, many Upaniîadic passages which

state that liberation is attained on gaining BrahmajáÂna
refute the intervention of any karma or upÂsanÂ
between BrahmajáÂna and liberation. For instance,

consider: ‘One who knows Brahman directly verily

becomes Brahman’  (Mu.U. 3-2-9); ‘All results of

actions of the jáÂnÍ that have not yet yielded their

effects come to an end on gaining the direct knowledge

of Brahman, which is both the ultimate cause (of jagat)
and its effect (jagat).’ (Mu.U. 2-2-8); ‘One who directly

knows Brahman whose nature is limitless happiness

does not experience fear on account of anything.’

(Tai.U. 2-9); ‘O Janaka, (due to the destruction of self

ignorance) you have verily gained Brahman (free from

the fear of birth and death’. Bç.U. 4-2-4); ‘That Brahman

called jÍva directly knew itself (through the teaching of

the guru) verily as “I am Brahman”. By that knowledge

it became whole (pöràa) i.e. it became Brahman in its

true nature free from all superimposed entities that are

not Brahman’ – (Bç.U. 1-4-10); ‘When self-knowledge

is gained, there is no moha (delusion) and mental

anguish (called ïoka) for one who has directly

discovered the ultimate reality’ (Ê.U. 7).

So also the following Upaniîadic declaration

should be cited, namely – ‘Sage VÂmadeva, directly

knowing Brahman to be himself, ÂtmÂ (in reality), as “I

am Brahman” attained Brahman in its true nature (free

from the superimposed Creation).  (Abiding in that

knowledge) he discovered, “I had become Manu and

the Sun” (in the sense the entire Creation was “me”,
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Brahman, alone without an independent existence)’,
(Bç.U. 1-4-10) – in order to refute the intervening factor

of upÂsanÂ (or karma) between BrahmajáÂna and the

sarvÂtmabhÂva – the discovery that I, Brahman, am

everything.  It is like the statement ‘standing (she)

sings’ where it is clear that there is no other action by

the individual between the standing and the singing.

All the ïruti statements quoted above invariably describe

liberation as the immediate result of BrahmajáÂna. The terms

BrahmajáÂna, BrahmÂvagati, BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra, BrahmÂnubhava,
ÀtmÂnubhava, ÀtmasÂkîÂtkÂra, AparokîÂnubhöti and AparokîajáÂna
are all synonyms. They signify the direct cognition of Brahman in its

true nature totally free from adhyasta saÙsÂra, and are therefore

synonymous with liberation (mokîa).  The exact nature of

BrahmajáÂna was already discussed and ascertained in the

context of the bhÂîya portion ‘avagati-paryantam jáÂnam’ and

‘anubhavÂvasÂnatvÂt ……… BrahmajáÂnasya’.84   If liberation were

the result of an upÂsanÂ, it would be something that comes into

existence in course of time, like heaven and the other results

produced by puàya. If that were true, all these ïruti passages cited

would stand negated, which is impossible. Therefore mokîa is the

direct result of BrahmajáÂna, and not a product of karma or upÂsanÂ.
Actions/upÂsanÂ too are not necessary to gain liberation once

BrahmajáÂna is gained though they have a role prior to it, namely,

to accomplish cittaïuddhi and cittanaiïcalya.

BRAHMAJÜÀNA TERMINATES THE OBSTRUCTION OF

IGNORANCE  THAT  HINDERS   MOKëA

ÀtmÂ is nityamukta – ever liberated.  It can never undergo

bondage. Yet ÂtmÂ appears to be bound as a saÙasÂrÍ only because

84 Refer to the commentary on BhÂîya-passages of DeJeieefle heÙe&vleb
%eeveced, Page No. 122 and DevegYeJeeJemeevelJeeled YetleJemlegefJe<eÙelJeeled Ûe  yeÇÿe%eevemÙe,
Page No. 180.
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of self-ignorance. All that BrahmajáÂna does is to end this

ignorance, whereby the nityamukta-svaröpa (ever-liberated nature)

of ÂtmÂ is revealed. If BrahmajáÂna were the subject of a vidhi, it

would become a karma in the form of upÂsanÂ.  Being a product of

self-ignorance, an upÂsanÂ  cannot do away with its very cause,

ignorance.  Therefore, VedÂntic statements impart the knowledge

of Brahman; they do not enjoin karma. This fact is now highlighted

through the Upaniîads.

Yee. ‘lJeb efn ve: efhelee Ùe: Demceekebâ DeefJeÅeeÙee: hejb heejb leejÙeefme’
(Øe.6-8) ‘ßegleb efn SJe ces YeieJeodÂMesYÙe: lejefle Meeskebâ DeelceefJeled
Fefle me: Denb YeieJe: MeesÛeeefce leb cee YeieJeeved MeeskeâmÙe heejb
leejÙeleg’ (Úevoes.7-1-3) ‘lemcew ce=efolekeâ<eeÙeeÙe leceme: heejb
oMe&Ùeefle YeieJeeved mevelkegâceej:’ (Úevoes. 7-26-2) Fefle Ûe
SJeb DeeÅee: ßegleÙe: cees#eØeefleyevOeefveJe=efòecee$eb SJe Deelce%eevemÙe
Heâueb oMe&Ùeefvle ~ leLee Ûe DeeÛeeÙe&ØeCeerleb vÙeeÙeesheye=befnleb met$eced –
‘og:KepevceØeJe=efòeoes<eefceLÙee%eeveeveeb GòejesòejeheeÙes leovevlejeheeÙeeled
DeheJeie&:’ (vÙee.met. 1-1-2) Fefle ~ efceLÙee%eeveeheeÙe: Ûe
yeÇÿeelcewkeâlJeefJe%eeveeled YeJeefle ~

Bh.Tr. (Consider the following ïruti passages). ‘You indeed

are our father who has enabled us to cross over to the

other shore of self-ignorance (avidyÂ)’. (Pr.U. 6-8).

‘NÂrada beseeches SanatkumÂra – I have heard indeed

from revered preceptors like you that one who directly

knows ÂtmÂ crosses over the saÙsÂra   characterised

by grief. O revered master, I am in grief (due to

self-ignorance, in spite of all my learning).  O adorable

one, please help me cross over to the other shore

beyond grief’ (Ch.U. 7-1-3). ‘Revered SanatkumÂra

helps NÂrada – who has overcome his limitations (in

the form of likes and dislikes etc.) – cross over to the

other shore of self-ignorance’ (Ch.U. 7-26-2). These and

other similar ïruti passages demonstrate that ‘the
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removal of the obstruction that hinders mokîa ’ is the

only result of ÂtmajáÂna (direct self-knowledge).

Exactly similar is the (purport of the following) sötra

based on reasoning composed by the preceptor

Gautama, the propounder of the NyÂya philosophy –

‘When the subsequent causes contained in the

sequence sorrow (duÉkha), birth (janma), activities in

the nature of both dharma and adharma (called

pravçtti), defect (doîa) and erroneous knowledge (i.e.

mithyÂjáÂnam) are destroyed, liberation (apavarga) is

gained by the termination of the immediately preceding

effects respectively.’ (NyÂya-sötra 1-1-2). Destruction

of the erroneous knowledge (about oneself) takes place

through the direct cognition of the identity between

Brahman and ÂtmÂ.

The six sages, BharadwÂja etc., approached guru PippalÂda

to seek BrahmajáÂna. On gaining the priceless knowledge, they

offered adoration to their guru, and unable to find any other way of

repaying the obligation, expressed their gratitude by praising him

as their father. The bodily father provides only the physical body, it

is the guru who reveals the nature of Brahman by destroying self-

ignorance and thereby provides access to the very true ‘I’ identical

to Brahman. He enables his disciples to cross the ocean of saÙsÂra

by the boat of BrahmajáÂna. They discover themselves to be free

from birth and death. This shows that BrahmajáÂna destroys self-

ignorance.

Devarîi NÂrada was a past master in several branches of

knowledge, including the Vedas. He realized that despite all his

knowledge, he was subject to grief because he did not know the

true nature of ÂtmÂ. Hence he requested sage SanatkumÂra to impart

him ÂtmajáÂna. The first sentence from ChÂndogyopaniîat (7-1-3)

quoted in the bhÂîya is the starting sentence of this narration and

the subsequent one (Ch.U. 7-26-2) is the concluding sentence. Sage

SanatkumÂra finds that NÂrada has a mind suitably prepared to
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gain self-knowledge. He imparts ÂtmajáÂna to him. This proves that

the cause of saÙsÂra, riddled with grief, is self-ignorance.

BrahmajáÂna  does away with ignorance about one’s true self and

thereby results in liberation.

Another Upaniîadic statement in this category is ‘One who

knows this Brahman, which is available for direct cognition in the

antaÉkaraàa, unties the knot of self-ignorance here itself whilst living.’

(Mu.U. 2-1-10). Thus the Upaniîads emphasize that it is

BrahmajáÂna that destroys self-ignorance. That is the cause of

attaining mokîa, and not karma or upÂsanÂ.

It was established on the basis of the Upaniîads that

BrahmajáÂna – knowledge of ultimate reality – is the result of the

cessation of self-ignorance. The statement that the destruction of

ignorance confers liberation is corroborated by the NyÂya school

of thought, as shown by a NyÂyasötra (1-1-2) composed by Gautama

Muni, propounder of the NyÂya system. The sötra enumerates five

important factors to be considered in light of their cause-effect

relationship. They are duÉkha, birth, pravçtti, dosha and mithyÂjáÂna.

DuÉkha (sorrow) signifies the manifold undesirable experiences

an individual undergoes, such as suffering, torment, pain, trouble,

agony, anguish, distress etc. Birth is taking embodiment each time

in the process of transmigration. Sinful activities such as killing,

stealing etc. produce adharma in the form of pÂpa – sins. Benevolent

activities such as charity, protecting the distressed and other such

acts produce dharma in the form of puàya.  Dharma and adharma

are achieved through activity (pravçtti). Dharma and adharma are

results named after their cause viz. pravçtti. Attachment, hatred,

envy, jealousy, haughtiness, greed etc. are defects (doîa) in one’s

activities. MithyÂjáÂna refers to wrong concepts, such as the

concept ‘ÂtmÂ does not exist’. This sötra should be read with every

preceding word taken as the effect and its immediately subsequent

word as its cause. Accordingly, in the absence of mithyÂjáÂna, there

would be no doîa and in turn, no pravçtti, birth or duÉkha because

the respective causes would be eliminated. SaÙsÂra, according to
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naiyÂyikas, is the unchecked continuance of mithyÂjáÂna leading

to duÉkha. Liberation is the cessation of the saÙsÂra produced by

mithyÂjáÂna. It is gained when mithyÂjáÂna is destroyed.

According to the naiyÂyikas (followers of the NyÂya school

of thought), the knowledge of sixteen entities (called padÂrthas) is

tattvajáÂna (knowledge of the ultimate reality), with ÂtmÂ being one

of the padÂrthas. Seen as distinct from other entities (padÂrthas),

ÂtmÂ is bound to be limited (paricchinna) and dualistic in nature in

this philosophy. By contrast, VedÂnta affirms that ÂtmÂ is non-dual

and that knowledge of a limited thing cannot give permanent

liberation. Therefore the question arises: how can this nyÂyasötra
establish mokîa through the knowledge of an ÂtmÂ which is different

from other entities and dualistic in nature? The reply is that this

nyÂyasötra is quoted not to accept the doctrine of naiyÂyikÂ in toto

but only to highlight the fact that ‘liberation is possible through the

destruction of mithyÂjáÂna’. It is for this very reason that the

bhÂîyakÂra states that mithyÂjáÂna comes to an end through

BrahmÂtmaikatva-vijáÂna – the sÂkîÂtkÂra (direct cognition –

vijáÂna) of the identity between Brahman and ÂtmÂ.

That mokîa is possible only through tattvajáÂna is the only

aspect of this nyÂyasötra that VedÂnta concedes. The notion of

duality cannot be the means to liberation because ‘there is delusion

when there appears to be duality in the state of self-ignorance’

(Bç.U. 2-4-14). The erroneous concept of duality is also the cause

of  calamitous saÙsÂra. This can be verified from the BçhadÂraàyaka
ïruti – ‘He who has the notion of duality is subject to transmigration’

(Bç.U. 4-4-19).

BRAHMAJÜÀNA  DEPENDS  ON  THE  NATURE  OF

BRAHMAN  AND  NOT ON  HUMAN  ACTION

Some opponents contend that the knowledge of the identity

between Brahman and ÂtmÂ is not valid knowledge and not truly

non-dual in nature because it includes elements of duality. They
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say instead that this knowledge is like saÙpat-upÂsanÂ, or

pratÍkopÂsanÂ which involves adhyÂsa, or an upÂsanÂ based on

connection with a specific action, or an auxiliary (aßga) of a karma

in the form of a consecration. The following reply refutes this contrary

proposition.

Yee. ve Ûe Fob yeÇÿeelcewkeâlJeefJe%eeveb mebheõtheced ~  ÙeLee ‘Devevleb Jew ceve:
Devevlee: efJeÕesosJee: Devevleb SJe me: lesve ueeskebâ peÙeefle’ (ye=n.
3-1-9) Fefle ~ ve Ûe DeOÙeeme¤heb ~ ÙeLee ‘ceve: yeÇÿe Fefle
Gheemeerle’ (Úevoes.3-18-1) ‘DeeefolÙe: yeÇÿe Fefle DeeosMe:’
(Úevoes.3-19-1) Fefle Ûe ceveDeeefolÙeeefo<eg yeÇÿeÂ°ŸeOÙeeme:~
ve Deefhe efJeefMe°ef›eâÙeeÙeesieefveefceòeb ‘JeeÙeg: JeeJe mebJeie&:’ ‘ØeeCe:
JeeJe mebJeie&:’ (Úevoes.4-3-1,3) FefleJeled ~  ve Deefhe
DeepÙeeJes#eCeeefo keâce&Jeled keâcee&Ámebmkeâej¤heced ~  mebheoeefo¤hes
efn yeÇÿeelcewkeâlJeefJe%eeves DeYÙegheiecÙeceeves ‘leled lJeb Deefme’
(Úevoes.6-8-7) ‘Denb yeÇÿe Deefmce’ (ye=n. 1-4-10)

‘DeÙeb Deelcee yeÇÿe’ (ye=n.2-5-19) Fefle SJeb Deeoerveeb
JeekeäÙeevee b yeÇÿeelcewkeâlJeJemlegØee fleheeovehej: heomecevJeÙe:
heer[Ÿesle ~  ‘efYeÅeles ùoÙe«eefvLe: efÚÅevles meJe&mebMeÙee:’ (cegC[.
2-2-8) Fefle Ûe SJeb Deeoerefve DeefJeÅeeefveJe=efòeHeâueßeJeCeeefve
Ghe®OÙesjved ~ ‘yeÇÿe Jeso yeÇÿe SJe YeJeefle’ (cegC[. 3-2-9)

Fefle Ûe SJeb Deeoerefve leÆeJeeheefòeJeÛeveeefve mebheoeefohe#es
ve meece_pemÙesve  GheheÅesjved ~ lemceeled ve mebheoeefo¤heb
yeÇÿeelcewkeâlJeefJe%eeveced ~ Dele: ve heg®<eJÙeeheejlev$ee yeÇÿeefJeÅee ~
efkebâ leefn& ØelÙe#eeefoØeceeCeefJe<eÙeJemleg%eeveJeled Jemleglev$ee ~

Bh.Tr. (Four features are denied in BrahmÂtmaikatva-vijáÂna

/BrahmajáÂna as follows:)

i) This BrahmÂtmaikatva-vijáÂna (knowledge of

the identity between Brahman and ÂtmÂ) is not the

same as saÙpat-upÂsanÂ  described for instance in the

ïruti passage – ‘The mind is infinite and so are the

deities called ViïvedevÂÉ.  The meditator who practises
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this upÂsanÂ gains the heavens that are extensive (in

terms of duration.)’ – (Bç.U. 3-1-9).

ii) It is not in the form of a pratÍkopÂsanÂ based

on adhyÂsa (superimposition), in the Upaniîadic

statement ‘One should meditate on the mind as

Brahman.’ (Ch.U. 3-18-1) and ‘The sun is Brahman is

an instruction (to practise meditation)’ – (Ch.U. 3-19-

1), which entail the superimposition of the concept of

Brahman on the mind, the sun and other entities

respectively.

iii) (BrahmÂtmaikatva-vijáÂna) is not a meditation

based on connection with a specific action either, such

as ‘air (vÂyu) is verily saÙvarga – that which withdraws

unto itself fire, sun, moon, water etc. when they stand

extinguished at the time of dissolution.’ (Ch.U. 4-3-1)

and ‘PrÂàa is verily saÙvarga – that which withdraws

unto itself the senses, the mind etc. during sleep.’

(Ch.U. 4-3-3).

iv) (BrahmajáÂna) is not a consecratory auxiliary

(aßga) of a karma, such as physically looking at

sacrificial liquid ghee, or other acts to sanctify oneself

who, as the doer (kartÂ  or yajamÂna), is a part of

karma.

The reasoning behind these four denials is as

follows:  if BrahmÂtmaikatva-vijáÂna were of the form

of saÙpat-upÂsanÂ and the rest, the established purport

of the identity between Brahman and ÂtmÂ ascertained

through Upaniîadic declarations such as ‘You are that

Brahman.’ (Ch.U. 6-8-7), ‘I am Brahman.’ (Bç.U.

1-4-10), ‘This ÂtmÂ is Brahman.’ (Bç.U. 2-5-19) etc.

would stand refuted. Furthermore, statements such as

‘The hçdaya-granthi, namely the aggregate of desires
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in the antaÉkaraàa and the superimposition (adhyÂsa)

between ÂtmÂ  and anÂtmÂ, is destroyed; all doubts

are dispelled.’ (Mu.U. 2-2-8), and other such ïruti

statements which reveal the result of the termination

of avidyÂ would stand refuted. Or statements such as

‘The knower of Brahman verily becomes Brahman.’

(Mu.U.3-2-9), which reveal oneself (ÂtmÂ) to be

Brahman itself, would be incorrect if (BrahmÂtmaikatva-

vijáÂna) were saÙpat-upÂsanÂ or any of the others.

Therefore the knowledge of the identity between

Brahman and ÂtmÂ does not depend on human action.

Then what is its nature?  BrahmavidyÂ   depends on

the very nature of the thing (i.e. Brahman), just like the

knowledge of objects known through pramÂàa – means

of knowledge – such as direct perception (i.e.

pratyakîa), inference – anumÂna etc.

Certain upÂsanÂs do contain the concept of identity between

two things, an identity expounded in the Veda, though the two things

differ in nature. Some purificatory auxiliaries of karma enjoined in

the Veda also exhibit such identity, despite actual differences.  On

the basis of the above, the contender claims that the knowledge

‘jÍva and Brahman are one’ is an imaginary identity assumed in

order to gain immortality, in spite of the inherent duality between

jÍva and Brahman. Four contentions of this nature are now refuted.

1) Disregarding the insignificant locus (Âlambana) of upÂsanÂ,

in the sense of not paying attention to its insignificant aspect,

and meditating on its identity with an exalted entity specified

in the ïruti is saÙpat-upÂsanÂ. The mind is said to be infinite

because of the endless number of its thoughts. The deities

called Viïvedevas who are highly exalted are also infinite

in number. Taking recourse to this similarity of infinitude

between them and meditating on the identity that the

Viïvedevas are verily the mind is one type of saÙpat-

upÂsanÂ described in the ïruti.  Its result is the achievement
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of the heavens for a long duration. The gist of the contention

here is that in the same manner, taking recourse to the

similarity of caitanya, the principle of sentience between

the insignificant jÍva, and the most exalted Brahman, to

meditate jÍva as identical with Brahman is a saÙpat-upÂsanÂ,

which can result in immortality.

The VedÂntic  doctrine refutes this by pointing out that a

saÙpat-upÂsanÂ is related to some karmÂ with a specific

purpose. This is explained in the bhÂîyakÂra’s commentary

on ‘atha saÙpadaÉ ’ (Bç.U. 3-1-6) and in the vÂrtikas on it

by SureïvarÂcÂrya.  Viewing minor rituals such as agnihotra

etc. as certain exalted rituals as described in the scripture

and meditating on them with a desire to gain higher results

is saÙpat-upÂsanÂ.  Or a person unable to perform exalted

sacrifices such as aïvamedha, rÂjasöya  and  others can

take to the performance of appropriate saÙpat-upÂsanÂs to

get their promised results. Thus saÙpat-upÂsanÂs lead to

the procurement of the results of certain karmas. They are

enjoined by the Vedas, but cannot be performed at the fancy

or will of the individual. The reason BrahmajáÂna cannot

be a saÙpat-upÂsanÂ, which presupposes duality, will be

described after discussing the three remaining contentions.

2) In a saÙpat-upÂsanÂ, attention is focused mainly on the

superior entity attributed to the basis (Âlambana). By

contrast, in the pratÍkopÂsanÂ involving an adhÂysa

(superimposition), the meditation is centred mainly on the

basis (Âlambana ) of the upÂsanÂ. It is an upÂsanÂ of a symbol

(pratÍka). For example, the mind or the sun is meditated

upon as Brahman. Brahman is superimposed (adhyasta)

on the mind or the sun. According to the contrary

proposition, the declaration ‘I am Brahman’ (Bç.U. 1-4-10)

is similarly an instance where Brahman is superimposed

(adhyasta) on ‘I’. This is not valid, for reasons which will be

furnished later.
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3) There are other types of upÂsanÂs which are based on

connection with a specific action. At the time of dissolution,

VÂyu (air) withdraws unto itself fire, sun, moon, water etc.

So VÂyu is meditated upon as saÙvarga – one who causes

fire etc. to merge or withdraw unto itself. Likewise, at the

individual level, prÂàa (the vital air) is meditated upon as

saÙvarga since the senses, the mind etc., merge into it

during sleep. Some people try to see in the knowledge –

‘jÍva is Brahman’ such an upÂsanÂ based on specific action.

They argue that the word Brahman which means ‘the

biggest’ is derived from the verbal root bçh (ye=nd) or bçÙh

(ye=bnd) in the sense of growth or increase. The body of the

jÍva also undergoes the modification of growth. Therefore

they conclude, ‘jÍva is Brahman’ is an upÂsanÂ connected

to the act of growing. Another, slightly different version is

also proposed. They say that Brahman is termed thus

because of its characteristic of nourishing (bçÙhaàa). ‘JÍva

is nourished by Brahman’. Therefore ‘jÍva is Brahman’ is
an upÂsanÂ based on the act of nourishing. Irrespective of

the feature used to present the upÂsanÂ based on a specific

action, BrahmajáÂna cannot be such an upÂsanÂ. This type

of upÂsanÂ will also be proved wrong, along with the three

other types of upÂsanÂs ascribed to BrahmajáÂna.

4) In upÂmïu yÂga, the wife of the yajamÂna (performer of a

sacrifice) has to physically look at the sacrificial ghee. This

is a part (aßga) of the sacrifice. The ghee gets consecrated

thereby. Sprinkling sacrificial water is also an act to sanctify

certain things. In a similar manner, claims the contender,

BrahmajáÂna is enjoined to consecrate the yajamÂna who

is a part of the sacrifice as the doer (kartÂ). Thus the fourth

contention is that the knowledge of the identity between

Brahman and ÂtmÂ serves to purify the doer (or kartÂ, which

is how they describe ÂtmÂ) who is an aßga (part) of karma.
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The following reasons refute these four contentions.

a) The true identity of Brahman and ÂtmÂ is not an arbitrary

conclusion or a passing fancy. It is the ascertained purport

(i.e. samanvaya) of all VedÂntic statements arrived at by

taking recourse to the six criteria beginning with

upakramopasaÙhÂra as means of verification. Such an

authentic process of ascertainment can never be wrong.

The ascertained purport would stand vitiated if

BrahmÂtmaikatva-vijáÂna were any of saÙpat-upÂsanÂ or

the rest. This cannot be admitted since it contradicts

Upaniîadic declarations.

b) The result of BrahmajáÂna, described as the cessation of

all desires and of ahaßkÂra, the identification with the body

etc., called hçdayagranthi (Mu.U. 2-2-9), is possible only

when self-ignorance ends through BrahmajáÂna. The

imaginary identity assumed in the four factors, saÙpat-

upÂsanÂ and the rest, cannot destroy self-ignorance since

the assumption of identity is not correct knowledge. Were

that the case, the Upaniîadic statements which describe

mokîa  as the result of BrahmajáÂna, wherein self-ignorance

ends, would stand negated.

c) Statements such as ‘The knower of Brahman verily

becomes Brahman.’ (Mu.U. 3-2-9) which speak of

discovering the non-dual Brahman truly as oneself would

stand invalidated if  BrahmajáÂna  were saÙpat-upÂsanÂ

or the rest, because all the latter are inherently based on

duality.

 This proves that the knowledge of the identity between

Brahman and ÂtmÂ cannot be any karma or upÂsanÂ. As a result,

BrahmajáÂna cannot be a product of karma or upÂsanÂ   because it

is knowledge conforming to the true nature of Brahman. If

BrahmajáÂna is not produced by karma or upÂsanÂ, does it mean
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that it is eternal (nitya) because an ever-existing entity having no

birth alone can be so? This cannot be so. BrahmajáÂna is produced

by means of pramÂàa. It does not depend on human action, but

depends on the very nature of Brahman. The pramÂàa terminates

the ignorance regarding Brahman, and Brahman gets revealed in

its true nature.

BRAHMAN  HAS NO CONNECTION WHATSOEVER WITH

ACTION

The ever existing Brahman is not something that can be

produced by action, including upÂsanÂ.  Mokîa is the very nature of

Brahman. It is therefore impossible to envisage that the knowledge

of Brahman can be the object of an injunction (vidhi ).

Yee. SJeb YetlemÙe  yeÇÿeCe: lep%eevemÙe Ûe ve  keâÙeeefÛeled ÙegòeäÙee MekeäÙe:
keâeÙee&vegØeJesMe: keâuheefÙelegced ~ ve Ûe efJeefoef›eâÙeekeâce&lJesve keâeÙee&vegØeJesMe:
yeÇÿeCe: ‘DevÙeled SJe leled efJeefoleeled DeLees DeefJeefoleeled DeefOe’
(kesâve.1-3) Fefle efJeefoef›eâÙeekeâce&lJeØeefle<esOeeled , ‘Ùesve Fob meJeË
efJepeeveeefle leb kesâve efJepeeveerÙeeled’ (ye=n. 2-4-14) Fefle Ûe~
leLee Gheeefmleef›eâÙeekeâce&lJeØeefle<esOe: Deefhe YeJeefle – ‘Ùeled JeeÛee
DeveYÙegefoleb Ùesve Jeekeâd  DeYÙegÅeles’ Fefle DeefJe<eÙelJeb yeÇÿeCe:
GhevÙemÙe ‘leled SJe yeÇÿe lJeb efJeefæ ve Fob Ùeled Fob Gheemeles’
(kesâve. 1-4) Fefle ~  DeefJe<eÙelJes yeÇÿeCe: MeeŒeÙeesefvelJeevegheheefòe:
Fefle Ûesled ~ ve ~ DeefJeÅeekeâefuheleYesoefveJe=efòehejlJeeled MeeŒemÙe ~
veefn MeeŒeb FobleÙee efJe<eÙeYetleb yeÇÿe ØeefleefheheeoefÙe<eefle ~ efkebâ leefn&
ØelÙeieelcelJesve DeefJe<eÙeleÙee ØeefleheeoÙeled DeefJeÅeekeâefuheleb
JesÅeJesefole=JesoveeefoYesob DeheveÙeefle ~ leLeeÛe MeeŒeced – ‘ÙemÙe Deceleb
lemÙe celeb celeb ÙemÙe ve Jeso me: ~ DeefJe%eeleb efJepeeveleeb  efJe%eeleb
DeefJepeeveleeced’ (kesâve.2-3) ‘ve Â°s: õ°ejb heMÙes:’ ‘ve efJe%eeles:
efJe%eeleejb efJepeeveerÙee:’ (ye=n.3-4-2) Fefle Ûe SJeb Deeefo ~
Dele: DeefJeÅeekeâefuhelemebmeeefjlJeefveJele&vesve efvelÙecegòeâelcemJe¤hemecehe&Ceeled
ve cees#emÙe DeefvelÙelJeoes<e:’~
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Bh.Tr. It is impossible to conceive, through any

manner of reasoning whatsoever, of any connection

between action (karma) and Brahman of such nature

or its knowledge. Neither can Brahman have any

connection with karma as the object of knowledge born

of the ïrutipramÂàa, because this is refuted by

Upaniîadic statements such as ‘(Brahman) is distinct

from the known (i.e. the effect in the form of Creation)

and the unknown (i.e. the cause, the unmanifest –

avyÂkçta’) (Ke.U.1-3), and  ‘By what means (karaàa )

can that ÂtmÂ – because of which everything there is

in Creation is known by all – be known as an object by

anyone?’ (Bç.U. 2-4-14). In the same way, Brahman is

also denied as being the object of the act of meditation

(upÂsanÂ). Having pointed out that Brahman is not an

object of the senses in (the statement) ‘That which

cannot be uttered by speech, (but) that by which speech

engages in its function,’ it is (further) added: ‘Know

that alone to be Brahman, and not this that you are

meditating upon (as the upÂsya)’ (Ke.U.1-4).

If it be urged that if Brahman is not an object

of knowledge produced by the ïÂstra-pramÂàa  –  the

Veda as the means of knowledge, ( the purport of the

third Brahma sötra viz.) the claim that Brahman is

known only through the ïÂstra  (the Veda) would stand

refuted, (we reply) not so; because the utility of the

ïÂstra  lies only in terminating the distinction (between

jÍva  and Brahman) projected by avidyÂ (self-ignorance).

The ïÂstra  (the Veda) does not intend to establish

Brahman as an object of knowing of the nature of ‘this’;

instead, it destroys the duality between ‘vedya (the

thing to be known), veditÂ (the knower) and vedanÂ (the

knowledge) etc.’  projected by ignorance while

establishing that Brahman is the pratyagÂtmÂ (the true
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‘I’ ) which can never be ‘this’ (in the form of  an object).

Thus it has been declared in the Upaniîads – ‘The

BrahmajáÂnÍ who knows Brahman as not an object

(of knowledge different from oneself) knows Brahman

(in reality, whereas) he who considers Brahman as an

object knows it not. (Because) Brahman is not an object

to BrahmajáÂnÍs, (whereas) it is mistaken as an object

of knowledge by ignorant people.’ (Ke.U. 2-3). ‘You

cannot see the illuminator (sÂkîÍ-draîòÂ) of a thought

(called dçîòi ) corresponding to a visual form (röpa) by

means of the same thought’, ‘You cannot objectify the

illuminator of the intellect (niïcayÂtmikÂ-vçtti, decisive

thought) through that very thought.’ (Bç.U. 3-4-2), etc.

Therefore mokîa  (liberation) does not suffer the defect

of being transient because as a result of the

BrahmajáÂna born of the ïÂstra, the saÙsÂra which is

falsely projected by avidyÂ  (self-ignorance) is

terminated and the ever-liberated nature of ÂtmÂ is

revealed in reality.

Some are of the view that Brahman is an object of karma

as an essential component of karma like the liquid ghee required to

be physically seen by the wife of the yajamÂna in the upÂmïu-yÂga.

The contender should be asked whether Brahman is an object of

knowledge that needs to be gained, or the object of an upÂsanÂ.

The Upaniîads assert that Brahman cannot be an object of

knowledge. All that is knowable is included in the categories of

manifest Creation (called vidita) and its unmanifest cause avyÂkçta

(called avidita). Brahman is totally distinct from these (Ke.U. 1-3)

and hence cannot be an object of knowledge. The

BçhadÂraàyakopaniîat (2-4-14) also affirms that ÂtmÂ – because of

which everything is known – cannot be known as an object by

employing any means of knowledge whatsoever in the temporal world.

The Kenopaniîat too positively denies in its mantras that

Brahman is the object of any upÂsanÂ – ‘That alone is Brahman
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because of which all sense-organs, organs of action, vital airs and

the mind function, but by all of which it can never be objectified’

(Ke.U.1-4 to 8). Having established the nature of Brahman thus,

the Upaniîad also categorically refutes the possibility of any upÂsya

(entity meditated upon, such as deities etc. with attributes) becoming

Brahman (Ke.U. 1- 4 to 8).

Merely because Brahman is not an object of knowledge

does not mean that the acquisition of BrahmajáÂna through the

ïÂstra (the Veda), as described in the sötra ‘ïÂstrayonitvÂt ’, stands

vitiated. The Vedas as a means of knowledge only terminate

ignorance and its effect – the notion that the jÍva is distinct from

Brahman. Brahman cannot be objectified as ‘this’ because Brahman

is verily the ÂtmÂ – ‘I’ –, which can never be objectified. Brahman

gets revealed in its true nature once ignorance is destroyed. The

akhaàÅÂkÂra /BrahmÂkÂra-vçtti born of VedÂnta as the pramÂàa

destroys the ignorance of self – ‘I’ – Brahman. Though Brahman is

the object of the akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti, being the self-luminous

knowledge-principle, it cannot be objectified by the cidÂbhÂsa

(reflected caitanya) in that vçtti. The aim of the ïÂstra is only to

terminate the notion of duality such as jÍva, jagat, Êïvara etc.

superimposed on Brahman. The knower (jáÂtÂ) objectifies every

known thing as distinct from itself. However, this same knower, a

product of ignorance, itself gets terminated in BrahmajáÂna with

the rest of Creation. What remains is Brahman, the self-luminous

knowledge-principle, in its true nature. That is liberation. In the wake

of self-knowledge, there is no occasion to objectify Brahman as

there exists nothing other than Brahman.

The above fact is corroborated in Upaniîadic passages from

the Kena and the BçhadÂraàyakopaniîat. ‘Brahman is not an object

of knowledge to the person who knows it directly, whereas one

who thinks he has known Brahman as an object is still in the realm

of ignorance’ (Ke.U. 2-3).The word dçîti in the BçhadÂraàyaka

quotation (3-4-2) cited in the bhÂîya signifies the thought

(antaÉkaraàa-vçtti ) corresponding to the specific visual form (röpa)
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of an object, which makes us to know that form. Being inert in and

of itself, every thought needs to be illumined (i.e. made known) by

the sÂkîÍ principle, ÂtmÂ. We are able to see a particular form

because the thought corresponding to the form is made known by

the sÂkîÍ principle. But it is not possible for the inert thought (vçtti )

of that form (röpa) to objectify and see sÂkîÍ ÂtmÂ. This holds good

in the perception of all sense objects wherein, the thoughts (vçttis)

signifying these objects cannot know sÂkîÍ ÂtmÂ. The same is true

of any thought in the nature of a decision (niïcayÂtmikÂ-vçtti ), which

cannot know its illuminator, ÂtmÂ  (Bç.U. 3-4-2).

The following doubt may arise at this juncture: It is agreed

that the ïÂstra (the Veda) as the pramÂàa   terminates self-ignorance

with its aggregate of effects. But this termination is an effect that

takes place in time. Consequently, liberation is something produced.

It has a beginning. Does that not mean that being born, liberation

(mokîa) is transient (anitya) in nature? This doubt cannot stand.

Mokîa cannot exhibit the defect of transience. ÀtmÂ identical to

Brahman is ever liberated (nitya mukta) by its very nature. Bondage

is totally alien to it, though Brahman does erroneously appear to be

bound due to the obstruction (pratibandha) of ignorance and its

consequences. The ever-liberated, ever-existent Brahman stands

revealed once the obstruction is eliminated. It is not the case that

Brahman was previously non-existent and is now produced anew.

It is like the bright and brilliant sun covered by clouds and therefore

unseen. The already existing sun is revealed in all its brightness

once the clouds are dispelled. The wind that drives away the clouds

does not create the sun afresh. Liberation is like the revelation of

the sun when the cloud of ignorance – pratibandha (obstruction) –

is dispelled.

MOKëA CANNOT BE APPROACHED THROUGH KARMA

BECAUSE  IT  IS  DISTINCT  FROM  UTPÀDYA, VIKÀRYA,

ÀPYA  AND SAÖSKÀRYA

The results of action are of four types:  utpatti (production

in the form of a result, birth), vikÂra (modification, a change in which
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an existing thing is transformed into something else), Âpti

(attainment, procurement, obtaining) and saÙskÂra (perfection,

refinement). But mokîa is totally distinct from utpÂdya (something

produced or born), vikÂrya (something modified or changed), Âpya

(something attained, procured or obtained), or saÙskÂrya

(something perfected or refined).  Therefore mokîa cannot be

accomplished via upÂsanÂ, which is a specific type of action. This

fact is now established.

Yee. ÙemÙe leg GlheeÅe: cees#e: lemÙe ceevemeb, JeeefÛekebâ, keâeefÙekebâ Jee
keâeÙeË Dehes#eles Fefle Ùegòeâced ~  leLee efJekeâeÙe&lJes Ûe leÙees: he#eÙees:
cees#emÙe OeÇgJeb DeefvelÙelJeced ~  veefn oOÙeeefo efJekeâeÙeË, GlheeÅeb Jee
Iešeefo, efvelÙeb Â°b ueeskesâ ~

Bh. Tr. For those who claim that liberation is something

produced, it is only appropriate to point out that

anything produced requires a mental, oral or physical

action. The same is true for those who hold the view

that mokîa is something modified. The transience

(anityatva) of the liberation envisaged in both cases is

certain; for we observe in the world that entities that

are modified, like curds, and entities that are produced,

such as pots, are transient.

Here is another contrary proposition. Let not liberation be

something produced or modified. But the presumption can be made

that liberation, identical with the already existing Brahman, is

something similar to heaven, a place that can certainly be attained

or reached.

This contention is now refuted.

Yee. ve Ûe DeehÙelJesve Deefhe  keâeÙee&hes#ee, mJeelce¤helJes meefle DeveehÙelJeeled~
mJe¤heJÙeefleefjòeâlJes Deefhe yeÇÿeCe: ve DeehÙelJeb, meJe&ielelJesve
efvelÙeehlemJe¤helJeeled meJexCe yeÇÿeCe:, DeekeâeMemÙe FJe ~
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Bh. Tr. Even if mokîa is considered to be something attainable,

it does not require an action. Brahman cannot be

attained if it is (verily) one’s own self (the jÍva, because

the identity already exists).  Again, if Brahman is

distinct from one’s own self, it cannot be attained

because it is all-pervasive, and ever-attained by all (in

terms of presence), like (all-pervasive) space.

In the wake of knowledge, Brahman is discovered to be

identical to oneself. On the other hand, it appears to an ignorant

person to be distinct from oneself. In either case, Brahman cannot

be reached or attained. Therefore action has no relevance in gaining

liberation.

Some others consider that liberation is gained by refining

or perfecting Brahman either by adding good qualities (guàÂdhÂna)

to it or removing certain defects abiding in it (doîÂpanayana). In

either case, action is an inevitable prerequisite for liberation. This

standpoint is now refuted.

Yee. ve Deefhe mebmkeâeÙe&: cees#e:, Ùesve JÙeeheejb Dehes#esle ~
mebmkeâej: efn veece mebmkeâeÙe&mÙe iegCeeOeevesve Jee mÙeeled oes<eeheveÙevesve
Jee ~ ve leeJeled iegCeeOeevesve mebYeJeefle, DeveeOesÙeeefleMeÙeyeÇÿemJe¤helJeeled
cees#emÙe ~ ve Deefhe oes<eeheveÙevesve, efvelÙeMegæyeÇÿemJe¤helJeeled cees#emÙe~
mJeelceOece&: SJe meved eflejesYetle: cees#e: ef›eâÙeÙee Deelceefve mebefm›eâÙeceeCes
DeefYeJÙepÙeles, ÙeLee DeeoMex efveIe<e&Ceef›eâÙeÙee mebefm›eâÙeceeCes YeemJejlJeb
Oece&: Fefle Ûesled ve, ef›eâÙeeßeÙelJeevegheheòes: Deelceve: ~  ÙeoeßeÙee
ef›eâÙee leb DeefJekegâJe&leer ve SJe Deelceeveb ueYeles ~  Ùeefo Deelcee
ef›eâÙeÙee efJeef›eâÙesle DeefvelÙelJeb Deelceve: ØemepÙesle ~  ‘DeefJekeâeÙe&:
DeÙeb GÛÙeles’ Fefle Ûe SJeb Deeoerefve JeekeäÙeeefve yeeOÙesjved ~  leled Ûe
Deefve°ced ~  lemceeled ve mJeeßeÙee ef›eâÙee Deelceve: mebYeJeefle ~
DevÙeeßeÙeeÙee: leg ef›eâÙeeÙee: DeefJe<eÙelJeeled ve leÙee Deelcee mebefm›eâÙeles~

Bh. Tr. Mokîa is not a saÙskÂrya (something that can

be perfected or refined) that requires an action.
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SaÙskÂra is something that results from adding

some good qualities to a thing to be perfected (viz.

saÙskÂrya) or by removing defects therein. It is

absolutely impossible to gain mokîa through the

addition of good qualities (guàÂtiïaya) because the

same (i.e. mokîa) is verily Brahman in its true nature,

to which no good qualities can be added. Mokîa is not

possible through the removal of defects either because

mokîa is (nothing but) Brahma-svaröpa, ever-free from

all defects whatsoever. If it be urged that though mokîa

is the very nature of ÂtmÂ,   this unmanifest mokîa is

revealed when ÂtmÂ  is refined by certain actions, just

as the brightness of a mirror is manifested by the act

of polishing, (we reply) it is not so because it is not

possible for ÂtmÂ to be the basis of an action. This is

because no action can come into existence without

modifying (or changing) the nature of its basis. If ÂtmÂ

were modifiable by an action (kriyÂ ), it would certainly

become transient. Scriptural statements such as ‘This

ÂtmÂ is unchanging (avikÂrya)’ (B.G. 2-25) would stand

contradicted. Any contradiction of such statements

is wrong. Therefore, an action abiding in ÂtmÂ is not

possible. On the other hand, ÂtmÂ cannot be refined

(or perfected) by a kriyÂ (an action) abiding in something

else either because such action is totally unconnected

to it (ÂtmÂ).

A thing can be improved and perfected by adding good

qualities to it or removing defects therein. For instance, grains of

rice are sanctified by sprinkling consecrated water on them. Soiled

clothes are washed clean to remove dirt. But both these ways of

refinement are totally inapplicable to Brahman because it is full

(pöràa) and no good qualities can be added to it. Again, it is

all-pervasive with nothing else in itself, and so no defects are ever

possible in it.
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Some are of the view that mokîa is the very nature of ÂtmÂ

but completely covered by the dirt of avidyÂ – self-ignorance. So it

needs to be cleansed like a mirror covered by dust, whereby mokîa

can be revealed. The contender should be asked if that dirt of

ignorance covering ÂtmÂ  or Brahman is real or false.

If it is false, it can be destroyed only by ÂtmajáÂna, and not

by an action.

If the covering (veil of) ignorance is real, the following two

questions arise:

Does an action abiding in ÂtmÂ destroy the covering or

does an action abiding in something other than ÂtmÂ destroy it?

An action can come into existence only by effecting a

change such as union or separation etc. to something else which is

its basis. The changeless (avikÂrÍ) ÂtmÂ can never be the basis of

any action. Lord Kçîàa has declared in the BhagavadgÍtÂ  that ÂtmÂ

is unchanging (avikÂrya) (B.G. 2-25). Therefore ÂtmÂ cannot have

any action abiding in itself which could destroy its covering of

ignorance.

If the said action abides in something other than ÂtmÂ as

its basis, it would be distinct from ÂtmÂ.  Such an action abiding in

a different basis cannot have any connection with ÂtmÂ. When the

two are totally unconnected, the result of the action too cannot

therefore remove the covering on ÂtmÂ.

The illustration of cleansing a mirror cannot justify the

assertion that ÂtmÂ can be refined. Things such as mirrors that are

composed of parts (i.e. sÂvayava) and limited in nature can undergo

refinement (saÙskÂra). But ÂtmÂ is partless (niravayava) and limitless

in nature and hence not available for any refinement.

It was said that ÂtmÂ cannot be refined by an action abiding
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elsewhere. A potential exception in this respect is pointed out, and

countered thereafter.

Yee. veveg osneßeÙeÙee  mveeveeÛeceveÙe%eesheJeerleee fokeâÙee
ef›eâÙeÙee osner mebefm›eâÙeceeCe: Â°: ~ ve ~ osneefomebnlemÙe SJe
DeefJeÅeeie=nerlemÙe Deelceve: mebefm›eâÙeceeCelJeeled ~ ØelÙe#eb efn
mveeveeÛeceveeos: osnmeceJeeefÙelJeced ~ leÙee osneßeÙeÙee lelmebnle:
SJe keâef§eled DeefJeÅeÙee DeelcelJesve heefjie=nerle: mebefm›eâÙeles Fefle
Ùegòeâced ~  ÙeLee osneßeÙeefÛeefkeâlmeeefveefceòesve OeelegmeecÙesve lelmebnlemÙe
leoefYeceeefveve: DeejesiÙeHeâueb, Denb Dejessie: Fefle Ùe$e yegefæ: GlheÅeles~
SJeb mveeveeÛeceveÙe%eesheJeerleeefovee Denb Megæ: mebmke=âle: Fefle Ùe$e
yegefæ: GlheÅeles me: mebefm›eâÙeles ~  me:  Ûe osnsve mebnle: SJe ~
lesve SJe efn Denbkeâ$ee& DenbØelÙeÙeefJe<eÙesCe ØelÙeefÙevee meJee&: ef›eâÙee:
efveJe&lÙe&vles ~  lelHeâueb Ûe me: SJe DeMveeefle ‘leÙees: DevÙe: efhehheueb
mJeeog Deefòe DeveMveved DevÙe: DeefYeÛeekeâMeerefle’ (cegC[. 3-1-
1) Fefle cev$eJeCee&led ~  ‘DeelcesefvõÙeceveesÙegòebâ Yeesòeâe Fefle Deeng:
ceveeref<eCe:’ (keâ".1-3-4) Fefle Ûe~

Bh. Tr. Contrary proposition: But ÂtmÂ (i.e. jÍvÂtmÂ

mistaken as ÂtmÂ) is seen as being purified by

actions such as bath, Âcamana (sipping of water before

religious ceremonies) and wearing the sacred thread,

actions which are centred on the body (distinct from

ÂtmÂ ).

Answer:   It is not so, because it is ÂtmÂ conditioned

by self-ignorance and identified (saÙhata) with the

assemblage of body etc. (called jÍvÂtmÂ ) alone that is

being purified. It is true that a close connection of bath,

Âcamana etc. with the body is directly perceived. It is

appropriate to say that someone endowed with the

embodiment, who has mistaken the body as himself

due to self-ignorance alone, is purified by a bath and

other such actions related to the body.
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For instance, the individual (i.e. jÍva) identified

with the body, in whom  the feeling ‘I am healthy’ is

born due to the equilibrium of the three bodily humours

(as per Àyurveda) resulting from medical treatment

centred on the body, does (indeed) experience the

result, namely health. In the same manner, the individual

(the jÍva) – in whom the feeling ‘I am clean and purified

by bath, Âcamana, and wearing the sacred thread etc.’

(related to the body) is born – alone is (one who is)

purified. Moreover, it is that individual (the jÍva) who is

firmly united with the body (in terms of identification).

All activities are truly performed by it (i.e. the jÍva) itself,

the object of the ‘I notion’ which conducts itself as ‘I

am the doer’ and is endowed with all the antaÉkaraàa-
vçttis. That jÍva alone experiences the results of actions.

(This can be verified) from the following Upaniîadic
passages: ‘One (viz. jÍva) of the two (viz. jÍva and

Êïvara) experiences the results of its actions of varied

types (whereas) the other (viz. Êïvara) remains in its

nature of self-luminous knowledge-principle without

experiencing (the same)’ (Mu.U. 3-1-1) and ‘Wise

people describe ÂtmÂ endowed with the body, senses

and mind as bhoktÂ (i.e. saÙsÂrÍ jÍva)’ (Kò.U.1-3-4).

The word Âdi (etc.) used in the context of purifying acts

such as bath, Âcamana  and wearing the sacred thread refers to

sandhyÂvandanam (the morning and evening prayers) and other

such actions. ÀtmÂ is distinct from the body. It is not correct to say

that asaßga (totally unattached) ÂtmÂ is purified by actions centred

on the body. The erroneous notion ‘I am the body’ arises with the

firm identification with one’s embodiment due to the superimposition

of self-ignorance.  Such a mistaken being called jÍva is purified by

acts such as bath etc. centred on the body. The bhÂîya refers to

the jÍva  by a non-specific word ‘someone (kaïcit)’ to indicate it is

subject to various embodiments after death in order to experience

the varied results of its actions. The feeling of becoming healthy as
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a result of medical treatment centred on the body amply illustrates

how purificatory acts such as bath etc. centred on the body  can

create a sense of purity in the notional jÍva due to erroneous

identification. The whole show of saÙsÂra comprising of ‘do and

achieve’ is conducted solely by the jÍva endowed with ahaÙkÂra –

the ‘I’ notion in the embodiment. Such a jÍva alone is the experiencer

(bhoktÂ) of all the results of actions. The Upaniîads corroborate

this fact. Thus it is established that actions abiding in the body

cannot perfect or refine ÂtmÂ. It is bhoktÂ (the saÙsÂrÍ jÍva) who is

available for saÙskÂra (perfection or purification).

It should be clear that the notional being jÍva, namely ÂtmÂ

endowed and identified with the embodiment, alone can gain the

false perfection (called saÙskÂra). By contrast, actual ÂtmÂ is totally

free from the embodiment and is never available for acts of

perfection.  Upaniîadic passages to this effect are now cited.

Yee. leLee Ûe ‘Skeâ: osJe: meJe&Yetles<eg iet{: meJe&JÙeeheer
meJe&Yetleevlejelcee ~  keâcee&OÙe#e: meJe&YetleeefOeJeeme: mee#eer Ûeslee
kesâJeue: efveieg&Ce: Ûe’ (Õeslee.6-11) Fefle ~  ‘me: heÙe&ieeled
Meg›ebâ DekeâeÙeb De›eCeb DemveeefJejb Megæb DeheeheefJeæced’ (F&Mee.8)

Fefle Ûe~  Sleew cev$eew DeveeOesÙeeefleMeÙeleeb efvelÙeMegæleeb Ûe yeÇÿeCe:
oMe&Ùele: ~  yeÇÿeYeeJe: Ûe cees#e:  ~  lemceeled ve mebmkeâeÙe&: Deefhe
cees#e:~  Dele: DevÙeled cees#eb Øeefle ef›eâÙeevegØeJesMeÉejb ve MekeäÙeb
kesâveefÛeled  oMe&efÙelegced ~  lemceeled %eeveced Skebâ cegkeälJee ef›eâÙeeÙee:
ievOecee$emÙe Deefhe DevegØeJesMe: Fn ve  GheheÅeles  ~

Bh. Tr. Similarly, (the nature of ÂtmÂ) is declared in the

Upaniîads – ‘(ÀtmÂ is) ekaÉ (one and the same non-

dual principle abiding in all), devaÉ (self-luminous

knowledge-principle), göÅhaÉ  (not available for

cognition because of being concealed by mÂyÂ),

sarvavyÂpÍ (all-pervasive),  sarvabhötÂntarÂtmÂ (the

true “I” in all), karmÂdhyakîaÉ (illuminator of all
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actions), sarvabhötÂdhivÂsaÉ (inhabitant in all as their

very basis), sÂkîÍ (one who makes everything known

directly without depending on anything else), cetÂ (the

pure awareness / pure knowledge-principle), kevalaÉ
(non-dual, free from dçïya) and nirguàaÉ  (free from all

attributes)’ (ìv.U. 6-11). ‘ÀtmÂ is the all-pervading

(paryagÂt), resplendent knowledge-principle (ïukram),

devoid of subtle body (akÂyaÉ), free from wounds and

sinews (avraàaÉ and asnÂviraÉ i.e. free from gross

body), free from attachment etc. (ïuddhaÉ), free from

sins and puàya (apÂpaviddhaÉ)’ (Ê.U. 8). These two

mantras show that no good qualities can be added to

Brahman and that it is (also) ever-free from all defects

whatsoever.

Liberation is BrahmabhÂvaÉ – the very nature

of Brahman (i.e. BrahmasvaröpaÉ). For this reason too,

liberation is not something that can be perfected.

Moreover, no one can possibly point to any other

means through which any action (other than those that

result in birth, change, procurement or perfection) can

approach liberation (because there is no fifth type of

result of action besides birth etc.). Therefore, except

knowledge, even the whiff of an action (kriyÂ) cannot

provide an approach to liberation.

ÀtmÂ is one and the same non-dual principle abiding in all.

Yet ignorant people fail to know its true nature because it is

concealed by mÂyÂ – which is synonymous with self-ignorance. It

is not correct to say that ÂtmÂ is totally unrelated to jÍva or distinct

from it, and therefore unknown. To dispel such doubts the

ìvetÂïvataropaniîat  points out that ÂtmÂ  is all pervasive

(sarvavyÂpÍ) and the true ‘I’ in all (i.e. sarvabhötÂntarÂtmÂ). Since

ÂtmÂ is all-pervading and the very ‘I’ in all, the absence of its true

cognition is caused only by mÂyÂ.
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Though ÂtmÂ is the ‘I’ in all beings, it cannot be the doer

(kartÂ – the saÙsÂrÍ) because it is karmÂdhyakîa or kriyÂ sÂkîÍ, the

illuminator (sÂkîÍ) of all actions. And yet sÂkîÍ ÂtmÂ is not truly distinct

from the entities illumined (sÂkîya or dçïya) so that real duality could

result, as it is the very basis  (adhiîòhÂna) of all that is created. In

other words, the entire created dçïya is superimposed on sÂkîÍ ÂtmÂ,

which is the basis of everything.

The words cetÂ (the pure awareness principle /caitanya
principle) and kevalaÉ (the non-dual principle free from dçïya)

describe what sÂkîÍ  is. It is well-known in the world that a person

who is a knower of a specific thing or event but not an active part or

participant therein is called sÂkîÍ (witness). The word ca (Ûe) in the

above quotation (6-11) from the ìvetÂïvataropaniîat signifies the

absence of any defect in ÂtmÂ. Thus ÂtmÂ, being nirguàa (free from

attributes) and nirdoîa (devoid of defects), is not available for any

perfection either by adding excellence/good qualities (guàa) or by

removing defects/doîas.

The ÊïÂvÂsyopaniîat quotation describing the nature of ÂtmÂ
begins with the masculine pronoun saÉ (he). Therefore the rest of

the words in that sentence, such as ïukram etc., that are in the

neuter gender have to be taken to be in the masculine gender. The

words avraàaÉ (free from wounds) and asnÂviraÉ  (free from sinews)

together connote that ÂtmÂ   is free from the gross body.

The two Upaniîadic mantras quoted in the bhÂîya prove that

no good qualities/excellence can be added to Brahman and that it is

ever-free from defect. Another reason why liberation is not something

that can be accomplished through perfection is because it is

BrahmabhÂvaÉ. It is identical with the very Brahmasvaröpa (the nature

of Brahman). Brahman is not available for perfection. For this reason

too, liberation is not something that can be perfected.

Incidentally, the definition of mokîa that we arrive at here

in this bhÂîya portion is BrahmabhÂvaÉ, becoming of the true nature
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of Brahman itself. The component Brahma in the compound

BrahmabhÂvaÉ stands for Brahmasvaröpa – the true nature of

Brahman. BhÂvaÉ is ‘becoming’ in the sense of making the mind

absorbed in Brahman by causing the mind to conform to its true

nature. BhÂvaÉ also means a state of being. So liberation is the

state of being Brahman in its true nature. In the state of self-

ignorance, Brahman appears to be at variance from its true nature.

In view of this, the direct cognition of Brahmasvaröpa is considered

to be  a state, though Brahman is free from all states in reality. This

direct cognition of Brahman is a state of the antaÉkaraàa.

As established thus far, actions resulting in utpatti (birth),

Âpti (procurement), vikÂra (change) and saÙskÂra (perfection)

cannot result in liberation. There is no fifth type of result of action

which can serve as a means to liberation. Action cannot therefore

accomplish liberation. Does this mean then that liberation is

impossible to achieve and it is futile to commence with this treatise

to ascertain Brahman? That is not the case. This ïÂstra is meant for

gaining BrahmajáÂna.  Liberation is gained by BrahmajáÂna and

not by action.

KNOWLEDGE   IS  NOT  AN  ACTION  ENJOINED  BY

INJUNCTION (VIDHI)

The contender claims that there is a contradiction in the

statement that liberation is gained by knowledge and not by action,

in that knowledge itself is an action. This contention is addressed

in the following bhÂîya portion.

Yee. veveg  %eeveb veece  ceevemeer ef›eâÙee ~ ve ~  Jewue#eCÙeeled ~ ef›eâÙee efn
veece mee Ùe$e JemlegmJe¤heefvejhes#ee SJe ÛeesÅeles, heg®<eefÛeòeJÙeeheejeOeervee
Ûe ~  ÙeLee ‘ÙemÙew osJeleeÙew nefJe: ie=nerleb mÙeeled leeb cevemee OÙeeÙesled
Je<ešd keâefj<Ùeved’ Fefle ~  ‘mebOÙeeb cevemee OÙeeÙesled’  (Ss.yeÇe.3-
8-1) Fefle Ûe SJeb Deeefo<eg ~  OÙeeveb efÛevleveb Ùeefo Deefhe ceevemeb
leLee Deefhe heg®<esCe keâlegË DekeâlegË DevÙeLee Jee keâlegË MekeäÙeb,
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heg®<elev$elJeeled~  %eeveb leg ØeceeCepevÙeced ~  ØeceeCeb Ûe
ÙeLeeYetleJemlegefJe<eÙeced ~  Dele:  %eeveb keâlegË DekeâlegË DevÙeLee Jee
keâlegË DeMekeäÙeb kesâJeueb Jemleglev$eb SJe leled ~  ve Ûeesoveelev$eced ~  ve
Deefhe heg®<elev$eced ~  lemceeled ceevemelJes Deefhe %eevemÙe cenÉwue#eCÙeced~
ÙeLee Ûe ‘hegg®<e: JeeJe ieewlece Deefie>:’ ‘Ùees<ee JeeJe ieewlece Deefie>:’
(Úevoes.5-7-1, 5-8-1) Fefle De$e Ùeesef<elheg®<eÙees: Deefie>yegefæ:
ceevemeer YeJeefle ~  kesâJeueÛeesoveepevÙelJeeled ef›eâÙee SJe mee heg®<elev$ee
Ûe ~  Ùee leg Øeefmeæs Deie>ew Deefie>yegefæ: ve mee Ûeesoveelev$ee ~
ve Deefhe heg®<elev$ee ~ efkebâ leefn& ØelÙe#eefJe<eÙeJemleglev$ee SJe
Fefle %eeveb SJe Sleled ve ef›eâÙee ~  SJeb meJe&ØeceeCeefJe<eÙeJemleg<eg
JesefoleJÙeced ~  le$e SJeb meefle ÙeLeeYetleyeÇÿeelceefJe<eÙeb Deefhe
%eeveb ve Ûeesoveelev$eced ~  leefÉ<eÙes efue*eoÙe: ßetÙeceeCee:
Deefhe DeefveÙeespÙeefJe<eÙelJeeled  kegâC"erYeJeefvle Gheueeefo<eg
ØeÙegòeâ#egjlew#eCÙeeefoJeled, DensÙeevegheeosÙeJemlegefJe<eÙelJeeled  ~

Bh.Tr. Contrary proposition:  But knowledge itself is indeed

a mental action.

Ans: That is not the case, there exists a distinction

(between the knowledge and the mental action called

meditation). It is well-known that (a Vedic) mental action

is an action enjoined (by an injunction) and does not

consider the actual nature of the thing (meditated

upon). It is dependent on human volition (puruîa-

cittavyÂpÂra). For example, meditation (which is a

mental action) is enjoined in ïruti  passages such as

‘The deity for whom the sacrificial oblation is taken as

an offering (by the adhvaryu, the Yajurvedic priest)

should be meditated on mentally (by the hotÂ, the

ägvedic priest), while uttering – vaîaò (a formula used

while offering the oblation)’; ‘(The deity) SandhyÂ

should be meditated upon mentally’ (Ai.BrÂ. 3-8-1) and

such others.
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Meditation (dhyÂnam) means thinking (of a

specific thing). It is an action even though it is mental

(in nature). It is an action that can be performed, not

performed or performed in some other manner,

because an action depends on human effort or will. In

contrast to mental action (dhyÂnaÙ), knowledge is born

of a pramÂàa (a valid means of knowledge). A pramÂàa

has as its object the true nature of an entity (in other

words, pramÂàa produces knowledge true to the nature

of the entity). Therefore it is not possible to perform an

act of knowledge or not perform it or perform it in some

other way, because knowledge depends entirely on the

entity to be known alone. It depends neither on

injunction (codanÂ -vidhi ) nor on human effort or will.

Therefore there is a great difference between

knowledge and mental action (termed meditation), even

though knowledge is mental in nature.

For example, the viewing of man or woman

as fire, as called for in the Upaniîadic statements

‘O Gautama, man is verily fire.’ (Ch.U. 5-7-1) and

‘O Gautama, woman is verily fire’ (Ch.U. 5-8-1) is an

act that is mental in nature. It is truly a (mental)

action because it is born of injunction alone and

dependent on human will. By contrast, cognizing

directly perceived fire as fire is neither dependent on

injunction (codanÂ) nor on human will. What then is it?

It (i.e. the direct perception that this is fire) is knowledge

alone and not an action because it is dependent on the

entity (fire) directly perceived as an object. And that is

how it should also be understood with respect to things

that are the object of any pramÂàa – any means of

knowledge.

(In the world), since knowledge is not

something enjoined by an injunction (vidhi  ), the
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knowledge corresponding to the exact nature of

Brahman, which is identical to ÂtmÂ, too is not

dependent on any injunction (vidhi/codanÂ ).  Due to

the absence of an individual (viz. niyojya) for whom

injunctions are enjoined, as also for want of a purpose

(viîaya i.e. result) that can be accomplished through

action, the sense of the potential  and imperative moods

found in Upaniîadic  statements pertaining to the

knowledge (of Brahman/ÂtmÂ ) also stands blunted. It

is like the sharpness of a razor that becomes blunted

when used on (hard things like) rock etc. Another

reason why (the Brahman that is required to be known

cannot be the subject-matter of a vidhi ) is that the

Brahman that is the topic (of Upaniîadic statements)

can neither be acquired nor rejected (since it is one’s

own self).

Knowledge (jáÂnam) no doubt pertains to the mind. It

originates in the mind and therefore is mental (mÂnasam) in nature.

But it cannot be an action enjoined by an injunction (vidhi / codanÂ)

because knowledge depends wholly on the entity to be known and

can never be a result produced by action. By contrast, a Vedic

mental action (kriyÂ) is enjoined independent of the actual nature

of the entity involved and depends on human volition. This is

illustrated by mantras from the Aitareya BrÂhmaàa.

When a sacrificial oblation is to be offered to a specific

deity, the adhvaryu (the Yajurvedic priest) gets ready by holding it

in his hand. At the same time, the hotÂ, the ägvedic priest, must

mentally think of the deity to whom the oblation is being offered

whilst uttering aloud the formula ‘vaîaò ’. Depending on the type of

sacrifice, any one of the words svÂhÂ, ïrouîaò, vouîaò, vaîaò, svadhÂ

is to be uttered with the mantra when offering the oblation to the

deity, such as IndrÂya vaîaò, IndrÂya svÂhÂ, Pöîàe vaîaò  etc. The

oblation is offered by the adhvaryu when the word vaîaò is uttered.
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Another illustration from the bhÂîya is: ‘The deity SandhyÂ should

be meditated upon mentally’. In both the above instances, the priest

does not have an idea of the exact nature of the deity invoked. Yet

he meditates on it as called for by the injunction. This illustrates

that a mental action (called meditation) enjoined by a vidhi (an

injunction of the Veda) does not require the knowledge of the thing

meditated upon. It is wholly dependent on human will and effort.

The mere fact that it is mental in nature, like knowledge

(jáÂnam), cannot lead to the conclusion that (dhyÂnam) is an action

(kriyÂ). The occurence of something at the mental level is not the

criterion for being an action. Likewise, knowledge does not become

an action because it is a mental phenomenon. Instead, knowledge

is not an action because it is not accomplished through the means

of action which depends invariably on human will and effort. By

contrast, meditation is subject to human will and effort. Therefore,

meditation becomes an action in spite of being mental.

Unlike a mental action, knowledge is born of valid pramÂàa.

A pramÂàa has as its object the exact nature of the entity to be

known. Knowledge is determined by the object; there is no scope

for human will or effort in its ascertainment. Knowledge is not codanÂ

tantra i.e. not dependent on a codanÂ   (injunction) in the sense it is

neither the subject-matter of nor the thing enjoined by an injunction.

Neither is it puruîatantra – dependent on human will and effort.

Puruîatantra refers to an entity which is produced by human action.

There is thus a great difference between knowledge (jáÂnam) and

meditation (dhyÂnam). Knowledge is not different from the entity to

be known and not puruîatantram. By contrast, meditation is

independent of the entity involved and is also puruîatantram.

The distinction between knowledge and meditation (mental

action) is further illustrated by the upÂsanÂ called PaácÂgnividyÂ

from the ChÂndogyopaniîat. This upÂsanÂ enjoins meditation on

man and woman as fire. Man and woman can never be fire; yet it is
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possible to meditate on them as fire based on the Vedic injunction.

But such meditation is not knowledge of fire. The difference between

the upÂsanÂ and knowledge of fire becomes clear when actual fire

is directly perceived. The knowledge of fire perceived directly is

neither enjoined by codanÂ (injunction) nor is it puruîatantram. The

perception of fire is the knowledge of fire and not an action because

it is wholly dependent on the fire directly perceived as an object.

Some may argue that even though direct perceptual

knowledge of an object depends on that object, knowledge produced

by Vedic statements should necessarily be an action enjoined by a

vidhi (injunction) because of the absence of any external object

corresponding to the vidhi. It is not correct to say so.

The bhÂîya addresses this doubt by pointing out that the

knowledge of objects gained through appropriate pramÂàas such

as ïabda (ïruti), anumÂna (inference) etc. is verily dependent on

the objects known and is not an action born of vidhi . As a rule in all

cases, knowledge conforms to the object and is gained only through

an appropriate pramÂàa. As a result, knowledge can never be the

thing enjoined by a Vedic injunction. Based on what is stated so

far, the knowledge of the ever-existent indestructible Brahman is

not dependent on any injunction (codanÂ).

The opponent contends that the Upaniîads contain many

injunctions regarding self-knowledge. For instance, ‘ÀtmÂ should

be investigated’; ‘You must know Brahman’ (Ke.U. 1-5); ‘ÀtmÂ must

be known directly’ (Bç.U. 2-4-5). He contends that the potential (liß

– efue*d) and imperative (loò – ueesšd) moods as well as the potential

passive participle (tavya) used in these injunctions do enjoin action

for the acquisition of knowledge. Yes, it is true that such usage is

found in the Upaniîads.  Even so, these injunctions are incapable

of enjoining an individual to take to action in the context of gaining

knowledge. The reason being that the subject matter of these

statements is knowledge which cannot be accomplished through

action and which is not any of the four results that can be gained
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through action. Upaniîadic statements urging the mumukîu to gain

self-knowledge lack the following two factors:

i) A niyojya addressed by vidhi (injunction) – an individual

who performs the karma or upÂsanÂ considering it as a duty

enjoined on him for gaining the desired result.

ii)  A kçtisÂdhya-viîaya – a result which can be accomplished

through an action (i.e. viîaya).

Therefore the potential moods etc. in these statements

become blunt and thus ineffective in enjoining the mumukîu to take

to action. It is like the sharp edge of a razor becoming blunted

when used on a rock. Just as hard things like a rock cannot be the

object of a razor, so too BrahmajáÂna cannot be the object of any

vidhi (injunction).

Now if action cannot be enjoined to gain the knowledge of

Brahman, could it be that Brahman itself is enjoined by vidhi as an

object to be accomplished by action? No. This is not possible

because vidhi or codanÂ always prompt the niyojya – the person

addressed – to undertake an action, whereas Upaniîadic statements

bearing a semblance to injunction (vidhi) have the true nature of

Brahman as their subject matter, and not action. Brahman is

something that cannot be acquired or rejected because it is truly

one’s own self. In view of the fact that Upaniîadic statements bearing

a semblance to injunction (vidhi) have the true nature of Brahman

as their subject matter, and not action, the imperative and potential

moods in VedÂntic statements become ineffective in enjoining

something to be done.

THE  PURPOSE  OF  UPANIëADIC  STATEMENTS WHICH

BEAR A SEMBLANCE  TO  VIDHI

The purpose of Upaniîadic statements which appear to be

similar to vidhis is now explained.
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Yee. efkeâceLee&efve  leefn& ‘Deelcee Jee Dejs õ°JÙe: ßeesleJÙe:’ Fefle
Deeoerefve efJeefOeÛÚeÙeeefve JeÛeveeefve ~  mJeeYeeefJekeâØeJe=efòe-
efJe<eÙeefJecegKeerkeâjCeeLee&efve Fefle yeÇtce: ~  Ùe: efn yeefnceg&Ke: ØeJele&les
heg®<e: F°b ces YetÙeeled Deefve°b cee Yetled Fefle, ve Ûe le$e DeelÙeefvlekebâ
heg®<eeLeË ueYeles, leb DeelÙeefvlekeâheg®<eeLe&Jeeef_Úveb mJeeYeeefJekeâ-
keâeÙe&keâjCemebIeeleØeJe=efòeieesÛejeled efJecegKeerke=âlÙe ØelÙeieelceœeeslemleÙee
ØeJele&Ùeefvle ‘Deelcee Jee Dejs Â°JÙe:’ FlÙeeoerefve~   lemÙe
DeelceevJes<eCeeÙe ØeJe=òemÙe DensÙeb DevegheeosÙeb Ûe DeelcelelJeb GheefoMÙeles~
‘Fob meJeË Ùeled DeÙeb Deelcee’ (ye=n. 2-4-6) ‘Ùe$e leg DemÙe meJeË
Deelcee SJe DeYetled leled kesâve kebâ heMÙesled kesâve kebâ efJepeeveerÙeeled
efJe%eeleejb Dejs kesâve efJepeeveerÙeeled’ (ye=n. 4-5-15)  ‘DeÙeb
Deelcee yeÇÿe’ (ye=n.2-5-19) Fefle DeeefoefYe: ~

Bh.Tr. (If moods in VedÂntic statements that appear

to enjoin action, such as the imperative and others,

stand blunted), what then is the purpose of Upaniîadic

statements like ‘O, (MaitreyÍ), ÂtmÂ should be known

directly, should be inquired into’ (Bç.U. 2-4-5) which

bear a semblance to injunctions? We answer that these

statements are meant to wean (an individual) away from

the objects of natural extroverted pursuit (viz. from

sense objects).

The extroverted individual who engages in

(sense objects) with the thought ‘Let me have desired

objects, let me not have undesirable objects’ does not

gain the highest happiness by doing so. Such an

individual desirous of gaining the highest

accomplishment (viz. liberation) must be made to turn

away from sense objects, the pursuit of which falls

within the ambit of  the natural activity of this aggregate

of body and senses. Passages such as ‘ÀtmÂ should

be known directly’ (Bç.U. 2-4-5) etc., having dissuaded
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the mumukîu from the pursuit of sense-pleasures, urge

him to take to (the means of gaining self-knowledge)

by diverting his stream of thought to ÂtmÂ.

It is to the individual who engages (thus) in the

inquiry of ÂtmÂ, which can neither be acquired nor

rejected, that the true nature of ÂtmÂ  is taught by texts

such as – ‘All that exists (in Creation) is this ÂtmÂ ’

(Bç.U.  2-4-6); ‘In the state of knowledge, in contrast to

the state  of ignorance, what form can be seen and

through what means of cognition, what object can be

known and through what means, when everything has

become ÂtmÂ  alone to the BrahmajáÂnÍ ?’ ‘O, MaitreyÍ,

by what instrument of cognition can one know that

(knowledge-principle) which knows everything?’

(Bç.U. 2-4-14; 4-5-15); ‘This ÂtmÂ is Brahman’ (Bç.U.

2-5-19).

Certain Upaniîadic passages do appear to contain

directives similar to injunctions pertaining to well-known sacrifices,

for instance, in that they contain the potential or imperative moods

or the potential passive participle. Such usage is meant to praise

ÂtmajáÂna (self-knowledge), the means to gain the liberation – the

highest accomplishment.

Now ïravaàa (self-inquiry), manana (reflection)  and

nididhyÂsana (contemplation)  are indispensable in gaining

self-knowledge. The natural tendency in extroverted persons is to

indulge in sense-pursuits under the presumption that such

indulgence alone is the goal of life. Pursuit of this nature is a great

hurdle and hindrance to ïravaàa and the other measures. Sense

indulgence cannot lead to limitless happiness or give total freedom

from sorrow. The praise of ÂtmajáÂna in statements resembling

injunctions exhorts the mumukîu to give up the hankering for sense

objects and strive to gain BrahmajáÂna. These statements urge

those who are serious about gaining liberation to draw  their minds
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away from sense indulgence and engage in ïravaàa, manana and

nididhyÂsana in order to know their own true nature.

The nature of self-inquiry is demonstrated in the bhÂîya
through some VedÂntic passages and becomes clear when their

implication is ascertained. Take the statement ‘All that is considered

to be Creation is in fact nothing but ÂtmÂ.’ (Bç.U. 2-4-6).This

statement negates the reality ascribed to all that is anÂtmÂ by

revealing the true nature of the same to be ÂtmÂ alone. ‘There is

not even the trace of dualism in the form of perceiver, perceived,

specific perception and means of perception in the direct cognition

of ÂtmÂ-Brahman. ÀtmÂ, because of which everything is known,

cannot be objectified by any means of knowledge whatsoever. All

that there is the ever-existent and self-luminous knowledge-principle

– Brahman alone.’ (Bç.U. 2-4-14;  4-5-15). ‘This “I”, hitherto mistaken

as an embodied saÙsÂrÍ, is nothing but Brahman when known in its

true nature free from all superimposed upÂdhis.’ (Bç.U. 2-5-19). In

short, there is no room for duality in Brahman, which is ÂtmÂ itself.

Injunctions (vidhi ) can subsist only in the realm of duality and have

no locus standi in Brahman, the latter being totally free from all

dualistic dçïyas.

ALL  DUTIES  END  WITH  ÀTMAJÜÀNA

Earlier,85 the contender had claimed that any worthwhile

goal to be accomplished in life (i.e. puruîÂrtha) can be accomplished

only through action. Any accomplishment would therefore necessarily

be the object of either pravçtti (action) or nivçtti (withdrawal from

action), continued the contender, and knowledge of an existing thing,

which does not involve action, thus lacks the status of being a

puruîÂrtha. It is now shown that the fact that actions are inessential

even after ÂtmajáÂna is not a drawback of VedÂnta but a great

ornament in and of itself.

85 Refer to (i) ØemleeJevee Yee<Ùe of Br. Sö. 1-1-4, from keâLeb hegve: ..... to

ve yeÇÿeCe: çeeŒeÙeesefvelJeb Fefle Øeehles GÛÙeles , Page No. 227  (ii) leg çeyo:
........ to yeÇÿeCe:çeeŒeØeceeCekeâlJeced ~  Page No. 234 and 235
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Yee. Ùeoefhe  Dekeâle&JÙeØeOeeveced Deelce%eeveb neveeÙe GheeoeveeÙe
Jee ve YeJeefle Fefle, leled leLee SJe Fefle DeYÙegheiecÙeles ~ Deuebkeâej:
efn DeÙeb Demceekebâ Ùeled yeÇÿeelceeJeieleew melÙeeb meJe&keâle&JÙeleeneefve:
ke=âleke=âlÙelee Ûe Fefle ~  leLee Ûe ßegefle: – ‘Deelceeveb Ûesled efJepeeveerÙeeled
DeÙeb Deefmce Fefle het®<e: ~  efkebâ FÛÚved keâmÙe keâeceeÙe Mejerjb
DevegmebpJejsled ~’ (ye=n.4-4-12) Fefle~ ‘Sleled yegodOJee yegefæceeved
mÙeeled ke=âleke=âlÙe: Ûe Yeejle’  (Ye.ieer. 15-20) Fefle mce=efle: ~
lemceeled ve ØeefleheefòeefJeefOeefJe<eÙeleÙee yeÇÿeCe: mecehe&Ceced ~

Bh.Tr. (Earlier) statements (by the contender), to the

effect that the knowledge of ÂtmÂ  (Brahman) that is

totally independent of action (or totally unapproachable

through action) cannot be a (means) to either acquire

or reject something, are accepted (by us) in its entirety.

The fact that ‘All duties end and a complete sense of

contentment (born of having done all that needs to be

done) arises when ÂtmÂ identical to Brahman is directly

known’ is an ornament to us (VedÂntists). It has been

said in the Upaniîads and the BhagavadgÍtÂ: ‘If the

individual jÍva knows ÂtmÂ   directly as ‘‘I am this

self-luminous Parabrahma (the sÂkîÍ of all

antaÉkaraàavçttis in all beings)’’, desiring what sense-

enjoyments and for whose sake will he become

sorrowful on account of the afflictions of the body?’

(Bç.U. 4-4-12). ‘O Arjuna, having known this supreme

secret (ultimate reality), the person becomes a jáÂnÍ

and one contented, having done what needs to be

done’ (B.G. 15-20). Therefore VedÂnta does not present

(or reveal) Brahman as the object (viîaya) of an upÂsanÂ

vidhi (an injunction enjoining an upÂsanÂ).

The bhÂîya cites quotations from the BçhadÂraàyakopaniîat
and  ìrÍmad BhagavadgÍtÂ  to corroborate the absence of duties for

an ÂtmajáÂnÍ.  When an individual knows himself directly as ‘I am
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Brahman of the nature of limitless happiness’, there remains neither

sense-pleasure nor a bhoktÂ  (experiencer) and  there remains no

occasion for getting afflicted on account of the body. All that remains

in BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra is the paramÂnanda svaröpa Brahman and

Brahman alone. There remains no duality of bhoktÂ (experiencer)

and bhogya (sense objects). An ÂtmajáÂnÍ (i.e. BrahmajáÂnÍ )

therefore is a totally contented person with no duties. The word

‘cet’ (if) in the BçhadÂraàyaka mantra quoted (Bç.U. 4-4-12) indicates

that it is difficult to gain self-knowledge. This is an exhortation to

the mumukîu to put in industrious efforts. The seventh chapter of

the text PaácadaïÍ composed by ìrÍ VidyÂraàya Muni and consisting

of 298 verses is an exhaustive commentary on this mantra and

describes the absolute contentment of a  jÍvanmukta – a person

liberated even whilst living in the existing embodiment. Thus the

bhÂîya establishes that Brahman is not the object of any upÂsanÂ

vidhi and concludes its refutation of the stand taken by the

vçttikÂra.86

VEDIC  PASSAGES   DO   DESCRIBE   EXISTING   ENTITIES

AS WELL

Some followers of pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ, the PrÂbhÂkarÂÉ, claim

that the jÎva, well-known as the doer (kartÂ) and experiencer (bhoktÂ)

of results in the world, cannot be the topic of VedÂnta. They add

further that Brahman does not exist distinct from the jÍva because

the Vedas reveal only karma, and there is no pramÂàa to prove the

existence of Brahman. This contrary proposition is now refuted.

Yee. Ùeod Deefhe kesâefÛeled Deeng: – ‘ØeJe=efòeefveJe=efòeefJeefOe-
leÛÚs<eJÙeeflejskesâCe kesâJeueJemlegJeeoer JesoYeeie: ve Deefmle’ Fefle leled
ve, Deewheefve<eomÙe heg®<emÙe DevevÙeMes<elJeeled ~ Ùe: Demeew
Gheefve<elmeg SJe DeefOeiele: heg®<e: Demebmeejer yeÇÿe, GlheeÅeeefo
ÛelegefJe&OeõJÙeefJeue#eCe: mJeØekeâjCemLe: DevevÙeMes<e:, ve Demeew ve

86 Refer to BhÂîya passage De$eehejs ØelÙeJeefle‰vles ....... to yeÇÿe%eeveb efJeOeerÙeles
Fefle Ùegòeâced  ~ Page No. 247
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Deefmle ve DeefOeiecÙeles Fefle Jee MekeäÙeb  Jeefolegced , ‘me: S<e: ve
Fefle ve Fefle Deelcee’ (ye=n. 3-9-26) Fefle DeelceMeyoeled
Deelceve: Ûe ØelÙeeKÙeelegb DeMekeäÙelJeeled , Ùe: SJe efvejekeâlee& lemÙe
SJe DeelcelJeeled ~  veveg Deelcee DenbØelÙeÙeefJe<eÙelJeeled Gheefve<elmeg
SJe efJe%eeÙeles Fefle DevegheheVeced ~  ve ~  lelmeeef#elJesve ØelÙegòeâlJeeled~
veefn DenbØelÙeÙeefJe<eÙekeâle&=JÙeeflejskesâCe lelmee#eer meJe&YetlemLe:
mece: Skeâ: ketâšmLeefvelÙe: heg®<e: efJeefOekeâeC[s leke&âmeceÙes Jee
kesâveefÛeled DeefOeiele: meJe&mÙe Deelcee,  Dele: me: ve kesâveefÛeled
ØelÙeeKÙeelegb MekeäÙe: efJeefOeMes<elJeb Jee veslegced ~  DeelcelJeeled SJe Ûe
meJex<eeb ve nsÙe: ve Deefhe GheeosÙe: ~ meJeË efn efJeveMÙeled
efJekeâejpeeleb heg®<eevleb efJeveMÙeefle ~  heg®<e: efn efJeveeMenslJeYeeJeeled
DeefJeveeMeer, efJeef›eâÙeenslJeYeeJeeled Ûe ketâšmLeefvelÙe:,Dele: SJe
efvelÙeMegæyegæcegòeâmJeYeeJe:~ lemceeled ‘heg®<eeled ve hejb efkebâefÛeled mee
keâe‰e mee heje ieefle:’ (keâ". 1-3-11) ‘leb leg Deewheefve<eob
heg®<eb he=ÛÚeefce’ (ye=n.3-9-26) Fefle Ûe Deewheefve<eolJeefJeMes<eCeb
heg®<emÙe Gheefve<elmeg ØeeOeevÙesve ØekeâeMÙeceevelJes GheheÅeles ~  Dele:
YetleJemleghej: JesoYeeie: ve Deefmle Fefle JeÛeveb meenmecee$eced ~

Bh.Tr. Some say, ‘Apart from activity (pravçtti  ),

inactivity (nivçtti ) and their auxiliaries (ïeîa), no part

of the Veda is solely dedicated to establishing an

existing entity’. It is incorrect to say so, because ÂtmÂ

(Brahman) taught in the Upaniîads is not dependent

on anything else (unlike karma). The ÂtmÂ (puruîa) is

known only through Upaniîadic statements and is

Brahman free from saÙsÂra (asaÙsÂrÍ ). It is utpÂdyÂdi

caturvidha-dravyavilakîaàaÉ, namely, distinct from

things that can be produced (utpÂdya), changed

(vikÂrya), procured (Âpya) or perfected (saÙskÂrya).

That puruîa (ÂtmÂ) is svaprakaraàasthaÉ, that is to say,

established in its own section of the Veda (viz.

jáÂnakÂàÅa), and is ananyaïeîaÉ, that is to say,

independent of the other section (viz. karmakÂàÅa). It
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is impossible to say that ÂtmÂ does not exist or cannot

be known, because the word ÂtmÂ  is (clearly) used in

the Upaniîadic  statement,  ‘The one who was revealed

(through the instructions) ‘‘not this, not this’’ (in

madhukÂàda – Bç.U. 2-3-4 to 6) is this ÂtmÂ.’ (Bç.U. 3-

9-26). It is also impossible to deny ÂtmÂ  because he

who refutes its existence is himself verily ÂtmÂ .

Contrary proposition: It is inappropriate to say that

ÂtmÂ is known only through passages in the Upaniîads.

It is well-known in the world as the object of the ‘I’
notion (aham pratyaya).

Answer: It is not correct to say so. This was already

addressed87 (earlier) when it was pointed out that ÂtmÂ

is the sÂkîÍ (illuminator) of the ‘I’ notion (and not its

object). Puruîa (ÂtmÂ) is distinct from the doer (kartÂ)

which is the object of the well-known ‘I’ notion (aham-

pratyaya), and is its sÂkîÍ  (illuminator) (i.e. of kartÂ),

abiding in all beings (sarvabhötasthaÉ), void of

differences (samaÉ), one (ekaÉ), non-dual (advaya),

ever-changeless (köòasthaÉ), ever-existent (nityaÉ), and

the true ‘I’ in all (sarvasya ÂtmÂ). It cannot be known by

anyone through either the karmakÂàÅa or tarkaïÂstra

(logic). Therefore this puruîa (ÂtmÂ – the pure

awareness principle) can neither be negated by anyone

nor ascertained to be the auxiliary (ïeîa) of a Vedic

injunction (vidhi). It can neither be abandoned (heyaÉ)

nor acquired (upÂdeyaÉ), because it is the very ÂtmÂ –

the true ‘I’ of all.

All changing entities of perishable nature are

destroyed, except the changeless puruîa. Puruîa is

indestructible because there exists no cause that can

87 Refer to BhÂîya passage - leLee Ûe Skeâes osJe: ....... to DevegØeJesMe: Fn
ve GheheÅeles, Page No. 292
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destroy it. Also, in the absence of any means that can

lead to its modification, it is the (only) ever-changeless,

ever-existent entity. For these reasons, puruîa is of the

nature of being eternal (nitya), pure (ïuddha – free from

superimposed Creation), the knowledge-principle

(buddha), and ever-liberated (mukta). Therefore the

adjective oupaniîadaÉ (i.e. taught in the Upaniîads)

qualifying the puruîa (ÂtmÂ), in Upaniîadic passages

such as, ‘There is nothing superior to puruîa  (of the

nature of caitanya alone); that is the culmination, the

highest accomplishment in life.’ (Kò. U. 1-3-11), and

‘(O ìÂkalya), I am asking you about the puruîa taught

in the Upaniîads’ (Bç.U. 3-9-26), is possible (only) if it

is the puruîa that is mainly expounded in the Upaniîads.

Consequently, to state that there is no part of the Veda

that teaches (independently) of an existing entity is

nothing short of foolhardiness.

The VedÂntic doctrine outright rejects the opponent’s claim

that there is no pramÂàa for proving the existence of Brahman. ÀtmÂ

that is identical to Brahman can be known only through the pramÂàa

of the Upaniîads and by no other means of knowledge whatsoever.

ÀtmajáÂna destroys saÙsÂra and so is fruitful. Also, ÂtmÂ is not

auxiliary (ïeîa) to any action. Therefore there is no basis for arriving

at the conclusion that the entire Vedas impart the knowledge of

action (karma or upÂsanÂ) alone and nothing else.

The opponent who affirms that the Vedas reveal only action

should be asked to explain why he thinks so. The reason(s) can be

one or more from the following five only:

i) Brahman does not exist at all.

ii) Brahman cannot be known through the means of

VedÂnta (Upaniîads) because it is not taught

therein.

iii) Brahman is an auxiliary (ïeîa) of action (kÂrya).
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iv) Brahman is widely known through means of

knowledge other than the Veda.

v) Brahman is contradicted by other means of

knowledge.

The first two possible reasons are ruled out in view of the

fact that the Brahman identical to puruîa (ÂtmÂ) is in fact taught in

the Upaniîads. Its existence is therefore proved by the pramÂàa of

VedÂnta. Another proof that Brahman exists is the use of the word

‘ÂtmÂ ’ and the description of its nature in the Upaniîads (Bç.U. 3-

9-26). It is well-known that ÂtmÂ is identical to Brahman. The true

nature of ‘I’ in all beings is ÂtmÂ. It can never be negated. Thus

Brahman does exist.

The four adjectives for ÂtmÂ / Brahman, viz. ‘asaÙsÂrÍ (free

from saÙsÂra)’, ‘distinct from the four types of things that can be

produced (utpÂdya) etc.’ (utpÂdyÂdi caturvidha-dravyavilakîaàaÉ),

‘established in its own section of jáÂnakÂàÅa (svaprakaraàasthaÉ)’,
and ‘independent of the other section, the karmakÂàÅa’ (ananyaïeîaÉ),

show that Brahman is not an auxiliary (ïeîa) of action (kÂrya). Thus

the third possible reason does not hold good either.

It cannot be considered that Brahman or ÂtmÂ is well-known

in the world as the object of  aham pratyaya (the ‘I’ notion) because

ÂtmÂ is the sÂkîÍ (the illuminator) of everything and not just the

sÂkîÍ of aham pratyaya alone. ‘ÀtmÂ is sÂkîÍ of everything’ was

pointed out earlier in the bhÂîya
88

 by quoting ìvetÂïvataropaniîat
mantra (6-11). The fourth possible reason thus stands refuted.

As for the fifth possible reason, the occasion for Brahman

being contradicted by other means of knowledge or by argumentation/

reasoning does not arise at all. None, including the founders of

other schools of thought, can know Brahman by any means of

88 vide page 292 para 3 bhÂîya ........ mee#eer Ûeslee kesâJeue: .......’

(Õeslee.6-11).
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knowledge other than the Upaniîads. It is impossible for them to

refute something they do not know.

Some are of the opinion that sÂkîÍ (ÂtmÂ) must be an aßga

(a part) of karma, like the kartÂ  (doer), because of its sentient nature.

This is refuted by asserting that none can ascertain that sÂkîÍ ÂtmÂ

is a vidhiïeîa – auxiliary to an action. The question arises, is it an

unknown sÂkîÍ or a known sÂkîÍ that could be considered an aßga

of karma. An unknown sÂkîÍ could not be an aßga of karma because

anything that can be used as an aßga (part) of karma has to be

known first. And for a known sÂkîÍ to be an aßga of karma would be

an innate contradiction. Karma mandates cognition of duality,

whereas the non-dual sÂkîÍ ÂtmÂ is known directly in the state of

knowledge where there is no cognition of duality. As a result, sÂkîÍ

cannot be a karmÂßga.

There is yet another reason why it cannot be a karmÂßga.

SÂkîÍ ÂtmÂ is in fact the basis of everything and can therefore neither

be given up nor acquired. This is shown by pointing out sÂkîÍ is

sarvasya ÂtmÂ – the ÂtmÂ (the true nature) of all – and so cannot be

abandoned or acquired. VijáÂnavÂdins contend that puruîa (ÂtmÂ)

is fit to be given up because it is impermanent (anitya). This is not

true since puruîa continues to exist even when all of Creation is

destroyed. Puruîa (ÂtmÂ) is indestructible because there is no cause

that can destroy it. A changing thing may have to be given up.

Puruîa is changeless, and is not something that can be abandoned

on that count either.

A thing that can be acquired by an action involves change

(vikÂra). Being changeless (nirvikÂrÍ), puruîa (ÂtmÂ) cannot be

something that can be acquired. In its true nature, it is the ever-

existent knowledge principle (nityabuddha), ever-free (nityamukta)

from all that is superimposed on it.

Some argue that ÂtmÂ has to be abandoned to gain

Brahman. This does not hold water because there is nothing superior

to ÂtmÂ for which it can be abandoned. ÀtmÂ itself is Brahman. So
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it is the most exalted principle. Upaniîadic passages describe puruîa

(ÂtmÂ) as the most exalted culmination of everything and its

knowledge alone as the highest goal of life.

The BçhadÂraàyakopaniîat (3-9-26) refers to puruîa as

oupaniîadaÉ – that which is taught or established in the Upaniîads.

In a debate described in the Upaniîad, sage YÂjáavalkya asks his

opponent ìÂkalya to unfold the puruîa taught in the Upaniîads. The

adjective oupaniîadaÉ qualifying puruîa becomes tenable only when

puruîa is revealed independently or principally (prÂdhÂnyena) in

the Upaniîads without being auxiliary (ïeîa) to any injunction (vidhi).

Thus it is proved that the VedÂnta portion of the Vedas does reveal

the ever-existent Brahman. Its denial can only be an act of utter

foolishness.

THE VEDAS  REVEAL NOT JUST KARMA, BUT USEFUL

ENTITIES  UNKNOWN  THROUGH  OTHER  PRAMÀÛAS

Some statements by experts on the karmakÂàÅa were

presented earlier
89

 in the contrary proposition and are now

restated to show their inapplicability to VedÂnta.

Yee. Ùeod Deefhe MeeŒeleelheÙe&efJeoeb  Deveg›eâceCeced – ‘Â°: efn lemÙe
DeLe&: keâcee&JeyeesOeveb’ Fefle SJeb Deeefo, leæce&efpe%eemeeefJe<eÙelJeeled
efJeefOeØeefle<esOeMeeŒeeefYeØeeÙeb õ°JÙeced ~  Deefhe Ûe ‘DeecveeÙemÙe
ef›eâÙeeLe&lJeeled DeeveLe&keäÙeb DeleoLee&veeb’ (pew.met. 1-2-1) Fefle
Sleled Skeâevlesve DeYÙegheieÛÚleeb YetleesheosMeeveLe&keäÙeØemeÁ:~
ØeJe=efòeefveJe=efòeJÙeeflejskesâCe Yetleb Ûesled Jemleg GheefoMeefle YeJÙeeLe&lJesve,
ketâšmLeefvelÙeb Yetleb ve GheefoMeefle Fefle keâ: nsleg: ~  veefn Yetleb
GheefoMÙeceeveb ef›eâÙee YeJeefle ~  Deef›eâÙeelJes Deefhe YetlemÙe
ef›eâÙeemeeOevelJeeled ef›eâÙeeLe&: SJe YetleesheosMe: Fefle Ûesled ~  ve S<e:
oes<e:~  ef›eâÙeeLe&lJes Deefhe ef›eâÙeeefveJe&le&veMeefòeâceled  Jemleg Gheefo°b
SJe ~  ef›eâÙeeLe&lJeb leg  ØeÙeespeveb lemÙe ~  ve Ûe SleeJelee Jemleg

89 vide pg. 247 bhÂîya.
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Devegheefo°b YeJeefle ~  Ùeefo veece Gheefo°b efkebâ leJe lesve mÙeeled Fefle ~
GÛÙeles – DeveJeieleelceJemletheosMe: Ûe leLee SJe YeefJelegb Den&efle ~
leoJeielÙee efceLÙee%eevemÙe mebmeejnslees: efveJe=efòe:  ØeÙeespeveb ef›eâÙeles
Fefle DeefJeefMe°b DeLe&JelJeb ef›eâÙeemeeOeveJemletheosMesve ~

Bh.Tr. Statements such as ‘The ascertained purpose

of the Vedas is to impart the knowledge of karma.’

by those well-versed in pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ should be taken

to refer to the karmakÂàÅa portion of the Vedas

consisting of injunctions (vidhi) and prohibitions

(pratiîedha), where the topic is dharmajijáÂsÂ. Those

who assert that the following dictum contains an

immutable rule, namely ‘Since the Veda reveals actions

alone, statements in the Vedas that do not speak of

actions are futile’, must then explain why existing

entities have also been specified (viz. bhötopadeïa in

karmakÂàÅa) and must explain their futility under this

rule.

And if the Veda talks about an existing entity

(bhötam) distinct from do’s (pravçtti ) and don’ts

(nivçtti) for the sake of dharma (or a karmÂßga ), why

can’t it talk of the existing changeless Brahman? By

no means is an existing entity described (in the

karmakÂàÅa) (innately) an action. If it be argued that

an existing entity, though not a karma, is discussed

(in the karmakÂàÅa) because it is a karmÂßga (an

auxiliary of karma) – since it is a means to karma –

(we say) this is not a flaw (where VedÂnta is concerned).

While (the existing entity described) may serve as a

means to karma, it cannot be denied that an entity

capable of accomplishing karma is clearly described.

(Unlike Brahman) it is its utility that makes such an

existing entity an auxiliary of karma. It is not possible

on this ground alone to say that an existing entity is

not described.
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Q. (Well,) if an existing entity is indeed specified

(in the karmakÂàÅa), what do you (VedÂntists) achieve

thereby?

Ans. (Listen,)   here is the answer. The teaching

regarding unknown ÂtmÂ (Brahman) is necessarily

similar to the teaching of (useful) existing entities

(described in the karmakÂàÅa). The result accomplished

by the direct knowledge of ÂtmÂ (Brahman) is the total

termination of false ignorance, the cause of saÙsÂra.

Therefore the teaching regarding ÂtmÂ (Brahman) has

a useful result similar to the teaching regarding some

existing entity which serves as a means for a (Vedic)

karma.

The claim, ‘The ascertained purpose of the Veda is to impart

the knowledge of karma’, made by those well-versed in the

karmakÂàÅa portion of the Veda, has to be viewed in its proper

perspective. Everything the Veda reveals is useful through and

through. Passages that do not directly describe a desirable result

cannot be viewed as redundant. Their utility is brought out through

their connection with relevant injunctions (vidhi) or prohibitions

(niîedha). The very purpose of the Veda is to impart the knowledge

of useful things that are unknowable through other means of

knowledge. But the knowledge imparted in the pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ is

restricted to the knowledge of karma because its subject matter is

dharma alone. This cannot of itself refute the knowledge of Brahman

which is revealed by VedÂnta (the Upaniîads). Jaimini also points

out very clearly that ‘The Veda (or codanÂ) serves as a means of

knowledge by revealing things unknown but useful’ (Jai.Sö.1-1-5).

Thus dharma too becomes the ascertained purport of the Veda only

because it is something unknown but useful. The same norm

necessarily applies to Brahman, since it is unknown by other

pramÂàas and its knowledge is useful. BrahmajáÂna destroys

self-ignorance and brings a total end to the resultant saÙsÂra.
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Therefore, that Brahman is the subject-matter of VedÂnta is

unopposed to statements by those well-versed in pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ

or the karmakÂàÅa. This is brought to our notice by the bhÂîyakÂra

when he says that the findings of those adept in pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ

pertain only to the karmakÂàÅa portion. They cannot be taken to

apply to the jáÂnakÂàÅa, the subject-matter of which is entirely

different.

Having accepted that the purport of the karmakÂàÅa is

karma, it is clear thus far that the jáÂnakÂàÅa (VedÂnta) is distinct.

Now the presumption that the karmakÂàÅa reveals only karma is

itself negated by showing that its purpose is only to reveal unknown

means for desirable ends. Whether the desirable end is an action

or knowledge of some existing entity is not of prime importance. It

is found that rituals, sacrifices etc. are means for achieving desired

results. The purpose of Vedic injunction or commands (vidhi) is to

reveal the means for desired accomplishments. When the

karmakÂàÅa, according to exponents of pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ, is the

pramÂàa for existing entities such as curds (dadhi), soma juice (soma)

etc., which are clearly distinct from karma, there is no reason why

VedÂnta cannot be the pramÂàa to reveal  the ever-existent Brahman.

This is enunciated in the bhÂîya portion beginning with ‘for those

who accept the dictum . . . . .’ (i.e. from api ca in the original bhÂîya).

The next question that arises is: what exactly is the nature

of the futility (Ânarthakyam - Jai.Sö. 1-2-1) imputed to words that do

not convey action? Does it mean they are meaningless or that they

lack useful results? If they are meaningless, the use of words like

‘soma (soma  juice), dadhi (curds)’ etc. in Vedic statements such

as ‘The sacrifice should be performed with soma’ and ‘curds should

be offered as oblation’ would be meaningless. The contender has

to perforce agree that the futility (Ânarthakyam) described is not

meaninglessness but the absence of any result. But then, things

like soma, curds described in Vedic statements are certainly

meaningful and useful as auxiliaries to the karma to be performed.
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If existing entities such as soma juice, curds etc. are

meaningful and useful, then what could be the reason Upaniîadic

words such as ‘satyam, jáÂnam, anantam’ are not useful and do not

define changeless Brahman? Is it either because it (i.e. Brahman)

is distinct from action or because Brahman cannot be an auxiliary

to action?

The first possibility cannot hold good. Take the example of

curds and soma. If the curds, soma etc. were actions by nature,

they could not be auxiliaries to action, being non-distinct from action.

Therefore it has to be concluded that the Veda does describe existing

entities like curds etc. even though they are distinct from action. In

like manner, the Veda can also describe Brahman which is not an

action.

The argument that the Veda does not reveal Brahman

because it is not an auxiliary to karma is also not tenable. How an

existing entity comes to be an auxiliary to karma needs to be

examined. Does this happen because the meaning of a word

signifying an existing entity becomes evident only by its connection

to action or is it because of some utility? The first possibility cannot

hold because the meaning of a word is directly understood in a

specific context without depending on its connection with any action.

The meaning of a word is independent of an action. The fact that it

is an existing entity that is described does not stand invalidated

only because it is specified as a karmÂßga – an auxiliary to a karma.

The status of an entity as a karmÂßga is determined by its utility. It

cannot be said that an existing entity is described only when it is

auxiliary to a karma. The description of an entity and its status as

karmÂßga are two altogether different features. There is also no

rule that an entity becomes useful only through action. A useful

result can be obtained just through knowledge, as by gaining the

knowledge of a rope, the basis, mistaken for a snake. This is how

BrahmajáÂna destroys the false self-ignorance and saÙsÂra drops

off. The curds etc. mentioned in Vedic injunctions become fruitful
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through means of karma, whereas Brahman happens to be the

highest goal of life on its own without any dependence on action.

Actions are never possible in Brahman. Thus VedÂnta reveals

Brahman, whose knowledge is fruitful.

Next, it is proved that VedÂntic passages reveal an existing

entity in a manner similar to statements of prohibition (niîedha-

vÂkyas) in the karmakÂàÅa  portion of the Veda.

Yee. Deefhe Ûe ‘yeÇeÿeCe: ve nvleJÙe:’ Fefle SJeceeÅee efveJe=efòe:
GheefoMÙeles ~ve Ûe mee ef›eâÙee ~ ve Deefhe ef›eâÙeemeeOeveced~  Deef›eâÙeeLee&veeb
GheosMe: DeveLe&keâ: Ûesled ‘yeÇeÿeCe: ve nvleJÙe:’ FlÙeeefo
efveJe=òÙegheosMeeveeb DeeveLe&keäÙeb Øeehleced ~ leled Ûe Deefve°ced~ ve Ûe
mJeYeeJeØeehlenvlÙeLee&vegjeiesCe ve_e: MekeäÙeb DeØeehleef›eâÙeeLe&lJeb keâuheefÙelegb,
nveveef›eâÙeeefveJe=òÙeewoemeervÙeJÙeeflejskesâCe ~ ve_e: Ûe S<e: mJeYeeJe:
Ùeled mJemebyeefvOeve: DeYeeJeb yeesOeÙeefle Fefle ~ DeYeeJeyegefæ: Ûe
DeewoemeervÙekeâejCeced ~ mee Ûe oiOesvOeveeefie>Jeled mJeÙeb SJe GheMeecÙeefle~
lemceeled Øemeòeâef›eâÙeeefveJe=lÙeewoemeervÙeb SJe ‘yeÇeÿeCe: ve nvleJÙe:’ Fefle
Deeefo<eg Øeefle<esOeeLeË cevÙeecens, DevÙe$e Øepeeheefle›eleeefoYÙe: ~ lemceeled
heg®<eeLe&evegheÙeesiÙegheeKÙeeveeefoYetleeLe&JeeoefJe<eÙeb DeeveLe&keäÙeeefYeOeeveb
õ°JÙeced~

Bh. Tr. In addition (to the foregoing exposition, it needs

to be noted that) ïruti statements such as ‘A Brahmin

should not be killed’ teach of abstaining from certain

actions. Such abstention is neither an action nor a

means to action. If the teaching (contained in Vedic

statements) that does not advocate action is futile,

instructions in (Vedic) prohibitions such as ‘A Brahmin

should not be killed’ would also be futile. That is

undesirable. The particle of negation ‘not’ (na) is

connected to the act of killing, an act born of natural

tendencies. Therefore, beyond the (meaning of) the
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indifference connoted by the abstention from killing, it

is not possible to see in the statement an action that

has not been described. The reason is that the negative

particle ‘not’ (na) serves to indicate the negation/

absence of that which is connected to the particle. The

comprehension of absence (or negation) created by

the particle is the cause of indifference (towards the

connected action). This comprehension of negation/

absence imparted by ‘not’ (na) ceases on its own

(having destroyed the tendency to kill), like a fire whose

fuel is consumed. Hence we consider that except (the

negation in) PrajÂpativçta (a vow pertaining to

PrajÂpati ) etc., the sense of prohibition (indicated by

‘not’) in the statement ‘A Brahmin should not be killed’

and such other statements is indifference in the

form of abstaining from the concerned action alone.

Therefore it should be understood that the futility

(Ânarthakyam) referred in the Jaimini-sötra ‘ÂmnÂyasya

kriyÂrthatvÂt –’ (Jai.sö. 1-2-1) pertains to the narrations

etc. contained in the arthavÂda  portion (of the Veda)

which have no puruîÂrtha (worthy result) of their own.

The particle of negation ‘not’ (na) in the statement ‘A

Brahmin should not be killed’ is connected to the verb ‘to kill’ (han).

Therefore the word ‘not’ negates the act of killing. Affixes that form

the potential passive participle such as tavya (should) etc. signify

means to a desirable end. The desirable end in the phrase ‘should

not be killed’ (na hantavyaÉ) is the absence of the sorrow suffered

in hell. Thus the above statement of prohibition means: Abstaining

from killing ensures freedom from suffering in hell. The abstention

from killing is the cause of the absence of sorrow. The individual

who understands that killing is a means of sorrow abstains from

the same. There is no injunction (vidhi) enjoining karma in this

statement of prohibition because the topic of vidhi  is karma and its

means. The negation of the act of killing, in the sense of abstaining
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(nivçtti), indicated by the particle ‘not’, is not an action because it

actually denotes abstention from action. Nor can nivçtti be a means

to karma (action) because abstaining from action cannot be the

means to action, whose nature is existence itself. Abstaining from

action is also opposed to action. Therefore, Vedic passages

containing prohibitions reveal certain existing facts, but not karma.

In other words, the karmakÂàÅa also serves as a pramÂàa for

revealing existent entities or facts that are neither action nor a means

to action. If this is not accepted, prohibitory instructions contained

in the Veda will become futile. This is undesirable and not acceptable

to followers of pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ either.

Some argue that ‘not’ is connected to the act of killing, an

act  born of an innate natural tendency which leads to the resolve

to kill. Therefore the statement ‘A Brahmin should not be killed’

contains an instruction that an action of the nature of a resolve not

to kill has to be undertaken. Since such an instruction is not obtained

through any other vidhi, this statement of prohibition implies the

injunction (vidhi) that non-killing should be undertaken (ahananam

kuryÂt). This is the meaning of ‘not’ according to them. The

contention is refuted by pointing out that such meanings cannot be

conjured up. Very intense tendencies such as greed, envy, anger

etc. instigate an individual to resort to killing. Otherwise, the tendency

in every individual, by very nature, is not to kill. This indifference is

characterised by abstaining from the act of killing. It is expressed

in the form of absence of killing. Therefore, other than the

indifference characterised by the absence of the act of killing, no

action can be seen in the meaning of ‘not’. It should be kept in

mind that the very nature of the negative particle ‘not’ is to inform

the absence/negation of the thing connected to it. Therefore, to

conjure up a contrary sense by implication is not correct when the

direct meaning of ‘not’ as absence/negation is applicable. The

negative particle ‘not’ (na) conveys ‘prohibition’ in a sentence (called

prasajya pratiîedha) when connected to a verb. This is the sense

that is applicable here. When connected to a word other than a

verb, ‘not’ conveys exception/exclusion (paryudÂsa). The context
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in this statement of prohibition does not permit of this second

meaning either. Nevertheless, if by stretching the imagination,

statements of prohibition were indeed construed as conveying a

sense of positive action, there would be no distinction between the

statements of vidhi (do’s) and statements of niîedha (don’ts). This

is not acceptable at all.

The comprehension of negation communicated by ‘not’ is

what fosters indifference towards the act of killing. As a result, none

who care for their own good engage in such prohibited acts after

grasping the connotation underlying their negation. Though such

comprehension ceases of its own, it does destroy the tendencies

that could prompt an individual to indulge in the act of killing.

Therefore there is no chance of the individual undertaking the

prohibited act thereafter. Thus the prohibition indicated in statements

of prohibition generally stands for abstaining from the associated

action. Of course, there are exceptions such as the PrajÂpativçta (a

vow pertaining to PrajÂpati). This vow requires that the young

brahmacÂrÍ (baòu) ‘should not look at the rising sun’ (na Íkîeta

udayantam Âdityam). The statement begins with a description of

the vow to be undertaken by a young brahmacÂrÍ (a religious

student). In this particular instance, in view of the fact that the

statement begins with a vow that involves action, the meaning of

‘not’ is accepted as undertaking a mental action characterised by

a resolve not to see the sun.

Thus it is proved that the karmakÂàÅa portion of Veda too

reveals certain existing facts that are useful. There can therefore

be no hard and fast rule that the karmakÂàÅa invariably describes

karma only. VedÂntic statements have the most exalted result on

their own, unlike the arthavÂda portion of the karmakÂàÅa. In view

of this, the applicability of the word Ânarthakyam (futility) in the sötra

‘Since Veda is meant to reveal karma (like sacrifices etc.),

statements therein which are without karma are futile’ (Jai.Sö. 1-2-

1) is restricted to statements of arthavÂda only, which have no utility

on their own unless connected to statements of vidhi.
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KNOWLEDGE OF THE EVER-EXISTENT BRAHMAN DOES

BRING AN END TO  SAÖSÀRA

The revelation of something existing can produce a useful

result too. It is not true to say that actions alone produce results.

While this has been proved earlier, the opponent had some

objections. Further clarification is therefore provided to prove that

BrahmajáÂna destroys saÙsÂra in its totality.

Yee. Ùeoefhe Gòeâced – keâle&JÙeefJeOÙevegØeJesMeb DevlejsCe Jemlegcee$eb
GÛÙeceeveb DeveLe&kebâ mÙeeled mehleÉerhee Jemegceleer Fefle DeeefoJeled Fefle,
leled heefjùleced ~  jppeg: FÙeb ve DeÙeb mehe&: Fefle Jemlegcee$ekeâLeves
Deefhe ØeÙeespevemÙe Â°lJeeled ~  veveg ßegleyeÇÿeCe: Deefhe ÙeLeehetJeË
mebmeeefjlJeoMe&veeled ve jppegmJe¤hekeâLeveJeled DeLe&JelJeb Fefle Gòeâced~
De$e GÛÙeles – ve DeJeieleyeÇÿeelceYeeJemÙe ÙeLeehetJeË mbemeeefjlJeb MekeäÙeb
oMe&efÙelegb,  JesoØeceeCepeefveleyeÇÿeelceYeeJeefJejesOeeled ~  veefn
MejerjeÅeelceeefYeceeefveve: og:KeYeÙeeefocelJeb Â°b Fefle lemÙe SJe
JesoØeceeCepeefveleyeÇÿeelceeJeieces leoefYeceeveefveJe=òeew leled SJe
efceLÙee%eeveefveefceòeb og:KeYeÙeeefocelJeb YeJeefle Fefle MekeäÙeb keâuheefÙelegced~
veefn Oeefveve: ie=nmLemÙe OeveeefYeceeefveve: Oeveehenejefveefceòeb
og:Keb Â°b Fefle lemÙe SJe Øe›eefpelemÙe OeveeefYeceevejefnlemÙe
leod SJe Oeveehenejefveefceòeb ogKeb YeJeefle ~ veÛe kegâC[efueve:
kegâC[efuelJeeefYeceeveefveefceòeb megKeb Â°b Fefle lemÙe SJe kegâC[ueefJeÙegòeâmÙe
kegâC[efuelJeeefYeceevejefnlemÙe leod SJe kegâC[efuelJeeefYeceeveefveefceòeb
megKeb YeJeefle ~  leod Gòebâ ßeglÙee ‘DeMejerjb JeeJe mevleb ve efØeÙeeefØeÙes
mhe=Mele:’ (Úevoes. 8-12-1) Fefle ~

Bh. Tr. The argument put forward (earlier in the

contrary proposition) that the mere description of an

existing entity (in the Veda), as in the statement ‘The

earth has seven continents’, is futile without being

connected to some vidhi of karma as an auxiliary has

already been refuted. (It was shown that) a beneficial
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result is also seen in describing an (actually) existing

thing, as in the statement ‘This is a rope and not a

snake’.

(Opponent :)  But that (explanation) has (already) been

refuted. Unlike the statement regarding the rope and

snake, there is no utility (in merely describing Brahman)

because the state of saÙsÂra is seen (to continue) as

earlier in the case of a ïrutabrahma – the individual

who has learned about Brahman.

(VedÂntist:)  Here is the answer. It is (absolutely)

impossible for the state of saÙsÂra experienced earlier

to be seen in a person who is avagata-brahmÂtmabhÂvaÉ

– one who has the direct self-knowledge ‘I am

Brahman’. This is because the state of saÙsÂra is

opposed to the direct knowledge of oneself as

Brahman, knowledge which is born of a valid pramÂàa,

the Veda. It is not possible to postulate that just

because an individual is seen afflicted with sorrow etc.

(termed as saÙsÂra) when identified as ‘I’ with his

embodiment, he should necessarily be seen afflicted

with sorrow, fear etc. born of self-ignorance when

identification with the body etc. has ended on gaining

BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra  born of a valid means of knowledge,

the Veda. (For instance) sorrow is seen when the wealth

of a wealthy householder having a sense of mineness

in it is stolen; but when he takes to renunciation and

no more experiences a sense of ownership in his (prior)

wealth, sorrow on account of theft of that wealth does

not arise. (Another example). Joy is seen in a person

who is proud of wearing ear-rings; but when the same

person neither wears the ear-rings nor has any sense

of pride in wearing them, the joy born of pride does

not arise. This is corroborated by the ïruti  passage,

‘Joys and sorrows (born of contacts of the senses with
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sense objects) do not touch at all one who has known

ÂtmÂ directly in its true nature, totally devoid of the

embodiment.’ (Ch.U. 8-12-1).

The ïrutabrahma referred to by the opponent is an individual

who has undertaken inquiry into the nature of Brahman and gained

parokîajáÂna – indirect knowledge. This by itself cannot guarantee

direct (aparokîa) BrahmajáÂna without the mumukîu developing a

ïuddha-antaÉkaraàa (pure mind) and citta-naiïcalya (steadiness of

mind) first. However, indirect (parokîa) knowledge is possible

through self-inquiry undertaken with ïraddhÂ even if the mind is not

prepared as described above. It is true that parokîa (indirect)

BrahmajáÂna cannot destroy saÙsÂra. Aparokîa-brahmajáÂna, also

called BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra, BrahmÂvagati or BrahmÂnubhava alone

can destroy saÙsÂra in its totality. There is no doubt that mere

ïravaàa (self-inquiry) cannot terminate saÙsÂra.  But the destruction

of saÙsÂra through BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra, or in other words the gaining

of jÍvanmukti (liberation even whilst living), cannot be refuted. The

nature of BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra (direct knowledge of Brahman) has

already been elaborated in the commentary on the bhÂîya portion,

avagati paryantam jáÂnam90 and  anubhavÂvasÂnatvÂt . . . . . .

BrahmajáÂnasya.91

Here, the bhÂîya uses the term avagatabrahmÂtmabhÂvaÉ

to describe an individual who has gained BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra – the

realization ‘I am Brahman’. BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra is totally opposed to

the state of saÙsÂra. Both cannot ever co-exist. The first illustration

of  a rich house-holder shows that a BrahmajáÂnÍ has no sorrow,

while the second of an individual wearing ear-rings shows that no

joy can be derived from sense objects after gaining BrahmajáÂna.

In the BhÂrata (India) of olden days, wearing golden ear-rings was

90 Refer to commentary on BhÂîya passage - %eelebg FÛÚe efpe%eemee
........ to DeJeievlebg F°b yeÇÿe ~, Page No. 122

91 Refer to commentary on BhÂîya passage - ve Oece&efpe%eemeeÙeeefceJe
ßeglÙeeoÙe: SJe ....... to YetleJemlegefJe<eÙelJeeled yeÇÿe%eevemÙe ~, Page No. 180
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considered a status symbol. A passage from the ChÂndogyopaniîat

(8-12-1) is cited in the bhÂîya to substantiate that a BrahmajáÂnÍ

gains jÍvanmukti.

ÀTMÀ  IS  EVER-FREE  FROM  EMBODIMENT  AND  DOERSHIP

In the statement from ChÂndogya ïruti (8-12-1) quoted

above, jÍvanmukti was described as the state of ÂtmÂ devoid of

embodiment (aïarÍratvam). Here, a doubt may arise. The contender

argues that since freedom from the body is possible only after death

and not whilst living, how can a jÍvanmukta be freed from the

embodiment even whilst living in this world? This doubt is addressed

in the following passage.

Yee. Mejerjs heefleles DeMejerjlJeb mÙeeled , ve peerJele: Fefle Ûesled
ve, meMejerjlJemÙe efceLÙee%eeveefveefceòelJeeled ~  ve efn Deelceve:
MejerjelceeefYeceeveue#eCeb efceLÙee%eeveb cegòeäJee DevÙele: meMejerjlJeb
MekeäÙeb keâuheefÙelegced ~  efvelÙeb DeMejerjlJeb Dekeâce&efveefceòelJeeled Fefle
DeJeesÛeece ~  lelke=âleOecee&Oece&efveefceòeb meMejerjlJeb Fefle Ûesled ve,
MejerjmebyevOemÙe DeefmeælJeeled Oecee&Oece&Ùees: Deelceke=âlelJeeefmeæs: ~
MejerjmebyevOemÙe Oecee&Oece&Ùees: lelke=âlelJemÙe Ûe FlejslejeßeÙelJeØemeÁeled
DevOehejcheje S<ee DeveeefolJekeâuhevee ~  ef›eâÙeemeceJeeÙeeYeeJeeled
Ûe Deelceve: keâle&=lJeevegheheòes: ~ mebefveOeevecee$esCe jepeØeYe=leerrveeb Â°b
keâle=&lJeb Fefle Ûesled ve, OeveoeveeÅegheeefpe&leYe=lÙemebyeefvOelJeeled les<eeb
keâle=&lJeesheheòes: ~  ve leg Deelceve: OeveoeveeefoJeled MejerjeefoefYe:
mJemJeeefcemebyevOeefveefceòeb efkebâefÛeled MekeäÙeb  keâuheefÙelegced  ~
efceLÙeeefYeceeve: leg ØelÙe#e: mebyevOensleg: ~  Slesve ÙepeceevelJeced
Deelceve: JÙeeKÙeeleced  ~

Bh. Tr. It is not correct to say that aïarÍratvam (the

state of disembodied ÂtmÂ) is possible only after the

body dies because saïarÍratvam (bodily identification)

is on account of false self-ignorance. The saïarÍratvam

of ÂtmÂ, characterized by the notion ‘The body is ÂtmÂ
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– ‘‘I’’ ’ cannot be attributed to any cause other than

false self-ignorance. We have already stated that

aïarÍratvam (the state of disembodied ÂtmÂ) is ever-

existent (nitya) because it is not produced by karma

(the results of action). If it is said that the saïarÍratvam

in ÂtmÂ is on account of the dharma (good karma) and

adharma (bad karma) performed by it (i.e. ÂtmÂ), this

is not true because the relationship between ÂtmÂ and

the body is itself not proved. Therefore the doership

(kartçtvam) of ÂtmÂ with respect to dharma and

adharma stands disproved. The defect of mutual

dependence would (also) accrue as follows: ‘If ÂtmÂ

has a relationship with the body, it can produce dharma

and adharma (pÂpa and puàya); on the other hand, ÂtmÂ

can have a relationship with the body only if it produces

dharma and adharma.’ The view that the two (viz. the

relationship of ÂtmÂ  with the body, and the doership

of ÂtmÂ) have a beginningless cause and effect

relationship is not based on any valid means of

knowledge either. Doership is not possible in ÂtmÂ

because it has no connection with action.

It is incorrect to say that doership is possible

by mere presence (without actually performing action),

as seen in a king and such others (in relation to

servants). Such a doership is possible in the case of a

king because this relationship with his servants (as

their master) is due to the payment of salaries etc. It is

impossible to postulate causes such as payment of

salaries etc. which can effectuate a master-servant

relationship between ÂtmÂ  and the body etc. Erroneous

identification (with the body, however) is the direct

cause of relationship (between ÂtmÂ  and the

embodiment). This (erroneous identification) serves to

explain how ÂtmÂ appears to be the yajamÂna (the

performer of sacrifices).
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In reality, ÂtmÂ is totally free from the embodiment. It is not

actually endowed with a body etc. but appears to be so due to

erroneous identification born of self-ignorance. For this reason, the

direct knowledge of ÂtmÂ free from the embodiment (which freedom

is referred to as aïarÍratvam) is possible even whilst living on gaining

BrahmajáÂna. The true nature of ÂtmÂ is to be eternally unconnected

to anything. That is aïarÍratvam – the state of disembodied ÂtmÂ. It

is veiled by ignorance and the consequent erroneous identification

with the gross, subtle and causal bodies. That is why the knowledge

of reality can reveal the aïarÍra-ÂtmÂ whilst living.

Some people attribute the doership of karma to ÂtmÂ and

claim that the relationship between ÂtmÂ and the body is eternal.

They thereby try to justify that upÂsanÂ is indispensable for

destroying the dharma and adharma (the puàya and pÂpa born of

good and bad karmas) supposedly earned by ÂtmÂ. This is not

correct because it leads to mutual dependence between ‘the

relationship of ÂtmÂ with the body’, and ‘the dharma and adharma

supposedly performed by ÂtmÂ ’. This mutual dependence arises

because if dharma and adharma are produced when ÂtmÂ has a

relationship with the body and if the relation of ÂtmÂ  with the body

comes into existence only after it produces dharma and adharma,

each becomes the cause of the other, and hence both of them

cannot come into existence.

The contenders argue that the defect of mutual dependence

can arise only if the results of good and bad karmas earned by ÂtmÂ

in this birth become the cause of its relationship with the present

embodiment. That is not the case, however, they say. It is the results

of actions performed by ÂtmÂ in the previous embodiment that are

the cause of its relationship with the embodiment in the subsequent

birth, like the perennial, beginningless series of the seed and the

sprout. Thus the defect of mutual dependence cannot arise,

according to them. VedÂntists refute this argument as baseless since

it is not founded on any valid means of knowledge. The relationship
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of ÂtmÂ with the body effected by the results of actions in past births

is not perceived directly, like the sprout from the seed and a seed

from that sprout when fully developed. There is no Vedic declaration

to this effect either. On the contrary, ïruti passages such as ‘This

ÂtmÂ is asaßga – unattached’ deny the doership of ÂtmÂ.  The

changeless ÂtmÂ is never connected to action. Therefore it can

never have doership.

Another doubt is raised: though ÂtmÂ is actionless on its

own, it can exhibit doership through proximity to the active body

and the senses. That is not correct. The sense of doership of a king

or other employer in actions performed by their servants is justifiable

because there is a relationship of employer and employee between

them. The master pays his servant for services rendered. The

illustration is erroneous when applied to ÂtmÂ because there can

never be a master-servant relationship between ÂtmÂ and the

embodiment.

The apparent relationship of both the embodiment and the

karmaphala with ÂtmÂ in the realm of self-ignorance is like that in

the series of ‘seed and sprout’. It is occasioned by the erroneous

identification with the body etc. on account of false self-ignorance.

The argument that the doership of ÂtmÂ must necessarily be

accepted so that Vedic injunctions (vidhi) like yajeta (i.e. one must

perform the sacrifice) do not become invalid for want of a doer

(kartÂ) does not hold water either. The false doership of sacrifices

and other karmas or upÂsanÂs  referred to in the Veda is because of

erroneous identification of ÂtmÂ with the body etc. Such doership

continues until BrahmajáÂna is gained. It invariably terminates on

gaining the direct knowledge of Brahman.

IDENTIFICATION OF ÀTMÀ  WITH THE EMBODIMENT IS NOT

SECONDARY BUT ERRONEOUS

Followers of PrÂbhÂkara-mata – a particular school of

thought in pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ – argue  that the relationship between
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ÂtmÂ and the body etc. is secondary (gouàa). A secondary identity

is possible between two different perceived entities that bear some

resemblance to each other.  By claiming that the relationship is

secondary, they actually intend to imply that the relationship between

ÂtmÂ and the body is real and not mithyÂ (false). This argument is

refuted by demonstrating the impossibility of any secondary

relationship between ÂtmÂ and the body.

Yee. De$e Deeng: - osneefoJÙeefleefjòeâmÙe   Deelceve: DeelceerÙes
osneoew DeefYeceeve: ieewCe: ve efceLÙee Fefle Ûesled ve, ØeefmeæJemlegYesomÙe
ieewCelJecegKÙelJeØeefmeæs: ~  ÙemÙe efn Øeefmeæ: JemlegYeso:, ÙeLee
kesâmejeefoceeved Deeke=âefleefJeMes<e: DevJeÙeJÙeeflejskeâeYÙeeb efmebnMeyo-
ØelÙeÙeYeekeâd  cegKÙe: DevÙe: Øeefmeæ:, lele: Ûe DevÙe: heg®<e:
ØeeefÙekewâ: ›eâewÙe&MeewÙee&efoefYe: efmebniegCew: mebheVe: efmeæ:, lemÙe heg®<es
efmebnMeyoØelÙeÙeew ieewCeew YeJele: ve DeØeefmeæJemlegYesomÙe~  lemÙe leg
DevÙe$e DevÙeMeyoØelÙeÙeew Yeüeefvleefveefceòeew SJe YeJele: ve   ieewCeew ~
ÙeLee cevoevOekeâejs mLeeCeg: DeÙeb Fefle Deie=¢eceeCeefJeMes<es
heg®<eMeyoØelÙeÙeew mLeeCegefJe<eÙeew, ÙeLee Jee MegefòeâkeâeÙeeb Dekeâmceeled
jpeleb Fefle efveef§eleew MeyoØelÙeÙeew, leÉled osneefomebIeeles Denb Fefle
efve®heÛeejsCe MeyoØelÙeÙeew, DeelceeveelceeefJeJeskesâve GlheÅeceeveew keâLeb
ieewCeew MekeäÙeew Jeefolegced ~  DeelceeveelceefJeJesefkeâveeb Deefhe heefC[leeveeb
DepeeefJeheeueeveeb FJe DeefJeefJeòeâew MeyoØelÙeÙeew YeJele: ~  lemceeled
osneefoJÙeefleefjòeâelceeefmlelJeJeeefoveeb osneoew Denb  ØelÙeÙe: efceLÙee
SJe ve ieewCe: ~

Bh.Tr. As for the erroneous (mithyÂ) nature of bodily

identification, some say:   ‘The “I” notion of ÂtmÂ  that

is distinct from the body etc. in one’s embodiment is

secondary (gouàa) in nature, and not false (mithyÂ)’.

The averment is not correct because it is well-known

that only an individual aware of the distinction between

two entities can gain primary (mukhya) and secondary

(gouàa) knowledge.
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Given two entities, for instance a lion and a

person compared to a lion, an individual aware of the

distinction between the two – through the method of

presence and absence (anvayavyatireka) for example

– ascertains that one of the two, having a specific bodily

form and endowed with mane etc., is well-known as

the primary (mukhya) object of the word lion and its

meaning, and that the other is a person distinct from a

lion but having characteristics such as cruelty and

valour usually associated with a lion. For such an

individual aware of the distinction, the use of the word

lion and its meaning become secondary (gouàa ) when

referring to the person endowed with the characteristics

of a lion. Not so for an individual who does not know

the distinction between two. For the latter individual

(not aware of the distinction), the word denoting the

specific entity and its meaning become the cause of

erroneous (mithyÂ) knowledge when used for a

different entity, and not a secondary knowledge. For

example, when a post is seen in darkness, but the

correct knowledge ‘This is a post’ is not gained and

the word ‘a person’ and its cognition/meaning are

instead attributed to the post, it is a case of erroneous

and not secondary knowledge. Or when a sea-shell is

viewed as silver, the word silver and the notion of silver

are attributed accidentally to a sea-shell.  As in the two

illustrations above, the word ‘I’ and its cognition arise

in the complex of body etc. in the primary sense and

not in the secondary sense, due to the lack of

discrimination between ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ.  How can

both (the word ‘I’ and its cognition) be called secondary

in nature? Just as it happens with ignorant shepherds,

in the case of people learned in the scriptures who have

an indirect knowledge of the distinction between ÂtmÂ

and anÂtmÂ too, the identification of the word ‘I’ and

its meaning/cognition with the complex of the body
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etc. is due to error alone. Therefore the ‘I’ notion in the

body etc. in the case of (even) those who consider ÂtmÂ

to be distinct from the embodiment is verily erroneous

(mithyÂ) and not secondary (gouàa).

The ‘I’ notion in one’s embodiment can be secondary

(gouàa) only when there is clear knowledge of distinction between

ÂtmÂ and the body, mind etc. When there are similarities between

two things, it is a person who knows the difference between them

alone who can have their primary and secondary knowledge.

Mistaking something entirely for some other thing due to doubt or

error is an instance of erroneous knowledge and not secondary

knowledge.

The word ‘I’ and its cognition in an individual who cannot

discriminate between ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ   may be erroneous; the

question arises though, how can those learned in the scriptures

who know the distinction between ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ entertain the

erroneous ‘I’ notion? This is answered by pointing out that they are

at par with ignorant shepherds and the like. The erroneous

identification with the body does not disappear unless

BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra (the direct knowledge of Brahman) is gained.

Indirect knowledge (parokîa jáÂna) by itself is incapable of

terminating the erroneous concept about oneself, including

identification with the body. This was shown ✐ � ✁ ✂ ✄ adhyÂsabhÂîya
in the context of the topic païvÂdibhiïcÂviïeîÂt 92 (viz. the activity of a

wise person having an indirect knowledge of ÂtmÂ  is similar to that

of  cattle etc.)

ANNIHILATION  OF  SAÖSÀRA  BY  BRAHMAJÜÀNA

STANDS  PROVED

On gaining the direct knowledge ‘I am Brahman’, saÙsÂra
is annihilated beyond any trace of doubt. This topic is now

concluded.

92 Refer to BhÂîya passage heÕeeefoefYe§eeefJeMes<eeled , Page No. 75
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Yee. lemceeled efceLÙeeØelÙeÙeefveefceòelJeeled  meMejerjlJemÙe, efmeæb
peerJele: Deefhe efJeog<e:  DeMejerjlJeced ~  leLeeÛe yeÇÿeefJeefÉ<eÙee
ßegefle: –  ‘leled ÙeLee DeefnefveuJe&Ùeveer Jeuceerkesâ ce=lee ØelÙemlee MeÙeerlee
SJeb SJe Fob Mejerjb Mesles ~  DeLe DeÙeb DeMejerj: Dece=le: ØeeCe:
yeÇÿe SJe lespe: SJe’ (ye=n. 4-4-7) Fefle ~  ‘meÛe#eg: DeÛe#eg:
FJe mekeâCe&: DekeâCe&: FJe meJeekeâd DeJeekeâd  FJe mecevee:
Decevee: FJe meØeeCe: DeØeeCe: FJe’ Fefle Ûe ~  mce=efle: Deefhe
Ûe – ‘efmLeleØe%emÙe keâe Yee<ee’ (Ye.ieer. 2-54) FlÙeeÅee
efmLeleØe%eue#eCeeefve DeeÛe#eeCee efJeog<e: meJe&ØeJe=òÙemecyevOeb oMe&Ùeefle~
lemceeled ve DeJeieleyeÇÿeelceYeeJemÙe ÙeLeehetJeË mebmeeefjlJeced ~  ÙemÙe
leg ÙeLeehetJeË mebmeeefjlJeb ve Demeew DeJeieleyeÇÿeelceYeeJe: Fefle DeveJeÅeced~

Bh. Tr. Therefore it is proved that saïarÍratvam (the

identification with the body) is due to erroneous notion

whereas aïarÍratvam   (the state of the disembodied

self) is gained by the BrahmajáÂnÍ even whilst living.

The following ïruti passages describe the BrahmajáÂnÍ

in this context. ‘Here is an illustration regarding the

body of a jÍvanmukta. Just as the slough of a snake

cast off in an ant-hill remains without any notion (on

the part of the snake) of ‘I’ness in it, so too the

embodiment of a BrahmajáÂnÍ  remains without any ‘I’

notion in it. Like the snake that has no identification

with its slough, this jÍvanmukta  is aïarÍra in the sense

of having no ‘I’ notion in the body. Therefore he is

immortal (amçtaÉ), and even though alive (i.e. prÂàaÉ

– one who breathes), he is verily the Brahman which

is the self-luminous knowledge (tejaÉ) principle (Bç.U.

4-4-7).’ ‘Though (ÂtmÂ  in reality is) without eyes, it

appears as though endowed with eyes, though without

ears appears as though endowed with ears, though

without organ of speech appears as though endowed

with organ of speech, though without mind appears

✐ � ✁ ✂ ✄
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as though endowed with mind, though without prÂàa

(the vital air) appears as though endowed with prÂàa’

etc. Even smçti  passages like sthitaprajáasya  kÂ  bhÂîÂ

(what is the description of a person whose mind is

absorbed in Brahman? etc.) (B.G. 2-54 to 72) which

describe the characteristics of a sthitaprajáa  show

that a  BrahmajáÂnÍ  is totally unconnected to activity.

Therefore there is no saÙsÂra as earlier (i.e. in the state

of ignorance) for an individual who gains the direct

knowledge of Brahman as ‘I’. On the contrary, one who

continues to experience saÙsÂra as earlier cannot be

someone who directly knows Brahman as ‘I’. Therefore

this VedÂntic doctrine is unobjectionable.

A jÍvanmukta (a person liberated even whilst living in the

present embodiment) has no notion of identity with his body, just

as a snake which has cast off its slough no longer considers the

same to be itself. The state of jÍvanmukti is free from the experience

of bondage in terms of the suffering (kleïa) characterised by the

features of the antaÉkaraàa (citta dharma) such as kartçtva,

bhoktçtva, sukha, duÉkha etc. (JÍvanmuktiviveka-1). The word

prÂàaÉ in the BçhadÂraàyaka statement quoted means one who

breathes. This attributes to the word prÂàaÉ the sense ‘even whilst

living’.  Or it may stand for the caitanya (the pure awareness

principle) because of which prÂàa (the vital force) functions. The

word tejaÉ describes Brahman as the self-luminous, very

(svayamjyoti) knowledge principle which itself is limitless happiness.

ÀtmÂ in reality is totally devoid of sense-organs, organs of action,

and the antaÉkaraàa. Even so, phrases such as ‘as though with

eyes’ and the rest are used  from the standpoint of the negation

(bÂdhÂ) of all that is falsely superimposed on it. Lord Kçîàa too

states in the BhagavadgÍtÂ  that ÂtmÂ appears to have the features

of all the senses, but is actually free from the senses (B.G. 13 - 14).

Thus VedÂnta is a valid pramÂàa. The direct knowledge of

Brahman identical to ÂtmÂ revealed by VedÂnta liberates the jÍva
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from saÙsÂra. VedÂnta also has the status of ïÂstra (scripture) because

it teaches the highest good. BrahmajáÂna destroys saÙsÂra  in its

totality.

MANANA AND NIDIDHYÀSANA NOT NECESSARY AFTER

GAINING   BRAHMAJÜÀNA

It was argued earlier in the contrary proposition that

Brahman is an auxiliary (ïeîa) to injunction (upÂsanÂ-vidhi) because

of the upÂsanÂ-vidhis for manana and nididhyÂsana after ïravaàa as

prescribed in the BçhadÂraàyakopaniîat (2-4-5). This is now refuted.

Yee. Ùeled hegve: Gòebâ ßeJeCeeled hejeÛeerveÙees: ceveveefveefoOÙeemeveÙees:
oMe&veeled efJeefOeMes<elJeb yeÇÿeCe: ve mJe¤heheÙe&JemeeefÙelJeb Fefle ~
ve~  DeJeielÙeLe&lJeeled ceveveefveefoOÙeemeveÙees: ~  Ùeefo efn DeJeieleb
yeÇÿe DevÙe$e efJeefveÙegpÙesle YeJesled leoe efJeefOeMes<elJeced ~  veleg leled
Deefmle ~  ceveveefveefoOÙeemeveÙees: Deefhe ßeJeCeJeled DeJeielÙeLe&lJeeled~
lemceeled ve ØeefleheefòeefJeefOeefJe<eÙeleÙee MeeŒeØeceeCekeâlJeb yeÇÿeCe: mebYeJeefle
Fefle Dele: mJelev$eb SJe yeÇÿe MeeŒeØeceeCekebâ JesoevleJeekeäÙemecevJeÙeeled
Fefle efmeæced ~

Bh.Tr. Further, the argument – that (VedÂnta teaches

of) Brahman as being auxiliary to an upÂsanÂ-vidhi

because manana and nididhyÂsana are seen enjoined

after ïravaàa (Bç.U. 2-4-5), (and) not the ascertainment

of the nature of Brahman, is not correct. Manana and

nididhyÂsana serve to gain BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra – the

direct knowledge of Brahman. The directly known

Brahman would be an auxiliary of a vidhi (injunction)

if it were used elsewhere (in a karma or upÂsanÂ). But

the directly known Brahman is not used (as a ïeîa ) in

any vidhi.  Like ïravaàa, manana and nididhyÂsana too

serve to gain the direct knowledge of Brahman.

Therefore the VedÂnta (ïÂstra) cannot be a type of

pramÂàa that reveals Brahman as the object of an
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upÂsanÂ-vidhi (because such upÂsanÂ-vidhi) is itself

not possible (in VedÂnta). Due to the fact (that VedÂnta

cannot be a pramÂàa that teaches of Brahman as an

auxiliary to upÂsanÂ-vidhi), it is established that

VedÂnta reveals Brahman independently (and not as a

ïeîa to an upÂsanÂ-vidhi) because the ascertained

purport of all VedÂntic statements is such.

ìravaàa, inquiry into the nature of ÂtmÂ, serves to gain

BrahmajáÂna. It is the main means. Like ïravaàa, manana and

nididhyÂsana also serve as means for gaining knowledge, but are

auxiliary. These cannot be interpreted as vidhis that have Brahman

as their object. Brahman is the primary, and not an auxiliary, entity

because Brahman is that which is to be known directly through the

knowledge intended to be acquired. VedÂnta is the means of

knowledge for gaining BrahmajáÂna. ìravaàa happens to be the

primary means for gaining knowledge because its subject matter is

all of VedÂnta itself. On the other hand, manana and nidhidhyÂsana
are subordinate to ïravaàa because their topic is exclusively

Brahman – the entity to be known through means of VedÂnta. Thus

manana  and nididhyÂsana  have a definite role to play as means in

gaining BrahmajáÂna. This is in accordance with the rule of

sarvÂpekîÂdhikaraàa (Br.Sö. 3-4-26 and 27) where it is proved that

karma, ïama, dama  etc. are also useful as means for gaining

BrahmajáÂna, though they cannot be the direct cause of mokîa.

The phrases ‘mantavyaÉ’ and ‘nididhyÂsitavyaÉ’ suggest manana
and nididhyÂsana  as means prior to the gaining of BrahmajáÂna.

They can be considered as injunctions of upÂsanÂ  only if their object

is the Brahman that is already directly known; but that is not the

case. Therefore manana and nididhyÂsana serve as means auxiliary

to ïravaàa, which is the primary means for gaining BrahmajáÂna.

The second interpretation (varàaka) of the present sötra
(1-1-4) was meant to address the vçttikÂra’s contention that VedÂnta

is a pramÂàa  that reveals Brahman only as the object of an upÂsanÂ-
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vidhi and does not independently reveal its nature. The refutation

is now concluded by pointing out that Brahman cannot be the object

of an upÂsanÂ-vidhi. VedÂnta is the pramÂàa for knowing Brahman

in its true nature. It reveals Brahman independently. That is the

samanvaya (ascertained purport) of all VedÂntic statements, as

established earlier. This was also the focus of the first varàaka
(interpretation) of this sötra. The direct knowledge of Brahman thus

gained through VedÂntic statements results in the total destruction

of self-ignorance and its resultant saÙsÂra.

ONLY  IF BRAHMAN  IS  NOT  A  VIDHIìEëA  CAN  IT  BE

JUSTIFIED THAT BRAHMAJIJÜÀSÀ  IS  DISTINCT  FROM

DHARMAJIJÜÀSÀ

BhagavÂn VedavyÂsa began BrahmajijáÂsÂ as an inquiry

separate from dharmajijáÂsÂ only because the subject and results

are completely different in the two cases. This can hold good only

if Brahman is not auxiliary (ïeîa) to a vidhi.

Yee. SJeb Ûe meefle  ‘DeLe Dele: yeÇÿeefpe%eemee’ Fefle leefÉ<eÙe:
he=Lekeâd çeeŒeejcYe: GheheÅeles ~ ØeefleheefòeefJeefOehejlJes efn ‘DeLe
Dele: Oece&efpe%eemee’ Fefle SJe DeejyOelJeeled ve he=Lekeâd MeeŒeb DeejYÙesle~
DeejYÙeceeCeb Ûe SJeb DeejYÙesle – DeLe Dele: heefjefMe°Oece&efpe%eemee
Fefle, ‘DeLe Dele: ›eâlJeLe&heg®<eeLe&Ùees: efpe%eemee’ (pew.4-1-1)

FefleJeled ~  yeÇÿeelcewkeäÙeeJeieefle: leg DeØeefle%eelee Fefle leoLe&:
Ùegòeâ:MeeŒeejcYe: – ‘DeLe Dele: yeÇÿeefpe%eemee’ Fefle ~

Bh.Tr. It is only when this is so (i.e. when Brahman is

revealed independent of vidhi ) that the beginning of a

separate  BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ-ïÂstra  pertaining to

Brahman, as in ‘Atha ataÉ BrahmajijáÂsÂ ’, is justified.

Clearly no separate ïÂstra would be commenced if

Brahman were the topic of upÂsanÂ-vidhi because that

topic is already begun in the sötra ‘Atha ataÉ
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dharmajijáÂsÂ ’.  If a separate sötra were commenced,

it would have to be ‘Atha ataÉ pariïiîòa-dharmajijáÂsÂ’

(subsequently, therefore, the inquiry into the remaining

[portion of] dharma [should be undertaken]), like the

Jaiminisötra, ‘Atha ataÉ kratvartha-puruîÂrthayoÉ

jijáÂsÂ ’ (Therefore a [separate] inquiry into the

determination of things meant for sacrifice and the

performer of the sacrifice [should be undertaken]

subsequently). But the direct knowledge of Brahman

that is identical to ÂtmÂ is not ascertained (in the

Jaiminisötra). Thus the commencement of a separate

BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ-ïÂstra   in the form of ‘Atha ataÉ

BrahmajijáÂsÂ ’ is quite appropriate.

It is only when Brahman that is independent of vidhi is

revealed by VedÂnta pramÂàa  that this separate BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ-

ïÂstra composed by BhagavÂn VedavyÂsa is justified. This stand is

vindicated because the Brahman that is to be known is distinct from

dharma; in addition, BrahmajáÂna is independently fruitful without

any dependence on karma or upÂsanÂ. If VedÂnta were to reveal

karma or upÂsanÂ, its subject matter would be the same as that of

dharma; as a result, a BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ-ïÂstra distinct from

dharmamÍmÂÙsÂ  would be untenable.

Some argue that a separate mÍmÂÙsÂ into the nature of

dharma in the form of mental actions called upÂsanÂ is justifiable

since this aspect was not analysed earlier in the dharmajijáÂsÂ. If

that were so, the distinct beginning of such an inquiry would have

to be ‘Atha ataÉ pariïiîòa- dharmajijáÂsÂ’. In that case, the word

atha (thereafter) would mean, ‘after the inquiry into dharma

accomplished through external means (i.e. through means that are

not exclusively mental in nature)’. Further the word ataÉ (therefore)

would signify ‘because dharma accomplished through external

means serves (by purifying the mind) as a cause to accomplish

dharma through upÂsanÂ – a mental action’. Pariïiîòa (the remaining)
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refers to the remaining portion of dharma which according to the

contender was not analysed earlier by Jaimini.

The bhÂîyakÂra cites a precedent from the

dharmamÍmÂÙsÂ beginning a new topic pertaining to the remaining

portion of dharmajijáÂsÂ as indicated above. The differentiation of

entities that are ïeîa (auxiliary) from the ïeîÍ (the main entity)

ascertained in the third chapter of Jaiminisötras is based on the

criteria of lißga, vÂkya, prakaraàa, sthÂna and samÂkhyÂna. Now an

auxiliary (ïeîa) has to be connected to its ïeîÍ. Therefore it is

necessary to determine the connection of auxiliaries with their main

entities. For example, a specific aßga (auxiliary) of a sacrifice (kratu)

is meant for the sacrifice, whereas the main sacrifice itself is meant

for its performer (puruîa). The injunction (vidhi) of result is meant

for the performer of a sacrifice in general. ArthavÂda (statement of

praise or censure) is meant for the sacrifice. The topic of an inquiry

such as the above to ascertain what is meant for whom begins in

dharmajijáÂsÂ with the sötra, ‘Atha ataÉ kratvartha-puruîÂrthayoÉ

jijáÂsÂ ’. Similarly, if Brahman were auxiliary to upÂsanÂ and hence

a part of dharmajijáÂsÂ, that topic should start as already pointed

out, ‘Atha ataÉ pariïiîòa-dharmajijáÂsÂ ’. But VyÂsa has not done

so. Therefore it is not correct to say that BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ is a part

of the earlier dharmajijáÂsÂ. On the contrary, the separate inquiry –

BrahmajijáÂsÂ – beginning with ‘Atha ataÉ BrahmajijáÂsÂ ’ is justified

because the subject matter, namely the direct knowledge of

Brahman (identical to ÂtmÂ), is totally distinct from dharmajijáÂsÂ

and is nowhere discussed or ascertained by Jaimini in

pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ.

ALL  PRAMÀÛAS,  INCLUDING  SCRIPTURAL  INJUNCTIONS,

CEASE TO FUNCTION  ON  GAINING  BRAHMASÀKëÀTKÀRA

All pramÂàas (means of knowledge such as vidhi –

injunctions) which have their basis in the Vedas, including direct

perception, inference and the rest, can operate only in the realm of
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duality. If the ascertained purport of VedÂnta is the non-dual

Brahman, the question arises: what is the fate of these pramÂàas

after BrahmajáÂna? It will be seen now that the authenticity of all

pramÂàas, without exception, lasts only until BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra is

gained. They cease to be pramÂàas thereafter.

Yee. lemceeled Denb  yeÇÿe Deefmce Fefle  SleoJemeevee SJe
meJex efJeOeÙe: meJee&efCe Ûe FlejeefCe  ØeceeCeeefve ~  veefn
DensÙeevegheeosÙeeÉwleelceeJeieleew efveefJe&<eÙeeefCe DeØeceele=keâeefCe Ûe ØeceeCeeefve
YeefJelegb Den&efvle Fefle ~  Deefhe Ûe Deeng: –

‘ieewCeefceLÙeelceveesÓmeòJes heg$eosneefoyeeOeveeled ~
meodyeÇÿeelceenefcelÙesJeb yeesOes keâeÙeË keâLeb YeJesled ~~
DevJes°JÙeelceefJe%eeveeled ØeekeäØeceele=lJeceelceve: ~
DeefvJe°: mÙeelØeceelewJe heehceoes<eeefoJeefpe&le: ~~
osnelceØelÙeÙees ÙeÉlØeceeCelJesve keâefuhele: ~
ueewefkeâkebâ leÉosJesob ØeceeCeb lJeeÓÓlceefve§eÙeeled’ Fefle ~~4~~

Fefle Ûeleg:met$eer meceehlee ~~

Bh.Tr. Therefore all scriptural  injunctions (vidhis) and

all other pramÂàas  end with the direct self-knowledge

– ‘I am Brahman’ ; because these pramÂàas cease to

have their object (viîaya) and subject – the knower

(pramÂtÂ) –  when direct knowledge of the non-dual

Brahman that can neither be acquired nor rejected is

gained, and (they) therefore no longer remain valid

pramÂàas. Accordingly, BrahmajáÂnÍs also assert the

following:

‘On gaining the direct knowledge of the

indestructible Brahman as verily ‘I’, the son and the

body etc. (i.e., dear ones and things mistaken to be ‘I’)

are annulled (bÂdhita). In the absence of the secondary

‘I’ (gouàÂtmÂ – i.e., near and dear ones) and the false ‘I’

(mithyÂtmÂ – i.e., the body, mind etc.), how can the
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dealings of do’s and don’ts (vidhi-niîedha) take place?

(i.e. by no means can they continue).’

‘ÀtmÂ appears to have the false status of

knower (pramÂtçtva, i.e. jÍvatva) before gaining the

direct knowledge of its true nature that is required to

be ascertained. On ascertaining the true nature of

pramÂtÂ (jÍva), the latter is discovered to be paramÂtmÂ
free from all defects such as pÂpa, puàya etc. termed

as saÙsÂra.’

‘Just as the notion ‘the body is “I’’  ’ is

considered a valid pramÂàa (in scriptural dealings by

followers of the Vedas), empirical pramÂàas (i.e. direct

perception, inference etc.) are also valid until

BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra takes place.’ (This concludes the

bhÂîya on the samanvaya-sötra). Here ends the

CatussötrÍ.

Brahman being an ever-existing principle, not only is it

distinct from dharma, which needs to be produced, its knowledge

too is totally opposed to dharma. The subject-object relationship

(viîaya-viîayÍ bhÂva), doership (kartçtva), actions to be performed

(kÂrya) and instruments of action (karaàa) hitherto superimposed

on the non-dual Brahman cease to exist on gaining BrahmajáÂna.

Therefore, all pramÂàas that were valid until BrahmajáÂna is gained

are rendered totally inoperative in the absence of their indispensable

constituents. This also confirms the fact that Brahman cannot be

an auxiliary of upÂsanÂ or karma.

All empirical dealings, whether worldly or scriptural,

undertaken by the individual either for himself or for those held to

be near and dear enjoy validity only before the acquisition of

BrahmajáÂna. This is corroborated by the findings of BrahmajáÂnÍs

based on their direct experience.

The indestructible non-dual Brahman itself is the pure-
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awareness (Caitanya) principle, the sarvasÂkîÍ ÂtmÂ which makes

everything known.  The direct knowledge of  Brahman (identical to

ÂtmÂ ) in its non-dual nature puts an end to the seeming existence

of the entire dualistic  world, including one’s body, as well as near

and dear ones because these are ascertained to be nothing but the

effect of false mÂyÂ. It is also well-known that all activities, worldly

or scriptural, are meant either for oneself having the erroneous ‘I’
notion in the embodiment, or for children, wife, husband etc. who

are held to be dear. The body, senses, mind etc. are called mithyÂ

ÂtmÂ – false ÂtmÂ (‘I’), as in ‘I am a man or woman etc.’ because of

total identification with them born of the ignorance of the distinction

between ‘I’ (ÂtmÂ ) and the embodiment. As for wife, children etc.,

everyone is aware that they are totally different from oneself. And

yet the person becomes joyful or sorrowful depending on the joyful

and sorrowful experiences undergone by them, as if these were

experienced by oneself. This is a secondary (gouàa) identification

based on the superimposition of some of the attributes (guàa) of

the dear ones on oneself. In such cases, wife, husband, children

etc. are considered as gouàa-ÂtmÂ – the secondary ÂtmÂ (‘I’). There

being Brahman and Brahman alone in BrahmajáÂna, both the mithyÂ

ÂtmÂ and the gouàa-ÂtmÂ stand annulled (bÂdhita). BÂdhaÉ

(annulment) in this context is gaining the direct knowledge that the

entire Creation does not exist in reality in all three periods of time.93

All dealings (vyavahÂra) come to an end as a result, because there

is none for whose sake activities can be undertaken.

In contrast to the gouàa-ÂtmÂ (the secondary ‘I’) and mithyÂ

ÂtmÂ (the false or erroneous ‘I’), sÂkîÍ, the caitanya (pure awareness)

principle, is the mukhya ÂtmÂ (the main or true ‘I’). Some contend

that the knowledge, ‘I am Brahman’, is contradictory because ‘I’,
the pramÂtÂ, the saÙsÂrÍ jÍva, cannot be Brahman which is free

from both the embodiment and saÙsÂra. This objection is addressed

in the second verse quoted in the bhÂîya. The status of pramÂtÂ or
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saÙsÂrÍ-jÍva is false. This status is due to identification with the

antaÉkaraàa and manifests as an effect of false self-ignorance. When

ignorance is destroyed by BrahmajáÂna, the status of saÙsÂrÍ-jÍva

also gets terminated. Thereafter what remains is only ‘the ÂtmÂ

free from all pÂpa and puàya, old age, death, sorrow, hunger and

thirst etc.’  (Ch.U. 8-4-1)

If pramÂtÂ the samsÂrÍ-jÍva is false, ‘how can all pramÂàas

based on the pramÂtÂ be valid?’, is the doubt addressed in the third

verse. The notion of ‘I’ness in the embodiment is false in nature;

yet it is considered valid for scriptural dealings (vaidikavyavahÂra)

by followers of the Veda. Similarly, worldly pramÂàas such as direct

perception etc. have validity from the empirical standpoint until

BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra – the direct cognition of ‘I’ as Brahman – takes

place. The VedÂnta pramÂàa is not empirical in nature but a ïruti-

pramÂàa. VedÂnta reveals Brahman, the ever-existent indestructible

principle. The word tu (but) in the fourth quarter of the third verse

cited in the bhÂîya suggests a distinction between worldly pramÂàas

and the VedÂnta pramÂàa . The last phrase DeeÓÓlceefve§eÙeeled’ (Â-

ÂtmaniïcayÂt) in the third verse consists of two words viz. ‘Â ’ and

‘ÂtmaniïcayÂt’. The word ‘Â ’ means ‘until’. Thus it means (that

worldly pramÂàas are valid) until the direct knowledge of ÂtmÂ is

gained.

Here ends the CatussötrÍ.
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SUMMING-UP

INTRODUCTION

Though everything is Brahman and there is nothing other

than Brahman, what is perceived nonetheless is the world of

multiplicity, an error that is universal. The Brahmasötras discuss

the reasons for this misapprehension (bhrama) and ways to get rid

of it.

Brahman is that principle the direct knowledge of which

confers total freedom from all sorrows and reveals the ever-existing

limitless happiness. It is the pure awareness principle (caitanya)

that is one’s own true nature. Brahman is the supreme good,

absolutely free from the limitations of time, space and objects.

Gaining the direct knowledge of Brahman is mokîa (liberation) –

the highest goal of life. The Upaniîads (also called VedÂnta) reveal

the nature of Brahman and the means to gain BrahmajáÂna.

The Brahmasötra is a text of mÍmÂÙsÂ – an adored inquiry

or investigation into the nature of Brahman. It is not a book of advice.

It is a text of analytical inquiry into the diverse topics found

within the Upaniîads. It harmonizes (samanvaya) the seeming

contradictions found in these topics in the Upaniîads and shows

that they all pertain unanimously to the one non-dual Brahman.

The Brahmasötra has four chapters (adhyÂya) with four

sections (pÂda) each. The first chapter, termed SamanvayÂdhyÂya,

establishes that the direct or indirect purport (tÂtparya) of all

VedÂntic (Upaniîadic) statements is the non-dual Brahman which

is identical to ÂtmÂ. The second chapter, titled AvirodhÂdhyÂya,

resolves the contradictions raised by other schools of thought

regarding the harmonization (samanvaya) of Upaniîadic statements

in non-dual Brahman. SÂdhanÂdhyÂya, the third chapter, inquires

into the means (sÂdhanam) required to ascertain the nature of

Brahman and gain its knowledge. The fourth chapter called



PhalÂdhyÂya describes the result of nirguàa BrahmajáÂna and

performing saguàa BrahmopÂsanÂ. The catussötrÍ – the first four

sötras together with their commentary –  has great importance in

establishing the principal subject matter of the Brahmasötra.

Self-ignorance (avidyÂ) is the root cause of saÙsÂra. Its
termination duly results in liberation (mokîa) from saÙsÂra.  ÀtmÂ
itself – known directly without beginningless avidyÂ – is mokîa.

Àdi ìaßkarÂcÂrya defines mokîa as abidance in one’s true nature

(svÂtmani avasthÂnam).  ÀtmÂ is self-existent (swataÉ siddha)

and self-evident (svayamprakÂïa). It does not require any means to

manifest it. But the ignorant person is unaware of his true nature.

He is in need of means that can reveal ÂtmÂ.  The means to mokîa
is the direct, clear cognition of his true nature (tatsvaröpa-sÂkîÂtkÂra)

without any obstructions. ìravaàa (self-inquiry), manana (reflection)

and nididhyÂsana (constant and consistent contemplation on one’s

own true nature) are the remedy to overcome  the obstructions that

hinder the gaining of the direct knowledge of one’s own true nature.

To prove its utility and practicability, any scriptural text has

to specify anubandha-catuîòaya or the four subject-matter related

factors, viz. deserving person–adhikÂrÍ, subject–viîaya, relation–

sambandha and utility–prayojanam. Sage BÂdarÂyaàa (VyÂsa), the

author of the Brahmasötra points to these four in the first sötra.

To begin with, the exact nature of bondage needs to be

ascertained. If bondage were real, liberation would have been

impossible to attain. But in actuality, bondage is due to an error

(adhyÂsa). This is implied in the first sötra.  With this in view, the

bhÂîyakÂra establishes the nature of adhyÂsa – an error of

superimposition – in his introductory commentary titled

adhyÂsabhÂîya.

ADHYÀSABHÀëYAM

(An Exposition on the Error of Superimposition)

AdhyÂsa is a delusion or error where a given thing is
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mistaken for something else. There can be no identity between ÂtmÂ

(asmat or viîayÍ) the subject and anÂtmÂ (yuîmat or viîaya) the

object. They are cognized as ‘I’ and ‘this’ respectively. Their attributes

too cannot be mutually related. There is no identity or similarity

between them to allow for superimposition. And yet, their mutual

superimposition is experienced universally. It does not appear

appropriate to posit its existence. But adhyÂsa, even though its

postulation is inappropriate, does exist. It is a delusion.

AdhyÂsa is defined as the mistaken appearance of an entity

on a basis (adhiîòhÂna)  distinct (bhinna) from its own. It is

experienced as a result of an earlier perception and is similar to the

(actual) entity remembered. A variety of definitions of adhyÂsa are

propounded by different schools of thought. They differ with respect

to the nature of the basis and the nature of the entity superimposed.

However, they all agree that it is the false appearance of an entity

on a basis different from its own. They are unanimous that adhyÂsa

is a false appearance of an entity having the attributes of another.

AdhyÂsa is universally experienced. It is well-known that a

sea-shell can be mistaken as silver or that one moon can appear

as two.

It may be argued that the superimposition of silver on a

shell etc. is possible because the basis of superimposition is directly

perceptible. This may give rise to a rule that the basis of

superimposition should be perceptible by the sense-organs and

should be an object (viîaya) of cognition.  These two requirements

cannot be met in the case of ÂtmÂ . Hence the superimposition

between ÂtmÂ and anÂtmÂ is not possible. But such a conclusion is

incorrect. ÀtmÂ is not completely unknown, because it is the object

of ‘I cognition’, self-evident (as it is aparokîa) in nature, and

universally experienced as ‘I’. There cannot be a rule that an object

can get superimposed on another object only if the latter is directly

perceived by the sense-organs. Ignorant people superimpose the

upper surface, impurity etc. on imperceptible space as well. Thus

the superimposition of the anÂtmÂ on ÂtmÂ is possible.
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Learned people consider adhyÂsa to be avidyÂ (ignorance).

The ascertainment of the true nature of the basis (adhiîòhÂna) by

distinguishing it from the entity superimposed (Âropya) is termed

knowledge (vidyÂ).  AdhyÂsa is the product of avidyÂ. The adhiîòhÂna

is not connected in any way, not even to the slightest extent, with

that which is superimposed.

All action (vyavahÂra) involving the pramÂàa and the

prameya, be it worldly (laukika) or Vedic (the Vaidika), originates

due to the mutual adhyÂsa between ÂtmÂ and the anÂtmÂ. The

scriptures dealing with vidhi, pratiîedha and mokîa are also based

on adhyÂsa.  AdhyÂsa, the basis of all action, is sÂkîipratyakîa –

directly perceived by all without the agency of the sense-organs.

Inference, presumption and the Vedas also serve as pramÂàÂs to

prove adhyÂsa.

The action of a BrahmajáÂnÍ is due to adhyÂsa that is

nullified (bÂdhita); whereas the action of one who has only indirect

knowledge (parokîa-jáÂna) of ÂtmÂ is based on adhyÂsa – as is the

case with animals etc. ÀtmÂ endowed with adhyÂsa and operating

as the knower (pramÂtÂ), doer (kartÂ) etc. is the author of all action,

worldly or scriptural.  For the performance of scriptural actions, the

knowledge “I am an entity different from the physical body and a

saÙsÂrÍ  subject to transmigration” is sufficient. The direct knowledge

of ÂtmÂ is not only not essential for scriptural vyavahÂra but is

opposed to it. Unembodied actionless ÂtmÂ cannot undertake any

action unless it dons the statuses of pramÂtÂ, kartÂ, bhoktÂ etc. that

are born of adhyÂsa. Therefore adhyÂsa is a prerequisite for scriptural

action as well.

As stated earlier, adhyÂsa is the mistaken cognition of an

entity on a basis other than its own. Its nature is made clear by the

following illustrations. People superimpose external attributes on

the embodied ÂtmÂ in statements such as ‘I am deficient’ or ‘I am

perfect’ when it is the son, wife and or other loved ones who are
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deficient or perfect. The attributes of the physical body are

superimposed on ÂtmÂ endowed with the gross body through notions

such as ‘I am fat’, ‘I am lean’, ‘I am fair’, ‘I stand’, ‘I walk’, and ‘I

leap’. So too are the features of the senses (indriyas) superimposed

as in ‘I am dumb’, ‘I am one-eyed’, ‘I am a eunuch’, ‘I am blind’. The

attributes of the antaÉkaraàa, such as desire, thinking, doubt and

decision are superimposed via notions such as ‘I desire’, ‘I think’, ‘I

doubt’, and ‘I decide’.  Reciprocally, the pratyagÂtmÂ too is

superimposed on the antaÉkaraàa and the rest as their very basis

(adhiîòhÂna). This adhyÂsa is beginningless, endless, natural, of the

nature of mistaken cognition, and the producer of doership (kartçtva)

and experiencership (bhoktçtva) in ÂtmÂ. It is directly experienced

by one and all.

Both the jÍva and its experience of bondage are themselves

unreal because they are products of unreal adhyÂsa.  Their false

status substantiates the identity of jÍva and Brahman as well as

liberation. The ïÂrÍraka-mÍmÂÙsÂ (Brahmasötra)  commences with

the study of certain VedÂntic (i.e. Upaniîadic) statements capable

of multiple interpretations and initiates an inquiry into them in order

to gain the knowledge of the identity between jÍva and Brahman.

This knowledge reveals adhyÂsa to be devoid  of any truth and

destroys its very root which is the cause of the calamitous saÙsÂra.

The Brahmasötra establishes how all Upaniîadic statements reveal

the identity of the jÍva and Brahman.

JIJÜÀSÀDHIKARAÛAM (THE   FIRST   BRAHMASóTRA)

In their statements such as ‘ÂtmÂ  is unattached’, ‘this

ÂtmÂ  is Brahman’, the Upaniîads declare that Brahman, totally

unconnected to anything, is itself ÂtmÂ  (‘I’). But the ‘I’ notion is

universally experienced with respect to the body and the rest.

Therefore the question arises, is it the unattached (asaßga) Brahman

that is ÂtmÂ or the body-mind complex.  Upaniîadic statements and

the direct experience of ÂtmajáÂnÍs bear testimony to the existence
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of mukti (liberation). Thus both the fact that there is room for doubt

and the result (viz. liberation) is seen in the form of direct experience

call for an inquiry into Upaniîadic statements to gain the direct

knowledge of ÂtmÂ which is identical with Brahman.

DeLeelees yeÇÿeefpe%eemee  ~~1~~

In order to gain BrahmajáÂna, a mumukîu must

inquire into Upaniîadic sentences and ascertain their

purport. This should be done after acquiring the

fourfold qualification of viveka, vairÂgya  and the rest.

Such a pursuit is indispensable because the results of

karmas are impermanent whereas liberation, the result

of BrahmajáÂna, is eternal.

Atha  means “after the acquisition of the fourfold

qualification”. These are:  i) Discrimination (viveka) between the

eternal (nitya) and the ephemeral (anitya) ii) indifference or lack of

interest (virÂga) towards sense-pleasures here as well as heavenly

pleasures hereafter iii) accomplishment of ïama, dama, uparama,

titikîÂ, ïraddhÂ and samÂdhÂna iv) mumukîutvam – intense yearning

for liberation. Brahman can be inquired into and known irrespective

of whether dharmajijáÂsÂ is undertaken. But the inquiry into Brahman

can be fruitful only when it is undertaken after the above

qualifications are met. The word atha therefore recommends inquiry

immediately after (Ânantaryam) the accomplishment of the aforesaid

means.

The word ataÉ (therefore) indicates why the nature of

Brahman should be ascertained. In its passages, the Veda  very

clearly points out the impermanent nature of results obtained through

the performance of the karmas and sacrifices described in the Veda.

They are means to ïreyaÉ (the relative good). On the other hand,

the Veda also reveals that liberation, the highest accomplishment,

can be gained through BrahmajáÂna. Therefore the inquiry into

Brahman should be undertaken after gaining the sÂdhana-catuîòaya-

saÙpatti.
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Sötras are brief in their composition. At times, some word

or words, called adhyÂhÂra, need to be added to the sötra to bring

out its full meaning. For example, the word kartavyaÉ (should be

done) is required to be added to the first sötra. The compound in

the word BrahmajijáÂsÂ has to be interpreted as ‘the jijáÂsÂ of

Brahman’. Brahman will be defined in the next sötra as ‘that from

which the birth, sustenance and destruction of this universe takes

place’. The genitive case in the word BrahmaàaÉ (of Brahman) is to

be taken in the accusative sense and indicates a grammatical object

and not a general relation (sambandha); because jijáÂsÂ (‘desire to

know’) depends on the jijáÂsya (the thing to be known). Also, no

specific mention has been made of anything other than Brahman

that is to be known. Thus Brahman becomes the karma (the

grammatical object) of jijáÂsÂ – the desire to know. The genitive in

the sense of the object case (i.e. accusative) is also justified because

it is in conformity with the relevant ïruti passages. The Upaniîadic

statements ‘that from which these beings are born’ (Tai.U. 3-1)

etc. quite explicitly indicate Brahman as the object of the desire to

know through the sentence ‘that is Brahman, (you) desire to know

it directly’ (Tai.U. 3-1). Thus Brahman as the object of the desire to

know is in keeping with this sötra provided the genitive case used

above is accepted in the sense of the object case.

The components of the word jijáÂsÂ are the verb jáÂ (to

know) and san (the desiderative suffix). JijáÂsÂ  is the desire to

know. The knowledge (jáÂnam) culminating in the direct cognition

of Brahman, called avagati, is the object of the desire expressed by

the desiderative (san). The object of desire of any desire is itself

the intended result of that desire. Brahman is required to be revealed

by the pramÂàa of jáÂna.  The word jáÂna in this context stands for

a specific thought conforming to the true nature of Brahman. It

confers the direct knowledge of Brahman.

The avagati of Brahman is BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra – the direct

cognition of Brahman. In BrahmÂvagati, caitanya (pure awareness)

totally free from the veiling (Âvaraàa) born of self-ignorance is
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manifested, or, in other words directly known. It is the culmination

of the pramÂàa in the form of jáÂna – the antaÉkaraàa-vçtti (thought)

conforming to the true nature of Brahman which is called

akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti or BrahmÂkÂra-vçtti or Brahma-vçtti or ÂtmÂkÂra-

vçtti.  In BrahmÂvagati, the ignorance of Brahman, the veiling

(Âvaraàa of Brahman), and all effects of veiling come totally to an

end in addition to the akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti and the cidÂbhÂsa (reflection

of caitanya) in it.

PramÂ or the correct knowledge of a thing directly perceived

necessarily corresponds to an experience true to the nature of that

thing; when it is not so, it is erroneous knowledge. The same rule

applies to the knowledge of ÂtmÂ which is always aparokîa – the

most direct, experienced as the very ‘I’. The aparokîajáÂna of ÂtmÂ

also necessarily requires its anubhava  (experience)  conforming

(yathÂrtha) to its true nature, free from all the superimposed anÂtmÂ.

The knowledge of ÂtmÂ identical to Brahman is direct (aparokîa) in

nature. Indirect knowledge (parokîajáÂna) cannot terminate the

erroneous concept (bhrama) about ÂtmÂ, which is a directly

(aparokîÂt) experienced principle. The correct knowledge of

directly perceptible things (pratyakîa-vastu) and aparokîa-ÂtmÂ

invariably requires yathÂrtha-anubhava to gain knowledge directly.

This is so because the things to be known in both cases are directly

available for experience unlike remote entities. ParokîajáÂna

(indirect knowledge) is possible without an experience true to the

nature of the thing to be known. YathÂrtha ÂtmÂnubhava or

BrahmÂnubhava is the very basis of aparokîajáÂna (direct self-

knowledge). ÀtmajáÂna or BrahmajáÂna without such an anubhava

is only parokîajáÂna.

The nature of the akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti is such that it cannot

be anything but a distinct experience of ÂtmÂ or Brahman totally

free from the cognition of the adhyasta dçíya-prapaáca – perceptible

creation, including the tripuòÍ that is superimposed on Brahman. It

is nirvikalpa, being entirely free from tripuòÍ – the triple form of the
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knower, knowledge and the known. All that remains is

yathÂrthÂnubhava, a homogeneous experience in conformity with

Brahman. It is cinmÂtra – nothing but caitanya. Even the pramÂtÂ

(the knower) or the anubhavitÂ (the experiencer) who casts the

tripuòÍ   is absent because the status of ÂtmÂ as knower or

experiencer arises only on account of ignorance and the consequent

adhyÂsa of the anÂtmÂ on ÂtmÂ.  Such BrahmÂnubhava  or

ÂtmÂnubhava is possible without an experiencer (anubhavitÂ) or

knower (pramÂtÂ) because ÂtmÂ / Brahman is anubhavasvaröpa  –
verily experience in itself without the need for anything else. In the

state of ignorance too, the variegated experiences of the dçíya world,

the pramÂtÂ and the experience of ignorance itself are possible

only because of their basis viz. the anubhavasvaröpa ÂtmÂ /
Brahman. In the wake of knowledge, the adhyasta dçíya-prapaáca

being absent, its experience ceases but not the ever-existent ÂtmÂ

/ Brahman which is itself the fundamental experience principle. The

knowledge of Brahman without such experience of ever-existent

anubhavasvaröpa ÂtmÂ devoid of the features of the adhyastha jagat

is at best indirect (parokîa) and not direct (aparokîa) in nature.

A description of the akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti, also called

BrahmÂkÂra-vçtti and so on, is found in the ManÅalabrÂhmaàopaniîat

(2-3), the Tejobindöpaniîat (1-37) and the Muktikopaniîat.  It

corresponds to the prajáÂ of a stithaprajáa described in the

BhagavadgÍtÂ (Ch.-2). This can be verified from the description of

prajáÂ in the AdhyÂtmopaniîat (42-44). In fact, the Tejobindöpaniîat

(1-43 to 46) not only exhorts mumukîus to develop the

akhaàÅÂkÂravçtti but also terms skilful talk of Brahman without proper

vairÂgya  and a steady akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti as sheer verbosity.

The BhagavadgÍtÂ-bhÂîya (Ch.18-50) also clarifies the role,

relevance and possibility of such a vçtti conforming to Brahman or

ÂtmÂ.  In his PaácapÂdikÂ, ìrÍ PadmapÂdÂcÂrya defines avagati as

the sÂkîÂt-anubhava of Brahman /ÂtmÂ.  While concluding its

comments on the adhyÂsabhÂîya, PaácapÂdikÂ also specifies clearly
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that the destruction of adhyÂsa  which is the cause of calamitous

saÙsÂra is possible only through the knowledge that culminates in

BrahmÂnubhava.

BrahmÂvagati  is the highest human accomplishment

because it destroys the entire saÙsÂra along with its root cause

avidyÂ and its effects which are disastrous in nature. Therefore

Brahman should be inquired into. The etymological meaning of the

word Brahman is well-known. Brahman is also known as the ÂtmÂ

(the ‘I’) in all. But there are many conflicting views about its nature.

A person who accepts conflicting views without a thorough inquiry

into the nature of Brahman has sorrows instead of liberation in store

for him. Therefore, by introducing BrahmajijáÂsÂ (the desire to know

Brahman), the sacred inquiry into Upaniîadic (VedÂntic) statements

supported by reasoning unopposed to VedÂnta is initiated. This is

the means to gain mokîa.

JANMÀDYADHIKARAÛAM  (THE  SECOND SóTRA)

Two methods are employed to define Brahman. The first is

through the use of taòastha-lakîaàa – a feature which characterizes

an entity via a transient relationship with that entity. By this method,

Brahman can be defined as that from which all living beings are

born, by which they live having been born, and into which they

merge after destruction (Tai.U. 3-1). The second method of defining

Brahman is through the use of a svaröpa-lakîaàa – an intrinsic

characteristic of an entity. Employing this method, Brahman is

defined as the principle which is satyam (the ever-existent principle),

jáÂnam (the knowledge principle) and anantam (the limitless

independent principle) (Tai.U. 2-1). The second sötra defines

jijáÂsya Brahman using a taòastha-lakîaàa.

pevceeÅemÙe Ùele: ~~2~~

Brahman is that from which the origin,

sustenance and destruction of this Creation take place.
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That omniscient and omnipotent cause is Brahman from

which arise the origin, sustenance and destruction (janma-sthiti-
bhaßga) of this Creation (jagat) – (i) manifested as names (nÂma)

and forms (röpa), (ii)   consisting of innumerable doers (kartç) and

experiencers (bhoktç), (iii) which is also the basis (Âïraya) of actions

and their results having a fixed place, time and specific cause, and

(iv) the very nature of whose genesis is inconceivable to the mind.

The four adjectival phrases qualifying the jagat establish that its

cause is sentient, omniscient and omnipotent in nature, as also

that it is not any individual entity in the realm of Creation.

The JanmÂdi sötra does not speak of inference. The

Brahmasötras are meant for stringing together the flowers of

Upaniîadic statements. They refer to and inquire into these

statements. BrahmÂvagati (BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra) is attained by

ascertaining the purport (tÂtparya) of Upaniîadic statements through

an inquiry into their meaning and not by the other pramÂàÂs such

as inference etc. Reasoning unopposed to Upaniîadic statements

is accepted as a pramÂàa to corroborate the meaning of Upaniîadic
passages. ìruti (the Veda) itself has accepted reasoning as a

helpful means.

Some who have a bias in favour of pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ contend

that to gain BrahmajáÂna, it is inappropriate to talk of the necessity

of manana (reflection), nididhyÂsana (intense contemplation) and

BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra (the direct experience of Brahman) because

Brahman, like dharma, has been propounded by the same means

of knowledge, the Veda. The bhÂîyakÂra clarifies and emphasizes

the need for all these, since ïruti, lißga  etc. are not adequate as

pramÂàas for the inquiry into the nature of Brahman, unlike in the

case of dharmajijáÂsÂ. In addition to ïruti, lißga etc., manana,

nididhyÂsana and direct experience as culmination are indeed

pramÂàas as appropriate (to the extent required). BrahmajáÂna
culminates in direct experience (anubhava). BrahmajáÂna is about

an ever-existing entity.
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Two reasons are advanced in the bhÂîya why BrahmajáÂna

requires the anubhava of Brahman:

I) BrahmajáÂna is only parokîa-jáÂna and not aparokîa (direct)

until it culminates in BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra – the direct

experience of Brahman in its true nature free from the

adhyasta prapaáca.

II) Brahman is the ever-existent principle and hence always

available for experience unlike entities (such as dharma)

that are yet to come into existence or those which are

parokîa – not available for direct experience.

The nature of the knowledge of an entity depends on the

entity. It is not determined by the means of knowledge employed to

know the entity. The experience of dharma (i.e. things such as

heavens etc.) is not possible at the time of gaining knowledge of its

performance because it is something yet to be performed and

produced. Thus experience is not necessary in the case of

dharmajijáÂsÂ not because the Veda is the pramÂàa, but because

dharma comes into existence subsequently. Therefore it would be

fallacious to draw the inference that the knowledge of Brahman

does not call for manana, nididhyÂsana and anubhava (direct

experience) merely because just like dharma, it is VedÂrtha

(propounded by Veda). The reason (hetu) given viz. ‘because

Brahman is propounded by the Veda’ does not hold water. As

already seen, dharma is not required to be experienced not because

the Veda is its pramÂàa but because it is yet to be produced (sÂdhya)

and so is unavailable for experience. This is inapplicable in the

case of BrahmajáÂna. Brahman is the self-evident (svayaÙjyoti)

ever-existing principle. The svayaÙjyoti principle is innately the

experience principle. It is available for experience both in the state

of ignorance with all that is adhyasta (superimposed) on it, and

without the same in the wake of its direct knowledge – aparokîajáÂna.

While commenting on this portion, the PaácapÂdikÂ cites the

following general rule. ‘Experience is possible in the case of an
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already existing entity because of which the desire to know it ends

with its experience’.

The bhÂîya further clarifies that experience is not required

in the matter of actions to be performed (or their results yet to come

into existence) because ïruti, lißga and others alone serve as the

pramÂàa. The actual implementation of things to be accomplished

also depends on the efforts (or will) of the individual. For instance,

it is possible to perform worldly and Vedic karmas or to refrain from

doing so or to perform them in a different way. By contrast, the

knowledge of the true nature of a thing does not depend on the

vagaries of the human intellect but depends on the nature of the

thing. The correctness of the knowledge of an existent entity

depends on its conformity with the entity. This being the case, the

knowledge of Brahman also depends on Brahman itself because it

pertains to an existent entity.

While commenting on this portion of the sötrabhÂîya, ìrÍ
PadmapÂdÂcÂrya in PaácapÂdikÂ and ìrÍ VidyÂraàya Muni in the

Vivaraàaprameya-saßgraha have justified beyond any trace of doubt

the indispensability of both reasoning and BrahmÂnubhava in gaining

BrahmajáÂna.

Some opponents are of the view that if Brahman is an

already existent entity, it becomes the object of pramÂàÂs other than

the ïruti. Any discussion of Upaniîadic texts in order to define

Brahman would therefore be useless. The bhÂîya refutes this

contention. Brahman is not an object of the senses. Therefore, its

connection with Creation cannot be grasped through other means

of knowledge. By their very nature, the senses have external entities

as their object, not Brahman. If Brahman were an object of the

senses, the fact that this Creation is created by Brahman as its

effect could have been perceived. But when the effect, viz. Creation,

alone is perceived, it is not possible to determine whether it

was created by Brahman as its effect or by something else. The
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JanmÂdi-sötra does not therefore mean to suggest inference as the

means to know Brahman, but serves to reveal the import of the

Upaniîadic statement.

The VedÂntic statement indicated by this sötra to define

Brahman is as follows. The famous personage Bhçgu requests his

father Varuàa to teach him about Brahman (Tai. U. 3-1). The father

replies – ‘Please know Brahman to be that from which all living

beings are born, having been born by which they live and into which

they merge after destruction’ (Tai.U. 3-1). The statement which

ascertains this teaching is – ‘Verily from Ânanda (the limitless

independent happiness which is Brahman) alone are all these living

beings born, having been born they live by Ânanda and into Ânanda

they merge after destruction’ (Tai.U. 3-6). Other Upaniîadic

statements of a similar nature which reveal Brahman, the cause of

the jagat, can also be cited.

The definition of Brahman quoted here is not the only one.

There are many others in different Upaniîads in all four Vedas. The

topic of this sötra is further elaborated in the PrakçtyÂdhikaraàa

(Br.Sö. 1-4-23 to 1-4-27), which refers to similar Upaniîadic

sentences. All these definitions from different Upaniîads, either in

the form of a taòastha-lakîaàa or a svaröpa-lakîaàa, have their

samanvaya in the Brahman to be known. Liberation is gained through

aparokîa-brahmajáÂna.

ìÀSTRAYONITVÀDHIKARAÛAM  (THE  THIRD  SóTRA)

The third sötra has two interpretations.

i) It was indicated that Brahman is omniscient by showing

that it is the cause of the Creation. This is confirmed in the

third sötra.

ii) So far, Brahman has been defined. The next thing that

needs to be known is its means of knowledge. The definition

and the means of knowledge are a must to ascertain the

nature of Brahman. The third sötra furnishes this means of

knowledge.
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MeeŒeÙeesefvelJeeled    ~~ 3 ~~

i) The first interpretation: Brahman is omniscient

because it is the cause of the scriptures consisting of

the äk, Yajus, SÂma and Atharva Vedas.

Anything as well shaped as the Veda must have

an intelligent author. The Veda comprising äk, Yajus, SÂma

and Atharva is described as the exhalation (i.e. something

produced effortlessly) of Brahman (Bç.U. 2-4-10). Therefore

Brahman is the author of the Veda. The description of the

Veda as eternal (nitya) in a ïruti is to show that the present

Veda is revealed just like the Veda in the previous kalpa –

Creation. Brahman is omniscient because it is the author

of the all-revealing Veda.

ii) The second interpretation: Brahman cannot be

known through any other means of knowledge

because it can be known only by means of the

scriptures viz. the Vedas.

Brahman does not have the attributes of sound,

touch, form, taste and smell. Therefore it cannot be an

object of sense-perception. It is also devoid of any

distinguishing mark or similarity etc.. As a result, means of

knowledge such as inference, illustration and the rest are

incapable of making it known. ìrutis such as ‘I am asking

you about that Puröîa (i.e. Brahman) unfolded in the

Upaniîad’ (Bç.U. 3-9-26) point to the Veda alone as the

means of knowledge to know Brahman.

SAMANVAYÀDHIKARAÛAM (THE FOURTH SóTRA)

The fourth sötra has two interpretations. They refute the following

contentions:

i) Some opponents contend that VedÂntic sentences do not

reveal Brahman but are auxiliaries of Vedic karmas. They

establish the kartÂ, devatÂ  etc. related to karmas.
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ii) Others are of the view that scripture (ïÂstram) is that which

enjoins (ïÂsanÂt). VedÂnta cannot be an exception.

Therefore they say that VedÂnta is meant to enjoin upÂsanÂs

(meditations).

leled leg mecevJeÙeeled  ~~4~~

But Brahman is known directly through the

means of VedÂnta alone, because all VedÂntic

statements have their concordance in indisputably

establishing Brahman alone.

i) The first interpretation: VedÂntic statements (the Upaniîads)

establish Brahman and not the performer (kartÂ) of rituals,

deities (devatÂs) and other factors connected with Vedic

sacrifices. VedÂnta is not part of the karmakÂàÅa (the karma

section of the Vedas) but pertains to an entirely different

section called the jáÂnakÂàÅa (section on knowledge).

Based on six criteria called upakrama-upasamhÂra etc.

employed to ascertain the purport of Vedic sentences, it is

proved that VedÂnta directly establishes Brahman alone.

The unfoldment of Brahman is not of no utility because its

knowledge destroys sorrowful saÙsÂra and enables one to

know directly one’s true nature which is limitless happiness.

There is no basis for believing that VedÂnta is auxiliary to

karma and meant for ascertaining the doer (kartÂ), deities

and the other factors related to sacrifices etc.

ii) The second interpretation: VedÂntic sentences are not

meant for vidhi because they are fruitful on their own. They

do not have a niyojya – a person to whom a vidhi can be

enjoined. They are like sentences such as “this is not a

snake but a rope”. That which is not dependent (adhÍna)

on a doer (kartÂ) cannot be an injunction (vidhi). The

scripture (ïÂstram) can indeed be that which unfolds an
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existing entity (siddhavastu-ïaÙsanÂt).  Manana (reflection)

etc. are enjoined before gaining the direct knowledge of

Brahman. Therefore, the purport of VedÂnta is Brahman.

The bhÂîya discusses the following topics at length,

establishing them on a firm footing while responding to the

various views put forward in the contrary propositions.

1. The result of BrahmajáÂna is distinct from that of karma.

2. The teaching regarding Brahman cannot be auxiliary to a

vidhi.

3. Nothing remains to be done after gaining BrahmajáÂna.

4. BrahmajáÂna terminates the obstruction of ignorance that

hinders mokîa.

5. BrahmajáÂna  depends on the nature of Brahman and not

on human action (karma).

6. Brahman has no connection whatsoever with action

(karma).

7. Mokîa cannot be approached by karma because it is distinct

from utpÂdya, vikÂrya, Âpya and  saÙskÂrya.

8. The knowledge of Brahman is not a karma enjoined by a

vidhi (injunction).

9. The purpose of Upaniîadic statements which bear a

semblance to vidhis is to lead the mumukîu away from the

pursuit of sense-pleasures and urge him to take to the

means of self-knowledge by diverting his stream of thoughts

to ÂtmÂ.

10. All duties end with ÂtmajáÂna.

11. Vedic passages do describe existing entities as well.

12. The Vedas reveal not just karma but useful entities unknown

through other pramÂàas as well.

13. Direct knowledge of the ever-existent Brahman does bring

an end to saÙsÂra.

14. ÀtmÂ  is ever free from embodiment and doership.

15. The identification of ÂtmÂ  with the embodiment is not

secondary (gouàa) but erroneous (mithyÂ).
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16. Annihilation of saÙsÂra by BrahmajáÂna stands proved.

17. Manana and nididhyÂsana are not necessary after gaining

BrahmajáÂna.

18. Only if BrahmajáÂna is not a vidhiïeîa can it be justified

that BrahmajijáÂsÂ is distinct from dharmajijáÂsÂ.

19. All pramÂàas, including scriptural injunctions, cease to

function on gaining   BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra.

EPILOGUE

A mumukîu endowed with sÂdhanacatuîòaya-saÙpatti
should take to BrahmajijáÂsÂ until BrahmÂvagati (BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra)

is gained. BrahmajáÂna culminates in BrahmÂnubhava /

ÂtmÂnubhava because Brahman is the only ever-existing entity

(bhötavastu). Being an existing entity, Brahman is available for

experience, unlike dharma in the case of jijáÂsya dharma.
Steadfastness in BrahmajáÂna is called BrahmaprÂpti.

SCRIPTURAL  EXCERPTS  WHICH  PROVE  THE

EXPERIENTIAL  NATURE  OF  BRAHMAJÜÀNA

Lord Kçîàa defines BrahmaprÂpti as jáÂnasya (i.e.

BrahmajáÂnasya) parÂ niîòhÂ – the highest culmination of

BrahmajáÂna (B.G. 18-50). The bhÂîyakÂra describes parÂ

jáÂnaniîòhÂ  as abidance, in the sense of certainty, in ÂtmÂnubhava94

(B.G.BhÂîya 18-55). ÀtmÂnubhava, the experience of the ‘true I’,

finds expression as ‘I am non-dual pure awareness (caitanya) free

from all sorrows’ (meJe&ogŠKeefJeefveceg&keälewkeâÛewlevÙeelcekeâesÓnced  ~ Br.Sö.  bhÂîya
4-1-2).  ‘I’ (ÂtmÂ), be it in its true nature or in its mistaken form in the

realm of ignorance, is always available for experience because

ÂtmÂ is anubhavasvaröpa. This can be verified from our self-evident

experience: ‘I am’. Whether the experience conforms to Âtmasvaröpa
(is yathÂrtha) or is unlike it (ayathÂrtha) determines whether the

94 mJeelceevegYeJeefve§eÙe¤hesCe ÙeoJemLeeveb mee heje %eeveeefve‰e (YeieJeodieerlee Yee<Ùe
18-55)
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experience lies in the realm of knowledge or in the realm of

ignorance. ÀtmÂnubhava or BrahmÂnubhava is also defined as ‘the

manifestation of cit (pure awareness) not coloured by the viîayas

(dçïyas) and without objectification (by the pramÂtÂ which has itself

become extinct)’.95

GouÅapÂdÂcÂrya, the great doyen of VedÂnta, describes

BrahmÂnubhava or BrahmaprÂpti in his kÂrikÂ on the

MÂnÅukyopaniîat. He indicates that the mind becomes the very

replica of Brahman when Brahman is known directly.

Ùeoe ve ueerÙeles efÛeòeb ve Ûe efJeef#ehÙeles hegve: ~
DeefvebieveceveeYeemeb efve<heVeb yeÇÿe leòeoe  ~~ (ceeb[tkeäÙe keâeefjkeâe 3-46)

Tr. ‘When the mind (that is totally withdrawn from all the

pursuits and made to get absorbed in ÂtmÂ ) does not sleep,

does not become stupefied (by the adverse unconscious –

kaîÂya), when it does not get distracted by sense objects

and is very steady, free from the projection of superimposed

tripuòÍs, it (the mind) conforms to the true nature of

Brahman’. (MÂnÅukya kÂrikÂ 3-46).

This cannot but be a distinct anubhava (experience) wherein

the mind, free of even the pramÂtÂ, virtually becomes Brahman.

This is BrahmajáÂna.  The distinction between aparokîajáÂna  (direct

self-knowledge) and parokîajáÂna  (indirect knowledge) lies in the

presence or absence of BrahmÂnubhava / ÂtmÂnubhava (also termed

BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra) respectively. The indispensability of such an

anubhava (experience) can be verified from the following statements

from the MÂnÅukyopaniîat and the BhagavadgÍtÂ with relevant

portions of the bhÂîya.

i) MÂnÅukyopaniîat (mantra 7) defines ÂtmÂ and through the

command ‘sa vijáeyaÉ ’ exhorts the mumukîu to know it

directly. Though the bhÂîyakÂra has not commented on

95 DeefJe<eÙeleÙewJe efJe<eÙeeveghejòeâefÛelmHegâjCeced  ~
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the word vijáeyaÉ in this mantra, its commentary can be

found elsewhere. In the Kenopaniîat bhÂîya (2-5), the

meaning of vicitya is specified as vijáÂya and further

elaborated as sÂkîÂtkçtya. Therefore vijáeyaÉ means

sÂkïÂtkartavyaÉ. That means sÂkîÂtkÂra is necessary and

mere parokîajáÂna is not enough to gain mokîa.

ii) Lord Kçîàa describes kÂma (desire) as jáÂna-

vijáÂnanÂíanam – the destroyer of both jáÂna and vijáÂna

(B.G. 3-41). The bhÂîyakÂra  comments :96

JáÂnam is the knowledge gained through the adhyÂtma-

ïÂstra  and the teacher; whereas vijáÂnam  is the intense

experience of that which is learnt from the adhyÂtma-ïÂstra

and the teacher.

iii) JáÂna-vijáÂnatçptÂtmÂ – the BrahmajáÂnÍ is contented with

JáÂna and vijáÂna (B.G. 6-8).97

The bhÂîya comments :

JáÂnam – A thorough understanding of what is expounded

in the VedÂntic  scriptures.

VijáÂnam – One’s own experience in accordance with what

is known through the scriptures.

iv) In defining yoga, Lord Kçîàa  describes the BrahmajáÂni

as one who experiences (vetti) that happiness (sukham)

which is limitless (Âtyantikam), can be known by the buddhi

96 %eeveefJe%eeveveeMeveced  ~ (Ye.ieer. 3-41)
%eeveb-çeeŒele: DeeÛeeÙe&le: Ûe Deelceeoerveeced DeJeyeesOe:  ~
efJe%eeveb-efJeçes<ele: leovegYeJe:  ~ (Ye.ieer. Yee<Ùe 3-41)

97 %eeveefJe%eevele=hleelcee  ~ (Ye.ieer. 6-8)
%eeveb · çeeŒeesòeâheoeLee&veeb heefj%eeveced  ~
efJe%eeveb · çeeŒele: %eeleeveeb leLewJe mJeevegYeJekeâjCeced (Ye.ieer. Yee<Ùe 6-8)
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independent of the senses (buddhigrÂhyam), and is not an

object of the senses (atÍndriyam) ✳ 89 (B.G. 6-21)

While commenting on the verse, the word vetti (which

literally means ‘knows’) is explained by the bhÂîyakÂra  as

‘experiences such happiness’.98

v) SavijáÂnam  jáÂnam (B.G. 7-2):

The bhÂîya elaborates on this phrase, stating that it stands

for knowledge (jáÂnam) which is vijáÂnasahitam –

accompanied by vijáÂna. It is further defined as svÂnubhava-

saÙyuktam – endowed with one’s own experience.

vi)  JáÂna-yoga-vyavasthitiÉ (B.G. 16-1 ✮ � 99 The bhÂîya

comments:

JáÂnam – the knowledge of things such as ÂtmÂ   etc. gained

through the scriptures and the teacher.

YogaÉ – the reduction to experience of that which is (thus)

known, through withdrawal of the senses etc. and single

pointedness of the mind.99

VyavasthitiÉ  –  Abidance, or steadfastness, in both jáÂnam

and yogaÉ.

Thus BrahmÂnubhava/ÂtmÂnubhava  is an indispensable

constituent of aparokîa ÂtmajáÂna/BrahmajáÂna, otherwise such

knowledge is merely parokîa (indirect). This experience has to be

strictly in accordance with the teaching and the scriptures. Mere

98 megKeceelÙeefvlekebâ Ùeòeled yegefæ«ee¢eceleerefvõÙeced  ~ Jesefòe (Ye. ieer. 6-21)
Jesefòe – leoerÂçeb megKeced DevegYeJeefle (Ye. ieer. Yee<Ùe 6-21)

99 %eeveÙeesieJÙeJeefmLeefle: (Ye. ieer. 16-1)
%eeveb – çeeŒele: DeeÛeeÙe&le: Ûe DeelceeefoheoeLee&veeb DeJeiece:  ~
Ùeesie: – DeJeieleeveeb FefvõÙeeÅeghemebnejsCe Skeâe«eleÙee mJeelcemebJesÅeleeheeoveb Ùeesie: ~
leÙees: %eeveÙeesieÙees: JÙeJeefmLeefle: JÙeJemLeeveb leefVe‰lee  ~ (Ye.ieer.Yee<Ùe 16-1)
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understanding of VedÂnta is part of the process of gaining ÂtmajáÂna.

That is why Sage Vasiîòha, at the conclusion of his teaching to

Lord RÂma, exhorts him to arrive at a uniformity of the guru’s original

teaching, scriptural knowledge and his own BrahmÂnubhava by

advising him : ‘O RÂma, you should uniformize my teaching, your

understanding of the ïÂstra and the direct experience (of Brahman)’

(Yo.VÂ.Ni.U.  203-21)
100

.

The above criterion of uniformity of these three in arriving

at certitude regarding correct ÂtmajáÂna was also highlighted by

Sage Vasiîòha at the beginning of his teaching. ‘ÀtmÂ is directly

known by the eligible mumukîu who by repeated practice (of ïravaàa,

manana and nididhyÂsana) has gained uniformity of the teaching of

the guru, his correct understanding of VedÂnta (scripture), and his

direct experience of ÂtmÂ (Yo.VÂ.Mu.Vya. 13-11)
101

.

ENGLISH  TRANSLATION  OF  THE  WORD  ANUBHAVA  USED

IN  VEDÀNTIC  TEXTS

Some VedÂntists object to the translation of the word

‘anubhava’ in the phrase ÂtmÂnubhava / BrahmÂnubhava etc. as

‘experience’. According to them anubhava means self-knowledge.

They claim that an experience is always inconclusive in terms of

knowing. Yes, it is true that all words have their limitations. The

nature of ÂtmÂ / Brahman is beyond the range of description by

words. Even then we have to communicate with frail words. That is

why VedÂnta emphasizes the indispensability of ÂtmÂkÂra /

BrahmÂkÂra-vçtti entirely in accordance with the true nature of

Brahman. This vçtti, is directly experienced and there is no tripuòÍ

in it because it is an exact replica of ÂtmÂ / Brahman free from

duality. This is what bhÂîya points out in its statement: BrahmajáÂna

culminates in direct experience (vide pg. 180). Sans such an

experience, that knowledge of Brahman is only indirect (parokîa). It

100 ÙeLee ceÙeesheefo°esÓefme ÙeLee heçÙeefme çeeŒele: ~
ÙeLeevegYeJeefme ßes‰ceskeâJeekeäÙeb leLee kegâ® ~~ (Ùees.Jee.efve.G. 203-21)

101 mJeevegYetles§e çeeŒemÙe iegjes§ewJewkeâJeekeäÙelee ~
ÙemÙeeYÙeemesve lesveelcee mevlelesveeJeueeskeäÙeles ~~ (Ùees.Jee.ceg.JÙe. 13-11)
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indicates that VedÂnta pramÂàa could not operate to the point of

fruition for want of essential pre-requisites (nirdoîa sÂmagrÍs).

BrahmÂkÂra-vçtti which is necessary to enable such an experience

is possible (vide pg. 139 to 143). This shows that VedÂnta is not

verbosity. Just understanding of VedÂntic texts itself  is neither

BrahmajáÂna nor BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra though it is an essential step

(vide pg. 363). In self-knowledge there is no cognition of dçïya

including the tripuòÍ (understander, understanding, understood) (vide

pg. 147). A mumukîu must know very well the exact modus operandi

of VedÂnta pramÂàa including its avabodhana-prakÂra (pg. 201 to

207; 189, 195). For the sake of further clarity, this commentary has

unfolded all the VedÂntic terminologies thoroughly.  If we consider

the exact nature of mokîa, ÂtmajáÂna / BrahmajáÂna, akhaàÅÂkÂra-

vçtti, the nature of ÂtmÂnubhava / BrahmÂnubhava and its role in

gaining aparokîa BrahmajáÂna, it should be very clear that

BrahmajáÂna does not depend on any factors such as words, their

translations and semantics. The vçtti conferring the knowledge has

to be true to the entity (to be known, yathÂbhötaviîayam, Br.Sö. Bh.

3-2-21). That is what the bhÂîyakÂra gives the reason as ‘bhötavastu-

viîayatvÂt ’, when he emphasizes that BrahmajáÂna culminates in

the direct experience (pg 180. Bh.). Therefore the translation is

irrelevant while determining the nature of direct knowledge of an

existing entity.

The word knowledge can be superficial or incomplete.

Knowledge is also inconclusive in imparting correct knowledge if it

is not in accordance with the entity to be known. All erroneous

knowledge is certainly considered knowledge until it is discovered

to be erroneous. Taking into account the possibility that knowledge

(jáÂnam) can be erroneous, VedÂnta uses the word pramÂ to denote

correct knowledge. In practice, when we refer to a given knowledge

or experience of a specific entity, we take it for granted that it does

correspond to the true nature of that entity.

Conventionally, the word anubhava means experience (in the

sense of ‘to be aware of’) and jáÂnam stands for knowledge, though

rarely is one used for the other because both words have both

364
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meanings in general (vide pg 126-127). In fact, these words are to

a great extent semantically mutually interdependent. When both

anubhava and jáÂnam are used together in a sentence, the word

anubhava invariably indicates experience of the subject matter, in

contrast to knowledge. The conclusiveness or inconclusiveness of

an experience or knowledge is determined by the correctness or

incorrectness of the vçtti (thought) that specifies the entity being

experienced or known. Experience is always direct and intimate

unlike the knowledge which can be indirect also. The certitude of

ÂtmajáÂna / BrahmajáÂna as aparokîa (direct) can be gained only

by an experience totally corresponding to ÂtmÂ / Brahman.

By itself, an experience may not be knowledge, but an

experience true to the nature of the entity to be known is the basic

prerequisite for knowledge in the case of pratyakîa (direct

perception) and aparokîa ÂtmajáÂna / BrahmajáÂna. Based on ïÂstra-

pramÂàas such as the Upaniîads , the BhagavadgÍtÂ, the RibhugÍtÂ,

YogavÂsiîòha, relevant portions of bhÂîya, PaácapÂdikÂ, Vivaraàa-

prameya saßgraha, prakaraàa granthas, including grammar, this

commentary on sötras one and two and epilogue exhaustively

establish the derivation of the words jáÂnam (knowledge) and

anubhava (experience) in general and the exact nature of

ÂtmÂnubhava /BrahmÂnubhava in particular, the role of the latter,

the relation between ÂtmajáÂna and ÂtmÂnubhava, and the

indispensability of such an experience in spite of ÂtmÂ being

anubhava-svaröpa  and the very content of all experiences. There is

no room left for ambiguity or speculation regarding the word

experience (anubhava) in respect of ÂtmajáÂna. There are no words

used in the commentary that are arbitrary labels without their

meaning unfolded.

Let us remember, as already established, that the culmination

(avasÂna) of BrahmajáÂna lies in BrahmÂnubhava (experience of

Brahman) (Br.Sö. Bh. 1-1-1). Otherwise it gets reduced to indirect

knowledge (parokîa, and not aparokîajáÂna). BrahmajáÂna is not a

matter of verbosity or of picking up some information about ÂtmÂ /

Brahman from the ïÂstras and repeating it like a parrot.
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The correct experience of a given entity corresponds to its

true nature. Though ÂtmÂ is anubhava-svaröpa and the basic content

of all experiences, what we experience, or in other words what we

are aware of, in and through our life, is saviïeîa ÂtmÂ – ‘I’ with

attributes. But in reality, ÂtmÂ is ‘nirviïeîa ’ (attributeless), the ïodhita

(upÂdhi-less) tvam (you) pada (word) in the ‘tat tvam asi’ mahÂvÂkya.

When this tvam (you) i.e. ‘I’ which is aparokîa is experienced (i.e.

when the mumukîu is aware of it) in its true nature without tripuòÍ,

the mahÂvÂkya pramÂàa ‘You are Brahman’ operates. Otherwise,

while experiencing ‘I’ with attributes, to equate saviïeîa tvam with

nirviïeîa Brahman would be an incorrect equation. That is why

VedÂnta repeatedly emphasizes that BrahmajáÂna culminates in

the direct experience of nirupÂdhika Brahman/ÂtmÂ, wherein lies

the certitude of BrahmajáÂna.

Knowledge in conformity with an entity is its correct

knowledge whilst all else conjectured by the human intellect at

variance from its true nature is false knowledge.  The validity of the

knowledge of an existent entity depends on its conformity with the

entity.  This is a rule applicable to the knowledge of all existing

entities. Brahman cannot be an exception (vide pg. 185, 186 bhÂîya).

Therefore knowledge in conformity with Brahman alone is the correct

knowledge.

The definitions of mokîa examined so far should clarify that

mokîa is nothing short of nirupÂdhika Brahmasvaröpa. What is

required is a vçtti that is a replica of Brahman which destroys self-

ignorance and itself drops off in jáÂnaniîòhÂ. Thereafter, the self-

evident Brahman and Brahman alone remains. Semantics, including

the words ‘knowledge’ or ‘experience’ or ‘Brahman’ itself, cannot

approach that realm. This is BrahmÂnubhava. This is

BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra. This is conclusive because it is nothing but the

true nature of Brahman. This is the first hand discovery of the hitherto

erroneous saÙsÂrÍ  jÍva. This is the basis of aparokîa BrahmajáÂna.

This gives the certitude to BrahmajáÂna. Otherwise it is only parokîa-

jáÂna. This is what bhÂîyakÂra says in his statement: BrahmajáÂna
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culminates in anubhava (experience) (vide pg. 180). What is

important is the nature of BrahmÂnubhava. Its conformity to Brahman

/ ÂtmÂ is testified by the akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti which ends the self-

ignorance with its effects. BrahmÂnubhava / ÂtmÂnubhava eliminates

all possibilities of BrahmajáÂna being superficial or incomplete. It

verifies the conformity of BrahmajáÂna with Brahman. The direct

knowledge of an existing entity including Brahman is valid only when

it totally conforms to the true nature of that entity.

If the word anubhava used in the VedÂntic text is invariably

translated as knowledge without distinguishing it from experience

regardless of the context, many of such VedÂntic passages will

make no sense. This can be verified to an extent from the bhÂîya

passage (vide pg. 180, 185, 211) and quotations from PaácapÂdikÂ

and Vivaraàa- prameya-saßgraha cited in this book (vide pg. 129,

143 - fn. 64, 184, 185, 190, 193).

Translation apart, the necessity of direct experience of ÂtmÂ,

without tripuòÍ, in gaining aparokîa-jáÂna cannot be obviated. Trying

to end the directly (aparokîatayÂ) experienced sorrowful saÙsÂra
by the indirect (parokîa) ÂtmajáÂna / BrahmajáÂna which lacks the

direct experience of ÂtmÂ / Brahman, is an adventure of quenching

the thirst by drinking the mirage water! Maitreyopaniîat  2-23

rejoinders: ‘In vain does the ignorant fool rejoice in Brahman without

its experience, akin to enjoying fruits on a branch that is reflected

(in a lake)’.

FIFTH TO SEVENTH JÜÀNABHóMIKÀS PROVE THE

EXPERIENTIAL  NATURE  OF  BRAHMAJÜÀNA

Some Upaniîads and YogavÂsiîòha describe in detail the

saptajáÂna-bhömikÂs – the seven stages of BrahmajáÂna. Though

BrahmajáÂna is one and the same, the varying degrees of

antaÉkaraàaïuddhi, citta naiïcalya, vairÂgya and abhyÂsa (practice)

of nididhyÂsana give rise to varying intensities of jáÂnaniîòhÂ. These

varying degrees of steadfastness of the abidance of the mind in
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jáÂna constitute the different stages of jáÂna. The first three stages

cover the mumkîu still in the realm of ignorance. The fourth stage

encompasses one on the verge of becoming jÍvanmukta. The fifth

to seventh stages point to higher and higher intensities of jáÂnaniîòhÂ.
Even a cursory glance at the description of the last three stages

shows that BrahmajáÂna is experiential.

The following is a brief description of the seven stages of

knowledge, with the nomenclature differing at places.

1) çegYesÛÚe (ìubhecchÂ):

In the first stage, the mature individual develops intense

mumukîÂ with sÂdhana-catuîòaya-saÙpatti and a firm resolve

to take to ÂtmavicÂra until ÂtmasÂkîÂtkÂra is gained.

2) efJeÛeejCee (VicÂraàÂ):

Actual ïravaàa and manana are initiated, and other

indispensable sÂdhanÂs are taken to.

3) levegceevemee (TanumÂnasÂ):

Coupled with the preceding two stages, the mumukîu develops

indifference towards sense objects and withdraws the mind

from them. He attempts to get his mind absorbed in

Âtmasvaröpa through consistent nididhyÂsana.

4) meòJeeheefòe: (SattvÂpattiÉ):

Having developed intense vairÂgya, the mind is made to abide

in Brahman through nirvikalpa samÂdhi leading to

BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra. The jáanÍ in the fourth stage is termed

Brahmavit by the VarÂhopaniîat (Ch. 4), which lays down a

nomenclature for individuals in these last four stages.

5) Demebmeefòeâ: (AsaÙsaktiÉ):

As the fourth stage fructifies, there is steadfastness in

BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra – the direct cognition of Brahman. The

Ânanda nature of ÂtmÂ manifests itself very clearly. The jáanÍ
who is now a jÍvanmukta has no contact with avidyÂ and its

effect, Creation. He becomes aware of the world at times on
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his own due to his prÂrabdha karma, when his mind is not

absorbed in Brahman. His perception of the world and his

response to it are like a person half asleep. The jÍvanmukta in

this fifth stage is called BrahmavidvaraÉ.

6) heoeLe&YeeefJeveer (PadÂrthabhÂvinÍ):

The sixth and seventh stages present the fructification of the

fifth stage and result in a firm abidance of the mind in Brahman

/ ÂtmÂ. There is spontaneous and consistent BrahmÂkÂra

anubhavavçtti in the sixth stage. The jÍvanmukta in the sixth

stage has no cognition of internal or external dçïyas. He is

unaware of the world, like a person in sleep. His body continues

to survive through the efforts of others who bring him down to

the level of body consciousness and consciousness of the

world in order to feed him etc. The jÍvanmukta in this sixth

stage is called BrahmavidvarÍyÂn.

7) legÙe&iee (TuryagÂ):

In the seventh stage, the mind of this jÍvanmukta gets deeply

absorbed in Âtmasvaröpa through intense practice of the earlier

stages. BrahmÂkÂravçtti has ended. He is ÂnandaikaghanÂkÂra.

Only the anubhavasvaröpa nirviïeîa Brahman remains. Even

others are unable to make him aware of his body. He is called

BrahmavidvariîòhaÉ (the most exalted of BrahmajáÂnÍs-

VarÂhopaniîat, Ch. 4). The intensity of BrahmÂnubhava at this

stage at its culminating point is at par with the experience in

videhmukti. The only difference between the two states is the

presence or absence of the body. Being bodiless in nature,

videhmukti does not come under the category of the

saptajáÂnabhömikÂs.

It is worth noting that even an aparokîa BrahmajáÂnÍ who

has had BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra for at least a while – even though

not a jÍvanmukta – does in fact get videhmukti after his

prÂrabdha karma is exhausted. But he is beset by citta-dharmas,

characterized by kartçtva, bhoktçtva, joys and sorrows, during

his remaining life-span (JÍvanmuktiviveka, Ch. 2).
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PRAMAÛA OF SAPTAJÜÀNABHóMIKÀS

The following ïrutis, smçti and the vçddhasammati (the

consensus of great VedÂntic masters) serve as the pramÂàa for the

saptajáÂnabhömikÂs.

i) The VarÂhopaniîat (Ch. 4) from the Kçîàa Yajurveda.

ii) The Mahopaniîat (Ch. 5) from the SÂma Veda. It is interesting

to note that this Upaniîad  describes the seven stages of self-

ignorance as well.

iii) The Annapöràopaniîat (Ch. 5) from the Atharva Veda.

iv) The Akîyupaniîat (Ch. 2) from the Kçîàa Yajurveda. This

Upaniîat refers to the JáÂnabhumikÂs as YogabhömikÂs.

v) The MuàÅakopaniîat (3-1-4) describes the jÍvanmukta in the

seventh stage of the jáÂnabhömikÂs as BrahmavidvariîòhaÉ.

The description is: Deelce›eâer[: (one who sports only in ÂtmÂ
and not with children, wife, husband etc.); Deelcejefle: (one whose

love / pastime is only ÂtmÂ ); ef›eâÙeeJeeved (one whose practice is

jáÂna, dhyÂna, vairagya etc.); if DeelcejefleŠef›eâÙeeJeeved  is taken as

a single word, it means one whose practice is only ÂtmaratiÉ;

S<e: yeÇÿeefJeoeb (meJex<eeb) Jeefj‰: ~ (such a person is the most exalted

of all BrahmajáÂnÍs). Here the word Brahmavit stands for

BrahmajáÂnÍ  alone and not a person who has merely studied

the Vedas. This is so because the context here as indicated by

the descriptions ÂtmakrÍÅaÉ etc. is that of BrahmajáÂna – parÂ
vidyÂ – whereas the topic of aparÂ vidyÂ which includes the

simple study of the Vedas was concluded in the second section

of the first munÅaka. According to VarÂhopaniîat (Ch. 4), a

BrahmavidvariîòhaÉ is a jÍvanmukta in the seventh stage of

knowledge. ìrÍ VidyÂraàya Muni in his JÍvanmukti-viveka (Ch.

4) explains that the states of ÂtmakrÍdaÉ, ÂtmaratiÉ, kriyÂvÂn

and BrahmavidvariîòhaÉ (Mu.U. 3-1-4) correspond to those

of Brahmavit (4th stage of knowledge), BrahmavidvaraÉ (5th
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stage), BrahmavidvarÍyÂn (6th stage) and BrahmavidvariîòhaÉ

(7th stage) respectively.

vi) YogavÂsiîòhaÉ (also called MahÂrÂmayaàa):

a) Utpatti Prakaraàa, sarga 118. Sage Vasiîòha’s teaching to

Lord RÂma. The earlier sarga 117 contains a description

of the seven stages of self-ignorance.

b) NirvÂàa Prakaraàa (PörvÂrdha), sarga 34. This teaching

called DevÂrcana-vidhÂna (the highest mode of

nididhyÂsana) from sargas 28 to 42 is imparted by Lord

ìiva to sage Vasiîòha. Sarga 34 describes only the fifth to

seventh stages of the jáÂnabhömikÂs. Sage VÂlmÍki
reports that Lord ìiva went into samÂdhi at the end of the

teaching. Sage Vasiîòha and his disciples followed suit.

Lord ìiva resumed the teaching after a period (muhörta).

c) NirvÂàa Prakaraàa (PörvÂrdha), sarga 120. Here, Manu
teaches his son, king IkîvÂku.

d) NirvÂàa Prakaraàa (PörvÂrdha), sarga 126. This is taught

by Sage Vasiîòha to Lord RÂma.

vii) JÍvanmuktiviveka by ìrÍ VidyÂraàya Muni is replete with the

quotations on the saptajáÂnabhömikÂs.

AUTHENTICITY OF THE ALLEGED ‘MINOR’ UPANIëADS

Here, it would not be out of context to scrutinize the bona

fides of a claim made by some misguided individuals. They say that

of the total 108 Upaniîads, while ten are commented upon by Àdi
ìaßkarÂcÂrya, the rest (the alleged ‘minor’ Upaniîads) are later

insertions and hence not authentic. This is totally baseless.

The origin of this wrong notion is unknown. Perhaps it is

the product of some Ph.D. thesis written during the British regime

in India under a Westerner guide with scant knowledge of Indian
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scriptural lore. More often than not, the norms employed by such

academics or professional scholars to arrive at a conclusion are

flimsy and irrelevant and lack thorough investigation into the ancient

adhyÂtma-ïÂstra. We have seen this in the introductory portion of

this text when discussing the author and date of the Brahmasötras.

These remaining Upaniîads too along with their specific

ïÂnti mantras can be traced to the Vedas to which they belong.

Without exception, their final content (tÂtparya) is the same, as is

the case with the much studied ten Upaniîads. No doubt they contain

a number of elaborations, new facets and deeper insights into

VedÂnta not found or merely hinted at in the famous ten Upaniîads.

If we find them new and difficult to understand, let us thoroughly

ascertain their correctness with an open mind by giving up our köpa-

maàÅöka-vçtti (mentality of a frog in the well).

None other than Lord ìiva, Lord Viîàu and Lord Kçîàa as

well as celebrated VedÂntic masters such as Vasiîòha, VÂlmÍki,
GouÅapÂdÂcÂrya, the BhÂîyakÂra and VidyÂraàya Muni have

described or quoted topics from these Upaniîads freely in their

teachings or VedÂntic works. As seen before, Lord ìiva elaborates

on the fifth, sixth and seventh stages of BrahmajáÂna (Yo.VÂ.Ni.Pu.

34) described in these Upaniîads, when teaching the highest mode

of worshipping the Divinity principle (DevÂrcana-vidhÂna). At the

end of his narration, Lord ìiva demonstrates the authenticity of

these stages of knowledge by himself getting absorbed in one of

the three stages. This incident took place much before the

YogavÂsiîòha was composed. It could be either in TretÂyuga or much

before it.

Lord Viîàu also refers to JabÂla ïruti (ìivarahasyam aÙsa

6, called RibhugÍtÂ, Ch. 49, vs. 35, and the ïruti referred to is

BhasmajÂbÂlopaniîad, Ch. 2). The teaching containing the reference

to this incident belongs perhaps to Satyayuga. Lord Kçîàa, who

incarnated in DwÂparayuga, quotes the DhyÂnabindopaniîat (B.G.
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6-25) and the YogaïikhÂ Upaniîad (B.G. 6-20, 21, 22) in the

BhagavadgÍtÂ (Ch. 6). It is obvious that sage VyÂsa, the complier of

Vedas, consents to this while composing the BhagavadgÍtÂ. The

exact nature of prajáa which is a component of the compound word

sthitaprajáa (B.G. 2), is defined in the AdhyÂtmopaniîat, though not

described in the BhagavadgÍtÂ. Sages Vasiîòha and VÂlmÍki have

quoted these Upaniîads profusely in the YogavÂsiîòha (which dates

back to the TretÂyuga). GouÅapÂdÂcÂrya, in his MÂnÅukya KÂrikÂ,

quotes from TripuratÂpini, Avadhöta, Àtma and Brahmabindu (or

Amçta) – Upaniîads. The prakaraàa-granthas (topic-wise treatises)

written by the BhÂîyakÂra and by VidyÂraàya Muni are replete with

quotations from these Upaniîads. The MuàÅakopaniîat simply

enumerates four of the seven stages of BrahmajáÂna, whereas

VarÂha, MahÂ, AnnapöràÂ and Akîi – Upaniîads elaborate all stages

at length. This proves that in addition to the ten commented upon

by Àdi ìaßkarÂcÂrya, the remaining Upaniîads out of the total 108

are equally authentic.

ALLEGIANCE TO ANCESTRAL WELL (TÀTASYA KóPAÈ)

A saying by the wise goes – Advaita-darîanam-jáÂnam (the

direct knowledge of non-dual Brahman alone is true knowledge). It

is called parÂ vidya – the most exalted knowledge. All other types

of knowledge are categorized as aparÂ vidya – inferior knowledge.

Notwithstanding this truth, there are many who maintain that they

do not need adhyÂtma-ïÂstra (VedÂnta) because their ancestors

were experts in other branches of knowledge or other pursuits. They

declare with pride that their forefathers were adept in fields such as

upÂsanÂs, karma-mÍmÂÙsÂ, tarka (logic), SÂßkhya – philosophy,

tantra, mantra, aîtÂngayoga, medicine and alchemy. We too will

pursue the path of our ancestors and not VedÂnta, they say. Because

of such sentimental attachment, they consider that which they are

accustomed to to be the best. Vasiîòha comes down heavily on

such a mindset and ridicules these contemptible individuals. He

says that they are no better than those who drink saline water from

a well only because it is an ancestral well (tÂtasya-köpaÉ), even
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though the pure GangÂ river flows nearby (Yo.VÂ.Ni.U. 163-56).

There are many followers of VedÂnta too who harbour such a

mentality and feel contented with whatever little information on

VedÂnta they gather, refusing to inquire further or verify the

correctness of the information gathered so far. Vasiîòha advises

people not to be foolish like them and remain subjected to repeated

cycles of birth and death by not taking to VedÂnta to the point of

fruition.

THE ROLE AND RELEVANCE OF VEDÀNTIC PRAKRIYÀS

(Modes of teaching)

This book will be incomplete without a brief analysis and

ascertainment of VedÂntic prakriyÂs (mode of teaching) or VÂdas

(doctrines employed in the teaching). While they serve as means

to produce ÂtmajáÂna / BrahmajáÂna, all of them have inherent

limitations. This is not because of any incapacity in the Vedas or

shortcomings in VedÂntic masters in the state of jÍvanmukta, but

because of the non-dual nature of Brahman which is inaccessible

to mind and words. What is to be attained is Brahman totally free

from jagat, whereas what is at our disposal is the empirical jagat

which has no access to Brahman. ‘There is no perception of the

jagat in BrahmajáÂna, while there is no BrahmajáÂna so long as the

jagat is perceived’ (Yo.VÂ.Ni-U. 40-9).

This is a stumbling block that is overcome by jÍvanmuktas,

who at times stay absorbed in Brahman free from Creation and at

other times remain aware of the world and interact with it. Seers

(dçîòÂraÉ) in the Vedas have devised different modes / doctrines of

teaching to guide ajáÂnÍs (ignorant mumukîus) and lead them to

the attainment of BrahmajáÂna. ‘Scriptures devised by jÍvanmuktas

continue to exist in the world for the sake of mumukîus as means to

gain ÂtmasÂkîÂtkÂra’ (Yo.VÂ.Sti. 13-4). ‘The names of all-pervasive

Brahman such as cit (efÛeled), Brahman, and ÂtmÂ have been coined

by jÍvanmuktas for use in the scriptures’ (Yo.VÂ.Ut. 122-35). (Lord

ìiva teaches sage Vasiîòha): ‘In order to teach mumukîus, to
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compose the scriptures, and to validate the Vedas, PurÂàas and

Brahmasötras, highly adorned jáÂnÍs and guardians of the world

such as BrahmÂjÍ (one of the Trinity), Rudra, and Indra have coined

for the nameless Êïvara (Brahman) names such as cit (efÛeled),
Brahman, ìiva, ÂtmÂ, Êïa, ParamÂtmÂ and Êïvara’ (Yo.VÂ.Ni.Pö.

41-21 to 23).

In view of the contrast between the nature of Brahman,

which is totally free from the jagat, and the ÂdhyÂtmic ïÂstras

(scriptures) which are in the realm of jagat, prakriyÂs have to be

viewed in their right perspective. What needs to be examined is

their capacity to produce BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra, without in any way

dwelling on their inherent limitations.

The prakriyÂs employed most often are ÂtmÂnÂtma-viveka,
paácakoïa-viveka, avasthÂtraya-viveka, dçk-dçïya-viveka, puruîa-

prakçti-vibhÂga, or kîetra-kîetrajáa-vibhÂga, avidyÂ / mÂyÂ-vÂda,

vÂsanÂ-prakriyÂ, vivartavÂda, adhyÂropÂpavÂda, kÂrya-kÂraàa-bhÂva

etc. These prakriyÂs are implied in the Upaniîads and several

VedÂntic texts, even if not referred to explicitly in them.

Take for example the existence of avidyÂ postulated in the

YogavÂsiîòha, a magnum opus among VedÂntic treatises. The

YogavÂsiîòha consists of the teaching of sage Vasiîòha to Lord RÂma
at the behest of sage ViïvÂmitra. This teaching was received from

Lord BrahmÂjÍ by both these sages. It was composed by sage

VÂlmÍki at the command of BrahmÂjÍ.

AvidyÂ, mÂyÂ, avyakta, avyÂkçta, ÂkÂïa (as mÂyÂ), akîara

(as mÂyÂ) are more or less synonyms found in many Upaniîads. In

his bhÂîya, ÀcÂrya ìaßkara introduces avidyÂ using these synonyms

in addition to ÂtmÂnÂtma-adhyÂsa (Br.Sö.Bh. 1-4-3, I.U.Bh. 12,
Kt.U.Bh. 1-3-12, B.G.Bh. 5-14, adhyÂsabhÂîya etc.).

In light of the synonyms of avidyÂ enumerated above,

selected excerpts from the YogavÂsiîòha regarding the existence /
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non-existence of avidyÂ/mÂyÂ can facilitate the analysis of avidyÂ-

vÂda. The YogavÂsiîòha includes many narrations containing

VedÂntic teachings, each complete in itself. For the sake of clarity,

quotations chiefly establishing the existence of avidyÂ are cited

first followed by contradictions brought up by Lord RÂma and their

redressal by sage Vasiîòha, and  then quotations regarding its non-

existence.

i) ‘Goddess Sarasvati says that avicÂra (lack of inquiry into

the nature of ÂtmÂ) is born of svabhÂva (avidyÂ)’ (Yo.VÂ.Ut.

21-70).

ii) ‘This entire expanse of Jagat  is the effect of mÂyÂ’

(Yo.VÂ.Ut. 60-8).

iii) ‘MÂyÂ / avidyÂ is the cause of entire saÙsÂra’ (Yo.VÂ.St.

41).

iv) ‘The nature of prakçti is sattva, rajas and tamoguàas. This

triguàÂtmikÂ prakçti itself is avidyÂ. This alone is the cause

of saÙsÂra. The ultimate reality (param padam) is totally

free from avidyÂ’ (Yo.VÂ.Ni.Pö. 9-5 and 6).

v) ‘This delusion in the form of the multitude of dçïyas is termed

avidyÂ. It does not exist in reality just as there is no water

in a mirage. But at my behest, accept avidyÂ to be real

(satya) for the sake of the teaching and listen to what I say’

(Yo.VÂ.Ni.U. 52-5 and 6).

vi) The following dialogue between Lord RÂma and sage

Vasiîòha unfolds the exact role of avidyÂ in VedÂntic

teaching (Yo.VÂ.Ni.Pu. 49-10 to 17).

RÂma: How can avidyÂ exist in Brahman, which is non-

dual, all-pervasive and ever-existent in nature?

Keeping in the mind that avidyÂ does not exist from the

standpoint of a jáÂnÍ, but is postulated for the sake of
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teaching at the present level of understanding of ignorant

individuals, Vasiîòha replies:

Earlier there was the changeless, causeless, endless,

limitless Brahman. It is so now and it shall remain so forever.

AvidyÂ does not exist to the slightest extent. This is an

ascertainment that is irrevocable. You, me, jagat, quarters,

heaven, earth, great elements (mahÂbhötas), avidyÂ etc.

do not exist at all. All that exists is the beginningless, endless

Brahman. JáÂnÍs know that avidyÂ is only a delusion and is

non-existent in reality. That which has no existence cannot

be real at all.

RÂma: O revered sage, if avidyÂ does not exist, how is it

that you earlier established the existence of avidyÂ in detail?

Vasiîòha: O RÂma, till now, you were ignorant of your true

nature. It is not so any longer. Now you have become wise

because of the imaginary means of imparting knowledge

employed by me. JÍvanmuktas who know the tÂtparya

(ascertained purport) of the Vedas have coined imaginary

phrases such as ‘this is avidyÂ’, ‘this is jÍva’ etc. in order to

teach ignorant mumukîus.

vii) Goddess Sarasvati states: There is no avidyÂ after

BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra (Yo.VÂ.Ut. 21-72).

viii) ‘This perceived jagat which is the effect of mÂyÂ is non-

dual Brahman alone. There is no mÂyÂ at all.’ (Yo.VÂ.Ut.

60-8).

ix) ‘The doctrine is that there is no bhrÂnti (avidyÂ)’ (Yo.VÂ.Ut.

91-41).

x) ‘AvidyÂ does not exist from the standpoint of paramÂrtha

(absolute reality)’ (Yo.VÂ.St. 41).

xi) ‘ÀtmÂ alone exists, there is no avidyÂ. This is known as the

destruction of avidyÂ’ (Yo.VÂ.Ni.Pu. 41-10).
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xii) ‘You will know through aparokîa ÂtmajáÂna that avidyÂ does

not exist at all’ (Yo.VÂ.Ni.U. 52-7).

xiii) ‘The doctrine of all ÂdhyÂtmic scriptures is the denial

(apahnava) of this entire duality (whether it is avidyÂ and its

effect, the jÍva, with the three states of consciousness, or

mÂyÂ along with Êïvara and jagat). There is neither avidyÂ

nor mÂyÂ. All that exists is self-evident, self-existent

Brahman, free from all afflictions, which cannot be

objectified (as prameya) or described by any pramÂàa,

including the scriptures’ (Yo.VÂ.Ni.Pu. 125-1).

In short avidyÂ or mÂyÂ are but postulates in the limitless

non-dual, Brahman, an Âropa (superimposition) on Brahman, meant

only for apavÂda (negation) in order to gain BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra.

AvidyÂ is taken as real in terms of vyÂvahÂrika (transactional)

existence until BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra is gained. Then it is discovered

that it did not exist at all.  To teach ignorant persons that avidyÂ is

non-existent is to put the cart before the horse. Postulations such

as the existence of avidyÂ facilitate the teaching, in spite of these

limitations. This is true of all VedÂntic prakriyÂs / vÂdas. They are

means to an end and not an end in themselves.

The criterion of correctness for a VedÂntic prakriyÂ vests

in its capacity to produce BrahmajáÂna. It cannot be a subject of

academic interest or a scholastic feat. It is not desirable to take an

obstinate stand and condemn a prakriyÂ by reading into it unstated

meaning, disregarding its capacity to produce jáÂna. Mumukîus

should bear in mind  that adhyÂropa in VedÂnta is meant for apavÂda

and not to ascribe the status of reality to the adhyasta. The mode of

superimposition is not important. What is necessary is that the

method employed should produce the knowledge of non-dual

Brahman.

Indispensable pre-requisites for BrahmajáÂna are sÂdhana-

catuîòaya-saÙpatti coupled with a pure and steady mind. Without
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these, even ïravaàa, manana etc. are incapable of producing

BrahmajáÂna. It is noteworthy that there are BrahmajáÂnÍs who have

not studied scriptures at all.

In ascertaining the genuineness of VedÂntic prakriyÂs,

mumukîus should be guided by the following dictum from the

vÂrtikakÂra SureïvarÂcÂrya. The context is the contradiction found

in different sçîòi-prakriyÂs (theories of Creation propounded in the

Upaniîads, employed as means to impart ÂtmajáÂna). He says :

Øeef›eâÙeeefveÙecees veeefHe HegbJÙeglHeefòeØeOeevele: ~
ØeefleßegefleefJeieerefle§e Øeef›eâÙeeCeeb meceer#Ùeles ~~

Tr. There is no definite rule regarding the form of a prakriyÂ

(on the theory of Creation). A prakriyÂ is governed mainly

by its capacity to produce ÂtmajáÂna. (That is why) it is

observed that different (sçîòi) prakriyÂs are at variance with

one another. (Bç.U. VÂrtikÂ, 1-4-401).

ÙeÙee ÙeÙee YeJeslHegbmeeb JÙeglHeefòe: ØelÙeieelceefve ~
mee mewJe Øeef›eâÙesnmÙeeled meeOJeer mee ÛeeveJeefmLelee ~~

Tr. By whatsoever prakriyÂ ÂtmajáÂna is produced in

mumukîus, that prakriyÂ alone is fruitful (sÂdhvÍ / phalavat)

according to the ïruti. But that same prakriyÂ is inherently

defective in nature (although its utility depends on the

different intellectual textures of mumukîus to whom it is

taught) (Bç.U. VÂrtikÂ, 1-4-402).

This norm is equally applicable to all prakriyÂs – modes of

VedÂntic teaching.

Unaware of such unavoidable modes of teaching adopted

in VedÂnta, the followers of many other schools of thoughts have

criticised – as anupapaòti or untenable – many VedÂntic concepts

such as mÂyÂ, avidyÂ employed as a means to unfold Brahman. It

only exhibits their ignorance of the final human goal and its means

in the right perspective. VedÂntic masters have refuted those
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allegations from time to time. Taking into account the unique nature

of Brahman that defies all the worldly norms, the modus operandi

adopted by jÍvanmuktas in revealing Brahman envisages three levels

of vision (dçîòi):

i) PÂmara-dçîòi - The vision of a lay person who considers

the jagat to be true and Brahman or Êïvara, to be non-

existent, or even if existent, different from ‘I’.

ii) Youktika-dçîòi - A concept of jagat etc. arrived at through a

logical approach based on reasoning by those skillful in

inquiring into the truth and adept in ascertaining a prameya

(thing to be known) through the operation of a pramÂàa.

iii) Tattva-dçîòi - The vision accomplished through a steadfast

akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti as a fructification of thorough ïravaàa,

manana and nididhyÂsana wherein there is aparokîajáÂna

of Brahman. This dçîòi is found in jÍvanmuktas.

VedÂnta dismisses the first dçîòi by the second and the

third taken together, while the second, is refuted by the third – tattva

dçîòi. Sage Vasiîòha asserts that in the YogavÂsiîòha, he has followed

this method of teaching to the point of direct discovery of the

non-dual Brahman where the dçîòi, jÍva and jagat never exist.

(Yo.VÂ.Ni.U. 190-89).

MóLÀVIDYÀ

Here, a passing reference to the mölÂvidyÂ prakriyÂ of

vivaraàa would not be out of context. Commentators have also

referred to mölÂvidyÂ as bhÂvÂvidyÂ or kÂraàÂvidyÂ. It is a prakriyÂ

having its origin in the PaácapÂdikÂ of PadmapÂdÂcÂrya. MölÂvidyÂ

superimposed (Âropita) on Brahman is described as bhÂvaröpÂ –

existent in nature. That does not mean it is absolutely real. This

prakriyÂ propounds that Brahman alone is the pÂrmÂrthika satyam

and BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra, in which nothing else exists, has to be

gained. MölÂvidyÂ is terminated by BrahmajáÂna. Therefore
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mölÂvidyÂ is reduced to mithyÂ in nature though an initial existence

in terms of bhÂvaröpÂ was ascribed to it. It should be noted in this

context that the words Âropita (superimposed), avÂstava (unreal),

kalpita (imagined), adhyasta (superimposed), mÂyika (effect of

mÂyÂ) and Âvidyaka (effect of avidyÂ) are synonyms.

If avidyÂ is taken as adhyÂsa, that avidyÂ in the form of

adhyÂsa has to be adhyasta (superimposed) and therefore is mithyÂ

(false) in nature. If it is not adhyasta, duality will be inevitably cast,

resulting in the impossibility of mokîa because avidyÂ as adhyÂsa

would be real. An adhyÂsa should necessarily have a cause (Bç.U.

VÂrtika 1-4-478). That cause too would necessarily have to have

another cause. This would lead to the defect of regress ad infinitum

(anavasthÂ doîa) and the impossibility of mokîa (unless the avidyÂ

referred to as adhyÂsa is mithyÂ). If it is argued that the nature of

such adhyÂsa (that is avidyÂ) is svatah adhyasta (self-superimposed),

the same argument holds good in the case of mölÂvidyÂ.

The cause-effect relationship (kÂrya-kÂraàa-bhÂva), adhyÂsa

and the rest are vyÂvahÂrika in nature and not pÂramÂrthika.

Elsewhere, the bhÂîya says:

hejceeLee&JemLeeÙeeb kegâle: SJe Jee me=ef°: ~
ie=nerles leg DeelcewkeâlJes meJe&JÙeJenejmeceeeqHle: SJe mÙeeled ~

Tr. How can there be Creation in Brahman? All dealings come

to an end when ÂtmajáÂna is gained.

Generally, cause and effect have the same degree of reality.

Therefore it is proved that an existent adhyÂsa called mölÂvidyÂ is

the cause of existent kÂryÂdhyÂsa (effect in the form of the jagat

that is superimposed)102.

Thus even if mölÂvidyÂ is described as bhÂvaröpÂ (existent

in nature), it has only vyÂvahÂrika-sattÂ just like the existence of

avidyÂ / mÂyÂ, and is not pÂramÂrthika. If avidyÂ is described

102. Vide MölÂvidyÂ Vimarîe Bibliography Sr. No. 41
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anywhere in the scripture as abhÂvaröpÂ (non-existent in nature), it

should be understood that the statement is made from the

pÂramÂrthika standpoint. All norms applicable to avidyÂvÂda as seen

in YogavÂsiîòha apply faithfully to mölÂvidyÂ prakriyÂ as well.

Scholars have already established how mölÂvidyÂ prakriyÂ is in

consonance with the bhÂîya and the vÂrtikÂ103. Its elaboration here

is beyond the purview of this book. The role of mölÂvidyÂ as a

prakriyÂ capable of conferring BrahmajáÂna cannot be refuted even

if it is accepted for the sake of argument that it is not in accordance

with bhÂîya and vÂrtikÂ. Any attempt to dismiss mölÂvidyÂ prakriyÂ
is futile.

ÀìÊRVACANAM (BENEDICTION)

We had seen earlier that sage VyÂsa is the author of the

Brahmasötras. In fact, VyÂsa himself received this teaching from

none other than Lord ìiva. (ìiva-Rahasyam, AÙsa 6, viz. Ribhu
GÍtÂ 2-2). This teaching is the highest blessing that one can aspire

for. And in the entire Creation, it is the human embodiment that is

specifically designed to gain this teaching of  BrahmajáÂna, which

confers mokîa – the highest accomplishment in life. To get a human

body is very difficult. Therefore, having been born as a human, it is

the prime duty of every individual to take to BrahmajijáÂsÂ until

aparokîa BrahmajáÂna is gained. May all gain BrahmajáÂna and

attain mokîa.

Ô leled meled ~

103. Vide Bibliography, Books Sr. Nos. 41 and 42
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APPENDIX

MP3 CDs of Texts taught and other books by ìrÍ SwÂmÍ
ìuddhabodhÂnanda SaraswatÍ :

IN ENGLISH

1) Brahmasötra BhÂîya  (complete) with about 1000 captions,

VaiyÂsika-nyayamÂla and two tÍkÂs – RatnaprabhÂ and

NyÂyaniràaya (wherever necessary).

2) YogavÂsiîòha : a) Selected 729 verses - vol. I; b) Selected verses

- vol. II; c) Selected chapters; d) DevÂrchana VidhÂna (Total

14 chapters containing 621 verses ) comprises the teaching

by Lord ìiva to Sage Vasiîòha on the highest mode of

NidhidhyÂsana.
3) JÍvanmuktiviveka by VidyÂraàya Muni. This establishes in

detail the nature, the means and the result of jÍvanmukti  based

on valid pramÂàas.
4) Naiîkarmyasiddhi by SureïvarÂchÂrya with ChandrikÂ and

KleïÂpahÂriàÍ tÍkÂs (wherever necessary).

5) AnubhötiprakÂïa by VidyÂraàya Muni (20 chapters). It contains

the summary of 13 Upaniîads: Aitareya, Taittiriya, ChÂndogya,
MuàÅaka, Praïàa, KauîÍtakÍ, MaitrÂyaàÍ Kaòha, ìvetaïvatara,
BçhadÂraàyaka, Kena, NçsimhottaratÂpinÍ.

6) Upadeïa-SÂhasrÍ by ìaßkarÂchÂrya (Gadya and Padya).

7) BhagavadgÍtÂ BhÂîya.
8) Upaniîads BhÂîya : MÂàÅökya, MuàÅaka, Kaòha, TaittirÍya,

Aitareya, Kena (Pada and VÂkya BhÂîyas), ÊïÂvÂsya.
9) ChÂndogyopaniîat, Ch. 6, 7, 8 (without BhÂîya).

10) PaáchadaïÍ by VidyÂraàya Muni.
11) VivekachöÅÂmaài by ìaßkarÂchÂrya.
12) AîòÂvakragÍtÂ.
13) SanatsujÂtÍya (with bhÂîya wherever necessary).

14) Daïa ìÂnti Mantras.
15) VÂkya Vçtti by ìaßkarÂchÂrya.



16) HaÙsagÍta.

17) Dçk Dçïya Viveka.

18) PaáchÍkaraàa by ìaßkarÂchÂrya with VÂrtika of

SureïvarÂchÂrya.

19) AparokîÂnubhöti by ìaßkarÂchÂrya (with VidyÂraàya DeepikÂ

wherever necessary).

20) Àtmabodha, ìrÍ Rudram and Puruîa Söktam.

IN HINDI

21) Kaivalyopaniîat.

22) DakîiàÂmörty stotra.

23) SvetaketuvidyÂprakÂïa (Tat Tvam Asi – AnubhötiprakÂïa Ch.3).

24) SanatkumÂrvidyÂprakÂïa (AnubhötiprakÂïa Ch.4).

25) Aitareyopaniîat-vivaraàam (AnubhötiprakÂïa Ch.1)

26) PaáchadaïÍ.

27) BhagavadgÍtÂ.

IN KANNADA

28) BhagavadgÍtÂ.

29) Tattvabodha.

30) Upadeïa SÂram.

31) Bhajagovindam.

32) Kathopaniîat-vivaraàam (AnubhötiprakÂïa Ch.11)

33) MuàÅakopaniîat-vivaraàam (AnubhötiprakÂïa Ch.6)

34) MaitrÂyanÍya-ïÂkhÂ-vivaraàam (AnubhötiprakÂïa Ch.10)

BOOKS

1) HaÙsa-gÍtÂ (A treatise on self-knowledge from BhÂgavata)
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Â-ÂtmaniïcayÂt, 341

abÂdhita, 245

abÂhyam, 236

abhinna, 178

abhoktÂ, 48, 62

abhyÂsa, 48, 239, 240

abhyuccaya, 191

abhyudaya, 5

abstract noun, 125

Âcamana, 290, 291

acintya, 172

acit, 43

acittva, 43

adharma, 203, 257, 258, 259

adhÍhi, 215

adhikÂra, 94

adhikaraàa, 11, 16, 219

adhikÂrÍ, 31, 258

adhikçtÂdhikÂra, 101, 102, 104

adhiîòhÂna, 50, 199, 294

Âdhvaryava, 181

adhvaryu, 296

adhyÂropÂpavÂda, 41

adhyÂsa, 55, 56, 82, 343, 344, 345

– -ÂkîepabhÂîyam, 38

– -ÂtmÂnÂtma, 277

– -bhÂîya(m), appropriateness

  of, 33

– -bhÂîyam, 38

– BrahmÂnubhava alone can end, 143

– -kramaÉ, 86

– prastÂvanÂ bhÂîya, 31

adhyasta, 50, 181

– dçïya in the state of ignorance, 145

– prapaáca, 199

adhyÂtmayoga(É), 153, 199

adhyÂtmayogÂdhigamaÉ, 152, 153

adhyavasÂya, 82

Âdi, 51

adçîòa, 204

advaita Brahman and dvaita jagat cannot

 be known simultaneously (Yo.VÂ.), 147

– -siddhÂnta, 56

advaya, 308

Âgama, 205

ÂgamÂpÂyÍ-tadavadhyanvaya-

 vyatirekaÉ, 29

agnihotra, 115

agnirmördhÂ, 233

AgnÍîòi, 181

aham, 169

ahaÙ pratyaya, 83, 308, 310

– pratyayÍ, 83

ahananam kuryÂt, 319

ahaßkÂra, 39, 52

ahaßkÂrÂdhyÂsa, 87

ÂhavanÍya, 187, 247, 248, 249

ahinirlvayanÍ, 331

ajáÂnanÂíanam, 143 (fn. 63)

akartÂ, 48

akÂyaÉ, 293

akhaàÅa, 238

akhaàÅÂkÂravçtti, 24, 123, 124, 137,

 143, 193, 284, 350

– its indispensability, 137

– its pramÂàa, 137

akhaàÅÂrtha, 238, 239

akhyÂti, 57

akriyÂrthatvÂt, 244

akçta, 265

Âkçti, 204

akîayyam, 114
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Âkîepa, 166, 219

– bhÂîya, 44, 64

– -saßgati, 166, 225

Âlambana, 277, 278

ÂmnÂyasya, 230, 232

amçtaÉ, 331

anÂdi, 51, 63, 85

anÂdigata, 245

anÂditva, 51

Ânanda, 46

ÂnandÂd hyeva, 216

anantam, 170, 239

anantaram, 236

Ânantaryam, 94, 95

ananyaïeîaÉ, 307, 310

anaparam, 236

Ânarthakyam, 315, 320

anÂtmÂ, 40

anavasthÂ-doîa, 61

aßga, 237

anirvacanÍya, 51

– khyÂti, 56

anityatva, 182

antaÉkaraàa, 83

– -vçtti(s), 46, 72

anu, 125

anubandhacatuîòaya, 31, 343

anubhava, 124, 125, 126, 127, 181, 191

–  definition, 125, 126

– in BrahmÂvagati, 181, 182

– (Maitreyopaniîat ), 201

– of ÂtmÂ, 197, 205, 207, 211

– of ÂtmÂ, definition, 154

– of ÂtmÂ, is culmination of ÂtmajáÂna

  (Yo.VÂ. gloss), 144 to 147

– of Brahman, 179, 181, 189, 195, 197,

  200, 205, 207, 211, 349, 350

– of Brahman alone ends adhyÂsa, 143

– -paryantÂ buddhiÉ, 201

– PaácapÂdikÂ, 129, 184, 185, 190

– -sÂkîÂt, 144, 145

– siddha, 148

– siddha-vastu, 184

– -svaröpa, 125, 128, 182, 196

– -svaröpa of ÂtmÂ does not cease in

  ÂtmÂ /BrahmajáÂna, 182

–  -svaröpa contrast during self-knowledge

  vs. self-ignorance, 181, 182

– (VarÂhopaniîat ), 201

anubhavÂdayaÉ, 181

anubhavÂrödham vidyÂphalam, 211

anubhavÂvasÂnatvÂt (BrahmajáÂnasya),

   180

anubhavitÂ, 181

anubhö, 125

anubhöti, 126

anumÂna, 176, 181

anumÂtÂ, 66

anupapaòti, 379

anuîòhÂna, 79, 183, 189, 194

anuvçtta-vyÂvçttÂnvaya-vyatirekaÉ, 29

anvaya, 27, 68, 69, 238

– -vyÂpti, 69

– -vyatireka, 27, 69, 329

anyadharma, 57

anyathÂ, 57

– khyÂti, 56, 57

anyatra, 57

anyonyÂdhyÂsa, 86

ap (Dehed ), 125

apakîaya, 172, 173

apÂpaviddhaÉ, 293

aparokîa(É), 62, 63, 197

– ÂtmÂ, 128

– -BrahmajáÂna, 216

– jáÂna, synonyms, 3, 201
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– vastu, 194

AparokîÂnubhöti, 137

apavÂda, 186, 187, 191

apouruîeya, 222

aprameya, 206

Âpti, 286

apörvam, 236

apörvatÂ, 239, 240

Âpya, 285, 286, 307

Ârambha, 94

Âropya, 53, 55

artha, 48, 98

– -vÂda, 204, 230, 239, 241, 242, 244,

  255

arthÂdhyÂsa, 48, 49, 55

arthÂpatti, 69

asaÙsaktiÉ, 368

asaÙsçîòa, 238

asaßga, 50, 266

aïarÍratvam, 259, 263, 264, 267, 324,

  325, 326, 331

asatkhyÂti, 58

ÂïÍrvacanam, 382

asmad, 40, 62

asmatpratyaya, 62

– -gocara, 40

Âïrama, 81

Âïraya, 170, 172

assumption, 69

AîòÂvakragÍtÂ, withdrawal from all dçïyas

  is indispensable for ÂtmajáÂna, 147

asti, 157

aïvamedha, 278

asya, 167

ataÉ, 114

atha, 94, 95, 96, 114

AtharvÂngirasa, 221

athÂto dharmajijáÂsÂ , 229

athÂyamaïarÍraÉ, 48

atirÂtra, 186, 187

ÂtmÂ, 40, 125, 252, 253

– anubhava, 359, 360

– anubhavasvaröpa, 144

– -cintana, 197

– different notions, 161

– is intermixed with adhyasta dçïyas in

  the state of ignorance, 145

– locus of limitless love, 4

ÂtmaikatvavidyÂ , 90

ÂtmajáÂna, 303

– and desires cannot co-exist, 111

– ends in ÂtmÂnubhava

     (Yo.VÂ. gloss), 144 to 147

– (manodharma), 200

– obstructions of, 20

– phalam anubhavÂröÅam, 211

– remedies to remove obstructions, 20

– withdrawal from all dçïyas is

   indispensable (AîòÂvakragÍtÂ), 147

ÂtmÂkÂra-vçtti, 145, 196, 197, 198

– eliminates dçïya from the range of

  experience, 145

ÂtmakhyÂti, 56, 57

ÂtmÂnÂtmÂdhyÂsa, 46, 60

– can be terminated (bhÂîyakÂra), 151

– should be terminated (bhÂîyakÂra), 151

ÂtmÂnubhava, 197, 205, 207, 211, 359

– definition, 154

– indispensable, 201, 362

– is the culmination of ÂtmajáÂna (Yo.VÂ.

  gloss), 144 to 147

ÂtmasÂkîÂtkÂra, 75, 80, 262

ÂtmÂïrayadoîa, 175

Âtmasvaröpa, 181

Âtmatattva, 79

– -sÂkîÂtkÂra-bodha, 145
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ÂtmavijáÂna, 238

atyanta, 49

– -vivikta, 49

autpattika, 204

– -sötra, 203, 205

avabhÂsanam, 55

avabodhana-prakÂra, 189, 195

avadÂna, 101

avagata-brahmÂtmabhÂvaÉ, 322, 323, 331

avagati, 122, 123, 350

– manana, nididhyÂsana, 333

– BhÂmatÍ gloss on, 143

– PaácapÂdikÂ on, 143

avÂntarabheda, 60

Âvaraàa, 123

avasthÂ, 81

avayava, 46

avibhÂjya-ghaòaka, 194

avidyÂ, 59, 63

– - a postulate (Yo.VÂ.), 375 to 378

– -kÂrya, 64

avidyÂdhyÂropaàa-nirÂkaraàam, 140

– -varjitaÉ, 200

avidyÂvadviîayÂài, 67

avikalpayitrÍ buddhi, 200

avikÂrÍ, 166, 289

avikÂrya, 288, 289

avirodhÂdhyÂya, 13, 30

aviruddha, 63

aviîayaÉ, 62

avraàaÉ / asnÂviraÉ, 293, 294

avyavahitam, 144

ayam, 47

ayathÂrtha, 126

Àyurveda, 291

BÂdarÂyaàa ÀcÂrya, 204

bÂdha, 191, 332

– -sÂmÂnÂdhikaraàyam, 164

bÂdhita, 338

badhnÂti, 45

bahuvrÍhi samÂsa, 167, 168

bÂhya, 82

baòu, 320

benediction, 382

Bhagavadbhakti, 207 to 210

BhagavadgÍtÂ, 152, 156, 197, 198, 201,

  209

– bhÂîya (ch. 18-50), 139 to 142, 147,

  151, 152, 197

– -bhÂîya, BrahmÂkÂra-vçtti, is possible,

  139 to 142

– heavens including Brahmaloka are

  impermanent, 115

– on pramÂàa, 80

– on saÙskÂra, 85

bhakti, 198

BhÂmatÍ gloss on avagati, 143

bhaßga(m), 164, 168, 172, 238

bhÂîya, 9

BhÂtta, 180

bhavya(É), 106, 265

bhikîÂ, 81

bhikîusötra, 9

bhinna, 55

bhogya, 53

bhoktÂ, 48, 66

bhoktç, 170, 171, 172

bhrama(É), 56, 57, 126

bhö, 125

bhöta(m), 265, 313

bhötÂni, 169, 214, 215

bhötavastu-viîayatvÂt (BrahmajáÂnasya),

  180, 183, 187, 190

bhötopadeïa, 313

BodhÂyana, 246

BrahmabhÂvaÉ mokîa, 292 to 295
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BrahmabhötaÉ, 198

brahmacÂrÍ, 320

BrahmacodanÂ, 107

BrahmajijáÂsÂ, 98, 100, 123, 179, 185,

189

BrahmajijáÂsu, 215

BrahmajáÂna, 179, 200, 243, 251, 280,

  281

– and perception of jagat cannot co-exist

  (Yo.VÂ.), 374

– - its experiential  nature  proved by

  fifth to seventh jáÂnabhömikÂs, 367

– - its synonyms, 270

– modality of gaining it, 130 to 133

– -modus operandi adopted by

  jÍvanmuktas in revealing Brahman

  (Yo.VÂ.), 379, 380

– needs BrahmÂnubhava, 353

– -svaröpa, 124

– -vçtti-vyÂpti is necessary, but not

  phala, 132

BrahmajáÂnasya anubhavÂvasÂnatvÂt,

  180, 182

Brahmalakîaàa(m), 164, 165

BrahmamÍmÂÙsÂ, 46, 54, 63

Brahman (nature), 2

– a definition, 116

– its direct cognition, 122

– limitless happiness, 155, 156

BrahmaàaÉ, 121

– jijáÂsÂ, 118

Brahmaàe jijáÂsÂ, 117

Brahma-niràaya, 223

BrahmapramÂàa, 165

BrahmaprÂpti, 139 (fn.), 140, 359

(Brahma-prathanÂnukölam cittam), 206

BrahmasÂkîÂtkÂra, 123, 124, 133, 134,

  179, 181, 191, 193, 201, 244, 262,

  323, 333, 339, 348

– a unique experience, 133, 134

– its nature, 134 to 136

Brahmasötra 1-1-1, 93, 346

– 1-1-2, 164, 351

– 1-1-3, 217, 355

– 1-1-4, 203 (Bh. PramÂàam ca

  yathÂbhötavastuviîayam), 225, 356

– Bh. 1-3-1, 199

– Bh. 1-4-23 to 27, 166, 169, 216

– Bh. 2-1-9, 199

– Bh. 2-1-14, 199, fn. 78

– Bh. 2-3-1 to 7, 169

– Bh. 3-2-21, jáÂnam

  yathÂbhötaviîayam, 202

– Bh. 3-3-32, anubhavÂröÅham

  jáÂnaphalam, 211

– Bh. 3-4-15, anubhavÂröÅham

  vidyÂphalam, 211

– Bh. (sarvÂpekîa) 3-4-26/27, 100, 334

– Bh. 4-1-2, 154

– Bh. sarvam Brahman is an equation

  for the dissolution of Creation, 146

– -bhÂîya-maßgalÂcaraàa, 37

– bhÂîyas on, 10

– date, 8

– -mÂhÂtmyam, 9

– pÂàinÍya sötra on, 9

– purpose of, 21

– reasonings employed, 27

– synonyms, 7

– the role of, 26

– topics, 7

Brahmasvaröpa, 181

BrahmavicÂra, 92, 165, 177

– is valid, 156

– its purpose, 162

BrahmavidyÂ, 257, 277

–  - depends on the nature of Brahman,

  277
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Brahmayukti, 165

BrahmÂ, 118

– the Creator, 96

BrahmÂkÂravçtti, 193, 201, 350

– is indispensable, 138, 139

– is possible, 139 to 143

BrahmÂnubhava, 179, 181, 189, 195,

  197, 200, 205, 207, 211, 349, 350,

  351

–  alone ends adhyÂsa, 143

–  indispensable, 201, 362

BrahmÂtmaikatva-vijáÂna, 275, 276, 280

BrahmÂtmaikyÂvagatiÉ, 335

BrahmÂvagati(É), 124, 133, 134, 156,

  176, 177, 181, 199, 201, 348, 349,

  351

– its result, 154

– PaácapÂdikÂ, 155

– VidyÂraàya Muni on, 143

– Vivaraàa-prameya-saßgraha on, 143

BrÂhmÍ sthitiÉ, 201

Bçh, 157, 158, 279

Bç.U., 109, 112, 156, 178, 182

– 4-4-22 tametam VedÂnuvacanena, 99,

  100

– 6-2-13, 192

– ÂtmÂ is immortal and imperishable

  (3-4-2), 115

– bhÂîya (3-9-28; 4-3-32), 156

– manasÂ eva anudraîòavyam, 132

– nature of ÂtmÂ (3-4-2), 109, (3-9-28;

  4-3-32/33), 156, 160

– the source of ïama-damÂdi (4-4-23)

  mÂdhyandina, 112

BçhadÂraàyaka VÂrtika on degrees of

  love, 89

bçÙh, 279

bçÙhaàa, 279

BçmhaàÂt Brahma, 158

buddha, 157, 158, 309

buddhi, 40

caitanya, 57, 71, 123, 332, 340

CÂrvÂkas , 175

cÂturmÂsya, 114

cetÂ, 293, 294

Ch.U., 109, 115, 155, 156, 178, 179, 192

– ÂtmÂ is immortal and imperishable, 115

– heavenly pleasures end, 109, 115

– nature of ÂtmÂ / (bhömÂ), 109

chandas, 221

cidÂbhÂsa, 50, 83, 123, 124, 196

cidÂtmÂ, 40

cidÂtmakaÉ, 45

cinmÂtra, 236

cit, 46

citswaröpa-ÂtmÂ, 41

citta dharma, 332

cittaikÂgrya, 91

– -pratibandha, 23

cittanaiïcalya, 195, 207, 208

cittaprasÂda, 206

cittaïuddhi , 100, 195, 206, 207, 208

cittva, 43

codanÂ, 106, 107, 203, 204, 229, 258,

  260, 300, 301

– -vidhi, 297

dadhi, 315

dadhnÂ juhoti, 233

dama, 112

Damoclean sword, 3

dÂrÅhya, 178

dÂrîòÂnta, 76

deha, 40

– -viïiîòÂtmani, 82

devaÉ, 292

devatÂ, 225, 233
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devatÂdi, 204

dharma, 49, 98, 180, 183, 184, 186,

187,

  188, 189, 191, 194, 203, 205, 257,

  258, 259

– a definition (Jai.Sö. 1-1-2), 98

dharmajijáÂsÂ, 97, 98, 100, 105, 179,

  185, 189

– and BrahmajijáÂsÂ, phalabheda, 105

– jijáÂsyabheda, 105

– pramÂàabheda, 106

dharmamÍmÂÙsÂ, 98

dharmÂnuîòhÂna, 207

dharmaïÂstra, 221

dharmÂya jijáÂsÂ, 117

dharmi, 49, 168

dhyÂna(m), 197, 198, 297

Direct perception, modality of

gaining it, 128, 129

doîÂpanayana, 287

draîòÂ, 66

dçgdçïyÂnvaya-vyatirekaÉ, 28

dçk, 53

dçîòÂnta, 76

dçîòi , 283

dçïya, 53, 262

dçïya / tripuòÍ cannot co-exist with

  mokîa (Yo.VÂ.), 147

duÉkhi-paramapremÂspadÂnvaya-

  vyatirekaÉ, 29

duritakîaya, 100, 207

ekaÉ, 292, 308

ekakartÂ, 102

ekaviîayatva, 219

epilogue, 359

experience, 125, 364

– definition, 125

– of Brahman, 201, 367

– verb (to experience), 125

experiential  nature  of BrahmajáÂna -

  scriptural  excerpts, 359

GandhÂra, 178

Gautama Muni, 273

genetive determinative compound, 116

glosses on ìaßkara sötrabhÂîya, 10

goal of life, the ultimate, 2

gouàa, 328, 329, 330

gouàÂtmÂ, 338, 340

grÂhaka, 43

göÅhaÉ , 292

guàÂdhÂna, 287

guàas, 46

guàÂtiïaya, 288

Gurumata, 57

han, 318

hetu, 68, 183, 184

– -hetumadbhÂva, 51

hetvÂbhÂsa, 59, 184, 244

heyaÉ, 308

Hiraàyagarbha, 91, 171, 175, 200, 223,

  257, 258

hotÂ, 296

hçdaya-granthi, 276, 280

hçt-manÍò, 200

icchÂ, 123

idam, 84, 167, 169

– -asmad , 41

Indra, 204

Indreîòi, 181

indriya-pratyakîa, 195

indriyas, 40, 82

iîe tvÂ, 233

Êïvara, 52, 175, 223

– - worship, 100

itaretarÂvivekaÉ, 49

JÂbÂlopaniîat-4, ‘when of sannyÂsa’, 103
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Index

jaÅa, 43

jagat, 167

Jai.Sö., 1-1-1, 229, 248

– 1-1-2, 98, 229, 248

– 1-1-5, 247, 248, 314

– 1-1-25, 247, 248

– 1-2-1, 227, 230, 232, 247, 318, 320

– 1-2-7, 230, 232

– 4-3-5 Ekasya tu, 99

– 6-1-25 to 42, 258

Jaiminisötra(s) (1-1-1 to 5), 100, 203,

  250

Janaka, king, 41

janma, 164, 168, 172, 224, 238

janmÂdi , 224

jÂti, 204

jijáÂsÂ, 95, 104

– a summary, 162, 163

– jijáÂsÂdhÍkaraàam, 92

jijáÂsya, 101, 250, 251

jÍva, 59

– -brahmaikya, 90

jÍvanmukta, 181, 182, 198, 306, 331,

  332

jÍvanmukti, 324, 332

– viveka, 153, 199

jáÂ, 117

jáÂnÂdhyÂsa, 48, 49, 55

jáÂnakÂàÅa, 225, 244, 245, 250, 251,

  315

jáÂnam, 124, 126, 127, 170, 239

– definition, 126

– -pramÂàajanyam, 202

– -yathÂbhötaviîayam, 202

jáÂnaniîòhÂ, 359 (fn.)

jáÂna (jáÂnena)-pramÂàa (pramÂàena),

  122, 124, 133, 143

jáÂnavidhi, 251

jáÂna-vijáÂnanÂíanam, 361

jáÂna-vijáÂnatçptÂtmÂ, 361

jáÂnavçtti (as pramÂàa), 24, 127 (fn. 46)

jáanecchÂ, 95

jáÂnÍ, 75

– absorbed in ÂtmÂ does not perceive the

  dçïya-jagat (SureïvarÂcÂrya), 147

jáapteÉ tu kÂraàam, 207

jáapti-svaröpa, 125, 182

jyeîòha pramÂàa, 206

jyotiîa, 221

Kai.U., 155

kÂla, 51

KalÂgni Rudropaniîat, jáÂnÍ is not

  reborn, 113

Kaliyuga, 101, 208

kalpa, 218, 221

kÂma, 82, 98

kÂraka, 238

kÂraàa, 52

karaàas, 70

karma, 52

– -datta, 261

– -iîòa, 261

– -pörta, 261

– -ïÂstra, 66

– -ïÂstrÍya, 66

– yoga, 197, 208, 210

– yogÍ, 210

karmÂdhyakîaÉ, 292

karmakÂàÅa, 66, 180, 225, 244, 245,

250, 251, 308, 313, 314, 315, 319

karmÂßga, 276, 313, 316

karmaài îaîòhÍ, 116, 118

karmÂnuîòhÂna, 105

kartÂ, 48, 66, 225, 233, 308

kartavyÂ, 95, 187, 190, 192

kartç, 170, 171, 172
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kÂrtsnyam, 94

kÂrya, 52, 171

– -paratva, 230

– -vidhi, 252

kaïcit, 291

Ke.U., pada Bh. (2-4), 152

– yanmanasÂ na manute, 133

kevalaÉ, 293, 294

khyÂti, 56

kim, 166

knowledge, six types, 127

krama, 101

kriyÂ, 170

kriyÂrthatva, 230, 244, 245

Kçîàa, 209

kçta, 265

kçtisÂdhya(É), 106, 187

– -viîaya, 301

Kò.U., 113, 136, 142, 152, 156, 199,

  200, 201

– Bh. adhyÂtmayogÂdhigamaÉ, 153

– Bh., ÂtmÂ is apparently concealed by

the features of adhyasta things, 149

– BrahmajáÂna liberates, 113

– jáÂnÍ is not reborn, 113

– nature of ÂtmÂ, 109

köpe patet, 245

köòasthaÉ, 308

köòasthanityam, 266

lakîaàa, 54, 121, 165

life, 125

liß, 300

lißgam , 179, 180, 187

lißgas, 48

loka, 48, 252

– -vyavahÂraÉ, 48, 49, 51

loò, 300

loukika, 65

Madhusödana SaraswatÍ, 86

mÂdhyamika, 58

mahÂn, 221, 259, 263

mahÂvÂkya, 196

MaitreyÍ, 302, 303

Maitreyopaniîat, 201, 367

mama, 53

manana, 23, 179, 181, 183, 189, 303,

  333, 334

mÂnasam, 257, 298

MaàdalabrÂhmaàopaniîat, 137

maßgalÂcaraàa (salutations), 1

maßgalam, 94, 95

manodharma, 200

mantÂ, 66

mantavyaÉ, 178

mantra, 181, 204

mÂyÂ, 85

middle term, 184

mÍmÂÙsÂ, 6, 221

mind cleansed by samÂdhi, 152

mithunÍkçtya, 50, 51

mithyÂ, 44, 51, 53, 328, 329, 330

– -jáÂna-nimittaÉ, 51, 52, 85

– -jáÂnopÂdÂnaÉ, 52

– -pratyayaröpaÉ, 85

mithyÂtmÂ, 338, 340

mokîa (liberation), 3, 19, 65, 98, 211, 216

– cannot co-exist with dçïya / tripuòÍ

  (Yo.VÂ.), 147

– definitions, 152

– is anubhavÂrödha, 210

– is aïarÍratvam, 264

– is atÍndriya   and ïokarahita, 262

– is BrahmabhÂvaÉ, 292, 293, 294, 295

– is everlasting, 265

– is svÂtmani avasthÂnam, 210, 262

– means to gain, Kai. U., 3
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– sÂdhanÂ of, 19

– -ïÂstra, 66

mokîaïÂstrÍya, 66

Mu.U, 109

mukta, 157, 309

mukti , 92

Muktikopaniîat, 137

mukhya, 328, 329, 340

mölÂvidyÂ prakriyÂ, 380-382

mumukîÂ, 114, 116

mumukîu(tvam), 94, 113

MuàÅakopaniîat - a pramÂàa of

  saptajáÂnabhömikÂs, 370

na, 318

– hantavyaÉ, 318

Naciketa, 3

naisargikaÉ, 51, 63

naiyÂyika, 57, 175

nÂma, 170

– japa, 100

– röpÂdhyanÂtmÂdhyÂropaàa-nivçtti, 140

NÂrada, 271, 272

navavidhÂ bhakti, 100

nididhyÂsana, 24, 179, 181, 183, 189,

  303, 333, 334

Nihilists, 58, 171, 175

niÉïreyasam, 5

nimitta, 52, 222

– kÂraàa, 166, 178

niravayava, 45, 289

nirdoîa, 294

nirguàa(É), 45, 166, 293, 294

– Brahman, 199

niràÂyaka-vÂkyam, 216

niruddham, 198

nirukta, 221

nirupÂdhika, 196, 199

– adhyÂsa, 59, 60

nirvikalpa experience, 195, 196

nirvikÂrÍ, 311

nirviîaya, 196, 197

niïcala, 197

niïcayÂtmikÂ-vçtti, 283, 285

niîedha, 187, 191, 229

– -vÂkya, 317

niîkriya, 66

niïvasitam, 222

nitya(É), 157, 169, 204, 308

– -buddha, 311

– mukta, 285, 311

nityÂnityaviveka, 22

nityatva, 182

nivçtti, 249, 254, 304, 313

– dharma, 111

niyojya, 250, 255, 268, 298, 301

nyÂya, 6, 221

– -niràaya, 41

– -prasthÂnam, 6

– -sötra 1-1-2, 272, 273

Om, 96

oupaniîadaÉ, 309, 312

PÂ.Sö., 119, 120

padÂrthabhÂvinÍ, 369

PadmapÂdÂcÂrya – anubhava and

  reasoning are indispensable, 190

– on anubhava of siddha vastu, 184

– parokîajáÂnam takes place without

  anubhava, 129, 130

pakîÂntara, 94, 97

PaácadaïÍ, 306

– vçtti-vyÂpti is necessary for

BrahmajáÂna, but not phala, 132

PaácÂgni vidyÂ, 192, 299

paácakhyÂti, 56

PaácapÂdikÂ, 184, 185, 189

– anubhava and reasoning are

  indispensable, 190

– on anubhava of siddha vastu, 184
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– on avagati, 143

– parokîajáÂnam takes place without

  anubhava, 129, 130

Parabrahma, 305

parÂk(tva), 41, 43

pÂramÂrthikam, 266

pariàÂminityam, 264, 265

pariïiîòa, 336, 337

pariniîòhita-vastu, 231

parokîa, 183

– cannot remove aparokîa

  bhrama, 129, 150

– jáÂna(m), 75, 183, 201, 207

parokîa jáÂnam, 129, 130

parokîajáÂnasya aparokîa-

  bhrÂntyanivartakatvÂt, 76

parokîa jáÂnÍ, 75

paryagÂt, 293

paryudÂsa, 319

païu ÂdibhiÉ ca aviïeîÂt, 77, 207, 330

païuyÂga, 102

PÂtaájala Yogasötra, 95

phala, 101, 129, 170, 239, 240

– -vyÂpti, 129

phalÂdhyÂya, 14, 31

phalavat, 245

PrÂbhÂkara, 180

– -mata, 327

PrÂbhÂkarÂÉ, 57

pracÂra, 83

PradhÂna, 175, 219

prÂdhÂnyena, 312

pradÍpa, 221

PrajÂpativçta, 318, 320

prajáÂ (akhaàÅÂkÂra-vçtti), 137, 206,

  207

– is the primary means to gain

  BrahmajáÂna  (Yo.VÂ.), 206, 207

prÂjáaÉ, 199

prakaraàam, 179, 180, 181

Prakçtyadhikaraàa, 166, 169, 216

pramÂ, 72, 126, 127, 205

pramÂàa, 53, 54, 66, 123, 176, 182,

185,

  194, 196, 205, 245, 296, 337, 338,

  339

– bheda, 106, 107, 108

– failure, 205, 206, 207

– of saptajáÂnabhömikÂs, 367

– -phala, 207

– -prameya-vyavahÂra, 65

– -vyÂpÂra, 133

– -vyavahÂra, 73

pramÂàajanya-vçtti, 195

pramÂàam ca yathÂbhötavastuviîayam,

  203, 296, 297

pramÂàatantram, 202

pramÂtÂ, 61, 181

pramÂtçtva, 339

prameya, 66

prÂàaÉ, 331

prapaáca-pravilÂpanÂrtham, 199

prapaácopaïama, 196

prÂrabdha karma, 182

prasajya pratiîedha, 319

prasiddhi, 157

prasthÂna-trayam, 4

pratibandha, 285

PratÍkÂdhikaraàa, 148

pratiniyata, 171

pratipatti, 247

pratiîedha, 65, 186, 313

pratÍti, 39

pratÍyate, 42

pratyabhijáÂ, 125

pratyagÂtmÂ, 82, 84, 282
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pratyagÂtmaprasiddheÉ, 63

pratyagÂtma-samÂdhiÉ, 199

pratyak, 41, 61

pratyakîa, 48, 176

– -jáÂna, 124, 128

pratyaktva, 43

pratyaya, 43, 85

pravçtti, 247, 249, 254, 304, 313

– dharma, 111

prayojana, 32

prema-tÂratamya, 89

priya, 262

puàya, 180

pörÂàa on ajáÂnanÂíanam, 143 (fn. 63)

pöràa, 288

Puruîa, 223, 259, 307, 308, 312

– -cittavyÂpÂra, 296

puruîÂrtha(s), 154, 155, 228

puruîatantra, 296, 299

pörvadçîòaÉ, 55

pörvadçîòÂvabhÂsaÉ, 56

pörvamÍmÂÙsÂ, 98, 179, 180, 314, 315,

  319

pörvapakîa, 11, 54

pörva-prakçta, 96, 97

racanÂ, 171, 172

rÂjasöya, 278

regress ad infinitum, 61

Rudra, 204

röpa, 170, 283

ìÂbara bhÂîya, 117, 248, 249

ìabaraswÂmÍ, 249

ïabda, 204, 205

sÂdhanacatuîòaya-saÙpatti, 23, 108, 109,

  111 to 113, 195, 197, 206, 207

sÂdhanÂdhyÂya, 13, 30

sÂdhanam, 184

sÂdhya, 183, 184, 190, 192

saguàa Brahman, 198

saguàeïvaropÂsanÂ, 208

sÂhacarya-niyamaÉ, 68

sajÂtÍya difference, 236, 240

sakalaÉ, 82

ìÂkalya, 309

sÂkîÂt, 144, 181

– anubhava, 144, 145

sÂkîÂtkÂra, 79, 80, 183, 190

sÂkîÍ, 82, 293, 294, 308

– -draîtÂ, 283

sÂkîipratyakîa, 65, 66, 73, 86

sÂkîisÂkîyÂnvaya-vyatirekaÉ, 28

sÂkîya, 294

ïama, 112

sama(É), 308

– -buddhi, 209

ïama-damÂdi-sÂdhanasaÙpat, 111, 112

samÂdhÂna, 112

samÂdhi, 198

– -pariïuddhena antaÉkaraàena, 152, 198

– (pratyagÂtma-samÂdhi), 153

sÂmagrÍ(s), 52, 205, 207

samÂkhyÂ, 179, 180, 181

sÂmÂnÂdhikaraàyam, 199

samanvaya, 216, 225, 234, 236, 238,

  239

SamanvayÂdhikaraàam, 19 topics

  discussed, 358

samanvayÂdhyÂya, 12, 30

samÂsa, 116

saÙbandha, 32

saÙbhÂvanÂ, 54

saÙkîepaïÂrÍrakam, 25

saÙsÂra, 3, 261, 262

saÙsarga, 50, 53, 84, 87

saÙsargÂdhyÂsa, 53, 54

saÙsÂrÍ, 80, 196, 253, 254
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saÙïaya, 11, 94

saÙskÂra(s), 44, 286, 288, 289, 292, 295

saÙskÂrya, 285, 286, 287, 288, 307

samuccaya, 94, 105

sanÂtana-dharma , 4

SanatkumÂra, 271, 272

SandhyÂ, 296, 299

– vandanam, 291

saßga, 52

– -buddhi, 209

saßgati, 11, 15

saßkalpa, 82

ïÂnkarÍcidabhivyaktiÉ, 143 (fn. 63)

SÂßkhya, 175

sannanta, 117

sannyÂsa, 103, 104

ïÂnta ÂtmÂ, 200

ïÂrÍrakaÉ, 91

ïÂrÍraka-mÍmÂÙsÂ, 90, 91

ïÂrÍram, 257,

sarvabhötÂdhivÂsaÉ, 293

sarvabhötÂntarÂtmÂ, 292, 293

sarvabhötasthaÉ, 308

sarvajáa, 157, 221

sarvajáakalpa, 221

sarvakriyÂ-rahitam, 266

sarvaloka-pratyakîaÉ, 85

sarvam Brahma, 199

sarvÂntara, 41, 42

SarvÂpekîÂdhikaraàa, 99, 100, 334

sarvaïaktimattva, 157

sarvasaßkalpa-sannyÂsÍ, 198

SarvasÂropaniîat, 155

sarvasya, 308

sarvataÉ nivÂrita-pracÂram, 198

sarvavyÂpÍ, 199, 292

ïÂsanÂt, 221

– ïÂstram, 226

saïarÍratvam, 324, 325, 331

îaîòhÍ-tatpuruîa samÂsa, 116

ïÂstra, 220

sat, 46

îaò-lißgas, 239, 241

sattvÂpattiÉ, 368

satyam, 170, 239

– -jáÂnam anantam Brahma, 216

satyÂnçte mithunÍkçtya, 50

sÂvayava, 289

savijáÂnam jáÂnam, 362

scriptures are devised by jÍvanmuktas

  (Yo.VÂ.), 374

ïeîa, 102, 118, 228, 233, 237, 243, 252,

  308, 310, 312

ïeîaïeîitva, 101, 102, 104

ïeîÍ, 102

siddhÂnta, 11

siddha-vastu (anubhava), 184

SiddhÂntabindu, 86

siddhavastuïaÙsanÂt ïÂstram, 226

ïikîÂ, 221

six criteria, 225, 226, 239-241, 280

smçtiÉ, 55

smçtiprasthÂnam, 6

smçtiröpaÉ, 55

îoÅaîÍ, 186, 187

ïodhita tvam pada, 196, 206

soma, 315

sopÂdhika, 201

– adhyÂsa, 60

sorodit, 244, 255

ïraddhÂ, 112, 189

ïrÂddha-karma, 172

ïravaàa, 23, 303, 334

ïravaàa, manana, nididhyÂsana, 4, 334, 335

ïreyaÉ, 115

ïrotÂ, 66
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ïrouîaò, 298

S.R.U., 156

ïrutabrahma, 321, 322, 323

ïruti, 179, 180, 187

– -pramÂàa, 174, 183

ïrutiprasthÂnam, 5

sthÂnam, 179, 180, 181

sthitaprajáa, 137, 332

sthiti, 164, 168, 172, 238

sthöla-vçtti(s), 125

ïubhecchÂ, 368

ïubhraÉ, 259, 263

subjective knowledge, – true or false –

 is necessarily experiential. The

  incorrect experience of an entity can

 be corrected only by a correct

  experience. (Yo.VÂ.), 150, 151

ïuddaÉ, 293

ïuddha, 157, 158, 197, 293, 309

– -caitanya, 127

ïuddha ïiîyaprajáaiva, 207

ïuddhacitta, 103

ïukram, 293, 294

ïuktirajata, 55

summing-up, 342

ïönya, 171

ïönyatÂvÂdÍ, 58

ïönyavÂda, 50

superimposition, order of, 86

– see adhyÂsa, 38

SureïvarÂcÂrya, dçïya-jagat is not

perceived in jáÂnaniîòhÂ, 147

– on VedÂntic prakriyÂ, 379

sötra(kÂra), 7, 93

ìv.U., 156, 171

svabhÂva, 175

svÂbhÂvika, 204

svadhÂ, 298

svÂdhyÂyaÉ adhyetavyaÉ, 229, 231

svagata difference, 236, 240

svÂhÂ, 298

svapracÂra, 83

svaprakaraàasthaÉ, 307, 310

svaprakÂïa(É), 45, 63, 125

svargakÂmo yajeta, 255

svaröpa, 182

– -lakîaàa, 164, 165, 170, 216, 351

– -pratiîòhaÉ, 200

svataÉ-prÂmÂàyam, 203, 205

svavÂkyagata, 229

svayamjyoti, 182, 332

tÂdÂtmya, 53

tÂdÂtmyÂdhyÂsa, 53, 54

taddharmÂàÂm, 46

tadguàasaÙvijáÂna (bahuvrÍhi), 167,

  168

Tai.U., 121, 122, 156, 164, 167, 169,

  214, 215

– bhÂîya (1-12), 152

– BrahmajáÂnÍ attains the highest, 115

tamaÉprakÂïavat, 44

tanumÂnasÂ, 368

tarka, 183

– pÂda, 174

– ïÂstra, 308

TÂrkika, 57, 176

tat pada, 196

tat tvamasi, 196, 206

taòastha-lakîaàa, 164, 216, 351

tathÂpi, 47

tatkÂlaÉ, 78

tÂtparya, 236, 242

– -lißgÂ, 240

– -niràaya, 238

tattadÂkÂra-antaÉkaraàa-vçtti, 127, 202

tattvajáana, 248
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– (there) desire cease, 111

tatvataÉ, 198

tejaÉ, 331

Tejobindöpaniîat, 137

titikîÂ, 112

tripuòÍ, 134, 181, 196

tçpti, 266

turyagÂ, 369

tvam (pada)(ïodhita /nirupÂdhika), 196

uniformity of the guru’s teaching, correct

  understanding of VedÂnta and own

  BrahmÂnubhava is a must for

  BrahmajáÂna (Yo.VÂ.), 363

upÂdÂna, 166, 178, 222

upadeïaÉ, 204

upadeïakramaÉ, 207

upÂdeyaÉ, 308

upÂdhi, 52, 59, 184, 194, 244

upÂdhikçta-vistarabhedaÉ, 199

upadiïa, 215

upakramopasaÙhÂra, 48,239, 240, 241

upÂmïu yÂga, 279, 283

Upaniîads (extensively studied), 6

upapatti, 239, 241

uparati / uparama, 112

upÂsanÂ, 91, 192, 197, 243

– -pratÍka, 276

– -saÙpat, 275, 277, 278, 280

– -saÙvarga, 276, 279

– vidhi, 305

Upavarîa, 246

utpÂdya, 285, 286, 307

utpÂdyÂdi caturvidha-dravyavilakîaàaÉ,

  307, 310

utpatti, 285, 295

utsarga, 186, 187, 191

uttarapakîa, 11

vÂcikam, 257

vaidika, 65

– -vyavahÂra, 341

vairÂgya, 100

vaiïeîika, 57, 169, 175, 176

VaiïvÂnareîòi, 172

VaiyÂsikanyÂyamÂlÂ, 11

vÂkyam, 179, 180

VÂlmÍki on jÍvanmukti (Yo.VÂ), 153

vÂnaprastha, 103, 104

VarÂhopaniîat, 201

varàa, 81

varàaka(s), 217, 225

vaîaò, 296, 298

vastusvabhÂva, 39

vastutantram, 190, 202, 296

vastvadhÍnam, 202

vat, 59

Ve.P.B., viîayÂkÂra-vçtti, 128

Ve.P.B., parokîajáÂnam cannot

  remove aparokîa bhrama, 129

Veda, 217

Veda-prÂmÂàya, 230, 244

vedanÂ, 282

VedÂnta pramÂàa, 201

VedÂnta-paribhÂîÂ, 205

VedÂntamÍmÂÙsÂ, 93

VedÂntasÂra, 130, 131

VedÂntavicÂra, duration, 21

– eligible person, 21

VedÂntic prakriyÂ, 374

– - SureïvarÂcÂrya’s dictum, 379

VedÂntic pursuit, sequence of, 22

VedÂrtha, 183

veditÂ, 282

vedya, 282

vetti, 361

vibhu, 259, 263

vicÂra, 95
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vicÂraàÂ, 368

vicikitsÂ, 82

videhamukti, 182

vidheya, 250

vidhi, 65, 93, 186, 187, 191, 228, 229,

  230, 255, 300, 301, 304

– -niîedha, 339

– -ïeîa, 311

vidhipratiîedha, 66

vidhvasta-sarva-upÂdhibhedaÉ, 199

vidita, 283

vidyÂ, 64

– phalam anubhavÂröÅam, 211

VidyÂraàya Muni, 306

– ajáÂnanÂïanam, 143 (fn. 63)

– anubhava and reasoning are

  indispensable, 192

– on BrahmÂvagati, 143

vijÂtÍya difference, 236, 240

vijáÂnavÂdi, 57

vijáÂnavÂdin, 311

vikalaÉ, 82

vikalpa, 94, 186, 187, 191

vikalpanÂ,  188

vikÂra, 285, 295

vikÂrya, 285, 286, 307

vÍàÂ, 96

vipariàÂma, 172, 173

viparyayeàa, 82

VirÂgaÉ, 109, 110

virodha, 39

Viröpa,  a deity, 217

viïaya, 11

viîaya, 11, 32, 41, 45

viîayÂkÂrÂntaÉkaraàavçtti, 72, 127, 129

viîayatva, 43

viîaya-vaitçîàya, 23

viîayaviîayiàoÉ, 43

viîayÍ, 41

viîayitva, 43

viïeîaÉ, 99

viîinoti, 45

ViïvedevÂÉ, 275, 277

Vivaraàa-prameya-saßgraha, 189

– ajáÂnanÂíanam, 143 (fn. 63)

– anubhava and reasoning are

  indispensable, 192, 193

  BrahmavijáÂna, akhaàÅÂkÂravçtti as

  jáÂna-pramÂàa, 143

– on BrahmÂvagati, 143

Vivaraàa-vçtti as jáÂna-pramÂàa, 127 -

  fn. 46

viveka(É), 100, 109

vivikta, 49

Viyadadhikaraàa, 169

vouîaò, 298

vçddha, 249

vçddhi, 172, 173

vrÍhi, 187

vçtti, 125

– as jáÂna, 127 - fn. 46

– pratyagbrahmaikyagocarÂ, 143 (fn. 63)

– tattadÂkÂra-vçtti, 127, 202

– -viîayatvam / -karmatvam, 129

– -vyÂpti, 129

vçttikÂra, 246

vyÂkaraàa, 221

vyÂkçta, 170

vyÂpti, 27, 68

– -jáÂna, 70

VyÂsa, 96

– himself received Brahmasötras from

Lord ìiva, 382

vyatireka, 68, 69

– -vyÂpti, 69

vyavahÂra, 39, 48, 65, 66, 204
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yadyadvistarÂrtham, 222

yadyapi, 47

yaÉ, 198

yajamÂna, 279, 283

YÂjáavalkya, 41

Yama, 3

YÂska, 173, 174

yataÉ, 167, 170

yathÂbhöta-viîayam (jáÂnam), 202

yathÂrtha, 126

– -ÂtmÂnubhava, 349

yathÂrthÂnubhava, 194

– is the cardinal essence

  of both direct perception and

  aparokîa-ÂtmajáÂna, 149

yato vÂ imÂni bhötÂni, 214, 215, 216

yava, 187

yÂvÂn, 198

Yo.VÂ., VÂlmÍki on jÍvanmukti, 153

– ÂtmajáÂna & desires cannot

  co-exist, 111

– - BrahmajáÂna and perception of jagat

  cannot co-exist, 374

–dvaita jagat and advaita Brahman cannot

  be known simultaneously, 147

– -modus operandi adopted by

  jÍvanmuktas in revealing Brahman,

  380

– - on avidyÂ, 375 to 378

– on ïiîyaprajáÂ, 206, 207

– - scriptures are devised by

  jÍvanmuktas, 374

– subjective knowledge, – true or false –

  is necessarily experiential. The

  incorrect experience of an entity can

  be corrected only by a correct

  experience.  150, 151
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– to quote scriptures out of context in

  the state of ignorance is untimely,

  premature and disastrous, 146

– - uniformity of the guru’s teaching,

  correct understanding of VedÂnta and

  own BrahmÂnubhava is a must for

  BrahmajáÂna, 363

yogÂcÂra, 57

Yogakîemam vahÂmyaham, 210

yogÂröÅhaÉ, 198

yoni, 221, 224

youktika, 75

– -jáÂna, 201, 207

yukti , 121

yöpa, 247, 248, 249

yuîmad, 40

– -asmad, 41

yuîmatpratyayagocara, 42




